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TRANSACTIONS 

OF THE 

ASIATICK SOCIETY. - 
1 L E T T E R  from the Right Honourable the Gwemwr 

General to the Prm'dent, tramit t ing the folkwing 
I communication. 

I Fvrt St. George, 3d January, 18 10. 
SIR, 

I 
I HAVE the honour to transmit to you for the pur- 

l pose of being laid before the Asiatic Societ 
I 

E a P"P" 
which I have received from Major WILLIAM AM BTON 

I of H. M- 3 ~ d  Regiment of Fmt, entitled, " An account 
" of the measurement of an Arc on the Meridian, 
" comprehended between the latitudes 8" 9' S8".39 and 
" 10' 5Y 48".93 North, being a continuation of the 

p d  Meridional Arc, commenced in 1804, and ex- 
tending to 14" 6' 19" North." 

I have great pleasure it being the channel of commu- 
nicating to the learned Society, a paper containing matter 
of euch hlgh importance to the interests of science, and 
furnishin so many new proofs of thk eminent endowments ' 
and inde % tigable exertions which have long distinguished 
the character and labours of its respectable and meritorious 
author. 

I have the honour to be, Sir, 
Your obedient humble servant, 

. MINTO. 
Hon, H. T. C o ~ r s a o o e s ,  h. &c. &c. 



e MEABUREMENT 01 AN ARC 

An Account ofthe measurement f a n  Arc on the mcri- 
dian comprehended betwein the latitudes 8" 9' 3BN .39 
and 1 0" 59' 48" .93 North, being a Continuutim of  
#he grand meridional Arc, commenced in 18040, and 
extendivg to 14" 6' 19" Naeh. 

B Y  

MAJOR WILi.2AM LAMBTON, 
33d &+ Foot. 

IN a paper which I communicated to the Asiatick so- 
ciety, and which was published in the tenth volume of 
the Researcheg, 1 took an opportunity of noticing that a 
meridional Arc had been measured upwards of three 
degrees in amplitude. Being in expectation that the de- 
tailed account of that measurement would be transtpitted 
to the 'Royal 'Society by the Honourable tbe Cuurt of 
Directors, I have giveq no particulars of it here, but 
hal l  only notice the general results as combined with 
the operations herea&r nlnitioned. Them ,mcridionij 
measurements being the chief foundation of the trigon* 
metrical survey, which has been carried on under my 
direction for some years past, it is to be hoped that the 
East-India Company wlll be desirous of having them 
published along with the .general account of the 
survey. But such a work being arranged in a great 
measure according to the order of time, must exhibit 
what is purely scientific;Sn a detached and mutilated 
form ; it is therefore my intention to collect, at some 
future period, all the particulars that regard the compa- 
rison of celestial and terrestrial arcs, and digest them in a 
manner better prepared for the learned reader. The 
present period is replete with s lendid performances in 
practical science, and althoug g their objects be dif- 
ferent, .yet there result ' limn eaeh of them certain facts 
that tend to throw new light on various philosophical 
subjects. The grand operations in Pmnce, canducteJ 



h y . k  debrrrted De LAYCPI~E and ME'CHAIN, have 
for their o w t  the determination of a standard me* 
sum; but, to awomplieh that, dsey h m  meamred an 
arc ao tBe naeridian upwards of nine degrees in length. 
The chief intention of the great m e y  in England, 
under Coke1 MUDOE, is to obtain A correct plan of 
the islaml of Great Britain, and the. geographical posf 
tions of aU known places, m latitude and longitude. In  
carrying this into e h t ,  itwas necessary to hawe a seriea 
of ~ g ~ i n  the direction of the meridaan, from which 
bas been deduced an awc of 8" 50' aSI1, which is to be 
ateadd. northerly. The principal object of my own 
l a h ,  when this work was first proposed to the 
M u h  gwernment, was to connect the two coasts of 
Cwomandel and Malabar, and to ckeknreine the lati- 
tudes and longitudes of the principal places both on 
the w e  and in the interior. The original &sign has 
been vastly .ealarged, and, in addition to the trianglei 
canied saws the Peninsula, between the latitudes ef 
twelve and fourteen d e p ,  anotber series has been ex- 
tended from Traqorebar and Negaptam, e a h l y  acres 
to P d n y  aod CaIicub ; and, to render tbe skeleton 
amplet., a meridiod series has been carried down the 
middle of the Peninsula, terminating at the sea near 
Cqe Corn-, frmn which have been extended other 
smksee, to the east and west, entirely along both the 
coaets. From the erbove+mentioned meridional series, 
I have deduced an arc of nearly six degrees in amplitude. 
The members of the Stoedish academy have likewise 
been performing a similar work ; but the sole intention 
of that was, the rneasurthnent of a degree at the polar 
ciFele, as a test to tile one executed by MAUPERTUIS 
and his associates. These variouslperforcnances have 
afforded the learned w d d  the most extiensive and the 
most accurate data hitherto obtained for determining a 
question of great importance in physical astronomy, viz. 
tbe dimensions and figure of t l~e  earth. This circum- 
rcrnce being involved in many abstruse speculaths, re- 

B a 
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lating to the precesion of the equinoxes, the nutation of 
the earth's axis, the parallaxes of the moon, &c. &c. it 
has been found expedient, in order to make the theory 
agree with ,the observations of astronomers, to adopt a 
figure whose ellipticity was from & to &, in place of & 
given by Sir I. NEWTON : and various experiments, 
with peildulums in different latitudes, seemed to justify 
the measure. I t  will appear, in the sequel of this me- 
moir, how far the recent measurements may be relied 
on in computing according to the elliptick theory ; and 
certainly, from the great length of the arcs and their IT+ 
moteness from each other, more reliance may be p l d  
.in computation drawn from them, than from any experi- 
ments made by such pendulums as have been generally 
used for those purposes. 

The arc, which is the subject of this communication, 
is a continuation of the same meridian line, whose posi- 
tion was determined at the station of Dodagoontah in 
Mysoor, in 1805, and is the meridian on which the 
f o k e r  arc was computed. The present arc commencei 
at Putchapffiarn station in Cohabetwr, where the former 
one terminated, and concludes at Qunnae near Ca 
Cornorin. The positions to the southward fill very P a- 
vorably, and the place of observation at Punme is 
only 98.2 feet east from the meridian of Dodagoontah. 
There is one station (Permaul malli) on a very lofty 
mountain, which has not yet been observed at, on' account 
of the difficulty in getting at it ; and besides, the season 
when I was in Coimbetoor was not favourable for ascen- 
ding such high places. In consequence of this, there are 
four triangles wherein only two angles in each have been 
observed ; an omission which at present plust be dispensed 
with ; but the base of verification near TimiwUy will shew 
that no important e m  has crept into the operations. 

The measurement of the base line in Coimbetaor, and 
the o h t i o n s  for the zenith distances of stars, were 
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1 mkpleted in the' beginning of 1806; but I have re- 
corded them at full length here, as being the commence 
ment of this section of the grand arc. The base near 
TinniveUy was measured early in the present year, and 
the triangles continued to the southern station near the 
sea beach, a few n~iles east from the lines of Travan- 
core. At this station, I sat down to observe the same 
stars which had been observed at Putchapoiiia~/~, and 
with equal success. Having finished there, I returned 
to Pahmcottah, with an intention of making another set 
of observations, and for that purpose I erected a small 
observatory on the rampart of the fort, to be secure 
against the high winds ; but the badness of the weather, 
occasioned by the setting in of the west monsoon, ren- 

1 demd dl my endeavours fruitless. I have, however, rea- 
l 

son to hope that the observations which have been made 
at the extremities of the arc will be thought satisfactory. 

The length of the degree due to the middle point of 
this section of the arc, or latitude 9" 34' 45", is found 
to be 6M73 fathoms nearly. Now it may be proper to 
notice here, what has already been noticed in giving an 
account of the former arc, that between Dodagmtah, 
in latitude IS", and the station at Bommndrum, in 
latitude 14", there is a vein of iron ore, which was sup- 
p e d  to have affected the plummet, @ some irregularity 
appeared to exist in the observations at those places. 
The arc between Putchapl6icrrn and Dodagmtah gave 
the length of the degree for latitude 1 lo 59' 54" equal 
60599 fathoms, and the arc between Putchpolliam 
and Bmasundrum gave the degree only 60449 fathoms 
reduced to the same latitude on the elliptick hypothesis. 
Seeing such a disagreement, it was necessary to recur to. 
the nature of the country, as both those stations are 
sdciently remote from mountains to remove any appre- 
hension of a disturbance from them. But since no doubt 
remained as to the existence of some disturbing cause, I 
attributed it to the effects of this bed of ore, and con- 
cluded that the plummet had been drawn to the north- 
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ward while observing at ~ o a h g ~ ,  and b the naotb 
ward while at Bomamndmclm, which would give the 
eakstid arc betweea Pz6tchspoZZiam and D o d w a h  
too little, and that between Putchapwtliam and B o w  
arndrunr too great, the reverse of which would tab 
place with respect to- the length of the d e p  in these 
two arcs. Being confident as to the accuracy of tbe 
deervations at both places, and considering the circum- 
stances just mentioned, I thought it reasonable to take 
the mean of the two degrees, which gave 60490 
fathoms nearly, for the ltmgth of the degree in lati- 
tude 1 1" 59' 54". 

Whatever may have been the cause of irregularity in 
the observations made at B w n a s u A  and Do& 
goontah, the errors occasioned themby must be conk 
derably reduced, when the whole arc, indudi~lg the 
present measurement, is taken into account. I shall 
therefore take notice here what the general resuit gives, 
by comparing the ares Panrnae andDo@mtalrs Brma~rae 
md B e n d r u q  and Peanffse d PaugAacr, which 
lsst place was also-a &tion of obsemtioa.in t&e ibmm 
part of the operatiow, 

f t appears from Art. 8. that the celesthal arc between 
Punnuc and Putchaplkm is $ 50' 10'' .54 ; and tBk 
celestial arc between B a ~ c b p ~ m  d Dodqoontah, 
by the observations m 1805 and 6, wss eo 0( 9" .79; 
and therefore the sum is 4" 50' 9;d .39, equal to the 
celestial arc between Punnae and D o d a g o d .  -The 
terrestrial arc between Punnhe and P t d c l i e r n  k 
1029100.5 feet, to which add 737334~6 k t ,  the tm- 
ttial arc between Putchpllirm, and D o & p t &  we 
have 1756435.1 feet or BS27319.8 fkthorns, wh&, corn 
pared with 4° 50' EO"33, will give the xueau kq@ of 
the degree, equal 60496 fathoms kc l a w e  10' S4r 49", 
the middle point of the arc. 

The hrmer d d a l  arc between P z d c b ~ b a n  



d l.bmmezh m a  so d 1". 88, to which1 add 
S" 50' 10" .5& gives 5" 50' 12" .49 ; and the ~ e s -  
&ial mc between Pubchaplliam and Bomaundrum 
1088475.8 feet, to which add 10Q!l100.5 feet, dves 
91 17376.3 6x6 or 353896 fathoms nearly, which 
compared with 5" 50' 12" .48, gives 60469 fathoms fm 
the m & m  length of the degree in latitude 11" 4' 44" 
newly, the middle point of the arc. 

Again; the eeIestjal arc between Putckupolliam and 
Pmghur was observed to be 3" 6' 57" .78, and the 
cdsstitd am between Puanse and Putchapolfiam is 
9' 50' 10" .S, whose sum is 5" 56' 45'' .33 for the 
whole cdestial are. The terrestrial arc between Put- 
cbpdian, and Paughur was 1 138473 feet, to which 
d d  1089100.5 ket, we have 8157573.5 feet, equal to 
359395.4 fathoms, d this compared with 5 O  56' 48" .92 
gives &M69 &thorns nearly, for latitude 1 1" 8' 3'', the 
rrd$dle point of the arc. 

As the two last arcs are nearly of the same length, 
d the real$ &fli but little, it ha4 been thought suflii 
ciently cmect to take the mean of the two degrees as the 
measure due to the mean latitude of the two middle 
p e h ,  in which ease we have 60466.3 fathoms for the 
leogtli of the dcgree in latitude 1.1" 6' 93".5. 

In &r t;o get a mean between the obser- 
v e & ~ ~  mdk @t &&goo~tah and these two latter 
stegwls, the ct- in latCtude 10' 34' 49" has been 
bltm d u& with* the degree h latitude 52' 9' 90", 
eqtrel to 60830 kthoms ; and with these the ratio of the 
esftNs diameters has been compnted, and hund to be as 
1 Q 1.003&359 (Art. 81, Appendix); and thence the 
le+ of the degree in latitude 1 1 " 6' 29" .5, has been 
h n d  to be 68498 fathoms : therefore the mean between 
tl& and M S . 5  is 60486.75 fathoms; or, to avoid 
d e e k d s ,  it hae Been called 60487 fathoms for latitude 
1 lo  6' 2411. 
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This mean measure has been used with the degree ib 
latitude 59" 2' 90'/, and the ratio of the earth's diameters 
again computed, and the polar and equatorial diameters 
are found to be as 1 : 1.003 1499, and I have made use 
of this for determining the lengths of degrees in diikrent 
latitudes, by which the latitudes of all the great stations 
of observahons in bringing down the grand arc have 
been finally fixed. And here it may be proper to observe 
that, in the tenth volume of Asiatick Researches, I 
have mentioned the latitude of Dodagmtah to be 
12' 59' 59" .9 1, as determined by nine stars from the 
Greenwich observations of 1809 ; d from that the 
latitude of the observatory at Madras was deduced, 
and was found to be 13" 4' 8" .7. But if it be allowed 
that the plummet has been drawn to the northward 
while observing at Dodagmtah, the observations at that 
place would give the latitude less than it really is. 
Under this conviction, I have made Punme the fixed 
latitude, which was determined by eight of the same stars 
that were observed at Dodagoontah, and was found to 
be 8" 9' 38" .39 ; and by setting off from that parallel, 
and computing according to the lengths o f  the degrees 

' given in Art. 3, Appendix, the latitude of Dodagoontah is 
found to be I 3" 0' 1" .9 which is 8" more than before, and 
therefore the latitude of the observatory at Madras, as de- 
duced from that of Dodagmtah, will be 13" 4' 1 1" nearly. 

After the deductions enumerated in this summary, the 
whole of the measurements both in England, Frame, 
and at the polar circle, have been compared, by using 
the degree in latitude 1 1" 6' 34rN, being the most sbthern 
of the recent operations ; and from these different data 
three ellipticities have been computed, and the mean 
taken, which will give an ellipsoid ,whose polar and equa- 
torial diameters are to each other as 1 : 1.003348 nearly. 
From this, and the degree above mentioned, various con- 
clusions have been d~awn, in the appendix to this 

. memoir, to which I shall refer the reader, and proceed 
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to give a detailed statement of all the particulars which I 
are the immediate subject of this paper. 

W. LAMBTON. 
Trichinqpo@, Nm. lst., 1809. 

1. Measurement of the Base Liw in the Coimbetm. 

This base has been measured with the same apparatus, 
and in the same manner, as the base near Bangalore; 
an account of which has been given in the 10th volume 
of the Asiatick Researches: the whole operation has 
been conducted under my own immediate inspection. 

lZqcriments n d  for computing the Chains. 
- - -  
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T A B L E  
Containing Particulars o f  the Measurement. 

[Commenced on the 20th of March,l806.] 

"- 
C1 zr 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

s 35 .08550 9.2446 
30 o .09905 4.3650 
31 0 .01628 3.6080 
35 45 .01080 
40 10 .21220 14.5641 
51 0 02200 
aa 50 ~ 2 3 6 ~  hWNP 

% .  
%i 
g. 
100 
300 

100 
rKW)O 
400 

,Id 
$1 
'$1 ---- 

0° 2; 6 
1 5 30 
1 3 50 

Level 
44.2 30 

0 18 36 

! $  
,- 3:i 

6'5 
FEET. 

.00264 

.05445 

.06896 

.01528 

.00580 

Perpndieulsr. 

A.cmt.. 

FEET. 

0.727C 

2.7430 

p $  e i a 
b 
. 

100.2 
95.8 
103.4 
115.2 
77.7 
94. 

.-* 

PBBT. 

5.7165 
7.428C 

2.1540 

Commsnceoame f m m ~ ~ a e l u t .  

A,,.-. 

lNCHE$.  

23. 
2.75 

1.1 

- 
.,a- --- 

I%CHES 

2.5 

6.5 
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l 2 .  MEASUREMENT 01' AN ARC 

[Completed on the 19th of April, 1816.1 

N.W. end, above the S.W. end of *e base, 134.8 Feet in perpendicular 
he~ght. 
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At the commencement, the old chain 
exceeded the new one 18.18 divisions 
of the micrometer, equal .00728 feet. Feet. 
Therefore 323 x 100.00738 feet will be 
the measure in .  terms of the new chain - = 39309 .S5 I4 

At the conclusion, the old chain ex- 
ceeded the new one 25 divisions, and 
had therefore increased 6.83 divisions, 

0 00373 equal .00273 feet. IIence 323 x -+ 
=O.a09 feet, the correction for the 
wear, which add .................. + 0.4409 

The sum of the deductions from col. 
4th is 4.85778 feet, which being increased 
in the ratio of 100 to 100.0072 will be 
4.858 1 feet, which,subtract .......... - 4.858 1 

Hence the apparent horizontal distance 
will be ........................... 32297.9343 

The correction for the expansion and 
reduced to the standard temperature of 
kill be 

(94°.08-400) x .007C(690--500) x .01037 
19 ...... x 39997.9349 feet, which -add + 4.7744 

Hence the corrected measure of the 
Base for the temperature of 69' ,will be . 33902.7086 

Which,. being reduced to the level of 
the sea, will be .................... 39301 3769 

The last reduction is applied to the S. E. end of the 
Base, which is nearly the mean hei t of all the hgpo- 
thenuses, and is B5.5 feet above t p e level of the sea; 
which height was determined by bringing down the 
tnangies from the station at Dutzhgmrah. 



2. ANGLES 

BETWEEN A N D  

S.E. end of the Bw. .N.udkaunee hill & j k  j iim12 .... 
Oodoormalli ......... 87 3 51.2. 

52.25 
Hallagamalli ....... ,142 3. 41 

40.75 
42.25 .... ........ Nnudkaunee hill Oodoormalli 40 45 29.75 

Oadaormalli ........ Hallagamalli .......... 

48 

Wlagamalli ....... .Shennimalli ........ 77 17 19 
14.75 
15.75 15.65 
14.75 . 
14. I 

At the S. E. End of the Buse Line. 

.... N.W. end of the Base. .Naudkaunee hill 77 29 19.25 

12. 
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At the S. E. End ofthe Base (continued). 
BETWEEN AND 

OodoormaUi ........ Hallagamalli ........ 3; 36 18.55 
14.25 

13. 
16. 

HdagamaUi ....... .Shennimnlli ........ 50 27 50. 
47.5 
49.75 

Hallag.malli ....... .Yakhatoor Id. ..... 88 44 35.75 
29.5 ........ .... Sh&i Ydmotoor hill.. 38 16 42. 

37.75 ....... ........ Y ~ ~ m ~ b o r  Parmatty hill. 67 5 1 2. 
0.25 1 1.61 
2.75 ... ........ Halhgamalli hill .Purteemalli 86 0 11. 
17.25 { 14'12 ....... ........ ParmaQ hill Purteemalli .I17 14  25.5 
21.5 [ 22.42 
17.25 

Rungamalli ........ 58 53 40.25 
........ ........ hrteemdli.. Rungmalli 58 30 45.25 

51. (48.17 
48.25 

Putchapolliam Station 112 5 9.87 9.87 ... Yadmatoor hill.. .Putchapolliam Station 62 39 27. 
29.5 127.25 
25.25 - 

At Naudkauvaee Hill. 
N.W.endofthaBase ..S.E. end of the Base.?. 56 12 26. 

24.75 
ODdWSldi ........ 95., 2 17. 

* 
16. 
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BETWEEN AND 
N.W.endoftheBase ..S.E. end of the Base.. 3; si 2s. 

20.5 
Naudkaunee hill .... 44 12 15.5 

I .  11.75 

14.75 ........ HallPgamalli 69 57 13.75 
13.25 3 13.08 
12.25 3 

Hallagamalli ........ S.E. end of the Base. .lo1 29 32.75 
33.75 3 33.09 

........ N.W.endoftheBase..Oodoornalli 54 34 3.75 
5. 4-67 
5.25 

S.E. end of the Base. . Oodoormdli ........ 42 0 12.5 
4. 1 13.92 
15.25 - - 

Shennimalli ........ N.W. end of the Base.. 47 48 24. 
22.5 123.25 

S.E. end of the Base.. 60 22 15.25 
10.75 13.25 
13.75 ...... 
24. 

Yalrnatoor hill .Parnatty hill .36 0 13. 

i 
S.E. end of the h..YaGlmatmr hill 47 31 18.751 11.37 

..... ....... 
10.25 10.75 
9. 

Pannatty hill ....... .Parteemalli ......... .63 49 58.5 I 
* 

36.5 
I b 42.5 

Kautpolliam (S.E. end of the Base) Puteemdli.. 52 18 33.5 
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BBTWEEIP AND 
N.W. 4 of the Bare. . Hdagamalli ....... .54 54 2 3.5 

23.75 
S.E. end of the Base.. Hal- ....... .69 9 58.75 

62. t60.83 
61.75 ' 

Y&lmataor hill ..... -82 1 32.5 

29.75 
YaGLnataor hill ...... Putchapofinm Station. .92 57 3475 ' 35.69 - 37. 

At Putchaplliam Siation. 

Shennimalli.. ....... . Y J h t o o r  hill.. ... .43 39 0.25 
38 58.25 
39 3.5 

2.75 ...... Ya6lmatoorhill S.E. endoftheBree..lOl 2 8.5 

8.8 - 8.9 *.is 

1 At Yaelmatoor Hill. 

SE. end of the Base . .H$lagamalli ....... .43 44 10. 

7. 

Shennimalli ......... Putch~polliam Station 43 23 25.75 ' 
20.75 1 23'25 . ...... S.R end of the Base .Putchapolliam 16 18 23.25 2 
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At Parnutty Hill. 

JJCTWZEW AND a # #  

hhgamrl l i  ....... .Yaiih&m hill ..... .48 16 14.5 
l 1  16-75 - 7.25 
10.25 

Y&hahrhi l l . . . . . .  S.E.endofthe Bass ..60 9 41.25 

37.75 39.75 

39.75 
S.E.endoftheBase..Rungamslli .......... 81 54 30.25 

56. 

Iirllagsmdli ....... .Parmatty hill ....... .69 25 39.5 
S.E. end of the & . .41 41 14. 

...... S.E. end of the Baae..Pum&y hill ..27 44 17.5 

RPngamslli..........70 57 48. 

51. 
54.5 ... PmnaQ hill.. ...... Kumomdli ?. .. .56 39 13.5 
5 3 13.8 
13. 

S.E, end of the& ..~rrrroomolli ........ 84 43 48.5 
49. 

B- ........ I(;- ........ 11 95 31.5 
I 

40.5 35.8 
35.5 
34.5 - I 
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At PurieemaZIi (continued). 

BPTWEBR ARD 0 , "  

K u d  ........ Permaul hill ....... .77 20 47.5 

47. 45.21 
50.75 
46.75 
51. "I 

HdlagamPlli ....... .S.E. end of the Base . .41 41 13. ........ SE. end of the Base . .Parmatty hi 27 44 21.17 

hllagamalli ....... .Pannatty hill ....... .69 25 34.17 
Ditto ............. .Ditto (observed direct) 69 25 37.33 

... Mean.. .69 25 35.75 

Parnuttyhill ........ S.E. end oftheBase ..27 44 91.17 
S.E. end of the Base . .Kurroornalli ....... .84 23 29.13 -- 
Kurroomalli ....... .Parmatty hill. ...... .56 39 7.96 
Ditto ............. .Ditto (observed direct) 56 39 13.8 

~ - - -  ~ 

Mean.. ... .56 39 10.88 

h t e e d l i :  ......... Pmhatty hill ........ 88 17 50.5 
48.75 

56. 
57. 

S.E. end of the Base . .4r6 53 12. 
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At Kummndi (continued). 

BETWEEN Al iD  
0 , .  

Purtesmalli.. .....:. .Permrul hi11 ....... .57 57 29. 

99.25 

33. 

34. 
35.5 

Permaul hill ........ Rissheemdli ....... .47 45 25.5 

35. 

Kurroomdi ........ Permaul hill ....... .72 47 59. 

59.5 60.45 . 64.5 
61.5 
60. ..... 5 7  I 

Referring flsg . I50 42 39. 
36.5 1 
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At RissheemaUi (continued) . 
BETIEZIP AND 0 1 .  

Referring fly ......... Kurroomalli ........ 150 42 38.28 
Kurroomalll ........ Permaul hill ........ 72 48 0.42 

Referring flag'. ....... Permaul hill ........ 77 54 37.86 
Dim ............ Suddragherry ...... '4 40 16.75 

: Suddragherry ........ Permaul hill ........ 82 34 54.61 

Ref- flag ........ Permaul hill ........ 77 54 37.86 
Ditto ............ Nqamalli ........ 42 46 3 1.75 -- 

Nwmalli .......... Permaul hill ........ 120 41 9.61 

...... Refemng flag ........ S u d d r a g h  4 16.75 ........ Ditto ............ Nagamall 42 46 3 1.75 

R;sheemaUi ........ Permaul hill ........ 36 19 12.5 

20.25 20.17 

21 . 
Snddragherry ...... 140 33 24.5 

! 

23.5 ...... Soddragherry ........ Sehundermalli 9 1 36 13.5 

:::5 ( 14.5 
. . 

19 . 
P e m l  hill ........ Risslieemalli ........ 36 19 20.17 
Rideemalli ........ Suddragheny ...... 120 33 23.38 .. 
S d d r q h e q  ........ Permaul bill ....... : 81 14 3.21 

I 



BETWZZX AND 
. I .  

Risahemalli ....... .Permaul bill ....... .% & 51. 
50.25 

64.75 
64.5 
63.75 ....... ......... Parmaul hill .Nagzmalli .56 3 29.5 
30.25 . . . .  

s2'25 12.5 1 22.34 

12.5 
17. 

Rimheemalli ....... .Nagamah .......... tll 20 22.25 
23.5 . 

26.5 
I 27.25 

Nsgrunalli ......... . S e k u n d e d  ..... .25 48 40 25 

I 405 40.85 
41.5 
41.5 I 

Sekundermalli ...... Gopsulewamy Station 54 1 98.65 
R e f e e  fiag ....... .Meenachip~run hill . .56 S 37.25 

35.5 
Perrioomalli ..... . I00  18 29. 

31.25 
34. 

Permaul hill ....... .Rissheemalli ....... 3 4  42 56.64 
Riueheemdli ....... .Nag& ......... .a 1 20 14.63 

Nagamdli ......... .Perrrmul hi11 ....... .56 3 2 1.27 
Ditto .,............ Ditb ( o b s e d  direct) 56 3 22.34 

Mesp ...... 56 S 21.8 
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At S d r a g h m y  (continued.) 

BETWEEN AND 0 1 .  

Referring flog.. ..... .Pwrioonndli ..... .I04 18 315 
Meenachiporam hill . .56 3 35.56 

Meenachipom hill . .Pemoormalli ....... .48 14 55.64 - 

Nlgamalli .......... Suddragherry.. ..... .65 36 3. 

11. 
Gopaulewamy ..... .Suddregherry. ...... .20 4 44.5 

51.5 

51.5 
48.5 
50. ....... Kooteaph.. .42 6 10.5 

10. 
Kooteopha. ......... Suddragherry.. ..... .62 10 62. 

5s. - 
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BETWEEX AND e I I .... S e k u n d e d  ..Kooteaph.. ....... -79 22 15.5 
14. 
15. 
15.75 
16.5 
14.5 
14. 
15.5 

d 
Kaulikputb ....... .Meemchiporam. .... .5 1 52 19. 

25.63 

27. 
25. ....... Meenachiporam hill .. Pemoonnalli .55 43 45.5 

51.75 

50. 
46. - 50.5 

At Kooteapdra. 
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BETWEEN AND a t #  

G#wamy ..... .Suddrrgherry ....... .1 50 46. 
46.5 1 
45.5 ,, 

41.5 
Gopaulswamy ...... Kaulikautb ....... .64 49 39. 

3 4. 1 36.5 
Kauliiauth ........ Meenachiporam ..... .58 46 28.5 

Gopaulswamy ..... .Meenschiporam ... .I23 36 11.5 
3.5 ) 

9.5 \ . ..... Meenachiporam hill .Gopaulswamy .I23 36 8.1 
Gopaulswamy ..... .Suddragherry ....... .I 50 45. -- 
Suddqheny ........ Meenachiporam ... .12 1 45 23.1 

Sekundermalli ...... Gopaulswamy ...... 56 31 38.28 
Gopaulswamy ..... .Suddragherry ....... 1 50 45. -- 
Suddqherry ........ Sekuudermalli ...... 60 22 23.2% 

At Meenachiporam Hill. 
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At d2eenacRiporam Hill. 

BETWEEN AND 
0 1 1  

suddqheny.. ...... Kooteap!h ....... .35 54 33.5 
34. 
38. 
35. 
57.5 
33.5 
37. J 

Perrioormalli ....... .KaulikautAn ....... .11 12 57.5 
54. [ 56.5 
58. 

Suddragherry ....... .61 1 0. 

5'5 1 5-63 10. 
7. 

' Kolanelloor Station . .89 51 58.5 
57.25 
61. 59.15 
61.5 
57.5 

Kaulikauh ....... .Perrioormalli ....... .11 12 56.5 
Perrioormalli ....... .Gopaulswarny ..... .68 40 37.25 

I 

..... BIeenachiporrun ...... Gopaulswamy -70 39 61. 

58.5 
Perrioormalli ..... ,127 22 30.5 

27. 
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At Perrirnmnalli. 

BETWEBN AND D , a .  

hleenachiparam ...... Kaulikauth ....... .41 24 M .5 

43.25 3 i j .79  "'1 36. 

34.5 
Goprulswamy ..... -55  35 35.25 

45.5 
48. 

Suddragheny ....... -70 44 7.5 
9 8.67 
9.5 ..... Vullunkota hill -72 53 36.5 

39.5 135.5 
31. ........ ..... Vullunkota.. Meenachiporam .72 53 35.5 ....... ..... beenachiporam .Suddragherry .70 44 8.67 

....... ..... Snddragheny.. .Vullunkota .I43 37 44.17 -- - 
At Kokznelloor HiU. 

....... ..... Vullunkota.. .Vullanaud hill ,416 53 60. 

61. 
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At Ydunkota Hill. 

BETWEEJ AND 0 1 1  

Pemaormalli . . . . . . . .Kolanelloor hill . . . . . .88 53 48. 

48. 
50. 

Kolanelloor hill . . . . . . ~u l lana id  hill . . . . . .38 11 53. 
50. 

Vullanaud hill . . . . . .Kunnimapotha . . . . . .70 48 22.5 

19.5 
17.5 

At Yullunkota. 

Vullanaud hill . . . . . , Coonatoor hill . . . . . .46 20 18.95 

13' 1 16-44 18.5 
16. 

Coonatoor hill . . . . . .East end of the Base . .47 27 36.5 
31.5 
38.5 - 

At Yullanaud Hill. 

Kolanelloor hill. . . . . . Vullqukota.. . . , . . . . .94 54 14.5 
l 3  (12.13 
12. 
9. 

Vullunkota, . . . . . . . . .Kunnimapdhs . . . . . .57 50 33.5 
51. 
57. 
55.25 
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I 
At Vdhnaud Hill (continued). 

BETWEEN AND 0 1 "  

Vullunkota. ........ .Coonatoor hill ..... .24 4 23. 

I 
Cwnatoor hill ...... Tauhootpotha ..... .37 2 32.5 

34.25 
I 34.25 25.17 

33. 
20.5 
20.5 

K u n n i m a m  ...... Red hill .station ..... .49 24 34.5 

99.5 
44. 

I 
- 

Vdlmaud hill ..... .Coonatoor hill ..... .80 23 41. 

' 34. 
37.5 

<=oanrrtoor hill ..... .Vullunkota hill .61 13 20.5 1 

I 19.5 
20.5 
19.5 

26.5 
VdunLotr..........W.endoftbe BPae ..I5 53 52.5 
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At Taulaootpotha (continued). 

BETWEEN AND 

W. end of the Base . .E. end of the Base.. . ,730 9 36. 

35.5 
21. 
20.5 

At Coonatoor Hill. 
Taulaootpotha ..... .Vullanaud hill ..... .62 33 56. 

55.5 
55.5 

Vullanaud hill ...... Vullunkota hill ... .log 35 26.5 

21.5 
. 25.75 

Vullunkota hill ...... Taulaootpotha ..... 
3 1.25 
31.75 ...... . Taulaootpotha W. end of the Base 

31.5 
31.5 

W. end of the Base.. . .E. end of the Base ... .54 18 14. 

14.5 
20.5 
14.5 . E. ehd of the Base.. .Vullunkota.. ....... .60 5 16. 

"" 18.25 (16.81 

16.5 
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At the Wut End ofthe Bme (Palamcottah). 

BETWEEN AND 0 1 "  

Vullunkota. ........ .Taulaootpotba ..... .I10 52 49.5 
49. 
48. 

1 
41.51 44.5 

42.5 
4b. 

Tams ...... Coonatoor hill ..... .93 26 9. 
9.5 [ 9.33 
9.5 

Coonataa hill .... ..E. end of the Base.. ..62 54 46. 
46.5 1 
42. 42.4 

39. 38.5 I 
E. end of the Base. .. .Taul~tpotha ..... .w 3 I 38. 

32. 1 

At the East End ofthe Base. 

Vdunkota. ........ .Coomatoor hill ..... .72 27 14. 
15.5 Il3.17 
10, 

Coolutoor hill ...... W. end of Ihe Base. .. .62 46 70.5 

54. 
54.5 
54.5 
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At the East End o f  the Base (continued). 

1 BETWEEN A N D  0 , "  . ..... W. end of the Base.. .Taulaootpotha .76 18 52.5 

54.5 
51. 

Vullunkota. ....,... .Vullanaud hill ..... .51 20 53. 

56.9s 
63.5 
64. 
62.5 

Vullanaud hill ...... Red hill station ..... .66 8 28. 

25.5 
27. 

...... Red hill station Koodunkolum station. .52 56 22. 

12.5 
11. 

At Red Hiff Station. 

Vullanaud hill ...... Kunnimapoths ..... .64 S 56.5 

53. 
55.5 

KuMimapotha ...... Koodunkolum ..... .73 48 18. 

20.5 
21.5 

4 
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I 
1 

At Red Hill Station (continued). 
BBTWBLli A I D  

Kunnimapotha ..... .Munpotha ......... .48 1 1 40. 
41.5 46.42 

i 

39.75 
hlnopotha ......... .Koodunkolum. ...... .25 36 m.5 1 

1 
40.5 1 - I 

At Munpotha. 

Kunnimapoth. ..... .Red hill Station ..... .58 34 52. 

I 
27.5 ...... Red hill Station Koodunkolum Station 62 30 28. 

I 

33.5 
51. 
53. 

Koodunkolum Station Punnae Station ..... 

15. 
16. 
13.5 

K&* ......Plmnre Sbtio~.... . . .lbL 29 37. 
35.5 

35. 
36.5 
34.5 

Red hill W o n  ...... Koodankol~ ..... .62 SO 37.33 . ..... ..... Koodunkolum .Punwe Station .23 24 16.5 

... ...... h n a e  Station Red hill Station.. .85 54 53.83 .... .. Kunninupoths ..Punnae Sta;tion.. ..I44 29 36. 
1 Ditb ............. .Red hill Station ..... .58 34 42.17 ..... ............. I Ditb .Ditto (okerved direct) .41.1 
I Mean...... 58 34 41.64 
I 

D 
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At Koodunkolum Station. 

BBTWEEII AND 
I 

0 , "  

K- -......Red hill Station ..... .53 15 30. 

Red hill Station.. ... .Munpotha ......... .91 52 48.5 

37.5 
41.5 

Mmpotha ......... .Punnee Sbtion ..... .59 7 44. 
21. 

23.5 
23. 

K h p d 1 8  ..... .38 37 14. 

12.5 
14.5 

Punnae Staiion ...... Mupotha Sbtion ... .59 7 20.97 ... ..... Mupotha Station .K&potha .38 37 15.5 

..... ...... Kunaiaspotha Punnae Station .97 44 36.47 

At Punnue Station. 
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3. Description of the great Stations, 

PURMUTTY or Molapolliam hill is about one and 
a half miles N.E. from the village of Purmutty, and 
about ten miles south from Kodimoodi; at the foot of 
the hill on the west side is a small village, Mola Ilium, . 
from whence the road (which is a causeway) l x t o  the 
summit of the hill, where there is a pagoda, on the plab 
form of which is the station, marked by a small hollow 
in tbe chunam, about thirty feet S. West from the 
tower of the pagoda. 

Shennimalli. A hill near a r e r t a b l e  village of that 
name, on the great road' from rode to Daraporam. 
The station is on the highest p r t  of the hill, a few 
hundred feet N. W. from the pagoda. It  is marked as i 

usual with a platform and stone. 

Yaelmatoor Hill. A well-known hill, about 'six 
miles E.N.E. from Shennimalli, with a pagoda near 
the top. The station is on a stone platform, a little way 
to the N.W. of the pagoda, on the highest part of the 
hill. 

Hallagamalli. A hill with a pagoda on the top, 
about seven miles S.W. from Shennimalli. The station 
is on the platform of the pagoda. 

Oodoolmalli. A hill.near the village of Oodoor, on 
the great road to Daraporam, and about twenty miles 
S. by W. from Shennimalli. There is a small pagoda 
on the east part of the hill, but the station is considerably 
to tbe westward of the pagoda, upon a rock, which has 
a circle marked upon it. 

D 9 
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Base. N.W. end. This is a rising ground near the 
village of PutchaplZiam, about five miles east from 
Kotagiam. I t  is marked by a circular platform, built of 
brick and chunam, with a marked stone in the middle, 
which marks the extremity, as in the other base lines. 
The S. E. extremity of the base lies near the vill e of 
XautpoUiarn, and is marked in the same manner. %oth 
these platforms have large stones at the bottom, fixed 
when the foundations were laid, and there are circles 

' 

inserted, whose centres define the extremities of the line. 

Putchaplliam station is the great station of observa- 
tion for continuing the meridian line, and is marked by 
a larger platform of brick, and marked in a similar man- 
ner to the other. I t  is a little to the eastward of tlie 
Base line, and nearly a mile from the N. W. extremity. . 
This station was chosen for the sole purpose of observing 
zenith distances, being only seven hundred feet west fmm 
the meridian of Dodagoontah, near Bangalare. 

Naudkaunee HiU. A small hill about five miles S. 
W. from the S. E. end of the Base. The station is on 
a wall, which has been intended for a building. 

Parteemalli will be found about six miles S.E. from 
Daraporam, with the village of Parteeour almost a t  the 
north foot of the hill. The station is the centre of a 
large platform, marked on a stone by a circle. 

K u w d l i  is a great mountain, about seventeen 
miles N. W. from DindiguZ, and four miles east from 
Yeddacottah, in the Coimbetoor. The station is on the 
northern and bi hest part of the ridge, on a circular 
platform, marke by a large stone, with a circle and point 
on it. 

d 
Permaul Hill. This is a prominent point on the great 

mass of mountains south of Pyney, called the P y n q  
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I mountains ; and is called Permaulmalli by the inhabit- 

I ants of the mountain only. There is no station on this 
hill, though it is used as one of the principal points in the 

I series of triangles extending southerly ; there has been a 
1 flag on the hill, and the place where it stood is marked 
I by a platform of earth. , Rissheemalli is about twelve miles south from Din- 

diguf, and five miles N.W. from Ammanaigpettah, a 
kw miles to the westward of the great road leading to 
Mdura .  The road to the sumht  is on the east side of 
tbe hill, leading from the village of Shdkeptty. The 
station is on a circular platform (a few yards west of a 1 stone pilhr), and marked as usual. 

Nagamalli Station. There is a well-known ran e of 
hills west of Madura, nearly on the south bank o f the 
Vyga river, called Nqamalli ; tlle station is on that 
part of the range that lies nearly south of SIroiuvu* 
marked on the rock. 

Suddragher Y. This is a stupendous mountain, about 
fifteen miles north from Shevilipootoor. Tbe road to 
the station is on the south side from Koolapunaikputty. 
The station will be found on a bare top, in the centre of 
a platform, marked by a circle inscribed on a stone, over 
which the stump of a tree is placed, supported by a pyra- 
mid of stones, to serve as a mark. 

&kun&rmnlli. This is a well-known rock, five miles 
S. W. from Madura, and close on the great road leading 
to Palamottah. There is a mosque on the summit of 
the rock ; and the station is on the platform, nearly in the 
centre. 

Gopauhamy, a very ri~narkable rock, about five and 
a half miks S. E. from Toomichinaikpettah, on a rising 
ground, covered with jungle ; it is a double rock, and h ~ s  
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a slngular appearance at a distance ; there is a pagoda 
on the western rock, and the station is on the top of the 
pagoda, between the tower and the S.E. corner. 

Kooteapbra station is on a rocky hill in the Ramis- 
swam district, about six miles west from Arupcoio, 
marked as usual on a rock. 

' 

Meenuchiporam. This is a solid rock, about three mid 
a half miles north from rettiaporam, or Etiapoor, a,nd 
nine miles east from Kovilputty ; there is a small village 

. called Mullaputty at the S.E. foot of the rock, and the 
pillage Mmachipwam (from which the name of the hill 

L 

IS derived) is about one mile north of the rock. The 
station is on a stone building on the rock, marked. 

KauZikautdn. A hill with a pillar on the top, about 
three miles S.E. from Kurroonelloor ; there is a plat- 

&. form about fifteen yards east from the pillar, and a 
marked stone in the middle of the platform defines the 
station. 

Perrioormalli is three and a half miles N.W. from 
Sungamacoil, in the Tinnivelly province ; the road to 
the summit of the hill is on the east side, leading from a 
choulty. I t  is a three-topped hill, and the station is 
on the highest and easternmost top, where there is a 
platform marked as usual. 

Kolanelloor station is on a beautiful rising ground, in 
the plains of Panjalamkoorchee, about three miles west 
from Wotapadaram. There is a place of worship on this 
Little eminence, shaded by a cluster of trees ; and the 
station will be found on a platform, a little to the north 
of the trees, marked as usual. 

Vullunkota is a small hill, about seven miles N.W. 
from Tinnivelly, and about two miles S. W. from 
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Modakoorchi ; the stati~n will be found 0n a phttbnn 
marked. 

YullaPMud- Hill. This a conspicuous range, about 
ttm miles east nearly from Palamottah, and about one 
mile east from the vil e of Vul land .  The station ie 
on the highest peak 7 called W m y ' s  peak), and is 
marked by a level spot with a stone, &c. 

~ a d m ~ t h a .  This is nearly at the eastern extremity 
of the low range of hills that is seen about six miles north 
of Palamottah, running east and west, whenmf 
Vullunkota is the western extremity. There is a village 
about half a mile south of the hill, called Tazclooat, fmm 
whence the hill derives its name ; the station is defined 
by a large stone marked as usual, and can be pointed out 
by the inhabitants, though- there is no platform. 

C ~ o m p o t h a  is a small hill, about two miles S. W. 
fm Tinnivelh, and~nearly on the north bank of the 
Tambr-rni river. There are several villages near this 
hill, but the village from which it derives its nameis on 
the east side of the hill. A small pla$orm on the hill, 
~narked as usual, defines the station. 

Base Line, west end, is about a mile and a half west 
from the village of S h a d o o r ~ d o o r ,  and about five 
miles N.W. from TinniwIIy ; it is marked by a large 
stone with a circle. The east end is about one hundred 
and fifty yards west from the village of 
and six miles N.E. from TinniwIZy, marked by a large 
stone. 

Kunnimapotha. A small but steep hill, at the S.E. 
extremity of a range of hills that lies about two and a 
half miles nearly west from N alancherry, and about 
five miles east from Calcasd. T h e  station is en a plat  
form marked. 
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Red Hill Station. This station is on the red sand- 
bills, that lie a b u t  eight miles west from Manapar, 
and about two miles east from a small village called 
Ittqtmpully, whose inhabitants alone can trace the spot 
on the sand-hill where the station was, and which ie 
marked by five very long pickets, driven into the drift 
sand, four of which form a square of nearly three feet, 
end the fifth, being in the centre of the square, defines 
the station. 

Munpotha is a small rocky hill, about four miles eaat 
from Arambully, and three miles south from Punnagoody . 
The road to the summit is on the east side of the hill. 
The station is on a large rock marked by a circle. 

Koodunkolum station is on a rising ground, about 
three miles S.W. from the village of that name, and 
three miles N.E. from Pillikohm. This ground is 
nearly a mile north from the sea-shore, and is covered with 
a thick forest of .thorn-trees. The station will be found 
in the centre of a high circular platform marked on a 
stone. 

. . Punnae station is the great station of observation at 
the southern extremity of the grand meridional arc, and 
is axirked by. a square buildin4 with two doors and two 
windows arched, and a solid ptllar in the middle, on the 
top of which there is a large circular stone, with a hole in 
the centre. The building is on a rising ground, nearly a 
mile S.E. from the village of Punnae, about eight miles 
N.E. from Cape Cornorin, and nearly seven hundred 
yards h r n  the sea-shore. 
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4. Principl Triangles. . 

N.W. cod of the Bare from S.E. end of the Blue 39301.98 Feet. 

-- 

B 
i 

1 

NaadLsanee hill fmm N.W. end of the Base .. . 
{S.E. end of the Base.. .... 

-- 
W.W. end of the B w  
S.Eend of tbe Be.. 
N a d h m e e  hill ...a 

1 jJ 
@ 

37944. 
18105.: 

*"""' 
cc.k.L.tbm' 

4 8  ~ e '  90u.25 
77 99 19 
56 19 Qj.75 

180 0 0. 

- 
kk .  

O I Y  
46 18 oe.1~ 
77 99 19 
56 IQ 95.67 - 

179 59 59-75 

oOd00d ........ 31 39 90.75-0.11 --- 
a 

54915.7 
S.E.end oftbe Baae 61671.1 

I49 99 40.75 
94 53 31.1 ........... Is 33 47.45 ~-- 

a 
180 0 0. 

N.W. end of tho Barre ........ 6950s. 
.E. end of the B w  .......... gosw.i 

N.W. end of tbe Base from Nmdkmnee hill 9944.6 

44 IS 14 

180 0 0. 

54019 ........ 
Nmdka~rnne hiU ............... 35531.4 

I r 
2 

- 
; 
2 

4 



N.W. end of lhe Bme from Oodoormal~i 54914.3 Feet. 
+ 

j: 
2' 

5 

TIUANGLES. 
Am'b. 

0 8 11 It O j U  
N.W. end of the Base 55 9 s  47.55 - 4 . 2 1  55 98 45.75 
O~doormalli ........ 6g 57 13.0s -0.94 69 57 11.95 
3allagamalli ........ 54 34 4.67 -0.91 54 51 3. - 

180 0 5.9 +4.64180 0 0. 

HPllagalnalli from N.W. mid of the Baae ........ 695U.7 { Oodoonalli. ................. 54891.9 

The above Base is the mean distance obtained b the trianglrs N. W. and 
9. E. end of the Base, and O Q d w A i ,  and N W, en8 of the Base, N a m d k c u ~  
hill, and Oodoordi. 

S.E. end of h e  Base from Oodoormalli, 61671.1 

........ 
Hallagamalli ........ 

.......... 90s 19.a ................ 54694.1 

N.W. end of the Base from Hallapnalli 69505.7 

56591.8 

N.W. end of the b e  77 17 15.65 -0.39 ........ Hallagamalli 47 48 93.95 -0.93 

7 

. ,180 0 9.73 0 .81 + l . g a l d o  

77 17 14.5 
47 48 99.5 
54 54 9s .  

0 0. 

N.W.eodoftlie Base .......... ...................... 
Hallsgdmalli from Shennio~alli 74590.9 

8 

, 

H.Llqamalli ........ 60 eo 13.95 - 4 . 4 5  
Shennnnalli.. ........ 69 l o  0.83 --o.sl 
S.E. end of the But! . . 50 97 48.5 

180 0 4.09 

8.E. md of Base f,.',,,, ".ll+! . . . - - go3os.9 
{ ~ h e m u d h  ............ 83991.8 
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Sbenni~urlli from S.E. eod of the Base 89991.3 Feet 

i 
i 

9 

O h m d  

Amylcs. 

0 I H  
83 1 30 
36 16 39.75 
59 41 45.56 

179 59 5533 

lRlA.YGLEi. 

Shpnni-lli - -. . . - . . . . 
S.E. end o f  the Base.. 
YBlrmrtoor bill . . .. . . 

YaFlrrmtoor hill from 1 Shennimalli . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
S.E. end of the Blse . . . . . . . . 

- 

8 8 3 

60965.1 
96342.9 

I, 

-0.51 
-4.39 
-0.35 

Hallagmalli from S.E. end of the Base gos10.9 

--- 
I, 

47 Sl 91. 
811 44 30.95 
43 44 8.75 

180 o 0. 

--- 

Yaiihmtnor hill . - -. - - 43 44 9.1); -0.53 --- 
180 o 1.36 g.05 

U 
1.15-5.85180 

d.69 

0 I U  

82 131.5 
3s 16 41. 
59 41 47.5 

0 0. 

Yilnafrr bill ( HdlaFpmalli . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 
S.E. end u f  the Base . . - - 10360u.r 96346.5 

The above Base is rhe mean distance obtained In the three triangles on the 
the Rase ; S.E. end of the Base 

h m  Oodwrmalli ; .ad.Hallagamalli f m ~ n  Shennimalli. 

Sbennimalli from Ynelnlatoor hill 60965. I. 

I I 

Y C l m t o o r  hill from S.E. end of the Bwae 96344.75. 

16 18 94. 
69 sg w.5 
101 9 8.5 

IS 

179 59 58.31 

P~~tchnpoUiun Station from YaElmatoor hill ......... 87193.) 
S.E. eod of the B m  ... 97561.4 

A 



. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. cud of UH Blue... 
Leemdi.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . 
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b \ 
S.E. d of the BIIM from Parmalty hill=s75io.g. 

A d -  Lr 
Cdd.d#.. 

O I Y  
117 ~4 90.5 
34 51 18.5 
97 44 91. 

180 0 0. 

............... 

i 
P 

17 

- 
8.E Bod d t h e  M... 

............... 

i t  
-. 

olrd 

bb.  

I I; 9; ............... 
97, 44 01-17 

r;.4o-l;.es 

-0.13 
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t 
i 

91 

O b r r n d  

k b .  

O I Y  . . . . . .  
84 23 99.13 
46 5 s  19.8 

-nrunaLBs. 

S.E. end of the BW 
Wrteemalli.. ............ 
K u r r o o d  ............ 

.............. md of the lase 
K~lmOOm.Ui 1 %cemaUi  ........................... 

11 

-1 .9& 
-0.76 

146491.g 
Ilo690.8 

--- 

8.E. end of the Base from Partetmalli is a mean distance derived from the 16th 
and 17th triaugles u a h e .  

Parteemalli from Rungamalli = I onsos. I Feel. 

0 I Y 

18 43 90.1 
84 93 27.9 
46 ss 19. 

1811 0 -0. 

99 

. 

-0.19 

-0.66 

11 95 35.7 
57 39 47.5 

110 54 36.8 

180 0 0. 

Parteemalli .................. KumOmaI'i { Rnngamalli .................. 

Partecmalli ............... 
Rnugamalli .................. 
Kurroon~dli ............ 

llo6u1. 
9~908.: 

11 95 SS.8 

110 sr ~7 .44  

Parteemalli from Kurroomalli = I 10619.0. 

ss 

............. Parteemalli. 
............ Kurroomnlli 

Permaul hill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -- 

Pernunl hill Partcermlii .................. tsss1e.g { Bmoomdli.. ................ ISIS.! 
The above Bax, Parteemalli from ~ u r n k ~ l l i  h the mean d i c e ,  deter- 

mined by the 19th and 9gd triangla. 

Kmoomalli from Permaul hi11 = 1534513.5, 

47 4s Pg.5 
59 96 31.5 
79 47 59. 

180 0 0. 

94 

............ Kurmomalli 47 45 50.5 -1.11 ............... Perm111 hill ............ Riuheerndli 

.................. 
Penuaol hill ................ 1ses.w. 

1 I 8gn6. 
v 



B u d d r q k q  from Ricaheemalli = 1es571 .g. 

98 

U d & q @ q  ...... .. 
Ikkmdi ....... 
N _ I .. .... . . . . 

Nw hr +malli.. . .. . . . . ... . . . . .. .. 

91 so 
s8 6 1 s .  

loo ss nase 

180 0 0.01 

7uw.3 
Saddraghemy .. .. .... .... . .. . .. issg8i. 

or.6s-o.~ 
+ o . s ~  
-o.oe -- 

, 

Y *  
9.19 

- .  

. 

+0.88 

91 PO 94.5 
se 6 14.5 

,190 0s 31. 

180 0 0. 



Measurement ofthe Baae Lim near Pallamcottah. - 
Erperimentt made f ir  emparkg the ChQw. - 

P 
Suddra*herry from Nsgamalli= ISQWI. 

; 
!a 

Q9 

Suddragherry, fkom Nagsmalli .a a Bar in the last triangle, u a mean dibnce 
derived from the 97th and setb triaoglm. 

' TnuNOLgB 

Slldd*h€!q ........ 
Napmalli .......... 
Sekundernnlli ...... 

d 

O I U  
'25 48 40.85 
gl 36 14.5 
6n 35 8.63 

180 0 s.98 

................ .................. 1 4 ~ 4 s .  
**M: 

U 
-4.51 
-1.0; 
- 4 . 4 8  

Id 

.- 

U 
~ . 0 6 - 1 . g o i e o  

O I U  
05 48 38.5 
91 s6 13.5 
69 ss 8. 

o o. 
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TABLE contoi+g the Particulars o f t h e  Memrement. 
[Commenced on tbe 98th Pebmarg, 1809.1 



At&*-t,tbeddChpiR Pet& 
exceeded the new one 99.66 divisiells d 
the tn&mw&r, equd to .a1188 fqt. 
M, 506xfOO.Oll88iinet,willba 
the maansm in tqma of the new chain.. = t0503.69;rOS 

At the coadnaion, the old chain ea- 
ceded the new one 39.04 divisions, ead 
had therefbee iacreased 9.58 divisions, 

.W76 equal tp .00376 fbt. Hence 305 x~ 
3 asas 1 feet, the c o d n  f i r  the wear, 
w d d  . a .  e . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . q - . . . . .  + 4*6731 

Tke, sum of the deductions h m  001. 
4th ia  0.35406 feet, whieh being increased 
in tbam6oof la0 to 100.01 188 will be ............ . s & r  fest, which ~~btract  - 0.3541 

hfesce the ap-t horizodalisbmce 
wjll bet .......................... $05Q3.843S 

The eorredtion fof the expmsiou aad 
reQllced to the standard temperature of 
6s0, fi & 598.4) x .WCI(~&&) x . O r i n  

19 ...... x 5050S.8433 feet, w k h  add + 4.9965 

Brice, the comted. measnre of the 
Base, for the temperature of 6s0, will be 905029.1 3 9 ~ )  

Which beiq reduced tu the h e 1  of 
the sea, by tahn4 the mcan height d the ' 

Base, and which ~s 435.86 h t  above the 
level of the sea, will be. ............. 30507.5 
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~ m ~ ~ b e m ~ ~ h a r m ~ .  and ~~y ih 
t* pmpose o f w e  tb hefgt~t of thii'b=St8, U.bh wan necea- 

to It. Aiter me ~ d a d u a ,  the Irianglb c6mlenced at Ehii Bsse, d 
h.e been M i e d  bnck m the followiq order, to bring out the nuue diitance 
-klJ--L 

I Wmt end of the Bme fCOm Ease end of the B0e=soso7.8 Feet. I 

.......... ca0U.m hill lk ( W. end o f  L d  Base 
E. end of the BPse.. ........ -1 

W.adoftbe B ~ M  .. 
& d o f t h e b .  ... 

...em. 

P I ,  

........ ~ ~ t p o t b .  fmm { W. end of the Base.. 
E end offbe Base .......... 

So SI 36. 
76 18 5s. 
73 9 Sl. 

180 0 0. 

so sl 3689' 
76 18 53.4 
7s 9 30.5 

180 0 0.79 L 

30969.7 
161go.m 

A- 

, 
! 

W. a d  of the Bnb from -3-7. 

110 59 4s. ...... 15 59 54.66 . . . . . . .  15 59 54.6 
59 13 90.6 

I 180 0 0. 
b 

............ W.md0fthe Base 
3611 .................. 
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I 

W. end of the Bisefmrn Coonatoor hiU=swos.s Feet 

0kr.d 

Ad-. 

O I N  U 
gs 96 gss -4.1  I 99" i 7Y.7 
r i I r so. -0.06 41 14 98.5 
45 1 y 95.3 -0.06 45 lg  93.8 

leo o 4.63 

d 

94 

........... Taulaootpotha fro'm W. end of the Bue ~0969.7 ..................... C O ~ Y I ~ ~ O O ~  hi11 46agr.a 

Coonatoor hill from Vullunkota=rs~7g.6. 

m"=-. 

W. end of the Baae ... 
............ Coonatoor hill 

........ ~ l s o o t p o t h  

-4.11 47 1 30.6 
71 45 10.7 

-0.11 61 IS 18.7 - 
180 0 0. 

35 

Coollatoor hill ......... 
Vdnnkota .................. 
TuJaootpotIm ......... 

Cootiatoor hill.. ............ r68gs.a 
T"lro*h from { Vul ldo ta  ................ 361 4 . 8  

Vdonkota from Tauhootpotha = 361 &A. 

47 1 30.75 

61 1s 18.8 

- 

43978. 
46893.6 

................ coountoor MI h r n  { Vullnnkota 
Taulaootpotha ............ 

--- 
. 

36 

Coonatoor hill from Taul.ootpotha=rGegr.ss. 

71 45 10.7 
61 1.9 18.7 
47 I 30.6 

180 0 0. 

61 13 18.8 
47 I 30.75 

Vullunkoh .................. 
Twlaootpoth ......... 
Coolvtoor hill ............ 

Ji 

-0.11 
-0.11 

Tbe dihoce, Coonatoor hiU from,TaulPoo t hm  u a Bme b the above tri.lyle, * the mean deduced from the Sr35U1,  U I~  36th 
i 

. 

76755. 
894.: 

Coonatbor bill. ........... 62 -3s 53.67 -4.9 
rauhootpotba ......... ............ VullrP.ldhiLl 

180 0 3.94 0.76 + 9.48 
i 

69 33 59.6 
80 93 39.3 
37 o 98.1 

180 0 0. 

............ .............. 



. 

Coonatoor hill from VPIl.oPud hi11=7qs5.g. 

4 : 

Se 

NIWDLBI. 
4 h  h r  

A d -  I! 

VolLamd bill froaP VdlunLota=ggg60 Feet. 

39 

h t w r  bill ............ 
V.O.o.cld hill ............ ~4 4 Q3. -4.1 1 
V d m k o t a  ............... . --- 

It U 
180 o 3.64 0.74 + 9.90 

O I *  
Ing 35 99.7 
94 4 01.9 
4 6 ~ 1 5 . 4  

180 o 0. 

. , 

a4657 
13640 1: 

VoLtmd hill.. ...... gr sr IS. 13 -1.1 
Vdhmkota hill ...... 38 11 52.6 -0.4 
K k P o o r  h9 ...... 

180 0 3.49 9.01 + 1.47 
--- 

Val: unkota from Kolanelloor = 1364 01 -6. 

................ ................... 

94 54 10.7 
38 11 51.t; 
46 53 57.7 

180 0 0. 

40 

- 

43ge.4 
99960.0 

..... ........ -loor hill born Vnllanauri hill , 
(Vd1UnkOta ................ 

- - - - - - - - 
Vohnkom .......... 88 5s 48.4 -SJ 
~~r hill .... .i 4; 4: ~:.g 11.s61, 
Purioorm.ili ........ - 

Kohel loor  from Perrioormalli==aos3n.s. ' 

- 

.................. V d l d o t r  
Koluwlloor .................. 

4 1  

159154.4 
~ ~ ~ 3 7 7 . 5  

8s 5s 46. 
. 48 44 14.8 

4Q 91 59.4 

180 0 0. 

7.19-1.07 

-9.13 - 

- 

' 

59 36 6.1 
30 31 56.9 
89 51 57. 

180 0 0. 

J 

K W l o o r  ......... 
PedOOIlunl 
Menuhipo- bill .. 

sg  36 ........... 
eg 51 59.15 

.......... ]IICQUehipoM from KoI.mUoor bill 1 Perrioodli ............ iw81s.s 
174566.9 



C 
&&,,#"b { W Y  .......... 

bdL I...... d ..... 
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Kooteaph from Gopanlswamy =ggor7.15. 

i a *Amu%. 

............... Kooteapb 
Gopaulswam . S e k a o d e r m ~  ........... ......... 

' 50 

- 
The above Base, Kooteaph  from Gopaobwamy, is the mean obtained by the 

47th and 49th triangleti. 

Bnddragherrg from Kooteaph= 15ssss.s. 

I80 0 S.74 9.91 + 11.93 180 0 0.. - 
195997. .............. 

51 

O I U  
56 31 31.96 
79 sg 15.36 
49 6 10.1 

Au*. Lr 
f.hLda. 

0 1  1, 

58 31 97.4 
79 nn 14.1 
49 6 8.5 

Sekundermdli from Gopaulswamy = 195~7.6 .  

Sekunderma1li ............ so r 49.8 -0.31 90 4 49.5 
LO5 53 45.55 -1 .IS ............ 105 53 44.5 
54 1 98 65 -0.0s ............ 54 1 06. 

SQ 

........a,...... 149741. ................ 53455.7 

In the two h t  triangles, tlie d i s t a n e < S e k r M l i  from %ddragAcrry win - 
be found common : then, by t ak iq  the mean and reh,rt.ing to t l~e  st11 triangle, 
it will appear, that there is a ditkrence of 4 feet, in tile m e  ride Suddrqhn) .  
h &IrundermaIIi; from whence it may k d e m d ,  that bad L e  bane b e e m  
computed from bringing down the triangles from the northward, it would bave 
exceeded tbe mmurement by I V  inchen nearly. 

Yiiddragherry 
............... Kooteap&ra 

............ Sekundermalli 

# 

d - 
1, 

-0.88 
-1.93 
-0.81 

14 

57 ~6 40.4 
60 99 91.7 
6Y 10 52.9 

180 0 0. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
60 es 93.9S 
69 I n  59.4 

Sekundermalli St~ddragl~erry .............. 
................ 1 K o o t a p m  

-- 
U 

149740.7 
14s  195. 

-1.56 
-1.53 --- 
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Triangles continued to the h t h  g ~ ~ t ~ m i c y  of the ~ r c .  

V n l h n d  hill from Vulldo(.potha =99960 Feet. 

OLrrnl 

z' 

V-ndhill.. ....em 

6Y 
-7- 

9.43 + 1.44 190 0 0. 

19oeao.l .............. 
i oss6s.9 ................ 

Vnllanaud hill from KunnionpoCl~a= lnoseu. I. 

64 

V n U w d  hill.. ...... 49 94 39.6 -4.81 rg or sg. 
Kuooinmporlia ...... 66 8 98.0; --0.94 6h 8 t7.3 
Red hill Sution ...... 64 p6 54.4 4.99 64 06 53.7 

180 o 0.07 

............... Red Station Vullrwud llill 1 ~ 5 s .  ........... { Kunnimapotha.. 1 a l ~ 4 ~ . :  

Kunnimapotha from Red hill Station - 101747. 

55 

K&mpotba ......... 52 56 15.3 
Red hill S t a ~ i o o  ......... 73 48 18.4 
\ L o o d d o h  ......... 5s 15 96.3 

100 u 4.7 

....... Knllnim etlu 19  1934.1 Kooclonkolum Station frum f Red hl htion 
. .a* . .  101331.5 

Knanimapotb. from Red 11111 Slation= 101147 Feet. 

56 4 -0.6 
-Q. 

/ 

Kmnimptia8 ....am. ......... 1 . ' .  
Red h U Statloo 48 I 1  40.4. .............. Mmopolh. 58 sr 41.64 

6 

-- 
7.913'39.~  
46 11 39.8 
58 34 41. 

180' 0 0. 

.: ...... .......... 88677. ................ 



- 
Red hill Station froo &wdmkolrm- aoleela. - 

O I Y  Y ......... 0"s & 4g.s 
gl 5s a 6  
6e so s7.1 

180 o e.@ 1.1g-osa la, a as 

................ 114155 ................ 
Kmdumkolaa &mm M ~ ( h . - w a ~ . n .  

rg 7 91. ......... I 

97 se m9.5 , 
be I 

180 o e Q . S ~  +o.w 180 a o. 

~ . r m h h m {  M-lb Koodankdnm ....................... .................. r9w.q 1Wg.s 
i. 



FOB the purpose uf reducing the terrestrial arc, the 
fdowing angles, with their includi sides, have been f used, b ob& sides more convenien y situated with the 
meridian of Dodagmtah station, to which the whole Arc 
is reduced. 

THE angle at the Sonth East a d  of the base, between 
ParteemaUi and PutchapZliam station, corrected fbr the 

7 ual 1 1 9" 5' V.3 with the including sides, 
Partama Zi from S. E. end of the h, equal 107454.5 
feet, and S.E. end of the base from Putchapdliam, 
=a756 1.8 feet ; hence the distance Parteemalli from 
P u t c w -  = 1%k553.6 feet, and the observed angle 
at the S. E. end of the base = 1 19" 5' 9".87. 

WITH the internal angle at P-wrmaZZi, equal 
149' 37' 3V.7 d fbr the chords, and the in- 
cluding sides, Perrioomnalli from W r q h e r s y ,  equal 
no467g.s feet, and PerrioormalZi from Yullunkota, 
equal 15215441 feet ; by which the distance from W- 
drag- to Vullunkota is found 339405.5 feet. Tbe 
observed angle at P-Zi - 143' 37' 44". 17. 

Ta. internal angle of Munpotha, corrected fix the 
chords, equal lMO e q  34".49 with the including sides, 
Kut~~'-from ~~, equal 88877 feet, and 
Munpoth h m  Punnae station, equal 43737.8 feet; 
the direct dhtancefrpm Krmnimapothrr to Punnae station 
is found 146 133.4 feet. A 'n, with the internal angle 

$" at Koad~~~lkahm, camted or the chords, equal 97' 441' 
%/I, and the inchtded aides, .Ibodwhlum, from Kunni- 
mcrpotha, equal 13193-4.1 feet, and Koodunkolum from 
Purmoe station, eqnal 19779.5 feet, the same direct dis- 
tmce bwl Kmnwnapoiha to Punnae station is found 
l96lSl.4 f e t ;  the mean of which is 196139.4 feet. 
The aqle at  Kztmimptha between Koodunkolum and 
PUSIMC station, cmeded for an observed one, is 8' 56' 
alM.sg, which u used in ducing the Arc. 
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ON THE MERIDIAN. 6 1 

6. ZENITH Distances of Stars, observed at Putcha- 
poltiam and Punnue Station, with their corrections for 
precession, nutation, aberration, and the semi-annual solar 
equation, back to the beginning of the year 1805. 

Observations at Putchaplfiam. 

HYDRE. 
Nearest Point on the Limb, 40'. South. 

I 

1606. Obwrved Corms- Comct Thennomete 
Face. 

Month. ZuiL Distance tion. Zenitb Distance. "-. I _ 
- 

14 W. 4 37 26.4 24.5 4 37 1.99 -90 
16 E. 4 37 36.24 24.45 4 37 11.79 95 
17 W. 4 37 28.11 24.42 4 37 3.69 93 
18 E. 4 37 35.24 24.40 4 37 10.84 93 93 
ig W. 4 37 30.99 24.37 4 37 6.62 95 94 
20 E. 4 37 36.49 24.34 4 37 12.15 93 93 
21 w. 4 37 27.49 24.31 4 37 3.18 93 93 
22 E. 4 37 35.24 24.29 ' 4 37 10.95 85 85 
23 W. 4 37 28.44 24.26 4 37 4.18 96 -- 

Mean 92.4 .0?.2 

N e a t  Point on the Limb, 30 55' South. - 

- 
2Ei.31 
25.29 
25.21 
25.88 
25.16 
25.10 
25.08 
25.04 

3 52 33.74 
3 52 24.49 
3 52 36.74 
3 52 25.99 
3 52 32.69 
3 52 26.74 
3 52 35.49 
3 52 25.54 

April13 
14 
17. 
18 
19 
21 
92 
23 

E. 
w. 
E. 
w. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 

3 51 8.43 
3 51 59.20 
3 52 11.53 
3 52 0.11. 
3 51 7.53 
3 52 1.64. 
3 52 10.41 
3 51 - 0. 5 

' Mean 

93 
30 
99 
93 
9 5  
93 
85 
96 

93 
91 
gfZ 
93 
94 
93 
85 
96 

92.25 92.1 



- !6% YEA~UREMENT OF A N  ABC - - CANCRI. 

J V d  Poist .I! t h  Limb, lo 35' N&A 

LEONIS. 

Neareat Point an the Limb, O0 I S  Sd. 

1806. 

Month. 

a p ~ i  14 
17 

19 
20 
21 

23 

Rn. 

w. 
E. 

.W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W 
E. 

'April 9 
10 
11 
14 
17 
ra 
19 
20 
91 
22 
23 
34 
25 
26 

4 

Obrvrcd 

ZenitbDirtance 

T 36 16.13 
1 36 4.25 

. 1 3 6  0.26 
1. 36 3-03 
1 3 6  12.13 

a 1 36 3.13 
1 36 10. 
1 36 3.58 

'E. 
w. 
I%. 
E. 
E. 
.#. . 
' w. 
,E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 

, E. 
W. 

C o r n -  

tiom. 

1 

! i A 1  
44.42 

,24.4% 
* 24.34 

24.31 
24.27 
24.23 
24.19 

' 0 13 52.87 
0 13 4s.w 
0 13 51.87 
0 13 51.09 
o 13 52.67 
o 13 4z.62 
o 13 41.99 
o 13 42.62 
0 13 53.25 
0 13'41.62 
0 13 53.75 

. O  134237 
0 13 52.25 
0 13 41.5 

comt 

&ithDirt.nca 

; 36 sib4 
1 36 28.67 
f H52.68 
1 36 27.37 
13636.44  
1 96 27.4 
1 36 34.23 
1 36 27.72 

Mean 

' 0 13 22.91 
0 13 13.31 
0 IS 21.98 
0 I3 21.31. 
o 13 23.02 

' o rs 13.01 
o is ia4o 
o 13 1509 
0 13 2576 
0. 13 1217 
0 13 24.34 
0 1 3  ido l  

. 0 13 2293 
0 13 12.23 

Mew 

' 29.96 
w.93 
29.89 
29.78 
29.65 

' 29.61 
29.57 
29.53 
29.49 
29.45 
2941 
29.36 
m.32 
29.27 

Tbnmomtcn 

89 
go 
90 
86 
91 
'93 
92 
.91 
.gS 
$3 
94 
.gs 
92 

-95 -- 
91.43 

-. 

.3 
93 

'93 
95 
195 
93 
95 
g6 

'93.37 

88 
89 
89 
87 
92 
91 
gs 
91 
91 
9-2 
94 
92 
92 

91.13 

-. 

9; 
92 
'gJ 
9+ 
. g ~  
ga 
9 
96 

93.13 



0% TBE MERIDIAN. 

REGULUS. 
Neared Point on the Linrb, l0 55' North. 

9 LEONIS. 
Neared Pokt on the Limb, 5' 30' North. 

1 

April10 
1 
12 
1s 
14 
17 
I8 
19 
%) - a1 

Sl 
w 

W. 
E. 
w. 
E. 
w. 
E. 
W. 
E 
w. 
E 
W. 
& 
W. 

R 

5 29 16.5 
5 29 11. 
5 29 1f.87 
5 99 8.62 
5 29 17.2 
5 29 9.87 
5 29 18.87 
5w12.5 
5 29 18.87 
52911. 
5 09 18.75 
5 29 7.25 

. 5 49 18. 

87 
86 
84 
83 
84 
90 
89; 
91 
8 9  
901 
88 
91 
agl - 
87.77-88. 

, 35.35 
35.27 
95.19 
95.10 
35.02 
94.77 
34.69 
34.60 
5458 
5144 
3455 
3426 
%i7 

5 29 51.85 
5 29 46.27 
5 29 59.06 
5 29 4 .79  
5 29 52.22 
5 29 44.64 
5 29 5S.56 
52947.10 
5 49 5339 
54945.44 
5 29 55.10 
5 49 41.51 
5 29 52-17 

Mean 

87 
85 
84 
85 
85 
,91 
ag 
gL 
,89 
.go 
.88 
91 
8 9  -- 

. 

a 



64 M E A B U ~ E M ~ N T  O F  AN ARC - 
B LEONIS. 

.. . 
Neared Point on the Limb, 4' 40' North. 

r VIRGINIS. 

April24 E. 1 0 12. 37.01 1 0 49.01 86 86 
26 W. 1 . O  21.95 36.81 1 0 58.76 85 85 

: 27 E. 1 o 13.75 36.71 . I o 50.46 83 82 
28 W. 1 o 92.63 36.61 1 o 59.24 .85  86 
30 E. 1 0 12.38 36.41 1 0 48.79 83 82 

- May 1 W. 1 . O  23. .36..92 1 0 59.32 8s  83 -- 
Mean 84.17 84. 

4 

. 
1806. 

Month. 

April 10 
11 
12 
13 
14' 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
23 
24 
26 

O h r e d  

Zenith lhtance. 

39 lG.4 
4 s g  13.67 
4 39 23.87 
4 39 12.87 
4 Sg 24.5 
4 39 15. 
4 39 21.9 
4 39 12.8 
4 39 24.5 
4 3 9 1 5 .  
4 39 22.37 
4 39 13.25 
4 39 22.5 

Face. 

W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
w. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 

Correc- 

tiom. 

. + 
37.17 
37.09 
37.0 
36.91 
36.82 
36.56 
36.47 
36.38 
36.28 
36.19 
36.01 
35.91 
35.72 

Correct 

Zenith Distance. t 

39 56.57 
4 39 50.76 
4 40 0.87 
4 39 49.78 
4 40 1.32 
4 39 51.56 
4 39 58.37 
4 39 49.18 
4 40 0.78 
4 3 9 5 1 . 1 9  
4 39 58.38 
4 39 49.16 
4 39 58.22 

Mean 

' 
' 

Thermometen 

u- 1 -. 
805 
85 
83 
83 
83 
go 
88 
79 
88 
89 
88 
89 
86 -- 
85.85 

8; 
84 
84 
84 
84 
91 
88 
79 
88 
89 
8 9 . .  
89 
86 - 
86.08 



ON THE MERIDIAN. 65 

SERPENTIS. 
Neared Point on the l imb,  O0 10' North. 

SERPENTIS. 
Nearest Point on the Limb, SO 55' South. 

lM)6. 

Month. 

Aprillg 
20 
21 
22 
23 
27 
SO 

May 1 

SERPENTIS. 
Nearat Point on the Limb, 5' 20' North. 

* 

Face. 

E. 
W. 
E. 
w. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 

Okrved 

Zenith DirtPnce. 

i i  46.13 
0 11 51.63 
0 11 42.13 
0 11 51.23 
0 11 40.49 
0.11 50.36 
0 11 41.38 
0 11 51.58 

Corree- 

tions. 

. + 
28.58 
28.47 
28.36 
28.24 
28.13 
27.63 
27.24 
27.11 

.83 
83 
83 
81 
81 
82 

82.17 

Comet 

Zonitb Datrnce. 

6 l i  i.71 
0 12 20.1 
0 12 10.49 
0 12 19.47 
0 12 8.62 
o 12 17.99 
0 12 8.62 
0 12 18.69 

Mean 

'lbmowtm 

April 21 
22 
23 
27 
30 

May 1 

84 
82 
83 
82 
83 
81 
81 
81 

82.13 

r 
April lg  

20 
21 
22 
2s 
27 
so 

May 1 

uepr. 

8; 
82 
83 
83 
83 
81 
81 
82 

3 57 15.76 
3 57 8.33 
3 57 15.51 
3 5 7  7.26 
3 57 12.18 
3 57 6.51 

E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 

J 

84 
82 
83 
83 
83 
81 
81 
81 . -- 
82.25 

4- 
26.93 
26.79 
26.65 
26.50 
26.36 
25.75 
25.28 
25.11 

-. 

8; 
82 
83 
83 
83 
81 
81 
82 --- 

82.38,82.37 
x 

5 18 30.3 
5 18 41.53 
5 18 31.62 
5 18 41.17 
5 18 31.48 
5 18 40.37 
5 18 30.67 
5 18 41.03 

Mean 

E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 

5 18 3.37 
5 18 14.74 
5 18 4.97 
5 18 14.67 
5 18 5.12 
5 18 14.62 
5 18 5.39 
5 18 15.92 

83 
83 
83 
81 
81 
82 --- 
82.17 

26.76 
26.66 
26.56 
26.15 
25.81 
25.70 

3 56 49. - 
3 56 41.67 
3 56 48.95 
35641.11 
3 56 46.37 
3 56 40.81 

Mean 



MEASUREMENT OF A N  ARC 

a HERCULIS. 
Nearest Point on the Limb, 3' 35' North. 

OPHIUCHI. 
Nearest Point un tJe Limb, 1 40' North. 

6 AQUILE. 
Nearest Point on the Limb, 2' 35' North. 

Carract 

Mth Dutmce. 

0 , u  
3 37 SJ.S5 
s 37 38.15 
s s7 s~ .5 
s 37 39.49 
S S7 31.09 

Mean 

C o r m  

tiam. 

u +  
16.37 
16.99 
15.89 
15.73 
15-58 

Okrved 

Zenith Diatuce. 

0 I u +  
S 37 14-96 
s s7 91.93 
3 37 16.96 
3 37 93.76 
3 S7 15-81 

m 
1 806. 

Month. 

April S7 
98 
so 

May 1 
S 

i 

April 94 
95 
07 
98 
so 
1 
S 

L 

Face. 

E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 

i 

l%ermamahn 

+ 
14.26 
14.13 
13.84 
1r69 
1s 40 
13.94 
13.09 

VH" 

0 
80 
8s 
80 
81 
81 -- 
81 9 

E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
w. 
E. 

-,. 
0 

80 
83 
so 
80 
81 

80.8 

I 49 55.77 
1 43 4.89 
1 4 2  54.1 
1 a 1.95 
1 49 54.16 
1 43 3.75 
1 49 55.35 

. Mean 

I 49 41.61 
1 49 50.76 
1 49 40.96 
1 49 4596 
1 4s 40.76 
1 49 50.61 
I 49 49.96 

9 35 11.75 
9 35 7. 
9 35 15.95 
9 35 6.5 
s 35 19.6 
9 35 8.5 
9 35 15. 
9 55 7.5 
s $5 17.5 
9 35 7. 
1 35 15.75 
9 35 6.88 
9 35 15. 
a 35 7.95 
S S5 17.S8 
S 35 7. 

April 19 
Is 
I4 
15 

' 16 
17 

, 18 
90 
91 
94 
95 
96 
~8 
so 

161). 1 
S 

+ 
3.91 
3.79 
3.f~ 
3-54 
3.44 
5.31 
3 93 
9.99 
9.87 
9.50 
9.37 
9.93 
1.85 
1.65 
1.49 
1.34 

W 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
w. 
Em 
W. 
E. 
w- 
E. 
W. 
E. 
w. 
E. 

89 
8s 
80 
8s 
00 
81 
81 

814s 

s 95 15 56 
9 35 10 79 
S 35 18.87 
9 35 10.04 
Y 35 16.04 
9 35 11-89 
S 35 18.93 
9 35 10.49 
9 35 90.37 
B 95 9.6 
S 35 18.19 

35 g 1 1  
9 95 16-85 
9 35 14.9 
9 35 18 67 
9 35 8.34 

M a  

76 
78 
79 
76 
78 
77 
80 
79 
En 
80 
81 
89 
81 
60 
80 
80 

79.9 

8s 
89 
80 
Sa 
Be 
80 . 
81 -- 
81.19 

> 

75 
79 
80 

75 
78 
77 
79 
79 - 
80 
80 
81 
Es 
89 
60 
80 
80 -- 
79.9s 



ON THE MERIDIAN. 

Y AQUILA%. 

Neared Point orr the Lid, 0' 50' south. 
. . . . . . . 

April 18 
19 
21 
92 
43 
44 
2 5 
26 
47 
28 
49 

=: 
2 

.L 

leOa, 

Mmtb. 

April20 
b 
22 
43 
94 

; 26 
97 

' 98 
99 
30 

,?day 1 
2 

2 37 49.19 
2 37 53.49 
2 37 49.5 
2 37 52.37 
2 37 49.24 
2 37 54.36 
2 37 48.12 
2 37 54.25 
4 37 46.63 
2 37 57.01 
2 37 47.52 
2 37 53.28 
4 57 49.30 
n 37 55.20 

Mean 

Fnce. 

W. 
w. 
E. 
E. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
w. 
E. 
w. 
W. 
E. 

0b.arved 

ZemthDiitame. 

8 56 44.37 
0 50 43.5 
0 50 48.5 
0 50 50.19 
0 50 50. 
0 50 42.5 
o 50 50.25 
0 50 42.38 
0 50 47.25 
0 50 41. 
0 50 41.13 
0 50 48.63 

Cartee- 

tion. 
. . 
.+ 
5.58 
3.69 
3.79 
3.91 
4 . d  
4.30 
4.43 
4.56 
4.69 
4.84 
4.98 
5.12 

L 

. . .  . 

Comet 

2 4 t h  Ditura  

0 

o 56 4i.95 
0 50 47.19 
0 50 52.29 
0 50 54.04 
0 56 54.04 
0 50 46.80 
o 50 54.68 
0 50 46.94 
0 50 51.94 
0 50 45.84 
0 50 46.11 
0 50 53.75 

M a n  

Thenoarnetan 

1 -. 
86 
do 
81 
81 
80 
82 
80 
81 
80 
80 
81 
80 

80,5 

86 
80 
80 
81 
80 
81 
80 
81 
80 
80 
81 
79 

80.25 



8 AQUILB. 
Neareut Point on the Limb, 5' 5' South. 

@ DELPHINI. 
iVTeareut Point on the Limb, 2' 55' North. 

Observations at Punnae Station. 
8 HYDRB. 

Nearest Point on the Limb, lo 45' South. 

Correct 

Zenith Dbtnnce. 

0 
5 ; ri .79 
5 S 43.98 
5 S 55.99 
5 s 46.4 
5 3 53.77 
5 3 46.9 
6 s 55.65 
5 a 46.49 
5 s 55.67 
5 ' s 48.06 
5 s 54.9 

Memo 

Thermametera 

May 9 

1806. 

Month. 

~ p r i l  99 
93 
34 
95 
96 
97 
98 
ng 
so 

M i 
9 

Uspr. 

0 
e l  
81 . 
YO 
8 s  . 
SS 
80 
81 
80 
80 
81 
8o 

80.73 

khce. 

- 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 

o ~ M  
Zenith Dbhnce. 

O I U  
5 s 49.94 
5 3 37.69 
5 S 49.5 
5 s 40.5 
5 3 47.75 
5 s 40.75 
5 3 49.37 
5 s 40. 
5 3 49.1s 
5 s 41.37 
5 S 4 7 . v  

-,, ' 
0 
so 
81 
80 
89 
81 
81 
80 
80 
80 
81 
79 -- 
80.6 

E. 
w. 

C o m e  

Uoa.  

+ 
5.55 
5.66 
5.79 
5.90 
6 0 9  
6.15 
6.98 
6.49 
6 5 5  
6.69 
6-83 

& 

9 55 47.5 
9 55 58.95 

Mean 

- 
I 11 
i 5 . 4  
1 5.08 
I 5.09 
1 4.99 
I 4-96 
I 4.911 
1 4.89 
I 4.78 
1 4.74 
1 4.79 
1 4.68 

1 48 11.01 
1 IB 8.51 
1 48 1.96 
1 48 9.51 
1 47 58.76 
I 47 50.09 
1 Q 57.01 
1 48 10.96 
I 47 sgsfi 
1 48 19.76 
1 48 1.06 

1809. 
April IS 

14 
16 
I7 
18 
i g  
90 
93 
94 
95 
06 

+ 

E. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
W. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 

- 
9.93 

10.98 

. 76.5 

1 47 5.87 
1 47 9.43 
1 46 56.94 
1 47 4.59 
1 46 63.8 
I 46 53.97 
1 46 59.19 
1 47 5.48 
1 46 54.59 
1 47 6.04 
1 46 56.58 

Mean 

76.5 

9 55 37.57 
9 55 48.09 

84 
86 
85 
94 
8s  
er 
84 
8 s  
84 
85 
87 

84.64 

JC 

er 
85 
er 
8 s  
84 
84 
84 
8s  
84 
85 
87 

-A 

84.99 

79 
74 

79 
74 



ON TRE MERIDIAN. 

I 
I 

Nemwt Po& on the Limb, lo 5' South 

a CANCRI. 

~ c w r t  Point on the L A ,  4' 25' North. 

1909. 

Mooth. 

april12 
13 
1 4  
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
23 
2 4  
25 
26 

Wce. 

E. 
w. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
w. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
w. 
E. 

April 12 
13 
14 
16 
17 
18 
19  
20 
21 
23 
2 4  
25 
26 

O h e d  

ZenithDutance 

t ii 16.87 
1 2 57.74 
1 3 9.24 
1 3 1.74 
1 3 10.37 
1 3 0.24 
I 3 10.87 
1 2 59.87 
I 3 10.39 
1 3 1.87 
1 3 10.24 
1 2 59.37 
1 3 13.24 

E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
w. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
Ej 

Correc- 

tioar. 

- 
i j.53 
1 7.5 
1 7.47 
1 7.4 
1 7.36 
1 7.33 
1 7.30 
1 7.26 
1 7.23 
1 7.15 
1 7.12 
1 7.09 
1 7.05 I 

4 25 25. 
4 25 38.13 
4 25 27.63 
4 25 36.13 
4 25 25. 
4 25 34.13 
4 25 25.5 
4 25 35.63 
4 25 27. 
4 25 32.55 
4 25 26.75 
4 25 35.5 
4 25 25.88 

Correct 

Zeni thDice .  

; i i.34 
1 1 50.24 
1 2 1.77 
1 1 54.34 
1 2 3.01 
1 1 52.91 
1 2 3.5.7 
1 1 52.61 
1 2 3.16 
1 1 54.72 
1 2 3.12 
1 1 52.28 
1 2 6.19 

+ 
1 8.12 
1 8.08 
I 8.04 
1 7.97 
1 7.92 
1 7.87 
1 7.83 
1 7.79 
1 7.75 
1 7.65 
1 7.61 
1 7.57 
1 7.52 

Mean 

84 
83 
85 
84 
89 
84 
84 
84 
81 
83 
84 
85 
87 

83.92 
4 

4 26 33.12 
4 26 46.21 
4 26 35.67 
4 26 44.1 
4 26 32.92 
4 26 42.0 
4 26 33.33 
4 26 45.42 
4 26 34.75 
4 26 39.9 
4 26 34.36 
4 26 43.07 
4 26 3 3 4  

Mean 

A 

~ o m e t e m  

84 
84 
86 
85 
84 
85 
84 
84 
81 
83 
84 
85 
.87 

84.23 

"- 
8: 
84 
86 
85 
84 
85 
84 
84 
81 
83 
84 
85 
87 

84.23 

-. 

8: 
83 
85 
84 
83 
84 
841 
84 
81 
83 
84 
85 
87 

83.92 



70 YEASUB~SSNT or AN ARC 

LEONIS. 
Nearcat Point OR the Limb, 2 O  35' North. 

April 19 
13 
14 
18 
17 
In 
19 
90 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
so 

May 9 
S 
6 
6 
7 

I ~burrtci I Comc- I Comet b e r m o m e m  

REGULUS. 
arest Point on the Limb, 4' 45' North. 

9 

April 19 
1s 
14 
lb 
17 
I8 
PO 
S4 
S5 
08 
q 
G8 
Pg 
so 

My # 
S 
5 

I 94.53 
I ~ 4 . 4 8  
1 94.U 
1 94.31 
1 94+S 
l 9&lg  
1 94.07 
l 93.89 
1 93.77 
1 93.70 
1 93.63 
1 93.57 
1 93.59 
I ns.45 
1 93.33 
I 93.97 
1 93.14 

E 
W. 
E 
W. 
k 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
8. 
W. 
& 
W- 

W- 
E. 

6 
7 
8 

4 4 s  51.87 
4 44 9. 
4 43 49-87 
4 43 59.37 
4 43 49.87 
4 4 9. 
4 43 49. 
4 4S 59.5 
4 43 51.19 
4 44 0.5 
4 43 48.87 . 
4 44 0.37 
4 43 48.57 
4 44 1.69 
4 43 48.87 
4 44 9.87 
4 43 49.19 

84 
8 s  
ES 
84 
83  
89 
83 
83 
83 
83 
84 . 
85 
84 
8s  
83 
89 
84 

4 4s 16.4 
r 4s 96.48 
4 45 14.99 
4 IS 9S.68 
4 45 14.19 
4 45 96.19 
4 45 13-07 
4 45 93-39 
4 45 14.89 
4 95 O4.9 
4 45 19.5 
4 45 93.94 
4 45 11.89 
4 4 s  9 s . q  
4 45 19.9 
4 45 96 14 
4, 45 10.06 

83 
83 
89 

or 
es 
99 
85 
84 
8s  
83 
89 
89 
89 
84 
84 
83 
8s 
83 
09 
84 

4 45 94.95 ' 

4 45 I3.Ug 
4 45 m.us 

W. 
g. 
W. 

---- -.-.--.- . 

83 
8 s  
89 

4 44 1.87 I 93.00 
4 43 50.87 1 93.09 
4 i r  9.87 i no.* 1 
.-- . . -  .--.- . 



ON THE MERIDIAN. 

9 LEONIS. 
Arcorest Point on fhe Limb, 8' 20' Norti. 

B LEONIS. 
Nearest Puint on the Limb, 7' 30' North. 

1809. 
. 

Month. 

A p d  17 
18 
ig 
90 
9 s  
9 4  
9 5  
96 
98 
sg 
30 

M.J ,3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Face. 

E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 

. W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 

' A ~ ~ I  19 
13 
14 
16 
17 
18 
lg 
SO 
3 s  
94  
95 
9 6  
9 8  
99 
30 

May Q 
4 
5 
6 
7 

i 

84 
84  
85 
83 
83 
83 
se 
81 
89 
89 
81 
89 
84 
83 
89 
81 
89 
8e 
8 s  
89 

89.S8, 

Obwrved 

Zenith Distaoce. 

0 r 1, 

8 18 17.Y7 
8 18 E8.87 
8 18 90.74 
8 l a  ~ 8 . 8 7  
8 18 15 87 
8 I8 98.89 
8 18 15.37 
8 18 31.87 
8 18 17.37 
a 1s 96.87 
8 18 17.39 
8 18 Sf. 
8 l e  is.19 
8 18 33.91 
8 18 18.74 
8 18 31.69 

+ 

84 
6s 
89 
8y 
8 s  
8 9 .  
89 
81 
89 
83 a 

89 
US 
85 
83 . f  
83 ' 
89 
83 ' 
83 
89 
89 -- 
89 .48  

Correc- 

tions. 

r r +  
1 3 1 . 9  
1 31.85 
I 31.76 
I 31.67 
1 31.40 
1 31.30 
1 91.99, 
1 31.19 
1 30.94 
1 30.81 
1 30.75 
1 30.48 
I s o  sg 
1 30.30 
I 30.92 
1 30.13 

JL 

Correct Thermometen 

Zenith Distance. 

E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 

0 r u 
8 19 49.31 
8 SO 0-79 
8 19 6 9 5  
8 no 0.54 
8 19 47G7 
8 SO 0-19 
8 19 4669  
8 90 9 9 9  
0 19 48.31 
8 19 57.71 
8 19 48.14 
8 90 9.48 
8 i g  48.51 
8 90 3.54 
8 ~g 4 8 . ~ 6  
9 YO 1.75 

Wean 

+ 
1 34.7 
i 34.61 
1 34.51 
I 34.33 
1 3494 
134 .14  
1 34.01 
1 33.93 
1 33.64 
1 33.54 
1 33.44 
1 33.34 
1 33.14 
1 4304  
1 39.93 
I 39.74 
1 39.54 
1 33.44 
I 39.34 
1 39.25 

7 98 92 87 
7 no 37.37 
7 99 95.87 
7 08 34.94 
7 9 s  9 1 3 7  
7 9e 3SJS 
7 se ajar 
7 98 3369 
7 18 958; 
7 28 3537 
7 90 96-87 
7 Pe 85.87 
7 98 S5.87 
7 98 38.87 
7 98 C2.87 
7 P8 m.97 
7 90 S7.@7 
7 98 er.19 
7 9s  38.87 
7 98 25.47 

7 99 57 67 
7 so 11.98 
7 %O 0.38 
7 so 8.87 
7 99 55.61 
7 JD 6.96 
7 99 59.98 
7 SO 7.55 
7 9.9 59.51 
7 30 8.91 
7 90 0.31 
7 SO 9.91 
7 Pg 59.01 
7 30 11.91 
7 99 55.8 
7 30 11.71 
7 W 1-41 
7 sg 66.56 
7 30 11.91 
7 99 57.79 

Mean 

0 
83 
8.3 
83 
8 s  
89 
89 
89 

, 2 
83 
8b 
89 
8 s  
86? 
(19 
83 

09.63 

0 

99 
89 
8s : 
8 s  
89 
83 
83 
83 . 
85 
83 .) 
85, ' 
89 . 
8 s  
83 
en 
83 . 

8 ~ . 8 2  



72 MEASUEEYENT OF AN ARC 

r VIRGINIS. 
Nearest Point on the Limb, 3' 50' N o d .  

8 SERPENTIS. 
Nearest Point on the Limb, 3' North. 

I 5 1 1 3 1 32.38 1 55.81 1 3 2 28.9 182 1 1 
6 E. 3 1 20.63 55.66 3 2 16.29 81 
7 W. 3 1 32.63 55.52 3 2 28.15 81 

Mean 81.33 81.3 
I 

3 2 28.72 
3 2 17.98 
3 2 27.01 
3 2 18.02 
3 2 26.9 
S 2 17.27 
3 2 26.14 
3 2 17.02 
3 2 29.02 
3 2 16.76 
3 2 29.01 
3 2 15.22 

April 18 
19 
20 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

May 3 

80 
80 
80 
81 
81 
80 
82 
83 
84 
83 
83 
80 

79 
80. 
80 
81 
81 
80 
82 
83 
84 
83 
83 

. + 
57.96 
57.85 
57.75 
57.39 
57.27 
57.14 
57.01 
56.89 
56.76 
56.63 
56.5 
56.09 

W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 

3 1 30.76 
3 1 20.13 
3 1 29.26 
3 1 20.63 
3 1 29.63 
3 1 20.13 
3 1 29.13 
3 1 20.13 
3 1 32.26 
3 1 20.13 
3 1 32.51 
3 1 19.13 



ON THE MERIDIAN. 73 

a SERPENTIS. 
Nearest Point on the Limb, lo 5' Souih. 

SERPENTIS. 
Nearest Point on the Limb, 8' 5' North. 

1809. 

Month. 

April18 
19 
20 
23 
24 
25 
26 
127 
28 
29 
so 

May 3 
5 
6 
7 

Tbermometen Correc- 

tiona. 

- 
65.59 
53.51 
53.41 
53.11 
53.02 
52.92 
52.81 
52.70 
52.59 
52.48 
52.36 
52.01 
51.78 
51.66 
51.53 

UpQU. 

88 
80 
80 
81 
81 
80 
82 
83 
84 
83 
83 
80 

, 

Face. 

w. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
w. 
E. 
W. 

Correct 

Zenith Distance. 

; k 3 5 . 6  
1 6 42.88 
1 6 31.85 
1 6 40.53 
1 6 32.74 
1 6 43.09 
1 6 31.7 
1 6 43.19 
1 6 31.67 
1 6 43.66 
1 6 30.53 
1 6 43. 
1 3 " 4 8 8 1  
1 6 42.35 
1 6 30.48 

Mean 

LO-. 

75 
80 
80 
81 
81 
80 
82 
83 
84 
83 
83 
80 

Observed 

Zenith Distance. 

; f 28.26 
1 7 36.39 
1 7 25.26 
1 7 33.64 
1 7 25.76 
1 7 36.01 
1 7 24.51 
1 7 35.89 
1 7 24.26 
1 7 36.14 
1 7 22.89 

' 1 7 35.01 " 23.26 
1 7 34.01 
1 7 22.01 

81 
81 - 
81.33 81.33 

80 ' 

80 
80 
81 
81 
80 
82 
83 
84 
83 
83 

8 0  
81 
80 

8 

8 8 43.69 
8 8 33.69 
8 8 43.3 
8.8 31.23 
8 8 83.46 
8 8 32.69 
8 8 46.66 
8 8 33.75 
8 8 45.85 
8 8 32.19 
8 8 66.28 
8 8 33.28 
8 8 45.53 
8 8 34.73 

Mean 

79 
80 
80 
81 
81 
80 
82 
83 
84 
83 
83 
80 
81 
81 

_e- 

1.36,8.1.29 

+ 
51.43 
51.3 
51.16 
50.72 
50.57 
50.43 
50.27 
50.11 
49.96 
49.80 
49.64 
49.14 
48.64 
48.47 

8 7 52.26 
8 7 42.39 
8 7 52.14 
8 7 40.51 
8 7 52.89 
8 7 42.26 
8 7 56.39 
8 7 43.64 
8 7 55.89 
8 7 42.39 
8 7 56.64 
8 7 44.14 
a 7 56.89 
8 7 46.26 

April18 
19 
20 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

May 3 
6 
7 

* 

W. 
E.. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
w. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 



MEASUBEMENT OF AN ARC 

a HERCULIS. 

Neareat Point on the Limb, 60 SO' North.. 

a OPHIUCHT. 

X n r e s t  Point on thc Lincb, 4' 35' North. 

1809. 

Month. 

April 15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
91 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
~g 
so 

7 

Observed 

Zenith Distance. 

60 4 9i.74 
6 97 13.74 
6 97 96.61 
6 97 14.74 
6 g 9 5 . 1 ~  
6 97 19.74 
6 97 95.61 
6 g 13.37 
6 g 95.61 
6 it7 14.74 
6 07 07.24 
6 97 13.74 
6 97 97.74 
6 97 13.61 

h c e .  

W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 

+ 
16.19 
16.03 

::.z 
15.79 
15.61 
15.49 
15.38 
15.96 
15.13 
14 87 
14.74 
14.61 
14.47 
14.33 
14.19 
14.94 
IS.? 

- 

4 39 45.74 
4 39. 58.37 
4 39 46.87 
4 33 57.74 
4 3s 45.04 
4 39 57.94 
4 39 47.94 
4 39 57.87 
4 39 44.94 
4 39 56.97 
4 35 44.74 
4 39 55.99 
4 39 46-74 
4 39 47.94 
4 39 58'94 
4 SS 59-74 
4 so 47.74 
4 sn 59.74 

April 19 
13 
14 
1s 
16 
17 
18 
l g  
go 
91 
g s  
94 

. 95 
, g6 

97 
98 
ng 
so 

Cornc- 

tioos. 

u +  
90.65 
99.54 
99.43 . 
99.31 
92.17 
01-91 
91.64 
91.5 
01.35 
91.01 
91.07 
90.91 
90.75 
90.59 

E. 
W: 
E. 
W 
E. 
W. 
E 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
R 
E. 
w. 
W. 
E. 
W. 

Correct 

Zenith Ditance. 

0 

6 n j  rG.39 
6 g 369s  
6 97 49.04 
6 97 37.05 
6 97 4 7 . ~ 8  
6 97 34.65 
6 97 47.95 
6 97 34.87 
6 97 46.96 
6 4 35.95 
6 07 48 31 
6 17 34.b5 
6 97 48.49 
6 97 34.9 

Mran 

Tbclaowten 

4 ss 1.86 
4 33 14.40 
4 35 9.8 
4 33 13.57 
4 33 0.96 
4 33 19.85 
4 33 9.73 
4 33 13.95 
4 33 59.5 
4 33 1% 
4 33 59-61 
4 33 10.03 
4 35 I 35 
4 33 1.71 
4 99 19.57 
4 33 13-93 
4 s 3  1.78 
4 3s 13.61 

Mean 

upp.. 

0 
81 
81 
79 
ao 
79 
77 
so 
80 
79 
89 
85 
83 
93 
8 s  

80.5 

L-U. 

0 
81 
80 
7s  
79 
79 
77 
80 
80 
79 
8 s  
83 
83 
83 
8 s  

9 0 . 9  

80 
89 
89 
11 
81 
79 
80 
79 
79 
77 
80 
80 
79 
89 
8 s  
83 
a s  
8 s  

00.7s 

7 9  
81 
81 
80 ' 
8o 
78 
79 
7 9  
7 9  
77 
80 ' 

8 0  ' 
7 9  
89 
83 
0s 
ss 
8 s  -- 
8 0 . ~ 8  . 



ON THE MERIDIAN. 

s AQUILE. 

Ncarut Point on tht Linb, 5 O  45' North. 

Newe~t Point on the Limb, 2" North. 

Currect 

Zenith Dnbuce. 

50 2h 35.5 
5 25 16.42 
5 25 31.28 
5 25 16.87 
5 25 32.35 
5 25 1455 
5 25 30.71 
5 25 16.37 

Mean 

1 B o O  

Yun~h. 

dpd 13 
28 
29 
30 

May 1 
3 
6 
8 

April28 
29 

May 3 
4 
6 
7 
9 

Face. 

W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 

,W. 
E. 
. 
E. 

Observed 

Zenith Dktauce. 

; i 5  56.5 
5 25 36.13 
5 25 51.13 
5 25 36.88 
5 25 52.5 
5 25 35. 
5 25 51.63 
5 25 37.63 

Correc- 

tiow. 

- 
6. 
19.71 
19.85 
20.01 
20.15 
20.45 
20.92 
21.26 

. - . , ,  

W. 
E. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
w. 
E. 

h 

4 

Cbennometcm 

U w r .  

0 

82 
82 
82 
84 
79 

1 59 59.5 
1 59 51.87 
1 59 48-37 
1 59 58.75 
1 59 51.5 
1 59 57.5 
1 59 49.26 

-Meal~ 

IA.r. 

0 

81 
$3 
82 
32 
79 

78 .78 
81 81 
80 80 

80.75; 80.75 

- 
35.85 
35.98 
36.54 
36.69 
36.95, 
37.15 
37.46 

1 59 23.65 
1 59 15.1s 
1 59 i 1.83 
1 59 22.ub 
1 59 14.51 
1 59 20.35 
1 59  11.79 

32 
7.2 

78 
79 
80 

ti0 
d l  - 
d0.1. 

..is 
82 
7s 
80 
81 
81 
80 -- 
Su.71 



hrearcst Point on the Limb, 00 10' North. 

I 8 AQUILX. 
Nearest P o d  on the Limb, 2' 15' South. 

1809. 

Month. 

April 28 
29 
SO 

May 3 
4 
6 
7 
9 

Nearest Point on the Limb, 5' 45' North. 

Face. 

W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 

April28 
May 3 

4 
6 
9 

Obaerocd 

Zenith Distauce. 

8 1 $  1:3g 
o 12 50.46 
0 13 0.89 
0 12 49.01 
0 13 0.01 
o 12 48.79 
0 12 59.26 
0 12 49.51 

W. 
E. 
w. 
E. 
E. 

2 13 4.61 
2 13 11.87 
2 13 1.87 
2 1 3 1 2 . 6 2  
2 13 '0.12 

Corree- 

tiona. 

- 
34.5 
39.69 
39.76 
40.19 
40.33 
40.63 
40.78 
41.10 

2 13 42.5 
2 13 50.42 
2 13 40.57 
2 1 3 5 1 . 5 9  
2 13 49.55 

Mean 

+ 
37.89 
38.55 
38.70 
38.97 
39.43 

Comct 

Zenith Dmhnce. 

6 i 2  i1.89 
0 12 10.83 
0 12 21.13 
0 12 8.82 
0 12 19.68 
0 12 8.16 
0 12 18.48 
0 12 8.41 

Mean 

82 
78 
79 
80 
81 -- 
80 

83 
78 
80 
81 
80 

80.4 

Thermometen 

upp.. 

& 
82 
82 
78 
79 
80 
80 
81 

80.4 

h m .  

i 3  - 
82 
82 
78 
80 
81 
81 
80 -- 
80.88 



ON THE MERIDIAN. 

I 

7. MEANS of the Zenith Distances, taken on the right 
and left arcs corrected for refraction, equation of the sectorial 
tube, and the mean runs of the micrometer. 

Zenith Distances at Putchaplliam. 

HYDRE. 

a CANCRI. 

r 

1806. 

MONTH. 

April144 
17 
19 
2 1 
23 

MeanA; 

1806. 

U O N C H .  

April134 
16 
18 
20 
42 

Mean 

Mean . . . . . . . . . .3 52 4.92 
Refraction, &c. &c. + 4.05 

Zenith Distance . .3 52 8.97 

I 
r 

Apdl33 
17 
19 
44 

,Mean 

Lctt Arc. 

9; 15.22 
11.79 
10.84 
12.15 
10.95 

4 37 11.79 

. 

R i t  Arc. 

, 
37 

9.69 
6.62 
3.18 
4.18 

37 3.93 

52 8.43 
11.53 
7.53 

10.41 

3 52 9.48 

April 14 
18 
20 
42 

, Mean 

MEAN. 

0 1  U 

;.95!dean .......... 4 37 7.86 
Refraction, &c. &c. + 4.79 

Zenith Distance . .4 37 12.65 - 

April143 
18 
2 1 
23 

Mean 

51 59.2 
52 0.11 

1.64 
0.5 

3 52 0.36 

Mean . . . . . . . . . .1 36 31.14 
Refraction, &c. &c. + 1.5 

Zenith Distance . . 1 36 32.64 -- 

1 36 34.64 
32.64 
36.49 
34.23 

1 36 94.49 

April 17 
19 
21 
29 

Mean 

1 36 28.67 
27.37 
27.4 
27.72 

1 36 27.79 



MEASUREMENT OF AN ARC 

LEONIS. 

1806. 

MONTH.  

April g 
11 
14 
17 
21 
23 
25 

Mean 

9 LEONIS. 

Left Arc. 

o 
0 14 24.91 

21.98 
21.31 
23.02 
23.76 
24.34 
22.93 

0 13 22.89 

I 55 7.83 
4.28 

. 8.03 
5.98 
7.69 
5.84 

A 

) 55 6.61 

April 11 
13 
17 
19 
2 1 
29 

bfean. 

'kpril 12 
14 
18 
20 
22 
24 

Mean 

1806. 

MONTH. 

April 10 
18 
1 9 
20 
22 
24 
26 

Mean 

1 55 14.53 
13.88 
16.73 
16.37 
17.27 
14.79 

1 55 15.59 

April 10 
19 
14 
18 
20 
22 
24 

_) Maan 

1 55 11.1 
Refraction, &c. &c. + 1.89 

Zenith Distance . .I 55 12.99 

, . 

April 11 
13 
17 
19 
21 
23 

Mu. 

5 29 5 1.65 
1 5a&1 

52-22 
53.56 
53.3y 
53.1 
52.1; - 

,=9 52.7t 

Rigfit Arc. 

0 1 i  1i.31 
19.01 
12.42 
13.09 
12.17 
13.01 
12.93 -- 

0 13 12.75 

s 

MEAN. 

oo 1.4 li.82 
Refraction, &c. Lc.  + 0.34 

Zenith Distance . .O 13 18.16 

5 29 46.27 
43-72 
44.64 
47.10 
45.44 
41 51 

5 29 04.18 

5 29 48.77 
Ref&f&.&. + 5.49 

- 

Zenith Distance . .5 29 54.26 - 

I .  



ON THE ,MERIDIAN. 

LEONIS. 

r VIRGINIS. I 

8 SERPENTIS. 

# 

1806. 

JLOIITI. 

April 10 
12 
14 
18 
20 
23 
26 

Mean 

1806. 

MONTR. 

April 11 
13 
17 
19 
21 
24 

Mean 

Len Arc. 

0 
t 36 5657 

60.87 
61.32 
58.37 
60.78 
58.38 
58.22 

4 39 59.22 

SERPENTIS. 

Zenith Distance . .3 56 48. 

Ri@tArc. 

q 

1 36 55.76 
49.78 
51.56 
49.18 
51.19 
49.16 

4 39 50.27 

i 
0 12 14.09 

Refdon, &c. &a. -+ 0.06. 

8.62Zenith Distance. .O 12 14.1 - 

MEAN. 

i 34 5i.74 
Refraction, &c.&c. -+ 4.66 

Zenith Distance . .4 39 59.4 

Aptill00 
21 
27 

May 1 

April 190 
2 A 
29 
30 

Mean 

12 10.1 
19.47 
17.99 
18.69 

12 8.71 
1049 
8.62 

' 

0 12 9.11 Man p 12 19.06 



80 MEASUREMENT OF A N  ARC 

Y SERPENTIS. 

a HERCULIS. 

a OPHIUCHI. 

1806. 

MONTH. 

April 20 
22 
27 

May 1 

~ e a n ' 5  

Left Arc. 

5 16 4Ii.53 
41.17 
40.37 
41.03 -- 

18 41.03 

1806. 

MONTIJ. 
April 19 

21 
23 
30 

Mean 

L AQUILE. 

14 18.87 15 10.04 Refraction, kc.  &c. + 2.57 

28 16.85 SO 8.9 
May 1 18.87 May 2 8.34 

Mean 3 35 17.86 Mean 2 35 9.87 

Right Arc. 

5 1; 36.3 
3 1.62 
3 1.48 
30.67 --- 

5 18 31.02 

April 25 
28 

May 1 

Mean 

MEAN. 

1; 38.02 
Refraction, &c. kc. + 5.59 
Zenith Distance . .5 18 41.41 - 

I 

April 24 
27 
30 

May 2 

Meaxi 

1 43 4.89 
1.95 
3.75 

1 43 3.53 

1 42 55.77 
54.1 
54.16 
55.35 

1 42 54.85 

1 42 59.1s 
Refraction, &c. &c. + 1.5 

Zenith Distance . .1 0.6s 
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Y AQUILE. 

rn 

April lg 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 

May 2 

Mean 

s DELPHINI. 

2 37 53.49 
52.37 
54.36 
54.25 
57.01 
53.28 
55.2 

2 37 54.28 

Aprd 22 
20 
26 
28 
30 
2 

, Mean 

5 3 43.28 
46.4 
46.9 
46.42 
48.06 

.5 3 46.21 

A p d  18 
2 1 
25 
25 
27 
29 

May 1 

Mean 

+ 
5 3 50.55 

'Refraction, kc.  &c. + 5.13 
Zenith Distance . .5 3 55.68 

: 

5 3 54.79 
55.29 
53.77 
55.65 
55.67 
54.2 

5 3 54.9 

May 4 2  

, Mean 

April 23 
25 
27 
29 

May 1 

Mean 

I 
0 

2 55 37.57 

2 55 37.57 

2 37 49.19 
49.5 
49.24 
48.12 
46.63 
47.52 
49.3 

2 37 48.48 

2 55 49.80 
Refraction, &c. LC. + 2.88 

Zenith Distance . .5 55 45.68 

55 48.02 

2 55 48.02 

4 

2 37 51.38 
Refraction, &c. &c. + 2.75 
Zenith Distance . .2 37 51.1 3 

May 2 

Mean 
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Observations at Punnae Station. 9 

r HYDRA?. 

d 

1809. 

fl ,.TH. 
April 12 

14 
17 
23 
25 

Mean 
d 

a CANCRI. 

Rigl~t Arc. 

1 $ 56.24 
53.8 
53.97 
52.12 
54.52 
56.58 

.! 46 54.54 

Inft Arc. 

,, 
1 4i z.87 

3.43 
4.52 
5.48 
6.04 

1 47 5.07 

1 2 3.34 
1.77 
3.01 
3.57 
3.16 
3.12 
6.19 

2 3.45 

MEAN. 

1" .& 56.8 
Refraction, &c. &c. + 1.57 -- 
Zenith Distance . ; 1. 47 1.37 

. 

1809. 

N1:NTH. 

April 16 
? 8 
19 
20 
24 
26 

Mean 

1 1 50.24 
54.34 
52.91 
52.61 
54.72 
52.28 

-- 
1 1 52.85 

April 13 
16 
18 
20 
23 
25 

Mean 

. 

1 1 58.15 
Refraction, &c. &c. + 1.16 - 
Zenith Distance . .1 1 59.31 - 

L 

April 13 
16 
18 
20 
23 
25 

Mean.4 

April 12 
14 
17 
19 
21 
24 
a6 

Mean 

4 26 46.21 
44.10 
42.0 
43.4: 
s9.N 
43.07, 

-- 
26 43.12. 

4 26 33.1 2 
35.67 
32.92 
33.33 
34.75 
34.36 
33.4 

4 26 33.94 

4 26 38.53 
Refraction, &c. &c. + 4.35 
Zenith Distance . .4 26 4291 

r 
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0 LEONIS. 

REGULUS. 

1909. 

nobra.  
April 1S 

16 
18 
20 
24 
26 
28 
SO 

b y  S 
6 

Mean 

A@ 13 
16 
18 
24 
26 
2 8 
SO 

May 3 
6 
8 

Mean 

8 1g 54.9 
Refraction, &c. &c. + 8.4 

Zenith D i c e  . .8 20 3.4 

. 

II 

Left Arc. . - , ,, 
2 36 56.7; 

54.07 
54.35 
54.25 
54.93 
55.2 
56.23 
55.88 
57.09 
53.68 

2 36 55.24 

I 
'April 18 

20 
24 
26 
29 

hhy 3 
5 
7 

Mean 

9 LEON~S.  

4 45 26.48 
29.68 
26.19 
23.32 
24.2 
23.94 
25.07 
26.14 
24.95 
25.83 - 

4 45 24.98 

1809. 

MONTH. 

April 12 
14 
17 
19 
23 
25 
27 
29 

?+lay 2 
5 
7 

Mean 

o a  

8 19 60.72 
60.54 
60.19 
62.99 
57.7 1 
62.48 
63.54 
61.75 

-8 20 1.24 

April 12 
14 
17 
20 
25 

2G 2 
May 2 

5 
7 

Mean 

R i a t  Arc. . 
2 3ii 45U.26 

43.6'7 
43.78 
43.3 
42.86 
4%. 
43.65 
42.93 
42.53 
44.47 
44.75 

L' 36 43.74 

April 17 
19 
23 
25 
28 
30 

May 4 
6 

Mean 

- MEAN. , - . - ,  

0 1  Y 

2 36 49.4:l 
Rrfraction, &c. kc. + 2.5r -- 
Zenith Distance . .2 36 52.07 -- 

4 45 16.4C 
14 g!i 
-4.15 
13.0; 
14.8s 
12.5 
11.89 
12.2 
12.26 
13.89 

4 45 13.55 

8 19 49.31 
52.5 
47.27 
46.55 
48.31 
48.14 
48.51 
4S.g 

8 18 48.7C 

4 45 13.2 
Refraction, &c.&c. + 4.k 

Zenith Distance . .4  45 24.C - 
' 
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r VIRGINIS. 

MEAN. 

70 36 3y.97 
Refraction, &c. &c. + 7.61 

59.28Zenith Distance . .7 SO 11.58 

. . b 

1809. 

MONTH. 

April 13 
16 
1 8. 
20 
24 
26 
29 

May 2 
4 
6 

Mean 

SERPENTIS. 

t 
April 18 

20 
25 
8 8 
30 

May : 
Mean 

Right Arc. 

0 

7 24 5;.57 
60.38 
55.61 

59.5 1 
60.3 1 
59.01 
55.80 
56.56 
57.72 

7 29 58.17 

LeR Arc. 

7 36 l!.98 
8.57 
6.26 
7.55 
8.91 
9.2 1 

11.91 
11.71 
10.41 
11.21 

7 30 9.77 

3 50 57.09 
56.69 
56.25 
56.07 
57.51 
56.18 
57.81 

3 50 56.78 

w 

April 18 
40 
24 
26 
28 
SO 

May 5 

Mean 

1808. 

WONTU.  

April 12 
14 
17 
19 
23 
25 
2 8 
30 

May 5 
7 

, Mean 

7 

3 51 2.04 
Refraction, &c. kc. + 5.91 

Zenith Distance . .S 51 5.95 

1 

3 51 7.8 
5.99 
5.86 
8.17 
8.97 
7.79 
6.44 

3 51 7.29 

April 19 
23 
26 
29 

May 3 
5 
7 

Mean 

3 2 28.72 
27.01 
26.9 
26.14 
29.02 
29.01 
~ . l g  
28.15 -- 

3 2 27.89 

April 19 
23 
25 
27 
29. 

May 3 
6 

Mean 

C 

r 

3 2 17.98 
18.02 
17.27 
17.02 

d6.76 
15.22 
16.29 

3 2 16.9 

3 2 22.41 
~efractioa; &c. &c. + 2.95 

Zenith Distance . .S 2 25.36 

. 
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SERPENTIS. 

- .  
r SERPENTTS. 

, 

a HERCULIS. 

4 

MEAN. 

f 6 
Refraction, &c. kc. + 0.94 - 
Zenith Distance ..l 6 38.10 

1 

w. 

I O I T Y .  

bpril I y 
23 
25 

27 29 
My 3 

6 

Mean 

April 19 
23 
25 
27 
29 

May 3 
7 

Mean 

8 8 33.69 
31.23 
32.69 

' 33.75 
32.19 
33.28 
34.7s 

8 8 33.08 

= 

April 18 
20 
24 
26 
28 

&Y 7 
Mean 

1849. 

HOYTE. 

~ p r i 1  18 
20 
24 
26 
28 
30 

4 2 . 3 5 M a y 5  
7 

Mean 

M A W .  

0 
i 4 d.88- 

40.53 
43.09 
43.19 
45.66 
43 .O 

1 6 42.67 

8 8 39.04 
&fraction, kc. &c. + 7.95 

Zenith Distance . .8 8 8637 
I 

8 8 43.69 
43.3 
43.46' 
46.66 
45.85 

z::: 
8 8 44.97 

6 27 41.74 
Refraction, &c. &c. + 6.61 

Zenith Distance . .6 27 48.35 
-.1 

L 

W A r c .  

1 6 3fLU.67 
3 1.85 
32.74 
31.7 
31.67 
30.53 
31.48 
30.48 

1 6 31.64 

6 27 96.28 
37.05 
3465 
34.87 
35.95 
34.65 
34.2 . 

27 35.96 

April 15 
1 7  
1 9 
29 
25 
27 
2 y 

Mm,6 

6 27 49.39 
49.04 
47.28 
47.25 
46.96 
48.3 1 
48.49 

27. 48 .14 

April 16 
18 
21 
24 
26 
2 8 
30 

Mean$ 
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. - -..-. , .. . -. 
a OPHIUCHI. 

. . 

I-. 

pl Y 

5 25 16.42 
16.8; 
14.55 
16.37 

5 25 16.05 

April2S 
3(' 

hlay S 
F: 

?dean 

, 

LeftAre. 

5 25 23.88 
Refraction, &c. &c. + 5.37 

Zenith Distance . ,5 25 29.2 

1804. 

I f i N T I I .  

April 13.4 3; 1;:~ 
13.57 
12.85 
13.25 
12.00 
10.03 

-2 7 12.57 
28 13.93 - .3 . .. 13.63 . :i -- 

hlean !4 33 12.(1: 

R i g b t A r ~ . ~  

P 

.4pril 13 
2:; 

May I 
6 

alcan 

DIONTH. 

April 12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
23 
25 
2G 

.. . -25) 

filvan 

MEAN. 

4 36 6;.86 
62.8 
60.96 
62.73 
69.5 

' 59.61 
61.35 
61.71 

' .61.78. 

4 33 1.37 

5 25 31.5 
3 I.?$ 
32.3d 
30.71 

. 25 31 .TI 

34 7H.14 
Refraction, kc .  k c .  + 4.72 -- 
Zenith Distance . .4 33 1 1.88 

. . - 

' 
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ATAIR. 

May 3 2 13 50.42 April 28 2 13 42.5 2 13 46.63 
51.59 May 4 40.57 Refraction, &c..&c. + 2.37 7 4  Zenith Distance . .2 13 48.4 

Mean 2 13 50.52 Mean 2 13 41.54 

1809. 

IOW(TR. 

April2b 
30 

May 4 
7 

Mean 

a DELPHINI. 

Len Arc. 

O 

0 1; 21.89 
21.13 
J 9.68 
18.46 

0 12 20.29 

May 
9 

Mean 

1809. 

MONTH. 

April 29 
.\lay 3 

6 
9 

Mean 

6 5  45 59.92 
57.95 

5 45 58.99 

q b t  Arc. 

, 
o 12 1i.83 

8.82 
8.16 
8.41 

0 12 9.06 

MEAN. 

0" 1; il.68 
Refraction, &c. &c. + 0.01 

Zenith Distance . .0 .12 14.69 

May 7 5  45 46.13 5 45 52.53 
Refraction, &c. &c. + 5.75 

Mean 5 45 46.13Zenith Distance. .5 45 58.28 
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8. AMPLITUDE 

Of tlle Arc between PutchapZZiam and Punnue. 

Cekstiul Arc betcllcrll the Pmalkb of 

O I a  Putclkrpdlionr and Pu~nac Station. . . . . . . .2 50 10.54 

- ~e.mstrial Aq. . . . . . . . . . . ,1039100.5 - 

Mean length of one degree . . 60473 Fath. 

Latitude of the middle point & & 

AMPLITUDE. 

$ 56 l i .28 
9 66 

10.27 
. 10.23 

1 1.07 
9.18 

12.19 
10.75 
11.21 
10.36 
9.77 

11.17 
12.81 
10.51 ' 
8.82 
7.28 

12.6 - 
2 50 10.54 

STARS. 

r ~ y d m  .. 
I Hydm . . 

Cancri . . 
o Leonis .,.. 

Regulus . . 
9 Leonis .... 
j3 honis  .... 
I Virginis . . 
8 Serpentis.. 
a Serpentis.. 

Herculis .. 
a Ophiuchi 
I Aquilz . . 
y Aquilz . . 

Atair ., . . 
@ Aquilae . . 
B Delphini 

ZENITH DISTANCES AT 

PUTCUAPOUIAX. 1 mNl*L 

' 0  

4 3 i  14.65 S. 
3 52 8.97 S. 
1 36 32.64 N .  
0 13 18.16s .  
1 55 12.99 N. 
5 29 54.26 N. 
4 39 59.4 N. 
1 0 55.2 N. 
o 12 14.15 N. 
3 56 48.46 S. 
3 37 38.58 N. 
1 43 0.69 N. 

, 2 35 16.44 N. 
0 50 50.74 3. 
2 37 54.13 S. 
5 3 55.68 S. 
2 55 45.68 N. 

4; i.37 S. 
1 1 59.31 6. 
4 26 42.91 N. 
2 3 6  52.07N. 
4 45 24.06 N. 
8 20 3.44 N. 
7 30 11.59 N. 
3 51 5.95 N. 
3 2 25.36 N. 
1 6 38.1 S. 
6 27 48.35 N. 
4 33 11.86 N. 
5 25 29.25 N. 
1 59 19.77 N. 
0 12 14.69 N. 
2 13 48.4 S. 
5 45 58.28 N. 

Mean 
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9. LATITUDE of Pscnnae Station, at the South Extremity of the Arc, deduced from the 
foregoing Zenith Distances of Eight principal Stars, whose Declinations and Ann* 

Variatiom are given in the Grcmuz'ch Observations for the Year 180a. 'i 
4' 

S 
e - ,  

M 

E .  
E 
S 
b 
'a 

I 

2 

R Q 38.3!1- 

MTlTmE- 

4 3i.84 N. 
33.7 
38.4 
42.61 
39.05 . 
38.57 
38.84 - 
41.1 1 

1 

STARS. 

Regolas ...................... 
B Lconis ........................ 
a h p n t i s  ...................... 
a Herculis ...................... 
a Ophiuchi ...................... 
Y Aquilre ........................ 

Atair. ........................ 
8 AqGle ........................ 

Mean 

FOR THE BEG1NNIN.U OF 1805. 

MCAR D ~ L I N A T I O W .  I EORReCF t. DtrFA1IcB. 

15 5; 5i.93 h'. 
15 39 45-25 
7 3 0.3 

14 37 30..96 
12 42 50.91 
10 8 58.34 

8 21 53.53 
5 55 52-71 

4; 2i.09 N. 
7 30 11.59 N. 
1 6 38.1 S. 
6 27 48.35 K. 
4 33 11 .86  N. 
1 53 19.77 N. 
0 12 14.69 x. 
2 IS 48.4 s. 



APPENDIX. - 
1 1.. AS I at present incertain whether the par- 
! 
I 

ticulars of the northern part of the grand arc have been 
communicated to the public, I will here subjoin the fornler 

I conclusions, and combine what was befqre done with what 
appears in the preceding paper, in order to inform those 
readers, who a1.e interested in speculations of this nature, 
that I have not been remiss in promoting objects of ge- 
neral science, while occupied in the more hpmble task of 
comcting the erroneous and imperfect. geography of the 
southern part of the Peninsula. Being in possessio~l of 
the .best English inst~uments, and traversing from sea to 
sea,: through six degrees of latitude, I h v e  always consi- 
dered the measurement of rl, oleridiw arIc a necessary part 
of the general work, as well as an acceptable offering to 
the mathematician and astronomer; especially at a time 
when similar performances have been carrying on in 
France and England, and at the polar circle. I regret 
that the whole detailed account cannot now appear under 
one view, as it would swell a volume to too great a size, 
or preclude mqre valuable matter from being admitted. 
I shall therefore confine myself to the simple results, and 
combine them with those given in the preceding memoir. 

In  the arc north of Putchapolliam there were three 
stationiof observation, besides the station at Putchap& 
liam, viz. : Dodagoontah, in latitude I 3" nearly ; at Borna- 
sundrum, which is nearly 14" ; and a t  Pirughut; which 
is upwards of 14' 6'. 

The celestial Arc between PutchapoUk and Do- 
dagodolr W ~ S  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Between Putchapolliorn and B- wm.. . . . .S 0 1.88 
Between PutchapoIliam and Paughur WM.. . . .. . . . .3 6 37.7d 
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And if to each of these we add 2" 50' 1 ON.54, which 
is the celestial arc between Punnae and Putchapolliam, 
we shall have the three following arcs, viz. 

0 , "  
Punnae and Dodngoontah. ............ .4 50 20.33 
Punme and Bornsundrum ........... . 5  50 12.42 
Punnae and Paughur ............... .5 56 48.32 

The former terrestrial arcs were as follow, viz. 

Between PutdapdEiam and Dotiagoodd . ,7273346 Feet. 
' &tween Putchapolliam and Bonarudru~ .  -1088275.8 

Betwcen Putehapolliam and Paugtiur ... .ll28472. 
Hence, by adding to each of these 1099 100.5 feet, 

we slid have the three terrestrial arcs as follow, viz. , , 

F a t  . Fathonu. 
Punnae and Dodugwntah . .1756~5.1 or 292739.2 
Punnae and Bumcwurrdrum . .2117376.3 or 352896. ' 

Punnae and Paughur ...... 215772.5 or 359595.4 
Hence, by comparing the respective . arcs, we shall 

have the mean length of the degree due, to the latitudes 
of their respective middle points, as follows : 

ARCS. 
Punnae and Dodagoontah ... .lo 34 49. .. .604@ 
Punme and Bonursundrum . . I  I 4 44.. . .60462 
Purrrrne and Paughur ..... .11 8 3 .  .. .60469 

And, as the two latter arcs give the degree nearly the 
same, and the latitudes of their middle points differing 
but little, we may take the mean of the two degrees, as 
due to the mean latitude of the two middle points, and 
this will give. 60465.5 fathoms due to the latitude 1 1" 6' 
23".5. 

9. In  order to obtain a nlean result between the 
observations made at Dodagoontah, and those at the 
stations at Paughur and Bomasundrum, it will be ne- 
cessary to determine the ratio of the earth's diameters by ' ;1sing the degree deduced from one or other of these arcs, 
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and some other degree deduced from recent measurements 
in northern latitudes. I shall therefore take the degree 
as given by the observations at Punnae and Doatrgoo~tah, 
whose middle point is in 10" 34' 49", and use it with 
that determined by Col. MUDGE, for latitude 52" 8' go1', 
in order to which it will be necessary to obtain formulae 
expressing the ratio of the diameters in terms of these 
degrees, and the latitudes to which they apply. That 
this may be general, let m and m' denote the meridional 
degrees in latitudes 1 and 'I, and let a and b express the 
equatorial and polar diameters. Then fiom conic sec- 
tions, and the nature of curvature. it is know1 that 

a' b' 

9 J cob1 '1. a2 + Sin. a 'I. ba 1 3 4s the radius of curvature of the 
3 t' 

elliptic meridian in latitude '1, and , cu.l I .  ax + s b ~  
the radius of curvature in latitude I, on that or any 
other meridian on the same ellipsoid. And since the 
degrees are as -their radii of curvature, we shall have 

. a' ba d b1 
m' 'm"gJ~m.A'l.aJ+Sin.1'l.b.213 ' 9dG-,t1?1.a1+ $~n.'t ,b.- l  3 

that is m1 : m : : JCO~. I d+ 8 i ~ . ~ i . Y  1 3  : ~ c 0 8 . 2  '1. aJ+ s ~ n . ~ ~ ~ .  b . ~ ]  3 

ormg : rng :: C o ~ . ~ l .  a.2 + Sin.21. b a  : Cos.2 ' I .  a2 + Sin.% ' I .  bz 
cwl LC08' .lZ1 *)i 

which reduced gives t = (,, ,-, a general ex- - -91nll --- - 
pression for the ratio of the diameters. 

Now, if m' = 60830 fathoms, rn = 60496 fathoms, 
and if 'I and 1 be 52' 2' 20" m d  10' 34' 49" respectiveli 

b h: 10' w' 49"-Co~.l 5s' n' sop m) a )a - I 

then ; = ( ~b. '  59- 30"zl 3 4 i . l  IC ru' 49" - r.oosos* 
nearly, which call*, e being the ellipticity .0030359. 

3. Having obtained the ratio of the diameters to 
each other, let the length of a degree on such a spheroid 
be computed for latitude 11' 6' 2SN.5. Then, to get 
the formula from what is just demonstrated, we have 

I -- b . 8  {-c',&' ' IT] a 1 ,  COO.' l-C06= ' 1 . 0  - )t or -1- 
a +#  - (Sn.a l,.(5$+b,a # ;+r '~.(;")t-Sh.: J 
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.which reduced gives m' : m : : ,/ CM.Z 1. (l+e.)a--~inr 1.1 3 

: ,/ Cos.' ' f .  (1 + e.p-bin.a 1.1 3 and if m = 60496 fathoms, 
and 1, 'l be 10" 34' 49" and 1 lo 6' 93".5 respectively, 

lo0s4'4V). I.WSO&] ' - -~m.l  lo0s4'rg* 4 we have m' = 60496 ' -- 
kl(l i06'~'.5).~.oo30s61 1--Yin.81 I'~'ss*.s 1 .  

=&98 fathoms, for the lneridional degree in latitude 
11" 6' W.5, on the ellipsoitl, whose polar is to its equa- 
torial diameter as 1 to 1.005036 ; and this I call the 
degree in that latitude resulting from the arc Punnae 
and Dodagoontah. But the degree in the same latitude, 
deduced from the arcs Punnae and Paughur, Punnae 
and Bornatandrum (1) is 60465.5 nearly, which must 
therefore apply to a different ellipsoid. But the mean 
between this and 60498 is 60486%; or, to avoid frac- 
tions, we may take 60487 fathoms for the length ofthe 
degree in latitude 1 l o  6' 94", or the mean length of the 
degree for the arc 5" 53' SO1', whose middle point is in 
latitude 1 lo  6' 24". Hence, by substituting 60487 for 
m, and 1 lo 6' 24" for I, in the formula given in article 
9, and retaining the rest of the data, we get = -, 
which gives the ellipticity resulting from the measure- 
ments in England and in India, * nearly. 

Since m' : m :: ,/ cos.2 r( l+e) 'z-s1n.a L ] 3  : 
I & s . ~  'l.( 1 + e Y 4 i 1 1 . ~  '1 c m . ~  l.(l+ep--sin.z 1.13 and m=m (m.al,il+ey-s in., Ii 

and if '1=50° 9' &W, m=608QO fithorns, and 1 +el = 
1.003143; then, by substituting fbr l the latitudes 
So SO', 9' SO', 10' SO', 1 lo SO', kc. we shall obtain the 
oatne of m for these respective latitudes, as follows : 

L a 
0 # 

8 SO ...................... .60479 
9 30 ..................... .a481 

10 SO.. ................... .60484 
11 SO ..................... . W 8 8  
12 3 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .... 60492 
13 SO ..................... .60497 
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Latitudes of the great stations of observation, as 
deduced from the above measures of degrees. 

0 ' 4  

Latitude of Punnae station, as determined in Art. 9. 8 9 38.39 
Latitude of Putchapollian station.. ............ .10 59 47.47 
Mitudc of Dodagoontah station. .............. -13 0 1.9 

The latitude of Dodagoontah, by the observations in 
1S05,  was 12" 59' 5gN.9 1 ,  which is less by nearly 9" 
than the latitude here given. The latitude of the ob- 
servatory at Madras, as deduced from that of Doda- 
goontah, determined in 1 8 0 5 ,  was 13" 4' SN.7. ,Hence., 
if the present latitude be made use of, it will give the 
latitude of the observatory at Madras 13" 4' 1 1" 
nearly. 

4. l 'he late measurements from Dunkirk to Barce- 
lona, by the French mathematicians, gave the length 

I of the degree 6 0 7 8 3  fathoms nearly, for the latitude 
46' 1 1' 57" ; and if this be substituted for m' in the 
above formula (a), the ratio of the polar to the equzitorial 
diameters will be that of 1 to 1 .003370 ,  and therefore 
the ellipticity &, nearly. 

The length of the degree at the polar circle in lati- 
tude 66" eo' le", as determined by the members of the 
Swedish academy in 1 8 0 3  and 3, was found to be 60955 . 

fathoms ; and, by substituting this for rn' and retaining 
the rest of the data, we shall have the ellipticity & 
nearly. Hence, by reducing these three, the mean 
ellipticity will be & nearly, or the polar to the equa- 
torial diameter, as 1 : 1 . 0 0 3 9 4 3 3 ,  the mean result. of 
all the recent measurements. 

5. In  order to determine the actual values of a and 
b, let m denote the meridional degree in latitude I ,  as 

- 

O'Y 
before, where the radius of curvature is OllCo,,a U+ La ,.pl 
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and if A denote the arc (57", &c.) equal radius, we 
n' h' 

have A = S J C , , ~ .  .c++ Sin.. l .b l ]  3. from which : arises 
(12 ba = 2 A m ,/ cm.2 1. U Z + ~ I ~ I . Z  1.ba13 ; and dividing by 

b e A m  1" 

a+, we get = , (~os.2 I .  + Sin.. I.  f?) ); that is 
I = (COS: l. + Sin.. l. x2) whieh being reduced 

r A J C h . *  I.  ( 1  + r)' + Sin.' 1.7 3 gives3a = 
I+S , the semi-equatorial 

diameter. Hence, if m' = 60457, 1 = 11" 6' 94" and 
I + e equal 1.0032433, and these substi~ted i n  the last 
formula, we shall have 4 a = 3486906 fathoms ; and as 

1 a - 3475638 fathoms, 1.003!2423 : 1 :: 4 a : F~ - 
equal 4 b. And since 4 a is the radius. of tbe equate 

3486906 rial circle, then 9 = li,s95 = 60858 fathoms, the 
measure of the degree of longitude at the equator. 

6. Since m' : m : :  J ~ a ~ * ~ ; s i n . ~ r ]  : 

J h a l ~ . +  ; sin.. 7. ] ' (3) ; and when .m is at the 

quator, and herefore Sin I. = o and Cos. I = 1 (Rad.) - - 
then 7n' : m :: l+e )  3 : ,/ Cos.2 . l . ( . l + e ) n + ~ i n . ~ ~ l )  3, 

m' J Cm.2 ( I . +  e k  + Sin.' ' 1 . )  3 .-. 
and m = - . . 7 s )  3 - . - .  , , 

60487 J ( ! ! . a  (1  1- 6 ' ~ 4 * )  . I . u w ~ ~ u J ~ ~  z + ~in.l'l lo 6' 9;) 3 - 60465 
1.uoaorou) 3 

fathoms, the measure of the meridional degree at the 
equator. I 

7. L e t - d  and 'd be the 
measures of two degrees o f q .  
longitude in the latitudes of I A 
and 'I ,  then r I and R 'I will 

, , 
represent h e  Mdii of curva- . 

ture d and 'd kespectively. : r 

Bat. R 9 '  is cxwssed  , by 
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al Cms.' '1 _ - a1 

9 . ~ ~ 0 s . l  'la1 + ~m.1'h.b - 2 J a r  + taeg.1 '1. b' 
and hr the aame 

a1 a1 

nsson = 9du*+,mg.*l.t?. Hence 9 d- : 
01 

9 Ja' + mug.' 'I. b' 
: : d : 'd or J:a + ung.z 1.b~ : Jaz +tang.= L ~ Z  

:: d : 'd, that is G\ z+tang.zll : dl+,\ 1tang.z i. :: 
d : I d .  And when d is at the equator, and k f b r e  
tang.' l=o;  then J i T ; l ~ + t a n ~ /  : l + e  :: d : ' d ;  and 

d(1+e) 
a general formula. Let therefon 'd = z + t,,q.ur , 

1= loo, d=60858 fathoms, as in article 5,. tind 1 + e as 
Qrn ( I O M I )  

before ; then 'd = a,, a+ taop.w = 59940. From 
this formula a table of degrees of longihde on this 
spheroid may be computed, fiom' the equator 'to the 
pole. I 

8. Let p be the degree perpendicular to the meridian 
in latitude I, and p' that in latitude 1'. Then, these 
being as their respective verticals or radii of curvature, 

- 

a1 az 
we :P' :: ~1~Co..l1~2+8m.a1.b : o~~os.*t.~l+b~tl..*,% 
that is p : p' :: ,/c~s.*ra +!3in?l'ba : 4 ~ o s . l ~ a l  + ~ i n . # l . d  ; 
that igp :pl' :: 4 ~ 0 s .  '41 + e)t +'Sin. '1 : ddis . l~ ( i  +e)z + bin?[; 

when p is at the ecyuator, and- therefore Sin." l z  0, 

and COS.' I =  1 (Rad.) t h ~ p  : ~ ' : : ~ ~ ~ . ' l . ( 1 + + + ~ ~ ~ . 1 ~ :  
p.fl +r) 1 + e. Hence p' = 

JCw.1 'L(I + c)1+ YID.~?. 

Then if I'= loo, and p = 68868 fathoms, being the 
same at the equator as the degree of longitude d. 

b a s e  (i.ooasrn) 
Thenp= .c‘m.lr ~ ~ ( I . w B w ) ~ + ~ . ~ ~ o o  = 6,0863 fathoms. 

Suppok 1' = 12' 55' IO", which was the latitude 
in whlch the perpendicular an: was measud in 
1805. (Aiaiick Reses*, V b  lo.) . The0 
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Gasse (i.ooams) / =>*a (190 55.1~1.  ( i . ~ a a s ) ~  + sin.ajie ss = 60869 
hthoms, which exceeds the degree gven by the measured 
an: by 19 1 fithorns. 

The perpendicular degree determined by the arc b 
tween CarangooZy and Karnaiighur, in 1809, (see 
Asiaiick Researchca, Volume 8,) was 6 106 1 fathoms for 
latitude 19" $2' 19''. Now the mean between this and 
the perpendicular degree, measured in 1805, for latitude 
12" 55' lo", will be 60909 fathoms, and the mean of 
the latitudes will be 1 2" 48' 4 1'' ; which latitude being 
substituted in the above, we shall have the value of 
p' = 60868 fathoms, which falls short of the above mean 
41 fathoms : but how far this mean may be relied on is 
yet a mamr of uncertainty, for I never had much con- 
fidence in the accuracy of the perpendicular arc measured 
in 1809. 

9. From the forrrmla in the two last articles, it a p  
pears that the perpendicular degree p', and the degree of 
longitude 'd, in any latitude ' I ,  will be to each other ae 

1 1 

d c r a r . { l + . ) a +  s i  J ~ + e ) = +  
1.r. bmusep~d' 

are equal at the equator. dence, *?'d : : 4- 
, I+sJ '.CarZ '1 + Sin-' '1 J C O L . Y O + ~ ) ~ + S ~ - ~  IVt and 'd=p (=, . + ,, 

whence p' being known, '8 may be found. 

10. The equatorial diameter of this ellipsoid has 
nlrendy been shewn to be 6973819 fathoms (5) =a, the 
transverse axis of an elliptic meridian, and therefore the 
periphery of the circumscribing circle, or the circle whose 

8' 
diameterisa,willbea x 3.1415 &c.andifd= 1 - 2, then 

(1 - - ' -- 'a kc.) = the periphery of the elliptic me- ** 9?4* 
d ad' msers x s.iris to (I -  - - -kc. )  

ridian:hence 
9' S1.4' 

4 
= 5465790 

H 
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fithorns fix the length of the quadrantal arc : aud this 
reduced to inches and divided by 10.800000 will give 
39.3597 English inches fm the measure of the French 
metre at the tempera- of 69". 

By BORD A'S experiments, the equivalent to the &each 
metre in .English inches is 39.37 1, the standard tem- 

rature of the metre being at 39', and that of the 
ngZish at 6a0, so that the metre, according to this el- g 

lipsoid, falls short of that given by the f i n c h  mathe- 
maticians, near 3 of an English inch, or tth of a 
f i m h  line, and the quadrantal arc will fall short $2403 
fithorn, or miles, in the whole circumference. 



I 10 . Latitudes a d  Longitudes 

1 M the great Stations. and som principal Places. aa deduced h m  the. 
Meridional 

LUYEs OF PUC LS. 

.................... * SbennimJli ................ * Ydhoatoor hill * Hahpal l i  ..................... * K o n g d l n m , ( o r S E . E n d q f t k ~ c )  * Y~teb~pol l i iSmt~on ............ .................. *Pumsttyhiill 
, * Parteemdi ..........., 

hmnmdi .................... * Kmmomdi .................... ............ D V I ~ ~ I I .  @.rt) .......... *ey hill and Pagoda .................... *PcrmadbilJ * R~abamal~i .................... 
Dindi@..@hg&$') ............ 

* A w ~ ~ I ~ I  ...................... * Snddmgl~emy .................. .......... M a d m  (N . 6 . ~ a g o d m )  * Sehnderdl i  ................. . Kooterpira .................... * MeCmcbiporamhii .............. .................. * a t  
* G  ops~wam~bi l l  ................ ........ ghnrlipootcrw (Po+) .......... b ~ a r n a c o ~ l ~ p " ~ & )  * Vu~~unkola hl 1 ................ 

yettirponm. ( i  Eiiepeor P0l.r.Q 
* Kolinelloor hill ................ .......... l'utrcoal. @ ~ - B & J  * Vullanaud bill .................. ........ %mcottab. (~~ag.St@ 

*'bive~ly. pajpda~ ............ 
*Coonatoorhill .................. ............ * w ~ e n d o f U m B m e  
' k t e n d o f t h e ~ a e e  ............ * Tulbtpolba ................. .................. * Ktlmimapotba * Red b111 station ................ .......... T~~amdwr. (pqotia) ................. * ~mdunkolom 
* lldunp0th ...................... 

h t a ~ ~ d ,  (pagoda) .............. ................... N ~ r o e ~ l e r n  
b ~ t a t i o n  .................. ...... li. (RII*AChureh) 

NU# . Plsfu m k e d  with the 
H 9 

Arc . 

U t l k  

0 . .  
I I g g 
1 I 19 6 
I 1 o 59 
l o  56 43 
10 59 47 
lo  58 31 
lo 40 9 
lo  yo sb 
10 35 46 
10 44 34 
lo  96 99 
I018 1 
lo  1s ar 
1 ~ 8 1 3 8  
l o  0 1 
g 44 96 
9 55 15 
y 59 97 
9 98 59 
g 19 39 
9 19 91 
9 3 9 9 4  
9 30 36 
9 1 0 1 8  
8 48 9s 
g 8 57 
8 55 39 
8 4s o 
8 49 54 
8 a 31 
s r s  r s  
8 4 1 5 9  
8 4 7  6 
8 4 6 x 1  
8 49 1 
8 SO nd 
8 99 39 
s sg  so 
8 10  34 
8 16 9 
8 31 1 
s 99 34 
8 9 0 7  
e 1351 

AaterLL 

1 
Ja.d* 

M d r u  
obr-ur, . . 

O r #  . 9 58W 
SO IS 

9 48 54 
9 s4 so 
2 37 47 
9 19 48 
9 40 95 
9 90 8 

09 ~9 
9 43 18 
9 43 58 
9 4 1 9 0  

9s  19 
~ 1 7 9 1  
9 16 54 
9 34 S4 
9 7 59 
9 10 57 
9 1 4  33 
9 16 93 
9 4 6  99 
9 9 7 1 3  
9 37 1s 
9 4 3 1 0  
9 37 45 
9 16 16 
9 16 I4 
9 s ro-  
9 99 3 
9 30 56 
9 ss 51 
9 3 4 4 8  
9 3 6 3 s  
9 3 1 3 9  
9 31 47 

37 49 
9 09 4D 
s 7 9s 
9 34 SO 
9 40 sl 
Q 40 7 
9 ss 41 
9 9 7 W  
9 9 9  8 

(*) are peat 

h. 

a- L 

0 . N  
77 38 a k 
77 48 1s 
77 ~g s 6  
77 44 8 
77 40 43 
77 58 43 
77 37 85 
77 re  9s 
77 55 51 
77 35 17 
77 34 S9 
7 7 3 7 1 0  
77 66 i e  
79 1 9 
77 5Q 06 
77 43 56 
78 10 38 
78 7 3s  
78 S 57 
78 S 7 
7739  1 
7 7 5 1  17 
77 41 17 
7 7 3 5 1 s  
77 40 46 
7s a I 4  
78 9 16 
7e 19 so  
77 56  97 
77 47 34 
77 rr sg  
7 7 0 4 s  
7 7 4 1 5 7  
7 7 4 6 5 9  
77 46 4s 
77 4n 41 
77 55 41 
7s I I 7 
77 44 0 
77 37 5s 
77 96 0s 
77 49 49 
7 7 4 0 5 1  
7 7 3 9 9 9  

Ststiom 
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Conbind Ata, Tcnutd  Refmctio~, t0gethe.r with the Heigbb, rbme tbe 
' htd of (he Sea, of the principal Shtiom. 
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II. 

BY THOMAS RAFFLES, Esq. 

THE opinion that tbe MaJay8 poe- no mcods 
whatever of their laws and customs, and that they are  
solely governed by long-established customs and usages, 
handed down by memory or tradition, seems to have 
been much strengthened b the observations contained in 
M A R ~ D E N ' S  Account of $ umatra. This being the only 
standard book in the English language, which contains a 
detailed account of any of the eastern isles, appears by 
many to have been considered as applying, generally, to 
all the countries denominated Makryan, whereas the island 
of Sumbtrb, though exhibiting an almost inexhaustible 
fund for research and ioquiry, can only be considered as 
one of the almost innumerable islands, and by no means 
the greatest in population or in extent, which compose 
that unparalleled ArchipZago in which the Maldyu 
nation is established. 

The island of Sumatra, as well as the islands of 
Jawa, Tana U'i or BugW land (Cekbes), 3kh, and 
the Moluccas, H hich with Borneo compose what may be 
properly termed the Malayan grmp, are peopled b 
nation3 radically distinct from the Malay*, who speJ 

I languages entirely different, and use various written cha- 



and peculiar to each These nations 
are "" govern "p by their s e d  laws BDd inatitations ; and 
if we except the state of Mcll~ngcdbaro, on the i s l d  of 
b t r o ,  it is on the shores of these islauds only, and 
in the Makzy peninsular, that the Malags are to be fbund. 

1 Whatever may have been the origin of the Mdcfyu na- 
tion, the primary population of these yrbus aud ex- 

1 sive islands could never, according to any natural infer- 
ence, have proceeded from the Mday, though the 
reverse may probably have been the case, whatever may 
have been borrowed fiom a more foreign source. 

Notwithstanding, therefore, the idea of Mr. MARS 
D&, that the various dialects of the Malhyu tongue , 

have experienced such changes, with respect to the 
purposes of intercourse, that they may be classed into 
several languages differing considerably from each other, 
I cannot but consider the Mdp nation as one pea- 
ple, speakin one language, though spread ovex so wide 
a sjmce, a d  preserving their damctm and cuatoms, 
in-all the maritime states lying between the Sdlu seas; 
and the Southern Ocean, and bounded longitudinally by 
hmatra, and the western side of Papue, or Neto 
Gadnca. 

The MaZdyu language may no doubt be traced to s 
still fuI.ther extmt,and particularly among the South-Sea 
islands; but as that point more naturally belongs to a d b  
mtation on the origin of the d o n  and its I-, it 
need not be attended to here, where the subject isanly 
alluded to in order to fix those bounduies to wtrjeh the 
Mddyu law exbeads, and for establishing such ditinc- 
tiom and g e n d  definitions as may assist in its explan+ 
tion, and more ready comprehension. 

M A B S D Z ~ ~  On the Tl'M!eS of the &Kb Laagtlage~ d Limn, 
Pqe  !EB, Vol. 4, drirtick R t r r a h  



The laws and customs of the MaZiys may be 
considered either separately, or as they have reference 
to those of the more ancient and original inhabitants of 
the eastern islands, with whom they are now so intimately 
connected. What may be termed the proper laws and 
customs of the MaUyu nation, as it at present exists, will 
first be adverted to. 

Independent of the laws of the Korh ,  which are 
more or less observed in the various Malay states, ac- 
cording to the influence of their Arabian and Muham- 
mdan teachers, but seldom further than they affect 
matters of religion, marriage, and inheritance, the Malay 
states possess several codes of laws, denominated Undang 
Undang, or Institutions, of different antiquity and 
authority, compiled by their respective sovereigns ; and 
every state of any extent possesses its own Undang 
Undang. Throughout the whole there appears a general 
accordance ; and, where they differ, it is seldom beyond 
what situation, superior advantages, and authority, have 
naturally dictated. Many of the Undang Undang 
contain the mere regulations for the collection of the du- 
ties for trade, and the peculiar observations of the port ; 
while others ascend to the higher branches of &vil and 
criminal law. 

From the comparatively rude and uncivilized character 
of the Malay nation, neither learned disquisition nor very 
close coincidence is to be looked for ; but simple ideas, 
simply expressed, may illustrate character better than 
scientific. arrangement or refined composition. And in 
this point of view, however local or particular the subject 
may be7 the institutions and regulations of so extensive 
a maritime nation must be interesting. 

Cdnsidering, therefore, Ahat a translation of these 
codes, di sted and arranged according to one general 
plan, mig r' t be as useful in facilitating and ensuring a 



more secure intercourse, among this extraordinary and 
peculiar nation, as it might be interesting in illustrating 
the unjustly degraded character of so extensive a portion 

I of the human m e ,  hitherto so little known either with 
respect to what they are or what they were ; I have long 
been engaged, as far as the severe duties of my public 
situation would admit, in collecting ,Malay manuscripts 
of every description, and, in particular, copies of the 
Uidhg Undang Mddyu, which, with the various col- 
lections of Addat, or immemorial customs, and what may 

. be usefully extracted from the Sghreh MaUyu, and 
Aka1 Makdyu, or annals and traditions of the Malays, 
comprise what may be termed the whole body of the 
Malay laws, customs, and usages, as fiu as they can be 
considered as original, under the heads of government, 
property, slavery, inheritance, and commerce. 

On the eastern side of Sumatra, the Ma@ states of 
Achf, Sih, and Palembang, may be considered as of 
the most importance. From these states I have procured 
one copy of the Unda Unda Achi, with a short '8 '54 account of the Undang ndang tdc. Further copiee 
of these, as well as of the institutions ~f Pakmbang, I 
hate reason to believe are within my reach. 

The laws of Achf are peculiar, on account of the 
severity of the criminal law; and although it may be 
presumed that they were borrowed h m  the more an- 
cient inhabitants of the island, they are intereting, in as 
hr as they may have been rally adopted by the !T== Malays in the Straits of Md ca, and ma have 
liae to that sanguinary disposition by nhicg the dg 

' 

are usually supposed to be characterized. 
I 

Those of Sdc have a peculiar interest, from the long- , ahblisbed cunnerion between that .state and the 
Mimngcdbmar, in the interior of Sumatra. The Side / +ex t.ta ib rks in tbe Menangcdbuw muntry, and hu 



obviously been the principal 'outlet from the rich and 
p u p u l o ~ ~  countries in the interior, of which so little io 
known. 

. The Mday customs and usages on the west coast of 
Sumatra I apprehend to be so much blended with those 
of the more on@jnal inhabitants of the island, that, even 
if there was a state among them of sufficient in~portance 
to have its o m  institutions, it would scarcely deserve 
consideration, in the general arrangement of what ia 
pucely Malayan, and they are consequently little at- 
tended to. 

Of the Malay Peninsub, the principal states enti- 
tled to notice on the western side are those of Red&, 
Maldca, and Jolabr ; and, on the eastern, those of 
Tringdno, Patrini, and Pahang. From these I have 
obained and: collected several copies of the Udang 
U&qg Kedck, the Undang Undamg Malfca, and the 
~~a U&ng Joh6r. The states on, the eastern 
sideof the peninsula, with the exception of P a t h i ,  which 
Bur been oonsiderably i d u e n c d  by the Siawc, seem 
geneidly to have admitted the superiority of the Ma& 
government, fiast established at Shhpdra, and after- 
wards at Johbr. 

On the ieland of &M, the several. Maloy states 
have regulations and. institutions peculiar to each, tho 
not differing in any material degree fiom those of 2 
peninsula. Some of. bhese I have already obtained in 
dole, and others in prsrt, 

The Maldca code, stated to have been compiled 
during the reign of Sultan MUHAMMED SHAH, of which 
2. have t .  copies, treats principally of mmmercial and 
maritime usages, and in these branches may fwm the text 
ef a Digeat oftheMaZuyh8; whilst t h e i ~ & ~ t b ~  
d Jd&, &om the intiplate c k m  which a p ~  
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1 alqys to have existed between MaZ6ca and the southan 
I part of the peninsula, mlty be useful as a supplement on 

these pints ; a t  the same time that it will I~ranch out 
1 into civil and criminal law generally, $nd the general 

principles of com9~unication between the diffmt 
siates. 

The Kedeh code may, in like manner, foin the text 
for such ytu;ts of the institutions as may be most appli- 
cable to the intercourse of Europeans, and tend beat to a 
general understanding of the character and usages of the 
M&y oountries in the irnrnediate vicinity of the British 
settlements. This state, until the establish~nent of the 
English at Pulaw P h a n g ,  possessed a respectable 
commerce, and still retains its Malayrrn government and, 
inshtutions applicable to internal dk,  though radueed, 
in external importance., 

The institutions of the smaller states, as of Sali*, 
PCrak, and others, may only require notice as far as they 
diffa from the general code of the superior states. 

With respect to the internal regulations of v w  
@ice, property, and what in all Mq( oaqia. 
so lar a share, slaxerp, the -MaZuy states olr the p e k  
sula L ve been selected, aa well on account of their ww 
DerioP with the EngIMh government at 1'- sad' 
Mdhca, aa for the still more i m w t  realm, iff a 
phiiosophical point of view, of the Malays beiw 
according to the theory 1. have laid down, t~ be h d  
bere the least adulterated in their character, usages, and 

1 manners. They are bounded by the Simrocse to, the north, 
whose encroachmentsand esfetdisbmentsin the peninsula, 

have from time to time taken place, may wily 
The Mkkys seem hem to have occupbd a 

prpviously unappropriated ; for, if we except. an 
knsiderable race of Cafi ,  who are cxcasionally 
f a d  near the mounbth, and a &w tribes of the O r q  
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benda, there does not exist a vestige of a nation anterior 
to the M h y 8  in the whole peninsula. 

As the population of the Malay PeninauIu has excited 
much interest, my attention has been particularly directed 
to the vasious tribes stated to be scattered over the 
country, 

Those on the hills are usually termed Samang, and 
are woolly-headed ; those on the plain Orang benda, or 
people belonging to the country ; the word bmda being 
applied by the Malays to any extensive country, as benh 
China, bcnda Keling ; but it appears to be only a sort 
of Maluy plural to the Arabic word ben or beni, signi- 
fjring a tribe. The early adventurers from Arabia 
frequently make mention in their writin of the difirent 

. tribes they met with to the eastward, an c f  from them most 
probably the Malays have adopted the term Orang 
benda. 

I had an opportunity of 'seeing two of these people, 
from a tribe in the neighbourhood of MaZdca ; it con- 
sisted of about sixty people, and the tribe was called 
Jbkbng. These people, from their occasional intercourse 
with the villages dependent on MaMca, speak the 
M&yu language sufficiently to be generally understood. 
Th relate that there are two other tribes, the Orang 
benx and the Orang Udhi. The former appear the 
most interesting, as composing the majority ; the latter is 
only another name for the Samang, or Cafries. 

From the vicinity of the Jbkbng tribe to Maaca, and 
intercourse with its inhabitants, they may have adopted 
maoy Malay words not originally in their langu e ; but T the following short specimen may perhaps tend toil ustrate 
their connexion with the other tribes of the peninsula, 
and to evince how fitr they possess a peculiar language. 
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received some instruction regardiRg Nabi ha,  or, as they 
pronounce it, Isher. They, however, have no boob nor 
any word for GOD, whom they designate by the Port* 
guese Dkoa. The men are well formed, rather short, 
resembhg the Malay in countenance, but having a 
s h q m  and smaller nose. They marry but one wife, 
whether rich or poor, and appear to observe no particular 
mmony at their nuptials. The consent of the girl and 
that of the parents being obtained, the couple are consi- 
dered as man and wife. 

The Jbk6ng language in general coincides with 
Malay, as in the following instances : 
Earth, Tau. Belly, Punit. 
Fire, A& Sun, Mar4 Mri. 
Fi, I c a .  Month, W L t .  
Bird, Bwrmq. E e-brow, Kcning. 
EYG M a .  ofd, Tuha. 
Nase. I*. . Good, B&. 
Teeth Gigi. 

The numerals are.also the same as in Malay. 

In the following instances it Mers from the Malay: 

Shn, cwg.  
Hantn Tbebnd 

Mm. ) .dat.  { spirit. 
Water, +e~6. 
'Kger, KaAo*. 
%, 
b, zcpe* 
Elcpbant, Brinkil. 
Rhinoceros, Riraki. 
Am, 
Faot, Tom ""sP 
Child, Merbodo. 
Infant, Opoylt. 

A r m ,  Tamian. 
~wlwirtah. Fathen Hair. 

Head, Utuh. of theherd. 
Wild hog, Chonke h. 
Devil, 

5, 
Evil spirit, 

the produce 
of the earth, 
God, DCsr; Evidently 

[Portrg*ere. 

. -  hs the relation that may have existed between the 
ntate of MhugcQbaw, on the island of Sumatra, and 
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that so called on the Makry Peninwla, is not generally 
known, the following translation of a Makdyu MY ., to 
which I give some credit, may tend to elucidate it. The 
k t  related is without date or authori but it is in a 
great degree confirmed by the general '% istory of Johdr, 
and the present state of the country ill the neighbourbood, 
as well as by the existence at this day of another Mday 
state, of considerable extent, situated in theinterior of the 
peninsula, and deriving its authority from Menangchbm 
in Sumatra. The state alluded to i~ that of Rembaw, 
inland of Makdca, the Rdja of which, as well as his 
ofhers, receive their authority ahd appointmknts from 
Sumatra. The communication is c a r r i d  on in the 
Malay Peninsula through the river.lingi, in the neigh- 
bourhood of Maktca, and that of Siac, on the Sumatra 
side. Thc Malays of.Rembaw, with whom I have had 
frequent communication, adopt the broad dialect of the 
Malays of Sumatra, changing the d at the end of a word 
into o; this peculiarity may be still observed among 

. many of the inhabitants of the southern part of the 
peninsula. - 

" Many yeats ago the Rdja of Johh had an only 
4c daushter, the fame of whose beaut reached the ears of 
L6 the rllustrious son of the ~ h j a  ofdenangcdbaw, ?hose 
" residence is at Pegadyung in Puhu Pdrechek *, and 
" whose ]lower is mighty . The youn prinee, enamourkd 

with the endhanting descriptions o f this beauty, entreat- 
" ed his father's permission to make a voyage to Johk 
" for hi$ recreadon, and the R&ja his father was pleased 
" to comply with his request. 

" The young prince accordingly embarked from the 
" shores of Pulau Pkrechek, attepded by a numerous 
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retinue, suited to his high rank and splendid for- 
I 

" On the arrival of the Prdhrcs or vessels in the 
" Straits of Johbr, the prince was desirous of imme 
" diately proceeding up the river; but the mja of Johb, 

I " alarmed at the unexpected appearance of so large a I 

" fleet with a myaI standard, refused him admittance. 
" The prince, determined on proceeding, entered the river, 
" and, being opposed by the Johbr PrriRru, b $were 
" battle ensued, in which the men of J o h h  were de- 
" feated, and obliged to retreat iu confusion. 

" On the result of the action being made known to 
" the Rqta of Johbr, he assembled his nobles and officers 
" of state, and advised with them as to the conduct that 
" should be pursued. Fearful that the men of J o W ,  
" worsted in the first engagement, might not have power 
" or courage to stand in a second, it was the unanimous 
" opinion that the prince should be invited to proceed 
" up the river on friendly terms ; and the prince was 
" accordingly invited. 

" The prince lost no time in proceeding with his suite 
" up the river, and, when he landed from the royal Prdhu, 
" he was received aa a Rdja high in rank. The Rdja 
" of Johbr then inquired of him the businem that had 
" h u  ht him to Johbr, and what were his wishes ; to 
" wkic ! the prince replied, that he was enamoured of his 
" daughter, and came to solicit her in marriag. The 
" R$a, having consulted with his nobles and 'officers of 
" state, agreed to the marriage, and a place was allotted 
" for tbe residence of the prince and his fdlowers. In 

These Straits are called 86ht Tebrar, " the Straits of Tebran ;" 
continent and country of JohC being on OW side, d Pvkru 

Jf-hIfgontheM. 
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" a short time the prince was married to the daughter of 
" the Rkija, and they lived together in the district that 
'' had been allotted to them, and their happiness in- 
" creased every day ; but how long did this last? 

a The prince soon became delighted with his princess, 
and so pleased with the attentions of the R 4 a  of Johbr, 

" and the enclosed village or district allotted, to him, 
which now bore the name of Campling Menangcdbau~, 

" that he thought not of returning to the territories of 
" his royal father, but remained in Joh6r with his follow- 

en, many of whom married with the women of Johbr, 
" so that their numbers increased daily. 

" The Rdja of Joh6r having afterwards conferred on 
" the prince the title of Yaug deprtdhan kichil, and in 
" consequence given him considerable power and autho- 
" rity in Johbr, the prince exerted it with great severity. 
" The increasing consequence of the prince, added to 
" his severity, alarmed Rdjah MU'DA of Johbr, who 
" assembled all his friends and adherents, who were very - 
fi numerous, and consulted with them as to the measures 
" that should be taken. Hurt and enraged that the 
" power of government was almost entirely taken out of 
" the hands of the men of Johbr, and that a stranger 
" should assume nearly the whole authority, they respect- 
" fully submitted the circumstances to the serious consi- 
'& deration of the Rdja, requesting that the whole of the 
" Menangcdbawa might be removed from Johbt; other- 
" wise they would be soon enslaved by them. 

" The Rdja listened not to their request, and R@a 
" MVDA became more enraged. He again assembled 
" his friends and adherents, and the number of those 
" who were dissatisfied with the Mmngccibaws being 
" allowed to remain in Johbr became very great. They 
" unanimously agreed, to the amount of above 

hundred, to proceed with long C~eeses into the 
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" sure of the JZe?aangctibawa, and put them to death. 
" This resolution being fixed at midday, they were desi- 
" rous of securing from danger the daughter of the 1Ccija; 
66 and accordingly, previous to the attack, a few mcn en- 
" tered the enclosure at sun-set, unobserved, and brought 
" the princess in safety to Rdja R ~ u ' D A .  

" The prince, entering the apartment in which he 
" expected to find the princess, searched in vain for her. 
" Aware of the enmity of lirija ,$I U'DA, he instantly as- 
" sembled all the Jle?lang.cdbaw men. The Gong was 
" sounded, and all were in anns. 

" Accompanied by all the Jfenat~gccibaw men who . 
4 I were in the enclosure at the time, the prince sallied 
" forth in search of his princess. No sooncr were they 
" without the enclosure, than Rdja MU'DA, hearing 
" their approach, advanced against them ; a severe battle 
" ensued, which lasted from before midnight until day- 
" light next morning, and in \vllich four hundred of the 
" men of Johhr were slain. In the morning the prince 
" retired within the enclosure of thevillaqe, and was closely 
" followed by the reoiaining force of 1icija A ~ u ' D A .  
" The~e, however, were soon slain to a man by the Me- 
" nangccibaws, and Rcija MU'DA alone escaped with his 
" life, having taken thp precaution of retiring to hi; house 
" unobserved kfore day-ligh t. 

" The prince, exasperated at the treacherous conduct 
" of the me11 of Johdr, and offended that the l td jn  should 
" permit R6ja MU'DA thus openly to attack hill], pro- 
" ceeded the next morning with all his men, in order to 
" give battle to the Rdja himself, to revenge the ill treat- 
" ment he had received, and, if pos>il~le, to recover the 
6; princess his wife. A severe engagement took place, 
" which lasted all day, and in the darkness of the night 
H the  me^ of Johbr fled in every direction. The Rdja 

I 



'; emaped ta Trhgh,  sad Rkijcf MU'DA, with his 
" h i l y ,  tnok Sbd~er in a, n e i g h w  wood. 

" himation. of the pfw of Bdja Mu'm's retreat 
a being eonveyed~ to the phce, he itnmediat-kly p d -  

ed thither, end uompleteiy swtounded him, R e  
" MU'DA, finding himself in this extremity, and no hope 
" of esaape left; put: his family to death, one by one, in 

' " order that they might not fll into the hands of the 
I " enemy. After which he went forth h r n  the interior 
I " of the wood, aad eddeawud to rush through) the 

" Mwngcdbaws who sumoupded it, but in vain ; being 
" repulsed in every direction, he threw down his arms, 

I 

andlmliicimdl them tro spars hie life. This they would 
" not listem b, and he was in a moment slain. 

The prince, having thua revenged. himself oh &*a 
#' MU'SA, proceeded  toward^ Trmgdno, bearing that the 
" Rdja of Johbr.had4ed thither. Oh .the prince's-mi- 
". val at 2% dm, he demanded of the Rd* that the 

B+z of J%& should! be given q; a him, Md, the 
R k. of T+kgddno cornplied with.hismquesr. 0 h the 

" R 2 jta of: hhb being.dehveced up, he w.immedfatbly 
'' put to dea&.by the enraged M ~ q p d b a m ~ .  

Thevrince th*aovered his w i f 8 f h n  the of 
" Tringdno, witb whom she hd'been,left by her f&& ; 
" and, having remained a few days at Tringdno, he re- 
" turned with his f6llbwcere to Jbkbr. At1 Jihb he re- 
" mined511 suth dmem the P ~ b c m l d ! b e  fephd 
" and victnalld h r  the vopge, and then embarkd, 

with. all' the Mmng&&ioa, fbr the kih@om.of: his 
cc faher. 

" Severalj however, of: the Menuwcib;m?s; mein- 
" ed in ther,country dl Johbt; in consequence of  ttleir 
"% being united. ih. m d a g e  to $ze Joh& .w&neb. The 



1 " couritry of Johbr, which was previously wen dul tinted, 
I " was soon overgrown with wood ; but the enclosed vilr 

" l ag ,  in which the men of Menangcdhaw resided, still 
" beam the name of Campung Menrirugcdbaw, and many 
" people are still to be found scattered over; the county 
" who call themselves Menangcdbaws, as it was for 
" many years that the prince res~ded in thii country, and : 
" bis followers and those connected with him had become 
" very numerous." - 

The ancient connexion that subsisted between Ma- 
&a and Johdr is articularly noticed in M a l d ~ ~ u  history8 
weording to vhief: the first Rdja of Maldcn, Saltas 
ISKA'XDEK SHAH, (afterwards, on his embracing the 
Muharmedan faith, called M UH A MMED SH A R,) is s u p  
sed to have been a Rtija of Sin'hapura, the . ancient 

&ahY state, near the site of Johdr, who had taken refuge - 
there, on his kingdom being invaded and destroyed by an 
armament. from the island of Java. The subsequent 
!light of the Makda Rcija to the southern port of the 
peninsula, on the establishment of the Portuguese, is re- 
lated in several lMalay MSS. in my possession, from one 
of which the following narrative is a translation. If Mk- 
l&a be considered as the principal state on the peninsula, 
the fdte of its native government cannot be uninteresting, 
tbhgh the record must be of modern date. Sultan - 
MUHAMMED SHAH, the present Rdjaof Lingaaxid Rio, 
v+bither tlik seat of goverllment has lon been transferred 

Rdjas of Maitice. 
L flom Soh&, stiIl traces his descent m the' ancient 

Translation of a ~ a Z . . ~ u  Maiumipt,  entitled, "A' ~ b -  
" tory of ' jomer  Times, containing an Account of the 
" j r s t  Arrival oj '  the Portuguese at Mal&u." 

I 

" I t  is related that ten Portuguese vessels froth Ma- 
" nih atri~id at MiZldca, for the purpose of ttadk8 duting 

I a 
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1 " the reign of Sultan AH'M E D  S H A H ,  at a time when 

i " that country possessed tm extensive commerce, and 
" every tl-ling in abundance, when the affairs of goveni- 

! " n~en t were well administered, and the officers properly 
i r  appointed. 

" At the time that these ships arrived, the fort was 
" composed of Nibungs. Alas ! with how many other 
" captains did the commander of the Portuguese enter 
" the fort ! and with what presents of gold, of dollars, of 
" cloths, of Manila chains, did they present themselves . 
" before the Rdija ! and how pleased to excess was SuL 
" ,  tan AH'M E D  S H A H with the Portuguese ! Whatever 
" the commander required, Sultan AH'M ED S H A.H wm 
" ready to grant ; but how many Bendaharas and 
'' Tamungung.~ with due obedience urged the Rcija to 
" be on his guard against the Portuguese; ' for', said they, 
" ' even the most experienced among us does not recollect 
" a misfortune so great & the arrival of the Portuguese !' 
" To this the d d j @  would reply, ' Alas ! my revered 
" Bendahara, and you respected Tarnungungs, you 
" know nothing when you state that these white men will 
" do what is wrong in our country.' 

" The Bendahara and the Tanlungungs still remained 
" of the same opinion respecting the Porluguese, and 
" were not well inclined towards them ; but finding that 
" their representations were not attended to, nor well re- 
" ceived by the Rdja, they ceased to make them. To 
" how many of the rich and great men did the com- 
'' niander of the Portzcguese present 2lZa?zila chains ! and 
" how pleased was every one with the Portuguese! 
" The Bendahara and the Tamungungs were alone 
" dissatisfied. 

. . 
" For forty days the Portugzi.de ships traded at 

" Mahica; but still the Portuguese commanders re- 
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" mained on shore, presenting dollars by the chest, and 
" gold ; and how many beautiful cloths did they present 
" to the illu3trious Sultan AH'MED SHAH, so that the 
" Sultan was most happy ! 

" After this Stfltnn AH'MED SHAH said to the com- 
" manders of the Portug.uese, ' What Illore do you 
" require from us, that you tender us such rich presents? 
" To this the commander replied, ' We only request one 
" thing of our friend, should he be still well inclined 
" towards the white men.' Whercupon Sultan AH'AI ED . 
" SHAH said, ' State what it is, that I may hear it ; and, 
" if it is in my power, I will comply with the requcst of 
" my friend.' The Yortugue.~e answered, ' We wish to 
" request a small piece of ground, to the extent of what 
" the skin of a beast may cover.' ?'hen, said the Rdja, 
LL let not my friends be unhappy ; let them take whatever 
" spot of ground they like best, to the extent of what they 
" request." 

" The captains were highly rejoiced at this, and the 
'' Portuguese immediately land~d, bringing with them 
" spades, bricks, and mortar : the cor~ln~ander then took 
" the skin of the beast, and, having rent it into cords, 
" measured out therewith four sides, wiiliin which the 
'' Portuguese built a storehouse of very considerable 
" dimensions, leaving large apert~ires in the walls for 
" guns ; and when the people of Maldca inquired the 
" reason of the apertures being left, the Portuguese re- 
" turned for answer, ' These are the apertures that the 
" white men require for windows.' The people or 
" Malcico were satisfied and content. 

'' Alas ! how often did the-. Bendahara and the 
" Tamecngungs approach the R&ja with ti request that 
'L the white nien might not be permitted to built1 alarge 
" house ; but the Rdja would say, ' My eyes.are upon 
" them, and they are few in number : if tbey do any 
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'' wrong, whatever it may be, I shall see it, and will 
" give orders for their being masjacred (literally, I yill 
" order men to amok, or, as it is vulgarly termed, run a 
" muck arnong them). Notwithstanding this the 1Yc.n- 
" duhara and the Tamungungs remained dissatisfied in 
" their hearts, for they were wise men. 

" After this, the Portuguese, during the night, con- 
" veyed cannon into their storehouse, and they Imded 
" small arms, packed in chests, saying the co~itents were 
l' olotbs : and in this manner did the Portugyee deceive 
'' and cheat the people of Makdca ! 

" What the Portuguese next did, the people of 
" Mulcica were ignorant of, but it was long before the 
'' storehouse was completed :. and when all their anns 
" were in order, then it was at midnight, at a time that 

the people of Malda were asleep, that the Yortuwese . 
'' began to fire off their guns from the fort of &1d&4 ! 

" They soon destroyed a4 the houses of the people 
" of Maljca, and their Nibulrg fort ; a d  it wag during 
" this night, when the Pwtuguese first attdcked the pea- 
" pie of ~Ilakdca, that Raja AH'MED SHAH, with his 
" people, fled in d directicns, for no one ccruld remain 
" to oppose the Portugueue. 

" Thus did the Portuguese take possession of Malica, 
" w!lilst Sultan AH'MED SHAH fled to MGar, and from 
" thence, in a short time, to Johbr, a d  afterwards to 
" Belltan, to establish another country. Such is tlre ac- 
" count of the Porttrgue.se scjzit~g the kingdom of &$ai&a 
'' from the hands of S:hltan AH'UED SHAH. ' 

" It is d a t e d  that the Portrrgucse remained ip quiet 
" possesuiou of tlie country of i1hkic.a fqr three years, 
" after whicb they ~ e u t  letters to their great ccyntry, 
" which is called Goa, givilg a accopqt hat thg kipg 
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! " dem d' .WtzZ&a was ~anquered. As soon as this in- 

" telligence al-rived, the =fa of the Port was 
exceedingly happy ; and in about two m o n z  be 

" a a s w d  the letbra, and ordered the Ptwtt~pe8e to 
" build a fort at M&a of iron stone, and the form of 
" the fort to be like that at Gou. Such was the ooCasion 
" of the fbrt of &ddm resembling .that dGw. 

" Aseoonaa theletttxsdedatMaZdcafroasthe " of Goa, the P o r t w ~  wbo ~ a e e  in M&u 
" ardered mob of the people ae had remabed tbere to 
" bring im etmes far the fort fmm Q u k  Lipoh PuZuu 
" Upi, Batu &as, P u b  J w ,  (a small island . a m  
" M a k , )  from T e u  Mm, from PPiu Prisgt', h 
" Pulsu Bunuag, and fiom the aom @ the intsPior a " of Makfca ; and tbe price which the wtoqgtlcre paid 
" fa'them was at the rate d W y  ddwfar sae bun- 
" dred stonee i6 large, ead tww dcdlsrs Eor m e  hn- 
': dred stoma, if d l ,  For eggs, wbiob they wed itl. 
" their mortar, the Per trgw a& tk rate e f  a 
*' Wang Baru (new coin) for each. For lime (Capor) 
" they paid laftaea dallsra for a Cqen, and tbe b a r e r s  
" employed in d' g away the hill were paid at the 
"rateofIutMa 2C for om day's wir~. 

" During thirty-six years, three months, and fourteen 
" days, the Pwtuguese wme employed in tbe aonstruc- 
" t i ~ d t b e 6 r t , a n d t b e a i t m ~ s ~ l ~ .  

From t i i s  t h e  the Purtugvase remained in quiet 
" possessian of Md&a 6r about nine yeara and one 
" month, when the country o ~ c e  more began to flou~ish, 
" and the trade became extensive on account of the quan- 
" tities of merchandise brought there from all quarters. 

* Twenty4(ne.n Wang Baru art e q d  to a dollar, the h f d w  & 
-=b 
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" Such is the account of the country of MaZdca under 
" the Portuguese. 

" It  is related that after this period a Dutch vessel 
" arrival at  ~ldakdca fur the purpose of trade ; the vessel's 
" name was Af terlenden, and that of the captain IBIR. 
" The captain perceived that Illaldca was a very fine 
" place, nud had a good fort ; therefore, after the Dictch 
" vessel had traded for fifteen days, he set sail for Europe, 
46 and arriving after a considerable time at the great coun- 
66 try, he gdve intelligence to the great Rdja of what he 
" had seen, of the beauty of Malica, the extent of its 
" comnlerce, and the excellence of its fort. On this the 
" R4ja of Europe said, 'If such is the account of Jfakdcd, 
" it is proper that I should order it to be attacked.' 
" Twenty-five vcssels were thereupon ordered by the 
" Rdja of Europe, for the purpose of attacking Malaca; 
" and troops king embarked in each, they first set sail 
" for the kingdom of Bantam, in tile country of Java, 
" where the Dutch were on terms of friendship. 

'' At Bantam they found two Dutch ships and a 
" ketch ; and, after having taken on board butialoes, and 
" provisions lor the u5e of the persons on board, the ves- 
" sels then sailed for Maldca. 

" As soon as the flect arrived at Maldcn, the Dutch 
sent a letter to the Portu,quese, telling them to hold 

" ~he1n3elves in readiness, as ~t was the intention of the 
" Diitch to commence the attack on the morrow at mid- 
" day. 'To this the Yortclguese replied, ' Come when 
c t  you please ; we are ready.' 

" On the next day the Dutch commenced the attack, 
" and Lite war co~ltinued for about two months, but the 
" country of I1fuldca was not carried, and the Dutch 
" returned to I-laztan, where they remained quiet for 

1 " some time in  ttx intention of returning to Europe; all 
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" the great men on board the vessels feeling ashamed of 
" what had happened. 

" The great men in each of the vessels, having after- 
! " wards held consulttltions respecting another .attack on 

" Makfca, they proceeded against it a second time, but it 
" did not surrender. The Dutch now sent a letter to 
" Johdl., in tern~s of frieodship, to the Sultan, requesting 

I 

" his assistance in the attack of Makfca. With this 
" the Rajir of J o h h  was pleased, and an agreement was 
" entered into between the R 4 a  of Johbr and the Dutch, 
" which was sworn to ; so that the Dutch and Malays 
" became as one, as far as concerned the taking of Ma- 
" Idea. An agreement was made that the Dutch 
" should attack from the sea, and the people of Johbr 
" From the land. If the country surrendered, the Dutch 
" were to return the country and the cannon; and every 
" thing else that might be found within MaMca was to 
" be equally divided between the Dutch and the peo- 
" ple of Johhr. 

" When these t e rm were agrwd upon, the men of 
" Joh6r and the Dutch sailed for MaMca, and, after at- 
" tacking it for about fifteen days from the sea, many 
" were slain, as well Portuguese as Malays and Dutch. 
" The Malays then held a consultation, and began to 
" think that if they fought against the white men, ac- 
" cording to this fashion, Maldca would not fall for ten 
I( years. I t  was therefore agreed upon by all the 
" Maloys that fifty men should enter the fort of Maldca, 
" and run a muck, or Meng-amok. 

" The Malays then selected a lucky day, and on the 
" twenty-first da of the month, at  five o'clock in the " morning, the X fty Malays entered the fort, and con]- 
" m e n d  a m k ,  and every Portuguese was either put to 
" death, or forced to fly into the interior of the country, 
" without order or regularity. 



! " 00 this the ~&zys  e x e m  - t h q ~ v w  in @under- 

! 
" ing Maldca, and the whole wag divided between the 
" men of Joirdr and the Dutch, according to their agree- 
" writ. 

I 

i 
" Tb mea of J d d r  then returned to the .-try of 

j 
" Johbr, and the Dzltch remained ip possession of Ma- 
" Mca, and from that time to the present the DM& w d  
" the mp of JohC have bqn  on tbe & k t  .terns of 
" F.ien&bip. 

" Thi  is the w w w t  of fvmw fries, that w&a te 
" be rela.@." - 

To'return to ihe subk t  of tbe UIlQMlg U&ng 
Jfaldyv, it will appear, from what I ba.ve prgvhjaly 
s@@d, that tbe collection of M@by laws, as far as Pegprds 
the Maldyu nation separately, is nearly acuupleted; but 
it appears advisable to adopt a more extensive plan, 
embraciug the ,original insti&tions of t l ~  variow nations 
qploag the eastern islands. 

Of thee, the iostitutitans of Jive, and of the Bugis 
and Mac- states, aa the isltrad sf Ce&, are h t  in 
impgrtance. 

On the i s 1 4  of Juw there are severel cQdes of Un- 
dew Undang, whiah are t(elebW to the ssabPrstd ; 
but, as the whole island of Jaw wm orice under tk do- 
minion of the ancient emperor, or Susuhbnang Giri, a 
power that is still acknowladged'to a wrhin extat, these 
may no doubt be treced to one source and autbarity. 
The dificulty tbat htre hitberto ackted in communicuting 
witb J m ,  in consequence of the D&h es-meslts, 
has prevented the acqubitioa of tbe moost icqwrhnt of 
these institutions. The Jawzaeue Imva rrt# maagd in 



native d e s  of widerable  antiquity, 4 wae collected 
q y  yetiax back by the D2lich govqriiment, for the 
guidance of their diftkrent dicei-s. Of this coUection I 
possess a copy, wliich will, at any rate, assist in the com- 
pilafon of a more genuine code, :ftom mtive authority, 
whenever circumsttlnces may adrnlt of p co~an~upicati~ 
being opened with , d ~ e  Javat~ese lidjas aud chiefs. 

Fmm the Ij?qgb and Macawr nations of Taw Glitz, 
and ndana U+i, or f i lches, I have received detached 
parts of toe L/ndurig .U)ldang ; but the copies that have 
yet reuched me are so incomplete and inaccurate, and bear - , 

such evident traced ot being but imperfect transcripts 
from a better digested and more re lar code, that they 
rather excite than satisfy inquiry. y have for some time 
rrdopted meuures with the view of obtaining, if not the 
originals, at least more perfect transcripts ; in which I 
have every rewan to expect I shall be successful. The 
tao principal codes on this island are those of iktizcmar 
and Boni. Thc laws as weil as the history of the Bug& 
states are: of considerable antiquity, perhaps far exceeding 
those on the island of Java. These are preserved ip 
books, the greater part of which are stiU extant, but 
only to be found in their purity and corrwtnese towards 
the inland. 

With reyect to the %lu islands, I have a short w- 
caunt of their laws and usages, tllough no regular code : 
seved interesting particulars comected *erewith have 
been collected by Mr. ALEX. DALRY UPCE, gnd printed 
H tbe Orbtql  Rprtary. 

Of the W~lYcca I have not ye€ beeo able to b i n  
further informah than what has tended to calfinn io 
every respect the detailed and full accalrnt givep by . 
VALENTYN ; but, as thcse islands have lately fallen into 
the hands of the English, whatever may be desiderated 



from that quarter may easily be obtained. Though the 
interior of these islands still possess an orieinal population, 
their government has long been Maiayrrk. 

As nothing beyond an imperfect ~~~~~~~~~~~~of a few 
original tribes has yet been obtained re3pecting the 
inland population of Borneo, it may be inferred, that as 
there appears to have been no original nation, of autho- 
rity or extent adequate to reach the shores, or to be known 
by any of the states that have been eshblisiied on the 
coast, their institutions, if they psscss any, ctinl~ot be of 
irnprtance, as they have not had any effbct on the gene- 
ral population of the eastern Archipelago. 

On Sumatra, Mr. MARSDEN has SO well and dili- 
gently trodden the ground, that we cannot perhaps, con- 
trary to his assertion, expect to find writt.cn laws and 
institutions among any of the original nations. The  
cornpilation that has been made there by the E~lglish 
residents will form a valuable standard for comparison 
with the laws and customs of the more eastern islands ; 
but, at  the same time, a more extensive research into the 
interior, if unsuccessful in its principal object, cannot fail 
to be interesting in as far as it may lead to a more inti- 
mate acquaintance with the B a t h  and Menan,pcdbaws, 
the former of whom n~ay  be considered as the orlginal po- 
pulation of the island; while the establishment of the 
Menangcdbaws may be compared to that of the Moguls, 
on the continent of India. In  the Ketika If ma, or five 
times, of the Battas, adopted by the Malays (of which I 
have a copy), the divisions of lucky and unlucky times, 
for undertaking any affair, are expressed by the terms 
Mdsewdra, Bisnu, Brehma, Sri, Ca'Ia, corresponding to 
the Hindu deities, Inore correctly pronounced MA H ES- 
WARA,  VISHNU, BRAHMA, SRI, and CALA. The table 
for calculating these superstitious observances is extremely . 
simple. . 
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T o  the collection that has already been made of the 
various la\vs and usages of the itlalays, Sumatrans, 
Javane-re, Bugis, Mucpsars, and Szilus, n~ap  be added the 
compendiuln of the ~lluhammedan law of inheritance, 
printed by thc Dutch at Batavia, in 1760, in 109 articles, 
Dulch'and Maluyu, of which I possess a copy. . 

As the collection of the U~zdan,p Undang Malhyu is so 
various and extended, the conipilation must necessarily 
be deferred until the best autliorities procurable can be re- 
ferred to, and, if possible, the leading native courts visited. 
In the mean time I request to present to the Asiatick 
Society a sketch of the maritime code of the Malays, as 
translated frorn the duplicate copies which I have brought 
with me to Bengal; and which, when collated with the 
more original and authentic copies, and elucidated by 
n o t . ,  corresponding with the general plan of the under- 
taking, I propose shall form one of six books of the 
Mahy laws. 

In tracing back the Malay laws to those of the more 
ancient nations on the island of Sumatra, Java, and the 
Cckbes, and thence, perhaps, on one side, to the continent 
of India, and, on the other, to the larger islands in the 
South Seas, a wide field will be open for research, as well 
into their origin, as into that of those extraordinary 
languages, which, in proportion as they are correctly 
spoken or written, seem to contain a larger intermixture 
of Sanscrit. 

The comparatively modern origin of the Malaya is a 
fact so generally admitted and u~~iver~ally confirmed by 
all their writing and translations, that it is difficult to ac- 
count for the extraordinary opinion laid down by the 
author of the "Sketch of an intended Essay on the 
Malay Language," that the Arabia~u and Persians have 
borrowed their present alphabetical characters from the 
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Malayse; an opinion that coald only hope tb attratt at- 
tention from the confident manner in which it is asserted. 
The prbofs that seem to have occurred to the sa;me eu thor, 
on the " evident a~ltiquity" of the language, and its 
being from " the primzeval stock of JAVAN, 011e of the 
" sons of JA PHETH, the third son of NOAII," and f h m  
the roots of which Persian, &nsmmt, and Arabic deri- 
vatives and compoands haw been fortl~ed, lnigtit as well 
be adduced in supporti~~g a similar cotnpatison bemeen 
the English and Latin, whence we should be rather sur- 
prised to find the former, frum the number of ancient 
v k d s  it lnts adopted, asserted to be the p m n t  of the 
Ram tongud. 

I t  is easy and natural to account for3the Malays hating 
with their religion adopted the written chfiracter of the 
Araba; and I have IIO hesitation in a s s e r ~ g  that neither 
Mhlay writings nor inscriptions, in their present characters, 
can be traced back to an aera of gmclter antiquity than 

' 

the invention of the modern Arabic alphabet, or beyond 
the period at. which the e a t  intercourse between the 
Rrahians and emstem nations took place. Admitting, 
however, that more early writings did exist, there is' no 
&on why they may not have been preserved on Sumdtra 
in the more ancient and origina! charaaers of the Battm, 
the Rrjdqp, or the Lampungs; on Java, md the 
Celebes, in1 the characters of the Javaneve and Bkf#i$ 
nations ; and even an the Malay pAnsula, in some mo- 
dification of the Siamese character. 

For the compound parts of the Blatlip language, as 

6L A Rough Skrtch of part of an lnbnded Essay towards ascrhn- 
" ing, deducing, elucidating, and correctly establishing, the Rudiments 
" of the Juhulee or Jdwee hnguuge, vulgarly called the 
4L Language, by J.  S., and published at Prince oj' Woles Illand, 1807. 
see pages 1, 2, &'3. 



hat present &a, and the sources frm which, we nlust 
trace the origin of the nation and its language, I shalk 
onlyat present refer to the enlightened Essay on the Indo- 
( r h k  nadons, in a preceditlg vdurne of the Asiatdck 

: BemmAeo : the enlarged views a d  determined positions 
h. which will, I a h  co~~inced, be the &mrt! confirmed 
and verSfted itl the p q d  that they rhy be ihmti- 
@ad-e. 

The msat ObPiuus: t~atui&l: t h r y  oa the oligid. of 
tire &i?q  is, thae they did not edi t  as a a e p t t  and 
miadnct neborl.udtil1tbe &tal.d: the A r d i m  iil the 
Basteth SW. At the present.dgt they seem to- d&r 
fi&n the maw origitlai~ nations fromufilch the'g. sprung, 
ia &at the -6 degree a s  the CkCiaha df Kibtng 

/ '- 
di& from die T ' k &  ~ a d  T c ~ w ~ ~ w  Ilridons, on the Coro- 
nroRwlcC mast, or the M i l l u s  of Mihbardii???r &om the 
Ar- both wbi& peeple ttppeap, iri like mamet. with 
the M*, ta~hatte. i 'b pd'utdly. fbtMed r ~ .  mtioris, 
and separated from their onginal stock by the admixture 
of Arabian blood, and the introduction of the Arabic 

, language and M 0 8 h  religion. 

The word Jahwf, so much insisted on by the author 
of the " Rough Sketch," is the Malay term for any thing 
mired or crossed, as, when the language of one country 
is written in the character of another, it is termed B'Adsa 
Jdwf ,  or mixed language ; or, when a child is born of a 
Kilfng father w d  Malay mother, it is called Anak 
Jahwi, a child of mixed race. Thus the Mal&yu lan- 

e, being written in the Arabic character, is termed 
%%!!ma Jahwf ; the Malays, as a nation distinct from 
the fixed population of the eastern islands, not possessing 

LEYDEN on the Languages and Literature of the Ind9Chkeic 

I ndonr. A d i c k  Rurarches, Vol. X. 
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any written character but what they borrow from the 
Arabs. 

With respect to the Maritime Institlitions which I 
have now the honour to lay before the Asiatick Society, 
they have been selected on account of their singularity and 
characteristic peculiarities. The power of life and death 
vested in the Nakhodah may be considered as purely 
Malay, or at any rate to have had its origin in the Eastern 
Islands; the Arabs, from whom alone they couldhave bor- 
rowed a foreign sea-code, not possessing, as far as I have 
been able to ascertain, any treatise whatever on maritime 
law, or in any instance admitting the authority of the 
Nakhodah, or captain of a vessel, to inflict capital punish- 
ments. In this point ofview, the paper, even in its present 
state, may not be uninteresting ; and it may tend in some 
degree to account for some of the numerous peculiarities 
of a nation generally believed to act, on most occasiou, 
solely from individual will, and ferocious passion. 



Maritime Imtitutions of the Makrys. 

CONTENTS. 

CHAP. I. Authority of the code-Description of pemns on b o d  
a P r d h d f  the officen and crew-Their authority- 
Duties and the nature of their engagements-of the Kiair, 
or traders. 

CHAP. 11. Of the divisions of a Prhhu-Regulations for the safety 
of the Prhhu while at sea--Of .fire-Of throwing cargo 
overhoard-Of PrMw running foul of each other--Of 
putting into p@s, and the mode of trading-Of detentions 
-Of persons quitting a P r l h u  

CHAP. 111. Of persons who may be in d i m ,  or who have been 
wrecked at =-Of ITroum-Of carrying off slavca from 
another cmntry. 

CHAP. IV. Of crimes and punishments on board a P r d h r d O f  
direspectful and contumacious conduct towards the Ndh- 
&Of adultery and criminal connexion with women on 
board a PA+-Of quarrels and dissensions-Of theft 

The Maritime Institutions of the Malays, tramlafed 
from the MdLyu Languuge. 

IN &he following sketch, which defioes the laws and 
Usages of the Malays at sea, the Makica code, has been' 
selected for the text, as well on account of the admitted 
mperiority of that once-flourishin kingdom, among the 
Malay states in general, as from f e circumstances of thio 
axle having, with but slight modifications, been adopted 
by several of the. ancient and powerful states on the 

! 
K 



island of Celebes, and still continuing in force among 
many of the Bugis and Macasar traders from that island. - The Bugis and Macasar states, which are nations radi- 
cally distinct from the Malays, possess a Maritime Code 
of still greater antiquity, but in latter times they appear 
to have in many instances adopted the sea-laws of Ma- 
kica, nearly in the same manner as the Romana adopted. 
the celebrated Rhodian code. 

The Maldca code appears to have been compiled 
duriog the reign of Sultan MUHAMMED SHAH, the first 
sovereign of MaUca, recorded in the MaUyu annals to 
have embraced the Muhammedan faith. This circum- 
stance is understood to have taken place about the year 
of the Chrktian aera 1376. The origin of the Malay 
code may therehre be considered ap nearly coeval with 
the first establishment of Ishmimn among the Malays. 
The authority of the code is thus stated in the preamble: 

" These are the Laws to be enfwced in Ship, Junks, 
" and PrcEhw. 

" First of all, PATI HABUN and PATI 'ELIAS as- 
sembled NukRoBah JENAL, and Ndhoduh DE~WA, and 

. Nakhodah IS-HA K ,  for the purpose of consulting and ad- 
vising relative to the us- at sea, and of compiling in 

' conformity thereto a code of Undang Undang, or Insti- 
tutions. 

" After they had consulted together and collected 
the laws, they presented them to DATU BENDAHABA 
SRI MAHARAJA, in the kingdom o'f M&a, who laid 
them at the ket of the illustrious MUHAMMED SHAH. 
Whereupon that prince said, ' 1 p t  the ques t  of the. 
Bendaham, and establish these laws and institutions for 
your government and that of your posterity. When you 
administer these laws at sea, they shall not be afterwards 
interfered with on shore. I-IenceWh let the lawsof tbe 



sea be c a d  into e&ct at sea, in like manner as those 
of the land are canied into effect on land, and let them 
not interfere with each other,,for you (addressing hirnself 
to the NakhodaAs) are as Rdjas at sea, and I confer au- 

- thority on you accordingly. 

" The several Nakhodohs who had framed the code 
were then honoured with titles ; Nakhodah J E N A  L re- 
ceived the title of Sang YaRi de Rc;;1'u+, Nakhodah 
DEWK, that of S;mg Ufama de Rdja, and N a k M h  
18-HAX, that of &ug Setitz de @jut. 

" In  auch manner were tlm laws established and made 
known, duting the times when the kingdom of Mal&a 
was tranquil and prosperous, during the reign of Sultan 
MUHAMMED S H A I ~ ,  and when SRI NARA DL RA'JA 
was Behdahara, and governed that country, 

" Therefore, tts the laws of the sea are established, 
as well as the laws of the land, let them be observed, in 
order that whatever Is undertaken mey be properly regu- 
lated. Let these lawe be followed towards all countries ; 
in as much as the laws of the sea, which relate to the see 
only, and the laws of the land, which relate to the land 
only, are defined : because those of the sea cannot inter- 
fere with those established on show 

" According to these institutions, let the law be 
administered at sea, that no disputes and quarrels may 
take place. Let then1 be known and descend to posterity, 
that men may not act according to their own will and in- 
clination, but that.order and .regularity may prevail on 
lxnrd ves6els, well during prosperity as adversity. 
Let not whet ie establiehed be done away, nor these laws 
be resisted or dimhged I 

' 

& t According to other copies, these titlea are Sang Boya & 
mja d Setin Dupati. 

n f: 
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" If these laws are attended to, no one can question 
the authority of the Nakhodah, for as the Rhja is on 
shore, so is the Nakhodah at sea Thii authority has 
been conferred, by the Sultam of the land, upon all 
Nakhoduhs, in order that they may administer the laws 
on board their respective vessels. Whoever does not 
admit this authority offends against the law." 

I t  may be necessary to premise, that although the num- 
ber and description of persons must materially depend 
on t+ size of the vessel and the nature and ex tent of the 
voyw, yet the following classes and denominations will 
be found to occur in almost every Prdhu, a term under 
which the Malaya include every desription of vessel. 

The Nakhodah, or captain, who employs a Jeru-tulis, 
or writer, who corresponds in some degree to a purser. 

The Kiwi or Kiaoi Kiwi, the principal of which is 
termed the Mala Kiwi-Supercargoes or persons who 
have an adventure in the voyage, and. to whom part of the 
cargo. belongs. 

The Orang Turn or Mentmpg-P-ngen 
from one port to another. 

0 f i t 7 . 8  and C m .  

M i T h e  master. There are generally two, deno- 
minated the Malim Bejar and Malim Kichil, the supe- 
rior and inhior, the latter of whom is also termed Malin, 
4, whose duty is principal1 to manage the sails accord- 

to the wind ; .the chief dim attending to the course Tthe Prdhu. 
d 
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~ e r t ~ t n u d L P m 1 ~  who steer the Prtfhn. 

Jdatu-Persons who attend the anchor and fore 
part of the Prhhu. 

Tukang-LiteraIly workmen, petty officers, having 
specific duties according to their denominations, as Tu- 
)ang Petcik, the officer of the hold ; Tukang A m ,  the 
&cer of the main-mast, or chief petty officer; Tukang 
Kiri, the officer of the larboard or left side; Tukmg 
Khnen, the officer of the right or starboard side, &c. 

Awdik Priihu or AnLk PrLhu-The crew orcommon 
men, who may consist either of freemen, debtors, or. 
slaves. 

Of the Runk and Authority of the Nakhodah 
and O#cers. 

" LET every man obey the Bkkhodair, agreeabl to ? the authority conferred upon him by the SuItm o tbe 
laud from time immemorial, for he is the R&a while at 
mi, and, although he may be y o q  he shrill be as an 
Orang tuah, or have the authority of age, and admini- 
ster the law accordingly. 

" .  First.-It is the law that in all Prhhus of every 
description the Nakhodah shall be as the Rdja. 

" That the Jmrnudi or steersman shall be as the 
&ndahara, or prime minister, and the J m  batw as 
Tuzmngimgs or chief peace o0icen; and it shall be the 
duty of these to superintend every one, and to regulate 
right and wrong within the Prdhu. 

" That the Wang Kcinen, and the Tirkmg KiTi, 



shall possess a respectable influeace, and perform duty -. with the Tukang Agung. 

" That the Jeru-batu Kiri, the Gung Tang and 
Sinauk, as well as the Tukangs, shall be under the imme- 
diate orders of the NakhaJaB; and d l  the Awak P d h u  
shall be under the orders of the Tukangs b g i n g  to 
the Prcihu. 

" The Malino shall be as a ruler or judgee at sea, as 
it is his duty to direct the course of the vessel." 

In  the Macasar copy it is stated " that the owners 
of the Prcihu shall be as the Rcija, the Nakhwlah as the 
Bendahdra, the Tukangs as the Tamungungs, the Tor- 
kung Haiukn (officers of the forecastle) as masters, and 
the Tukang Tengab as Sida Sidas ;" but as the Nakho- 
dahs are generally, and always, in the smaller Prcihus, 
owners, the distinction made a t  Macasar, which than,? 
the con~parison in the ranks of the different 'officers, in , 

consequence of the introduction of a superior to the.Nak- 
Rodah, is of no real importance, and does not essentially 
vary the rank or influence of the otticers. 

" If any of the crew disobey the orders of the Tdaffg- 
Agu , that officer shall deliver the oflknder over to the 
~ e r 3 a t u ,  in order that he may be punished with seven 
stripes. But it is the usage that such stripes shall not 
be inflicted with an uplifted or extended arm, nor without 
the knowledge of tile Tukang Agung. If the person 
who ha3 offended still resists the authority of the Tukang 
Agung, he shall be punished with four stripes more." 

According to the Macaaar copy, the Awak Prdiw 
are'stated to be under the immediate orders of the Tukang 
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T q d .  If eny one resists his a a k d y ,  he shall, ila the 
~nanerabme described, be pmished io the presence of 4 

I the Tirmwnpug ( J e m d i )  w i h  three times amen 1 

Stripes. And if the offender still resists the autbaity of 
the fikang, it shall be lawful for the Tamungung to 
bang him up (suspend htn by the anns), and to punish 
him with three strips mure." 

" Ifmy aftbeerew disobey thcGmtdng a d  kt!, 
tk off& sbaH be plnisbed with ihree stripes." 

Of the D u t i a  of the Oficcrs rmd Crew, &the Nature 
oftheir Eqagements. I 

There is no description of persons who receive wages 
m board a Prdhr, with the exception of p s o n s  who 

. may act as substitutes for such as may beobliggd to quit . 
the Prcihu, on account of illness or otherwise. Every 
person on board has same comercia1 speculation in view, 
however small, and his engagement is rnade for thevoyw 

The Nokhodah, or owner of the Prdhre, Bjve. tn each, 
according to established custom, what is termed 5"dun- 
gkn, w h h  signifies assistance or advances; whichad- 
van= are of two kinds, consiptiug either af s h e s  dtbe 
cargo, or loans of money. 

In short, the whole voyage is to be considered as 
commercial adventure of the whole of the persons en- 

ed in it, and bears no slight sirmfantJ to the autfit of 
%&A wU~. - 

Of the Malim. 

" The lave respecting the M a h  is, b t  be is 
he r e q h  it, be allowed olrt half of a divbior d tho 



bold, and receive a further assistance from the.lVakhodah 
A to the extent of a Tahil and a half (twelve dollan), this 
I 

officer being on the same footing with the Malirn baar, or 
chief Malim. 

It is the duty .of die Malim to remember the proper 

I 
course to steer, and to know the seas and the lands, the 
winds and the waves, the currents, the depths and the ' 

&allows, the moo; and the stars, the years and the sea- 
sons, the bays and the points of land, the islands and 
coasts, the rocks and shores, the mountains and hills, each 
and every one of them, and also to know where, the 
Prhhu may be at any time. With the whole of these 
should the Malim be well acquainted, in order that every 
thing may go on prosperously, as well at sea as on land, 
and that the Malim may be free from fault. 

" While a Prhhu is at sea, the Malim Ang shaR 
have charge of all the cordage and rigging. He shall 
give orders respecting the same to the Tukang Agsrng, 
whose duty it is to see that the Awak Prtihu do what is 
necessary respecting the same. The Tukang Kiri and 
Tukang Kcinen shall also assist in superintending the 
Awak Prdhu." . . 

According to the Macasar copy, an of the A d k  
Prdhu who may neglect their duty, or t i e orders of the 
Tukangs, may be punished at the Pataren Lamng, or 
place where the cable and ropes are kept, with seven 
stripes. 

" If  every thing is not at sea as the Malim wishes it, 
and the sails are taken aback, let him, on his return to 
port, give alms to the poor, as an acknowledgment for his 
escape. 

" If  the Malim forgets the course he has to steer, and 
thrbugh his ignoranct; the Prcihu is wrecked, he shall 
e e r  death, for such is the law. 
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" If the MaZim is desirous of quitting the Prdha at 
my port or place, he shallaot be permitted to do so." A 

Of the Jeru-ntudi, or Steersman. 

" It is the duty of the Jeru-mudis, when relieved 
h m  their tour of duty at the helm, to superintend and 
take care of 811 the arn~s in the Prdhu ; and in the event 
of the Prdhu fallir~g in withpirittes, let them combat with 
a strong hand and courageous heart, for such is their 
duty." 

By the Macaar copy, itis established, that if the Jeru- 
mudis or Jeru batus are desirous of quitting the Prcihu 
at any time, they map be permitted to do so, on paying, 
the former, the sum of half a Tahil or one Pahar (four 
or two dollars), and the latter one Pahar or two Mas 
(one dollar), each according to his 'ability, but not es- 
ceedmg the sums sttited. 

Of the Pelt3 Oficcra and Crew. 

" If the Prcfhu is from three to four Depahs (fathoms) 
wide, the Awak Prcfhu shall be allowed assistance, or a 
participation in the cargo, to the extent ofone Coyen, and 
all other persons, not slaves, two Coyens +. 

" If the Prcfhu is two and a half Depahs wide, the 

' The Mu@ measures alluded to are as follow : 
4 Chpdis, equal 1 Gunirrng (about a gallon!. 
16 Gdagr,  1 Noti. 
10 Naii, or 160 Gantrmga, 1 K m b .  
5 Konch, or 800 Gantanga, 1 Cop, which is  general13 

*cPlrted at romethbg more than a ton, but variea. 



~roark PrdAsr shall be allowed thee hundred Gantangs, 
*. $. and the others, not slaves, six hundred Gmtanga." 

Independent of the descriptions of persons above' 
alluded to as belonging to the J'rdhu, it ma be neces- 
sary to advert to slaves and debtors, particular y the latter, 
respecting whom the law is as follows : 

t' 

" When any person wishes to bind himself in per- 
sonal service for a debt, let an agreement be required, at 

, the time, that the debtor shall follow and perform service 
for his creditor for the term of three yews, three months, 
and three days, ' or, according to the Macam copy, for 
the term of three years,' in order that, if the party 1s not 
willing to conform thereto, he may not become a debw, 
or, if willing to do so, that he may follow and serve 
creditor accordingly. 

" If, at any time before the expiration of the abow 
mentioned period, the debtor wishes to discharge the 
obligation, he shall be required to pay an advance at the 
rate of one in ten on the amount of his debt, in addition 
to the principal ; unless he does this, he need not be per- 
mitted to quit the Prhhu. ' According t~ the Macasar 
copy,' if the debtors of the NokhodsR wish to quit the 
Prdhu at any place by discharging aheir obligation, they 
shall, on paying the advance of one in ten on the amomt 
of their debt, be discharged, and not considered liable 
to the duty of the country ; but if they hw in 
the Prtfhu beyond the amount of their debt, a further 
deinand is authorized, according to their ~bility, to the 
extent of a Pahar (two dollam) each." 



Of the Kiwis or Traderj. 

1 " This is the law r e e g  to the Kiwis ; they shall 1 
pay for the tonnage they require, unless they have assisted I 

the Nakhodah, in his trading concerns, to the extent of 
three or four Tahib (twenty-four or thirty-two dollars), 
in which case the Nakhodah shall give them two or three 
Coym of tonnage, or one division of the hold, it being 

I 
considered that the profit on the three or four Tahils is 
an adequate compensation. 

I 

-* " The Kiwis may obtain seven or eight divisions of 
the hold, but they shall not pay for four divisions, as long 
as they are under agreement to pay a duty on their return 
to port (on the goods they lade), at the rate of four out 
of every thirteen. 

" The Mala Kim' shaIl be entitled to half of the 
division of the hold in which the rice or provisions are 
stowed (Petah Gardun ), because he is the Punghulu, 
or head man of all the k iauis. 

" With respect to the duties of the country on the e 

eight divisions of the hold, a d  also on the sails, it is the 
kw, that the Kiwis shall. present eight pieces of cloth. 
and a bundle of rattans. The Kiwi3 who present these 
shall be freed from paying all other duties of the cowl- 
Q, because this is adequate. 

" It is the usage, that in all affairs that may arise, 
Rood or bad, the Nakhoduh shall advise with and con- 
sult tbe Mala Kiwi and the Kiwis." 



CHAPTER 11. - 
" IT is the established law of the Undang Undang 

(ist!adat Rukum Lindang Unbng J that all Nakhodahs, 
and Malims, and Tukangs, and Muds Mudav, and 
Awak Prhhu, each and every one shall conform to what 
is the usage." 

.The Divisions of a Prdhu. 

These are the laws respecting the l3alai Lentang. No 
person shall go there, except at a time when there is 
business of importance; and then this is the place on 
which to asser~ille for the purpose of advising and con- 
sulting. If any of the crew go upon the Bulai Blljur, 
and remain there, they shall be punished with five strips. 

The Balai Bujur is expressly appropriated for the 
recreation of the -Muds Mudas; if any of the crew go 
there, they shall be punished with three stripes. 

No perso11 is allowed .to remain in the Putaren 
Lmang, or place where the cable and ropes are kept, 
except the Nakhodah, the Muda Mudas, and the Tukang 
Agung ; if any of the crew go there, they shall be pu- 
nished with six stripes. 

The Allang Muka (the place before the NakAodahTs 
cabin) is appropriated for the Tukang Teng'ha, Tukang 
Kam,  and Tukang Kim': if any of the crew go there, 
they shall be punished with three stripes. 



Regulatiuns fw the Safety of the Prhhu. i 1 

i " When- a Prhhu proceeds to sea, every person on 
I board shall be under charge of the Nakhodah. 

I " At the time a Prdhu is about to sail on her voyage, 
the Malim shall inform the Tukangs thereof, who shall 
direct the persons whohave thewatch (Orang berkkpong) 
to take care that the riggoing and sails are in order, atld 
to prevent accident by tire, as fire is a dreadful calamity 
at sea. 

" As it is the duty of the Muda Mudm to superintend 
the men on watch, let them be careful that they perform 
their duty. For if a vessel drifts, or runs on shore, on 
any coast or point of land, in consequence of the Muda 
Mudm neglecting to superintend the people on watch, it 
is the law, that the M d a  Muds, in such case, shall be 
punished, and fined according to their ability. With 
respect to the people on watch, they shall be punished 
with twenty s t r i p  each. 

" If the Prdhu drifts from her anchorage, and a p  
proaches near shore, and the persons on watch are not 

i aware of it, they shall be punished with eight stripes 
I each. 

" If the persons on watch allow Prdhua to pass with- 
out hailing them," or, according to the Macasa~  copy, 
" allow the people in the other Prdhu to hail first, they 
shall be punished with seven stripes each." By that of ' Mmasar : bL The Orang Mu& MU& shall also, in 

( such case, be liable to a similar punishment as is directed 
in the event of slaves abscondin from a P*, which di j i. Q M&a copy:s is a f 101. : 

1 " It ir the duty of the persona on rat& to super- 



intend and watch over a11 the slaves in the Prdhu, in 
C 

r .  order to prevent their absconding. In this duty, as well 
1 as in all others, they shall be superintended 'by the Mu& 

Mudas. If,. therefore, a slave at any time absconds 
From a Prdhu, i t  shall be the duty of the Mudu M h  
to find out the person who is to blame, and the person 
who is so found out shall be punished with sixty stripes." 
The Macasar copy states, " He shall be answerable for, 
and make good, his value." 

" I t  is the duty of the persons on watch to see that 
the vessel is properly baled out ; if, therefore, too much 
water is at any time allowed to remain, the persons who 
are on the watch at the time s h d  be punishad with 
fifteen stripes each. 

" If the persons on watch do not keep a good look-out, 
and any thing is etolen fmn the PrdAu, they sball be 
punished with two stripes b m  every person in the Prtihu. 

" I t  is the usage that persons on watch shall each be 
allowed the convenienciea for srnokin opium, in order 
that they may not fall asleep during e time that it  is 
necessary for them to keep watch. 

8 
" When the term of the watch shall expire, the per- 

m s  who are to be relieved shall deliver over charge fa 
the persons appointed to succeed them, and give notice 
thereof to every one, and to the Muda Mudas. " 

" It  is the duty of those who dress victuals (Orang 
bertupi) to uard against accident by fire, while a Prdhu 
ie at sea. h fter victuals are dmsed, the fire shall be 
carhl ly  extinguished ; and if any person neglect to do so, 
and the cooking-place take fire, the law is, that,'tifter all 
the people in the Prhhu sball have put out the fire, the 
p a o n  t4uugh.whose neglect it was o c d e d  shall be 
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/ pmiahrdnithtwoshipeshmeachpssoninthePdk, 
and his master shall be wafied to be more c a r h i  in 
hture, in order that the servant may not be guilty of such 
neglect again ; for, of all things, f i ~  is to be dreaded at sea. 

" if the person who is the cause of the fire is a slave, 
tfre master shall be fined four Paku p t i ~  Jixam. If the 
wtw refusx to pay the fine, the slave shall be punished 
wit41 four Apes," a c d i n  to the Malacca, and " fo "2: stripes," according to the %aasar copy. " And sue 
pPnishment shall be inflicted a t  the Temba Ruang, or 
place from which the P r d k  is Wed out." 

Z%e h s  respecting throwing Cargo overboard. 

" When there is a violent storm, and it may be ne- 
cessary to throw overboard a part of the cargo, for the 
safety of the Prdhu, a general consultation shall be held 
with respect to the property in the Prdhu, and those who 
have much and those who have little must agree to throw 
maboard in proportion. 

" If the Nakhodah omits to assemble all those who 
are interested, and the cargo is thrown overboard indis- 
criminately, the fault shall be on the N a k M h  of the 
Prdhu, fm such is not the custom." 

" If a Pr&hu runs foul of a guard or armed vessel in 
: nbieb case the crew are liable to forfeit tbek lives), ke ' offence may be compounded by each person on b d  

the Prhhu paying such sum, as a ransom for life, as may 
be agreed upon, each paying alike, whether slaves or not 
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slaves, rich o r a p r ,  youths, men or women ; and no one 
1 .  more than another. 
8 

" If during a heavy sea, or high winds, a Prdhu 
strikes upon a rock, or on a shore or shoal, or runs foul 
of another Prtihu, by which one is lost, the law is, that 
lhe loss shall not be considered as accident, but as a fault, 
because, when there is a heavy sea, the P d h u  ought to 
be kept out of the way from such occurrences. 

" The law therefore states, that, whether the parties 
are rich or poor, the loss occasioned by the damage or 
wreck of the Prdhu shall be divided in three proportions, 
one of which shall be borne by the person to whom the 
damaged or lost Prtfhu belonged, and the remaining two- 
thirds by the persons who were the occasion of it." 

The Macasar copy differs in this respect, being as 
follows : 

" During the time that there are one or more Prihua 
in company, and there happens toarise a storm, and the 
Prdhus run foul, so that one is damaged, the fault shall 
be upon the persons in the Prrihu that runs foul of the 
other, and the law is ( P a p  Gurma) according to what 
the loss or damage may be ; the amount shall be divided 
into three parts, and one part only shall be made good by 
the persons in fault, the other two parts being lost." 

0 f putting into Ports, and the Mode of Trading. 

" When the Nakhodah may be desirous of touching 
a t  any bay, coast, or island, he shall hold a general con- 
sultation, and, if it is approved of and agreed upon, it is 
proper that the Prdhu shall go where he wishes. But 
if the Prdhu puts into any port or place without the 
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NaModah having previously held a consultation, the / Nokhodah is guilty of a fault. 

1 " In  like manner, if the Nakhodah is desirousof sail- 
ing to an other place, or of crossing from one shore to i another, e shall first hold a consultation ; and then, if it 
is agreed that it shall be so, the ropes shall be put in 
d e r ;  and, when the rigging and sails are ready, a 
farther consultation shall be held with the Jeru-mudi 
and Jnrr-batu, and the Tukang A p n g ,  in order that the 
PrMu may proceed accordingly. 

" When a P r h u  arrives at any port, the Nakhodah 
shall be first allowed to trade for four days, after which 
tbe Kiwis shall trade for two days, and then it shall be 

( allowed to all on board the Prdliu to trade. 

" On the Nakhodah's ing on shore he shall be ac- 
companied by the Muda % ruiw, who shall afterwards 
return to their duty on board the Pr&hu. 

" After the re lated period for trading shall have ex- 
pired, and the Nk: ahhodah wishes to make a purchase, no 
person belonging to the Prdhu shall offer a higher price; 
and if there are any persons who offer to purchase the 

s of the Mala Kiwi, or others, it is the law that the 
akhahh should first be made acquainted with the !iv 

price. 

" If any person on board a Prdhu shall purchase a 
alave, or any merchandise, without informing the Nak- 
irodah thereof, it is lawful for the Nakhodah to take them 
to himself, on paying the original cost. 

" If an\- personon board a Prhhu purchases a female 
slave, withUmt the knowledge of the Nakhodah, it is the 
law, that the Nakhodah may take her to himself with- 
oat reimbursement to the purchaser. Such is also tbe 

L 
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law with respect to runaway slaves, who may be m 
purchased. " 

According to the M a m a r  copy, the following is the 
, amount of duty to be paid by Pr&w at different porta. 

" 'When a P d h u  arrives at Java, the amount of tri- 
bute or duty on account of each division of the hold is 
five hundred Petis, two sails, and one bundle of rattans. 

" At Bima, six hundred Petia, two sails, and one 
bundle of rattans. 

" At Timor, seven hundred Petis, two d~, and one 
bundle of rattans. , 

" At - ~ c n ~ c a r n r ,  or Macamr, two Giantangs of 
gunpowder, three sails, and two bundles of rattans. 

" At Tanjung Pura, six hundred Petis, two sails, 
and one bundle of rattans. 

" Whm slaves are purchased at Java, the duty shall 
be calculated on twelve men, for each division of the 
hold, and when at Mengcasar at ten men fbr each divi- 
sion of the hold. 

" And whatever Prdhu goes to any country for the 
purpose of trading, the duties of the country are calculated 
upon each Pr&.hu, having eight divisions of the hold." 

Of Detention. 

'( The law is, that when the season is nearly over 
(Mkim Kmsis), and the Nakhodah of the P ~ d h u  omits . 
to sail, the Kiwis shall wait, on his account, for seven 



days ; Btter which, if the Nakhodah does not proceed, 
and the season is over, the price paid for the divisions of 
the hdd shall be returned to the Kiwis. 

" If the Kiwis are the cause of the delay, and the sea- 
son is nearly over, the Nakhodah shall detain the Prdhu 
seven days on their account, after which he is authorized 
to sail without them (if they are not ready), and no more 
shall be paid -or done relating thereto. 

" If the season is not fkr encroached upon, and the 
Nakhodah shall be desirous of sailing H ith despatch, let 
him give notice thereof to the Kiwis, and enter into an 
Bgreement with them to nail in seven or fifteen days, and 
if tbe Kiwis are not then ready, the Nakhodah is autho- 

to leave them behind, and to sail." 

Of Persans quitting a Prhhu. 

" If a Kiloi quits the Prcihu (of his own accord) at 
any place during the voyage, he shall forfeit the price 
pad for his division of the hold, and have no further 
claim on the Nakhodah. 

" If it is on account of any Tment Or qu-l that he is desiro~is of quitting the rdhu (and in order . 
to prevent mischief), one half of the sum paid for his 
division of the hold shall be returned. 

" But if a Kiwi is very quarrelsome, and creates much 
buble  and dissension, it is proper for the Nakhodah to 
send him on shore as soon as possible, and to return 
him the price he has paid for his division of the hold. 

6( The law with respect to passen rs (Orang 

L 9 
F Mtnzc.mpang) is, that if they quit the r&hu at any 
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time before they arrive at their destination, .even if the 
voyage is only half completed, it shall be the same as if 
they had reached their destined port, and no part of what 
has been paid shall be returned. 

" If one of the crew is sick, it is proper to wait for 
him fire or seven days ; and if he is not then recovered, 
and the rest of the crew shall say, " Why are we to bale 
out the vessel without his assistance ?" they shall be 
authorized to inquire for a man for hire, but it must not 
be one of the crew that is so hired for wages, because no 
person can perform the duty of tw~. If the Nakrhtu# 
cannot find a substitute, the wages shall remain in his 
hands, and he shall divide the sick man's share of the 
cargo, and property in the vessel, among the rest of the 
crew." 

CHAPTER 111. 

Of Persona who may be in diatreba, or who ham bm 
wrecked at &a (Orang Cham). 

'" THESE are the laws relating to persons who may 
be in distress, or suffer from hunger, in consequence of a 
scarcity of rice and paddy in their country. 

'' If at a time when, in consequence of its having 
pleased the Almighty to visit the Raj.(u and nobles with 
dissensions, or owing to a state of war, there shall be great 
distress in any country from the want of food, the poor 
and wretched shallsay to the rich, " Take us as yourslaves, 
but give us to eat ;" and if afterwards the persons who 
have relieved them shall be desirous of selling. them, when 
the country has recovered from its distress, ~t is the law 
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k t  they shall give notice thereof to the Orang Besar, 
or principal people, and the magistrate shall direct that 
the parties be not sold, because they were distressed at 

I the time of the agreement The magistrate shall, however, 
order that the person who provided the food shall have 
a claim on the peraon who received it, .to the extent of 
one half of the amount of his value. 

" If a slave is not pmvided Rith food by his master, 
tbe magistrate shall direct him to perform service for the 
peraon who relieved him for four seasons ; after which 
be shall be returned to his master. 

" If such slave dies, while performing service for the 
person who relieved him, and the circumstance is made 
known to the proper officers, he shall not be answerable 
for his d u e  ; but if the slave dies, and the person for 
w h  he performs service does not report it, he shall be 
answerable to the proprietor of the slave for half the 
amount of his d u e ,  for such is the loss sustained when 
a slave dies." 

" In confbnnity to the above are the laws respecting 
penrons in distress at sea, or who have been wrecked ; for 
if the persons who have been wrecked say, " Take 
us and sell us, rather than allow ns to perish here," and 
the Nakhdzh takes them accordingly, he shall only 
have a daim to their services until the Prihu reaches 
the port ; when, if he is desirous of sellin them, it shall 
bC his duty to report tbe same to the fS hahbender, in 
order that the m trate may direct that the Nakhodah 
be entitled to ha y the amount of their value. What the 
persons who were wrecked may have said shall not be 
attended to, because they were in distress. 

" If persons who have suffered h m  being wrecked 
I are met with at the time they are in the water, swimming, 

1 witbuut a h c e  of their rraehing the land in safety, and 

I at tbeir request are taken up by the Nakhodah of any 



Prdhu, the Nakhodah shall be entitled to demand, 0x1 
his arrival at port, the sum of one PaAar (two dollars), 
if the party is not a slave ; a d ,  if a slave, the half of the 
amount of his value, but no more. 

" If shipwrecked persons,are met under the lee of an 
island, where they have gone on account of high winds, and 
they shall be in distress, the demand on account of each, 
if not a slave, shall be five iCfm (two dollare and a half), 
and, if a slave, seven Mu(three dollars and a half) each." 

Another copy of the &lhm mde states that the 
Nakhodah shall be entitled to demand as follows, on 
account of the Ganturlg Layer, or hoisting of the sails- 

" For all persons who may have been wrecked, met 
at sea, and taken up, the Nakhodah shall be entitled to 
demand, on account of the Gantung Layer, at the rate 
of a Tahil (four dollars) each; and if such. persons require 
to be supplied with victuals, he shall. be entitled to make 
a farther demand at the rate of a Pahar (two dollars) each. 

" The Nakhodah is also authoriaed to make a similar 
demand for all persons who may have been p a s s e n p  
in vesselv that have been wrecked, if they have not 
reached their destined port, according to their agreement; 
and if they shall land previously, the law is that the 
demand shall (also) be at the rate of half a Tahil fbr 
each. If otherwise (or they shali have arrived at their 
destination) a Pahar (two dollars) each, which is in full 
of all that can be demanded." 

Of Fishermen. 

" It is the law with respect to fishermen (Orang 
Penga'ilJ, men who fish with lines and hooks, that if the$ 

I 



1 bave lost their Prhhu, and are taken up by fishermen of ~ their own class, the demand shall be at the rate of one 
Pakar (two dollars) for each. And if they still retain 
their Prdhu, but have lost their sails and paddles, in 
such case the demand to be made by those who take 
them up shall be two Mas (one dollar) each. For 
such is the law respecting fishermen of this description. 

" The laws mpecting (Orang MmtiwcfsJ, fishermen 
who fish in fishing weers, w e  the same when they are 
wrecked and in distress as the laws of the sea, but 
they shall be administered by the Shahbender of the port." 

-. 

Of Troves. 

" These are the laws respecting any thing that may 
be found, whatever it may be, whether gold, silver, run- 
away slaves, or otherwise. 

I 
" Whatever is found on the sea, whoever may dis- 

cover it, is the property of the Nakhodah of the Prdhu, 
who may give what he thinks proper to the persons who 
found it. 

" Whatever may be found by persons sent on shore 
to procure wood or water in like manner becomes the 
property of the Nakhodah, because such persons act 
under his authority, and are performing the duty of the 
Prdhu." 

According to the Macaoar copy, " the trove is to be 
divided into four parts, one of which (only) shall belong 
to the Nakkodah,' because there may be many of the 
finders." 



belonging to the Prdhu, at the time when they ate not 
acting under the Nakhodah's orders, nor performing the 
duty of the Prdhu, even if the parties are Kiwb, or 
Tzirun ,lMenug'en, the trove shall be divided into three 
parts, and one third shall appertain to the finder, and the 
remaining two parts become the property of the Nak- 
hodah. 

" If a trove is found under such circumstances by the 
Nakhodah's debtors. In  that case one half of the trove 
shnli belong to the debtoraaod the other to the Xukhodah." 
By the Macasar copy, this is also the case with respect 
to what may be found by the Thrzirz Menug'en. 

" If a Kiwi goes on shore in any bay, coast, or island, 
not on account of, or performing the business of, the 
Nakhockrh, but exclusively for hi own concerns, 
whatever trove he may find, it shall be divided into two 
parts, and one half shall appertain to the finder, the other 
to the Nakhodah. 

If any of the Nakhodah's family find any thing 
under such circumstiinces, the trove shall be divided into 
four parts, one share of which shall belon to the Nak- 
hodah, the other three to the finder." I he Macam 

'copy states, " that if a Jfuda Muda, related to the 
Nakhodah, meets &th persons who have nin away, 
whether it be in a bay or on a coast, or elsewhere, the 
Nakhodah shall alone be entitled to benefit by it. 

' * 
" If slaves, belonging to thk Nakhodah, under any 

circumstances meet with a trove, it shall become the 
property of the 2Cralc/rodah, who may give to the finder 
what he thinks proper. 

" Under whatever circumstmices slaves who have 
absconded f i ~ m  their mastem may be met and appre- 
hended by tile people belonging to a Prdu, they shall 
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I 
i become the property of the N a k W h ;  who is, however, - . 
I bound to restore them to the original proprietor, 

wherever he may be met, and wherever the slaves may 
be brought from, on being paid one half of their value. 
Whatever valuables such slaves may have in their poa- 
session, at the time they are apprehended, shall belong 
to the Nakhodah. 

" If a Prdhu is driven from the land without the 
dshing ween, the persons who meet with it, and bring it 
to the shore, shall be entitled to demand half its value as 
a  ward. But there are two cases in which such reward . 
shal l  not be given. 

" Firsf-When the rope by which the Pr&u is 
. secured is cut by any person, and the Prcihu is carried 

out by the currrent, the proprietor shall not be obhged 
to give any reward. 

" Secondly,-When a Prcihu is stolen by any 'one, 
and afterwards set adrift, and is carried t.6 a distance by 
the current, it is not incumbent on the proprietor to pay ' 
any reward to the persons who meet with it, and bring 
it to the shore. 

" The Prhhua of the Rdja, or of the Orang b a r  
bear, and nobles, shall be exempted. No specific re- 
ward shall be demanded for them ; but the rich men, 
to whom they belong, shall give to those who find them 
what. they think proper. 

" With respect to Sunpans, or small boats, it is the 
law, that 

" When a person meets with a Sanpan that has been 
drifted a considerable way, and has goods in it, and the 
proprietor demands it back, the value shall be divided 

I 

i 
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into three parts, and the person who found the Sanpm 
shall be entitled to a quarter of one of those parts. 
(This appears to apply to rivers only.) 

" If a person finds a Sanpan out at sea, with goods 
in it, the law is, that, according to what may be in the 
&npan, the finder shall be entitled to one-third part, 
and the owner receive back the remaining two-thirds. 

Of stealing Slaves f9-om another Coun~ry. 

" If the slave of a Rdja is stolen, it is the law that 
the Nakhodah shall be put to death. If the slave of 
an Orang besar besar, or of a Bet~daliara, is stolen, 
the Nakhodah shall be fined ten Tahils one Pahm 
(eighty-two dollars). If the slave of a Tametr- Rhyt 
(common person) is stolen by the Nakhodah, he shall not 
only return the slave, but pay a fine in additon, equal 
to the value of the slave. 

" If the Nakhodah carries off the slave ofthe Shah- 
bender, the law directs that his effmts shall be seized, 
or that he be fined ten Tahila one Pahar (eighty-two 
dollars), except the Orang besar besar think proper to 
pardon him. 

" If a Nakhodah carries off children or young people, 
or neglects to pay the duties, when he afterwards returns 
to the port, his effects shall be seized, and .he shall be 
h e d ,  because he has no respect and attention for the 
country. But, in this case, the R&a may pardon him, 
if he think proper." 



CHAPTER IV. - 
Of Crimes and Punishments on board a Pr&hu. 

" There are four, cases, in which it is lawful to inflict 
capital punishment on board a Prdhu. 

" Finrt,-When any person mutiaiea against the 
NcrkhhA. 

" Secondly,-When any person conspires and com- 
bines with another for the purpose of killing the Nak- 
irodah, the law is, that whoever he may be, whether 
Kicoi, m Tukang, 'or Malim, he shall s&r death. 

" Thirdly,-When a man, contnuy to custom, wean 
bis Creuc, when other persons in the P~cfhu  do not, 
and with the view of e h t i n  some purpoee of his own, 
and of following his own inc &, tion, it shall be lawful, 
on sufficient evidence being adduced that it is his inten- 
tion to do mischief with his Creese, to put such person 
to death without delay, in order to prevent harm." 

Under this head, the Macasar copy adds, " That 
when a man is very bad indeed, beyond every other 
pereon in the Prcfhu, and evinces his intention of car- 
rying hie evil disposition into effect, it is lawful to put 
soch pel3011 to death, and nothing more ahall be said 
respect@ it." 

" Fourthly,-In catah cases of adultery." 
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O f  diirepctful and coniumacioua Behaviour totanrdr 
the Nakhodah. (Orang Tajii dan Jedda, or, accord- 
ing to the Macaaar Copy, " Orang beadat, jfca, 
bonca." J 

" Whoever is not respectful and obedient to the 
Nakhodah, whatever may be his rank or station, such 
person shall be adjudged and punished according to the 
nature of his offence, by the law of Tajil dan Jedda, 
and .in the same manner as if such conduct had been 
shewn towards nobles and Rdjm on shore. Or, the 
Sanawd ma be directed to abuse or insult him, and, 
if he retort, g e may be subjected to the abuse and insult 
of every person on board the vessel. If he ask forgive 
ness, it may be granted ; but let him be punished not- 
withstanding, in order that he may not clo the like 
another time." 

Of Adult* k d  criminal Conne,rion with a Womatz, 
on board a Prcihtc. , 

" If an person on board a Pr&u has criminal con- 
nexion WI s~ the woman of the Nakhodah, it is the law 
that he be put to death. 

" If the parties are not slaves, and the woman is 
married, it shall be lawful for the Nakhodah to order 
them both to be put to death by the crew. 

" If the parties are not slaves and both unmarried, 
they shall be punished with one hundred stripes each, 
and afterwards obliged to marry. This punishment 
may be compounded on the parties paying a b e  of one 
Tahil one Pahar (ten dollars) ; but in either case they 
must many, and, if necessary, be forced to do so, aRer 
which the woman's fault shall be forgotten. 
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" If a man who is not' a slave has criminal con- 
nexion with a female slave who cohabits with her master, 
be shall pay to the master the value of such slave, 
provided she has never been pregnant, and has but lately 
cohabited with her master ; but 'if she has been preg- 
nant, and long cohabited with her master, the man 
shall be put to death. In either case the womai~ shall 
d e r  death. ' 

" If  a man who is not a slave commits adultery 
with the wife of any of the crew, it shall be lawhl for 
tbe husband to put him to death without further re- 
ference. The husband may also put the woman to . 
death; if he does not do so, she becomes the slave of 
the Nakhodah ; but if the Nakhodah does what is pro- 
per, he will order her to be put to death : if he does not, 
remarks may be made. Should the husband require 
another wife, the Nakhodah shall provide him with one, 
in oder that he may be content and ready in the per- 
formance of his duty on board the Prdhu. 

" I f  a male slave has criminal connexion with a 
female slave, they shall suffer the punishment of beat- 
ing, which is to be inflicted by the whole crew, under ' 
tbe supe~tendence of the Tukang Agung ; for such is 
the law in this case with respect to slaves. 

" If a man holds improper discourse with the female 
slave of another person, and it is in the presence of . 

many, he shall be liable to pay her value." 

Of Qwrreb, Diqmtes, and Dhsm'ona, on hard 
a P ~ d h u .  

" If any person quarrels with another on board a 
Prdhu, and attempts to wound or strike him, and the 
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blow,, missi~g its object, falls on any part of the Pr6hu ;" 
or, according to the Macapar copy, " If any one quar- 
rel with another in a Prhhu, and in the s c d e  -cuts or  
injures any part of the shrouds or cable," he shall be 
fined in the sum of four Paker Petis J a w .  

" If a man quarrels with another in the fore part of 
- the Prhhu, and draws his Creese, and afterwards comes 
aft, as far as the place where the sails are kept, towards 
the person he has quarrelled with, -it is lawful that he 
may be put to death. But, if he can be apprehended, ' 

he shall be fined instead to the amount of one k s a ,  
five Paker Petis Jawa. 

" If  a man quarrels with another, and follows him 
quarrelling to the door of the Nakhodah'a cabin, 
though he may not have drawn his Creese, it is lawhl to 
put him to death ; but, if he. can be apprehended, he 
shall be fined instead to the amount of two Lacacr 
Paker Petis Jawa. 

" If a Kiwi quarrels with the Nakhodah, and a p  
proaches towards him in the after part of the Pr&, 
he may be put to deatb ; but, if he asks forgiveness, 
i t  may be granted on his paying a fine of four Pa& 
Petis J m a ,  and providing 4 bdhlo for the entertain- 
ment of the Nakhodah," or, according to the Macmar 
="PY, " five Paker Pet& Jawa, and a present to the 
Nakhodah of a bdalo and a jar of Tuak (Tddy)." 

" If a man who is not a slave commits a theft on 
board a Prhhu, whether the thing stolen be gold, silver, 
or other valuables, he shall be punished &c~oding to the 
law established m the land. 



" If a slave is guilty of a theft, hk shall, -in the first 
instdnce, be confronted with his master; and if it ap- 

I 
pen that the master knew of the theft, and did not 
inform the ATakhodah or Tukang thereof, but it reaches 
the Yakhodah through other information, the law is that . 
the slare's hand shall be cut off, and the Ilsaster fined as 
if he himself had been the thief, because the law is the 
anme with respect to the thief and the person who re- 
ceives the article$ that have been stolen." 

In concluding the above translation it may be neces- 
sary to observe, that, by " the lam of ports and har- 
bours," which may be considered as part of the mari- 
time law, it is established that if there is reason to 
believe the Nakhodd does not conform to the institu- 
tions herein laid down, his conduct may be investigated 
on his return to port. 



On the early History of Algebra. 

BY EDWARD STRACHEY, Ese. 

1 F i t  were as generally known, as it is certainly true, 
that there is a fine field for oriental research in the ma- 
thematical sciences, and that it is easy of access, the 
subject would not be so much neglected as it . . is at 
present. 

Four years ago I printed at cakutta some observa- 
tions on the mathematical sciences of the Hind4. 
I n  that tract I proved, that an extensive and accurate 
knowledge of the Algebra of the Hind& might be had, 
by means of translations, extant in the Persian lan- 
guage, of certain Samcrit books. As the Persian lan- 
guage is understood by most of the Company's civil 
servants in Bengal, I conceived that a consideration of 
the fact might ,induce persons who were competent to 
such studies to direct their attention to them. Of the 
Bija Ganita, or Hind& Algebra of BHA'SCABA 
ACHA'RYA, I have sent home a full account, which 
I suppose must have been published by this time. In 
that account (derived entirely from a Persian translation) 
it is proved, that the Hind& had made a wonderful 
progress in some parts of Algebra ; that, in the indeter- 
minate analysis, they were in possession of a degree of 
knowledge which was in Europe first communicated to 
the world by BACHET and FERIKAT in the seventeenth 
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century, q d  by EULER and DE LA GRANGE in the 
eighteenth. It would be very curious to push these 

1 inquiries into the Hind& indeterminate analysis as far 
, as possible. They might, perhaps, shew thai the 

Indians had a knowledge of continued fractions, and 
possibly speculations in physics and the higher geometry, 
that we know nothing of: for the foundation of the in- 
determinate analysis of the Hindb  is directly explicable 
on the principle of continued fractions. And there are 
branches of natural philosophy and mathematics, where 
equations will arise, which can be solved onIy by the 

, rules of the indeterminate analysis. In the introduction 
to the Bija Ganita, where the first principles are given, 
a method is taught of solving problems of the form 
As'+ b= . This, simply considered, may be thought 
only a vain speculation on numbers; but, in the body 
of the Btja Ganita, the rule is applied to the solution 
of equations. I t  is true, that these equations arise from 
question8 purely numeral ; yet it appears, neverthelees, 
that the application of the rule was understood. But, 
whatever may be thought of this argument, it is, at all 
events, interesting to ascertain the progress which has 
been made in the sciences, by different nations, in dig- 
tant times. 

A good comparison of any of the mathematical sci- 
of the Greeks, the Arabs, and the Indians, would 

be exceedingly valuable ; and every information which 
will serve to illustrate the subject & of importance to 
the early history qf science. 

We know but very little of Algebra in its infancy 4 
iirst progress. I t  wau introduced into Europe from 
Arabia towards the beginning of the thirteenth century ; 
and the work of DIOPHA NTUS became known about 
three hundred gears after. From the difference between 
his Algebra and that of the Eurvan  writers, there was 
reason tb believe that they were not of the spme origii, 

Y 
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Some learned persons thought that DIOPHANTUS was 
the inventor ; but the more received opinion was, that his 
writings bore internal evidence of the contrary ; and k t  
Algebra must have been known long before hb  time. 

I n  1579, BOMBELLI published a treatise of Algebra, 
. in which he says, that he and a lecturer at Rome, whom 

he names, had translated part of DIOPH ANTUS, adding, 
" that they had found that in the said work the Indian 

authm are often cited; by which they learned 'that 
" this science 'was known among the Indzans before the 
" Arabians had it." (HUTTON'S Dictiona 3.) 

DR. HUTTON has adopted the opinion, that the 
Arabiam had their Algebra fiom the Greeks. In his 
Dictionary (article Algebra) we find, " the Arabians say, 

it was invented amongst thern, by MAHOMET* BIN- 
" MU'SA or son of MOSES, who it seems flourished about 

the eighth or ninth century." I t  may be observed, 
that no Arabian writer has been cited ta 

support by the War, o this. I t  does not appear on what foundation 
the assertion stands ; I imagine it is taken from WALLIS. 
The learned Mwlerndm in India certainly consider the 
science as having originated among the Indians; and 
the arithmetic, which in their treanses always precedes. 
Algebra, is undoubtedly Indian. 

DR. HUTTON goes on : " I t  is more probable, how- 
*' ever, that MAHOMET was not the inventor, but only 
" a person well skilled in the art; and it is farther pro- 
'' bable that the Arabians drew their knowledge of it 
" from DIOPHA NTUS, or other Greek writers ; and, ac- 
" cording to the testimony of ABULPHARAGIU~,  the 

* MUH'AM~E~BIN-MU'~'A~~~KHA'~E~M~, accordiog to D'HBB- 
BELoT, flourished undcr the Khalifa MMaun, and left a set of as- 
nomical tables, which were highly esteemed before N AS'XUPD~N TUSI 
pubW.ed his. 
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" ~~ of D I O P ~ A N T U ~  was translated into Am- 
"' bic by MAH~MET-BIN-YAHYA-B~z~asa. ' !  This 
I sup- is taken from POCOCK E'S translation *, but the 
4 whicb he has explained by " interpretatus est" is 

CCC 

meaning he commented on, rather than he trans /-=' 
lated. Surely, this is not sufficient to give rise to a 
probability that the Arabians derived their Algebra 
from the Greeks.' The Algebra of the Arabians bears 
no iesemblance to that of DIOPH ANTUS, the only Greelr 
writer on the subject who has ever been heard of. In- 
uuies have been made, in different parts of fitdia and 

&ersia, for the supposed translation of D IOPH a NT oa ; 
but without success. In the five first propositions cd the 
13th book of EUCLID, and in the loth and 11th pro- 
positions of ARC HIM Y D ES' book on spiral lines, and in 
the 9th proposition of the 2d book of his Isorrqics, 
WALLIS thought he saw traces of Algebra ; and it is to 
be presumed, that no farther evidence of its existence, 
among the ancient Greeks, is discoverable ; for, except 
the above, I do not know that any authors have been di- 
rectly quoted, in proof'of the argument; although there 
bas been much assertion, in general terms, that the works 
of certain iriters do contain traces of Algebra. If there 
were any undoubted marks of it, in the writings of the 
ancients, they could not have escaped the notice of so 
learned and so indefatigable a scholar as WALLIS. 
What he says on this subject appears to result h m  a 
prejudiced conviction of the antiquity of the science, and 
not fiom an unbiassed search for truth. If the analysis 
of the five first pro sitions of the 1 3 th baok of Euc LID 

were (as is believedybg THEON, they could not well be 
adduced in proof of the ancient Greeks having a know- 
ledge of Algebra ; because THEON is supposed to have 
been nearly contemporary with DIOPHANTU~. He 
could not have been long before him, if it is true that his 
daughter HYPATIA commented on a work of DIO- 

Dioplmti lihum de Algebra interprozlrtur eat. 
9 
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p a a n ~ u s .  But, be this as it may; the analysis of the 
propositions in question is not at  all Algebraical. It is 
the common analysis of the ancient geometers, which is 
quite different froin Algebra; the former being geome- 
trical, and the latter arithmetical. WALLIS'S reasoning, 
on the three propositions of AHCHIMEDES, t~ which he 
refers, a~nounts to no more than this :-The demon- 
strations, as they now stand, are difficult ; they might 
have been done by Algebra with ease; therefore, it is  
probable they were done by Algebra. We know of no 
Greek writer on Algebra but DIOPHANTUS ; neither he, 
nqr any known author, of any age, or of any country, has 
spoken, direcdy or indirectly, of any other Greek writer 
on Algebra, in a11y branch whatever; the Greek lan- 
guage has not even a term to designate the science. The 
instance of DIOPHAN,~ us's treatise, with some indirect 
and disputable arguments, drawn, by inference, from 
works on other sut,jects than Algebra, is not suficient. - 
I t  is unlikely that the ravages of time and the depre- 
dations of barbariuns should have destroyed all the direct 
and indisputable proofs. Such causes might account for 
the deficiency of our information on certain particulars, 
but will not authorize forced constructions, to argue the 
existence of a complete science, from its supposed de- 
molition. The general extent of the literature of the 
Greeks, especially in mathematics, is well known ; and 
that they had Algebra, can be established only by clear 
and positive evidence. For the different arguments which 
have been used, and the authorities which have been 
quoted on this question, see on one side WALLIS'S Al- 
gebra, chap. l, 9, 75, hc. with the authors he refers to ; 
and, on the other side, the French EmyclqpCdie, Art. 
Algkbre, A licatwn, Diopfmnte by D'ALEMB ERT, and 

Pg Analyse by E CASTILLON. See also MONTUCLA. 
Thou h BHA~SCARA ACHA'RY A, who is comparatively 
a m o t  ern writer, could not have been one of the authors 
whom DIOPH ANTUS is said to have quoted, it is by no 
means improbable that some Akrandrian qen:hant, 
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4rad'ing to M i a ,  might have learned a little Algebra 
from the B~amins, and instructed some of his coun- 

Ymen ; or DIOPHANTUS might have learned from 
ndians at Alesandria. If there is doubt of the Dio- 

phantine Algebra being of Greek origin, it is worthy of 
remark that its author had opportunity of communicating 
with persons from whom he might have drawn materiais 

' 

for his work, and whom there is evidence of his having 
actually cited. I t  is objected that BOMB ELL^ is the only , 
person who has taken notice of DIOPH A NTUS' reference 
to Indian authors, and that no such reference is now to 
be found in his work. But the authority of BOY BELLI, 
on this point; cannot he overset, till it is ascertained that , 
the manuscript of the Vatican; which he particularizes, 
does not contain the citatious. One would think that 
BOMBELLI'S assertion must have had some foundation, 
that it is not a mere fabrication. Though it does not 
appear that any Satmrit works on this science, of greater 
antiquity than the Bija Ganita, have et been discovered, 

t i  we are not to conclude, therefore. at there a k  none ; 
for the author of the Bfja Ganita expressly says, his 
work is extracted from three copious treatises. These 
books have not been found ; we know nothing of their 
contents, nor their dates. The following was the result 
of a general comparison of the Bija Ganita with D~oo 
PH A NTUS*. " The Bfja Ganita will be found to differ 
'' much from DIOPHA N I us' work. It contains a great 
" deal of knowledge which the Greeks had not; such 
" as the use of an indefinite number of unknown quan- 
" tities, and the use of arbitrary marks to express them ; 
" a good arithmetic of surds ; a perfect theory of inde- 
" terminate problems of the first degm; a very ex- 
" tensive and general knowledge of those of the second 
" degree ; a knowledge of quadratic equatio~ls, &c. 
" The arrangement and n~anner of the two works will 

." be found ay essentially different as their substance. 

* From " obaemtbnr,'' k., above r e f a d  to. 



'' The one constitutes a body of science, which the other 
" does not. The Bdja Ganita is well digested and well 
" connected, and is full of general rules which euppoer) 
" great learning : the rules are illustrated by example% 
" and the solutions are performed with skill. P~o- 
" Paarmus, though not entirely without metbod, gives 
" very few general propositions, and is chiefly remarkable 
" for the abiJity with which he makes assumptiow in 
" view to the solution of his questions. The f o r m  
" teaches A b b m  as a science, by treating it systems- 
" tically; thc: latter sharpens the wit by solving a varietg 
' 5  of abstruse and codioated problem in an ingtmiou# 
" manner. The author of the Bga Gunita goes deeper 
" into his subject, and treats it more methodically, though 
" not more acutely, than DIOPHANTU~. The fbrmer 
" has every characteristic of an sssiduous and b e d  
4 compiler ; the Latter of o man of genius in the iPfancy 
+ of &m." , 

Tke Greek Algebra may be aeen in. D E O S H A N , T U ~  . 
who. is the only Cired-w&r on the subpt  whp has ever 
been heard of. 

The Indian AlgebFs may be seen in the Bba G d u ,  
a8d the Lilavati (by the author of the Bfjia Gmitu) ; 
and as the Pei-siam translations of b e  works c o h n  a 
degree of knowledge which did not exist in m y  of; the 
ordinary sources of science extant in the time of the 
translators, they may be sahly taken as Ibtdiiln, and ef 
ancient origin. To give some idea of the Alpbra of the 
Arabia,  whereby we may be enabled to judge whktber, 
on the one hand, it could have been derived fimu DIO- 
PSI ANTUS, or, on the otloes, &at of the Hind& could 
have beeri taken from *m, the work entitled K h u k t -  
ul~Hisdb may be taben as a specinwn; especialdy be- 
wee, as will be mare particularly stated in another 
place, there is a part of this book which marks tbe limits 
of algebmid horvtedga in tbe Cme of the writer. 
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We have seen, that the first European Algebrais4 
k t  of the Arabians, but no account has been given 
of tbe whm, the extent, and the origin of Arabian Al- 
gebra. No dis$iwt abstract or translation of any Arabic 
book on &e sullject has appeared in print ; nor has it 
been establbhed, beyond controversy, who taught the 
drabiasa. The Khukkat-&-Hisib is of considerable 
repute in fizdia ; it is thought to be the best treatise op 
Algebra, and it is almost the only 'book en the subject 
read here. I selected it, because I understood, that, as 

I 

I well as the shorteat, it was the best treatise that could be 
1 procured. Besides general report, I was guided by the. 

authority of MAULAVI ROSHEN ALI, an acknowledged 
gmd judge of such matters, who a~sured me that among 
the learsed Muslemdns it was considered as a most com- 
plete work; and that he knew of no Arabian Algebrs 
beyond what it contained. In the Sddfat-uGAar, a bodc 
of biogmphy? by NIZ'AM-UL-~f N-AH'MED, there is this 
account of BA H\A-UL-DIN, the author of the Khuhat-  
&Hid&. " He was born at Bdlbec, in the month 
4' D'hi'lh4,953 Wijri, and died at Idahdn, in $haw#, 
" 109 1 ." Mention is made of many writings of BA HA- 

UL-D~N,  on religion, law, grammar, &c., a treatise on 
aommorny, and one oo the astrolabe. In  this list of hi4 
wmks, no notice is taken of his great Matise on Algebm, 
the &hr-zcGHisdb, which is alluded to in the Kharktsd- 
ul-Hkd. h l a u ~ a v r  ROSHEN ALI tells me the uam- 
mentutors say it is not extant. There is no reason ta 
believe that the Argbi4PIs ever knew more than appears 
in BAH'A-UGD~N'S book, for their learning was at its 
height long betiwe his time. 

From what has been stated it will appear, that from 
tbe Khdcfs4t*Hiq$b an adequate conception may be 
f o d  of the plature awl extent of the algebraical know- 
led@ ~f the A r a b j w  ; and hence I am indyced to hope 
that a short clnalysh of its contents will not be ynac- 
ceptable to the Society. I deem it neceamry bere QJ #ate, 
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that, possessin nothing more than the knowledge of 1 few words in rabic, 1. made the translation, from which 
the following surnmary is abstracted, from the uivd voce 
interpretation into Persian,of MAULAVI ROSHEN A L ~ ,  
who perfectly understood the subject and both languages, 
and afterwards collated it with a Persian translation, 
which was made about sixty years after BAH'A-ULD~N'S 
death, and which ROSHEN A L ~  allowed to be perfectly 
correct. 

The work, as stated by the author in his preface, con- 
sists of an introduction, ten books, and a conclusion. 

The introduction contains definitions of arithmetic, of 
number, which is its object, and of various classes of 
numbers. The author distinctly asbribes to the Indian 
sages the invention of the nine figures, to express the 
numbers from one to nine. 

Book 1 comprises the arithmetic of integers. The 
rules enumerated under this head are Addition, Du- 
plation, Subtractioti, Halving, Multiplicatiun, Division, 
and the Extraction o j '  the &pure Hoot. The method 
of proving the operation by throwing out the nines is 
described under each of these rules. The author gives 
the following remarkable definitions of multiplication 
and division, viz. " Multiplication is finding a number 
" such that the ratio which one of the factors bears to it 
" shall be the same as that which unity bears to the 
" other factor," and " division is finding a number which 
" has the same ratio to unity as the dividend hag to the . 
'( divisor." 

For the multiplication of even tens, hundreds, &c., 
into one another, the author delivers the following rule, 
which is rernarkahle in this respect, that it exhibits 
an application of something resembling the indexes of 
logarithms. 
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-" Take the numbers as if they were units, and mul- 
* tiply them together, and write down the product. 
" Then add the numbers of the ranks together (the 
" place of units being one, that of tens, two, kc.) ; sub- 
" stract one from the sum, and call the rernriinder the 
" number of the rank of the product. For example, in 
" multiplying SO into 40, reckon IS of the m k  of 
" hundreds ; for the sum of the numbers of their ranks 
" is 4, and three is the number of the rank of h~lndreds : 
" multiplying 40 into 500, reckon 20 of the .rank of 
" thousands, for the sum of the numbers of the ranks 
'' is 5." 

The tbllowing contrivances have, sufficient singularity 
to merit particular mention. 

I. To multiply nun~hers between 5 and 10. Call one 
of the kctors tens, and from the result subtract the 
product of that factor by the difference of the other 
&tor fiom ten. For example, to multiply 8 into 9. 
Subtract fnnn 90 the product of 9 by 9, there remains 
79. Or add the facton together, and call the excess 
above 10, tens. Multiply together the two difierences 
of the factors from 10, and add the product to the former 
number. For example, to multiply 8 by 7, add to 50 
the product of 9 into 3. 

11. To multiply units into numbers between units 
and 90 ; add the two factors together, call the diticrence 
of the sum from 10, tens. From this result, subtract 
the product of the difference of the simple number from 
10 and of the compound number from 10. For example, 
to multiply 8 by 14. Subtract from 190 the product of 
f into 4. 

I 

111. To multiply together numbers between 10 ' a d  
90 ; add the units of one factor to the other factor, and 
call the sum tens; add to this the product of the units 
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h the u&s. Fm euample, to d t i p l y  1% ieto IS, add 
0 to 150. 

IV. TQ muhiply mumhem between 10 and $0 into 
compound numbe~s betweep 90 and 100 ; multiply the 

of the smaller by the tens of the greater, rrdd the 
product to the greater number, d aatl the sum tens. 
Add to it the product of the units in botb nunabrelu. 
For example, tr, nlultiply le into 26, add 4 60 86 and 
ad a, tens Finish the operaha, it is 3 19. 

V. To multiply numbers between 20 and 100, where 
the digits in die place of tens are the sarile; add the units 
of one &tor to the other, and multiply the sum by the 
tens ; call the product tens, aad add to it the product of 
the units multiplied by the units. For example, to mul- 
hply 93 by 85, multiply 28 by 9. Cd the product 
66 teas, finish the operation ; 575 is obtained. 

VI. T o  multiply nun~bers between 10 and 100, w b  
~e digits in the place of tens are differant. Multiply 
the tens of the smaller number intQ the larger number ; 
add to the result the product of b h e  units of the smaller 

number into the taw of the greater : call ths sum tens ; add 
to this t l ~  product of the units into tlne units. For example, 
to multiply 23 into 34, add 9 to 68, and I2 to 770. 

VII. To multiply two unequal numbers, half the 
sum of which is simple (Mufrid), take the sum af the 
two, and multiply half of it into itself. Fmm this 
product sub-t the square d balf the Merence oE.tbe 
two numbers. Far example, to multiply 24 by 86. 
From 900 subtract the square of half the di&enae of 
the numbers, tbat is 36. There remains 864. 

For amultipIying numbers c,onsistiog eaoh of sewed  
pkcee of figures, the method described by this autbos, 
.under the name of$habacak, or nehwsk, and.illuetxated 
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,&y the Wming erunrple, my have v t e d  tee ideu 
~ N A F X E B ' ~  borres. 

On the other rules nothing is delivered differing so 
much from those contained m our common books of 
arithmetic as to require specific mention. 

Book second contains the arithmetip of fractions ; 
and book third the rule d three, or .@ fiiad an unknown 
number by foar proportionals. Book fourth delivers the 
ruleof position, or to find an unknown number by assuming 
one once or twice, and comparing the errors. Book 
fifth gives the method of finding an unknown number, 
by reversing all the steps of the process described in the 
question. 

The sixth book treats of mensuration. The intrduc tion 
contain6 geometrical definitions. Chapter I. treats of the 
rnmsu~-a~on of rectilinear surfaces. lJ&r this head the 
two following articles are deserving of notice :-I. To find 
the point in the base of a triangb where it d l  be cut by 
a perpendicular, let fall from the opposite angle. Call 
the greatest side the base : multiply the sum of the 
two lesser sides by their difference ; divide the pro- 
duct by the base, and subtract the quotient from the 
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base ; one half the remainder will shew the place on the 
base where the perpendicular falls tqwards the least 
side*. 

e. To find the area of an equilateral triangle. Mul- 
tiply the square of a quarter of the square of one of the 
sides by thee : the square root of the product is the area 
requirdt. 

Chapter second treats of the mensuration of curvi- 
linear surface.. For the circle tile rule delivered in 
many common books of mensuration is given ; viz. mul- 

Let a  be the base, or longest aide, c 
b the middle, c  the smallest, and s the / 1 \ 
distance of the perpendicular from the 
least side. Then 
I r 4 

b s =  a s +  c s - 2  ar ( E l .  13. 2.) 
2 a x = a ' + c s - 6 '  

n b a - c s  

a b + c x b - c  
Therefore x = - - 2 2 0  - 

See the geometrical demonstration in the elements of planc trig* 
nometry, annexed to SIHSON'S Euclid, prop. 7. . 

t Let a side of the triangle be a  and the per- 
a I 

pendicular r. The m a  is - 
2 

a' 3a' 
But+'= a s - - -  - 4 -4 

3 a a  a 
S =  JT - - 
a s  a  S a '  30' 

J g =  J x  
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iply the square of the diameter by 1 1, and divide the 
product by 14 +. 

Chapter third, on the mensuration of solids, contains 
nothing of singularity sufficient to merit particular notice. 
This chapter concludes with the following sentence, 
'' The demonstrations of all these rules are contained in 
" my ,oreater work, entitled Bahr-ui-Hisdb (the ocean of 
" calculation) ; may GOD grant me grace to finish it !" 

Book seventh treats of practical geometry. Chapter 
first, on levelling, for the purpose of tilaking canals. In  
thii are described the plummet level, and the water level, 
on the same principle with our spirit level. 

Chapter second, on the mensuration of heights, 
accessible and inaccessible. Under the former of these 
heads are delivered the common methods, by bringing 
the top of a pole, whose height is known, in a line be- 
tween the eye and the top of the height required; by 
viewing the Image of the top in a horizontal mirror ; by 
taking the proportion between a stick of known length, 
set up perpendicular to the horizon, and its shadow; 
and by takink the length of the shadow of the height 
when the suns altitude is 45 degrees. The last method 
is this : " Place the index of the astrolabe at the mark 
" of 45 degrees, and stand at a place from whence the 
" height of the object is visible through the sights, and 
" measure from the place where you stand to the place 
" where a stone would fall from the top ; add your own 
" height, and the sum is the quantity required." 

For the mensuration of inaccessible heighb,'the foE 
' lowing rule is delivered : " Obseme the top of the ob- 
" ject through the sights, and mark on what shadowlline 

This is founded on the rough proportion of the diametcr to 
*e circumference, a 7 : 22. BEA'SCABA, in the Lihaati, wasigns 
1250 : 3927, which ir 1 : 3.1416, and d i h  only 0.000007 fmrn 
the moat accurate computation hitherto made. 
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" (division) the lowe end of the index W. Tbaa 
" move the index a step forward or backaard. and 
" advance or recede till you see the top of the object '' again. Measure the distance between your rrtatims, 
" and multiply by 7 if the index is moved a Dhd- 
" Kadarn, and by I &  if it i s  moved a DhidAs&i*, 

This part of the astrolabe consists of two squares put together 
)eterally ; the index of the i n s t ~ m c n t  beihg at the p m t  of the adjacent 1 
angIen &ow. One square has sevcn, and the other twelve iiiviaions : 
the former called Dhil-i-Kodanr, the latter Dhil-i-As'hb. The s q ~  
are graduated on the outer sides from the top, w d  at the bottom 6um 
the point of the adjacent angles. The division9 on the upright ader 
&& those lines which CEAUCEB, i n  his Tteatise on rhe A d & ,  
d b  U d w e e t a ;  those on the horimntal he c a b  U&a+erm 
C ii A UCE a's astrolabe had only one square, Dhili-A<bd, being 6 
vided into twelve parts. The Umbra-recta iscalled DM-Mwtad, Pod 
the rersa DLiC1).lGch. 

The rnle in the text is very inac- A 
eorately delivered 5 b r  the only case 
in which it will apply is when at the 
fimt station the index coincides 
with the diagonal of the square ; and 
being afterwards moved one division 
on the horizontal side, the observer 
advances t o w d s  the object till &e 
top is again seen through the sights. 
'For let A C be the height required, 
B the first station, D the second. 
As the angles at A and B are equd, B 
A C = B C. But at tbe second po- 1) I 

rition A C: D C :: 7 :  6. Them 
fore A C = 7  BD. 

But suppose, at the first stdoh B, 
lhc h d e k  falls on the fourth division, 
ad?h&lLodsm, on the vertical side ; A 
md that, by retiring fmm the object 
to D, it is brought on the third ; then I 

it is evident that B C : R C : : 7 : 4, 
akdDC:dC::7:~. 
Theref- D C = 
d-BC=q B D. 
.3 

C O ~ U W ~ ~  7 : '3 D c 
: : Y B E ) : A C =  
$9 RD - 

7 

i 
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" accordmg to the shadow-hes an the asttdabe. This 
'' 'is the quantity required. 

Chapter third. On meamring the breadth of 14- 
and the depth of wells. 1st. Stand on the bank cd the 
rirer, and through the two sights look at the oppodtb 
bauk, then 'turn round and lwk at  any thing on the 
land-side, keeping the astrolabe even. The distance 
from the observes to the object is the same as the 
breadth of the river. ed. Place something over the 
well which shdl sefve for its diametet. ; from the cents  
of this diameter drop something h v y  and shining till 
it reach the bottom, and make a mark at tbe centre ; 
then look at the heavy body &rough the two sights of 
the astrolabe, SO that the line of visidn may mt th# 
diameter. Multiply the distance from the mark oh the 
diameter to the place where the line of vision cuts it by 
your own height, and divide the product by the distance 
from the place where the line is cut to the place where 
you stand.' The quotient is the depth of the well*. . 

Book eighth. " On finding ,unknown quantities by 
Algebra. In this book are two chapters. 

The impossibility of attaining ac- 
cmacy in either of these operatiuns is 
lbnndantly obvious. The first depends 
on the primciple, that, oh a level plain, two 
p l s e ~ ,  which, with a given height of the 
obswver's eye, have the m e  dip below 
me h6rhn, must be at equal distances. 
The second A thus :-Let the body drop 

a to e ; and let the observer at c.d 
observe it in the line d c, which cuts a c 
inb.  T h e n b c ; c d : : a b : a c =  
a6 x c d  

b c  ' 
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" Chapter first. Introductory. Call the unknown 
quantity Shai (thing), its product into itself ,Mil (pos- 
session), the product of Mdi into Shui, Cdb (a die or 
cube), of Shai into Cbb, &fa[-tM6l; of Shai into Mal- 
i-Mal, MaGCdb ; Shai into Mdi-i-Cbb, C&-i- Chb ; 
and so on, without end. For one CdB write two McUs, 
and from these two &Idis one becomes C&b ; afterwards 
both Mdls become CRb. Thus the seventh power is 
Mcff-i-MdZ-i-Cdb, and the eighth Ma-i-Cbbi-Cdb, in 
the ninth Chb-i-C/rbCbb, and so on. All these powen 
are in proportion, either ascending or descending. Thus 
the ratio of M&-i-Mhl to Cbb is like the ratio of Ciib to 
Ma, Mdi to Shai, and Sflai to one, and one to one di- 
vided by Shai ; arid one divided by Shai to one divided 
b Mhi ; and one divided by M& to one divided by 
&b ; and one divided by Cdb to one divided by by&- 
Mcil. To  multiply one of these powers by another, if 
they are both on the same side, (viz. of unity,) add the 
exponents of their powers together ; the product will have 
the same denomination as this sum. For example, to 
multiply Mdl-i-Cdb by MdGi-Mdl-i-Cdb, the first is the 
5 ti1 power and the ed the 7th. The result then is Chbi- 
C'bb-i-Cdb-i-Cdb, or four Cdbs, which is the 1 9 th power. 
I f  the factors are on different sides, the product will be 
the excess on the side of the greater. The product of 
one divided by Mdl-i-Mdl into MhGi-Cdb is Shai; and 
the product of one divided by Cbb-i-Cbb-Cdb into Chi- 
d(Ihl-i-MdI is one divided by -*I&: and if the factors 
are at  the same distance (from one), the product is one. 
The particulars of the methods of division, and extraction 
of roots and other rules, I have given in my greater book. 
The rules of Algebra which have been discovered by 
learned men are six, and they relate to number, and Shi, 
and Mhl.  The following table will shew the products 
and quotients of these, which are he= given for the sake 
of brevity. 



" The use of the table is this :-Multiply the co-e& 
k t  of one of the two quantities by that of the other ; 
he nsult is the c A c i e n t  of the product, which is of 
the denomination contained in the square where the lines 
hrn the two factors meet. If on either side there be a 
subtractive (negative) quantity, call the minuend plus or 
dimmtive, and the subtrahend minus negative. The. 
products of plw into plus and minus into minus are both 

0 and the products of different kinds are minus.' 
dtiply the quantities together, and subtract the negative 

from the aftirrnative. For example, the product of 10 
and one Shai into 1 0  aU but one Shai, is 100 all but Ma. 
The product of 5 all but Shai, by 7 all but Shai, is 35.  
rod one Ma all but 19 Shai. Another example :--The 
pdact of 4 MdZ and 6 all but 2 Shai, into 3 Shai all 
but $ is 19 Cdb, and 98 Shai all but 9.6 MdZ and SO. ' 

In division, find a number which multiplied by the divisor 
will produce the dividend. Divide the coefficient of the 
dividend by &at of the divisor; the quotient is tb 

. N 

Multiplier. 

an - 
a  

1  - 
a s  

1 

v .  
I f !  

c 

a ' ,  

A ~~ 

d 
0 . - 

1 2  - 
lr 

- 
a s  

1  

1  - 
a  

a s  
* - - - -  

a '  

o 4  

a ' a  

a *  

a  

S l -  

a  

a s  

Divisor. 

1 1  - 
a  

a --- 
1 

1 1  
- . I  a  

l 

a s  
1 1 1 1 1  - - - - -  

a s  
-- 

1  

a  

1 

a  

a s .  

1  

a  

J 

a '  

a  

a  
1 - -  
a  

a s  

4 

a s  --- 
a s  

' a ;  

1 
I  

a s  



coetlicient of the quantity which is opposite .to the 
dividend and divisor. 

" Chapter second. On the six rules of Algebra. To 
find unknown quad t i e  by Algebra d e ~ s ~ t e n e s s  
and sagacia an attentive consideration of the terms of 
the question, and a successful application of the invention 
to such things as may serve to bring out what is required. 
Call the unknown quantity S a i ,  and p& with it 
according to the terms of the question, as bas been said, 
till the operation ends with an equation. Let that side 
where there are negative quantities be made perfect, and 
let the negative quantity be added to the other side; this 
is called restoration (Jebr). Let those things which are 
of the same kind, and equal on both sides, be thrown 
away ; this is opposition (Mukcfbalah). Equality is 
either of one species to another, which is of three kinds, . 

called (Mufm'dt) simple ; or of one species to two 
species, which is of three kinds, called (Muktarinrit) 
compound. 

" Case the first. Msfridctt. Number is equal to 
things. Divide the number by the coefficient of the 
thiags, and the unknown qwtity will be fowd. For 
example : a person admitted that he owed Z A ~ D  1 OOO 
and one half of what he owed AM ER ; and that he 
owed AMEB 1000 all but one half of what he owed .to 
=ID. Call ZAID'S debt Shai, Then AMEB'S debt is 
1000, all but half of Shi. Then ZAID'S is 1500 all 
but a fburth of SM.  This is equal to W. Aftar 
Jebr, 1500 is equal to one Shai and a quarter of Shd. 
So for Z A I D ' ~ ~  la00 and for AMER 400." 

" Case the second. Multipl of Shas: equal to mul- 
tiples of Ma. Divide the cch; '3 cient of the things by 
that of the Mdl; the quotient is the unknown quantity, 
Example. Some sons plundered their father's inhesitan- 
which d t e d  of Dinrtrs, One took 1, aaotber 9,.  



&e tbird 3, and so on increasing by me. The m b g  
power took back what they had ptunbred, and dftided 
it a w n g  them in equal shares. Qen each received 7. 
How many sons were there, and how many Dfndra? 
Sappose the number of sons &a;, and take the sum of 
tbe extremes, that io to say, 1 and Ski .  Multiply them 
by half of Shai. This is tbe number of Dindtd. For 
tbe product of the sum of any series of narnbers in arith- 
metical propiorr is equal to the roduet of the sum of 
the two extremes into half the num &, of terms. Divide 
the number of the Didra by S k i ,  which is the number 
of the sons ; the quotient, according to the terms of the 
que~tion, will be seven. Multiply 7 by &i, which is 
the dipisor ; 7 Sari is the product , which is equal to 4 
Mi and ) &ai. AfterJeh-, and M4kabalah, one MU 
is equal to 13 Shei Sfrai then is IS ; and this is the 
number M the sons. Multiply thii by 7. The number 
of Df&# wiU be found 91. 

Qwdons of this sort may be solved by position. 
TZms, suppom the number of aoas to be 5 ; the first 
e m  is 4 in defect Then suppose it ta be 9, the 
second error is 9 in Mkct. The first Mairmh is 10 
md the second is 36 ; their difference is 96 ; the diffe- 
rence of the e m  b 6. Atlother method, which is easy 
and 6hort, is this. Double the quotient (the number 7 
in the questim), subtract one, and the result is the num- 
berd eoos. 

. 46 CPse the third, Number equal to Mi. Divide 
the number by the coefficient of the Mcil ; the root of 
the quotient is the unknown quantity, For example. 
A person a d m i d  that he owed ZAID the greater of 
two snms of money, the sum of which was 20 and the- 
ploduct %. Suppose one of them to be 10 and 1Shai, 
awt the other 10 aU but Sai. The product, which is 
100 all but M64 is equal to 96 ; and after Jebr and 
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Mukhbaldh, one McU is equal to 4, and Slrai e q d  to 9. 
One of the sums then is 8 and the other 12, and 12 is 
the debt of ZAID. 

" First Case, of Muktaridt. Number equal to Mdl 
and Sit&. Complete the M&l to unity if it is deticient, 
and reduce it to the same if it exceeds, and reduce the 
numbers and Shai in the same ratio, by dividing all by 
the d c i e n t  of the MdZ. Then square one half the 
co-eilicient of the Shai, and add this square to the 
numbers. Subtract from the root of the sum half the 
co-etScient of the Shai, and the unknown will remain. 
Example. A person admitted that he owed ZAID a sum 
less then 10, so much that if the square of it was added 
to its ,product by ) what it wants of 10, the sum would 
be la. Suppose the number Shai, its square is Mdl; 
half the remainder from 10 is 5 all but half of Shai. 
The product of Shai by this is 5 Shai all but ) of M&l. 
Therefore 4 of Mdl and 5 Shai are equal to 19. One 
Mdl and 10 Shai are equal to 94. Subtraut half the 
d c i e n t  of the Shdi from the root of the sum of the 
square of ) the coefficient of the Shai and the numbers. 
T k e  remains 2, which is the. number required. 

* '' Second Case. Shai equal to numbers and M&. After 
completing or rejecting, subtract the numbers from tbe 
square of half the co-acient of the Shai, and add the 
root of the remainder to half the co-efficient of the Shai; 
or subtract the former from the latter ; the result is tbe 
unknown quantity. Example. What number is that 
'which, being multiplied by half of itself and the product 
increased by 19, the result is five times the o 

I number ? Multiply Shai by half itself, then half of ?e 61 
added to 14 is equal to 5.Shai. One M& and 94 is 
equal to 10 h i .  Subtract. 94 from the square of 5, 
there remains one, and the root of .one is one. The sum 

1 or difference of 1 and 5 is the number required. 
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1 " Third Case. Mdl equal to number and Shai. After 

completion or rejection, add the square of half the co- 
dc ien t  of the Shai to the numbers, and add the root of 
the sum to haif the codc ien t  of the Shai. This is the 
unknown quantity. For example :-What nkber is that, 
which, being subtracted from ie square, and the remainder 
added to the square, is 10 ? Subtract Shai from M&Z, 
and p on with the operation ; a Mdb all but Shai is equal 
to 10; and &r Jeh and Radd, M&l is equal to 5 and 

o f S a i .  The square of half the co-eflicient of the 
and 5, is 5 and half an ' th, and its root is 2b 

To this add 4, the result is 8 which is the number 
required. . 

" Book ninth contains twelve rules regarding the p r e  
perties of numbers, riz. 

" 1st. To find the sum of the prodnct~ of a number 
multiplied into itself, and into all numbers below it; add 
one to the number, and multiply the sum by the square 
of the number ; half the product is the number required. 

" ad. To add the odd numbers in their regular order; 
add one to the last nu~uber, and take the square of half 
the sum. 

" M. To add even numbers from two upwards ; md- 
tiply half the last even number by a number greater by 
one than that half. . 

" 4th. To add the squares of thenumbers in order; add 
,a to twice the last number, and multiply a third of the 
sum by the sum of the numbers. 

. " 5th. To find the sum of the cubes in succession ; 
take the square of the sum of the numbers. 

LC 6th. To find the product of the roots of two numbers; 



multiply .ow by tlw o t k ,  aod the mot ef the predutt is 
the aaswer. 

" 7th. To divide the root sf orre a~mbcr by &at of 
wther ; divide nne by the other; the root d k.quotient 
is the answer. 

" 8th. To find apwkct  mimber; that is, anumber 
which is equal to the sum of its aliquot parts (EUCLID, 
b k 1 7 ,  def. 99). The rule is that delivered by EUCLI:D, 
book-9, ,prop. 36. 

" 9th. To find a square in a given ratio to ito rwt ; 
divide the first number of the ratio by the second ; the 
i q w e  of the quotieat is :the :sqm required. 

" 10th. If any number is multiplied and divided by 
q~~lthw, the prodwt multiplied by the .quotient is the 
quare of the first number. 

" 11th. Thed&repcedbw9~~wis~eqaal @.the 
product of the sum and difference of the roots. 

" 19th. If two n u m b  are divided by each othw, 
and the quotients multiplied together, the result is always 
one. 

" Book tmth qm@ins nine examples, d l  af which me 
capable of solution by simple equations, position, or re- 
tracing the steps of the operation, and some of them by 
&ple prapottion ; so tbot it .is needless to specify .them. 

'' The conclusion, which marks the liwits of algebraid 
knowledge in the age of the writer, I shall give entire, in 
*e author's words :--" Conclusio~, There are many, 
questions in this science which learned men hsve t~ tbie 
time in vain attempted to solve ; and they have stated 

of questions in theiF wz&ings, W' p m  that 



I this science -contaiu dacdties, to Silena? those who 
I 
I 

petend they find nothing in it above their ability,. to 
wam arithmeticians against undertaking to answer 
every question that may be proposed, and to excite men 
of genius to attempt their so1ubbn. Of these I have 
elected seven. 1st. To divide 10 into 9 parts, such, 
that when each part is added to its square root, and the 
sums are multiplied together, the product is equal to a 
supposed number. Pd. What square number is. that, 
which, being increased or dimhished by 10, the sum and 
remainder are both square numbers ? ad. A person said 
he owed ZAID 10 d but tbe sqyare root of what he 
owed AMEB, and that he owed AXER 5 all but the 
square mot of what he owed ZAID. 4th. To divide a 
cube number ink, two cube numbers. 5th. To divide 
10 into two parts, such, that if each is divided by the 
other, and the two quotients are add4  bether, tbe 
ia equal to one ofthe parts. 6th. There are three 
nombem in continued geometrical proportian, such, that 
the sum of the three is a square number. 7. There 
is a square, such, that when it is increased and diminished 

its root and 9, the sum and the diff-ce are squares. 
now, reader, that in thfs tmatise I have c011 'd  in a 2 

amall space the most beautiful and best rules of this 
science, more than were ever collected befoxe in one 
book. Do not underrate the value of this bride ; hide 
her from the view of those who are unworthy of her, 
and let her go to the house of him only who aspites to 
wed her." 

I t  is seen above that these questions are distinctly aid  
to be beyond the skill of algebFaista. They either involve 
equations of the higher order, or the indeterminate 
analysis, or are impossible. 

I t  does not appear that the Arab ia~  used algebraic 
notation, or abbreviating symbols ; that they had any 
b r o w l ~  of the Diophantane Algebra, or of any ha du 
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easiest and elementary parta of the science. .We have 
seen that BAHA'-UGD~N ascribes the invention of tbe 
numeral figures in the decimal scale to the Indianr. 
As the p m f  commonly given of the Indians being the 
inventors of these figures is only an extract from the 
preface of a book of Arabic poems, it may be as well to 
mention that all the Arabic and Persian b d s  of arith- 
metic ascribe the invention to the Indians. The fol- 
lowing is an extract from a Persian treatise of arithmetic 
in my possession :- 

" The Indian sages, wishing to express numbers con- 
" veniently, invented these nine figures ! r j o y v * q. " The first figure on the right hand they made stand for 
'' units, the second for tens, the third for hondteds, the 

fourth for thousands. Thus, after the third rank, the 
'' next following is units of thousands, the second tens 
" of thousands, the third hundreds of thousands, and so 

on. Every figure therefore in the first rank is the 
'' number of units it expresses ; every figure in the s e  
" cond the number of tens which the figure exl)resses, 
." in the third the number of hundreds, and .-so on. 
" When in any rank a figure is wanting, write a cipher 
." like a sinall circle 0 to preserve the rank. Thus ten 
(' is writkn 10 ; a hundred 100 ; five thousand and 
'* twenty-five 5025." I 

Of the In&n Algebra in its full extent the Arabians 
seem to have been ignorant; but it is likely they had 
their Algebra from the mne source as their Arithmetic. 
The Arabian and Persian treatises on Algebra, like the 

. old European ones, begin with the Arithmetic, called in 
those treatises the Arithmetic of the Indians, and have a 
second part on A1 bra ; but no notice is taken of the 
latter. Most lik e r  y their Algebra, being numeral, was 
considered by the authors as part of Arithmetic. 

Though part only of the Khrcl&sat-ul-Hkdb is about . 
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Algebra,the rest, relatin to Arithmetic andMensmtion, T must be thought not who ly unconnected with the subject. 
It is to be hoped that ere long we shall have either 
translations from the Sansmmt of the BZja Ganita and 
L i k t i ,  or perfect accounts from the originals; and 
that other ancient Hind4 books of A1 bra will be found, d and made known to the world. ut, as there is no 
immediate prospect of these desiderata bein realized, f the translations into Per&n will be foun well de- 
9 of attention. Only let them be examined without 
prejudice. 

Then are principles which will safely lead to a dis- 
ht ion of what is interpolated from what is original ; 
and it is the neglect of these principles, and not any fair 
-tion of the translations, that may lead to error. 
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An Anaount of the Funeral Ceremonies of a Burntan 
Priest. 

BY WY. CAREY, D.D. 

THE manner in which di8erent nations dispose 
of their dead is one of those circumstances which have 
been thought worthy of peculiar notice by all who have 
studied the history of man, as it is in most instances con- 
nected with the idea which .bey entertain respecting a 
future state. 

Those nations, who believe in the doctrine of the re 
surrection, practise inhumation. The H i d m  and other 
nations who believe the doctrine of the metempsychosis, 
and consider fire as the element which purifies all thiw 
usually burn their dead, with a variety of ceremooles 
suited to those religious notions which are peculiar to tbe 
different sects. The inhabitants of Thibet, differing from 
most other nations, either totally neglect the bodies of 
their dead, or treat them in a manner which to us appears 
highly barbarous. 

The Burmans bum their dead like the H i d ,  
though with a great difference in the method and the at- 
tendant ceremonies. With them, the wood of the C O ~ U  



(which is made larger and stronger thanwith us) is nearly 
all the fuel used to consume the bodies of the common 
people. The priests, or Pormgees, are, like them, burnt 
by tbe wood of their own coffins ; but the fire is wmmu- 
niceted by means of rockets. As this is a very siaplar 
practice, and has not been noticed by any writer which I 
htlve met with, I take the liberty to communicate to the 
Asiatick Society the .following account of the funeral 
ceremonies of a Poongee or Burman priest, as communi- 
cated by my son, Mr. FELIX CAREY, who =idea at * 

Rangm, and was an eye-witnk thereto. 

" The man who* funeral ceremonies I am goin 

a Pmggee, the body is em 
t " describe died about two e m  ago. After the deat of b in me following manner : 

First, the intestines are taken out; after which the bod$ 
is filled with spices of different kinds, and the opening 
m e d  up. A layer of wax is d m  laid d l  over tbe body, ' 

w ss to pmvent the admission of air ; upon that is put s 
layer composed of lac and some other mgredients, rmd 
tbe wbok covered over with leaf-gold. The bod of his 
person was stretched out at fall lengtb, with t 5; e anas 
laid over the breast. When one of these people dies, the 
body is t h u ~  prep& at the house where he died. A h  
crbottt twelve months the corpse is removed to a hou& 
W for that purpose, wheie it is kept a year w two 
longer, till the P q e m  order it to be burnt. At one of 
these plarres I m w  the body of this ma, about a month 
before it was taken out fbr the purpose of bemg de- 
stroyed. ftwas thenplaced upona stage, which was in 
a bouae made like one of theih K u k  , 
nical h m ,  and about thkty feet in height; 

This is the name of the huildings.occupied by the BWMR pie&, 
who live in societies subject to the chiefof the KYirn, whois distinguished 
by his age or learning. The Kyima are a sort of colleges, where in- 
-011 n given to any one who wishes for it ; but the members are 
d&ct-to a diiphm nat very di&rentfrom that of a monssrory. 
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was made of bamboos and wood, and the house which 
contained it was covered with paper, and overlaid with 
leaf-gold. By the side of this stage lay the coffin in which 
the body was to be carried out; this also was overlaid 
with gold, and ornamented with several figures, designed 
to represent death in a variety of forms. In the court- 
yard two large four-wheeled camages were preparing, 
one to cany the coffin, and the other the stage with its 
apparatus. The caniage in .which the corpse was to be 
drawn had another stage built upon if similar to the 
one in the house, only it was larger, and fixed upon an 
elephant, made in a kneeling posture. 

When the time for the ceremony approached, the 
principal people of every street were commanded each 
to prepare a rocket, and an image (the shape of some 
animal), to which the rocket was to be fixed. Besides 
these large rockets, a great number of smaller ones were 
also prepared, as well as other fireworks. The Burman 
new year be either on the 13th or 14th of April (I 
do not exac fr y remember which), when the festival cele 
brated by sprinkling of water commenced, which would 
have continued six or seven days, had not the viceroy 
put a stop to it, to admit of the burning of this TcCapy. 
On the 17th, the figures to which the rockets were to 
be htened were drawn in procession round the town; 
and from this day to the end of the ceremony, ' all the 
people of the town and its vicinity, both male and female, 
were compelled to assist. The figures were drawn in 
procession, one after another, in the following order: 
First, six or eight flags were carried; these were followed 
by a number of dancing boys and girls ; then the car- 
riages with the figures, some drawn by boys, and others 
by bullocks, followed ; and after them went a number of 
oung women, dancing and singing, with an older woman 

Ltween each ma, to keep them in order. Women 
were never known to attend such processions before, but 
this was done in consequence of a particular order h m  
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the viceroy. On this occasion even the wives and 
daughters of the principal officers of government were 
obw to dance, some with umbrellas held over them, 
and others under an awning large enough to shade forty 
or fifty persons, and supported by six or eight meR; last 
ofd followed the men in like manner, singing, clapping 
their hands, and dancing, with two men between each 
row to keep them in order. 

The people ofeach street attended their own carriages, 
and id this manner proceeded round the town, one com- 
pany after another. The figures were very large, much 
larger than the animals they were intended to represent. 
Some of them were representations of buffdoes, others 
of bulls, lions, bean, elephants, horses, or men. There 
were not less than thirty, of a very large size, about 
thirty feet in height, and a great number of smaller ones. 

The next day was spent in drawing the body of the 
Poonpee in his carriage, backwards and forwards, or 
rather in pulhg against each other. All the people, 
being divided into two parties, drew the corpse, from 
the place where it formerly was, to an extensive valley, 
near the hill where it was to be burnt. In the front of 
the valley the v i m y  had a temporary house erected, 
h m  which he could view the whole show. Four cables 
were fastened to the axletree of the carriage, two each 
way ; these were held by the people, who every now and 
then uttered a loud shout, and pulled both ways at the 
pme time. That day neither party gained any ad- 
vantage over the other, till near evening, when one of 
the cables broke, and the opposite party gained the 
victory. . 

The fonowing day they discharged the large rockets. 
Early in the morning they carried all the figures and their 

I rockets from the town, and each of these figures was 
I hed upon a 
I T of four wheels, and the rockets were 
I mawed, by rattan oops, to strong ropes, which passed 
I 
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betw&n the faet of the a n i d ,  so that, when diacharKed, 
they, sliding on the ropes, ran along the ground. Some 
of these rockets were from seve~ ta eight feet in length, 
and from three to bur in circumference, made of strong 
timber, and secured by iron hoops, and rattan lashings. 
The last of them, when discharged, ran over a boy of 
ten or twelve years old, who died in a few minutes; 
three or four grown-up persons were also much hurt. 
Towards evening a great number of fireworks were dis- 
charged, which made a very fine appearance, 

The next day waa the time appointed for blowing up 
the corpse. On this occasion, a quarrel arose betweem 
the two parties who had pulled the former day, the party 
which had been unsuccessful insisting that the cables had. 
baen cut, and not broken, by the opposite par9 ; they 
therefore presented a petition to the viceroy, requesting 
that they might have another trial at pulling. This was 
p t e d  ; upon which, having procured four new Eumpan 
cables from the ships in the harbour, they recommend 
their trial of strength ; however, the party which had 
been victorious before won again, and bmke the cables 
of the other. The unsuccessful party was not yet sa- 
tidied, but insisted on another trial of strength the fol- 
lowing day. That day neither party obtained the vic- 
tory, upon which the v i m y  issued an order to stop the 
conteat, and to bum the T e r n  the next day, whioh was 
accordingly done. 

That day the corpse urn burnt in a temporary ho6ae, 
erected for that purpose, in the shape of a Kuim, with 
a stage in it upon which the coffin was set to be burnt. 
This was performed with small rockets, fired upon ropes 
with rings of rattan, so as to slide along them, from the 
top of a hill, to the coffin, which was placed on the top 
of another hill. The rockets, being discharged, slide& 
alon the ropes, over the intermediate valle , to the aSnb 
whic f, was set on fire by them, and, wi ita amtea& 
quickly consumad. 

2 



An Aununt ofObaemat& taken at the Observatory 
Port St. George, in the Eaat Indies, for &ter- 

mining the Obhpity o the Ecliptic, in the Months 
of Decembn, 1809, . ff urn and December, 18 10. 

BY CAPTAIN JOHN WARREN, 
Of Hh Mmj-ty'n 59d RrsipIeat of Foot. 

1. ALTHOUGH the diminution of the obliquity 
of the ecliptic be a question of a general nature, and in 
tbat respect not immediately within the scope of the re- 
searches of the Asiatick Society; yet if we advert to the 
opinion of a celebrated mathematician*, " that it is only 
a within the tomd zone, and near to the equator, tbat 
" the obliquity of the ecliptic can be observed with p a t  
'' precision," the subject may be deemed to fall within 
their province, and to be deserving of their attention. 

a. No observation of this kind has been, I believe, 
made in India (or at least given to the public) since Mr. LE 
GEHTIL visited Pondicherry, in the years 1768-9. 
Nor do I think that any instrument of sufficient power 
for tbat'purpose had reached this country until the go- 
vernment of Fmt &. George were pleased to purchase 
and intrust to my hands a circular instrument made by 
CABY, in the year 1807 ; which, being used with proper 

Vide Bovarrr'r Figure de la Tern, pqp 930. - 
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attention, and some degree of skill, proved perfectly 
adequate to the purpose. This will appear from the 
consistency and regularity of the observations and results 
which form the subject of this paper. 

3. This instrument, being intended for astronomical 
and geographical observations in all cases where angular 
distances may be the object, is on that account somewhat . 

. complex. But I shall confine my description to its means 
a d  powers for taking altitudes. 

4. The vertical circle is IS inches in diameter, and 
is divided in a masterly manner on the limb to fifteen 
minutes. In order to read the intermediate parts there 
are two microscopes, fixed horizontally on Brachk, 
consisting of a horizontal and an oblique ladder-bar, 
meeting at an angle somewhat acute, to where the mi- 
crsscope is suspended, the other ends being screwed 
against the conic pillar which supports the axis of the 
circle on that side. 

5. This mode of suspending the microscope (though 
perhaps sufficient for northern countries) is rather de- 
fective for tropical climates ; for, after using this instru- 
ment upwards of ten months, I perceived the absolute 
impossibility of trusting to the level alone for very fine 
observations, and saw the necessity of a constant reference 
to a horizontal mark, placed at a convenient distance,for 
accurate r&ults. This irregularity compelled me to 

I reject the solstitial observations which I had taken in 
December, 1808, and June, 1809, and is to be accounted 
for from the great expansion to which the intense h&t 
of these climates subjects every kind of metal. I t  is 
true that this cannot be supposed to affect the adjustment 
within the limits of an observation ; but 1 never observed 
twice at the distance of an hour without having occasion 
to alter by some seconds the micrometera, when set to 
+e horizontal mark. t 
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6. The microscopes which read on opposite points 
of the circle are of the uslial construction, and contain mi- 
crometers, the heads of which are divided to 9'' of a degree, I 

I and by estimatio~ read to one. The wires inside act as 
in all such instruments, one as a fixed, the other as a 
moveable wire. 

I 

7. There is but one level, which answers for all ad- 
justments. I t  is suspended on two short arms, projecting 
from the horizontal axis of the circle, and is exquisilely 
~nsible;  the tube hangs freely, so that the air-bubble . 
remains upwards, whatever be the positinn of the circle. 
This level is supplied with the proper adjusting screws, 
and perfectly competent for its purpose, subject to the 
checks to which I had recourse. 

8. The error of centring is very trifling, and is va- 
riable. I never observed it at its maximum to exceed 
3". The error of collin~ation has frequently varied from 
accidents, or other causes; but since I referred to an 
horizontal mark this became of no sort of importance, 
because, previous to every observation, the rnoveable 
wires were always set at zero against the mark. The 
thickness of the wire in the focus of the telescope (which 
subtends nearly 6") is considered in the altitudesf, by 
ohvations of opposite limbs. 

9. The successive observations were @ken as is usual, 
with the limb of the circle facing alternately east and 
west; and latterly care was taken, that, previous to letting 
the light in, it should be equally heated, which Has done 
by inverting it from the position it was in during the 
morning, a short time before the sun's passage over the 
meridian. 

I * In place of wires, s large spider's web, found in numbers in the 
Coorgcountry, is made use of. It is exquisitely dclcate : it is prhaps 
e ~ b w r d i n a r ~ ,  that it sllould have h e n  found, on a great number of 
.brervatiw, to rubtend w considerable a quantity. 
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10. Immediately before observing I set the micro- 
meters at  zero, the horizontal wire k ing  on the mark; 
and i~n~nedialely after taking the altitude I renewed the 
operatron. Between these two readings there seldo~ll was 
a difference above 2". The mean was always registered. 

11. The instrument is placed on the centre granite 
pillar in the observatory, and is in every respect pe~fectly 
fixed and steady. The temperature was always noticed 
at the time of observation, with a view to the refraction, 
which was computed (without reference to the tables) 
from BRADLEY'S Formrrla, and with the constant 
quantities given in my paper on the declination of sturs, 
published in the XIth Vol. of the Asiatick Researches. 
The sun's declination used for the reductions, and also 
for the latitudes, was invariably interpolated for the exact 
moment, from the tables given in the Ephemerides. 
The parallax was taken for the month, and day, from 
BRADLEY'S tables, @ven in CALLET'S Logarithms. 

12. The Brahmin assistant, SANEVASA-CHAIRY, 
alwgys observed the transit of the sun whilst I was taking 
its meridional altitude, which forn~ed also a powerful 
check against any irregularity which might have crept 
in from the instrument being disbirbed from the meri- 
dian when I elevated the telescope. How far these pre- 
cautiohs have succeeded will k t  be shewn by what 
follows. - 

PARTICULARS OF OBSERVATIONS. 

13. I stated above, that, from want of sufic&mt 
knowledge of my instrument, I had been under the ne- 
cessity of rejecting the solstitial obvervations which I 
had taken in December, 1808, and Jyne, 1809 ; these 
receding rather t w  wide, for deducing from them the 
obliquity of the d i p  tic. I t  was onlj ~II December fd- 
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lowing that I obtained sufficient checks over the irregularities 
I have noticed, for relying on the powers of my instrument. 
But then the weather proved generally unfavourable, and I 
obtained but a few unobjechonable observations, two of 
which only were sufficiently near the solstice for the pre- 
mt purpose, and on which alone I would not have trusted 
the fate of the present paper, though the mean result agrees 
within 9' of all subsequent sets. 

14. Observations of the sun's altitude in ~ecember,  1809. 

20th. 2a. 
fh'd Altitude of 0 's  Lower Limb, 53 13 14.88 53 12 38.30 - 35.30 - 35.50 .................... 

Cofd Altitude 0 ' s  Centre ........ 53 29 2.10 53 28 15.53 
90 90 

%ah Distance ................. 36 30 57.90 36 31 34.48 

E. x. 
The sun entered i.s on the 9 1 st of December, at  16 38, 

to which instant the above aenith distances are to be 
reduced, by interpolating for the maximum of the decli- 

, nations given in the ephemerides for the 19th, 2Oth, 9 lst, 
md gad, and comparing this quantity* with the declination 

* k i m u m o f  Declination onllst, 25 47 k.136  23 27 43.136 ........ klination on20th.. 23 26 50.600 23 27 26.640 

Di6~encer ..........,..... 52.536 16.496 
-7 -- 
0 a 



1 due to the 20th and E3d at noon, Madras time, or 19th 
H. 

and md, 18 & 4k Greenwich time. 
I 
I 1 5. Observations of the sun's altitude in June, 1 8 10. 

17th 22d.. 26th. 
Obdd A'titude of O" 79 25 41.25 79 40 44-09 79 24 15.99 

Lower Limb ...... 
Refraction i........... - 8.55 - 8.70 - 8.58 

'79 25 32.70 
PBT* .............. + 1.42 

79 25 34.12 
a's Semidiameter. ..... + 15 46.10 

Cor'd Altitude 0's Centre, 79 41 20.22 
90 -- 

...... Zenith D i c e . .  10 18 39.78 

H. I. 

The O entered zs on the e l s t  of June, at 15 54, 
Greenwich time, therefore proceeding as above we have* 

...... ZenithDidances 10 18 39.78 10 23 37.16 10 20 5.45 
Reduction ............ 4 55.92 0.16 3 30.q 

Mean Zenith Distance duced to the 21st.. 10 23 36.186 

Maximum of Declination 23 27 44.44 29 27 42.44 43 27 4 2 A  
Declinations ........ 29 22 46.52 23 27 42.48 33 24 19.37 -- 
DSerences .......... 4 55.92 0.16 3 30.07 - 
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16. Observations of the sun'saltitude in December, 18 10. 

20th. 21~t. 22d. 
OWd *Ititude O'' 53 46 7.30 53 45 19.56 53 12 26 .391~ .  per Limb.. ........ 
Refraction ............ - 34.67 - 34.48 - 35.29 

Cor'd Altitude 0's Centre 53 29 20.08 53 28 32.48 53 I S  13.67 
90 90 90 

........ ZdhDjseaece 36 SO 39.92 36 31 27.54 36 31 46.33 

8. M. 

The entered w on the %? 1 st of December, at 39 3 1, 
Grecmoich time ; therefore, repeating the preceding process, 
we have* 

20th. 21st. 22d. 
Zenith Distance.. .. .?,, 36 30 39.92 36 31 27.52 36 31 46-35 

..'.,, Reduction ............ 1 6 . 0 5  o 19.10 0.48 

b--- 
36 31 , 31 51 46.62 36 31 46.81 

. v I .  ..'* 36 31 46.62 
. . .  36 3 1 45.97 
.- 4% ., 
-7 

Mean Zenith Distance reduced to&e Zlst . . 46 31 46.466 -- 
* h i m u r n o f D e c M o n , ~  '27 41.92 33 27 41.92 . 23 27 41.92 . . Declinations ........ 23 26 35.87 23 27 22.82 23 27. 41144 . . - 
Differences .......... 1 6.05 ' 19.10 0.48 - 

+ i 
' .. ,,; 
. . - 1 

' 11 ! .. , '. ,a 
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1 7. We now proceed . to deduce the apparent obliquity 
of the ecliptic from what precedes. 

I U P  ............ Zenith Distance, Slst of December, 1809 306 3 1 50.42 
ZlstofJune, 1810 ............ 102336.11 

................ Distance of Tropics 46 55 96.53 .... Half sum, or apparent Obliquity.. 23 27 43.26 
Solar Nutation* .................. + 51 

..................... Obliquity for the middle of 1810 23 27 44.17 - 
............ Zenith Distance, 41dof June, 1810 10 23 26.11 

C ............ 2lst of December, 1810 36 31 46.28 -- 
................ Distance of Tropics 46 55 22.39 

Half sum, or apparent Obliquity. ..... 23 27 41.19 
Solar Nutation .................... + 5 1 

Obliquity forthe begmiigof 1811.., ............... 23 27 41.70 - ................. Obliquity for July lst, 1810, N. A.. 23 47 42.12 .......................... - byobservation 23 27 e l 7  -- 
Difference ................ + 2.05 

- -- 

Obliquity for January lst, 1811, N. A. .............. 23 27 41.48 - by Observation.. ........................ 23 27 42.10 

Difference ................ + 0.28 

* For the solar nubtion we have the following formula. Let the sun's 
longitude= L. The solar p~ecession = P. The obliquity of ecliptic = 

Then, . I 

0 . 4 ~ 4 1  - e r a - Y m . 1  LX 1: nearly, 
1.540 
and N @ 1" nearly. Doctor V l n c ~  

makes it 1" in the, winter; and 9 . 7  ia the Bummer solstice, the mean of 
which is !a". . 

Ic . . Y T. * 
. . e 

. . 
* . . . . . .  
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18. As the mean obliquity of the ecliptic, and the 
quantities of its di~i~inution, can only be deduced with 
accuracy tiorn a great nu~~iber  of observations of the ap- 
prent obliquity taken at different times and places, aqd 

1 at co~iaideral~k intervals, I shall not detain the reader 
with this last reduction, but present this paper to astro- 
nomers in Europe, as an ingredient which may be com- 

I bincd with otl~ers, for the resolution of this important 
problem ; being at the same tin~e in hopes, that the ad- 
mbge which I have had of observing between the tro- 
pics may balance the inaccuracies which (notwithstanding 
the utmost care in taking the altitudes) may have crept 
into my observations. 

Of the Latitude of the Madras Observato y, deduced 
jrom 100 Observations of the Sun's Meridional 
Altitude. 

19. These observations are given in the tables at  the 
end, with the respective elements which have served for 
obtaining the latitude. The ruean liinit of the results is 
6". The power of the instrument may therefore be 
talien a t  5" on each side of the mean, and any observation 
diverging by more than double that quantity on either 
side (6") may justly be rejected as afliicted by some 
error independent of the instrument. This 1 huve done 
in the couise of the present series. 

eo. I t  will appear remarkable, that the mean lati- 
tude derived from 100 unobjectionable observations (48 
of which were taken when the sun was either on or near 
the zenith) shodld give the latitude of the observtltory by 
7" 43"' less that, the stars. This differeye is further 
confirmed by 76 observations of the sun, taken with the 
zenith sector at different times a t  the observatory. What 
follows will shew the compdwn. 
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, 0  , . r w  

56 Observations within 8" of 
With Major LAMB- the Zenithpin 1803. . . . 
TON'S Zenith Sector. 20 0bsen.ations of do. very { 13 4 4-20 

new the Zenith, in 1807 
100 Observations, the details 

With CABY'S Circle. of which are given in ra- 
bles I., II., III., and 1V. 

Mean, by 176 observations. . . . 13 4 5.30 
Latitude by 500 obsc.rvations of 

With the Z. Sector. 52 Stars,withi~~ soof the 
Zcnith . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Difference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.46 

91. MR. LE GENTIL, who observed the obliquity of 
the ecliptic at Poridichery, in the year 1769, remarks, 
that his observatior~s of the pole star gave the lutltude by 
5" 43'" less than the sun, which he considers as a proof 
of the correctness of the elements he has used in the re- 
duction of his observations. With due deference to the 
ingenuity of so eminent an astronomer, I beg to observe 
that the pole star, which is so little elevated under the 
parallel of Yondicherry, was not a fit object of cornpa- 
rison, on account of the great refraction due to it a t  10" 
and 13", altihde*. I shall propose Regulus in preference, 
which is on the sun's path, and, being only 9' 14' north 

' of the zenith of the observatory, is not subject to any 
sensible error of refraction. 

92. Now it will appear by table I ,  of my paper 
above quoted, that Regulus gave I 3" 4' 1 Y.434 for the 

' * I have taken 14 altitudes at tlie superior transit of the pole star, 
with CARY'S c~rclc, the li111its of which arc? 8".6 ; that is, the rxtremes 
4".3 lroni the mean. I he l n r w  superior altitude was observed 
14" 51' 36,326, wliicb, by uGng BRADLEY'S refraction (S' 32".274), 
gitcs the lat~tude 1:;' 4' 7 '.Y3'". 1 his result is prrfcctly consistent 
wiitl the present observations. Eut as I had no obwrvation of the 
inlrric~r al~llude, and as I did not refer at that period to a horizontal 
mark, 1 onlit tor the pwsrnt giving the particulars relating to it, thou* 
I bclievc: the results cannot be far removed from the truth. 
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latitude of the observatory; and, by the present, that 48 
observations of the sun, when near the zenith, brought 
out 15 4' 6"'.484. Hence the difrerence is 6".95 ; not 
far ditferent from Mr. LE GESTI L'S qoantity, but with 
a contrary sign, so that we differ in this respect by 12 ; 
but in the far more important object of the obliquity, it 
will appear that we agree as near as could be expected. 

93. On the probable cause why the sun should so 
constantly give a lower latitude than the stars, I can only 
repeat what I have said formerly in the paper above re- 
ferred to, namely, that, from allowing too much for the 
effects of refraction, astronomers in Europe assign 
probably too great a zenith distance to the sun, by which 
excess they place their zenith too far from the ecliptic, a 
circuu~stance which tends necessarily to depress the results 

, of observations of the sun, taken in low latitudes. 

J O H N  WARREN. 
Honourable Corn pany'r Observatory, 

1st of February, 1811. 

I 
Errata in the Paper on the Declination of Stars, pub- 

liahedin the XIth Volume ofthe d~iut ick Researches. 
I 

1 Tabk Vth, 3d Column, correupondir~g Latitudes. 

O , n  
0 N. for 1; k 4.207 read 13 4 2.879 
@ S. for 13 4 4.499 read 13 4 5.403 

Column 4th. for IS 4 3.323 read 13 4 4.181 

\ 
THESE difference arise from the latitudes hanng 

been reduced, without interpolating the sun's declination 
for the respective da s ; which has been done in the 
p-nt correction. %his slteration, however, affects 
nothing of what I have said in the 26th article of the 
pper, because I only considered the observed zenith 
distances, and not the latitudes. 
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VI. 

On the Notions of the Hindu Aatronwners, cmming 
the Precession of the Equinoxes and Motions of the 
Planets. 

v 
BY H. T. COLEBROOKE, ESQ. 

IN an essay on the Indian and Arabian divisions of 
the Zodiac, inserted in the Ninth Volume of the h a t i c k  
bearche, 1 adverted to a passage of BH a'scaaa, on 
the precession of the equinoxes, and intimated an 
intention of Ehrther noticing this subject in a separate 
-ye. The passage, which I had then in view, occurs 
in BHA~SCARA'S description of the armillary sphereT. 
It appears to me deserving of distinct examination for 
the information which it contains, the difficulties which 
it presents, and the variety of topicks which it suggests. 
I shall here quote the original, and add a verbal translation. 

As. Hes. vol. 9 + GbI&#hydya, (2: i: ?:i a114 18. 
P 9 
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" The intersection of the %lip& and equinoctial 
" circles is the crhnt@&ta, OF intersecting point of the 
'' sun's path. Its revolutions, as declared on the auth* 
" rity of SU~RYA f Saudctfh J, are retrograde three 
" myriads in a calp. This is the same with the 
" motion of the solstice, as &rmed by MUNJA'LA, and 
" others. But, according to their doctrine, its revolutions 
are 199,669 in a calpa." 

, This is the very passage to which the commentator 
on the Sdryasiddhdnta, cited b Mr. DAVIS*, alludes, 
where he says " the meshing of 3; HA'~CARA A ~ C H A ~ R Y A  
'' was not that SU'RYA [in the Sdrya sidfhcfnta] gave 
" 30,000 as the revolutions of the places of the colures, 
" in a calpa; the name he used being Saura not SGrya, 
" and applied to some other book:" 

I t  is certainly true, as here observed by this wmmen- 
tator, that BH A'SCARA'S quotation does not agree with 
the text of the Shya  sidd'hhnta, which expresses, 
" The circle of the asterisms moves eastward thirty 
" scores in a yuga. Multiplying the number of elapsed 
" days by that, and dividing by the terrestrial days 
" [which conlpose the cycle], the quantity obtained is 
" ari arc, which, multiplied by three, and divided b tent, 
" gives degrees (angal, termed ayana [or the pL of 
#' the colure.]" 

*As. Re. vol. 2, p. 967. 
t Ratio of 27' to 90'. 
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Here the number of'revolutions is 600 in a m a ,  
answering to 600,000 in a ca@a ; and not, as stated by 
BHA'SCARA, 30,000. But the commentator's mode of 
reconci'ling the contradiction, by supposing .a different 
book fiom the 2% ya.~k&fhdnda to have been intended, 
is incompatible with BHA'SCARA'~ own explanation of 
his text, in the Y'aricibhcishya, containing annotations 
by himself on his own treatise. He there says, in ex- 
press words, " The revolutions of the intersecting point 
" of the sun's path are stated in the Stirya a h d n t a  as 

amounting to 30,000 .in a caIpa *," 

His commentator, Muwfs'waaa, has therefore re- 
course to other expedients for reconciling the contradiction . 
between BHA'S~ARA'S quotation and the text of the SGrya 
sidshhta. Some, he observes, have proposed to read 
sziyda, '' a hundred thousand," for ayuta, " amyriadt." 
Others have supposed the ca lp  to be a twentieth part 
only of the period usually so denominated. The eom- 
mentator further suggests the resolution of the term 
wyasttfh, translated " retrograde,'' into vi  for wimiiti, - 
" twenty," and astf A, which he makes to signify " multi- 

BHA'BCARA'S V b d  Bhhliya on the astronomy and sphericks of 
Sidbhfda rirhtmi. ¶"hiis volume of annotations is commented, 
the S i r h ,  by N ~ l s r a a a  in the V b d  Vdrtica, as proceeding 

h m  the same writer ; and is expressly acknowledged to be a work of 
the author of the text (as it actually purports) by the Scholiast Mu- 
~ ' ~ ' w A B A ,  in thip very place, where he is eudeavou~g to support his 
o m  interpretation of the text against the apparent and natural senre 

in the author's notes. 
t e alludea either to the V 6 s d  drtica; in which that emendation O r ' P  

of fie text is actually suggested by the annotator NBISIUHA, or to 
some earlier commenw, in which the same conjectural emadation 
may b e  beep ori+y proposed. 
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plied," and expounds the phrase " thirty thousand mul- 
tiplied by twenty." But, dissatisfied with this, and with 
another exposition, by wbich trayam, " three," is con- 
strued into " sixty," he gives the preference to an 
equally strained interpretation,'which divides the sentence 
into two members: " Its revolutions are declared by 
" SU'RYA, and [according to a different authority] are 

retrograde three myriads in a calpa." 

Howeve'r unsatisfactory these. explanations of the text 
may be, they prove the concurrence of the'commentators 
of both works in the received interpretation of the very 
obscure passage of the Szi y a  sgd'hcfnta, whicb is the 
subject of their discussion. That interpretation is s u p  
ported b corresponding passages af the Sbma sidd'hcintq 
Laghu &asiisht9ha, and Shcalyosanhitd, in which the 
number of six hundred revoluaons is explicitly stated : 
as well as by other quotations, which clearly demonstrate, . . . 
that a libration of the equinoxes, at the rate of six hun- 
dred in a yuga, was there meant. For, in all the 
passages uoted, the revolutio~l, as it is termed, of the 
equinocti 9 points, consists in a libration of them within 
the limits of twenty-seven degrees east, and as many 
weat, of the beginnings of Aries'and Libra; and that such 

+p~a1rl~~(9ii~w4M+dn +IT 
3 *& r qm: I ~masiddh4nta.  

atr lm G4-X r n ~  e m  
t?l~~ri I t\ Scfcalyasanhitd. 1. %6&9 1. 

~ : < ~ , ~ ( ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ I M ~ ~ ~ I ~ X ~ I ~ ~ ~  n L+ 
ghuvmisht'ha Siddhdnta, cited by D A,DA,BH ~ ' 1  and 
N ~ S I N H A ,  on thq Sti y a  sidd'hdnta. 
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is the meaning conveyed in the text of the St2 y a  sids- 
Mnta. is distinctly shown by the commentator cited by 
Mr. DAVIS *, as.well as by the other commentators on 
tbat work. 

The same doctrine is taught in the Parh'ara-sW- 
&a, as quoted b M u ~ f  S'WA aa ; and if we may rely 
on the authority o I a quotation by this author from the 
works of A'RY ABHATT'A, it was dso maintained bp that 
ancient astronomer : bu$, accodbg to the first-menboned 
treatise, the number .of librations amounts to 58 1,709, 
and, according to the latter, 578,159, in a cdpa, instead 
of 600,000 ; and A'RYA BH AVT'A has stated the limits 
of the libration at 94' instead of $27" .$. 

BH'ASCARA himself, adopting .the doctrine for which 
he quotes the authority of MUNJA'LA, in the passage 
above cited, mentions a complete revolution of the places 
of the coluree through the twelve signs of the Zodiack at 

11 111 1111 v T I  

the rate of 59 54 2 31 19 per annum, or 199,669 wm- 
plete revolutio~u in a calpa. Having computed upon 
the same principle the quantity of the precession in his 

1". I 0 I 11 I11 I111 v v* 
own time at 91,189 0 10 54 35 93 55 110 48, he thence, 
far the sake of facility in calculation, assumes in his 
practical treatise, named Caran'a Cuttihala, the actual 
precession in whole numbers at eleven degrees, and 

. . - -- - - - - 

AS Rea. 2. p. 267. The commentator is NrYsinlicr. 

A ' R Y A B ~ A + ~ A ,  in the A'ybhtadata, quoted by MUNMWARA. 
It is especially necessary to distinguish the particular work of thh 
d o r ,  to which reference is made : for BRAH M E ~ U P T A  reproaches 
him for hL inconsistency in affirming revolutions of the nodes in the 
drybbtadata, which he denied in the Das1&aca. It is therefore 
probable that the libration of the equinoxes (conaidered as nodes), for 
which the f i ~ ~ o n e d  work is q u d ,  may not be stated in the other. 
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allaws the annual motion to be taken at one minute*. I 

The time for which this computation ara made is the 1 
same with the epocha of the Cararia Cuilihalat ; which 
is the year 1105 &a $, thirty-three years after the 
Sirbman'i was completed 9. 

BH'ASC ARA'S authori , ~upp~rting that of MUNJ A~LA, 
andcountenancedby 9 IBHNU' C H A N D R A ' S ) I , ~ ~ S ~ ~ ~  
availed with Indian astronomers. Even his commen- 
tator, MUN~SWARA, ~ j e c t s  the notion of a complete 
pvolution ; and, in his own treatise, entitled Sidd'lcrfnta 
Sdruabhauma, asserts the doctrine of libration, and 
attempts to refute the other opinion, not indeed by 
ar ment, but in deference to the Sk y a  sidshcfnta, and 
o tf" er authorities to which it is op . Upon the same 
ground, C AMALA'CAU, in the p iddihdnta tatwauimka, 
says, " T h e  degrees of the colures, as stated by 
" MUNJA'LA, and taught in the Sirhman'i, contrary to 
'' what is declared by ARCA (SU~RYA) and others, from 
" pot rightly understanding what was by them declared, 

M v ~ i s ' w r ~ a ,  in his commentary on the ~~~. 
t The Grdakig'hatw, written in 1442 S'aea, deducts SeL from the ' 

expired years of the Saca; and divides by 60 ; reckoning the precession 
$t a minute a year. This agrees nearly with the C q q ' a  CutLhda: 
for; if the same number (444) b. deducted fpq the y e m  ex ired B (1 105 h a )  ; the teqainder $ves but one minute above 11 , the 
quantity there Bssumed by h a  acaaa. 

RA'MACHANDRA, who in the C ~ m ' a y a  states the quantity of 
precession as amounting to lZO, and reckons the precession at a 
minute of a degree a year, kerns ako to have followed the same 
authority. He may therefore have written about sixty yean s u b  
quent to the date of the C ( v d a  Cut4hiz; or Swa 1165. Thia 
irscertainment of the age of RA'IACHANDBA A'CHA'RYA is a step 
towards investigating the age of writers in other h c h e s  of science, 
who have quoted this authpr or who are cited by him. They am 
numerous. 

f Farri ; in his translation of BMmzrdr LfUwti. 
5 For it was finished when the author was thirtyrix yean of age; 

and he was born in 1036 Saca, as he informs us. 
11 See next prge. 
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c' must be rejected by the wise.'' He certainly here 
expresses the prevalent opinion of the Hindu astro- 
nomers, which is decidedly in favour of a libration of the 
places of the colures. 

Besides MUNJAXA mentioned by BHA'SCARA, the 
only other ancient author, whose name I find quoted for 
a complete revolution of the equinoctial and solstitial 
points, is VISHN'U CHANDILA*, h m  whose works a 
p@SS8@ is cited by PR'~T'HU'DACASWA'MI, d e ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ r y  
of a solstitial yuga, or period of the ayana. The text is 
corrupt in respect of the lowest digits of the number ; 
and, having found no other quotation of it, I shall not 
attempt to state the period from a conjecturd emen- 
datidn of this passage. 

It is necessary to observe, that some of the ancient 
writers on astronomy have not admitted a periodical 
motion of the equinoxes. This is adverted to by 
BHA'SCABA himself .f., who instances BRAHMEGUPTA. 
The reason of that omission or denial is supposed by 
BHA'SCAEA $ to have been the inconsiderable quantity 
of the deviation or precession, not then remarkable, and 
consequently unheeded by BIUHMEGUPTA; since whose 
time it is become sensible, and therefore it is now taken 
into account 11. BHA'SCARA next inquire8 " why Baa#- 

* Author of the Va&ht'Mids&a, a distinct work from the 
Lcrgh~~&ht 'ha  cited by DA'DA'BSA"~, and (under the title of 
Yuirkt'k -SidbWa) by NlrIsrrv~~. 

t In the V U  b w a .  
f Ibid. 
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I 
on the strength of authority, since it had been declared 
in the Saura sidd'hbnta; in like manner as the numbers 
of revolutions, the periphery of epicycles, &c. * ?" H e  
replies, " In mathematical science holy tradition in au- 
thority, so far only as it agrees with demonstration." He 
goes on to say, " Such motion as results from the assbed 
revoiutiens, by m-hich places being calculated agree with 
those which are observed, must be admitted, whether 
taught by a holy sage or by a temporal teacher. If then 
the same piaces are deducible from other revolutions, 
which of the assigned motions is the true one? The 
answer is, whichever agrees with present observation 
must be admitted. But if in process of time the diffe- 
rence become great, then men of genius, like B a a a  ME- 
GUPTA, will arise, who will acknowledge lruch motions 
as agree with present observation, and compose books 
(S'odtras) conformable thereto. A c d n g l l  this ma- 
thematical science has no end in eternal time. ' 

But BRAHM EGUPTA'S commentator, expounding a 
passage of this author 7, which he considers to be levelled 

- against those who affirmed a periodical revolution of the 
solstitial points, and which does deny such a revolution, 
and declares the solstice to be invariable, because the 
longest day and shortest night occur constantly at the 
end of Mit'huna, or GEMINI, adverts in the course of 

" Why has it not been stated by BRAHYE~UPTA and 0 t h  ekil- 
ful astronomers ? It was not perceived by them, because it was then 
inconsiderable. But it is perceived by thp modems, because it ia now 
considerable. Accordingly. it is concluded, that them in motion 
[of the solstice]." BHA'SCARA in the Vh&&Lya. 



his exposition of the text to passages which place the 
southern and northern solstice respectively in the middle 
of Afldshh and beginning of Dhnisht'hh; and pro- 
ceeds to remark " this only proves a shifting of the 
" mlstice, not numerous revolutions of it through the 
" ecliptic." His notion appears then to have been, that 
his author was aware of the fact of a change in the posi- 
tions of the solstitial and equinoctial points, but did not 
admit the inference that the motion must be periodical. 

From all that has been said, it appears that some of 
the most celebrated astronomers, as BRA H MEGUPT A, 

have been silent on the subject of a change in the places 
of the colures, or have denied their regular periodical 
motion ; that others, as M U N J A ~ A  and BHA'SCARA 
(we may add VISHN'U CHANDRA), have asserted a 
periodical revolution of the places of the colures ; but 
that the greater number of celebrated writers, and all 
the modern Hindu astronomers, have affirmed a libra- 
tion of the equinoctial points. 

The earliest known author, who is cited for the s u p  
port of this doctrine, as far as present research has gone, 
IS A'RYABHAT'T'A, who is undoubtedly more ancient 
than BRAHMEGUPTA, for he is repeatedly quoted in the 
BrdmeSphiita&dd'hdnia, which is ascribed to BRAME- 
GUPTA ; and which there is every reason to consider 
genuine, shce the text of the book accords with the 
quotations from that celebrated astronomer to be found 
in treatises of various dates. 

I purr~sely omit in this place the Slirya-sidd'hdnta, 
Sbma, Sucalya, Yihisht'ha, and Phrhara, because their 
authenticity and age are subjects of question or of con- 
troversy. 

Relying then upon the quotation from the work of 
A'aursnaT'ra, and on the tendency.of Baa'scrrra'a 
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observations both in his text and,notes, it may be in- 
feired that the notion of a libration of the equinoxes 
is of some antiquity in India ; Since BR AHMEGUPTA, by 
whom A'RYA BH AT'T'A is repeatedly mentioned, is either 
author or republisher of an astronomical system, which 
was copied by Bnh'scaaa in 1 150, A. D., but which io 
adapted to a much earlier age. 

The doctrine in question found advocates formerly 
among the astronomers of Europe and of Arabia. 
Anz A E L , ~  Spaniard, and a mathematician of the 1 i th 
century*, author of a treatise entitled Observations on 
the Obliquity of the Zodiac, athned a libration or trepi- 
dation in longitude within the limits of 10" E. and W., 
at the rate of a de ee in 75 yearst. Two centuries after 
him, THEBITH E n  Kiion*, an astrologer $, ass. 
to this supposed trepidation the limits of 22" E. and Fd §. 
To the same astrologer, by some supposed to have lived 
as much earlier as he is here stated to have been later, a 
different doctrine is ascribed, affirming a motion of the 
intersected points of the ecliptic and equinoctial in a 
small circle described with the radius of 4' 18' 43''II. 

They were led to that hypothesis (according to a 
remark quoted by the authors who have refuted the 
notionq) by considerin that " H ERM ES had found some bi. of the fixed stam more istat  from the beginni 
than PTOLEMY subsequently did : for instance, T~ e b@ht Aries 

He observed the quantity oithe obliquity of the ecliptic dnmt the 
year 1070 ; md is named by Asrraaam EBF EZEA, who wrote in 
the 12th century (A. D. 1 I44 or 1150), anterior to hjm by 71 
yurs.-Ried Ahurg. now. 

t Riccioli Almagestum novum 3.28.& . 
1 Moreri, Dict. 
5 E a a s ~ u s  REIXHOLD on PUrblch; ~ ic6' :  Almrg. mv. 3.18.6. 
I( Montucla, Hist. den Math. 1.366. 

Augustinus Riccius de Motu Octrrm Sphene, Regiomm~s,  
lib. 7. Epitomea A l q p t i .  Ricc. A~Q.  nw. 838.6. 
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I star of Hydra in 7' of Leo, placed bv. PTO LEYY in SOv 
of Cancer ; and the star named Vultur Cadens, in 24" of 
Sagittarius, but by PTOLEHY in 17"." 

1 The notion of a trepidation in longitude, but at a rate 
not equable, had been entertained by the astronomers ' who compiled the Alpbnsine Tables, though A LPHONS us 
himself war, subsequently led to the adoption of a cor- 
recter opinion, and to the consequent alteration of the 
tablea first published by him*. 

The earliest mention of a libration in longitude, which 
has been found in any Arabick writer, is in the work of 
MUHAMMED BEN JABEB, surnamed ALBA'T,AN~, and 
by us called ALBATEONIUS. This celebrated astro- 
nomer, an Arabian by birth and Sabian by religion, 
ilourished at the end of the ninth centuryt- ; or, to speak 
with precision, about the year of Christ 979 $ ; and from 
him we learn, that certain astronomers, whom he does not 
appear to have any where named, had before him affirmed 
a libration of the fixed stars within the limits of 8" E. and 
W. at the rate of a degree in 80 or 84 years 5. He 
himself maintained the doctrine of a .  uniform motion, at 
the rate of a degree in 66 years 1). 

I have dwelt the longer upon the history of this opinion, 
because it appears to me deservine of attention on more 
than one account. ALBA'TAR~ 1s the earliest of the 
Arabian astronomers who improved upon PTOLEM Y 
(for ALFABOA~NI, who was a century earlier, is not 
cited as correcting the Greek astronomer on this point). 

. . - 

ABMH AM ZAOUTBUI ; cited, like the precedmg authorities, in 
Riocioli's Xhagest 3.28.6. 
t D'Herbelot, Bibl. Orient. 
$ He himaelf furnishes the date, being the year 1627 of tbe em of 

NAB~NASSAB. Albatega c. 51, cited in Riccioli'n A h g @ ,  6.163. 
5 Albaegnius, c. 52, M cited by Riccioli. 
H Ibi c. 51. 
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I t  was he, then, who ht, among the astronomers of the 
west of Asia, computed the motion of the stars at s 
degree in 66 years ; which is almost the same with the 
rate of the motion of trepidation according to the S'i y a  
sidd'hdntg, and the herd of Hindu astrononjers, who 
reckon a degree and a half in a century *. He is the first 
also, as far as can be discovered, in whose works mention 
is made of a motion of trepidation : and we may be per- 
mitted to conjecture that the earlier astronomers alluded 
to by him were Indian, since we find A'RYABHAVPA, 
an author seemingly of an earlier age, quoted for a libra- 
tion of the equinoctial points within the limits of twenty- 
four degrees, at the rate of 'one in 78 years ; and since 
we know that an Arabian astronomer, anterior by nearly 
a century to ALB A'TAN~, had compiled tables in confor- 
mity to rules of astronomy apparently Indian?. 

We may then safely conclude, that, on the subject of 
the precession of the equinoxes, the Hindus had a theory, 
which, though erroneous, was their own; and which, at a 
subsequent time, found advocates among the astronomers 
of the west. That they had a knowledge of the true doc- 
trine of an uniform motion in antecedentia, at least seven 
hundred years $, when the astronomers of Europe 
also were d i v i d r o n  the question. That they had ap- 
proximated to the true rate of that motion much nearer 

+ This is the rate resulting from the quantity of the motion in trepi- 
dation stated in the Sfiya sid6hcinta: and the same results from the 
rules of calculdon given in the Bhdnuot i<mm of SATAXAXDA, and 
in the J~taedmarro, improperly ascribed to VAEA'EA-MIEIBA. f i e y  
both direct the number 421 to be deducted from the expired yean of 

, S'aea; and the one deducts a tenth, and reduces the remainder into 
degrees ; the other adds half, and divides by a hundred. Another rule, 
producing the same result, is mentioned in BAILLY'S Ast. Ind. R. 76. 

t Ad Reguios Send Hend!' (Sidshdnt !) Abulfarag. Hi& 
D p t  p. 1 14 and 161 ; COSTABD'S Astronomy, p. 157 ; and Mon- 
tucla Hist. den Msth. p. 344. 

f Ban'scau~,  who quotea MVIIJA'LA, completed the Sinmdi in 
1072; Sclccr, or A. D. 1150. 
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than PTOLEHY, before the Arabian astronomers, and 
as near the truth as these have ever done since. From 
.this we may perhaps be led to a further conclusion, that 
the astronomy of the Hindus merits a more particular 
examination than it has yet obtained : not indeed with 
any expectation of advancing the science of astronomy, 
which needs not such aid, and can derive none from the 
labours of astronomers who have recorded no obsema- 
tioos ; but for the history of the science, and ascertain- 
ment of the progress which was here made : and that, 
with this yiew, the works of Hinduatronomers, whose age 
is precisely known, and in particular those of BH A'SCARA, 

which contain a complete course of astronomy, and of 
sciences connected with it, 'should be carefully pe- 
4; as well as those of BRAHMEGUPTA, which are 
full of quotations tiom earlier astronomers, as A'RYA B- 
HAT'T'A*, VA'B~~HAMIHIRA~,  S'RI'SHE'NA$, VISH- 
N'U CHANDUA§, and some others, who are cited by 
him for the purpose of exposing and correcting their 
errom. 

&I regard to VA~RA'HAMIHIRA and the Szi y a  aid#- 
hdnta, both separately quoted in the Brahme-ephut'a- 
&h&nta of BRAHMEGUPTA,.~ may hep remark, that 
a book entitled Szi y a  d d ' h h t a  is mentioned by VA'- 
BA'HAMIHIRA himself; in his most undoubted work, 
the treatise on astrology entitled Ydrcihisanhith, where, 
M b b g  the qualifications requisite to form an accom- 
plished astrologer, he says, " The astrologer should be 
'' conversant with divisions of time and geometrical 
" f i p ,  as tau ht in the five Sidd'hdntas, or systeras of !f '' astronomy,cal ed Paulisa, Rbmaca, Yhht'ha, Saura, 

* Author of the Dadagtticb and A'yhhta a&. 
t Named with censure by BBAHMEGUPTA. 1 

8 Author of the R6nrrco aidti'hta. 
I Mmtiooed u the author of the Vcwirhtb S W a .  

' 
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'# and Pcu't&maLa*." VA'RA~H AIUIHIRA, as appears 
from the quotatiom of his own commentator BHA+- 
T '~TPALA,  and many other astronomical writers, is like- 
wise author of a treatise entitled Pancha+idskntic&, 
in which the fivesystems abovementioned are compared ; 
and, as far as can be gathered from quotations, their 

I agreements and disagreements noticed. A passage of 
this treatise, as cited by BHAT'T~~TPALA, is sutficiently 
remarkable to be here inserted, since' it bears relation to 
the subject of this paper. I t  corresponds in import b 
a passage quoted by Mr. DAVIS, and Sir W. JONES~, 
from the Sd chapter of the Ycfrdhbanhitcf, but refers 
the actual position of the colures to the asterisms instead 
of the signs of the zodiac. 

" WHEN the return of the sun took place from the 
" middle of Asfishif, the tropick was then right. It now 
#' takes place from Punarvasu." 

The same five systems of astronomy, from which 
VA'RA'HAMIHIRA is understood to have compiled the 
asmnomical treatise just now quoted, and which are 
named by him in the passage of his astrology before 
cited, are mentioned by BRAHMEGUPTA also aa stand- ' 

a awe- 



' 
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ard authorititk, and enumerated by him in the same 
order ; and his names, which are precisely the same with 
those in VA'R A'H AMIHI RA'S enumeration ', are explained 
b B H A ~ ~ ~ T P A  LA, as intending the Pulda-sidd'hdnta, 
d k a - s i d d h d n t a ,  Vor'iaht'ha-ridd'hdnta, Shya-s iU-  
hciuta, and Brahme-sidtThdnta. 

All these books are fkquently cited in astronomical 
compilations, and are occasionally referred to their real 
or supposed authors, The first is every where assi 
to PULIB'A, or PULISHA, whose name it bears. e 
Rbmaca -siaVhdnta is ascribed by the scholiast of BRAH- 
MEOUPTA, and by acommentator of the& ya-sidd'hhnta, 
to S'BI'S'E'N~A or SRI'S~HE/N'A (for the name is variously 
written). The Vcisisht'ha-sidtf-hcinta is b the same 
authority given to VISHN'UCH A NDRA. t6 th these 
authors are repeatedly mentioned with ce ,ure by BRAH- 
LIEGUPTA ; and it is acknowledged tha they are en- 
titled to no particular deference. 

t 
The Brahme-sidd'hdnta, which is the basis of BRAH- 

* W ? % c h w f W h G n ~ . ~ ~   PI^ . 
11- sgf3m: a 

This passage, in which the Paulisha, h a ,  Vhhht'ha, Sawa, and 
Poitctmuka, are specified, is introductory to a division of the lunar 
asterisms (for astrological purpocles, it should seem), in unequal 
portions, by allotting to fifteen of them a quantity equivalent to the  
m- diurnal motion of the moon in minutes of a degree (790' 35"); 
and half as much more to six of those asterisme (1 185' 523, and so 
much less to the like number of ~crcsliatrau (395' IT) ; and assigning 
the complement of the circle (254' 189 to the supplementary nacrliatra, 
called Abhjit. (m The numbers here set down are copied from the scholisrt 
BHAT'+O'TPALA, and from B~a ' scanr ' s  commentators ; being stded 
by them at the nervest second: for the moon's mean daily motion, 
according to BBABX E O U ~ T A  and Bar ' acaar ,  ia 8 little less than 
7w 35*.) , 

e 
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MEGUPTA'~ work, is not any where attributed ta a 
. known author ; but referred, in all quotations of it which 

have fallen under observation, either to the &hnu 
rfirermbttara Purdn'a, of which it is considered as 
forming a part; or to BBAHME (also called PITA'MAHA), 
who is introduced into it as the speaker in a dialope 
with BHRIGU ; or it is acknowledged to be the work of 
some unknown person *. The true author it may be 
now impracticable to discover, and would be vain to 
conjecture. 

The Sby.4-sidd'hdnta (if the same which we now 
possess) is in like manner ascribed to no certain author, 
unless in the passage cited by our colleague, Mr. BENT- 
LEY t, who says, that, " in the commen'by on the 
B k a t f ,  it is declared, that VA~A'HA was the author 
of the Sdrya-sidd'hhnta ;" and who adds, that " SATA'- 
NAN'DA, the author of the B h h a t i ,  was a pupil of 
VA RA'H A, under whose directions he himself ackmw- 
ledges he wrote that work." 

The cbncluding remark alludes to the following verse 
of the BMmatf-carana. 

" Next I will propound succinctly, from MIRIRA'S 
" instruction, [this system] equal to the Szirya-sidd'hdnta." 

DXDA'BHAS, in his commentary on the SL ya-sidd'hhnto, says so. 

~~m3W%??~ +kRwm-- \ 

m t m T @ w g n  
t As. Rer, vol. 6. p. 572. 
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It is preceded by an introductory couplet, which will 
be found quoted at the foot of the page *, or is omitted 
in some copies : but the correct reading, as appean 
from collation of text and seholia, retains both. 

Admitting then its authenticity, and supposing, with 
most of the commentators, that VA'EA'HAMIHIRA is 
here intended'by the single word Mhira,  which, how- 
ever, is a name of the sun, and may here allude to the 
fabled dialogue of S ~ R Y A  w i t h , M ~ y ~ ,  as is observed by 
the scholiast BA ~~~~~~~~~t ; still the passage is not 
unambigudm. I t  does not necessaiily imply ond tuition, 
and may refer to instruction derived from the works of 
V A R ~ A ~ H A  ; especially from the Pancha-sidd'h6nticaa of 
that author, in which the Szi ya-.sidd'khta was explained 
m,cnrrently with four other treatises, termed Sidd'hhnta. 

To return fnrm this digresion. I t  appears, fim what 
had been before said, that a work bearing the title of 
Sti yn-sidi'hdnta is named as authority by VA'U'H A- 
YIHIEA, in whose time, according .to h s  asseition, the 
place of the summer solstice was at the beginning of the 

Having bowed to the foot of the foe of Muan, the forlnnlrte SA- 
TA'XANDA propounds, for the benefit of students, the B&&ti, in 
the h a  year 1021!' 

The author SATA'NANDA, as he himself informs us in the close of 
the book, was an inhabitant of PwwMttama (the site of the temple of 
Jagandt'h) : and dates hi work there in 4200 of the Cdyuga. In , 

the my of the work he directs the difference of longitude to be reck- 
oeed from the meridian of PwwMttamacdh&ra. 
t His commentary is dated in 1465 of VWBAYA'DITTYA; mom 

than 400 years ago. 
Q 9  
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sign Carcata, and in the asterism Punarvasu. A treatise 
under the same title is similarlj mentioned by BRAHME- , 

GUPTA, who has likewise noticed VA'RA~HA MI HIRA 
himself, and who is supposed by BHA'SCA RA to have 
lived when the colures had not sensibly deviated from that 
position. 

I t  may be questioned whether this testimony be not 
overthrown b proofs of a more modern date (between i seven and eig t hundred yenrs ago), drawn from internal 
evidence, as set forth by Mr. BENTLEY, in his ingenious 
essays i~~serted in the 6th and 8th Volumes of our 
Researches '. 

Without entering at present into any disquisition on 
this subject, or discussing the accuracy of the premises, 
but acceding generally to the position, that the date of 
a set of astronomical tables, or of a system for the.com- 
putation of the places of planets, is deducible from the 
ascertainment of a time when that system or set of tables 

ve results nearest to the truth; and granting that the 
Z t e  above mentioned approximates within certain limits 
to such an ascertainment ; I shall merely observe, that, 
supposing the dates otherwise irreconcilable, still the book, 
which we now have under the name of Stirya, or Saura, 
Sidd'hdnta, may have been, and probably was, modem- 
ised from a more ancient treatise of the same name, the 
later work borrowing its title from an earlier perfonnance 
of cr different author. We have an instance of this 
practice in the kindred case of the Brahme-sidd'hdnta : 
for we are acquainted with no less than three astronomical 
treatises beating this title ; one extracted from the 
fihn'udhermdftara, another termed the SdcaZya, and 
the third the Sphut'a-sidd'hdda of Baa HMEGUPTA ; 
aad an equal nurn ber of tracts, entitled Yaaisht'haqidtf- 
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hcinta, may be traced in the quotations of authors ; one by 
VIS HN'UC H A N D H A  ; another termed Laghu-vasisht'ha, 
which, from its name, should be an abridgment ; and the 
third, apparently an ample treatise, distinguished as the 
V~~dd'ha-vasishf'ha. This solution of the objection also 
is entirely con~patible with the tcnour of the references to . 

the Saura, which have been yet remarked in the works of 
BRAHMEGUPTA and VA'RA'HAMIHIRA ; noneofthem 
being relative to points that furnish arguments for con- 
cluding the age of the book from internal evidence. 

At all events, whatever may be thought of the 19di ya- 
dd'hdnta, we have the authority of a quotation from 
A'RYABHATT'A, to show that the Hindu had ascer- 
tained the quantity of the precession more correctlp than 
PTOLEMY ; and had accounted for it, by a moboil in 
liblation or trepidation, before this notion was adopted 
by any other astronomer whose labours are known 
to us. 

I t  appears also, from a passage of BRA HMEOUPTA'S 
refutation of the supposed errors of that author, and 
from his commentator's quotation of A'HY A B H  A~'T'A's 
text, thai this ancient astronomer maintained the doctrine 
of the earth's diurnal revolution round its axis. " The 
sphere of the stars," he affirms, " is stationary ; and the 
earth, making a revolutiou, produces the daily rising and 
setting of stars and planets*. BRA H M EG u PTA answers, 
" If the earth move a minute in a prdn'a, then whence 
and what route does it proceed? If it revolve, why do 

A'~YABEA+$A, cited by PB~T'AU'DACA. 
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not lofly objects fall ?' But his commentator, PBIT'- 
H ~ D A C A  SWA'M~, replies, " A'BYABH AT'TA'S opinion 
appears nevertheleas satisfactory, since planets cannot 
have two motions at once ; and the objection, that lofty 
things would hll, is contradicted ; for, every way, the 
under part of the earth is alsd the upper : since, wherever 
the spectator stands on the earth's s u h ,  even that spot 
ie the uppermost point"" 

We here find both an ancient astronomer and a later 
commentator t maintaining, against the sense of their 
countrymen, the rational doctrine which HERACLI DES 
of Pmttrs, the Pythagorean ECPHANTUS, and a few 
others among the Greeks, had affirmed of old, but which 
was abandoned by the astronomen both of the east and 
of the west, until revived and demonstrated in companr- 
tively tnodern times $. 

BRAHMEGUPTA is more fortunate in his reasoning 
where he refutes another theory of the alternation of day 
a d  night imagined hy the Jainas, who account for the 
diurnal change by the passage of two suns and as many 
mhns, and a doubleset of stars and &or planets, round 
a pyramidical mountain, at the foot of which is this habi- 
table earth. His confutation of that absurdity is copied 
by BHA'SCAEA, who has added to it, from PNT'HU'- 
DAC A'S gloss on a different passage of BRAHMEGU ma, 
a refutation of another notion ascribed by him to the same 
sect, respecting the translation of the earth in space. 

- 

~ ~ q & t d ~ $ ~ w ~ . n t l ~ a ~ ~ ~  
h 

:mlqTl 
Brdme-sphuta-n'dBhdnfa. 
t The commentator wrote at least seven centuries ago ; for he is 

quoted by BHA'BCAM in the text and notes of the S ' i r h ' i .  
f For an outline of A'~YABEAT'T'A'S system of astronomy, see a 

note ut the close of this essay. 
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This idea has no other origin than the notion, that the 
earth, being heavy and without support, must perpetually 
descend ; and has therefore no relation whatever to the 
modern opinion of a proper motion of the sun and stars. 

Part of the passage of BHA'SCARA has been quotedin 
a former essay +. What regards the further subject now 
noticed is here subjoined . 
' The earth stands firm, by its own power, without other 

support, in space. 

If there be a material support to the .earth, and 
another upholder of that, and again another of this, and 
so on, there is no limit. If, finally, self-support must be 
assunled, why not assume it in the first instance? why 
w t  recognise it in this mu1 tiform earth ? 

As heat is in the sun and fire, coldness in the moon, 
fluidity in water, hardness in iron ; so mobility is in air, 
and immobility in the earth, by nature. How wonderful 
are the implanted faculties ! .' 2 , 

The earth, possessing an attractive force?, draws to- 
wards itself any heavy substance situated in the sur: 
rounding atmosphere, and that substance appeais as' if it 
fell. But whither can the earth fall in ethereal space, 
which is equal and alike on every side ? 

' Observing the revolution of the stars, - the Baudd'w 
acknowledge that the earth has no support ; but, as no- 
thing heavy is seen to remain in the atmosphere, they 
thence conclude that it falls in ethereal space. , 

As. Res. Vol. 9, p. 922. 
t Like the attraction of the loadstone for iron. M A A i  OB 

BHA'~CABA. 
1 Meaning the Juinaa, as appean fiom the anthofr o m  

an tbL passrge. 
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Whence dost thou dedace, 0 Baudd'ha, this idle 
notion, that, because any heavy substance thrown into 
the air falls to the earth, therefore the earth itself de- 
scends +? ' 

He adds this farther explanation in his notes : ' For, 
if the earth were falling, an arrow shot into the air 
would not return to it when the projectile force was ex- 
pended, since both would descend.-Nor can it be said 
that it moves slower, and is overtaken by the arrow ; for .the 
heaviest bodies fall quickest, and the ewth is heaviest.' 

It has been observed, in a former part of this essay, 
that BRAHMEGUPTA'S treatise of astronomy is founded 
on an anterior one, entitled Brdhma-sidd'hanta : and the 
authenticity of the book extant under BRAHMEGUPTA'S 
name has been relied upon, and passages have been 
freely cited from it, as the genuine performance of that 
ancient astronomer. These matters appear to be of 
sufficient importance to deserve a more particular expla 
nation of their grounds. 

The source, h m  which BIUHMEGUPTA drew, is 
indicated by the author himself, in his introductory 
couplet, cited by LAC~HM~DA'B A in the commentary on 
BHA'SCAEA'~ ; 

which, in a literal version, will stand thus : " The com- 
" putation of planets, as declared b BRA'HMA, and 
" become imperfect by great length o fY time, is perspicu- 

Sir6mcini Ga'ldd'hyaya, c. 1. v. 2.4.7. and 9. 
t The ffd~rita totm Chintiid, datedin 142.9 Saca, or 150; A. D. 
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" ously f +hut's) explained by BRA HI EGUPTA, son 
" of JISHNU." 

The ambiguity imputable to this passage is obviated 
by the more explicit ternis of the initial stanza of his 
.I I th Chapter, where BRAHM EGUPTA announces a refu- 
tation of opinions opposed to the Br&hmasidd7hcinta. 

" I will refute the errors (respecting the yugas and 
other matters) of those who, misled by ignorance, main- 
tain things contrary to the Brdhma-sidd hdnta." 

What the work is, to which BRAHMLGUPTA refers 
under the title specified by him, and corresponding to a 
subsequent mention by him of the Paitcimaha-sidd'hdnta 
(both titles being of the same import), is explained by the 
scholiasts of BHA'SCARA and of the %~a-sidd'hdnta. 
NR~SINHA,  a commentator on both textsf, affirms that 
BEAH M EGUPTA'S rules are formed from the YQshn'ud'- 
Aermo'ttara-pur&nla, in which the Brahme-sidd'hdnta is 
contained t ; BHA~SCARA'S commentator, M U ~ ~ S W A R A  $, 
remarks, that BBAHM EGUPT A, having verified by ob- 
servation the revolutions stated in the Brhhma-sidd'hdnta 

He is author of a commentary on the SLya-sidd'hcfnta, and of 
the V & d  Vdrtua on BHA'SCARA'S text and notes. It is dated in 
1548 Saa, or 1621 A. D. 
t As. Res. vol. 2. p. 242. 
3 Author ofthe Mdrichi on B~a'scaaa's Sirkni,  and of a dis- 

tinct treatise of astronomy, the Sidd'hcfnta Sdrvabhauma. The earlieit 
copy of the Mdrfchi is dated 1560 Saca (A. D. 1638), which is not 
mueh later than the date of the work itself; for the Emperor Nu'- 
mDnrx J~narraxa is mentioned at the close of the book, as he also 
is in the preface of a commentary on the Sirya-ridshdnta by the 
author'# father, RANQANA'T'HA. 
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of the Viihndhennbttara, and having found them 
suitable to his own time, adopted these numbers, re- 
jecting the revolutions taught by SU'RY A, and the rest. 
I n  other places the commentator cites parallel passages 
from BRAH M EGUPTA, and the Brdhma (also tenned by 
him Paitctmaha) sidd'hdnta of the Tuhttu-d'henndt- 
tara +; and these, with numerous quotations fiom 
BRAHM EGUPTA in the Chintdmani, and in other com- 
mentaries on BHA~SCABA, as we11 as in the author's notes 
on his own text, areexactly conformable with the Brah- 
mesplruta-sidd'hdnta now in my possession, and which is 
accompanied b the gloss of BRAH M EGU PTA'S celebrated 
commentator, e 'H ATURVE'D A PBIT-HU'DAC A 3 W A M ~ .  

I t  appears then, from a collationofthe passages so cited, 

Take the following as examples :- 
1st. The number of sidereal days in a Ca$a (vir. 1582236450000), 

which the Paitdd-aidcl'hdnta of the Vishnnd'Ram6ttara, cited in 
Markhi, ch. 1) expresses by these wards :- 

S: ad~-: 
and BBAHVBGVPTA renders by the equivalent tern, m 
m m :  n 

Id. The commencement of the Cdpa, on Sunday, 1st Chaitra, at 
the moment of sunrise on the meridian of L m d ,  which the Brdhma- 
sidshdnta of the Vishn'u-d'hcm6ttar(1-pr&~ (hfarichi, ch. 2) thm 

and B ~ A H M E ~ U P T A  by the following couplet :- 
\ 4 -0 F 

d1qt.qq~i11 I \ ~ I Y  I U ~ ~ ~ J I ~ T Y ~ :  I 
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that BRAHMEGUPTA'S work is, at least in part, a para- 
phrase of the BE~AHMA or PAITA'MAEA, containing, 
however, additional matter : and it is accordingly termed, 
by one of the scholiasts of the Sirrya-siddhdata*, a 
commentary on the P a i t h h a  ; and Crr ATURVE'DA'S 

gloss is denom-bated, by the same scholiast, an interpre- 
tation of the Paitdmahi-bhbhya. 

In support of what has been here said, I shall adduce 
a few instances of quotation on subjects possessing some 
degree of interest. 

The filst is one in which B ~ a ' s c a a a  vindicates a 
passage of BR~~HMEGUPTA from the objections of his 
commentator, quoting the passage itself in his notes, and 
there naming the scholiast, CEATURVE'DA ; from which, 
be it  remarked, the commentary is ascertained to be an- 
terior to BHA/SCARA's work : I have a further reason, 
however, for citing the passage? as it furnishes occasion 
for some observations on the Indron theory of Astronomy. 

The Uindw, as is well known, place the earth in the 
centre of the world, and make the Sun and Moon and 
minor Planets, revolve round it, apparently in con- 
centrick orbits, with unequal or irregular motion. For 
a physical explanation of the phenomena, they imagine 
tbe planets driven by currents of air along their re- 
spective orbits (besides one great vortex c a r ~ i n g  stars 
and planets, with prodigious velocity, round the earth, 
in the compass of a day). The winds or currents im- 
pelling the several planets communicate to them velo- 
cities, b which their motion should be equal, and in the I' plane o the ecliptick ; but the planets are drawn from 
this course by certain controlling powers, situated a t  the 
apogees, conjunctions, and nodes. 
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These powers are clothed by Hindu imaginations 
with celestial bodies invisible to human sight, and fur- 
nished with hands and reins, by which they draw tbe 
planets from their direct path and uniforn~ progress. 
The being at the apogee, for instance, conshntly at- 
tracts the planet towards itself (alternpiely, however) 
with the right and left hands. The deity of tlie node 
diverts the planet, first, to one side, then to tbe other, 
fiom the ecliptick. And, lastly, the deitv at the con- 
junction causes the planet to be one while stationary, 
another while retrograde, and to move at different times 
with velocity accelerated or retarded. These fancied 
beings are considered as invisible planets ; the nodes' 
and . apogees having a motion of their own in the 
ecliptick. 

This whimsical system, more worthy of the mytho- 
logist than of the astronomer, is gravely set forth in the 
5% ya-sidd'hdnta : and even BH A'SC A R A  gives into it, 
though not ~ l t h o u t  indications of reluctant acquiescence ; 
for he has not noticed it in his text, and only briefly in 
his notes. 

To explain, on mathematical principles, the iregu- 
larity of the planetary motions, the Hindu astmnomem 
remove the earth from the centre of the planet's orbit, 
and assume the motion in that eccentrick to be really 
equable, though it appear irregular as viewed from the 
earth. Another hypothesis is also taught by them, ac- 
cording to which the planet revolves with an equal but 
contrary motion in an epicycle, of which the centre is 
carried with like but direct motion on a concentrick 
orbit. 

BH'ASC AR A remarks .that both theories are equivalent, 
giving the same results in computation : but he main- 
tains that the planet's motion in an ecccntrick orbit 
(pratimandala) is consonant to the truth ; and the otber 
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hypothesis of an epicycle (nichkhcha-~tta)  is merely 
a device for the facility of computation. 

Both theories, with certain modifications, which will 
be subsequently noticed, suffice for the anomaly of the 
Sun and Moon. To account for the still greater a p  
parent irregularities of the five minor planets, the Hindu 
astronomers make them revolve with direct motion on an 
epicycle borne on an eccentrick deferent. (In the case of 
the two inferior planets, the revolution in the eccentrick is 
performed in the same time with the Sun : consequently 
the planet's motion in its epicycle is, in fact, its proper 
revolution in its orbit. In  the instance of the superior 
planets, on the contrary; the epicycle cori.esponds in time 
to a revolution of the Sun ; and the eccentrick deferent 
answers to the true revolution of the planet in its 
orbi t.) 

So hr the Indian system, as already remarked by 
Mr. DAVIS in his Treatise on the Astronomical Cornpu- 
tations of the Hindus*, agraQ'ees with the P t o h i c k .  
At the first glance it will rem~nd the reader of the hypo- 
thesis of an eccentrick orbit devised by HIPPARCHUS; 
and of that of an epicycle on a deferent, said to have been 
invented by APOLLONIUB, but applied by HIPPARCHUS. 
At the same time the omission of an equant (having double 
the eccentricity of the deferent), imagined by PTOLEMY 
for the five minor planets, as well as the epicycle with a 
deferent of the centre of the eccentrick, contrived by him 
to account for the evection of the Moon,--and the circle 
of anomaly of eccentricity, adapted to the inequality of 
MERCURY'S motions,--cannot hil to attract notice. . 
The Hindus, who have not any of PTOLEMY'S additions 

to the theory of HI PPARCHUS, have introduced a dif- 
ferent modification of the hypothesis, for they give an 
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oval form to the eccentrick or equivalent epicycle, as well 
as to the planet's proper epicycle. That is, they assume 
the axis of the epicycle greater at the end of the (sama) 
even quadrants of anomaly, (or in the line of the ap- 
sides and conjunctions,) and least at the end of the 
( ~ ~ )  or odd quadrants (1st and Sd), and interms 
diately in proportion*. This contrivance of an oval 
epicycle is applied by certain astronomers to all the 
planets ; and by others is restricted to few ; and by 
some is altogether rejected. A'RYABHA'T'~'~, for ex- 
ample, and the 5% ya-sidd'hhta, make both epicycles of 
all the planets oval, placing, however, the short axis of 
the proper epicycles of Jupiter and Saturn in the line of 
mean conjunction, termed by Hindu astrohomers their 
quick apogee (S6ghrbchcha J. B ~ H M E G  UPTA and 
BHA~SCABA, on the contrary, acknowledge only the 
epicycles of Mars and Venus to be oval, and insist that 
the rest are circular. The author of the'siddhdnta 
Scfmabhauma goes a step further, maintaining that all 
are circular, and taking the mean between the numbers 
given in the Szi ya-aidsihdnta. 

* Rad : Sine of Anomaly : : Diff. between circles de~cribed on 
greatest and least axis : diff. between circles described on greatest & 
rrnd on the diameter of the epicycle for the proposed anomaly. 
Whence the circle described on that diameter is determined ; and k 
used for the epicycle in computations for that anomaly. Since circles 
are to each other as their Radii, the proportion above stated answers to 
the following; smitransvene axis : diff. between tr~nsveme and con-, 
jugate semiaxis : : ordinate of the circle : a fourth proportional ; 
which is precisely the difference between tha& ordinate and an ordinate 
of the ellipse for the same absciss. Hindu astronomers take it for the 
difference between the Radius of the circumscribed circle and the semi- 
diameter of the ellipse at an angle with the axis equal to the propored 
anonhsly; and, in an ellipsis v a y  little ecmtriclc, the error is small. 
t The epicycles of Man, according to BBAHHXGUPTA and BHA'S- 

CARA, are increased in six signs and diminished in six other signs of 
anomaly, by a quantity found by this proportion ; sine of 45' : sine or 
c c ~ i n e  of anomaly (whichever be the least) : : 6 O  40' : comedian 
additive h six first signs, and subtractive in six last. 
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D h e m k  of the Epicyclu in Degreu 4 the D4emtt. 

misl -.*---*..-* 1340 Sl 40 1s 90 8s 11 48 

Proper c p i c y d e f ~ r d f i ~ f a ~  wro+,640tlso & ~ 6 3  958 40 

A M e r  difference of theory, though not of prac tice, oc- 
cursamongthe Hindu astronomers, in regard to the curva- 
tureof the eccentrickdeferents, and the consequent method 
of computing on the equivalent hypothesis of epicycles. 

A reference to Mr. DAVIS'S essay *, and to the dia- 
which accompany it, will render intelligible what 

r b e e n  already said, and what now remains to be ex- 
plained. I t  is there observed, that it is only in com- 
puting the retrogradatio~s and other particulars respect- 
ing the minor planets that the Hindus find the length 
of the Carn'a C $ t (or line drawn from the centre of , 

th eartb to the   la net's place in the epicycle). In other 
cases, as for the Anomalistick Equation of the Sun and 
Moon, they are satisfied to take hc as equal to the Sine 
Im $ (that is, the Sine of mean anomaly, reduced to 
its dimensions in the epicycle in parts of the radius of 
the concatrick, equal to the Sine of the Anomalistick 
Equation). The reason is subjoined : " The d i h ~ c e ,  - 
es the commentator on the Stirya-sidd'hdnta observes, 
being inconsiderable. " 

11 The epicycles of Venus are oval, and the circles descrtbed on the 
transverse and conjugate axis (circles circumscribed and inscribed) 
ue here stated. . 

As. Res. vol. I. p. 249. 
t As. Res. voL 2. p. 250, Disgnm, fig. 2. 
1 bid. 
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~ Most of the commentators on tbe Szi ya-sidfhcinta 
do assign that reason ; but some of them adopt BRAH- 
M EG u PT A'S explanation. This astronomer maintains 
that th6 operation of finding the Cam'a is rightly 
on~itted in respect of the eccentricks or equivalent epicy- 
cler of all the planets, and retained in regard to the pro- 
per epicycles of the minor planets carried by the eccen- 

I trick deferents. His hypothesis, as briefly intimated by 
I himself, and as explained by Bria ' sc~aa,  supposes the 

epicycle, which represents the eccentrick, to be augmented 
in the proportion which Carn'a (or the distance of the 
planet's place from the earth's centre) bears to the Radius 
of the concentrick ; and it is on this account, and not as 
a mere approximation, that the finding of the Carn'a, 
with the subsequent operation to which it is applicable, 
is dispensed with *. 

TheScholiastof BRAH MEGUPTA objects to his author's 
doctrine on this point, that, upon the same principle, the 
process of finding the Carn'a, with the subsequent em- 
ployment of it to find the Sine of the Anomalistick 
Equation, should in like manner be omitted in the 
proper epicycles of the five minor planets ; and he con- 
cludes, therefore, that the omission of that process has 
no other ground but tl~e very inmnsiderable difference 
of the result in the instance of a small epicycle. For, 

*For Rad : Periphery of the epicycle : : Cm'a  : augmented epicycle. 
And Circle : Sine of A n m y  : : augmented epicycle : Sine of Am- 

maly in augmented epicycle. 
Lastly Cama : Sine of Anomaly in augmented epicycle : : Rad : 

' Sine of Anomalistick Equation. 
Carna Rad. Sine of Anomaly Sine of Whence Pen- 

phery . . . . . . . . Radius Carna Circle 
Sine of Anomaly Sine of 

And, abridging, Periphery x 
Circle 

Wherefore Circle : Periphery of Epicycle : : Siw af dnomdy : 
Siae of Anowlistick Equation. 
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as remarked by another author *, treann on the salbe 
subject, the Equation itself and its t ine  are very 
small near the line of the apsides ; and at a distance 
from that line the Cam'a and Radius approach to 
equality. 

BH a'sc AR A, in the Sirbmni, quotes succinctly 
B ~ A H M E ~ U P T A ' S  doctrine, and the Scholiast's objection 
to it ; and replies to the latter ; and in his notes in the 
Yibatutbhcfshya, cites the text of BRAHMEGUPTA and 
CHATURVE'DA'S reasoning, which he tries to confute. 
His quotation agrees perfectly with the present text of the 
Brahme-sphut'a-aidd'hdnta and commentary of C a ATUR- 
VE'DA' PRITHU'DACA SWA'M~, which is annexed to it. 

The passage, which has required so much preparatory 
explanation, is itself short. 

The Cama,  or longest side of the triangle, multiplied 
by the Periphery of the Epicycle, and divided by Radius, 
becomes the multiplier of the Sine and Co-sine of Ano- 
maly. The same result, as before, is obtained b a 
sin le operation in the. instance of the Anomalistick pi- 
cyc ! e : and therefore Carn'a is not here employed.' 

k 
BHA'SCABA'S words in the Sirhawi are these : "Some 

say, that in this system, in the operation of finding the 
Equation of Anomaly, the Carrra, or long side of the 
triangle; is not emploved, because the difference in the 
two modes of computation is very inconsiderable. But 
others maintain, that, if the Carn'a be used, tlie Peril 
phery of the Epicycle must in this operation be corrected, 

In the M d c h i .  
R 



# multiplying it by Carnla, and dividing by Radhm. 
berefore the r e d  t is the same as by the former method ; 

aud on that account, they say, the Carn'a ie not em- 
ployed. I t  is not to be objected, why is w t  the same 
method used in tlie Sfghra Epicycle ? For the p ~ c i p l c s  
of the two differ.' 

In  hisnotesonthis part of hietext, hecitqas before 
h e w e d ,  the precise passage of B R A H M ~ U P T A  which 
has been inserted above, and a portimof CHATUBVE'DA'S 
comment on it, and names tbe author. 

In another instace BHA'SCAEA qwbes in hi8 Sirb- 
mn' i  BRA H MEG u PTA by name, and h e  commentator by 
implication (and fuller quotations of both occur in the 
wtes and commentaries), for a.disagreement in reganl 
to the latitude of stars and planets measured from the 
ecliptick, both on a circle drawn through its poles, and on 

througl~ the poles of equator, the la-r 
termed Ose pasi$ Sp ut'a or apparent, and the other Asphut'a or 
unapparent *, BHA'$CARA remarb, that BRA EM^ 
auma has directed the latitudes of planets to be com- 
uted by one mode, and has given those of the stars in 

$e other, but has stated no rule for re&cing the latitude 
~f one denomination to the other, or for rectifying tbe 
true latitude from the measure given on the circle of de- 
clination. The reason he considers to be the little dif- 
ference betweea them (which is true in respect of the 
planets, though not so in the case of most of the stan) ; 
and t1.e frequent occasiou, in astronomical computations, 
fbr the dechnation of stars while their proper latitpde is 
not an element in any calculation ; whereas, in the case 
of the planets, both are employed on different occasions : 
he dv* to a strained interpretation proposed by the 

Asphut'a Sara is the true latitude of a star or planet; Sphut'a 
SPTa is its declination f declination of the point of intenecaou in Je 
ecliptick. 



commentawr to construe BRAHMECUPTA'S rule as 
adapted ta the same denomination of latitude which is 
employed by him for the stnrs. BHA'~CARA refutes 
that interpretation, and justifies BRAHMEGUPTA'S text, 
taken in its obvious and natural sense. 

This passage of the Sir6marsf confirms what was 
said by me, from other authority, in a former essay?, 
concerning the Hindu method of determining a star's . 
plate, with reference to the ecliptick, by the intersection 
of a circle of declination, and by taking the latitude and. 
longitude of the star to that point of intersection, instead 
of employing a perpendicular to the ecliptick. 

Z'h only other, passage, to which I shall draw the 
mder's attendon, is one of considerable length, in which 
BRA HMEG UPTA, although he have rightly given the 
theory of Solar and Lunar Eclipses, with the astronomical 
principles on which they are to be computed, affirms, in 
compliance with the prejudices of Hindu bigots, the ,ex- 
istence of Rf hu as sm eighth planet, and as the irnmedlate 
canse of eclipses, and reprehends VA'RA'HAMIHIRA, 
A'RYABHAVTA, SRI'GHE'NA, and VISHN'UCHANDRA, 
fbr rejecting this orthudox explanation of the phaenomenon. 
The passage i$ quoted by B H a'sca RA'S commentator in 
the Chintdmni, on the occasion of a more concise text of 
the Yirbmarti, afllirming the agency of Rdhu in eclipsest. 

f As.- Ree. ~or. 9. 
f Put. 2, ch. 7, v. 10. 

a e 
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This quotation from] the Brahme-sidd'hdnta comprising 
seven couplets in the Chintdman'i, has been verified in 
the text of the Brahme-sphu,ta-sidd'Mnta of BRAHME- 
GUPTA*. 

All these, with numerous other instances in the anno- 
tations and commentaries of the Sirbman'i, which I 
refrain from adducing, lest the reader's patience should 
be tired, have established to my entire conviction the 
genuineness of the text of the +huta-eidshdnta, founded 
on a prior treatise entitled Brdhme-sidd'hfinta. 

I am not unapprised, that, under a feeling of great 
distrust or unwillirigness to admit the conclusions which 
follow from this position, a variet of hypotheses might d be formed to a different effect. RAHYEGUPTA, sup 
posing him to be entirely an original writer, may have 
.referred to an imaginary work, to give that kind of autho- 
rity to his performance which the Hindus most fancy ; 
or he may have fathered on apurdnna a synopsis of his 
own doctrine for the same purpose : or some other writer, 
from whatever motive, may have fabricated a pretended 
extract of a purdn'a containing the heads of BRAHME- 
GUPTA'S system. and have given currency to it on the 
strength of the reference in that astronomer's treatise to 
an &tenor work. These and other suppositions grounded 
on surmise of fraud and forgery may be formed. I shall 
not discuss them ; for I have no concern but with the 
facts themselves. BHA~SCARA, writing650years ago, 
declares, and so do all his commentators, that he has 
followed BRAHMEGUPTA as his guide. They quote 
numerous 'passages from his work ; and BHA'SCARA 
afiirms that BRAHMEGUPTA took the numbers of revo- 
lutions assigned to t l~e planets in the eat period termed 
Cabs from an earlier authority. f he commentators, 
who wrote from two to four centuries ago, assert that . 

* G6kidhydya. 
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those numbers were taken from a treatise in form of 
dialogue between BH A'G AV AT (or BRAIH MA) and 
BHR~GU, inserted in the Yishdz&d'herm6ttara-purdna, 
at~d distinguished by the title of Brdhma or Paitamaha 
6iddhdnta. They cite parallel passages, which do in I fact exactly accord in sense and import. They occasion- 
ally quote observations on BRAHMEGUPTA by his 
scholiast CHATURVE'DA PRITHU'D ACA SWA'MI'. A 

. book is extant (a copy, partly deficient however, having 
come into my possession with other astronomical collec- 
tions), and which consists of a text under the title of 
Brahm-sphuta-sidShIfnta, accompanied by a continual 
commentary by CHATURVE'DA PRITHU'UACA SWA'DI~. 
The text contains the same astronorr~ical doctrine which 
BHA'SCARA teaches, and which he professes to have de- 
iived from BRAHMEGUPTA ; and passages quoted by 
him in his text, or at more length ia his notes, or by his 
commentators, or by other astronomical writers, as the 
wordsof B ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u ~ ~ ~ ~ a r e f o u n d v e r b a t i m i n  it. I - 
consider it therefore as the genuine text of the treatise 
used by BHAISCARA as BRAHMEGUPTA'S; and, seeing 
no reason for suspicion and distrust, I quote it as the 
authentick work of that celebrated astronomer. 

As the evidence which has been here collected, with 
reference to particular points, bears also upon other ques- 
tions, I shall now state further conclusions regarding the 
history of Indian astronomy, which appear to me to be 
justly deducible from the premises. Those conclusions 
will be supported, when necessary, by additional references 
to authorities. 

BRAHMEGUPTA and 1 7 ~ ' ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  though 
named at the head of astronomers by BHA'SCARA and 
SATA'N ANDA, and by the herd of later writers, are not to 
be considered as the authors of the Indian system of 
aetronomy. They abound in quotations from more 
ancient astronomers, upon whose works their own are 



qonfessedly grounded. In additian to *e namq befq* 
mentioned*, those of PRADYUMNA, LA'LA SINHA,@ 
LA'D'HA'CHA'RYA, may be here specifid. But '&! 
Bra'hme-sdd'hdda and the works of &BY ABH AT'TA 
@re what principally en$age BEAHBSEGUPTA'S a m  
tion : and the five Sid4lragtas have been the partic* 
subject of V+~'H~'MIHIRA's  labours. He appears tc) 
have been antqior to B ~ A H M E G ~ P T + ,  being actqdly 
cited by him amon qthgr wrjt'ers, who* 9~09 ye ex: 
posed and comctecf 

VA'RA'HAM! HI RA, ~0nsbIndy ~WttCd @S the wtbp qf 
the Ydr&hi-.yanhitd and . Pawha-sidd'hdqlicd, . must bq 
judged from those worke, which updoub@lly his by 
the unanimous consent of Ge learned, and kv thp tsgft 
mony of the ancient schaliast BYAT'T'Q'TPALA. 
minor works, ascribed to *e sawe aythor, hy hpq 
been composed in later times, and '% nameof q celebFgted) 
author have been affixed to them, according to, p prqc- 
tice which is but too cornmop in India, as in mauy & 
countries. The Jiitac4rn1qvq for exr~ple,, vh* bgl 
been attributed to him ma so.t improbably be the w o ~ k  

- "  -7 of a different author. At q s t  I am not a p p w  dany 
collateral evidence (such as quotations from it in books 
of some antiquity) to swport &s, gemineyes as a work 
of VA'RA'HAMI HIEA'S. 

In the Ydrdhi+anhitG this r)uthor has gpf follawed 
the sy&m which is taught ip the Szi ya-sidd'hcf~q. For 
instance, his rule for f i G n g  the year of the cycle of 69 
years, founded on the mean motions of Jupiter, &levy 
that he employed a ditFerent number from that which the 
Stirya-sidd'hunta furnishes :. viz. 364294 revoluti9ry in 
a ytrga, instead of 3642W; and, it appears, from a 
quotation of the' scboliast, that A'RYABH ATVA the 
authority for that nuubpr'of revq1utiQps of dypiter. 

' Pw 223. 



B t h  f ie  a@? of VA'RA'HAIKIHIRA arld BRAHME- 
W ~ A ,  and s u k q u e n t .  to that of CARCSA, ti rrumber 
of h t r i o w s  &onmers flortrished, by whom the science 
m s  cultivated a d  promoted, trd whose wotks unhappily 
are foec, or at least have not been yet recovered, and are 
at pmxnt known to us only by quotation. No less than 
ten ia-ak M r s  are cited by BRAHMEGUPTA ; 
of whom five at the ltest are noticed by VA'RA'HA- 
YIHIEA*. 

The proiiei&cy of the Pauams in aatronorfij was 
known ~~YA'RA'HAMIHIRA. He ha% mentioned ~t with 
applause t, and has more than once referred to the autho- 
rity of their writers. The name of Y AVANA'CH AIRY A, 

which oecurs frequently in the empiletions of Hidu  
arrhmomers$, has apparently reference to an author of - 

thst ~ ~ t i ~ m ;  ~ h k h  is chmacterised by V~RA'HAHFHIRA 
ae & people of Mli!eR'hae, or barbarians. The tide of 
h e  SiditMrada given by Sdsa E'N A to his astronok 
mical treatise, whkb is quoted u&r this dtle, by 
V A R A ' H . R ~ ~ I ~ P R ~  and BRAHMEGUPTA, W8!y be pre- 
sumed also to some allusion to the system of the "X astronomere of the est. 

I f  ttrese circumstances, joined to e resembhnce hardly 
to be supposed casual, which tlie Hindu astronomy, with 
its apparatus of ecoentricks and epicyala beam in many 

I 

See, before, p. 22223,245, and 246. 

'' For the Yaonrrs are barbarians; but this science is well 
established among them,;. andthey are revered like holy sqpa : much 
-shall a priest who is learned in it be venerptcrd;" 

t. As. Ber. vol. 9, p. 378. 
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respects to that of the Greeks, be thought to authorh rn 
belief that the Hindus received from the Greekr that 
knowledge which enabled them to correct and improve 
their own imperfect astronomy, I s1d1 not be inclined to 
disssnt from the opinion. There does indeed appear 
ground for more than a conjecture that the Hindua had 
obtained a knowledge of Grecian astronomy before the 
Arabs began to cultivate the science ; and that the whole 
cluster of astronomers mentioned by B~AHMEGUPT A, 
must be .placed in the interval between the age of 
HIPPARCHUS, and possibly that of PTOLEMY, and the 
date of BRA H MEG UPTA'S revision of the Brahme?eidd'- 
hcftrta. 

In  reforming the Indidn astronomy, BRA HM EGUPTA, 
and the astronomers who preceded him, did not takeim- 
plicitlv the mean motions of the Planets given by the 
Grecian Astronomer. In general they are wider. 
froin the truth than PTO LENY *. But, in the instance 
which is the subject of this paper, they made a nearer 
approach to accuracy than he had done, and must there- 

* Mean Diurnal Motions of the Planets. 

In this comparative Table, computed to fourth minutes, it will br 
remarked, !hat the Hindu astronomers mostly agree to third minuter 
and dlffcr in the fourths. Thvy disagree with PTOLEMY at the thirds, 
and give, in almost every instance, dower motions than he does w the 
Planas, and still slower than the tn~th.  In the moon's synodical 
motion, however, they an? very nearly correct. On the other hand, 
the equation of the centre deducible from the epicycles (page .239) ir 
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hre have used other o b b t i o n s  besides those which he 
has recorded. 

The Arabs adopted, in its totality, PTO LEMY'S theory 
of the motions of the planets ; which the Hindus have 
only in part. But the Arabs improved on his astronomy 
by careful obsemtions; a praise to which the Hindus 
are not equally entitled. ALBA'TAN~ discovered the 
motion of the Sun's apogee, and suspected from analogy 
a motion of the apsides of the minor planets +. The 
Hi& surmised the motion of the apogee of the Sun, 
and nodes and apsides of the planets, from analogy to 
the Moon's t, but were unable to verify the conjecture 
by observation ; and have in fact merely assigned arbi- 
trary numbers to the supposed revolutions, to bring out 
the places right, (or as nearly so as they had determined 
them,) relatively to the origin of the ecliptick in their 
sphere, and conformably to their assumption of a grand 
conjunction of the planets, nodes, and apsides, in that 
point of the ecliptick at a vastly remote period. BHA's- 
caaa, when treating of the manner of verifying or of 

r nearer approximation to the truth than results from the eccentricity 
rrrigned by PTOLEYY to the Orbits of the Planets. 

For btance :- 
0 I 11 

Eccentricity of the Sun's Orbit : 
U t y a  Sfdd'hdnta and Brakmcgupta (Radius of the 

3O Epicycle) ................................ 
Hipparchus and Ptolemy (Alm. 1. 3. c. A) in parts, of 

which Radius contains 60 

I I 2  29 30 .................... 
Alb6tpni (c. 28.) ............................ 2 4 45 
Greatest equation of the sun's centre. 
S i i s y d A d n t a ,  &c.(computed by the commentaton) 2 10 32 ' 
Ptolemy (Ricc. A h .  nov.) ...................... 2 23 
AlMtani.. .................................. 1 59 
Alphonsine TabJes ............................ 2 10 
Kepler, &c. ................................ 2 3 46 
L h d e ( 3 d  Edit.) ............................ 1 55 36) . Montucla, p. 349. 
t BEA'BCABA in V&dM- 



d a d i o g b . ~ o f ~ o f ~ ~ b e , i a  
a given penod, teaches the mode of observi~lg the 
ary motions, but considers the life of man too short for 
qbeervisg tbe matian o€ the apsides. md nodes (the 
Moon's exapkd): a d  cew tbe r e v o l h ~  assigned 
lm them by him and odm H* .st;l.onomers we too h, 
a d  tbe motion too slow (tb +ekest not axceedia@: 
3 depeea in 10WQO g:eam), to have been rasamed m 
my other pund but the arbitmy one j u b  mow stated. 
The a s t r d  iostmmmnt~ employed by the 
of which BHA'~CARA descnke mi~e, ineludmg o m  d 
bb own invention, and ~ p n e k n ~  the q u h t ,  
semicircle, and entire cirele, besidas 4he a r m i l l q  sphm, 
korary ring, gnoanan, ard elepydra *, were toc~ d d y  
axecufRd, whatmm may he thought of t l ~ &  dcslgr, to 
enable the astronomers Bo meke very deli& &=ma- 
h ; d they were not d t e d ,  as in th preaeseion 
of the equbxeq by the meuxny d a fonmr positicm 
recoded in their ancient writings. 

NOTE REFERRED TO PROM PIOE ZSO. 

According to ~ ' ~ Y A B ~ A ' T ' + A ,  as quoted by BBAHMEGUPTA and 
his scholiast PR~T'EU'DACA SWA'MX', 

One Yugo contains Years 1,080,000 
One Mah&-ymga = 4 Ywm 43m,@00 
One M*u.yga = 72 Mddyuem 3l'l,OU),000 
One C d '  14 M M ~ V ~  = 1008 Malicf-pgad 43w560,000 

4 

@ The Cdpa began on Thuday 1st C h d m  i u d q  
the moment of sun-rise at k d .  
Years expired from the commencement of the Calpcl 

to the am of the Bh&u#a,or beginningof the Cali we, 1,9s6JO0,000 
Add enpired yean of the C d .  to the 8 a a  era.. . .. 3,179 

Years from the begi~~ing of the Cdpa. to the mm- 
mencement of, the Swa era.. . . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. .. l+g86,~~3,179 

* G616dhyBya, ch. 9. 



Yars expind from the commencement of !b pw 
ymt Y 4 y v u ~  to the begipnipg d the W qm 
WfSlw~v 8 ~ & W t i o ~  . ; t . 1 . - q a . . . . . . . * . .  %@am. - 

RerolMopd of t+g ear& roqnd itp o m  axis, in s 
ruple g a, or MahB-me . ,  ...... , .,. ...... 1,582,237,500 

ce de uctine revolutions of the sw r . , . , . , , 4,980,904 '% , ar - 
Repain, Nycthemera, or Sdvana daysl in a nf@- ........... ~..........~~-~~..1~m-**~,~ l,577,91745W 

rt: La+ of the sidereal year 
i h b ~ , a c e o r d i ~ ~ g t o A ' ~ ~ ~ a ' -  d I 11 d 1 41 

HA* ..................... IMS If 31 15 or 985 2 12 
N. B. A'BYAB'HAT/T'A taught the e a r t h  diurnal revolution round 

ib axis ; a doctrine which BBAHMEQUPTA controverts, but to which 
his rcholiast P~~T'HU'DACA SWA'MI' inclim. 

According to the Pdu-dd'hanta cited by BHAT'+~TPALA on 
VA'BA'HAMIHIBA'S Saditcf, and by PB~T'UU'DACA Swb'ri on 
B ~ r a r ~ o u r r a ' s  Siwhhta, 

C*a-pgay 4,800 divine years = - 1,728,ooo 
fitri, ' 9,600 - - - 1,296,m 
MF~Y. 2,400 - 864,000 

I 

. s,~88,000 
Cd, 1,200 - 4~2,000 

- - 
mi-yuga, '- - 4,320,000 

I? This author's computation of the Calpa has not 
been found in any quotation ; but he is cited as mk- 
oning its commencement from midnight. 

Yean, expired from the commencement of the pre- 
sent Moibdyuga to the first conjunction of the planets,- 
in the Cdtquga. ............................. 648,000 

htentd between that and the last conjunction, at the ...................... be+ngoftheC41cylrga 3,240,000 - 
Yean expired to the commencement of the Cali-ma, 3,888,000 - 
Mean sdlar (Smro) days, termed by other aatm 

wmem Sdwrra days, in one Mddyuga ......... .1,577,917,800 -- 
Length of the year, accord- a I I I  ~ L I I I  

ing m the Pmlira-jEdGh*Ua .... 965 f5 9 1 30 or 965 6 11 36 
N. B. The d i k n c e  of 300 days in the computatiom of ARYAN'- 

a~.r'r'a and PULIU'A, gives one day in 14,400 yesrs, as is remarked 
by BBAUIIEOUPTA. 
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Length of the year, 
accordingtotheSb~a- d g I 11 111  r h I 11 I I I I I I ~  

sidtfhtinta ......... . 365 15 31 31 545365 6 12 36 33 96 
-accordingto d g I 11  I I I  d h I 11 

BBAHYEGUPTA . . . . 365 15 30 22 30~365 6 12 9 
The computation of the Yuga and Cdpa, according to these authe 

rities, is well known, and need not be exhibited in this place. They 
make it begin on Sunday; the one at midnight, the other at sunripe, 
on the meridian of h a  ; and the elapsed years to the beginning of 
the Cali age are 1,972,944,000. (To which BRAHY EGUPTA adds 
S,179 years to the Soca era.) The Siiya-sidd'hinta deducts 
17,064,000 years ; making the epoch of a supposed conjunctioo of 
planets by so many y e .  later than tbe beginning of the Cdpa. 

REVOLUTIONS OF THE PLANETS. 

According to PULIS'A, 
quoted by BHAT'+~TPALA, 

In a Mahiyuga. 
Sun . . .. . . . . .. 4,320,000 - Moon (Periodical) 57,759,396 
Mars . . . . . . . . . . 2,296,824 
Mercury . . . . . . 17,997,000 
Jupiter ........ 964,220 
Venus .: ...... 7,022,388 
Saturn . . . . . . . . 146,564 

~ c c o r d i n ~  to the According to 
SLrya-siaU'hdnta, BRAHY EGUPTA, 
In a Mahrt-yuga. In a Cab. 
4,320,000 4,320,000,000 
57,753,336 57,753,300,000 
2,296,832 2,296,828,522 
17,937,060 17,936,998W 

364,220 364,226,455 
7,022,376 7,022,589,W 
146,568 146,567,298 - -- 

Da s . . . . . . .. 1,577,917.800 1,577,917,828 1,577,916,450,OOO & A'RYAB'HAT'T'A states the revolutions of Jupiter at 964224. 
And VA'~A 'HAXJHI~A'S  rule for the cycle of 60 years of Jupiter L 
founded on that number. The periods assigned by these two authon 
to other planets have not been ascertained ; except Saturn's aphelion, 
reckoned by A'RYAB'HAT'T'A at 54 revolutions in a CrJpa A'nr- 
AB'HAT'T'A'~ numbers are said to have been derived from tho 
Pcfrbara-n'aWhrtnta. .(As. Res. vol. 2, p. 242.) 



VII. 

On the Height of the Hidkaya Mountains. 

BY H. T. COLEBROOKE, Ese. 

W H E N  I presented to the Society the narrative ofa 
journey, perfo;med by Lieutenant W-EBB and Captain 
RAPER, to explore the sources of the Ganges, I had 
occasion to notice the observations mentioned to have 
been made for determining geometrically the altitude of 
remarkable peaks of the snowy mountains, and the in- 
ference which appeared to be fairly deducible, that this 
chain of mountains is among the most elevated in the 
knomm world, neither surpassed nor rivalled b any other d but the Cordillera of the Andes *. I shoul have been 
justified by the premises In saying more : but I thought 
it ri t to speak thus guardedly ; not having been then 
enab % to examine the particulars of the altitudes taken, 
the distances measuied, and the calculations founded on 
them ; nor to procure , barometrical measurements 
tending to confirm or to correct conclusions drawn from 
those p u n d s .  But having been since funlished with 
further observations taken by Lieutenant WEBB, in pra- 
secution of the same inquiry, and havingcompared them 
as well with those before made by him, and by the late 
Lieutenant-Colonel COLEB ROOK E, as with Lieutenant- 
Colonel CBAWFO~D'S labours in the pursuit of the same 

* As Res. vol. xi, p. 445. 
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inquiry, I consider the evidence to be now sufficient to 
authorize an unreserved declaration of the opinion, , that 
the Him&Zizya is the loftiest range of Alpine mountains 
which has been yet noticed, its most elevated peaks 
greatly exceeding the highest of the Andes. 

This had been long suspected, or rather had been 
very g e d w  belbed, m India, u p n  less donclusive 
evidence than will now be submitted to the public. It 
was remarked, that tkis c h i n  of mountains constantly 
covered with snow is visible from the plains of Bengai 
at the distance of 150 miles '(it might have been said at 
a still greater distance). This fact demonstrates great 
elevation. For the peak of Teyde, or Teneri e, me+ 
suling nearly 18,000 feet 7, is discernible in c c r  weA- 
ther at a distance of I90 miles, and appears like Mae 
vapour scarcely darker than the sky ; and Chimburazo, 
the highat peak of the At*, ascertahi to be more 
than 90,000 ket high $, is seen at a distahce of flttk mod 
h n  60 leagues, the rest of the Cordillera of the And& 
being then c~ncealed from view : but the HimcUdyd 
chain of mmtains is visible in the horizon, as a conti- 
nued line ex td ing  through mote than two points of the 
complase, at a distance equal to that last mentioned, a p  
pearing ia c k r  weather like white cliffs, with a very d i  
t i d y  &d odirue. 

To justify the assertion, that the d3dfwice, at which 
the chain of snowy momtains c o ~ u e s  to be visible, 
exceeds 150 miles, it may be sa&ciefit t.6 mention, that 
it is seen beafing Easterly of No&, from Patna atid 
fnnn other stations (as Bhdgalpdir, kc.), on the Southern 
bank of the Ganges. Now thz lathbe of Pdna, by 
astronomical observation, is 95" 36's ; and thtrt of Cat'h- . . .  ~ , .  . 

* RENIJEL'S Memoir of a Map, p. SO&. (2d Edit) 
t 1,904 French toisee. 
t S ; W  P d  to*. 
5 Rnua~mr Bussow. 



4, nearly due North of it, is 47' 4!?'*, the d i f f m  
being 196 gmgrapbk, or about 146 En$iah, &. B u ~  
tbe nearest of tbe H e  mountains me yet distant 
in a horkmtal lbe above 25 m k  from the Isstslem- 
tiaped tom; more than one valley and intermedit& 
ndge bekg interposed ; some uf which, to a distance of 
a ~ , h a v ~ k  ~ i r i c e d ~ ~ ~ n s , w i b b a r t ~  
pmctcbirrg within several days travdbg dirtasm of the 
foot of the HidZuys t. 

The continuation of the aame chain of rnountub 
divides Butdn from Tibet, and is distinctly vieible 
from the plains of Bengal. Captain TURNER and 
Mr. S AUND ERS, on their journey to Tkholunrbo, after 
havening Bstdn and cms' the frontier of Tibet, a &md themselves near a range o mountains coved  with 
everlasting snow, which seemed to be but two miles diu- 
tsu~t from their route. Captain T. particularly noticed 
a conspicuous yeak. held in lugh veneration by the 
Bndus, and named Cham&. Both the travellere 
were satisfied, the one from the remarkable form of the 
peak, the other from the helght and bearings of the 
ra~ge,  that the mounbins which they then viewd am 
tbe same which are seen from Puma, hjmahl, and 
other places in BengaZt. Now, according to the survey 
of Captain Turner's route, Chamalhn' is placed in Lat. 
98" 5' Long. 89" 18'; a position no less than 165 gm- 
graphic miles from Puma, and 900 from Bujmahl, 
which is situated in Lat 95" 9' and Lon@;. 87" 44' by 

Ohtio8$ 
. From a commanding eminence, on the 

frontier of ibet, the travellers had an extensive view of 
the mountains of But&, covered with verdure to the 
very tops; and it appears, from what is said by them, 
tbat Butdn contains no mountains on which mow con- . LtCol. CILAWPOILD. 
) General KIRKPATBICK'S Account of the Kingdom of Nepol. 
f Capt. TUBX~B'S Narrative, p? 203 ( Id  Edit.), Pbil. T m .  vol. 79. 
4.IIIusau BUILPOW. 
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tinues during. all seasons of the year, and few on which 
it remains until the middle of summer. These circum- 
stances seem to establish, be ond question, the fact, that 
the snowy range, of which 8 hanzu&iri is a part, is that 
which is seen from stations in Bengal, distant 165 and 
even 900 geographic miles, answerin to 191 and 939 f British miles. Now it requires an e evation exceeding 
98,000 feet to be barely discernible in the mean state 
of the atmosphere at so peat  a distance as that last 
mentioned; though a much less elevation, it must be 
acknowledged, may . suffice under circwnstances of ex- 
traordinary refraction. 

The presumption, which was however raised on these 
grounds, was b my apprehension comborated by o b  
servations, which I had myself the opportunity of making 
twenty years ago ; and which gave, according to the note 
I have pI=ese~ed of them, 1" 1' for the usual altitude of 
a conspicuous peak of the H i d k y a  viewed from a sta- 
tion in Bengal, which, according to the construction of 
RENNEL'S map, was not less distant than 150 English, 
or about 130 geographic, miles. If this distance might 
be relied on, the height to be inferred from that observa- 
tion of altitude, after a due allowance for terrestrial refiao 
tion, would considerably exceed that of Chimborazo, 
being not less than r26,000 feet above the .level of the 
plains of North Bengal. But, as. the distance was not 
ascertained with sufficient accuracy for .the purpose of 
confidently grounding on it a calculation of this nicety, I 
proposed to determine it by observations of the bearings 

- of the.same peak, from two places distant enough to 
afford an adequate base, the .length of which might be 
found by correct survey. Not having had the means of 
completing the inquiry upon the principle here explained, 
I recommended it to the attention of the late Lieutenant- 
Colonel COLEBROOKE, by whom it was prosecuted 
during his survey of Rohilk'hand; and it has been further 
pursued to a satisfactory result by his assistant, Lieuteraant 



WEBB, during his journey towards the sources of the 
Ganges, and finnliy during a eurvey of the provbe of 
Gtirakhpir. 

Colonel C O L E B ~ K B ' S  notice was also drum to 
the subject by the communications of Dr. FRANCIS 
Buca ANAN and L i e u ~ ~ C o l o n e l  CRAWFORD, 
who both visited Nepal in 1803, and who were con- 
vinced by the informatien they received there, fiom in? 
telligent persons, that the sources of the Ganges are on 
the southern face of the Hidlaya, and that these rnounc 
trios are of vast height. He had likewise a knowledge 
of a survey by Lieutenant-Colonel CRAWFORD, executed 
in 1805, along the northern frontier from Behar to Rb 
Riahand, in which bearings were taken of every r e  
markable peak of the snowy range, which could be seen 
from more than one station ; and consequently the dis- 
bnce of t h w  peaks from the places of observation, and 

relatively to the phins of 
b the intersection of the 
Zolonel CRAWFOBD had 

from which the height of the moun- 
trine might be computed, and which gave, alter due 
allowance h r  refraction, the elevation of ccm4picllous 
peaks, at least equal to that above mentioned. But the 
dmwin a and journal of this survey have been unfortu-. 
we.iy L. 

The observatio~s instituted and corn leted by Lieu* R  ant-Colonel COL~BEOOKE, while in bhilkhand, were 
two ; one taka at Pilibhit, where the elevation of a 
peak distant 1 141 En lish miles, according to M n g s  k h m  two stations, e distance between which was 
measured, was hund to be lo 97' ; the other at Jkt'hpfir, 
where the elevation of the same peak, distant 90 English 
miles, was ohserved to be 2" 8'. I find among his papers 
n- other observations of the betarings and a p  
pearance of the chain of snowy mountains, as seen frcm 

B 
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many successive stations. But the only altitudes which 
have been preserved are those above mentioned. 

In calculating fmm these obserktions of altitude, allow- 
ance was first made for refraction at the same rate as for 
celestial objects of the same apparent altitude : and, from 
the observed elevation so corrected, was deduced a height 
of 90,o lg feet for the mountain as viewed from Pilibh f f ,  
and 90,598 for the same as seen from Jdt'hphr, or 90,S08& 
feet on a medium of both observations. But the allow- 
ance for refraction being much too great, amounting to 
+ths of the contained arc in one instance and Aths in 
the other, the computation was again made, allowing 4th 
of the intercepted arc for terrestial refraction, and the 
result showed a height appnwching to ae,ooo feet 
above the level of the plains of Rbhilkhand. 

However, this'allowance of an eighth part ofthe con- 
tained src still exceeds the mean of terrestrial refraction, 
as appears from the trials.conducted by General ROY, 
and Colonels WILLIAMS and MUDGE ', and especially 
fym t h w  of the last-mentioned observer. They found 
terrestrial refraction subject to great variation, amounting 
to no less than Ad of the contained arc in some instances, 
and so small as &th of the intercepted arc, and even 
less, or absolutely 0, in others. But, in the numerws 
observations of those gentlemen, the extreme instances 
are few; and the range of variableness is commonly 
within narrower limits, from +th to Ath, being on a 
mean either Ath or &th part. The trials most to be de- 
pended on, being those which were conducted by means 
of correspondent and contemporary observations, give a 
mean of h th .  I t  appears, also, that the refraction is ' 
least variable where the ray passes through the air at a 
considerable distance h r n  the surfiice of the earth, for 
the greatest part of its course : which is eminently the 

Phil. Trans. vol. 80, 85, and 87. 











case in the instance under consideration ; and especially 
in some which will be subsequently noticed,. where the 
altitude of the mountains was taken from elevated spots : 
and, in all, the ray must pass for a great part of its course 
through a stratum of the atmosphere of much ess den- 
sity than in the experiments of General ROY an Colonel 
MU DGE, to which reference has been made. 

d 
It follows, from these considerations, that the mean 

terrestrial refraction should not be taken at more than 
ith of the arc contained between the object and station. 
This allowance agrees with that which DELAMBRX 
directs to be made : it exceeds what was found by 
LEGENDRE, (viz. i\th) ; and it approaches very near to 
MASKELYNE'S estimate of Ath. But from Major 
LA MBTO N'S observations, in the peninsula of I~~dia ,  ter- 
restrial refraction was foirnd to vary frotn 4th to +h*, 
or on a medium 4th of the contained arc. As this mean 
refraction may be thought more applicable to the north 
of India than that deduced from the trials made in the 
climate of Great Britain, I shall compute from altitudes 
reduced by this as well as the preceding correction for 
refraction, and contrast the results with similar calcu- 
lations, in which the refraction shall be taken at the 
utmost quantity which any past experience could justify, 
~ 1 2 .  Ad of the arc. 

To compute from the data, we have, in an oblique 
plane triangle, the 9 1 e  (B) at the base of the inoun- 
@.in, which exceeds a rlght angle by half the contained 
arc ; or (which is the same thing) by half the angle at 
the earth's centre subtended by that arc ; the angle (S) 
at the station of obse~ation, which is the sum of the 
observed altitude (corrected for refraction) and half 
the contained arc ; and one side (A), which is the 
chord of the contained arc, or distance between the 

Page 100 of this Volume. 
s 4 
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base of the mountain and station of o b ~ t i o n ,  dif- 
kring but a few feet, in the ceses before us, from 
the cfi.cular arc hlf. The angles and one side of 
the triangle being thus known, the other two sides 
.may be found ; one of which, subtending the angle S, is 
the height of the mountain, or perpendicular from its 
summit to the middle of its base. The observations at 
Pilibhft and Jkt'hplir, calculated upon this principle, 
and with an allowance of Ath for mhwtion, give 33436 
and sa l44j for the elevation of the peak observed from 
those stations ; or on a mean 49891 feet above the level 
of the plains of fihilkhand ; or about 83800 fkt above 
the level of the sea. 

In the same manner may be calculated the height of 
the peak, situated, a c d i g  to the information of the 
mountaineers, near the source of the Jamunct, and mea- 
sured from the summit of Ndghghdtf, near LtilCi9-4, 
under an angle of So 17', and, from that of C h d a -  
badanf, under one of 3' 50'. The position of the moun- 
tain, deduced from horizontal anees taken at both sta- 
tions, is settled by Mr. WEBB m lat. 31- 39, long. 
78" '51'*. The latitude of the stations, determined by 
astronomical observations made at the next places of en- 
campment t, is 30" 39' and SO' 9 0' ; and the distarfces, 
taking the longitudes as inferred &om surve , are 54.9 
and 63.4 geographic milea respectively. h e n c e ,  
lowing Ath  for refraction, we have 910895 and 91855 
fket ; or, with an allowance of +,. 80503 and 4 I390 feet ; 
for the elevation of the mounttun above those stations. 
Their respective heights are yet unascercained : but 
Chandru-badani' was, by Mr. WEBB, thought the 
highest, contrary however to what the result of the pm- 
sent calculation indicates. The height of Nwn-gMii 
was estimated by him at 5000 feet; and tbis guess is 

AQ'orick U h e a ,  vol. 11, p. a. 
t MS. Journal. 



/ corroborated by a trigouometrical measurement of a 
mountain called tbe Khmim near Bhuwan-dkvf +, senm 
the preceding day, and found to be 3997 feet above 'the 
valley. I t  is distantly supported by barometrical mea- . 
sures of mountains in a d i f f i t  part of the same chain, 
as will be noticed further on. 

The elevation of the Jamurrciudcfri appears then to 
be not less than 95000 feet above the valley. I t  ia 
however right to observe, that this measurement of the 
h g h t  of that mountain above the summit of the paaaea 
from which the angles were observed is not entirely to 
be rklied on; as the distances are uot determined with 
sufficient precision, being dependent on the relative po- 
sition of the stations in lon 'tude, concluded from a sur- 

a very uneven country. 
f" vey performed by means o a route measured by time m 

It might be expected that use should be made of nu- 
merous other observations, wkich were taken from rariow 
elevated situations among the lower mountrrins, eapeciall J 

those which exhibited much larger angles ; on the pre- 
sumable ground, that the height of any eelected point 
among the numberless snowy peaks of the Hinoctlay 
would be best ascertained by angles taken at the nearest 
pitions approaching it. No doubt such would be the 
case, could a survey be leisurely performed in the moun- 
tains, choosing the fittest stations upon a previous view 
of tbe country, and satisfactorily identifying the point to 
be observed. But a hasty journey (more was not in this 
ins- practicable) among mountains nearer to the ob- 
ject dhrds kss means of an accurate measurement than 
a survey carefully conducted at a remoter distance in the 
champaip cormtry. Inshd of keeping in view, from 
day to day, during the prog~.ess of sumey, the same se- 

It is to be reg-iretted that more hquent opportunities did nd ocw 
Tor rimilar mearurementa. 
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lected point, and being fully assured of its identity by 
the uniformity, or at least the very gradual alteration of 
its appearance, the traveller through the mountainous 
skirts of the Indian Alps loses sight of those objects for 
successive days as he proceeds along the valleys, and 
finds it impracticable, when he emerges to higher ground, 
his route leading him over some mountain, to discern 
fiom its summit the loftiest peak, now perhaps inter- 
cepted from his view by one nearer, though of less ete- 
vation ; or to discriminate and recognise among innu- 
merable glaciers, which have varied their aspect with 
his chan e of place, the particular snowy peak before e contemp ated by him fiom another side, in a d i f l i i t  
point of view-, and with another aspect. 

On these considerations, and after carefully inspecting 
Mr. WEBB'S journal, in which I find observations of 
urinamed snowy peaks seen from the stations of Rkt'hai8 
and Bahmencbt'hf t under angles of nine and ten degrees; 
with others, from more distant stations, of moontains 
supposed to be known, as the peak near Gangdvatdrf 
seen from Ndgzin-ghdt f and Chandra-badani f ,  and 
Cdddr-ntft'h from the last mentioned station 5 ; I do not 
deem any of these points to be so verified as 'to be made 
the certain grounds of a correct measurement of altitude. . 
The horizontal distance of the near glaciers appeared to 
the travellers, in more than one instance, to be only ten 
miles )I ; but this, being a mere uess, cannot serve for 
tbe basis of mrrect calculation. kmployed a9 a conjec 
turd measure, it gives 9000 feet for the height of the 
objects above the lofty spot whence they were viewed. 
, lo0 18'. 9' 55'. 9' 42'. go 19'. 8' 19' bearing respectively N. 

620 49'. E. N. 5g0 04' E. N. 54O 56' E. N. 4$41'. N. 450 98 E. 
and further diminishing as the bearing g k w  more Northerly. 

f 9' 55'. 90 14'. 8' 1T bearing N. 4S0 35' E N. 390 19' E 
N. 2S0 17' E. respectively. 

1 30 1' and 20 50'. 
5 'P 34'. 
4 A d ~ c k  Researches, 11, p. 515 and 553. 



The position of Cdd&r-ndt'h is not confidently stated *, 
tbe materials for determining it being insufficient. S u p  
p i n g  however that of Ganghvatdri to be more nearly 
correct, the pyramidical peak in the vicinity of that cele- 
brated place, if indeed the same which was seen and 
measured from N e n - g h d t i ,  is 17784 feet above the 
summit of that pass, esteemed to be 5000 feet high. 

But, leaving these conjectures and doubts, letps pass to 
more certain observations and more exact measurements. 
To Colonel CRAWFORD I am indebted for the commu- 
nication of observations made by him at Cat'hdndu. 
Another set, much more numerous, was taken by him 
during an extensive survey along the frontier, but it is 
not at present within his reach. If not actually lost, as 
was believed when a preceding paragraph of this essay 

, was written, the journal of his observations is probably 
in England, and, when there found, will confirm what is 
here stated upon other grounds. 

At present what we possess of that laborious survey 
is the protraction of it, showing the positions of the moun- 
tains as they were determined by cross bearings taken 
from a great number of stations between Pzirnea in 
Bengal, and B a l r & m . r  in A#. This document, 
however, is invaluable for the purpose of the present 
inquiry. 

Colonel CRAWFORD, during a long sojourn at Cat'h- 
mid4 in 1803, took the angles of several selected points, 
of which he determined the distances by tri nometrical I measurement, havine; taken the bearings m various 
stations in the valley of Nt!p&l, the rehave situations of 
which were ascertained by a trigonometrical survey p m  
ceeding from a base of 854% feet, carefully measured 
four times, and verified by another base of 1583 feet, 

A d k  M~s, 11, p. 442. 
1 



measured twice. The positions of the m e  moantab 
were also settled by observations of them made from tbc 
plains of Behat in the pcograss of the great survey which 
bas been mentioned. 

The angles of elevation of the mountains above the 
stations of SanobhG and the queen's garden near Cat'h- 
mcindu were taken with an astronomical sextant and an 
artificial horizm, Among the most remarkable is an 
observation of a mountain pointed out as mount Dhaibun. 
I t  was seen under an angle of 5" 4' %I", and ascertained 
to be distant 354 g. m. The elevation calculated from 
this measure is 90 140 feet a b m  the station from which 
the al titude was taken, and which is itself more than 4500 
feet above the level of the sea, as concluded fmm baro- 
metrical observations to be subsquently mentioned. 
Another seen d e r  a similar an&, 5' 3' 5S1', but 1- 
distant by four miles, exceeds the elevation of the statim 
by 178 19 feet. Both these mountains sre but little to 
the eastward of north from Cat'hmdndu. The following 
are as little north of east ; viz. one nearly in the po- 
sition of the Cdla-hhairava*, distant 59 g. rn., with ad - 
altitude of 9" 48' 6''' and consequently 30095 ikt 

; another in its vicinity, with an angle of 3" 93' 
!thdistant 48 g. rn. and elevated 18459 feet; and ti 

tbird, as much more remote, being68 g. m. witb an 
altitude of 9" 7' 2 I", and a consequent elemti011 of 
1 8669 feet above Cat'hnrrindu. 

All those mountain8 are perceivable fiom Patna : the 
first or the supposed DhaibGn, at a disbance of 169 g.m, 
and Cdla-bhairm, or the mountains in its piciuity, +C 
that of 153, 150, and 145 g. m. These we the nairraet 
of the Himcibja which are visible from that ' TBe 
wrt  remote rs rren in the N. E. quarter, 
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gious ;distance of 195 g. m., ascertained by their position, 
which is determined by bearings taken by Colonel 
CHAWPORD from stations approaching within a hundred 
miles of their site. 

Mount Dhaibktz, or at least the peak which was indi- 
cated to Colonel CRAW FO R D  under that name, and which 
is not surpassed by any of the points measured from 
Cat'hmbndu, was viewed by General KIBKPATBICK, if 
indeed it be the same mountain, from a position ten miles 
nearer to it on mount Bhfrbandi +, and hiy animated 
description of the sublime prospect contains presumptive 
evidence that the remoter glaciers of the Himcflaya are 
still more elevated ; for he speaks of a neighbouring 
mountain not lass stupendous, yet surpassed by one of 
the pyramidical peaks of the snowy chain seen peeping 
over its towering summit. It may readily be credited 
that the more accessible inonntins which approach 
Cat'hrndndu, as Jibjibia, Dhaibdn, and Dhdnch6, may 
be inferior in height to the abrupter peaks in the chain of 
the Himdlaya. . 

Among the loftiest in that chain is one distinguished 
by the name of Dhawala-giri, or the white mountain, 
situated, as is understoodt, near the source of the 
Gandhac river, called in its early course &&.grCirnt, from 
the schistous stones, containing remains or traces of 
ammonites, found there in the bed of the river, and thence 
c a d  to all parts of India, where they are worshipped 
under the name of Sdlagrdma; the spiral retreats of 

Account ofNepdl, p. 138. It is right to observe that the map 
annexed to that publication plrces Dhaibiin ahd other mountains, as 
DAkha sad QAirkh6, much bearer to CoYhthdu than they are by 
Colonel CBAWPOBD'S s u r v e y .  The latter is however most to be 
depended on. 
t KIBXPATRICX : Nepdl. 8&k@&ma stdhes am found it1 grcrt 

abundance near Muctidt'h, and more sparingly at DLm dhcr chnd 
& tha latnrs of tbe @lWdk. C 0 b d  ~ A W P O B D ' S  MS. 
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antediluvian molluscas bein taken by the superstitious 
Hindu for visible traces of 1 ISHNU. 

A high peak, among the most conspicuous of those 
which are seen from the plains of Gbrakhplir, and on 
that account selected by Mr. WEBB for a measurement, 
conducted by means of observations taken at different 
stations in tbat province, was pointed out to him as re- 
cognised by the mountaineers to be Dholagir (Dhawala- 
gtri). Mr. WEBB took the bearings from four stations, 
and altitudes from three ; and the particulars of his 
observations are as follow :- 

At station A, situated near Kha- 
tzir, bearing of the snowy peak P, 
corrected for magnetic variation 
and error of adjnstment by ari azi- 
muth observed at the time ...... N. 30"- 1% E. . 

................... Altitude. 2" 48' 
At station B, Now& newddd on 

the Rapti. .Bearing of P .......... N. 49" 30' E. 
At station C, two furlongs W. of 

......... $t?&gaon. Bedring of P. .  N. 95" 49' E. 
2" 19' Altitude. ................... 

At station D, two furlongs W. of 
Bhbpetpzir. Bearing of P,. ....... N. 60" 1' E. 

A1 ti tude .................... lo 23' 
B bears from A by the survey, 

W. e' 5' N. distant, ........ 4S,4 B. M. 
... D bears from A, W. 7" 5' N.. 73,5 B. M. 

The bearing of C from A is 
not used, the side A C measuring 
only 16,s B. M. 
C to B W. 13" 54' N. disbmt 29,4 B. M. ...... C to D W. 15' N. 60 B. M. 
B to D W. 14" 3" N. ...... 30,5 B. M. 

From these data Mr. WEBB computes the distance of 
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the peak (P) from the stations A, C and D*, at the num- 
bers under mentioned : viz.' From the station A, by the 
triangle ,4 P B, 89,6, and by the triangle A P D 89,l ; 
mean of both computations 89,95 miles, or 47 1768 feet. 
From the station D, by the last triangle, 135,9, and by 
C P D 136,8 ; mean of botfi, 1 36,35 miles, or 7 19928 
feet. From C, by the last of these triangles, 103,4, and 
by C P B 10Q,3 ; mean of both 104,85 miles, or 543048 
feet. He remarks that several other bearings of the same 
peak were taken from different stations; and that, by 
laying off the rhumb-lines of bearing on the map, they 
intersect at  very inconsiderable distances from the position 
of the peak, as deduced from those which were selected 
for calculation. 

Let us proceed to compute the height of Dhawahgiri 
(vulg. Dhcikhgir) with the foregoing measures of distance 
and the observed altitudes. 

At the station A we have the distance. 471 768 feet, 
77,85 geographic milest, or ki parts of a circle 1" 17' 
5 1. ; the chord of which in feet is 47 1758. The altitude. 
observed being 2" 48', and the refraction being taken at 
&th of the intercepted arc, the angles are S 3" 40' 96" 
15'" and P 86" 0' 58" 15"', with the side S B 47 1758 ; 
whence we have the side B P, or height of the mountain, 
97558 feet. 

See the annexed map. 
f The geographic mile, or sixtieth part of a degree of a great circle, 

. 
is here taken at 6060 feet. The length of the meridio~lal degree in' 
differrnt latitudes, according to the latest measurements, being 60995 
fathoms in latitude 66' 20f, 60820 in latitude 5e0 2',60783 in latitude 
46. 12', and 60487 in latitude 11' 6'; whence may be concluded 
60600 nearly between the latitudes 27O and 3 1" ; and this measure is 
employed without correction or modification, though the position ofthe 
arce be at acute angles to the line of the meridian; greater precision 
in reducing the distances to parts of a great circle appearing to be 
unnecessary, as the utmost accuracy would make little difference in 
the computed height of a mountain. 
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By a similar calculation of the altitude of the same 
mountain observed from the stations C and D; viz. 
91" 19' and 1' Be', or corrected for refraction 9: 1 1' 39'' 
and 1" 13' 6", with the distances above found, which in 
parts of a circle are 1" 99' 36" 36"' and 1" 58' 4811, and, 
reduced to the chords of the arcs in feet, 543031 and 
719893, the height comes out 27900 and 97573 ; or, on 
a mean of the three, 37677 feet above the plains of 
Gorak'hpcir ; and reckoning these to be 400 feet above 
the mouth of the Ganges, as inferrible from the descent 
of the stream of rivers, the whole height is more than 
twentyeight thousand feet a,bove the level of the sea. 

The following table exhibits a comparison of this 
result, with other computations made on different rates 
of refraction :- 

m* In-. Alt. Height, dlowing for refraction. 
7 arc by 
.I*I. in drg. oh. 5 t i \ 15 , f, 

A 6g& lo 17' 51" 48' 9.4876 S66& 07110 97476 97558 97696 97855 
C 10% lo 99' 36".6 so 19' 94348 96716 97308 27798 97900 97991 99394 
D l s i i # , ~ O  58' 48" i0 99' 9isss 95494 o6ssr !?7ssr 4 5 7 s  97773 nens6 

Mean nssoo 9 6 9 1  n q s r  97551 97677 01797 98145 
Extreme di&nmu sss7 199s 774 40s 349 985 499 

It is apparent, from inspection, that the observations at 
the stations A and D agree best and if that c o m p u ~  
be nearest the truth, wherein the extreme differences are 

- least, the conclusion will be, that the height is about $27550 
feet ; such. being the elevation deduced from the mean of 
observations calculabed according to middle reftaction. 

The limit of error arisin from rehction must be taken 
at less t h h  850 feet, as fh e observations at A and C 
coincide h r  the h ' h t  of 96690 feet, +th of the c o n W  
an: being allowed % &action ; and those at C and D 
for an elevation of ~ 8 9 9 0  feet, ~ t h  being allowed ; while 
those at A and D do so fbr the mean altitude of 47565 



kt, refraction being taken at  the middle rate of fth ; 
and a larger allowance than + th of tbe intercepted arc, 
which wouM exceed mean celestial refractior~ for 'like 
altitudes, cannot be requisite, without very wide disagree 
ment in observations made on different days, which 
would mark extraordinary refraction; but ,that is not the 
case with those in question. 

The limits of earor in respect of the observations them- 
selves, whether far the distance or for the altitude, are 
more confined, since the uncertainty in the distance, 
amotlnting to a quarter of a mile in one instance, and half 
a mile in the rat ,  induces uncertainty in the computed 
elevation to no greater extent than 76 or 99 feet for the 
nearer stations, and 180 for the most remote. An error 
of a whole minute in an observation of altitude affects the 
consequent calculation of height in the proportion of 
about 900 feet for the more distant station, and 130 to 
150 fbr the neam. But the instrument which was used 
ohould, with due care, give an@s true within that quan- 
tity ; and the observer was enjoined to take the angles to 
tbe nearest minute *. 

It wodd be an extreme supposition that the emm 
have in every instance been the highest possible, and on 
the side of excess. Assuming, however, that they are so, 
the elevation, as obaerved from the two n e s t  statjon.~, 
is not reduced below 96457 and 96467, or, on the mean 
d both, 86463 above the plains of Gbrak'hpdr. 

We may safely then pronounce that the elevation of 
Dhawakgiri, the white mountain of the Indian A l p  f, 

htructiolw, quoted in Aaiatkk Researches, v d .  11, p. 448. The 
writer of these was acquainted with the instrument, and knew the-degxya 
of precision which it comports. 

t b. Dhuwlu, white ; Gin', mouatrin. Vulg. D ~ ~ ,  the white 
mombin. K~BKPATBICK'S Nepal, p. 987. It is the bfant-bbnc 
d the R"-a. 



exceeds 36863 feet above the level of the sea ; and tht 
determination of its height, taken on the lowest compu- 
tation of a geometrical measurement, is powerfully corm- 
borated by the measure of an inferior, though yet very 
lofty mountain, observed from stations in Rohilkhand. 

I t  may be satisfactory to bring this mcasurement to the 
test of con~parison with the calculation of heights from 
like observations of small angles at great dista~~ces in a 

. case where the elevation is othcl-wise known or more pre- 
cisely determined. This we are.enabled to do in the 
very instance most to be desired, that of ilfont-blanc, 
heretofore considered to be the loftiest mountain of the old 
continent. Its altitude, as Feen from Pregny, a station 
half a league from Geneva, near the lake, exhibits an angle 
of 3" 14', according to an observation by DE LUC +. 
The distance is stated by him in round numbers, 337000 
French feet; but appears from Sir G. SHUCKBURGH'S 
series of triangles -1- to be over-rated, the distance of 
Geneva, a little more remote, being no more than 335098 
English feet. Calculating from this side, and the angle 
observed by DE LUC, with an allowance of 2ith of the 
arc for refraction, the height is found 13713 feet 
above Pregny, or 15 123 feet above the level of the sea. 
D e  Luc himself computed it from the same observation, 
differently employed in a manner which is little affected 
by uncertainty in the refraction or the distance, though 
subject to other error, at 2391 French toises equal to 
15389 English feet: and Sir GEORGE SHUCKBURGH, 
by a trigonometrical measurement, in which he uses from 
one station a side of a triangle 206879 feet, and from 
another one of 145363 feet, and corrects the observed 
angles by an allowance for refraction equal to &th of the 
contained arc, makes the elevation of Mont-blanc 1491 1 

Modifications de YAtmosphere, 5 763. 
t Philosoph. Trans. vol. 67. The distance is not there stated, but 

is w i l y  cdculated from the angles and distances exhibited. 
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and 144.53, or, on a mean of the two, 14438 feet above 
the lake of Geneva, and 15663 above the sea. 

These instances may authorize an inference, that, in 
siimilar measure~nents of Dhawalagiri, DhaiMn, and 
other mountains of the Himdlaya, from stations some as 
near, others twice or thrice as distant, the uncertainty 
respecting the accuracy of the result is not so much 
greater as to render that result vague and dubious. 

Barometrical measurements, though, less to be de- 
pended upon than a geometric one, would have been desi- 
rable, as showing that no very material error has by any 
oversight crept into it. In the absence of any observa- 
tions of the barometer on the nearest accessible heights, 
weare in possession of some made on summits of mountains 
belon 'ng to the intermediate chain. For instance, at 
chbfnf fort, on the route fmm North B i h C  towards 
Cat'hmdndu in N+l, the barometer was noted on two 
days a t  an interval of inore than a month (23d February 
and 98th March 1793), and both observations gave the 
same length of the column of mercury 24.63. . On one of 
those days the barometer was observed at a spot a little 
more elevated, near the cold spring which gives name to 
the place*, 94.43 : and the temperature shown by the 
thermometer is also given, 65" FA HRENHEIT'S scale at 
9 o' clock, and 67O at 1 1 in the forenoon.1-. A meteoro- 
logical journal was kept by Dr. F. BUCHANAN at 
Cat'hrncindzi, for nearly ten months (April 1803 to 
February 1803 $1, and the mean height of the barometer 
in that period is 45.38. The greatest height bein (in 
Mag) 95.68:; and theleast (in August) n4 .8~$.  8 n  a 

NCpol; CliW cold, P h i  water. Sam. Sidirqctniya. 
t KIBKPATRICX. Ni-pil, p. 52 and 331. 
1 MS. 
) The barometer, by which the journal wm kept, gave less length 

to the column of mercury, than another, with which it was occasiody 
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minute inspection of it, the changes, though observations 
were made at four different hours of each day, are small, 
seldom amounting to the tenth of an inch within the day, 
and by no means corresponding to the changes of tempe- 
rature ehown by the thermotneter. 

To  coinpute the elevation of the stations at Chfsdpdnnt 
and Cat'hmcfndd, under the want of corresponding obser- 
vations of the thermometer and barometer at the foot- of 
the mountains, we must either seek in some journal, 
which may have been preeerved, a contenjpomry obser- 
vation at a station (a very distant one) in Bengal, or else 
be content to take the mean height of the barometer in 
Bengal, where it is very stationary, and seemingly un- 
affected by changes of temperature. 

For here, as in most countries near the tropicks, the 
barometer has a very confined range, and does not vary 
with the fluctuations ofthe temperature, owing to contrary 
but equal variations of density and elasticity of the air, or 
other countervailing causes not investigated. The column 
of mercury stands within a few tenth? of an inch of the 
same height at all seasons of the year + ; and exhibits, 
but within narrower limits. the phsenomenon of diurnal 
tides, which also do not correspond with the-rise and fall 
of the thermometert. Towards the end of February, 
the season when the mountains of Nkptf were visited by 
General KIRKPATRICK, the barometer does not va in 
Bengal so much.as the tenth of an inch above and be 7' ow 
30 inches, while the themnometer in the shade ranges I OD, 
(from 70' to 80" 011 a medium,) and much more in an 

c o m e ,  and which was ~onstDptly higher by a qw&r af of .I&. 
The latter agrees more nearly with General KIRKPATRICK'S b w  
meter, which in March exhib~ted 25,87 for the length of the column 
of mercury at Cot'hniudh. The measure of it must be the& taken 
u doubtful to one quarter of an inch. 

M k  h#uches, voi. 4, p. 471. 
t bid. 4 . 4  p. 8911. 
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open exposure, between morning and noon. In  the 
months of December and January, the season when the 
column of mercuryis at its maximum*, the n~can elevation 
ofthe barometer is 30.07, while that of the thel-mometer 
is 68". At  Cat'hmcindzi, during the same season of the 
year, the mean height of the barometer is 95.28, while 
the thermometer is 52' : seldom altering so mudl as  the 
tenth of an inch, and never morc than I$  tenths, in the 
compass of one day, nor during the whole season so 
much as two tenths for the s a ~ ~ ~ e  hour of the day. 

The last of the two methods proposed seems therefore 
preferable, as the barometer is shown by the. journal 
kept at  Cat'hmdndzi to be as little variable in Ndpdl as 
it is in the plains of India ; and contemporary observa- 
tions at. places very remote (no other could be found) 
would produce no greakr degree of accuracy, since a 
like state of the atmosphere in respect of elasticity, or in 
regard to humidity and other circurlistances affecting its 
density exclusive of temperature, is hardly to be presun~ed 
to prevail through an expanse of many hundred miles 
between places so differently situated ; the one on the 
open plain within the reach of influence of the sea, the 
other in the midst of mountains at  the foot of the loftiest 
Alps. I shall therefore take the mean height of the baro- 
meter in Bengal, towards the end of February, or 30 
inches, and the observed height at  the spring of Chksdpdni 
at the same season of the year 24.43 : and in like manner 
the mean len of the column of mercury for both 
Cakutta and i? at'hmdndzi, in the winter season, when 
the mean temperature a t  the ope place as much exceeds 
the zero of the scale adapted to the measurements of 
heights, as it is short of it a t  the other. This appears 
to be 68" at Cakutta and 53. at Cat'hma'ndti : the mean 

*'Ashtick Researches, vol. 2, r. 470. 
T 
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of both, or 60°, differing by less than 14" from the zero 
of the scale. The corresponding lengths of the column 
of merculy are 30.07 and 25.28 respectively. 

Proceeding on these grounds to calculate the heights 
of the places, we find from the difference of logarithms *, 
7534 French toises or SO3 English fathoms in one in- 
stance, and 892 French toises or 9502 English fathoms 
on the other : needing little correction for the difference 
of temperature, the thermometer being near the zero of the 
scale?-. The elevation thus found, corrected, however$, 
for expansion of mercury and variation of the density of 
the air, as indicated by the thermometer, is 58 18 Etlglish 
feet or 9692 fathoms for Chis&p&nl, and 4784 feet or 
7979 fathoms for Cat'hmdndziQ, above the plains of 
Bengal. Hence may be inferred the following approxi- 
mated measures of other stations where barometrical 
observations were also made, unaccompanied, however, 
by observations of the thermometer. 

DE Luc, Mod. de l'Atmosphcre, 5 576 and 631. 
t Zero of DE LUC'S scale, 16.75 of REAUIIUB'S, an- 

swering on F A H R E ~ H E I T ' ~  scale to.. 1 69.52 ............ 
General ROY'S (Philos. Trans. vol. 67, p. 740), adapted 

to French toises 61.4 .............................. 
Thermometer at Chfsdpcini, 65O, that at CuZcutta being 

75O; the mean is ............................ 
Thermo~neter at Cat'*& .52 

I 70 ................. 
At Calcutta.. ............................. .68 - 

Mean of both.. ............. .60 
1 According to the mean of the rules proposed by General ROY and 

Sir GEORGE SHUCKBUROH ; and nearly in conformity to DE LUC'S, 
excepting the reduction of So in his scale : the numbers being 0.454 
for the multiplication of the difference of thermometers, and 0.00244 
for that of the mean of both thermometers above 32' FAHREXEEIT. 

5 By another barometer which stood a quarter of an inch higher, the 
elevation of Cat'hmdndh above Calcutta is 4510 feet ;, or4600, nearly, 
above the sea. 



Chandragiri, M ................ (22.5*) 
Tamhtkhdn, hI.. .............., .(33.75$) 
Chiscipcinf. R1 .................. (25 .85)  
Crtmhara, M .................. (44.22") 
Bhirbat/uli, ;\.I .................. (24.2811) 
lSibudhol valley. ................. (24.4sfi) 

Feet. 
79 s9t 
6488 
6453 
5943t 
5875 
571 1 

Also, as before, 

Cold spring Chfsdph2i. .................... 53 1 8 
City of Ca&'hnt6tzd4 .................... 4784 

And (by a trigonometrical measurement of 
mountains encompassing the valley of Nip& *+, 
selecting from it mountains south of Cat'hrnhtz- 
dh) Chandrugiri 31. above Cat'hmcfndzi 3689 
feet, and above the sea t t  .................. 8466 

P a k h u  hi. (above Cat'hmiindzi 42 10 feet,) . . 8994 

I t  does not seem, then, that the elevation of the pass of 
Ndgun-ghdti, whence the mountain near Jumundwathri 
was observed, need be thought overrated at so little as 
the lowest of these heights, which command a similar ex- 
tensive view of the Himdlaya. 

T o  recapitulate the result of this minute examination 
of mensure~~~ents of the Indian Alps, the following are 
stated as diffei-ences of elevation which may be received 
as near approaches to a correct determination of the . 

Fstimatcd, KIRKPATRICK, Nkpal, p. 331 and 332. 
t Doubtful. 
f K I B K P A T ~ I C ~ ,  hTkpdl, p. 70. 
4 Ibid. p. 57. 
(1 Much beneath the summit of the mountain : ibid. p. 139 and 533. 
!I Ibid p. 334. 

Colonel CRA w FORD, MSS. 
e T h i r  mountain, by t i e n e t ~ l  KIRKPATRICK'S doubtful ohsenation 

d the barometer (2!2.5), is 7989 feet above the plaim of Brku1. 
T 2 
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height, and as fully substantiating the position which was 
advanced at the beginning of this paper. 

Dhawalagiri or Dh6Zigir; above Gorakhpr, which 
is estimated to be 400 feet above the sea; 

On a mean of two nearest observations, and at 
the lowest computation .......... English feet 26463 

On a mean of three observations with middle 
refraction .............................. 87677 

Above the sea, at the lowest computation. ... 26869 
YamunhvatcirC, or Jamautri ; above the sum- 

rnit of Nbghnghdti, which is estimated to be 
5000 feet higher than the sea .............. 20895 

. ...................... Above the sea ; 95500 
A mountain supposed to be Dhaibun ; above 

Cat'hmf ndic, which appears by a barometrical 
measurement to be at least 4600 feet hlgher than 
the sea ................................ 20 140 

........................ Above the sea 24740 
A mountain not named, observed from Pilibhit 

and Jdt'hpcir ; above Rohilkhand, which is esti- 
mated at 500 feet above the sea : 

On a mean of observations at both stations, 
.................. 22ag1, or, more exactly 22968 

......................... Above the sea 32768 
A mountain not named, observed from 

Cat'hmtfndti, and situated in the direction of 
Chlabhairavi ; above the valley of N+fZ, 4600 
feet higher than the sea .................. 20085 

Above the sea ........................ M a 5  
Another near it ; above the valley of N@. . 18663 

........................ Above the sea 93962 
A third in its vicinity; above the valley of 

Nkpfil ,.........................-....... 18453 
Above the sea ........................ 23053 

I take this opportuni of adding to the former com- 
munication of Captain 'il APEE'S account of the journey 



to Bhadrincfih and to Rktal, and Bdt'hhri on the route 
towards Ganghatdrl,  the narrative of the prosecution 
of the ourney towards the source of the Bhdgirat'hi by d the hnahf, who was sent from the last-mentioned sta- 
tion to explore that source, ind who actually penetrated 
several miles beyond Gangcfwatdrf. I t  is taken ,from 
the field-book which was kept by him, and of which the 
original has been delivered to me by Lieutenant WEBB. 
The route is laid down from this journal in Lieutenant 
WEBB'S map of a survey of the Ganges within the 
mountains, inserted in the last volume of the Asiatich 
Researches *. 

I t  will be ob.served that the Mtinshi crossed the . 

Ganges several times on Satgas, or bridges consisting of 
one or two fir-trees laid across from bank to bank. The 
breadth of the river, or, which is the same thing, the . 

length of the bridge, was, in the first such instance which 
occurred, 56 paces. At the second bridge the breadth of 
the river crossed was 46 paces ; half of which consisted 
of rocks in the middle of the river, and the other half 
only appears to have been the breadth of the stream. 
In the third instance the distance from bank to bank 
was 51 paces; but one-third of this was rock, leaving 
two-thirds only, or 35 paces, for the width of the stream. 
The fourth bridge was 45 paces long; but the fifth 88 
only : and the sixth appears to have been no more than 
95 paces. This was below the confluence of the Bh&- 
rat hi with a rival stream named Kdddrgangd, and 
considerably short of the termination of the MhflJhi's 
journey. He has not specified the breadth of the river 
where last seen by him : but, at Gangdwathri, an expan- 
sion of the stream is described by him to be 40 cubits 
wide and two deep, with scarcely any current. The 
river was traced 3 miles further amidst the snow. 

Yol. 11, p. 447. 
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Sunday, 1st >fay, 1808, set of from Bethdri, Pergh 
Taknzir in Garhwcil. 

Left hand. 
Road level. Ganges 

distant 200 paces. Namc 
of the place Bet'hdriban. 

Mauza Kicirklii in 
sight ; distant f coss. 
A small stream from the 
mountain flows towards 
the Ganges. The river 
100 paccs distant. Road 
over rocks ; difficult. 

Road level over rocks. 
Ganges very near. 

Ascent. Ganges 400 
or 500 paces distant. 

Descent. Ganges 250 
paces off. 

Over roclis near the 
river ; extremely diffi- 
cult. 

A small stream from 
the mountain Wls into 
the Ganges. 

A grotto resembling a 
veranda, near thc road. 

Torrents, fifty or sixty 
paces wide, running with 
great violence towards 
the river, 200 paccs off. 

A grotto capable of 
containing ten or fifteen 
persons ; river as before. 

Ascent. 
Level r o d  on the 

high ground. Ganges 
400 paces distant. A 
village in sight, f coss 
off. 

Ascent. Ganges t 
cms off. 

Level. River as be- 
fore. 

Bearinp by 
Cornpa. Pacu. Ri&l h d .  

622 Acrosv the Gmge~, 
the river Idrar in sight ; 
distant f coss. Name of 1 

the place Silkibrm. 
320 

800 R. Jamca ; distant 4 ~ 
coss. 

150 
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Bearinp by 
Lrf\ Imd. Compam. Paces. Right hand. 

Over rocks ; very dif- 320 
ficult. 
A grotto capable of 240' 

containing 25 persons. 
b a d  level. River 408 

still as before. 
Descent : to the bank 

of R. Soar. 
309 

Cross R. !!bar, by a 14 
slwga. 

The water touched 
the bridge and flowed 
with rapidity. Ganges 
4 cotrs distant. Ma. 
Mum in sight on an 
eminence. 

Ascent. 32 
Road along the side 1208 A large village, Sd- 

oftbe mountain. lang, and river of the 
I same name ; distant 8 

coss. 
Descent*. 320 
Road along the side 174 

of the mountain. 
Descent to the bank 560 

of the Chhidn N. 
Ford of the C t i c u n  5 

N. t. 
Ascent of mount N. 3 points E. 848 

K'hartd 1. 
Road descends. 704 
Ascends again. I28 
Descends. 205 
Ford of the Taur N 5. 2 
Road along the side of 997 

the mountainll. . 
Level. N.2 points E. 59 

Ganges 500 paces off. 
t Ganges 2 coss off. The village of Chdidn in sight on the height. 
1 Name of the place AgrdkM. Ganges 8 cass distant. 
4 This smam wmes from North 7 points West. Ganged still ( c o s  

distant. Rained at nooq. We ate bread on the bank of the stream. 
(1 Lower down, a grot& capable of holding f 5 persons. 
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Beuingr by 
Left band. Compaw. ha. Rightluod. 

Ascent of mount Tu- 2264 
wbra *. 

DL-cent. N.4pointsE. 176 
Ascent. A large grot- 168 

to seen. 
Descent along the side : 1392 

of the mountain to the 
hanks of the Tiar R. 
Ganges 4 coss off. 

Ford the Tiart. N. 5 poiits E. 18 
Road level ; a little 1283 

undulating 1. 
Total 16865 paces. 

Monday, Itd May, proceeded. 

Road leads over rocks N. 3 points E. 283 River Datai in sight, 
of the Ganges. Stream f coss distant. It coma 
distant 500 paces. from mount KaiUs. N. 

6 points E. 
Ascent of Mount Ca- 1248 Flows with p a t  ra- 

par Kbola. Gangs f pidity. 
coss distant. 

Road level. A small N. 1 point E. 464 
grotto. Ganges f coss 
disrant. 

Road undulating to 496 
the banks of the K66t- 
mdri. Ganges f toss 
distant. 

Ford the stream 4. . 3 
Ascent. N. 2 points E. 112 
Road level on the 208 Water of the Ganges 

high ground. appeared like mud. 
Along the side of the 960 

mountain. Ganges ) to 
f c o ~  distant. 

* Village of Tuwdrd in sight. A small grotto. Ganges + cossdistant. 
t The strPam comes from N. 2 points E. 
1 Ganges 500 or 600 paces distant. Stopped for the night in a 

large' grotto or place sheltered by rocks. Rained the whole night. 
( It comes from N. 1 point W. Falls in a cataract of 20 cubits high. 



Be.riIlg# by 
r;rA hand. Corny-. Pa-.' B i t  hand. 

Crossed the Rdri*; 8 
Descent along the side ' us6 

uf the mountain. Gan- 
ges 1 coss &stant. 

Ascent. Ganges 400 h'. 6 points E. 355 
.paceS 05. 

Along the side of the 1280 
mountain t. 
Raul level. Ganges N. 2 points W. 1486 R. Nar 1 coss dis- 

900 paces distant. tant. Comes from N. 
2 points E. A cataract 
7 cubits high. 

Road level. N. 3 points E. 193 
Raad level. A grotto 200 

Ken. Ganges 500 paces 
off. 

Road level. 888 R. RLnki 1 coss dis- 
tant, N. 7 points E. A 
hot spring from the side 
of the mountain called 
Rcfrdnmd, on the bank 
of the Ganges. 

Rosd level 1. 42 
Road level to the 349 

banks of the Calydd. 
Cross the rivulet. 2 

Ganges 4 coss d i w t .  
A DIn*~alnat Bang- N. 7 points E. 214 The Mdicha falls into- 

IACK. Some fields of cul- the Ganges. It flow+ 
tivation. Ganges 600- from N. 7 points E. 
paces off. 

Level. Ganges 500 266 
paces distant. 

Ascent along the side N. 5 points EI 11 10 
of the mountain. Gan- 
ges f coss distant. 

Descent by a similar 1154 
path. Ganges 200 paces 
off. 

It comes from S. 7 pointy E. Ganges less than 1 coss distant. 
Hdted at noon t o e a  bmd.  It rained. 

t The M falls into the Ganges. This is 50  paces [wide]. 
1 A small stream from themountain's side falls into the Ganges. 
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Bearings by 
Len hnd.  Cornpaw. Paw. Right bud. 

Ford of the BanglrCli 11 
N. It flows from N. 2 
points W. 

Road level *. 280 
Road 1eveltotheGhat. 186 
Crossed the Ganges N. 7 poinb E. 56 

by a Sdngd, or spar 
bridge, 1 f space wide t. 

128 Ascent. Ganges 900 
pace  distant. 

320 Road level. 
80 Along the side of the 

mountain. 
800 Same. A tomnt 

cwsses the road. 
249 Level along the edge 

of the Ganges 1. 
480 Road level 5. 
152 

800 Road level : a grotto 
seen. Ganges 200 paces 
distant. 

1280 Road level 11. 
120 Road level B. 

Total 17609 paces. 

R. lid& in sight, a 
cow distant : coma from 
N. 3 points W. 

Tuesday, 3d May. 

N. 2 points E. 325 Road level to DdorM, 
a rivulet from N. 5 
points IS. 

A deserted hut of herdsmen. Ganges 300 paces off. 
t The stream was 30 cubits below the bridge. The Scfngd consisted 

of two or three spars, wit. a few pieces of wood tied on them. It W ~ M  

not s safe bridge. Having crossed, have now the Ganga  on the I d  
hand. 

f A fir-tree, which had fallen in, rested against the bank. 
5 A grotto seen : might hold 50 people. 
11 A torrent from the mountain passer close to the road. 
B Stopped for the night at a large grotto, capable of containing 40 

persons, 200 paces from the Ganges. Slight nin all night. 



Bwineby  
ten 11-h Compala Paces. Right I l d .  

3 Fordcd the DCordni. 
N. 5 points E. 378 R o d  to Dkorlnf ghdt 

of the Ganges. 
46 Crossed tlie Ganges 

by a Singd, or bridge of 
span *. 

Ascent. N. 2 points W. 40 
Level road. 400 
Descent. 40 
Level. 688 
Over the snow. 182 
Road level. N. 2 p in t s  E. 48 
Ascent. 40 
Level. A small grotto 120 

wen. 
Crossed the Ganges at 5 1 

the Ghdt L 6 R d ~ d g  by 358 Road almost leve& 
a S h d ,  or bridge of over rocks. 
IPM t- 59 Road level. 

N. 4 points Ed 1095 Road level along the' 
mountain's side. Gan- 
ges 100 paces off. 

19 Crossed the LBtgdrh 
by a Sdngd, consisting 
of 4 t i m b e ~  1. 

480 Over rocks on theedge' 
of the Gangm. 

296 Over snow which had 
fallen on the bank of the 
G a n ~ s .  

N. 7 points E. 184 Proceeded over rocks 
in the Ganges. 

* It consisted of three small span, and was 8 a pace wide ; verydan- 
grous and terrifying. Went over it in a sitting posture, sliding along. 
Tbe wooden part 24 paces, of which 11 very dangerous, and 13 mom 
easy. The rest (22 paces) on rocks in the Ganges, The atream 7 
cubits below the bridge. 

t Two paces wide, and five cubits above the stream. wbod 25 
cubits. Rock 21 cubits. Wood 10. Rocks 5. Ganges again on 
the leR hand. 

1 It  wag 2 paces wide, and was touched by the water. which flowed 
with ~IV& rapidity. -?'his stream comes from Himdcdal N. 7 
points E. 
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Left hmd. 
B-wb 
Compue. Paces. Right bmb. 

464 Ascent of the moun- 
tain, which was very 
steep. Climbed, holding 
by the grass and small 
shrubs. 

88 Descent towards the 
Ganges : went in a sit- 
ting posture. 

16 Road level. 
4-0 Ascmt ; very steep 

and difficult. 
104 Level. 
48 Ascent very dit?icult ; 

overhangs the Ganges. 
112 Level. Ganges 200 

paces off. 
131 Ascent ; steep and 

difficult. 
56 Descent ; extremely 

steep. 
462 Ascent. Ganges 250 

paces off. 
272 Level. Ganges 150 

paces distant. 
64 Over rocks on the 

edge of the Ganges. 
168 Descent from rocks ; 

very steep. 
831 Over rocks of the 

Ganges ; but less diffi- 
cult. 

1544 Road level; over 
stones in the bed of the 
Ganges +. 

56 Level. 
192 Ascent. 
232 Descent. 
145 Over the rocks of the 

Ganges ; very mugh aad 
difficult. I 

192 Ascent. 

The-Jeldri R. in sight, 
one coss distant, comes 
from N. 7 points E. and 
snowy mountains seen 
N. 7 points W. distant 
one coss. 

* A cave or g r o w  seen, and a small one capable of containing 50 
persons. 



Beuinga hy 
hf2 h a d .  Compm. Reea. Right hand. 

320 Level, along the bank 
of the Ganges. 

96 Ascent. 
200 Descent. 
653 Overrocks ofthe Gan- 

ges ; extremely rough 
and difficult. 

N. 4 points E. 11 Cross the BhPld by a 
Sdngd *. 

135 Level. 
N. 7 points E. ' 54 Cross the Ganges at 

the Ghdt of Shkh, by a 
Sdngcf t. 

Ascent, along the side N. 7 points W. 659 
of Ihe mountain. 

Along the side of the N. 7 points E. 1654 
mountain to SLkhI. 
G w  one coss dis- 
Ut. 

Along the side of the 840 
mountain. 

A s c a  552 
&cent. Ford the 1248 

choraki N. f .  
Road level. Ford the 523 

Pdchahdr 5. 
Road level. Ford the 117 

G q i t r i  N. This flows 
from N. 7 points W. 

Ascent to Jhdld ; 184 
which is 100 paces from 
the Ganges 11. 
Z 

Five cubits above the water. The stream comes from S. 1 pt. E. 
t 0.m pace wide, five cubits above the water. The old one had 

beep broken down, and a new one had been recently erected. The 
gredesr part of the distance in crossing was over rocks. k. Rock 26. 
Wood 17. Rock.11. 

f Comes from N. 7 poinb W. Ganges 900 paces off. 
5 It comes from S. 1 point W. Ganges 100 paces off. 
I( Slight rain. Snowy mountains on all sides, and apparently very 

hear. In the middle of the night much snow fell. In the morning 
the whole forest, and the surface of the ground and rooti of houses, 
were covered with snow. Halted till noon of next day. 
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4 t h  May.-Proceeded at nootl, when the snow was a 
.little cleared away. 

Bearing by 
Lctl Innil. Compw.  pace^. RlgLt Lurd. 

Road level. N. 2 points \V. 496 
Ford the ATibdni N. 11 

It comes from S. 7 points 
E. Ganges 200 paces . 
off. 

Along the side of  he N. 7 points W. 640 
.mountain. 

Descent. Ganges 2 699 
.to 300 paces off. 

Road level. N. 5 points E. 400 . 
Cross the S h b h  by. a 32 

Sdngd *. - 
Road level. 40 
In the shallow bcd-of. 70 

the Gangcs. 
Over stones in .the 37 

Ganges. 
In the shallow water 5 9  

of the river. 
Over stones. 35 
In the shallow wnter. 11 
Over stones along the 562 

edge of the river. 
In theshallow wuert .  48 
Along thc banks of N. 9 points E. 336; 

the Ganges f .  
Ascent. 48 
Along the side of the 528 

mountain. 
Over the rocks of the 1000 

Ganges, very rough and 
.difficult. 
Cross the Gongti by 22 

S*d 5. 
Road level. Ganges N. 7 points E. 53 1 

250 paces off. 

* The stream comes from N. 2 points W. 
+ Two channels of thc river'here unite. 
3 The melted snows descending from the mountains. 
5 The water touched the bridge. Stream comes from Tu'. 5 points E. 



Left hand. 
Cross the Harsild by 

a Sdngd *. 
Road levcl. Village 

of Cachbci. 
Ascent of the moun- 

tain near Cachbrd. 
Level road. 
Continued ascent of 

the same mountain. 
Descent t. 
Road level. 
Ascent. Along the 

ride of the mountain. 
Descent. Along the 

ride of the mountain. 
River very near. 
Cross by a Scingd ncar 

Dher6li 1. 
Level road over the 

rocks of the Ganges. 
Cross the Ganges by 

r S h g d  5. 
The deserted village 

of Shkhia in sight across 
the Ganges. 

Khera N. descends 
from Cailris. 

Beariop by 
C o m p .  Wca. Right hand. 

14 

96 Level r o d  to the km- 
ple of Mahdddaa 11. 

96, Arrived in the even- 
ing at Dhercili in Per- 
gunna T a c n b  TI. 

Total 9002 

5th May.- Proceeded from Dherhli. 
S. 5 points E. 160 Ascent. 

The  stream comes from N. 7 points E. 
t A stone representing Mahddkna, on a mountain said to be Cmlh ,  

was in sight from Cachbrd, bearing N. 5 points E. 
Five cubits above the water. 

5 At the Ghdt of Dherdli. Thc water rises within 5 cubits of the 
bridge. The Ganges is now on the left hand. 

11 Containing a stone lings to represent the deity. It war buried in 
the sand. The temple said to have been founded by Sancardchdrya. 
Other houses to the number of five or six. 

Containing near 25 huts, of which only 5 inhabited. 
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R. Qirmghn in sight, 
one coaa distant t. 

400 Descent. Ganges 200 
paces off. 

416 Level road. A stream 
from the mountain - 
crosscs the road. 

792 Over rocks on the 
edge of the river. 

14 Crossed the Gungd- 
adrti by a Stingti*. 

S. 5 points E. 1000 A stream h m  the 
mountain crosses the 
road. Ganges 250 pace5 
distant 

320 Road level : but over 
rocks. 

96 Level : over snow. 
864 Level : over rocks. 

Ganges 300 paces dis- 
tant. 

160 Level : over snow. 
480 Level: over. rocks. 

Ganges 200 paces dis- 
tant. 

80 Level : over snow. 
400 Level : Ganges 500 

paces distant. 
N. 5 points E. 480 Ascent. 

320 Level : Ganges 400 
paces distant. 

496 Descent: Ganges300 
paces distant. 

80 Level : A tomnt from 
the mountain S. 1 point 
E. 

160 Lcvcl. 
249 Over snow. A stream 

from' C h g t h q a .  
240 Level : Ganges 300 

paces off. 

The stream is very rapid, and comes from Mount C a b ,  S. 3 
points E. 

t Comes from N. 2 points. Is crossed by a ScfnSci on the road tp 
BMt f Thibet). ' 



Idt hnd. 
- 
Compclra Pwr. Right* 

N. 6 poinb E. 488 Level. 
80 Over snow.. 

533 Level. A streamhm 
C w l a  crosses the road. 

445 Level. Ganges 4 or 
500 pares distant. 

1064 Along the side of the 
mountain. 

14 Cross the k m g o  by 
a SdRgd9. 

I 840 h e ] .  
240 Ancent of Mk. b 

tM. 
912 Level : overroch. 
120 Ascent. 

I 96 Level : over rocks. 
64 Level : over anow. 

160 Level. Ganges SO0 
paces d. 

64 Ascent. 
!60 Along the side of tb 

mountain. 
R.'J&&pgcS from N. 5 poinb E. 1588 Level : over rocks. 

tbeKndeRdrnolm~. 184 Level : over rock8 t. 
ComenfmmN. 6- 512 Rolrdundulstinp. De- . 
E. Flows with great scent b meam of a 
rapidity; and joins the short Idler- 
Gang-. ASdRgd over 16 Level. Ashamfrsm 
it leads towards BM the mountain czwules the 
CIlubet). ' road. 

25 Cross the Ganges by 
a &36 at B M g & t i  f ,  

A t i p  of BhairdU.5 168 . . 
h t  IL 144 

h coma from Mount CaLk S. 5 points E. Ganges 200 psces off. 
t C&Mkir6 : a mere heap of atoms, with no idol. Walnut-tnen 

Gages 500 paca off. 
$The stre.m appeared to be 500 cubits below the bridge. 
9 carved in the stmy scarp of the mountain. Two idols of &nc, 

with minim. Pilgrims make offerings here, and proceed, 
4 &ltd in a grotto which might caPtsiP 199 penom. 
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6th May.-Proceeded un the journey. 

Len hand. 
f)euingbt 

Compur. Paca. Right- 

Ascent by means of N. 7 point,*. 299 
ladders. 

Ascent of the moun- 400 
taill0. 

Level : over rocks t. 1080 
Level : a plain. SO 
Level : over rocks$. 1035 
Level 8. . 336 
Along the side of the N. 6 points E. 840 

mountain. 
Level 11. 400 
Level. Over rocks. 2000 

Ganges 400 paces off. 
Level. Ovrt rocka. 759 
Level. A stream from 452 

Terdi crosses the d. 
Level. Halted in the 576 

grotto of Terdli. Fir- 
trees. Gaga 4.00 
paces distant. 

Level. N. 7pinb E 40 A -rtrsrm from 
gnow on the other side 
ofthe rim. b a t )  
c m .  

Level. Raadcllaased 41 1 
by a anam from the 
mountain. 

'Level : over rocks -. 444 
Level : o v e ~  rocksl-t. 1392 

* 

A temple of wood, containing an image of Bhair6IrU. 
t A stream from Banlago crosses the rsad in three pl- t a  

the Ganges. Comes f~ S. 7 poinb W. GangesW50~ pees og 
f A stream from Mount Mdwdri crosses the road. 
J ~ i n s g r w t t u o f M a t d r i .  - O ~ ~ p o c s d i d d -  
11 A stream near the deserted village of Himtin, from the m o ~ ~ ~  

acros.9 the road. 
T A stream near B h d r d  e e r l y  a viIMgk), esmes ' h m  

mountain across the road. 
++ Grotto of Otraro, capable of tdn-90.ptalons. 

paces off. 
t t ~ b s j  torrent3 fmm the mount&n arm the n r d m d  fiil bb * 

Ganges. Raer Z50 paces didtrurt. 



I Leftbmd. 

hveL  A stream from 
otuaro oroms the road. 

Level : over rocks *. 
Level : over rocks t. 
Level : over rocks E 
Level : over rocks. 

Level : over pcks $. 
Level : over rocks 11. 
Level : over rockg 

T d U ~  lr. 
Level : along the edge. 

I 
of the river-. 

Level. Arrive at 
I G01gcfrwtritt. 

5200 
104 R. Bit$ from S. 2 

points E Distant 4 c- 

1448 

580 

Total 20839 

A foaming torrent crosses the msd called Megmmd or Shbc?. 
Fah into the Ganges. 
t A grotto capable of holding 10 penom. Ganges 250 paces ob. 
f A tanent parses nepr the road. Falls into the Ganges. The 

river 200 psces distant. 
5 Pat@, where the P& are said to have performed a Mfice. 

G q e e  200 paces of. 
11 A torrent falls into the Ganges. Pakora and Cachuri: a spot 

s-ded with red marks, where the Pan& are said to hare pre- 
pved their victuals. River 300 pacesdistant. 
ll A spot named from salt and oil, which might fonnerly be per- 

Eeived, but pot so now. 
** G-cund, a pool in which the water collects, and whence a 

&eam proceeds. Confluence of X6ddrgangd from S. 5 points E. 
W& Bhdgiraf'M or Ganges from N. 7 points E. Hindus shave and 
bathe here preparatory to visiting Gangdwtrl. 
tt On the banks of the Ganges. A wooden temple, c e - t h e  

f ~ ~ t f t e p  of Gangti on a black stone. Sktgacund, V i s h c d ,  4 
Brdmecund, within the G a ~ e s ,  being names assigned to ditihct . 
portions of the river, where pilgrims bathe. The last is 40 cubits 
wide, 2 d It is the pure Gangcf, unpolluted by water of an . 

&earn. ?kgwat'~ri-dZd, a large rock in the river, on rhie i: 
king Bllcigirat'k aorshippd $e deity. The river comes from N. 
ints E., and has very little current. Scarcely any tree but the 

L&atr (bikb ?). On all sides snow. A l q  temple roofed kith 
coqtaipiog . . an h e  of G q d  in stone, a yd fd 

u !3 
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Beuillg by 
Len hd. Campan. p.ca. wthad. 

Rod level : over N. 7 poinu E 1320 
rocks of the Ganges. 

Road level : the river 1416 
might now and then be 
perceived amidst the 
mow. 

Road level : on ~OCL 49s 
in the Ganges*. 

The Ganges might #a 
now. d then be per- 
ceived under the snow t. 

Along the bank of the 760 
Ganges : over rocks t. 

Over snow, filling the 2640 
bed of the Gmgesb 

Over rocks along the 550 
banks of the Ganges, 
which here shewed it- 
wlfll. 

figare of silver, images of Mahddlra and Pdrbatl in red stone re re- 
sented with the human form, LUdgirdL, Amapbn( d h i ,  ~ b 8 ,  
Brahmci, and Ga&s'a, in red stone. A Brdhmen, who is an inhabitant 
of DkrdYi attends here during three months, Vuidk'h; Jylf'h, and 
ReBrh. Scamly any but Bairdgis and Sarmydh come here : the 
road being in the highest degree difficult, and the place amidst  low 

most inhospitable. 
The brcadth still less than at Gangdwtd. On one side the 4 

is practicable. On the other a perpendicular wall of rock. In the 
bed of the river saw a rock 2 or 3 paces wide and 5 long, batbed by 
the river on both sides, and overhanging the stream ; the depth of 
water being very small. This rock exhibits a similitude of the body 
and mouth of a cow. It is called GacnnLc'li. 

t An h e  of black stone might be seen in the snow; but could not 
be approached, for fear of being buried in the snow. The road was 
over the snow of the Ganges. 

1 A large cavern, quite capable of containing 100 persons : consisb 
of several apartments. 

The river was not once seen, nor was any sound of its current 
heard. The snow, being soiled, appeared likc the earth of cultivated 
fields. 

U In front war a steep mountab like a wall of rack, from an mglo 



8th May. 
W o 5  to return by the ssme road t o w h  DhcrcUI, there b e q  no 

her practicable route. 
The sequel of the field-book is kept in a similar manner ; but it i 

thought unnecessary to trPnslate it. 

of which, the Ganges appeared to come. Beyond the pment atation 
was nothing but snow, nor any road but that termination of the 
valley. From dread, none would venture into the water of the 
Gaugea. The anowy tops of the mountains appeared of variou8 
height ; and not the least sign of vegetation : nothing but snow, masea 
of which were fdling h m  the mountains. As the people in compan 
were deterred from advancing, and there appeared no md by whit% 
to penetrate, and further progress seemed full of peril and of terror, I 
r~undertheneceosityof returningto Gq6rwM.  



VIII. 

An Account of the Mearmrement QJ an Arc on the 
Meridian, extinding from Latiti& i0' 59' 49" to 
1.5" 6 v.05 North. 

BY MAJOR WILLIAM LAMBTON, 
SSd Regiment of Fdat. 

IT is withmuchsatisfaction that I have it in my power 
- to state to the Society the w~ccess which has attended a 

hither extension of the grand meridional arc, and the 
conclusive results from another series of astronomical ob 
servations at a station near Gooty, in latitude 15" 6' W.65. 
I am thereby enabled to set aside entirely those doubt- 
fid observabons at Dodagoontah, so often mentioned 
in my former communications ; not, however, without 
some regret at the necessitg of so doing ; because I wished 
to have noticed the proffessiie increase of the degrees on 
the meridian, as I advanced to the northward, by arcs not 
more than two degrees in amplitude. However, as the 
case stands at present, it is fully satisfactory. The whole 
arc is 6 56' eeU.e5, and it may be considered as consYt 
ing of two sections; one of 9 50' lO'j.5, the southern 
one, which gives the degree 60 3 fathoms nearly, for 
the latitude 9" 34' a", the midd f e point of that degree, 
as appeared from my last paper (in the commencement 
of the present volume of the Researches). The other sec- 
tion is 4" 6' 1 l".28 in amplitude, and lies to the north- 
ward of the former. This gives the degree due to the 
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middle paint, or latitude IS0 9,' 55" equal to 60487.87' 
fathoms. Also the degree due to latitude 11" 37' @', 
the middle point of the whole arc, is 604180.49, fathoms. 
So that, for latitude 9" 34' 44", the degree is 60479.9 1 fa- 
thoms; and for latitude 1 1 " 37' 49" the degree is 60480.46 

' fizthoms ; also, tbr latitude 13" 9' 55", the degree is 
60487.97 fathoms. These, being deduced from actual . observations, afford a regularity in the increase exceed- 
ing my most sanguine expectations. 

The recent measurement is a continuation ofthe former 
triangles in 1805 and 1806, commencing on the distance 
Paughur and Ymacmdah, and terminating at the stac 
tion of observation about three miles West from Gooty, 
where a base line has been measured as a verification to 
the present, and a foundation for a farther extension of a 
future series of meridional triangles. And, to render this 
account of what has already been done complete, I have 
here included the whole number of triangles, from the 
base in Coimbetow to that near Goo@. rQ particular 
account of the measurement of the base near Bangalore 
has already been given in the 10th volume of the Asiatick 
Researches; of course it is not necessary to repeat it here. 
That hue is thatfore only taken up as anew datum, from 
which the triangles are carried southward to the stations 
PonmamaZS and Kumbetarine hill, and northerly to 
PaugRur and Y m a c d a h ,  and then recourse is had to 
the last measured base near Gooty. Hence what is given 
bere, together with what appears in the 10th and present 
volume of the Researches, will furnish an entire account 
of the whole arc in its resent state of progress ; and its 
future extension will, ?hope, be more in the order of 
time, as a meridional series will be chiefly attended to ; 
and it may be gratifyin to the intelligent reader, who is 
interested in subjects o f this nature, to know that these 
operations are to be extended through the Dekkan; 
which, if no local difficulties occur, may be carried to 
the noFthem confines of the NI z AM'S dominions, consi- 
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derably beyond the 
ma be doubtful as to the 
so &, in tbe present state 
shall have no difficulty in penetrating as far as the latitude 
of 18 degrees, and perhaps my next observations may be 
on the banks of the Goodavery. It is scarcely necesary 
to mention here, that the number of years elapsed, since 
the commencement of this ate in 1805, has been owing 
to the time taken up in extending the survey over the 
whole Peninsula. The base near Gooty has been the 
foundation of a seriesof trianglesconnectin M d p a t a w  f with Goa, which I expect will be comp eted in 18 19, 
and after that my whole attention will be directed to 
the northward, where, having only the meridional series 
to attend to, my progress in that direction must come- 
quently be more rapid. 

Besides the purpose of extending this arc to the north- 
ward, there is another object of equal importance, which 
is the measurement of a perpendicular arc, in a latitude 
as tk north as it is possible to penetrate. I t  is from 
these perpendicular arcs that a d e  is obtained for com- 
puting the relative longitudes ; and when this survey is 
carried through the Circars, it will be of great importance 
to determine the positions of places along the sea-coast. 
Some of those places, according to Major RENNELL'S 
account, are laid down from observations formerly made 
under the direction of Colonel PEARSE, on his route 
from Madrab to Calcutta, in 1784 ; but his route was 
chidy inland after crossing the Kiatna, touching the 
coast in very few places; and his positions are laid 
down d y  in latitude. Others are fixed h m  Major 
STEPHEN'S survey ; but the data seem to have been 
indiicient. Even astronomical observations are incom- 
petent to fix the relative longitudes of a number of places 
within a few miles of each other. To determine the 
.measure of a degree perpendicular to the meridian affords 
the only correct means : and with these low latituda 
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g p t  nicety. in the o h t i o n s  is necessary. I t  there- 
fore becomes an important desideratum to obtain an 
accurate scale for computing longitudes, and the more 
northern latitudes afford the surest results. 

I have already noticed that t h a  meridional operations 
were begun in 1805. The base near Bangalore, mea- 
sured in 1804, wae the first foundation, and its hei t 
above the sea was determined from a 'series of hang 'i" es 
brought from the Cwomandel coast, and commencing 
fmm a base near St. TiumuM's Mount. The perpendi- 
cular height above the sea of every great station was d e  
termbed in the usual manner, by using the contained 
arcs between two stations; a method so well known, that 
it is needless to explain it here. An account of those 
heiets, with the terrestrial refraction as observed at every 
staoon in goin direct from sea to sea, is given in the 
10th volume o f the Asiatick Researches. 

I n  1805, on my return from the Malabar coast, the 
meridional triangles were begun at Pazrghur and Yerra- 
umdah (see the plan), and brought down to the base 
near Bangahre, from which other triangles had been ex- 
tended southerly in 1804, for the purpose of ~btaining 
sides of a great length, for measuring a perpendicular 
arc, but which answered exceedingly well for the meri- 
dional series. In the beginning of 1 806, that series was 
resumed, and carried down to the Coimbetoor country, 
where a base was measured, and a choice collection of 
zenith distances observed, an account of which was 
given in my last communication, which gives the parti- 
culars of the southern section of this arc. 

In 18 1 1, the triangles were again taken up at Pauglrur 
and Ymacondah, and canied up to Gooty, for deter- 
mining as usual the height of thatbase above the sea ; but 
when that measurement was computed, and reduced to 
&e level of the sea, the triangles were computed back tq 



tbe distance Paugkr and Ymacondah, difking. h 
the same distance brought from the base near B a t l g h  
1: feet, which, pmpo+oned to the measured base neer 
Gooty, will make a &*me of 3: inches, suppoeing it 
to have been computed is a side of the last triangles 
bmght out from the base near Bangalore. The super- 
intendence of these triangles was intrusted to Lieutenant 
RIDDELL, of the Company's service, while I we9 
measuring the base, and observing zenith distances; and 
thus terminated these operations ; a summary account of 
which I have thought it necestwy to give, because they 
have been carried on at intervals only, and, in point of 
time, bear but a small proportion to that taken up on the 
geographical scale. 

In the present volume of these Researches, I have 
@en the general formulae for determining the figure and 
d~mensions of the earth, taking m own measurements as 
stated in that account, and the di $ erent measurements in 
Evland, France, and at the Polar Circle, from which 
a mean result is had, for determining the rates of the 
Polar to the equatorial diameter. 

The present degree in latitude 1 1" 37' 19", compared 
with the Eng-lid, fimlr, and hedish  measurements, 
will give an ellipticity of & ; but I forbear making any 
deductions till I have done all that I mean to do in the 
meridional measurements, and until I know further m 
epecting the operations carried on in England.-When 
these arcs are extended as far as it is practicable, some 
hal conclusions may then be drawn with respect to the 
figure and di~uensions of our earth. For what has been 
done by those eminent men sent out to d8erent countries 
in the last century seems to have left the question more 
involved in uncertainty than it was before. BOUGUEB 
appears to have been the most correct; and had he taka 
any other measwment made in the northern latitudee, 
rather than that of MAUPEBTUIS, to compare with 
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own, his hypothesis might have been near the truth.-- 
The degree @en by the ABBE DE LA CAILLB is as in- 
consistent es that of MAUPERTUIS ; and he draws a con- 
clusion equally inconsistent with the doctrine of mbtorly 
motion, viz., thatthe meridians in the southern hemisphere 
have a different curvature to those in the northern, or that 
the degrees of longitude in, the same latitude are different 
In the two hemispheres. I wish to see that measurement 
put to the test. M A U P E R T U I S ~  been found, by the 
members of the Swedish academy, to be out upwards of 
900 fathoms, which circumstance cannot but tend to 
lessen our confidence in the AbbC's performance at the 
Cape o f  Good H q e .  

In the sequel of this paper I have added, as in my 
last, a table, shewing the perpendicular heights of the 
stations above the level of the sea. The base lines are all 
on the table land, and it may be curious to notice their 
comparative heights. The table land in the neighbour- 
hood of Bangalore, and towards Ooscotta is upwards of . 
3000 feet above the sea. The table land, or rather the 
general height of the low country in Coirnbeloor (for it is 
much undulated), is about 900 feet. Towards Ennevelh 
It fills to between four and five hundred feet. The fall 
to the northward of Bangalow is very rapid after passing 
Nmdydroog; and the summit of Paughu~, which rise9 
h@ from its hse,  is nearly upon a level with the table 
land near Bangalore. The mean height of t.he tmse near 
#ody is 118% feet, which is nearly the mean height of 
the flat country extending round Gooty and Bellary, from 
bhich plain the mountains and hills rise like islands from 
the sea. These facts being established, it is not dSai!t 
b amount for the difirent temperaturns in the diflkmnt 
tli~tricts at dye same, and at d Wey~t, seasons of the year. 

kng on hy geographbd aptrations I have lxm 
as to the heights, a d  .the general m v s  of 

aountains, for they hrm the most p r o d e n t  kames 4 
th cbuntry , and s~chi~tbrma?jan.tnq#t aid t"here3eaches 
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of intelligent medial men in their investigation of the 1 
causes of those diseases, which are so ital in some parts 
of the Peninsula. There are some remarkable facts with 
respect to the country to the westward of Bangalwe. 
After pmsing the range of hills, in which Savendroog, 
Paughur, and several other stations are situated, the 
country has a sudden descent, and continues low coosi- 
derably to the westward of Akringapatam, where it begins 
again to rise towards the mountains called the western 

auts, which are in general from two to three thousand 1 !Lt higher than those which form the eastern ghauts. 
&riqga- therefore, and dl the country north and 1 
northeterly towards the ceded districts, is a vdey, u p  
wards of a thousand feet below the table land round 1 
Bangalore, descending as we advance to the northward. 
The &vendroog range forms a kind of barrier to the east, 
but a more complete one is formed to the westward, by 
those stupendous mountains which form the hauts, a 
number of which are from five to six thousand ff eet above 
the sea. The countries of Canara and Mhkrbar lie 
immediately below these ghauts, and the sea is every 
where in sight. These countries are low, but broken, 
and much interspersed with back-water, riven, and exten- 
sive ravines, shaded with forest and jungle, and filled with 
population ; for the upland is barren, and it is in these 
ravines, and on the banks of the riven, where all the inha- 
bitants reside. I n  the month of February the low mua- 
try becomes excessively hot, and the vapour and exhala- 
tion so thick, that it is difficult to see to the distance of 
five miles. I have viewed this curious laboratory fmm 
the tops of some of the hi hest mountains, where I was P scarcelyable to bear the co d. The heat increasing during 

I 

the months of March and April, a prodigious uantity 1 J of this moisture is collected, which remains ay and 
night in a floating state, sometimes ascending nearly to 
the height of the mountains, where it is checked or con- 
densed by the cold ; but immediately after descending it 
is again d e d ,  and bepms vapow before it can ra@ 
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the earth ; 'and in this state of floating perturbation it re- 
mains till the setting in of the western monsoon, when 
the whole is condensed into rain, some Wing on the low 
country, some amo - the mountains, and what escapes 
is blown across the%9a; and immediately over this 
valley, which I have just mentioned. This account is 
foreign to my present purpose'; but I trust I shall be par- 
doned for the digression, as it is a statement of facts 
relative to a part of the country, which has been a grave 
both to Europeans and natives, ever since the fall of 
Sen'ngapatam . 

I have also added a short table of the latitudes and 
longitudes of places, depending on the meridional arc. 

. It is not m intention here to animadvert on the geogra- f: phy of the eninsula, as we have hadit handed to us in 
tbe printed maps. These, it is true, are erroneous ; but 
when we consider the materials from which they' have 
been compiled, and the total impossibility of procuring 
better, we must allow that great cridit is 'due to those 
gentlemen who have had the perseverance and industryto 
compile them. I can now speak with confidence with 
respect to the Peninsula in general, in which, in the course 
of this and the next year, every place of note will be 
laid down, from Cape Comorin to Goa on the west, and 
Maauliptam on the east, including all the. interior. 
These, which fall within the limits of the mericiional tri- 
angles, will serve as a specimen of what has been dorie 
elsewhere, and the reader cancompare their positions with 
those in the printed maps. I only hope that the next 
maps of the Peninsula, if any should be published, will 
be constructed from other materials besides what are fur- 
nished by military marches and perambulators. These 
may do in the hands of a Quarter-Master General, who 
wants the actual distances that troops have to march, and 
not the distances reduced to the chords of arcs ; nor doer 
it matter to him whether the armies march on the surface 
of a sphpoid or of a sphere, or on a flat. But, when 
ouch materials are intended for geopphical purposes, it 



becomes n e c q  to have the outlines, at least, ofa gene 
ral map, on correct principles, so that the distances, 
however crooked and winding, m y  be adjusttxl, and fitted 
to those kid d o n  with mathematical accuraty. Under 
these limitations, the materials furnished from military 
marches may be eminently useful. 

I 
I shall conclude by expressing my earnest hope tbat 

nothing will happen to prevent my fulfilling what I have 
here held out b the learned reader : and, were any in& i 

ment wanted to accelerate my exertions, it would neces- 
sarily arise from reflecting on the liberal and flattering 
treatment which I have experienced from this and the 
supreme Government ; and which must ever continue to 
animate my zeal, and excite the most lively feelings of 
gratitude. 

W. LAMBTON. 
Bellay, Nm. 17, 1812. 

I 

Triangles connecting the Base in Coimbetoor with the 
Base near Bangabre. 

In the present volume, page 45, tbe distrrnee from 
W a Z Z q a d  to Yaelmatroor is brought out in the 10th I 

triangle from the base line.-This dutance is tbe buc 1 h r  promeding northerly. 
I 

ANGLES. 
At HaaUagamcrUi &ation. 

BETWEEX AXD O r r  
Tbittamalli Station.. . . Yaelmatoor Station. . . -72 I I 5 I.  1 I 

51.5 I 
-gharPimJli Wion . . T h i M  Strtian , . .' Sg 20 59.5 

61.25 
61.5 
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O l U  
H d a p d h  Station . .Thittamalli Station . . . .84 00 13.5 

i::: { "-56 

16.75 
Woorachmalli Station, .Yaelmatoor Station. . . .56 51 35.5 

36. {35.,!j 
35.75 

KumbeCarinemalli Station 53 22 28.5 

28.5 - 
Shemimdli 'Station . . Woorachmalli Station. .93 31 35.75 

Hdlegamalli Station . .Thittamdli Station . . . -51 55 
12.75 

At Thittamalli Station. 

shennfmalli Station . .Hallagamslll Station . .36 38 45.61 
46.25 46.37 
47.25 

Hallagamalli Station . . Yaebtoor Station. . . .55 53 3.5 

2.5 

i 
Sbeonhnalli Station . . Woomchmalli Station. .GI 19 22.5 

23'62 1 2s.66 9s.rs 
24.75 ) 

Woorachmalli Station Yaelmotoor Station.. . .42 5 6. 

7.5 
9.75 

, Woqrqchdii BlatlPn KumkWhdnrJli . . . .87< 95-46.5 

4 . 5  43.7 
44.75 
42.25 I 
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ShennimJli Won . .Yaelmabor Station.. . .& 516 i7.75 

58.25 
54.75 

Kumbetarinemalli . . . .87 47 48.25 

Thittamdi Station.. . ,Shenaimalli Station . .SO 43 45.37 

47.62 ui.4 
47.88 
45.6s 

K u m b e M  ' . . . .Thittamdi Station.. . .S7 3 61.85 
(58.68 1 

59.6 
Thitbmalli Station.. . .Yaelmdoor Statim .. . .80 40 42.87 

49.63 I I 

42.37 
43.63 

P a u l d  Station . . . .Kumbetatinem$li . . . .86 4 25.5 

2s. 
21.5 - 

At PaulamaUi Station. 

At Kumbetarinemalli Station. 
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At Kumbetarinmalli Station (continued.) 
BETWEEN A N D  

Woarrcimalli Station. .Paularndi Station . . . .280 6 3i.75 
39.25 

35. 
ThiUamalli Station.. . .55 32 23.59 { 2P.57 

21.57 - 
At Ponnassmalli Station. 

Kumbetarinemalli Station Panlamalli Station . .65 49 36.04 

33.04 
P 

PRINCIPAL TRIANGLES. 

HJlqmdli from Yaelnutoor 130600.5 feet. 

1 TPUWOlgll. 
i 4 I r .  

51 55 09.75 
55 53 00.75 

1 

* Thiit.nulli from - H . L L g . d i  Station . . . . .. .. . . 194171,s 
{Yubatoor  Station.. . . . . . . . . . . 1 so i g W  

H.Ihpm.lli fmm ShennidY Shtion 74590.9 feet. 

36 38 45.75 

9 

The abort Bma will be h m d  in the etnnmeoccment of thh volume, in the 
7th triangle. 
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Ilbemimalli fkom Yaelrrmtoor, 60965.1 k t .  

- 
+ 5-99 

Y 
4 3 9  
-4.78 

& . 6 5 d S 5  

- *r 

5"s; ~4.4 
gs SI ~ s . 6  
rg ~6 51. 

180 00 00.0 

- - 
0 1  1 

56 51 S5.75 
gs s I ~ 4 . ~ 7  
99 36 - 

180 00 06.77 

z 

S 

Shcnninulli S6tion ........ .. 
Y l d m a h r  Smtion.. .. . . . . . . 

l # r  

M U  
1.45 

Sk ' -1 ' SMOU . . 
Y d m h r  8btion . . 
WOO-...... 

1917 
1091 

'PhirBuebintkgthtriaugleof*umeBsmrcha. - 
Sheooimdi fi w T h i t t ~ ~ d l i  8t.- 107409.5 % 

4 
. I  

Ihennimdli Station .. . . . 
Tbitt.I.dll Sptiaq.. . . 
WoorrbnnlhStatroo.. 

61 56 51.8 
61 19 913.7 
50 IS 45.5 

180 00 00.0 
. . 

S~tion...... . a  ~ 0 0 n c h m ~ l i  8.6.. fmm { k E  , . . . . . 1917 , ," 
Shcrmimcrlli 8 6 t h  from Woorrcbdli, 1n1794.6 h t .  

Sha1imdIil3tatiaa...... 67 56 51.8 
50 49 45.5 
61 19 99.7 

5 

180 00 00.0 

Yadmtoor h.om Tbitt.mdli Station, 15Olg5.s feet. 

6 

YaehmbrShti011 .. . . . 57 U 11.75 
'Ihittmrlli Station... . 4s os 07.4 4 . m  ro 0s 06.5 
WowyhmdIi Station eo so 4s.q -1.~1 eo SO 41-75 - 

180 00 oo.0 

Y8ehatoor station . . . . . . . . l o s l l s  
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...... mtumalli Station 94- 
UswnB.m { W o o ~ i S h  ti~....l 1 5 5 1  

' h e  rbum &s i .a mao distance btmd m tbe rhree triangles orr the fol 
lowing d i ~ t  B-, h., Shenniawlli h m  T h i t t d ,  SlmmimaUi fron 
wbadmlb, md Y(Y- bill h m  ThittamaUi a t i o n  ; in the ex 
trcma only. oa foot. 

Shennimalli Prom Woorad~dl i  19 1794.4 feet. 

1 

, ' I l ~ s  d e . l  
' .Ili h m  Woarhmalli is. tbe ~ e a n  dirtauce fonod in tbl 

z%?' a S b s u @ d ,  Ynelm~toor hill, WoorachmPUi ; and Shenuimalli, Tbitta 
w0omchnulli;- 

WoonrbmaUi from Krunbetarinemrlli, 1saeor.6 feet. 
I I 1 I I  1 1 

Kumbetarine from Paulunnlli, 170388.5 feet. 

... 
LmJtiShtiao .... 91 91 54.5 

44 4 9  33.0 -- 
I80 00 10.98 

Ponnru,u shr { ~ m b e ~ a ~ n e m d l i  ..... .ln416~n ...... aulamalli Station 167319 
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*.. 

'DESCRIPTION OF T H E  GREAT STATIONS. 

Hallagamalli. A hill with a ps$d. on the top, about 
seven miles S. W. from Shennima li. The station is on  
the platform of the pagoda. 

- Shennimalli. A hill near a rckpectable village of that 
name on the great road from Eerode to Daraporam. 
The station is on the highest part of the hill, a few hundred 
feet N. W. from the pagoda. I t  is marked as usual 
with a platform and stone. 

Ydklmatoor., A well-known hill about six miles E. 
N.E. from Shennimalli, with a p.agoda near the top. 
The station is on a stone platform a little way to the N. 
W. of the pagoda, on the highest part of the hill. 

Thiftamalli. A small hill with a pagoda-near the top, 
and lies about thirteen miles S. easterly from Sattimun- 
galurn. The station is on a rock, above where the 
pagoda stands, and a little way north from it. 

Wmachmalli. A peaked hill about two miles N. E. 
from Bhavtway, on the west bank of the Cauvery. The 
station is on the platform of the pagoda, on the top of the 
hill. 

Paulamalli.-A very large mountain below the ghauts, 
in the northern district of Coimbetoor. The Cammy 
river runs a little. way to the westward of it. This 
mountain is well known, and is a few miles northerly from 
Bhavany, where the collector resides. On the very 
summit there is a pagoda, and the station is on the plat- 
ibrm of that pagoda marked. 
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KumbetarimmaIli. -Another prodigious mountain in 
the northern district of Coimbetoor, about seven miles 
northerly from Sattinauqgalum. The mountain is well 
known there, and the road ascends from that side. The 
station is on the top of the peak, near a small pillar and 
a place of worship. It is in the middle of a platform 
built of mud and stones. 

Ponnadmlli.-A t mountain well known in that 
part of the country. r' t has a double top, but the station 
is on the northernmost one, and cannot be mistaken. I t  
is on a platform, with a marked stone in the middle. , 

A h d a d d y  lies about seven miles cast from this moun- 
tain. 

Triangh taken up a t  the Base near Bangalore, and 
continued back to Ponnasmlli and Kumbctm'ne. 

ANGLES. 

At the N. end of the Base (near Batlgahe). 
BETWEEN AND 

S. end of the Base . . . .Muntapum Station.. . .89 19 Z1.5 
- 

19.r5 26.75 20.25 
21.5 - ' 1 

At the S. end of the Base. 

N. end of the Base.. . .Mnntapum Station.. . .SS 43 60.4 

60.45 
Muntapum Station.. . .Bonnairgottab Station 106 09 36.25 

\ 
38.38 



BETWEEN AElD 

N. end of the Base.. . .S. end of the Base . . . .; 56 46.62 

42.45 
S. end of the Base. . . . Bonnairgottah Station. 3 5  3 56.05 

54.75 
54.25 56-05 
57-75 
57.5 

55.25 

I 
Bonnairgobb Station. .Tirt.pully S M b  . . . .97 26 5 155 1 ZSJg 

At tire Mu~rtapm Centre. 
Bonnairgottph Station. , T i p u l l y  Station . . . .97 28 55.75 

54.85 55.47 
55. I 

Savendmog Station.. . .69 50 45.25 ' 
47.75 

Savendroog Station.. . .Bonnsirgottah Station. .61 34 54. 

55- 
50. 

Referring Flag . . . . . . Savendroog W o n  . .lo4 4 29.5 
5 1.25 

27.3 
39.5 
28.5 

Referring Lamp , . . . . .Polestars W.elong. 19th 1 31 53. 
1805, July 22d. . . . . .56.25 

8th .... 51.25 
12th . . . .48.5 
17th . . . .46.25 
18th . . . ~ 7 . 5  
19th .... 45.5 
P3d .. ..45.5 
26th . . . .43.5 
b t h  .... 44.5 
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At Bonnairgottah Station. 

BXTWEEN AND 
S. end of the. ~ u c  . . . .~untapum Station.. . .si ~3 36.02 1 31-15 

34.28 
Muntapum Station.. . .Thpully Station . . . .51 7 53.25 

'ITrtspully Station . . . .Muntapum Station . . . .51 ' 5 56.65 

59.55 
54.9 

Muntapum S@m. . . . Sarmlmog Station. . . .70 52 28.06 { p3g1 

hdqoontah Station . .Savendroog Station. . . .83 20 14.75 
' :::: 16.17 

16.25 - 
At Tirtapully Station. 

Munkpum Station.. . . Bomakgottah Station. .3 l  25 15.03 1 16.1 
17-27 

Muntapum Centre. . . .Bonnairgottah Station. .S 1 25 7.97 1 8.96 9.95 , 

Deombeth Station.. . .Savendrmg Station.. . .l6 42 26.25 24.i 22.75 

At Deorabetta Station. 

Savendroog Station. . . .Tirtapully Station . . . .79 40 54. 
52. ) 
52.75 
52.75 

Sadroog Station. . . .Bundhullydr~~g . . . . . .97 47 58.5 
58.25 3 57.76 

Bundhullydmg . . . . . . Ponnassmalli Station . .S6 19 24. 



At 54vcndroog Station. 
BETWEEN AND 

Muntapum Centm . . . . Bonnairgottah Station. .s; 16 50.25 
50.75 

50-25 56.88 
5 1.25 
5 1.75 
5 1.05 

Tirtapully Station . . . . Deombetta Station . . . .53 36 48. 
46.75 

I 
47.25 

Deombetta Station . . . .BundhullydroogStation 41 41 41.25 

1 40.25 
I 41.75 - 40.5 

At Bundhullydroog Station. 

Savendroog Station, . . . Dwrahetta Station . . . .37 70 28.5 
.si.75 1 30.1z 

Deorabetta Station . . . .Ponnassmalli Station . .66 93 2.75 

9. 
4. 

PonnassmalLi Station . .~umbetarhemaUi . . . .85 12 57.19 

53.95 - 55.4 

At PonnaamIIi Station. 
Deorabett~ Station. . . . Bundhully Station . . . .76 57 35. 

34.25 34.5 
34.25 

'. Bundhully Station . . . . Kumbetarinemalli . . . .67 12 36.75 
\. 36.75 

55-96 
55.25 i 
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At Kumbetarivaemalli Station. 
BETWEEN AID 0 t "  

Bundhullydroog , . . . . . Pomasmalli Station . . . .27 34 34- 

37. 
37.5 
37.5 - 

PRINCIPAL TRIANGLES. 

d 

- 
' N. end of tite bue from 8. end of the base 39793.7 feet. 

i 
1 

I1 

A r l r  (h 
-"-' 

4h 

0 I U  0 U 
N. md of the be.. . . 89 19 90.75 +.I9 89 16 90 
9. md of the b ~ e  .. . . 33 44 00.06 4 . 0 6  s s 4 S  593  
Yuntapum Stdon..  . . 56 56 41.42 4 . 0 6  56 56 40.7 

180 00 09.93 

N. edd of tpe bsre ... . . ... 96365.95 
{s. end of&e ~abus .. . . . . 47475.03 

9. end of t k  from Montapnm Station 47475.03 feet. 

+ 1.45 

la 

8. md of the baae . . . . . . BonniaOt.Lsubn 1 Mutapam station . . . . 

106 09 37.79 
35 0s 56.05 
38 46 31.15 

~ e o  ~b 01.w 

106 09 35.9 
35 03 54.5 
38 @ 99.6 

180 00 00.0 

9. end of the bue . . . . 
Ildmtapern Station.. . . 
Bonougott.h Ytation 

43551.7 
79811.7 

-0.3 
-0.08 
-4.07 

. 

-7- 

0.47 

M.oppurn Station froln Bonnairgottah Station 7981 1.7 fret. 

IS 

Mmt~pum Station.. . . 
Bonnaugottph 8btion 
T i p a l l y  hi #tation 

97 96 53.9 
51 07 51.9 
31 S5 11.9 --- 

180 00 00.0 

96 
51 07 54.69 
31. as 16.15 

80 oo 04.16 

6 Muntapum Station . . . . . . . . 
z r t r ~ u l l ~  Prom \ B o W o t t A  8- . & .  . 

59.39-1.07 
-0.37 
-0.41 

1.85. + s.31 

108746.8 
-9 

~- - 
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I 
Bonolirgottrh Station from Tirtaplly Station lse4gl.9 fcct 

---- 
180 00 01.14 

Yontapam Centre from Bo4nairgott.h 79015.6 feet. 

Y 
69 so 46 
70 5s 120.5 
Sg 16 50.5 

16 

Bonnairgottalr fmm Saveudmq Station 19gBs.7 feet. 

16 

With che ides  Hurlnplu, Centre from 5[ljfqnJ4 hill lOS705.1 feet, and df+ 
kpvfil CRntre from S- 108661.6 kt, and the indaded angle m t  I n t q ~  
Cmlm 167O 19' 99".3, the dde Samdmg Station from nrtop* Hill is foDDd 
s16oss.g fat. 

A&, with the sider Bmamrgotfah from Tirfqndy 138rgo.g fa t ,  and Ik, 
ndrgsttah from Sll- 107968.7 feet, and the incladedangle at &mrirgttJ 
l s l 0  58' ~g*, the dde tbmdroog from Tirtepdly ir found ol6ose.r fn t ,  dif- 
fering fmm the above of a foot, and of which thr mean ir s16ose.ss feet. 

J 

4 . 7  8s 90 15.4 
35 04 59.8 
61 ~4 m.8 

180 00 Od.0 

Bonnairgottah Station 
Savendroog Station .. 
Dod.gooat.lr Station.. 

D o d q a t a b  Statiou f m  { Bo&rgott.b ....,... 705567 lavendroog Station.. . . islgsxa 
b 

83 20 16.17 . . . 
61 st 51.99 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE GREAT STATIONS. 1 
I 

and S. end of the base line, near Bangalore, are 
both defined by square masses of stone masonry, having 
each a circle and a point in the centre of the mass. Tbe 
first is near the village of Banswaddy, nearly a quarter of 
a mile S. easterly from it. The second lies about half a 
mile S. easterly from a small village na~ned Agrarurn, 
which is upwards of three miles N. E. from Bygoor. I 

Muntaptlm Station. There are two stations made use 
of: the one is in the centre of the Muntapum ; and the 
other a few feet to the west of it, but is now defaced. 
The Muntapurn (a small Hindoo building on four pillars) 
lies about four miles north from Bangalore, a little way 
to the westward of the Nundydroog road. I t  is a noted 
object, and ?een at a great distance. 

Dodagoontah Station. This is the great station of 
observation at which the position of the ximidian line is 
determined. I t  lies half way between the north end of 
the base and the Muntapum, and is marked by a large 
well-built stone platform of a circular form, and about 
ten feet in diameter. Its foundation is about two feet 
and a half under ground, having a large stone at the 
bottom, with a circle whose centre corresponds with the 
centre of the circle above, over which the plummet of the 
instrument was suspended during the observation. . 

Bonnairgottah Station. A small rocky hill close to 
the village of that name, lying about ten miles nearly south 
from -Bangalore. The stahon is on a platform of clay 
on the top of the hill, with a marked stone in the middle. 

n r t a p t l i  Station. A small hill, upwards of seven 
miles E. S. E. from the Eedgah, near Ooscottah. It is 
weil known in that neighbourhood, and the station is on 
its summit, being a platform of clay and stones, with a 
marked stone in the middle. I t  is close tb the road 
leading from Ooscottah to Malloot.. - ' 
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Deorabctta Station. This is a small hi! upwards of 
seven miles south from Annicul, with a pagoda on the top. 
The station is on the platform of the pagoda, nuirked by 
a small millstone. 

&endroog Station. The station is on the summit of 
the east peak of the droog, about forty or fifty feet north 
easterly from the Jfuntapum. The circle is inserted on 
the m k  . 

Bundhullydrbog or Eelrrumgher y Station. This is 
a large mountain south of the Cauvery river, in the 
northern district of Coimbetoor, upwards of thirteen miles 

. nearly east from Sattiagul. The station is on the plati 
form of a small building on the highest pinnacle of the 
droog. There is another building close to it to the west. 
A circle is marked on the building, over which the instru- 
ment stood ; but there was erected a pyramid of brick, 
several feet high, to serve as a mark to be taken from the 
other stations, and which may probably remain for many 
years. The village of Bundhully is a little way to the 
eastward. 

Triangle0 taken up at Deorabetta and Savendroog, and 
cmrtkoced to the side Paughur from Yerracondah. 

ANGLES. 

At Deorabetta Station. 

BETWEEN AND 
Savendmog Station.. . . Allasoor Station.. . . . .4; 26 36.68 

$8.18 
37.93 si.73 
38.93 
41.93 I 
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At S a d o o g  Stution. 
BETWEEN AND 

Dwrsbeaa Station . . . .Allasoor hill . . . . . . . .78 57 48. 

48c8. 4;.5 
47.25 
56.75 

55.5 34.9 
33.25 - 

' I 
Allaoor hill Station . .Cheetkul hill Station . .55 41 36. I 

At Al ib~dr Station. 

Deorbdta Station . . . . Savendroog Stdion. . . .53 41 39.87 

37.75 39.59 

38.75 
Savendroog Station . . :.Cheetkul Station. . . . . .62 10 44.5 

44.75 43.71 
41.87 I 

Cheetkul Station.. . . . . Kulkotah Station . . . .60 45 47.75 - 

46.5 
50. - 

At Cheetkul Station. 

Savadmog Station . .Allmoor hill Station . .62 7 47.75 1 47.1, 
48. - - 

Allamor hill Station . . Kulkotah station.. . . . .42 19  21.75 1 19.b2 
47.5 

Kuk* Station . . . .Bailippee Station . . . .71 36 29.25 
2 9  
26.75 27.54 

At Kulkotah Station. 

Cheetkul hill Station. .Allamor Station . . . , . .76 54 54.75 
49.75 
52.25 54. 
50.75 
54.5 I 

- 
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At Kulkotah Station (continued.) 
BLTWELX AND o , #a 

Cheetkul Hill hilippee Station . . . .53 34 3. 

3.5 
3. 

hilippee Station . . . .Yerracondah Station . .59 20 36.25 

36.5 
37.5 - 

At Bai lape  Station. 
Kulkot.b Station . . . .Cheetkul Station.. . . . .54 49 32.75 

38. 
Yerracondah Stmiion . ,72 20 57.5 

59.75 
54.25 

Yemcondab Station . .Paughur Station . . . . . .54 7 38. 

39.75 
39.5 - 

At Yerracondah Station. 
Kulkabh Station . . . .Bailippee Station . . . .48 18 19.75 

30.12 
Bailippee Station . . . . Paughurdroog Station. .63 90 45.5 

44.45 
46.75 - 

At  Paughurdroog Station. 
Ymacondih Station . . Bailippee Station.. . . . .62 3 1 43.75 

4359 41.75 
43.75 
49.25 
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PRINCIPAL TRIANGLES. 
1 Savendroog h m  Ueorabetta Station Isges8.8 f w i  

Bailippee Station . . . . 

A d - k r  

=-&. 

0 I u .  
78 57 45.1 
47 97. 
5s 41 W.9 

180 00 00.0 

j! - 1 
u 

-s.d 
38.73-1.55 

-1.69 

jl 

U 

5.4 

C 

1 
i 

9 1 

' r 

I + 0.49 

m o m  

Savdroog Station.. . . 
DwrabettaYtation. ... 
All.loor Station . . . . . . 

0bmv.d 

O I ' U  
78 57 47.5 
47 so 
5s 4 I 99.59 

----. 

180 00 05.89 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE GREAT STATIONS. 

v 

Kdkotah Station from Bqilippee Station 141745 feet. 

Allasoor Stadion.-A rocky hill close to the Nundy- 
droog road, near twelve miles north from Dodagootrtah. 
The station is on the highest part of the rock to the west- 
ward of a small hollow running across the top. The 
cucle is on the rock. 

I 
i 

95 

Cheetkul Sdation.-It is a hill about a mile to the S. 
W. of a large village of that name, lyin on the road 
from B. Pallapoor or Davaroydrmg. % he station is 
marked on the top of the rock. There is a very large 
stone close to the south of the rock. . 

Kulkotah Station.-A hill near a village of that name, 
near seven miles N. W. from Nundydroog. The station 
is on a platform at the summit, close to a high rock d t h  

Y 

fPUWGLElL 

Kolkotob Station . . . . 
Bappcc Station .. . . 
Ymeoudah8tntion .. 

. Bailippee Station fmin Yei.racondlrh 103rgo.s feet. 

O J  H 
sg so 37.1 
71 90 57.5 
48 1 8  30.37 

I80 00 04.97 

!nj 

- 

-Yemeondohf;om Kulkotnb Strt~on .. . . . . .. . . . . f Hailippee Smtion .... .. ... . . . 
-- 

U 
-I .a 
-1.8 
-1.6 -- 

180883.3 
163990.1 

If 
5.9 

-;I .6 
-1.8 
- 1:s 

filippre Station . . . . 
Ynneondah Station . . 
hqhtu Station.. . . . . ----- 

180 00 08.00 

54 7 39.5h 
63 nu 45.15 
60 sl 43.19 

54 7 37. 
63 no 43.5 
69 31 40.5 

. 
W 

O l U  
59 90 55.3 
79 no 55.7 
48 18 pg. 

5.9 +s.8 I 

-4.93 180 00 00.0 

180 00 00.0 
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a pillar upon it to the $. E. of the platform. A stone 
with a circle defines the station. 

Bailiflee Station.-A hill in the jungle, lipwards of 
five miles precisely east from Mudghe*. The station 
is on its summit inarked as usual. 

~ e r r a c d a h  Station.-A hill in the ceded districls, 
about twelve niiles S. S. E. from P m n d a h .  There is 
no village very near it, but it is well known ; the station 
is on the hrgllest part, and k ona large platform built of 
loose stones and mud, with a stone and circle in the 
middle. The ascent is on the ;east side. 

Paughur Station. A large droog, well known on the 
northern boundary of Mymw. The station is on a 
circular platform on the top of a square mass of building 
where the flagstaff stood, and is in rthe centre of the 
Sultan's battery, the luges t circular fortified rock on the 
top of the droog. A 6rcular stone with a hole in it 

. defines the station. - 
Memrement of the Base Line war Gooty. - 

Expcrimntr made for comparing the Chains. 



TABLE containing the ParticuIurr of tht M c w r d .  I 
[ C o o a d  IS& April, 18 I 1 .] 

-.. -. : '3=Ym- 
h r c h  -. 

Feet. Feet. Fret lnclres. lucht?rj. 
.OW84 , 4.78 .SO . w . 9  
.OW0 1 0.55 , 9.8 88. 
.Olg35 

I 

s.90 1U.U lOS.7 
.eta 9.90 1r.r 89.6 
.ooes6 3.70 
.Owl5 2.04 10.8 IVi .4  

ss 
m o b 9  . 0.65 , 15.9 ~ 0 . s  
.oOOlli 

' 
0.59 9- 95.0 

.00088 1.16 J W.8 
a09.43 I 6.06 10.3 90.1 

.oos I J 6.60 . 5.7 107 1 
.om86 1.47 16.1 83.3 
.03048 6.98 13. 104.7 
.014SO 3.37 &6 114.6 
43466 6-96 81.5 
.01589 4.70 1.5 95.7 
.w187 6.97 4.5 90.1 
.09491 6.61 15.5 96.6 
.01504 4 . 9  5. 98.8 

4.18 4.6 89.1 

I .oo6en 3.30 3 7  9 . 1  
3 . g  9.g 90.1 

.000114 0.95 4,s 110.8 
8-99 e9.9 
9 . ~ 6  5.7 96.4 
a 19  4.0 100.9 

4rOl6d , I .OS 19.1 88.9 i 4w a.w 9.4 llo.s 
.00684 9.87 

I -378 C.oC, 

1 .01079 4-15 14. 
0.15 8.3 

.vouo9 0.96 

.oo I 86 1.49 la  I 

.OIOUI 5.09 

.01l35 4.50 
1 .ow** om 
I . ~ 0 8 9 6  3.54 

.00845 9.91 
n.<tmnn o f  the bane to the prrr~ud . . 

.43b73 1 4 @I ( 138.6 1 1',6.7 

[Comp,ecd 4th May, I(II I j 
N. end of  tbe BUP above S. end of tbe Bue in perpendiralu height 

149.98 feet. 
y e  
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At the commencement, the old chain FEET. 
I 

I 
exceeded the new one 30.41 divisions of 
the micrometer, equal to .012 18 feet. 

I Therefore 336 x 300.0 13 18 feet, will be 
the measure in terms of the new chain. . = 351603.9707 

I 

At the conclusion, the old chain 
exceeded the new one 38.97 divisions of 
the micrometer, and had therefore in- 
creased 7.86 divisions, equal to .003 15 

0 00316 
feet. Hence 336 x + = 0.5 IS3 feet, 
the correction for the wear, which add. . + 0.5133 

The sum of the deductions from col. 
4th is 0.43673 feet, which being increased 
in the ratio of 100.0 13 18 feet, will be 
0.43678, which subtract ............ - 0,4568 

Hence the apparent horizontal distance .......................... 1 will be 52604.0479 

The correction for the expansion and 
reduced to the standard temperature of 
62' will be (97°.13-!50) x .O074--(69~-50~) x ,01937 

I P 

x se604.0479. will be 5.G5219 feet, 
whichadd ........................ + 5.4499 

Hence the corrected measure of the 
. base for the temperature of 69' will be.. 351609.4901 

, < 

Which being reduced to the level of 
the sea by taking the mean height of the 
base, and which is 1 18 1.5 feet above the .............. level of the sea will be 33607.6000 
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T41'angleJ taken up at the Base near Gooty, and con- 
tinued back to the side Paughurdroog from Yerra- 
cmdah. 

__IC__ 

ANGLES. 
At the N. end of the Base. 

BETWEEN AND 
Gootydmog Station ..'S. end of the Bue . . . .8f 2 j  1.6.5 

21.5 I 
20.5 I 
17. 

13.5 
15. 

S. end of the Base . . . .Paumdy Station , . . . . .35 04 8. 

::5 5.9 
4. 
3. 

At the 8. end of the Base. 
Gootydroog Station . .N. end of the Base . . . .27 1.3 59. 

67.5 
69. 
70.5 
58.5 
64.5 
65.5 
64. 
55.5 
56.5 
58.5 

N. end of the Base.. . .Paumdy Station 



At the 8. eRld of the Base (continid}. 

BETWEEN AND. 

I 
Gootydroog Station . .Namthabad , . $$ li 4.6-4 
Namthabad Station . . Paumdy Slation . . . ,105 03 5.19 
L. N. end of the Base Paorndy Station . ; . . lo5  3 05.19 
L. Gootydroog Station N. end of the Baae . . 27 14 02.64 

L. Paumdy Station . . Gootydroog Statton . .I32 17 07.83 

i - 
At Puumdy Station. 

I N. end ofthe Base .... S. end of ihe Base .. ..Sg 53 50.6 

'50. 
50. 
50. 

Namthabad Sbtion . .N. end of thc Bace . . , . 0 28 53.5 

53.5 
Gootydroog S e n  . .S. end of the Bere . . . .26 26 19. 

20.5 ) 
18.5 

~onako6ndbe station Gootydroog Station . .78 44 50. 

52. 
69. 
51. 
51.5 
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BETWEEN AND 
Gootydroog Station . . Guddakulgooda Station 808 4 i  25. 

29- 
27.5 
25. 
27.5 
28.5 
29.5 
25. 
35. 
37.5 

N. end of the Base.. . .Namthabad Station., . . 0 28 54. 
S. end of the Base . . . .39 52 49.5 

S. end of the Brue . . . . Namthabad Station. . . .40 21 43.5 - 
At Konakoodkua Station. 

hotydroog Station . . Koelacondah St&ao . .41 26 16. 

21. 
21. 
18. 

Paumdy Station . . . . . . Gootydroog Station.. . -36 01 43. 
39.5 

*' 36.5 I 41.56 

41. - 46.5 

At Koelac& Station. 
G o o t y m  W o n  . .Guddakulgooda Station 74 59  9.5 

9.5 
7.5 

18. 
17. 
17. 1 

K~&oSQtiaar..G~LICPthnr .... 58 55 62.5 
56.3 
64. 60.8 
6s. 
58. I .  



A t  Guddakulgoodu Station. 

BETWEEN AND 

Gootydroog Station . . Ooderpudrmg Station 609 26 25.5 
27-5 1 
24. 

- 

Paumdy Station . . . . . . Bootydroog Station . ,210 14 38.5 

37. 
33. - 

At Guddahdgoodd Station. 
Gootydmog Station . .~oe&ondah Station . .30 12 35.5 

. . 
54. 

. 54.5 
39. 
45.5 - 

At Gootydroog Station. 

. . 
N.endoftheBase....S.endoftheBase .... 65 18 48. 1 

47. 

38. 

42. 
32. 

Poumdy Station.. . . . . S. end of the Base . . 
29.5 
27.5 
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At Gmtydraog SLatim, (contind): 

BETWEEN AX D 
N. md of the BW . . . . ~ . m t h a b d  Station . . 20 3 i 56.5 

Pa6mdy Station. . . . . , Konakoondloo Station 65 13 28.5 
31. 

26.5 
Konakoondloo Station Koelacondah . . . . . . .79 37 38.5 

48.5 . 

42.5 
Koelacondah Station . . Guddakulgooda . . . . . .77 47 

74. 
58. 

Guddakulgaoda Station Paumdy Station . . . . . -67 1 57. 
5 156.17 
52.5 

Ooderpudroog Station Guddakulgooda . . . . . .44 37 48. 

46.5 489  
52. 
49. 
41.5 "' i 

Davourcondah Station Ooderpudroog Station 46 17 57.5 1 

50.5 
50.5 

52. 
47. 

Namthabd ........ N.endofthebase .... 2 31 58.5 
N.endofthebase .... S.endofthebase .... 65 18 41.19 

S. end of the bare . . . .NamthaW,. . . . . . . . .67 50 39.69 
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BZTWCEX AND 
. Guddpkulgooda Station Gaotydroog Station. . . .6: 5; 43. 

53. 
50. 
47. 
46. 
56. 
52.5 
60. 
60.5 
59. 

Goatydrm,@ Station . . Davurcondllh . . . . . . . .7l 17 20.5 
15.5 

16.5 
Davurcondah Station. .Condapilly Station . . . .51 25 61.5 

6S.5 

At Davurcondah Station. 

Gootydroag Station . . Ooderpudroog Station. .62 24 54.5 

55.. 

54. 53.5 1 
Ooderpudroog Station Condepilly Station . . . .59 4 1 1.5 

18. 1 1 
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At Con&#& Station. 

IhpnreQldsh Station. . Ooderpudroog Ststion 69 29 34. 
37. 1 

47. 
45. 

hacondab Station . . Dawcandah Station . .&I 41 16. 

19. 
17. 

Puighwdmog Station Oomondah Station . .52 40 2. 
1.5 1 
4.5 

At Ooracondah Station. 

Paughurdroog Ststion Condapilly Station . . . -79 34 36.5 

36.5 
42.5 
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,At Ooracondoh Station (continued). 

BETWEEN AND 
Condapilly Station.. . .Davurcondah Station . .4; 7i.5 

72. ] 
66.5 

59. 
Yerracondah Station . .Paughurdroog Station. .YO 68 32. 

30. 
29.5 - 

! ' At Yerracondnh Station. 

Paughurdroog Station Ooracondah Station . .55 32 28.5 

33.44 
34.5 
33.5 
34.5 
34.5 - 

At Paughurdroog Station. , 
I 

Ooracondab Station . .Yerracondah Station . .53 28 59. 

63.5 
60.5 

Condapilly Station.. . .Ooracondah Station . .47 45 22.5 
21. 
22. 
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PRINCIPAL TRIANGLES. 
& 

N. end of the bacle from 9. end of the base 39067.6 feet. - 
i O b u d  

TRIANGLES, ! A n r h  

0 1 11 
N. end of the base.. .. 35 04 5.7 
9.endufthebaae .... 

07 

...... 105 3 4.8 
hnmdy Station 39 59 49.5 

.......... 491 10.4 .......... ogo1e.e 

N. end of the base .... 

9s 

...... 1154~9.9 
35859.7 ...... 

S. end of the base from Gootydroog Station 35852.7 feet. 

og 

rgn18.7 .......... ....... 
I4 . 9.61 

67 so 39.65 
84 55 17.74 . 

30 

Namthabad from S. e11d of t l~r  heso ............ 33336. ......... 
b 

{ (iuotydmg Statin11 16471: 

0.19-0.09 

7 

ISO 17 7.5 
31 16 39.7 
96 06 19.8 

180 00 00.0 

--- 

5. end of the base .... 
OaorydroogYhtioo.. .. 
Paunldy Rbtion ...... 

139 17 7.83 
?I 16 39.65 
06 96 19.69 

180 00 ?.I7 

-0.99 
0.04 

+ 0.06 
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i 

Gootydmg Sbtion from Paumdy Station 59.57s Let: 

3 

........ ............ 
67 09 55.7 

h m d y  Station.. .... 84 4s 98.5 
Gaddahd Stntion .... 04 14 35.8 

....... 
Paumdy Ymtion .......... lsssgd 

Thc above bme is a maan dirtm&~ ebgined by the agth d slrt 'RLngkr. 

9. ad of* blE h m  R u d y  LPtJiaa 9491a.e fat 

* ,  
1 
I 
i .  

1 
3 1 

39 

-. 

.S. endofthe hK .... 
Rumd Station ...... 
u o o t y ~ ~  ~tatiom .. 

C""" 4 2 - 
O I  Y 

rse 17 7.83 
!S !S 19-69 
91 16 s s . 6 ~  

180 oo 00.17 

35s(P 
ssfn.! 

ssstr. 

. GaDv,,mog *tion from S. end d the base ...... { -cij sation ........ 

H 
--an 
+ 0. 
+ o2 

106 0s 5.04 
40 91 43.45 
ss 3s I r,.51 

190 00 C a l l  

a 
o a g 

............ .............. 

----- 

13s 17 7.5 
06 06 19.8 
91 16 39.7 -. 

Y 

--0.09 C 1 lee oo os.0 

-0.15 
4 0 s  

9. end of the bare .... 
h m d y  %tation.. .... 
N a m h k d  Sht lo .  

105 os 5.19 
40 91 43.5 . . . . .  

180 00 04.8 
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Gootydroog Station from Konakowdloo 99336.6 feet. 

Oknnd 
f 1 Tmmaa' 

I A d a .  z 

ras Stadon .. 79 37 43.17 -0.75 
~on*osmfloo %tion 4 I 96 18.57 --0.49 
Koel.eandah Station.. 58 ti6 n0.6 -4.54 58 56 00.0 

95 

180 00 09.54 

Goutjdron Statton.. . . 7674.  ~ e n d a t t  station from 
00 station 114073.3 

Gooty droog Station from Koelacondah 76749.9 feet. 

1 
Gootpdrwg Station . . 
KoelseadahStatio~.. 
Guddrlml Station . . . . 

s6 

og Station . . . . 1rsor5.1 aUld8ku1wh fnr ) ::dl00 shti0n . . 149075. 

Oootydroog Station fmm Onddakdgeda 1rsors.8 feat. 

'Gootydmog Station .. 44 37 4e.s '-1.06 44 37 q . a  
C;udd.Lulgooda Station @ 96 91.63 -1.30 69 9 6  so.4 , 
Ooderpeedroy SWon 65 5s 53.3 -1.94 6 5  55 59.1 

57 
--- 

189 00 03.43 3.G0--0.17 I80 00 00.0 
, -  - 

~~~~~~~d~~~~ -tion fmm Gootydroog Station.. . . . . 148736. 
(Ouddaku1gooda Statiuu . . 11 1109. 

Tbe clhtance from Gontydroog to Guddukulg~da, rn a b w  In the above tnao- 
glc, id a mean dktaoce obtained by the 34th and stith triangles. 

69 94 52.5 
58 

I 
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B , 
Davureondah from Ooderpeedroog Station 1g1si7.s feet  

$ 
I 

- 

39 

Obrned 

A W L .  

O l U  
sg  s 14.69 
51 96 4.5 
69 ng 43.14 

mAKim. 

Davarcondab Station.. 
Ooderpeedrong Station 
Condapilly h i U  Station 

Condapilly Station from Davnrcondah Station . . . . { Ooderpudmog Station:. . . 

Y 
-41.70 
-0.8) 
-0.94 

1olP;)s.a 
I I I la.. 

180 ou 09.26, 

' 

--- 

D a i u c o n a  from Condapillg Stntion 101973.8 feet  

0 1 1  
59 4 13.9 
51 96 3.0 
6g 99 40.s 

9.5 

40 

Davurcondsh Station . . 
Cfindapillv Station .. . . 
0oncondah Stalion . . -- -- 

180 oo 01.16 

Davarcondah Station . . . . 1sbsos.r 00ri3c0nd.11 from { Condapil$ Statinn . . . . . . I Q L I O ~ . ~ ~  

4 - 9 1  180 00 00.0 

Condapilly Station from Ooracoudah Station 191109.6 feet. 

4 1 
180 oo 03.68 3.65 

- 
-1.0 

a,lg hurdmod from Cundapilly Station.. . . . . . . . . 
{Oomcondab Station .. . . . . . . 

S9 40 91 
79 34 3 6 9  
47 45 91 

180 ou 00.0 

16oeeg.4 
1 a o 7 s p  

Pa~lgllurd~.oog from Ooracondah Station 130073.9 feet. 

Pauglinrdroog Station 53 99 01.5 --I .4 SS 98 59.75 
Ooracondali Stntion .. 70 58 30.6 -1.14 70 58 98.6 
Yerracondali Station.. 55 38 33.44 -1.16 55 39 31.65 

49 
180 00 05.54 

Paughurdroog Station 136785 

L 
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The distance &om Paughurdroog to Yerracondah 
will be found common; by referring to the 96th triangle, 
it will appear that there is a difference of 1'70, feet in the 
same side Paughurdroog from Yerracondah,,fiom whence 
it may be inferred that had the base been con~puted from 
btin,ving the triangles from the southward, it would fall 
short of the measurement by inches. 

For the purpose of reducing the terestrial arc, the 
following angles, with their including sides, have been 
used to obtain sides more conve~liently situated with the 
meridian of Dodagoontah station, to which the whole arc 
is reduced. 

The angle at Bonnairgottah, between Dodagoontah 
and Deorabetta, with the including sidm, from which the 
angle a t  Dodagoon tah station be tween Bonnairgottah 
and Deorabetta is found 14" 48' 36".6; and also the 
direct distance from Dodagoontah to Dewabetta is 
13593 1.3 feet. The angle at Dodagoontah station is 
then corrected, to make it as an observed angle, which be- 
comes 141" 48' 35".77. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE GREAT STATIONS. 

Baae near Gooty.-N. end ;-In the flat cotton 
ground about thr& miles west from Gooty, and near the 
village of Namthabad. I t  is situated on a rising ground 
marlied by a circular platform of brick and chunG, with 
a stone and circle, the centre of which ascertains the ex- 
tremity of the base. , 

S. end-Lies nearly a mile north of the village of 
and is similarly qarked with the former 
the masonry of both these platforms the 

extremities of the base we also defined by stones with. 
z 
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circles, fixed when the foundation was laid, and c o n e  
sponding with those above. 

Namthalad Stutwri--Lies about seven hundred and 
twenty-five feet nearly North fiom the North end of the 
base, being exactly in the same line with the extremities 
of the base, and marked in the v e y  same manner, to define 
the station. 

Paumhy Station.-Along hill, running nearly east and 
west, and about two miles north of the village of Paurndy 
and the Pinna river. The station is on a platform, and 
the centre is marked as usual. 

Konakoondloo Hill.-This hill is about a mile N. W. 
of the lar hill'of Pullyeendah, .and about two miles 
m t h  of 8 e great road from Gooty to B a l l a ~ a  village 
of the same name, situated at its south side. e station 

#is on an old.bastion, marked by a stone and circle. 

Guddnku~ouda Pagoda.-On the platform of the 
pagoda, marked as usual. The village and -hill are we11 
known, being about half the distance between Goo3 and 
Ballary. 

Koolacondcrh.-This hill is about fourteen miles no& 
from G q  in the Chinumpully talook, and two miles 
from the v~llage of that name. On the summit of a large 
detached stone, marked as usual. 

Gwtydroo4 .-On the highest point of that celebrated 
droog. Whi e observing, the flag-staffwas removed. I t  
was afterwards replaced, and marks the station. 

0 ~ d r o o g . - A  small well-known hill fdrt on the 
road from Hun& Anontapoor to Balla y. The station 
is on the centre of a square platform, marked by a stone 
and circle, about ten yards east of a ruined pgoda. 
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Davurcondah.- A small peaked hill, with a rugged 
summit, about three miles east of Hundee Anantapoor, on 
the reat road to Gooty. A thin stone pillar, to which 
the 1 ag bamboo was attached, m-as the intersectedobject. 
While the instrument was there this pillar was removed; 
its centre marked by a small mill-stone, over which it was 

erected, and a small circular platform of stone and 
chuoam built round it. The hill derives its name from a 
pagoda about thirty yards west of the summit. 

Condapilly Hill.-I t is on the summit of a considerable 
range running nearly north and south. I t  derives its name . 
h m  a village of some extent about a mile N. W. of it. 
The place where the instrument stood is marked by a 
circle on the rock, and is a few feet from the stone pillar 
on the highest point of the hill. 

0oracondah.This hill is on the northernmost of the 
Pcncondah range, and west of the village of Chinnaka- 
tapilly, on the road between Gooty and Batzgalore. 
On the other side is a village called Nammudtella. The 
station is marked with a platform, a large stone, and 
a circle, over the centre of which the instrument was 
placed. 
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Pole Sfar Observations at Dodagoontah' Station ; and 
the Pwition of its Meridian. 

In this paper the latitude of Dodagomtah, which is 
the great station for fixing the position of the meridian 
line, is laid down by reducing the terrestrial arc between 
Putchapolliam and Dodagoontah to degrees and minutes, 
takin the mean deem as given by the observations at 
~ u l c $ t a ~ l l i a m  and Namthabad, near Gwty, which is 
60487.27 for latitude 13" 09' 55", not differing ~nuch 
from the latitude of Dodagoontah. This gives an arc of 
2" 0' 14".72, which, added to the arc between Punnac 
and Putchapolliam, gives 4" 50' !25".96; and this, a p  
plied to the latitude of Punnae, viz., 8" 9' 3S/'.~g, 'ves 
IS' 00' 03".65 for the Latitude of Dodagomtah. tb 
latitude exceeds that determined in 1805 by 3".74; 
therefore, if this quantity be added to 13" 4' S1'.7, tbe 
deduced latitude of the observatory (Asiatick Researches, 
vol. 1 Oth, page 374), we have 1 So 4' 1 $"'a, the latitude of 
the observatory, as corrected from the present operations. 

Ao le between 
tbe#or th~o~elPd 

referring h p .  

O ' Y  
o 14 49.16 
0 14 45.45 
o 14 46.85 
0 14 4Y.56 
01449.49 
0 14 47.9 
0 14 49.6 
o 14 48.47 
o 14 49.49 
o 14 r&*s 

- 

o I r  48.31 N.Dl. 
104 4 99.6e -- 
10s rg 41.37 N.W 

Angle be- 
tween the 
Pole Sbr  

and referring 
Lamp. 

s . 
1 s l  56.35 
I 31 51.95 
1 31 48.5 
13146.95  
1 31 47.5 
1 31 45.5 
I 31 45.5 
I 31 43.5 
I 31 44.5 

Angle betwecuthe Nerth Pole and referring Lamp.. 
Angle between the referring Laup and Lkmd~00g.. 

Angle between tks North Pole and Sacemdm Station 

b a n & .  

6 
1 46 41.7 
I 46 98.1 
1 46 37.06 
14655.67 
1 46 95.4 
I 46 95.1 
I 46 3 s . g  
1 46 3 s . g ~  
1 46 39.79 

6 

3 

,o 
0 

02 

1805. 

- 
Month. 

~ o l y  l g  
90 

Aag. e 
12 
17 
I8 
19 
9s  
26 
97 

&Tmt 
olu 

Dia~ance. 

0 n 
I 4; ss.9 
1 43 57.57 
I ra 54.07 
1 43 53.05 
14351 .7  
1 43 51.44 
I 4 8  51.16 
1 43 m.04 
I 4s rg.09 
1 4s  re.83 
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Dista~rceB between the Pardlets of Dodagaun'tah and the Station at Namthabad. 
M 

T~~ between tbe thcleb of Dodagoonta!~ Station and Namtbabad.. ............ 761789.~ feet. 
~od&ntah Station and PutchrpoUiPn .......... 797s34.G 

Ptitch.pollinm Station and Nunthabrd ............ 1489199.9 

PutchRpollh Station and Punlac Station.. ........ 1029l00.5 

.................. Punme Station and Narntlmbrd Q6 1esss.4 

L 

mAnoNs A T  NAME8 OF AdCgl. / _ s w m . /  =-rm D i n a m  
-ah I lhsmnn hw O...F..~ I ,  

D-mbett. .......... 
......... Allnvlorhill. 

Kakntab bill ........ 
Yempondd .....,.. 
Ooracondah ,, , , , , . , , . 

........ Daqtrrondh 

htgdroog .......... 

YnldL.. 

F r e t  
58716.6 N. 

159687.6 N. 

392667.7 N. 

rser86.a N. 

6esosr.r N. 

76j~os.6 N. 

761788.~ N. I 

.... AlhwrLill 

KdketnhbilL... 

Yemcondrh.. .. 
O~ncoadrh .... 
D.wewd.b .. 

.... 
Namtbabd ... 

r b p d d u .  X d h .  I rv.).rltrnl~. 

O I H  
o 4s 54.5s N.W. 

r .64s.esN.W. 

s 4s 49.55 N.E. 

7 4 s i a  N.W. 

5 39 59.09 N.B 

o 16 40.56 N.E. 

.70 4s $0.91 S.W. 

Pt.rt. 
1g6G.7 W. 

(1695 W. 

9365.9 E. 

69446 W. 

e3ns.a E. 

9076.5 E. 

8479 W. 

I 
Feet. Feet. 

1 w6.s W./ lg&&gbi. 

I b / ~ ~ s W . / ~ i . s N .  

. 18060.9 E. 1 17w9.9 5.  

I 16610,s W. ~ Q S S I B . ~  N. I 14sso.1 E. 1 4 m . a  N. 

Feet. 
t94669.8 

gls11.6 

180683.6 

1m8s.s 

1so5os.s 

is~g4u.1 

16r71.8 

771 E. 

15546.5 W. 

1segt1.9 N. 

5437.3 S. 
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Zenith distances of Stars, observed at Nmthabad 
Station, with the corrections for precession, nutation, 
aberration, and the semi-annual solar equation, back to 
the beginning of the year 1805. - 

O b 8 m t i r m s  at Namthabad. 
0 LEONIS. 

N'eareat Point on the Limb, 4O 20" South. 

REGULUS. 
Neareat Point on tk Limb, 2' 15' South. 

b 

April i8  
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
85 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

1811. 

Month. 

April 18 
20 
21 
22 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

May 9 

Faae. 

W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 

. Obumed 

Zenith Dbbnce. 

9 ei  61s 
4 21 19.53 
4 21 10.38 
4 e l  18.26 
4 21 8.63 
4 21 20.13 
4 21 9.63 
4 21 19.13 
4 21 9.63 
4 21 19.26 
4 21 9.6s 
4 21 19.38 

ThennometEra Corree- 

lion. 

- 
169.11 
109.00 
108.95 
io8.go 
108.80 
108.74 
108.68 
108.63 
108.56 
108.52 
108.47 
108.36 

- 

,-. 

88 
83 
84 
87 
91 
92 
94 
96 
94 
93 
92 
78 

89.2 

Correct 

with Pmt.aee. 

- 1 1; 26-02 
4 19 $059 
4 19 21-43 
4 19 99.36 
4 19 19.83 
4 19 31.39 
4 19 90.95 
4 19 30.50 
4 19 21.05 

' 4 19 30.74 
4 19 21.16 
4 19 31.02 

Mean 

-. 

88 
OS 
84 
87 
91 
92 
93 
96 
94 
99 
92 
79 

89.2 
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9 LEONIS. 

Nearc(t Point OR the Limb, 1" 20' North. 

B LEONIS.. 

Ncarut Point on the Limb, O0 30' North. 

1811. 

Month. 

April20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
Zg 
30 

May 4 

I 

Themorneten 

April18 
20 
21 
22 
29 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

U?p. 

8; 
82 
85 
82 
89 
88 
91 
93 
93 
90 
90 
90 -- 

,87.75,87.67 

Comct 

Zenith %tan=. 

0 

I 2 j  33.80 
1 23 46.71 
1 23 34.48 
1 23 46.39 
1 23 34.44 
1 2 3 4 9 . 2 0  
1 22 36.11 
1 23 46.01 
1 23 35.42 
1 2 3 4 6 . 2 1  
1 93 34.73 
1 23 43.99 

Mean 

Face. 

E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 

-. 

8; 
82 
85 
81 
89 
88 
91 
93 
93 
90 
90 
90 

W. 
E. 
w. 
N. 
W. 
E. 
w. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
w. 
E. 

Obwmd 

Zenith Dutmcc. 

; ?i $6.26 
1 21 40.26 
1 21 28.13 
1 21 40.13 
1 21 28.28 
1 2 1 4 3 . 1 3  
1 21 30.13 
1 21 40.13 
1 21 29.63 
1 2 1  40.51 
1 21 29.13 
1 21 38.76 

0 3 1  42.13 
0 31 33.76 
0 3 1 4 5 . 5 1  
0 31 33.63 
0 31 47.26 
o 31 31.38 
0 31 46.01 
0 31 33.03 
0 31 46.26 
0 31 35.13 
0 31 46.51 
0 31 33.13 

Corree- 

tion. 

.+ 
146.54 
126.45 
126.35 
126.26 
126. 6 
126.07 
125.98 
125.88 
125.79 
125.70 
125.60 
1Q5.23 

+ 
129.88 
129.68 
129.58 
129.47 
129.38 
129.28 
129.18 
129.07 
128.98 
128.88 
148.77 
128.66 

0 3 3  52.01 
0 33 43.44 
0 3 3 5 5 . 0 9  
0 33 43.10 
0 33 56.64 
o 33 40.66 
0 33 55.19 
0 33 42.10 
0 33 55.24 
0 33 44.01 
0 33 55.28 
0 33 41.79 

1 

86 
79 
82 
84 
81 
87 
88 
YO 
92 
92 
90 
90 

Mean 

' 8 6  
79 
81 
84 
81 
87 
88 
90 
92 
92 
90 
90 

86.75 86.6'/1 
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a VIRGINIS. 
Nearest Point on the Limb, 30 5' Sol~th. 

I 
Pre. 

- 
W. 1 12.85  8 807 
E. 3 7 23.39 124.75 3 5 .18.64 90 
W. 3 7 12.13 124.65 3 5 7.48 90 
E. 3 7 20.16 124.44 3 5 15.82 88 88 
W. 3 7 13.01 124.34 3 5 8.67 S8 88 
E. 3 7 10.76 124.01 3 5 16.75 82 82 -- 

Mean 87.5 87.3 

8 SERPENTIS. 
Nearest Point on the Limb, 3' 55' South. 

May 1 
3 
4 
5 
7 
9 

15 

3 53 57.57 
3 53 49.21 
S 53 56.85 
s 53 46.99 
3 53 58.39 
3 53 48.29 
s 53 56.02 

Mean 

y SERPENTIS. 
ATearut Point on the Limb, 10 10' North. 

May 1 
3 
4 
5 
7 
8 
9 

15 

I 



a HERCULIS. 
Nearest Point on the Limb, o0 30' South. 

a OPHIUCHI. 

Nearut Point on ttie Limb, 2' 25' South. 

, 

P 
1811. 

Month. 

a p a 2 6  
27 
28 
30 

May 1 
2 
s 
4 

April25 
26 
27 
28 
30 

May 1 
2 
s 
4 
5 
7 
8 

- 

rr 

W e .  

E. 
w. 
E. 
w. 
E. 
w. 
. 
. 

5 
7 
8 
9 

C o m t  

Zenith D ~ h a e .  

; 2 i  3i.68 
0 28 27.85 
0 28 36.47 
0 28 29.91 
O 28 36.93, 
0 18 28.96 
o 28 38.56 
0 28 31.40 

W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
w. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 

o 28 38.69 81 
0 28 29.14 83 
0 28 
0 28 

E. 
\Y. 
E. 
W. 

Obaerved 

Zenitb Dntmce. 

6 29 5.37 
0 28 55.4 
0 29 3.87 
0 28 57 
O 29 3.87 
0 28 55.75 
o 29 5 
0 28 57.87 

2 23 18.37 
4 23 30.87 
2 23 21.99 
2 23 33.87 
2 23 22.74 
5? 23 32.24 
e 23 20.74 
e 23 91.37 
2 23 20.37 
2 23 31.12 
52 23 Q0.74 
II as 29.37 

i A 

Correc- 

tion. 

- 
i7.69 
27.55 
47.40 
27.09 
26.94 
26.79 
26.64 
26.47 

- 
Thermometem 

18.55 
18.42 
18.28 
18.14 
1Y.86 
17.71 
17.57 
17.41 
17-41 
17.11 
16.89 
16.6$ 

- 

' 0 29 5 
0 28 55.12 
0 19 4:5 
0 28 54.12 

i s  
83 
83 
82 
80 
75 
80 
79 

2 22 59.82 
2 23 12.45 
2 23 3.71 
2 23 15.73 
2 P3 4.88 
4 23 14d3 
2 1z3 3.17 
a zs 13.96 
2 83 3.10 
2 93 14.01 
4 93 3.94 
o as 12.74 

Me-4~ 

82 
d3 
83 
83 
83 
80 
75 
79 
79 
81 
89 
8s 

26.31 
25.98 
25.82 
25.65 

-. ' 

8s  
83 
83 
82 
80 
76 
79 
78 

7 

81 
83 
83 
83 r 
82 
80 
76 
79 
79 
81 
83 
8s 

81.09-81.0533 
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t AQUILE. 
Nearest Point on the Limb. lo 30' South. 

1811. 
. 

Month. 

May 10 
14 
15 

7 AQUILE. 
Nearest Point 4 the Limb, 4P 55' South. 

Correct 

Zenith Dbtance. 

36 46.98 
1 30 56.54 
1 30 48.30 

Mean 

Face 

W. 
E. 
w. 

ATAIR. 
Nearest Point on the Limb, 6O 45' South. 

'll~ermorneten 

May 1 
2 
4 
5 
7 
10 
11 
12 
15 

Observed 

Zenith Distance. 

10 36 13.5 .' 
1 30 24.38 
1 30 16 

ulpn. 

820 
77 
89 

So.37 

Correc- 

tion. 

,, + 
31.48 
32.16 
32.30 

lar... 

8; 
77 
82 

78.03 

E. 
w. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
w. 
E. 
W. 
E. 

b 

4 56 9.13 
4 55 58.63 
4 56 8.63 
4 56 2.63 
4 56 9.00 
4 55 59.13 
4 56 8.63 
4 55 59.63 
4 56 7.13 

L 

May 5 
7 
8 
g 

-10 
11 
l a  
15 

+ 
52.44 
62.57 
52.86 
53.00 
53.29 
53.75 
53.92 
54.07 
54.56 

6 42 57.24 
6 43 10.12 
6 42 57.74 
6 43 6.24 
6 42 54.87 
6 43 6.99 
6 42 54.95 
6 4 3  537 

W. 
E. 
w. 
E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 

4 57 1.57 
4 56 51.20 
4 57 1.49 
4 56 55.63 
4 57, 2.29 
'4 56 52.88 

4% 57 , 2.55 
4 56 53.70 
4 57 1.69 

Mean 

+ 
58.02 
58.31 
58.a 
58.61 
58.76 
58.91 
59.08 
59.66 

78 
76 
77 
80 
80 
80 
81 
84 
81 

79.67 

6 43 55.26 
6 44 8.43 
6 43 56.20 
6 e4 4.85 
6 43 53.63 
6 44 5.90 
6 4.9 59.33 
644 4.93 

Mean 

83 
76 
77 
80 
80 
80 
80 
83 
81 

BC 

80 
80 
80 
80 
pg 
81 
84 
d l  

~ , ) . b s  

80 
80 
80 
80 
79 
80 
83 
81 

(10.37 
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B DELPHINI. 

Ncarqst Point on the Limb, lo 10' South. 

Means of the Zenith Distances, taken on the right and le!? 
arcs corrected for refraction, equation of the sectorid tube, and 
the mean run of the micromexr. 

1811. 

Month. 

M ~ Y  g 
lo  
12 
14 
11 

Zenith Distancca at Namthabad. 

o LEONIS. 

Face. 

E. 
W. 
E. 
W. 
E. 

1811. 

MONTE. 
April 20 

22 
254 
27 

Obsened 

Zenith Distmec 

; g i i .37 
1 9 1.87 
1 9 14 
1 g 4.62 
i g 10.37 

Correc- 

tion. 

* + 
74.12 
74.27 
74.59 
74.91 
75.09 

&mct 

Zenith Dbt.nee. 

ID 16 2i.49 
1 10 16.14 
1 10 28.59 
1 lo  13.53 
1 l o  25.46 

Mean 

284 
304 

Mean 

Left Arc. 

.o 
4 19 36.53 
4 19 29.36 

19 31.39 
4 19 30.5C 

1811. 

YOWTH. 

April 18 
21 
244 
264 

Right Are. I MEAN. 

Thennometen 

U,I= 

0 

4 16 26.02 
4 19 21.43 

19 19.83 
l g  20.95 
19 21.05 
19 21.16 

4 19 50.74 

799 
79 
S3 
77 
8n 

Mean 14 1.5.61 
Rehaction, &c. &c. + 4.94 

Zenith Distance, .4 19 4 .91  - 

7; 
79 
62 
77 
SO 

-.> 

' iU.61 79.4 
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s LEONIS. 

REGULUS. 

,g LEONIS. 

MEAN. 

Mean 5 i0 G.18 
Refraction, &c. k c .  + 1.98 

Zenith Distance . .2 10 59.16 

1811. 

.UONTR. 

5.53 April 18 
21 

25 
27 
292 

Mean 

W t A r c .  

0 4 w 
2 10 52.03 
2 10 50.47 

2321049.60 
2 10 49.84 
2 10 49.84 

10 52.10 

2 10 50.65 

, VIRGINIS. 

1 23 35.80 
1 23 34.48 
1 23 34.44 
1 23 36.1 1 
i .23 35.42 
1 23 33.73 

1 23 35.17 

April 20 
22 
24 
26 
.28 
30 

Mean 

April 21 
23 
25 
27 
29 

May 4 

AIenn 

April 1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

hiean 

Mean 1 23 40.75 
Refraction, &G &c. + 1.25 

Zenith Distance . . 1 23 42.08 

1 23 46.71 
1 23 46.39 
1 23 49.20 
1 23 46.01 
1 23 46.21 
1 '23 43.99 

1 23 46.42 

80 33 52.01 
l o  33 55.09 
30 33 56.64 
50 33, 55.19 
70 33 55.24 
90 33 55.28 

0 33 54.91 

April 20 
22 
24 
26 
280 
300 

Mean 

0 33 43.44 
0 33 43.10 
0 39 40.66 
0 33 42.10 

33 44.01 
33 41.79 

0 33 42.52 

Mean 0 33 48.72 
Refraction, &c. &c. + 0.U -- 
Zenith Distance . .O 33 49.17 - - 
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a SERPENTIS. 

r SERPENTIS. 

1811. 

MONTB. 

May 
4 3  

153 

Mean 

HERCULIS. 

L&Arc. 

0 

1 3  5; 5j .57 
53 56.85 

7 3  53 58.39 
53 56.02 

3 53 57.21 

a OPHIUCHI. 

April 260  
280  

May I 

Mean 

1811.. 

WORTH. 

May 
5 
9 

Mean 

28 37.68 
28 36.47 

e 48 36.93 
3 0  28 38.36 
5 0  28 38.69 
8 0  28 38.6k 

0 28 37.80 

RightArc. 

3 3  5; 4G.21 
3 53 46.99 
3 53 48.29 

3 53 4R.lb 

MEAN. 

Mean ! 59 56.6s 
Refraction, &c. &c. + 3.89 -- 
Zenith Distance . .3  5.i 56.58 - 

April 27 
30 

May 

Mean 

.April26 
28 

May 
3 
5 2  

Mean 2 23 85.0 
Refraction, kc. kc. + 2.49 

Zenith Distance . . 2  23 1099 

8 

2 23 12.45 
2 23 15.73 

1 2  23 14.53 
2 23 13.96 

23.14.10 
sans 12.74 

April 25 
272  
30 

May a 

7 

Mean 

0 28 27.85 
0 28 49.91 

20  198 28.96 
4 0  28 31.40 
7 0  28 29.14 
9 0  28 28.47 

0 28 29.29 

Moon 2 23 13.90 

2 92 59.82 
23 3.71 

2 23 4.88 
e 23  3.17 

4 2  23 3.10 
e 2s 3.49 

2 23 3.10 

Mean 0 28 35.55 
Refraction, &c. &c. + 0.54 

Zenith Distance . . 0  28 34.09 

J 
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AQUILE. 

ATAIR. 

1811. 

mONTH. 

May 14 

hlean 

RightArc. 

o 
1 36 46.98 
1 30 48.30 

1 30 47.64 

s DELPHINI. 

M A m .  

o 
1 36 56.54 

1 30 56.54 

MEAN. 

Mean 1" 36 5i.09 
Reftaction, &c. kc .  + 1.53 

Zenith Distance . . 1 30 53.64 

4 56 5 1.20 
4 56 55.63 

56 52.88 
4 56 53.70 

- 
4 56 53.35 

May 2 
5 

104 
12 

Mean 

May 1 

7 
11 
154  

Mean 

1811. 

1011TH. 
May 10 

15 

Mean 

Mean 4 56 57.63 
Refraction, &c. kc.  + 4.91 

Zenith Distance . . 4  57 9.54 

4 57 1.57 
4 4  57 1.49 

4 57 9.29 
4 57 9.55 

57 1.69 

4 57 1.95 

Mean 6 6~ 00.39 
Refraction, kc.  k c .  + 6.87 -- 
Zenith Distance . .6 44 7.19 

hhy 76 44 3.43 May 5 
96  44 4.85 8 

106 44 5.90 11 
15 

Mean 

6 49 55.26 
6 49 56.20 
6 43 53.63 
6 45 53.33 

6 43 54.60 

i 

'L 

1 10 
1 10 19.53 

1 10 17.84 

May 10 
14 

Mean 

May 9 
12 
15 

Mean 

16.14Mean 1 10 42.18 
Refraction, &c. kc. + 1.22 

Zenith Distsnce . .1 10 23.40 

t 

1 10 25.49 
1 10 28.59 
1 10 25.46 

1 10 26.52 
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AMPLITUDE 

Of the Arc between Punnae and Numthabad. 

CelesCsCial Arc betwen the Paralkb of 

P- and Nwnihabai Station.. . . . . . .8 56 25.25 
Terrestrial Arc . . . . . . . . . . . .2518f 23.4 Feet. 

Mean length of one degree . . - 60480.42 Fath. 

AMPLITUDE. 

8 i6 h.98 
6 56 23.22 
6 56 21.36 
6 56 22.42 
6 56 90.82 
6 56 21.94 
6 56 23.56 
6 56 22.4 
6 56 22.85 
6 56 22.87 
6 5622.31 
6 56 21.88 
6 55 21.69 

6 56 22.45 

STARS. 

Leonis .... 
Regulus . . 

9 Leonis.. . . 
6 Leonis;... 
r Virginis .. 
8 Serpentis.. 
r Serpntis . . 
a Herculis .. 
a Ophiuchi 
( Aquilie .. 
r Aquilie .. 

Atair ... . 
f l  Delphini 

Latitude of the middle point, fl $ 49 

ZENITH DISTANCES AT 

PUNNAB. I NAHTMABAD. 

5 916 h.07 N. 
4 45 24.06 N. 
8 20 3.44 N. 
7 30 11.59 N. 
3 51 5.95 N. 
3 2 25.36 N. 
8 8 46.97 N. 
6 27 48.35 N. 
4 53 11.86 N. 
5 25 29.25 N. 
155 19.77 N. 
0 12 14.69 N. 
5 45 58.29 N. 

:I$ 49.91 S. 
2 10 59.16 S. 
1 23 42.08 N. 
0 33 49.17 N. 
3 5 14.87 S. 
3 53 56.58 S. 
1 12 23.41 N. 
0 28 34.09 S. 
2 23 10.99 S. 
1 30 53.62 S. 

, 4 5 7  2.51 S. 
6 44 7.19 S. 
1 10 23.40 S. 

Mean 
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AMPLITUDE 

Of the! Arc between Putchplliam and Namthabad. 

Putchupdiiam and Namthabad. ........ .i 6 li .28 
T e 4  J Arc ........... .14891P2.9 Feet. 

Mean length of one degree . . 60487.27 Fath. 

Latitude of the middle point. . l08 i 5.5 

AMPLITUDE. 

6 A.75 
4 6 12.15 
4 6  12.18 
4 6  10.93 
4 6 10.07 
4 6 10.73 
4 6 12.67 
4 6 11.68 
4 6  10.06 
4 6 11.80 
4613.06 
4 6 9.08 --- 
4 6 11.28 

STARS. 

0 Leonis.. .. 
Regulus . . 

9Leonis .... 
gLeonis .... 
I Virginis . . 
6 Serpentis.. 
a Herculis . . 

Ophiuchi 
(Aquiite .. 
r Aquilm . . 

Atair .... 
B Delphini.. 

w 

ZENITH DISTANCES AT 

PUTCRAPOLLIAM. 

6 13 h.16 S. 
1 55 12.99 N. 
5 29 54.96 N. 
45959.4  N. 
1 00 55.20 N. 
0 12 14.15 N. 
3 37 38.58 N. 
1 43 00.69 N. 
2 95 16.44N. 
0 50 50.74 S 
23754.13s. 
2 55 45.68 N. 

UAMTEARAD. 

;g i9.91 S. 
2 10 59.16 S. 
123 42.08 N. 
03349.17N. 
3 5 14.87 S. 
3 53 56.58 S. 
0 28 34.09 S. 
2 23 10.99 S. 
1 SO 53.62 S. 
4 57 2.54 S. ' 

644 7.19s. 
1 10 23.40 S. 

Mean 
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I t  will scarcely be worth while to make any deductions 
until my meridional operations be finished, and those in 
England extended further. I shall only observe that if 
the degree in latitude 1 1" 37' 49" as I have brought it out, 
be taken with the English, French, and Swedish mea- 
sures respectively, and applied to the fornlulte in Art. 9. 
in the Appendix to my last paper, the ratio of the polar to 
theequatorialdiineterof theearth will beas 1 : 1.0039 183, 
1 : 1.0034688, and 1 : 1.00351811, respectively, whose 
mean is 1 : 1.0033327 or an ellipticity of nearly. 

I 

Apd if this mean ratio, of 1 to 0033337 be used with ! 
the degree in 1 1" 37' @", and the other degrees in latitudes 
9" 34  44"; 13' 3'55" computed accofding to the for- 
mulae in Art. 3 in the same Appendix, they win come out 
604751.6 and 60486.47 respectively, differing only 0.81 
and 0.63 fathoms from the observations, and these differ- 
ences would hold good, where the three latitudes are so 
near each other, in any hypothesis of the Earth's figure 
that has resulted from the recent measurements. So 
near a coincidence of the observations with the elliptic 
theory, I must own has the appearance of chance. 
However if a series of observations two de ees further ff to the northward, should prove equally regu ar, the accu- 
racy of the whole may be in a great measure relied on, 
and I shall then feel desirous of repeatingthe observations 
made at Dodagoontah in 1805 ; for to all appearance no 
part of the country could be.more favourable, and it is 
possible, that at the commencement of my observing with 
the zenith sector, there might have been some oversight 
in using so delicate an instrument. I am not however 
aware that there was ; but if the irregularity was occa- 
sioned by the attraction of dense matter to the northward, 
the matter must have been nearer to the place of obser- 
vation, than I have hitherto supposed it to be. I 

I t  may be necessary to notice here, that in Art. 3. of . 
the Appendix to my last paper, there has been an 
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oversight in taking the mean of two computed degrees, 
60465.5 and 60498, which mean is 6048 12 in place of 
604852; or 60488 to latitude 1 l o  6' 84", which must 
therefore affect all the results given in that paper. But as 
the principal ones are computed according to the present 
measurement, it is unnecessary to recompute those for- 
merly given. By using the mean ratio of 1 : 1.0033387, 
with the degree 1 1' 37' 4gN, equal to 604r80.49 fa- 
thoms, the degree of longitude at the equator will come 
out 60858.47 fathoms, and the length of the equatorial 
diameter of the earth will be 6973866 fathoms, from 
whence, by proceeding as in P e 97, of this volume, the 3 I quadrantal Arc of the elliptic eridian will be had, equal 
to 5468 170.5 fathoms, or 39370891976 inches, which 

I 

divided by 10.000000, will 've 39.37083 English 
inches for the measure of the f rench metre measured at - 
the temperature of 6a0 which differs only &th part of 
a .  inch from that measured by tlie French mathemati- 
cians a t  SaO and reduced to the same temperature. 
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L W s  and W i t u d e s  

Of the great Stations. aPd some principal Plsce3. M deduced from &a 
Meridional Arc., 

. 

I 

NAME9 61 mCPa 

: *&"qp,d & .................... * YaBlmatoor hill .................. 
r &rode, (S W.@ QTt& Fort) .. 
+ ~ h i t t s r p a  .................... 

Bhavany P o& ................ .................. *\Voe-3 
Sa&enydreog .................. .......... Sattimuogalum Pagoda ................. * L(am-e hill .... . Salem.(FW c u g I c q f t h F o r ~  ...................... * W u ~ a m d l  ...... Wmnobr .  hi&ratm~&cr ................ Cauverypoorum .................... Dammpoory 
Pmnsgra ...................... .................... Allambsdd * Pounamnsii .................... .................. + Bnndhally hill ...................... Sattiagul 
Mallavilly ..................... .................... &puldroog .......... Ryncottab. (&w Sfan 
Denkanicottah .................. 
Kistna~hcny ........~........... 
Anchittydroq(M~~t4p1mI ..am.. 

*Deorabetta .................... 
Amicnl Fort .................... 
Oossoor hill and Pngodah ........ * B o ~ a i  ttab .................. .................. * Savendroo .................... 
-tore L ................ 

*D*.o11u a................... * Muntapnm cenue .............. 
Ooonicul ...................... 

* Tirhpully hill .................. 
Ooveottah Mosque .............. 
B@moq .................... 
Colu Fo* (2'6) ............ * Alluoor hill .................... 
Yb--8. ............. 
Deowlly ...................... 
B . Wapoor Eedgah ............ 

+ Cheetk~l hill ................... 
_r 

W t d  

11 0 59 
1 I 19 16 
11 90 4 
11 so 49 
I1 95 45 
11 On37 
11 9s 51 
1 1  30 17 
11 sS 31 
1 1 s g  g 
1 1  41 ~ $ 4  
11 rr a 
1 1  sr 4s 
19 s 48 . 19 7 45 
19 8 ss 
19 8 47 
1s 19 16 
IS 14 38 
IS 93 
IS sg as  
19 31 16 
19 s l  53 
Ir so 15 
19 ~5 9s 
1 n s 7 s u  
19 49 s3  
19 43 34 
IS 4e 43 
I9 49 36 
19 ss l o  
1s 57 34 
I3 0 4 
13 o 45 
I S  I 3s 
1s o 9s 
13 r 91 
1s 5 41 
13 e go 
13 g 49 
1 3 1 0  9 
13 4 59 
1s 18 94 
1s rg 16 

L 0.. 

G* . . . . . .  
. a 4s 

9 30 19 
9 91 96 
s 5s 49 
9 34 19 
a s s &  
9 e3 41 
s 00 SO 
9 58 57 
n 5 4 9  
9 31 
s 1s re 
o 9g 36 
9 a 5 
s 96'58 
g so  95 
9 36 97 
s 5s 9 
s 6 99 
~ 1 1 5 4  
9 57 31 
9 19 54 
9 97 53 
s 9 9 
e 91 45 
9 3 7 3 5  
s 3s s l  
Q c4 5s 
g 40 41 
3 9 51 
9 57 40 
g do rs 
9 37 40 
9 40 13 
3 1334 
g 91 56 
9 oa 13 
s 4 47 
Q 6 49 
Q 38 
s r s l  
g so se 
9 43 13 
g 58 sg 

It& h 

a 4 . e .  

7O7 ng 
77 48 18 
77 46 54 
77 sr 41 
77 44 11 
7 7 4 4 4 7  
77 54 49 
77 17 5% 
77 19 SS 
7a 1941  
77 47 so 
7 s  s 4s 
77 48 64 
77 1s 9.5 
77 S7 ss 
77 18 5 
77 4 s  3 
77 99 98 
77 1 1  58 
77 636  
n 90 sg 
78 5 36 
n 50 37 
78 16 91 
77 56 4s 
7 7 4 0 5 s  
77 44 59 
77 SY 38 
77 37 49 
77 15 sg 
77 oo so 
77 37 rs 
77 40 50 
77 38 17 
77 4 5 6  
77 56 sr 
77 50 17 
77 IS 4 s  
78 I I 41 
77 40 30 
7 7 1 6 ~ 9  
77 45 5u 
n 17 
77 19 38 
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11. ' Elffatiom and DeprcdsioM. 

C d e d  Arcq and Termtrial Refnr.tione, together with thc Heighb ahye  
the Level of the Sea, o f  the principd Sbtionr. 

,, , 

Terracomd.L... ..... 
l inspul ly  .......... 
Tirupully .......... 
Bo.L&,otPL ...... 
Bow- ...... 
6. a d o l t b . 8 u  .. 
~nrnmsirno~tsls ...... 
&nn.b,d.b ...... 
Dambmu .......... 
tlevesdroq ........ 
~ u d a . 1 1 ~ .  ......... 
BmaOmlb .......... 
Y . ~ b . c u h  ........ 
Ikarb.ttnb ........ 
Pm-m.lli ...... 
P o u u n a l l i  ...... 
R . M  .......... 

.......... P"LUIIi 

W m d r m U i  ...... 
Wmnrh.lll .... 
IILRnindll... .... 
I k a p l l y h l l l .  ..... 
AII- am ........ 
All-MU........ 

K m l b h h U U .  ..... 
~ d b d  UII ...... 
Yarnc~olLL ........ 
Y~nUOdmb ........ 
R m f i m . d r 4  ...... 
R ~ S ~  ........ 
C b ~ b d h i l l .  ....... 
~U~PWU ...... 
Y-.. ...... 
oomca&b ........ 
W . L . . . . . . . .  

---* ...... 
Dm-* ...... 
(b.th ........ 

1 

S , . , h " o b , . ~  t:ic2d 

A'". s 
!c=A .d 

Dq-id- 

BhnLrJ.nb& 

S u t i o ~  

,"*mu Y.......... 

...... Ib.uirro1Ub 

, r a . r o i . t h h . .  

.-..-. - .......... 
I u 

j* 4 

I= 
1 7  n 

11 p 

Ill 35 

R 4 b 0  

Pat. 

m u  

sw.6 

-9 

3,d 

jT 

4 
It 
* 

-5 

SW 

eu 

-8 

I#,S 

1- 

o r  

,@I 

, 
tllR1 

w . 6  

rq 

z h r  

.Ip 

Tirhpulb  .......... 
Y e m w I I W  ......a. 

...... -1- 

'Ilrapll, .......... 
S . a d o t t b a b u  ... 

...... &omsiwt(.b 

....... 
D,.,.L.u. ........ 
Born- ...... 
(ksdhmlly.. ..... ;. . 

........ 
Km-botuiae ...... 
D.dh.11~ .......... 
Pa-lli ...... 
Lbonbatul.... .... 
P.mhm.lli ........ 
mn..o.LLI ...... 
Wuonehulll...... 

P n * u l U  ........ 
S b e ~ J d  ......me 

WmnchmdU, . . . .  

AUurbLI l . .  ...... 
n-~t, w~... ... 
K d b a b h I l l  ...... 
AUuoorhiII ........ 
yarn- ........ 
Kmlkwmh biU ...... 
RyClalroq ...... 
~ e m - h b  ........ 
~ m l ~  ...... 
B.lll- bill ...... 
C h b 1 . O  ..-... 
0ona.W ........ 
Vermcmbb ...... - ...... 
au ........ 
(koOlt..l ........a 

an- ...... 

149 Sg 

I@ Z 

101 q 

3~ 
Its 18 

7 

j.* 
1. * 

. 1- 

0 4 I1 
o 16 19 P 
o 6 s D. 

o 7 lb D. 

0 1s c U. 

o % # D .  
o 18 B. 

0 18 10 D. 

0 . 0 

o I. 6 D. 
0 15 41 D. 

o ss I 7 D. 

o 3 6 E. 

0 . l aCD.  

o 17 18 B 

o 4s i s  D. 

o 16 46 D. 

0 15 I D. 

*a47n 
n n ~ B  

o o 8 D. 

o 1758D. 

p I ~ D .  

,E D. 

s 617D. 

o 8 11 D. 

O-.D-].H 

o r p D. 

0 6 g D. 

0 15 I a 
OOSSD.  
o a D. 
0 

o q y D .  

0 p ~p D. 

017 4D. 

0 ,,a 
4 q D. 

B d m l l y  .......... 

h 

A 

f 

M m u u n  ...... 

...... K . m h N m  

...... P . . d U  

huldli .,...... 

8sEb,s 
1- 
1~ 

Weomehalli...... 

........ 

* 
( 

* 

+& 

hi-m sea... 

. 
0- ........ 
h.alumu ...... 

hlUU ........ 
* . u r n  ........ 

K.L"* W l  ...... 
.-a ...... 

w*...... 
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Trmhttian ofa Sansers't Inscription on a Stonc found 
in Buaddlc'hand. - 

BY LIEUTENANT W. PRICE. . - 
To H. T. COLEBROOKE, ESQ. 

PRESIDENT OF THE RSIATICK SOCIETY. 

SIR, 

A Prw months since, while on duty with my corps in 
Bundklc'hatrd, 1 observed a stone, containing a Sanscrit 
inscription, lying at the foot uf a rocky hill in the viciniq 
of the town or -440~1, about tell miles distant fro& 
Ch(rt~r,p~r. AS it appea~.ed to me, on a cursory inspec- 
tiou, to conlprise a genalo of piinces that might 9 . tend to illlustrure some doubtfu points in Id ian  history, 
and, on this account, to merit preservation, I caused it 
to be rrnloved with the intention of examining it at a 
future period. 1 have lately slicceeded in decyphering 
the greatest part of the inscriptiun, and now beg leave to 
pl.esenl the nlunument to the Asiatick Society, and tg 
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, . 

lay before them a correct transcript of the original, in 
the modem Dkvandgarl character, with a literal trans- 

! 

lation. 

The stone measure 3 feet 6 inches in height, 4 feet 7 
inches in width, and about 64 inches in thickness. The 
natives were accustomed to sharpen their knives and 
talwars upon it: from this and other causes, it is much 
mutilated; considerable portions of the inscription. are 
illegible: and of the last line, in particular, which pro- 
bably contained the date, not a letter can be traced. 
The character does not materially vary from the current 
Dkva?uSgarf, excepting some few letters, which are 
fonned in a very unusual manner, and approach neirer 
to those used in the Dek'hin, than to any others with 
which I am acquainted. 

I regret my inability to offer ally opinion regarding the 
antiquity of this memorial ; and the oldest residents of 
Mow could aiTord me no information, farther than, it 
had lain where I discovered it, during their recollection, 
and that of their parents. In a metaphysical and theolo- 
gical drama, entitled Prabbd'ha Chandrcidaya, or the rive 
of the moon of intellect, C~RTTIVARMA is introduced 
by the author as the king before whom it was first 
represented ; but I m i l l  not pretend to detern~ine whe- 
ther he is the same with the prince of that naa~e men- 
tioned in the inscription : and indeed if they could be 
identified, the circumstance would lead to no satisfactory 
conclusion, the age of the play being equally involved 
in doubt. 

I have only hrther to observe, that some passages of 
the original are very obscure; from the context being 
effaced, and admit of various interpretations. In these 
instames, I noted down the different senses in which the 
might be rendered, and selected that reading whic g 
p-ed to be the most dighie and consistent: and 



where any doubt attaches to a particular term, I have 
usually specified it in the notes which accompany the 
translatiou. 

1 remain, 
SIR, 

Your obedient Servant, 
WILLIAM PRICE, 

Lieut. 5th Regt. 
Bengal ATat. Inf. 

CALCUTTA, 
1 st September 1 8 1 3. 3 
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3. the lord of 
men t so naked; rho, bw' ovamrw tbe king of 
Cdtyracu~a$, chief amongstz, in battle, chained ex- 
alted sovereignty. 

AN*D.A DEVA, ski1fi.d m I 4. From him s 
punishing his arms were two stat& to 
crush their pride, and who was monarch of the four 
quarters of the earth. 

5. From him was produced the fortunate VIDY~.D'- 
H ~ E A  DEVA,  whose beautiful lotus-foot mkd oo the 
heads of all kings . . . . . . . . . .  

6. Of thatprince was born thewarl ikevua~a P A ' L ~ ,  
a duteous son, eminent from widsspre .  fame, and pa- 
rified by virtuous deeds ; by whom all the wicked were 
exterminated ; by whom all the good were rendered 
happy I . . . . . . . . .  

I 

This, and the following stanza comprise an invocation to 
VI~HN'U : they have not been completely decyphed, and it is them 
fore unnecessary to insert a tramlation of rhore portions, which, h e i q  
legible, appear in the copy of the original. 
t The name of this prince is not legible in the inscription : but b m  

the 21st vene, I judge D'HAXGA must be here mentioded. 
f Vulgarly called C a m q c  : JAYACHAXDPA, the celebrated H i  

rovereign of I d ,  held hie seat of empire them at the time of the 
 mu^^ invasion, when his government waa rubverted. 



7. His son was C~RTTIVARMA DE'VA, ofgood re- 
nown, . . . . . . . . . . . .  as if 
virtue had descended in a human form ; who vanquished 

through the aid of . . . . . . . . . . . .  
his six allies* ; and, by justice, daily promoted the seven 
requisites of regal administration T. This prince, ex- 
tracting the thorns of the world, and removing the 
impurities of tlie Cali age, was famed unto the sea-shore. 

9. Hisson was the fortuna~ . VARMA- 
DE'VA, a king and ruler. . whose 
foes from a dread of his prowess never slumbered ; who 
was at the head of those versed in the sacred sciences, a 
friend of the good, a treasure of the mechanic arts, an 

10 abode of moral conduct, and the. all-productive tree of 
the poor : who, having taken vast riches from his enemies, . . . . .  distributed them amongst his subjects 

moreover, in . . . . . . . . . . . .  
whose assembly there was no difference whatever to be 
perceived between the tributary princes and his other 
dependents, from the similarity of their glittering orna- 
ments of gold and jeweb. 

11. JAYA VARMA DICTA was born his son, the resi- 
dence of virtue and power, from the rising of whose sun 
of majesty, other kings, like lamps, shone not . . .  

19. The fortunate SALLACSHANA VARMA was the 
uterine and younger brother of this lord of the earth : 

' 

The original word is ' adrn~gaih, '  which I have translated in 
it's most probable sense. The term win, however, admit of other in- 
terpretations. 

t They are thas enumetated in the Amera c6sha : 1st. the king or 
Id; 9d. his  counsellor;^ 3d. a friend or ally; 4th. treasure; 5th. 
territory ; 6th. a strong hold ; 7th. an army. 

f Four letten which compose his name are here effaced. 
2 B 9  



afterwads, the prince PRIT'HV~VARMA, equd to k 
task, sustained the burden of the hereditary g o r e  
mat .  

13. Averse from the vicious, having a p t  esteem 
for the society of fit permus, desirous of taking la& 
wealth, and then bestowing it according to form at a 
sacred spot, arefully protecting all sentient beings, and 
receiving wholly with humility, he thus greatly benefited 
his interest in this life, by practising virtuous deeds. 

14: ~ r o m  him, was born MADANA VARMA*, tk 
protector of the earth, whose vast power is celebrated 
throughout the three worlds-1 : the story of the extent of 

15 his extraordinary might is credited by those who have 
witnessed the strength of his arms*. From whose name 
even, the king of Chkdig, vanquished in the fierce fight, 
ever quickly flees; and. the prince of Ch'ill, through 
dread, by his conciliatory conduct always passes his time 
in undisturbed tranquillity : by whom the misbehaving 
lord of A+Iulavaq was in the spaee of an hour exter- 
minated; and at whose court, .other moriarchs, by an 
increase of confidence, obtain peace. 

16, The field. of battle being ploughed by the tramp 
ling of the hoofs of his horses impetuously chaqging, ir- 
rigated with the blood gushing from the throats of his 
enemies, sow11 with pearls, bright as the pale-beamed 

* In whose reign it would appear this memorial was cornpd .  
t Heaven, earth, and hell. 
1 It is here to be understood that he was a prince of great athletic 

accomplishments. 
5 The same, I believe, with CHANDAII; (as the name is written in 

Major REIQNELL'B Atlas), S.E. of the province of BurzdCle'Amuf. 
11 Bmorcs. The original term ' Chi rdja,' may however be as- 

sumed as the proper name of some other chief; for it u not an 
unusual one. 
li S.W. of Bunddlc'hand. 
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luminary, &om the heads of the elephants* of his f k ,  
yielded glory, the creeping plant, which, being sprinkled 
with the water of libation j-, overspread the .assembly, 
house of Him 5 sprung fiom the lotus. 

17. The venerable lineage of the minilie tess of these 
princes, the supporters of the w 
of upright conduct, is now to 

. . .  

18. The descendant of the Creator 9f the universe $ 
was ANGIRA~, worthy the esteem of the whole world : 
in his line was born the divine "8" GAUTAMA 11 a trea- 
sure of science, an opponent o the followers of the 
Mimcinaa system 8, who fiom anger in disputation shewed 
an eye in the sole of his footw, as S'A M B'HU displays 

19 it on his forehead. Whose praise does not Acs H AP A'D A 
merit in this world, who, quick in expounding the h5dya 
Shtra, having confuted wicked doctrine, proved , the 
omnipotence of IS'WABA ? 

W. In the increase of the race of him res 
tranquillity of devout austerity was born the wise ?n R A B ' ~  me 
E'ASA, the sole abode of virtue, and the residence of a 
multitude of excellent qualities ; who was enlightened by 

Tlpe Him& imagine that the finest pearls are to .b found ig .the 
h@s of elephants. 
t Solemn gifta are ratified by pouring water into the hands of the 

penon receiving them. 
1 BBAUMA, who sprang fmm the lotus which arose from the navel 

of VI~HHU.  
5 BBAHMA. According te the Hirdr mythology, A r a r a a s  war 

his g m b g m b n .  
( Author of the Nytfya or rystem of logic, ,the d @ ~  of which 

.re said to correspond with thore of ABIITOTLE. 
Founded by VYA'BA, and gendly  supported by his pupil 

JAXMIXI. Their several systems are distinguished by the titles of 
P h  a d  Utttra, or first and second Minrcfnsd. 

oe He is hence named AC~HAPA'DA. Tbe legend is, however, 
Mcrently rela@ by o,@er miten. 
dt 'SIVA. 
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the embraces of exalted S A s a s v a ~ i * ,  and whom pioua 
. a 1 men visited as a holy place for their m d  good. Tbot 

skilful one, at the head of @ose who are pure horn tried 
fealty, having been examined, was appointed chief of all 
the ministers for conducting abstruse politics by the mo- 
narche D'HANGA, and G A N ' ~ A  DEVA. 

ea. The tree of loyalty, whose roots were firmly fixt, 
being watered with . . . . . . . grew up, and 
ever produced to these two princes the fruit of the three 
human pursuitst. 

9s. From him was born the righteous S'IVANA'X A$ 
equal to D'H IS'A NAYA 5 in understandipg, and knowledge 
of the numerous h t a s  11 ; who filled surrounding coun- 
trieswithhis lorious fame . . . . . . by I 

L aesen~blage of foes in battle, 

94. How can the qualities of this just ane be su0i- 
ciently applauded ? . . .T an upright, exalted coun- 
sellor . . . . , , . he gradually so improved 
the government of the prince VIDYA'D'HARA, tbat dl 
the sovereigns of the world were rendered tributary, and 
jt became supreme on earth. 

85. From him sprung MAH~PAJLA, grateful to the 
eyes of mankind, as the moon produced from the pm 
s& of milk +*; beautiful, of eloquent speech, who fuW 

* The Hindu goddess of wisdom. 
t D'Aanna, Chma and Rrt'h.a ; or duty, love, md weakh. I 

1 Minister of Vidycid'hara. 
5 VR~HASPATI, preceptor of the Gods. 
U The S'btros. 

i 
II The original here exhibits ' yma@ which con- no rnauhg  : 

and the second syllable, moreover, is inaccurate with. r e a p  to the 
metre of the verse. 
" The moon was produced at thc churning of the oc-. 1 

legend is well known. . , I 
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tbe purport of his word by truth, that of his understanding 
by all beneficial acts, and the intent of his wealth by 
d m ,  and deeds of pious liberality*. 

96. Untroubled, sustaini the weighty burden of the =% important f i s  of the prince IJAYAPA'LA, he, whom' 
bravery was united to irreproachable morals, became 
regarded as the object of comparison among virtuous 
mmisters. 

$27. AAer him was born the learned ANANTA, of 
infinite excellence, capable of supperting the weight of 
the worhi ; whose body wae always resplendent fmm 
rrirtuouaenjoyment. . . .  ; 

98. His younger brother was YO'GE'S~WABA, the 
seat of numerous qualities, ae the son t of S UMITRA', of 
RA'MA . . . . . . . . .  

89. What superiority over other men is not recorded 
of that righteous, magnanimous ANANTA? His ancestry 
bad been repeatedly termed preeminent: he was of the 
illnstrioua Brdhmen tribe ; he perused the Ydda, and 
pure #&a; his prosperity imputed good ; his prowess 
waa ever irresistible in battle, and his speech pleasing but 
sincere. . . 

30. I n  what dhi r  was he, the firithful minister of 
C~RTTI vaama, not employed? pis counsellor in just 
and impdent politics ; hu intelligence in secret and 

. . . . . . . . . . .  confidential matters 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  the conqueror 
of foes . .  the sole chief of heroes. 

the qualities of the harrrent, if 
his understan g was characteristic of his kce, and he 

Such as, digging~pond; or wells, making nectiPg tea)- 
ples, &c. 
t Lacs~n~alr'r, younger brother of Wra, 
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was a ruler with appropriate duties, still his eminence 
was inferior to that of,hiu prince. This chief continuing 
to give counsel, the monarch C~ETTI VARMA : . . 
. . . . . : . . . . .  by his fame, conduct, 
and wealth *. 

. . . .  39. from the dancing of all the peacocks, 
who mistook for clouds the volumes of smokeT sweeping 
them . INDRA, aportionofthe sacrifice 
. . his moral virtue was reckoned abstractedly h m  
his other q u a l i t i ~  . , . . . .  

.QJ. . . . . . . . . . .  ASAEVA'~, by m e ,  
sprung from an illusmu, family, venerable from her 
virtuous conduct, as ANASU~YA of the sage ATRI §. 

34. His second wife wag born of poble parentage!; 
well behaved, patient, aqd $street, . . . . . . . .  . . . .  

35. . . . . . . . . .  V A T S A ~  by 
name, sinless, like the dignified SUNE'TRA seated in the 
assembly of the gods . of a pure mind, correct . demeanour, a sea of nobility . . .  , he 
~ ~ i c ,  steady in his course, of the Brahmen class . . 

a treasure of excellence, . . . . . . . . . .  
afriend of thegood. V A ' M A N A ~ ~ ~  ~ B A D Y U M N A ~ ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  : . . . . .  their 

The' original verse is very o b s c k ;  and I am not certain it d 
correctly translated. , . 

f Arising from his sacrificee : peacocks are said to dance Rom joy 
during cloudy weather. See the W g k  Dhta with translation. 

f Who it would appear was the first wife of the rniqste: A n q n ~ ~ .  
5 ANASU'YA', wife of ATRI, is celebrated for her conjugal affection. 
11 ANANTA'S son, perhaps, by his first or second wife. 
TI IN DRA, chief of the deities, is here probably intended : I do not, 

bowever, recollect having before met with him under this title. 
The younger brothers, possibly, of VATSA. 

. - 



inclinations having been ascertained, they were. all em- 
ployed by the sovereign ruler S ALLACSX AN'A* in offices 
suitable to wise, just, and valiant men. 

38. NOW, SALLACBHAN'A VARMA . . . . . . 
again in the country of the Aniarvkdt . . . . . . 

39. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . were utterly defeated by the impetuosity of 
his bravery, and obliged to prostrate themselves at the 
feet of his master. Having cleared the country of thorns, 
and dissipated the fears of the people, he governed .them 
with an increase of wealth and power. 

40. . . . . . . having abandoned his body 
to the waters of the daughter of the sun $, the meritorious 
ANANTA became incorporated with the supreme. Hence 
the . . . . . . . of the chastiser of his foes 
was employed in the guardianships by the chieftain 
JAYA VARMA, who devoted his soul to faith((. 

4 1. Of a respectable origin, sp from a virtuous 7 biPy,  spotless, possessing a clear intel ect, versed in the. 
sacred sciences, eloquent, sagacious, prudent, acquainted 
with the management of elephants, horses, and chariotsT; 

I know not how to reconcile the apparent irregularity of this men- 
tion of SALLACSHAN'A before J A Y A V A ~ M A ,  otherwise than by sup- 
posing their father, who may have borne this name, is here alluded to. 

-f The Dbcfb, or country between the Ganges and Juma rivers. 
From the context being effaced, it remains uncertain in what 

manner his body was abandoned to the river .Tunma; who is the, 
daughter of the sun, according to mythology. 

5 The original tern Prdtihdrica, which has been translated 
guardianship', generally signifies the office of warden, formerly, pem 

haps, + respectable appointment in the service of a king. Another 
sense in which it is used'is he& wholly inapplicable. 

11 Meaning, probably, that' he irbdicuted the government, and led a 
religious life. 

These were formerly e&emed high accompliahmenb emongat 
the' Hindw. 



skilled in archery . ; . . , . mingled with d- 
fection, and other qualities. On being tried, he was 
afterwards appointed prime minister by the auspicious 
monarch PRIT'HVI VARM A. 

43. That wise one blessed the government of his 
prince with all the requisites of royalty ; and was after- 
wards . . . . in the ministry of MADANA, the 
protector of the earth. Having reduced all kings, by a 
well-timed application of the six expedients of defence*, 
he gradually extended bis supremacy over the earth, I 

I 
43. . . . . . able likewise, possesing s 

multitude of excellencies, illustrious, of *horn people are 
accustomed to say " this is trul GADA D'HABA t !Y 
Who humbled the sea by his pro r undity, and . . . 

. . . . . even, by his understanding: is not 
therefore such fame solid ? 

44. His wife is for the procreation of offipringf; 
his knowledge of the Sdatras, for the due perfmawe 
of religious duties 5 ; and of the Ykdas, for . . . . 
his wealth is for the benefit of all men . . . . . . . 
from the virtues of that benevolent one, it is beIieved by 
the people that the Cali11 age has passed away. 

45. His sons S'R~D'H+RA, VIDY A'D'HARA, and the 
rest, from their abilities have become conquerors of the 
world : hence he is esteemed the head of hmily mar. 

116. Sacrifices, and acts of pious munificence, are the 

* i. e. Pacification, war, a progrc~ or a march, a halt, or the nuin- 
taining of a post, a double resource or a stratagem, ma recourse to 
protection. 

-f GADA'D'RAXA is a tide of V X B B ~ U  ; and it probably was the 
name of a son of the miniaim VATEA, to whom thii end the subrequd 
stanea, appear to relate. 
1 i. e. not for senmal enjoyment. 
) i. e. not for the purpose of disputing the doctrina they cmbh 
11 The present sinful age. 
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foundation of mady good deeds : this temple, therefore, . . . .  was erectcd, together with by that revered 
one . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . the wealth of the great ought certainly 
to be employed in acts of piety. 

47. He, moreover, with his lawful riches, caused a 
vast . .* to be carefullymade with man large 
titones, on the boundary of the village of v ' u ~ :  and 
on the banks of the expanse . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  ornaments entirely of 
stone, not liable to be broken. 

48. . . . . . . . . . . . .  inaplace 
caused to be made with a heap of hewn stones , . . . whose water is timpid. 

. . . . .  49. A BrLhmanfa named CE'D'I~  . . . .  . by the skilful D'aawaa'a 5 
. . .  

A mound of consjderable extent, cornpored of l u g  stows, r e p  
k l y  piled on each other, aod placed M, an to form 4tep down to the 
qrargin of an extensive lake, terminates at the spot where the monu- 
ment was discovered. It evinces p a t  labour, and is, I imagine, re- 
L r d  ti, either in this, or the subsequent verse. I do not, however, 
mollect having observed any where in the vicinity, the leas vestige 
of the temple, mentioned in the foregoing stanza ; and, ay to the other 
ublic acts of the minister, which appear to be recorded in this part of 

%e inscription, I can o8er no conjecture. 
f E made particular enquiries after this village, when on the spot, 

but they were ur~succeseful. The town ef Mow may have formerly 
b m & v .  
: The poet, probably, by whcq the irucrifion waa composed. 
5 '&e artist,, peqhaps, by whom it was. cut. 



A Jolcr~rey to Lake M(inaaar6vara in LPn-dks, a 
Province of little Tibet. 

BY WILLIAM MOORCROFT, ESQ, 

INTRODUCTORY NOTE BY 

H. T. COLEBROOKE, ESQ. 

1 HAVE much gratification in being enabled to lay 
before the Socie , an extract from the journal of our 
eolkague, ~ r .  %oonclodl: on a journey to explm 1 

ha t  part of little Tikt in Chinese Tarta y, where the 
&awl goat is pastured ; and to visit the celebrated lake 
Mhusarbvara or Mapang, in which the Gangeo was 
long supposed to take its source. 

Undertaken fiom motives of public zeal, to open to 
Great Britain means of obtaining the materials of the 
finest woollen kbric, the arduous and perilous enterprise 
in which Mr. M o o a c a o ~ ~ ,  accompanied by Captain 
H E A ~ ~ A Y ,  engaged, and which was prosecuted by *rn 
wit,, indefatigtble prs~erauce and admirable inbe  
pidity, undismayed by tbe diffic~lties of the way and fh 
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dangen with which the jealousy of the Nplese beset 
themon their return, and undeterred by hardships and 
privations, and in Mr. M ~ O ~ C R O P T ' S  instance by fre- 
quent illness, has in the result not only 'accomplished the 
primary object which was in view, but has brought an 
interesting accession of knowledge of a country never 
before explored : and has ascertained the existence, and 
approximately determined the situation of Mdnasarbuara, 
verifying at the , same time the fact, that it ci'" origin neither to the Ganges, nor to any other o the 
rivers reputed to flow from it. Mr. M o o n c ~ o F ~ ,  as 
will be seen, found reason to believe that the lake has no 
outlet. His stay, however, was too short to allow of his 
making a complete circuit of it : and adverting to the 
difficulty of conceiving the evaporation of the lake's sur- 
face in so coM a climate to be equivalent to the influx of 
water in the season of thaw from the surrounding moun- 
tains, it may be conjectured, that, although no nver run 
from it, nor any outlet appear at the level at which it was 
seen -by Mr.. MOORCROFT, it may have some drain of 
its superfluous waters, when more swoln, and at its greatest 
elevation, and may then, perhaps, communicate with 
R h a n  lake, (in which the Setkj takes its source) con- 
formably, with the oral information received by our 
travellers. 

The journal of the entire route, from their departure 
from the British frontier in Rohilkhand, to their return, 
being more copious than would consist with the limits 
of the volume of our resdrches, I have used the liberty 
of selection, which Mr. MOORCRO FT has liberally al- 
lowed, and confined the extract of the journal to that 
part of the route which is wholly novel ; at the same time 
curtailing the narrative, though with regret, for the una- 
voidable exclusion of many interesting passages. I t  is 
proper, however, to observe, that no other freedom has 
been used ; and that the narrator's own words are scru- 
pulously retained. 



389 d JOURNEY TO LAKE 

JOURNAL. 

May 96th.-At Jhki-blat'h we left the road to 
Bhadrincft'h, which crosses the D a d  a little more than 
a c6s above the town. At the junction of the Yid.hnu- 
Gangci with the Dad,  both .rivers lo& their names ; 
ai~d the united streams form tbe Alacanindd, the course 
of which has k e n  before mentioned. As the road to 
Jbhl-Mat'h is known by the surveys of the gentlemen 
deputed by Colonel COLE BROOKE, I have not k e n  very 
particular in describing ,it * : but, as the road to fiiti 
and onward* is new ground to Europeam, I shall follow 
it with more exactness. 

The principal part of the minutes of our route is taken 
fiom the note book of Mr. HEARSAY, who carried the 
cqmpass and brought up the I-ear, accompanied by 
HARKH DEV, and who en,gaged on setting out, to ex- 
ecute this part. HAHKH DEV Pandit was directed to 
stride the whole of the road at paces equal to 4 feet 
each t . 

Our road lay along the left bank of the Daulf, but 
generally at the distance of at least a c6s. The road 
was pleasant, but the heat was greater than mght have 
been expected, seeing that the summits of the mountains 
very near us were covered with snow. 

The road was frequently crossed by s m d  streams of 
water, of which several issue from stone conduits now 
out of repair. We saw people sowing the LA1 S& or 
Amaranthus Gangticus, a vegetable apparently much 
used by the mountaineers. 

For the same reason it is omitted in this abridgment. C. 
t The Pandit's measure of the road would probably have been 

more cofiect, had he been directed to' step his usual and natural pacg 
the length of which migbt W e  bees &)y detetmlnal vlL ptedda 
by a s m d  trial. C. 



Wheat was nearly ready to cut, and lands under tht 
plough. The ears of the wheat particularly long and 
bearded. 

About a c6s before we reached the ground fm eu- 
campment we met our camem returning, who said that 
they had executed their task, but had received neither 
victuals nor money. It appears to me tbat the ChadTf 
of JhRi Mat'h, who received our advances and under- 
took to supply the people, will keep the whole money 
for his own use, and press the unfortunate villagers to 
eany our bw-%e. 

Some mountains ' near us, whose tops were covered 
with snow when we fint came, were in the evening 
nearly bare. ' 

At half past eleven reached the town of Baragm ; 
and not finding shade went on higher, above three 
quarters of a mi p e, without being much more successful. 

The cultivated lends, in the middle of which is the 
village of Baragaon, run half way up the hill, where the 
fomt  region begins with small trees, becoming thicker 
and hbigber as it wends ; and the very summit is fringed 
with pmes, and the majestic and fine overtopping cedar +. 

~7th.-In the b o o n  the Negi came to say that on 
the following morning he would have people to take our 
baggage to Tqbban, a village about three c6s distant, 
h r n  whence we should proceed onwards the following 
day 

28th.-bume our journey, leaving our ground at 
6" 30' them. sunrise 58". Pass by a Sanga over the 
Dauli, and at 3696 paces reach our ground, a little 

* Pinus DeodC and Lnngifolia. 
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below the almost deserted village of Tapdban, placed od 
the brow of a hill surmounted by woods of pine, cedar and 
cypress*. A considerable stream falls into the Dauli 
below the village; and by the side of this is a small 
rivulet of tepid water.-This current mixes with the cold 
stream before it reaches the-Dauli, and issues from some 
rough ground in the face of a rock. The heat of the 
water seemed to be very agreeable to tadpoles, which 
had deserted the colder stream to take refuge in this. 

I observed a common plmt sometbin -rexmblin 
butcher's-.broom, which was said to be t f  e Setba 4 
from which the mountaineers make a paper that is sold 
at Sirinagar and Almra, and from thence finds its way 
into Hindtistan, although not in large quantities.-Th 
bankers employ it for their bills of exchange, or Hzindb, 
in preference to any other kind, as the ink does not sink 
further into its substance than is necessary to retain the 
writing, as it does not imbibe water readily, and rela- 
tively to its thickness is much stronger than any other 
kind of paper. As connected with paper, I must here 
observe, that the layers of the bark of birch are used by 
the natives to write upon, and the bear both ink and the 
stroke of the pencil very well. % he leaves are called 
Bhej-patr. The bark of the birch is used'at Lac'knau 
for covering the wires of hbka-snakes. 

29th.-Settle to give Jowaa SINH a6 rupees, in full 
of all taxes and demands to be made upon us until we 
reach the frontier; for which he gave a receipt on birch 
paper : having previously put aside a fee of five rupees 

' 

for the part he bore in the transaction. As our car* 
came in a very straggling manner from the vil, % whence they had been pressed, we could ndt leave 
ground till 8. At 68 16 paces reach a hut taken pas- 

Probably a species of pine, ar well as that which Mr. M O O B C S ~ O ~  
denominates cedar. C. 



aession of by our servants. This is computed to be 
seven c6s from Tapbban. 

After having reached the top of the first mountain, 
Mr. HEARSAY, who had gone before me, killed a very 
thin yellow snake, about I8 inches in length. I found 
it had the poisonous fang, but it is asserted that snakes, 
and all other venomous reptiles, are very scarce in this 
part of the country. However,' on taking up the carpet 
on which I had slept, a black scorpion came from 
under it. 

A warm spring, which we passed early in this day's 
march, issues from the rock on the right of the road in a 
stream of about five inches across, and three deep, and 
threw up a small cloud of steam. At its escape the heat 
was so  great that the finger could not bear being dipped 
in it more than 2 or 3 seconds. The thermometer 
having been carried forwards, we were prevented from 
ascertaining the temperature: however no insects were 
in it or about it, and some plants which had fallen into 
it near the middle of the current, were killed and seemed 
parboiled. The pebbles in its bed, and the vegetable 
substances which were immersed in it, were covered with 
a yellow coat, and those which had been taken out and 
become dry, were likewise coated wit11 a white earthy 
substance, having little taste : however, the water itself 
was slightly austere, 'and I apprehend contained iron 
without any other mixture. The tepid stream a t  Taphban, 
which is much lower, and not half a mile distant, pro- 
baMy proceeds from the same source with this, and is 
cooled in its progress to the place at which it escapes 
below. I saw no afipearance of volcano in this or any 
other mountain which I have yet met with ; but many 
abound with minerals ; and pyrites is found in great 
abundance. 

Close to this place the m d  was broken by a recent 
2 c 
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slip, and we had to pass upon the crumbhg surface. 
The road this day was in man parts very fatiguing. In - 
one place a slip of earth had l aid bare a large surface of 
rock, which had been formerly covered by the road ; 
and as it sloped to the river with a sharp descent, it r e  
quired every exertion and care to guaid against a slip of 
about a hundred feet into a current, which dashed with 
great force amongst fragments of marble, which in two 
or three ints actually formed a bridge across the 
stream.-~anotber part we were obliged to climb up the 
face of a rock nearly perpendicular, and on which b 
gularities, for the toe to hang upon, were at a most in- 
convenient distance. My left foot having slipped & one 
of them, I lay far a few seconds upon the poise, but a 
enatch at a clump of P which on being seized, luckily 
did not give way, an a sudden spring, brought me to a 
comparatively safe spot, with the loss of some skin from 
my knees and elbows, and some rents in 11ly tmwsers and 
sleeves.-Sometimes points of rock projected to the edge 
of the river, and these were turned by rude staimua 
made of wood and stone.--Retiring angles were passed 
by inclined planes formed by a tree being laid on points 
of stone on each side of the angle, and loose stones w m  
thrown from the wood to the rock. For a m o m t  the 
eye could not quit the road and suffer the feet to proceed, 
without risk of accidents; and yet a trifling ex- 
would mder & road in general passable, althou h it 
w d d  always be liable to be injured by the falLng the 
rocks above. 

o! 

When we had reached the custom-house, on the mid- 
dle of the mountain immediately beyond a Srrnga by 
which we crossed the Ruuni, we fbliad one of our sircm 
who was detained by three men and as many women, as 
pledge for the payment of duties an the passqe of our 
baggage. The receipt written upon a slip of birch bark 
was no sooner beheld by the most riotous of the men than 
he d to attempt any further molestation, although 
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it was clear that he had not read its contents.-As how- - ever one fellow was still a little impertinent, my friend in- 
sisted upon his relieving a carrier from his load, which he 
actually took part of the way up the hill ; and then s l ip  
ping from under the load slid down a face of rock, and, . 
though old, skipped away from point to point of a rough 
road with the agility of a deer. As many loads were left 
behind, it was deemed prudent to take the third man 
along with us as an hostage for their safe passage. As 
he went along, he told us that the Chaudrf Calyh,  had 
fwmed the customs of this place for 500 rupees a year ; 
and that the woman, who was so clamorous, was one of 
his wives, of whom he had seventeen. The h e r  two 
women were her slaves. 

T o  a poor woman, who had much difficulty in carry- 
ing her burden over a very rough 'road, I gave a Timdshd, 
which in a few minutes was taken away from her by a 
man whom I supposed to be her husband. On learning 
that he was no relation, P got it from him, sent him about 
his business, and returned the coin to the woman ; but 
when she departed. I had the mortification of observing 
him a t  a considerable distance start from a place of con- 
cealment'and n force the money from her. This 
man was a Zem +? ndar of the viljage in which the poor 
woman lived, and though he bad been obliged by the 
Ndgi to carry a load, he still exercised his petty tyranny 
over one more defencelds than himself. 

The gratification of the calls of hunger seems to be the 
first object amongst the inhabitants of a country, which, 
if under a well regulated government, would be captlble 
of exporting a surplus of provisions. At Tapbbam, a 
stoiit young fellow offered himself to be my slaw for 
life if I would only feed him. Although I wanted not 
his services, and did not much like his appearance, yet 
his appeal uxs too hreible to be resisted ; and I, therefore, 
engaged to give him food forhis services. 

n n o  
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30th.--Obliged to halt for the purpose of collecting 
carriers, which was difficult, as the villages in this part 
of the country are small and distant from each other. 

3 1 st.-As this day my companion and myself sepa- 
rated, and he had along with him the compass, and the 
young Pandit who measured the road, I shall make ex- 
tracts from his notes of the route, and afterwards notice 
my deviation from it. ' At 138 1 paces ; tops of moun- 
' tains covered with snow in every direction. At 9%7? 
a cross a rivulet which comes from E.-Snowy mountains 
' in that direction quite close. At 9437, commence 
' ascending the most tremendous place I ever saw. At 
' 9783, descend to the bed of Daull river, most thankful 

that I am once more safe :-I was obliged to take off 
' shoes and stockings. At 7610, reach our hdting 
' place. Ten hours upon the march. The coolies, 
' mostly women, arrived at the same time. The Dauli 
' much reduced in breadth ; but the current very strong: 
' with a smaU exception, its general course has been to 
a the S.W.' 

I left our ground at 40 minutes past 5.-From the 
bridges across the Dauli, having been swept away last 
year, and not reinstated, a new road has been made by 
the goat-herds along the sides and over the tops of the 
mountains which overlook the river. This has b e a  first 
worked into a track by the pats, and in the worst places 
strengthened by fragments of stones thrown in heaps 
somewhat imitating rude flights of steps. The path in 
various places formed by pikes of stone which jut out, 
overhangs the edge of the water, and seldom retires so 
far from it as to give a chance of the traveller escaping 
from rolling down to the river, should he have the mis- 
fortune to make a false step ; and the footing was very 
insecure from small stones being mixed with much loose 
earth.-Just on attaining the summit I met a large flock 
of goats loaded, and was glad to find a secure corner 



until the whole had passed. I observed, that goats 
when laden climb up places however apparently difficult 
without hesitation ; but they do not like to go down 
steep declivities : for whether they descend straight 
down or sideways, the load urges them forward quicker 
than they like, and as there is no belly-band, it 'fre- 
quently tumbles off, and is the cause of the animal being 
carried down the steep sides of hills and lost.-Goats 
cast a look of inquiry at strangers, and pass on leisurely ; 
but sheep generally stop, and, after one has either been 
driven onwards or gone of his own accord, the rest fol- 
low with precipitancy, and frequently lose their loads by 
their huny. 

Crossing this mountain took up an hour and a quar- 
ter. Having mounted a height, which, though short, 
was steep and rugged, I was somewhat canfounded by 
the sight of a steep and bare slope of stone, about 100 
feet deep, running to the bed of the river without any 
path, and with a surface so smooth as to excite a doubt 
whether I could reach the bottom in any other way than 
by sliding, which would have been too rapid to be safe : 
the more especially as the stop must have taken place 
amongst stones in the bed of the river. ekini Off my stockings, pressing the spike of my staff into ttle 
dips in the stone, and catching at a friendly tuft of 
which occasionally presented itself near one edge, ct 
to the base nearly at the same time with the old Pandit, 
whose activity would have more surprised me had I not 
known that he had been bred in the mountains of Kamaon. 
Just as we had congratulated ourselves on our escape, 
we saw two other paths, one higher up and another 
lower down under a ledge of the rock, which saved the 
rest of our . party, save two of the Pandit's hill people, 
fiom the dangers of this road. 

Soon after descending the slope, I overtook a woman 
who had been pressed by the NJgi to cany a load. 
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She said that her measure of misery was M, and that 
she was resolved to emigrate into Jawar, where oppmsion 
was not so grievous as here. 

Seeing our carriers who had started about three- 
quarters of an hour before me, supporting. themselves on 1 ' 
the ledge of a rock, which overhung the rlver at a great 
height, by clinging with theis hands to the stones on the 
face of the mountain, and that at h g t h  they actually 
stopped, I was induced to make the experiment of going 
round by a winding path, under an idea that I should 
affect it in nearly as little time. as would be spent in 
passing over the broken path of rock. Mr. HEARSAY 
coming after me, and finding that the carriers preferred 
the short, but more dangerous road, to the long one, r e  
solved to attempt it ; and assuredly I should have done 
the same, had I known the length and roughness of that 
which I actually took. Mr. HEARSAY and a large por- 
tion of the carriers went over the rock without accident : 
but at one point the courage of my hhcfnsamdn failed; 
Eor, on missing footing with one leg, he shrieked violently 
and sunk down almost senseless upon a point of stone 
with one leg hanging down over the abyss, callmg out 
that he was lost. Mr. HEARSAY was at hand and as- 
sisted him most opportunely, along with the Pandit.- 
One womqn carried four burdens at different times for 
her less courageous companions ; and a bearer was also 
of some use ; but at length became so alarmed as only 
to be capable of proceeding by being steadied by an end 
of his turban being tied round his waist, and the other 
end secured by the young Pandit as he proceeded in 
front. 1 

The horrors of this road were very great, and ought so 
3. to have been to justify passing. by  such a road as that 

which I followed. For it cost me the labour of two 
hoqrs to attail] the top of the first mountain which 1 had 
to scale, and although ttie path consisted .of l ine  d @- 



zag, not more than 10 or 12 feet in lengtl~, at angles so 
sharp, that in a length of 24 feet, not more than 10 feet 
were gained in actual ascent, yet even this progress was 
not made except by clinging with the hands to shrubs, 
mots of trees, clumps of grass, and clods of earth ; and 
sometimes fiom the obliquity of the path, required me to 
creep on hands and knees to prevent slipping. Near the 
summit of the mountain, the path divided ; and a moun- 
btineer, whom we met, as we thought opportune1y, at 
this point, advised the lower one ; though from the ec- 
counts of porters and servants who took the upper one, 
the latter was easier but a little longer. 

In descending the mountain a grand view opened from 
the S.E., consisting of a vista formed by two aides of 
mountaim composing a glen, down which ran a large 
stream.-One slope was enriched by a forest which 
reached to the,clouds ; the other covered by scnnty pas- 
turage for about 400 yards ; when it was overhung by a 
steep face of barren rock of immense height, and the 
upper part of the vale was shut up by a peak of still 
higher mountain, the base of which was sprinkled with 
cypress, and the top whitened with snow. 

After a tedious march of two hours more, through a 
forest of cedars and cypress *, of which many would have 
been large enough for main-masts of first rates, I came 
to a Sanga across the stream which ran down the valley. 
From this point I ascended the hill surmourrted by the 
bare sheet of rock, by a goat path, and had to cross an 
avalanche which was scarcely settled; every now and 
then a piece of stone rollin down its face and bringing .k with it currents of earth. he path was narrow, occa- 
s i d y  ping over a suxface a little rounded, which, in 
some slight degree masked the tremendous declivity be- 
low, and sometimes skirting its very verge. At one spot, 

 pine^, see a fonner note. 
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on a ledge of rock, the old Pandit hesitated and retired 
into a hollow. However, having the advance, he sum- 
moned up cou e, and passed the cause of his fern; 
this was fo rm3 by an angular piece of rock having 
slipped out of the ledge or cornice on which we were 
walking i and a piece of stone, which just, and only just, 

. rested with both ends on the opposite edges of the gap, 
shewed a precipice of a depth sutkient to akum the 
anxiety of a person who had not been much accustomed 
to the mountainous paths of this country. After clam- 
bering over fragments of stone which had fallen from the 
heights, we came to a point. of rock, whence we had a 
complete view of the declivity over which we had to pass ; 
and this part was to me more difficult than any other. 
However I reached the bottom of the hill without injury. 
I learnt that I had gone 4 c6s, and had not made above 
half a mile of head way. From the fatigue of this d e  
tour, I was so enfeebled as to be under the necessity of 
halting five or six times in ascending a steep mountain, 
and obliged to creep on my hands and knees for a great 
distance, not having sufficient confidence in my legs. 
My knees tottered, and I was frequently attacked with 
such a violent pain in the right knee, as for a second or 
two almost deprived me of the use of the limb. I much 
suspect that I had lost my road. In creeping along I * 

certainly made a wrong.choice, as I found myself at 
once upon the brink of a precipice, on the very angle of 
a rock which overhung it, and a slit in the stone shewed 
me my danger at the very moment I was about to place 
my hand up011 a fragment which the weight would p m  
bably have dislodged, and carried me along with it ; at 
this moment the recollection of the danger produces an 
involuntary shiver.-After some time I got into a toler- 
ably good path, and found my companion, and the greatest 
part of the party, waiting my amval by the side of a 
cool stream of excellent water. 

The latter part of our. march was not good : but this 



road, although almost every where else it would have been 
deemed .impassable except for goats, was good in com- 
parison with that which constituted the labour of the 
morning.-This has certainly been the most severe day's . , 
work we have had ; and yet I compute the actual dis- 
tance, including the. 4 c6s of detour, cannot have e r -  I 

I 

ceeding 13 c6s. 
I 

The ordinary road is not particular1 difficult or dan- 
gerous ; and all the risk of life which f have mentioned, 
inconvenience to the inhabitants of the country, and im- 
pediment to commerce, are created for want of Sangas 
which might be made for 100 rupees : but the present 
government does nothing to ameliorate the state of the 
country, or to increase the happiness of its subjects in . 
these districts. 

June 1st.-Commenced our march at 7-30. At  9345 
'paces the river becomes a succession of rapids, and has 
its channel diminished to about 90 yards in breadth. A t  
S407 aces we pass two caves, a small and a large one. 
The fhzzdi about eighteen yards broad. At 10,971 
paces come to some cedars ' and halt. The Daull 
much reduced. 

A t  our place of encampment, a black scorpion was 
brought, and was said to be harmless : -however on pull- 
in6 off his sting and pressing it, a large drop of a thin 
milk-coloured fluid escaped from its point. 

O n  the top of a high mountain, thinly sprinkled with 
worm-wood, dwarf cypresses', and a kind of fume, . 

blocks of marble and hard stones were scattered about 
in every direction, which seemed to contain minerals ; . 

and 1 am much deceived, if I did not see some veins of 
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silver + in strata of quartz. I had no instruments to break 
stones with, nor did I see any small fragments which I 
could with convenience place in my girdle. I was obliged 
therefore rather to leave this point unsettled, than to ex- 
pose myself to the suspicion of coming into the country 
in search of precious metals. The surfaces of many of 
the hardest stones, on this side of the Paie-kad,  are 
studded with small red crystals, which project ; at first 
view, one is disposed to take them for garnets ; but they 
are not transparent. They are so firmly imbedded in the 
substance of the stone which serves as matrix to them, 
that they cannot be raised by any common instrument in 
a perfect state, so that I could not count their faces. 

The scenery of this day has always been wild, and io 
some places inost imposingly majestic ; especially from 
the side of the mountain where we halted. O n  every 
side the view is bounded by summits of mountains peaked, 
rounded, broken into ascending and descending lines, with 
abrupt ragged dips, and a few soft hollow sweeps, bat 
all covered with snow. The declivities in some parts 
thickly covered with cedars and cypresses T, in others 
thinly sprinkled, and in others diversified by bare patches 
of rock or sand. The base of two lines of mountajns is 
washed by the Daulf , which runs with great rapidity and 
noise, about 400 feet below our encampment, in a 
only just large enough.to receive the water which it n w  
rolls along the channel. One slope of the hiU i m w  
dia tely before us has been broken from to to bottom by e a slip which has only lately happened. n its course it 
has overwhelmed iarge trees, of which some have been 
hurried into the river, others lay across its bed half buried 
in rubbish ; and others, thrown down, hang by their roots 
with their heads towards the base of the mountain. The 
devastation committed by large slips, is d m e s  very 

Perhaps Mica. C. 
t Sce a former note. 
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great, and they frequently happen : for I have this instant 
heard a tren~endous crash at a distance produced by a 
fall of rock, and was awakened by another at a moment 
that I had lost all sense of fatigue under the shade of a 
large n~ass of stone. 

When the structure of the exposed faces of mountains 
has not been entirely broken, I have remarked, that the 
general direction of the component layers has been to 
the E. of N. with an klination towards the horizon 
about the angle of 45". 

We pitched in an open space between two ranges of 
high rocks. At the foot were so~lje large cedars *. I 
measured one at six feet from the ground, twenty-two 
feet in circumference. 

This evening the report ran, that a carrier had fallen 
off the first Sankho in this day's march, into the river, 
with his load, and was drowned. 

June 9d.-March at six with the same coolies. I n  
one place the river is covered by masses of rock, under 
which the current rushes with great violence. At 350 
paces we cross to the left bank of the river over a Sanki~o, 
consisting of three parts, in consequence of two blocks of 
stone havin fallen into the stream and formed three 
channels. f t  was in good order and thirty paces in 
length. At 4680 paces cross a broad large brook, in 
which there are large beds of frozen snow, with a stream 
of water ~ n n i n g  beneath them ; and immediately on the 
right bank of which is the village of Maliri. 

The road of today has exhibited much variety ; and 
a sbort account of its features will convey a general idea 
of those of this country. At first we passed over heaps 

See a former note. 
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of fragments of rocks ; afterwards over beds of pebbles ; 
then ascended a mountain partly by a path worn in the 
earth by frequent treading, and partly formed by the sur- 
face of rocks and by stairs : where the road on the h e  
of the rock shelved much to the river, a few loose stones 
were laid upon it close to its edge ; and sometimes earth 
was thrown a~rlongst them, or a few pine branches were 
placed along it and loaded with stones : this served as a 
kind of defence or parapet : but, as they were never bigher 
than a foot from the level of @he shelf, they would only 
stop a slip of the foot. Where niches were broken out 
of the rock in the line of the path, and formed gaps over 
the precipice, if only of small extent, a piece of wood was 
laid across the widest part, and slabs of such stone as was 
at hand laid from it to the rock, either supported by a 
ledge, or if the face of the rock chanced to be smooth,-en 
another spar of wood.-W here the gap was very wide, 
the trunk of a. large tree was put across ; the upper side 
being cut a little flat, or else having notches hewn in it as' 
stepping places ; an open space being left between it and 
tlie wall. Commonly these trees or Sankhos over 
chasms, as well as those Sankhos across rivers, are toler- 
ah1 well guarded against tunling, either by being weighted 
wit g large stones at each end, or by having rude stone 
wedges driven through two holes at each extremity of the 
trunk or plank.-Where the chasm is too long for a tree, 
a heap of flattish stones is placed in the nearest part, 
which affords room for the base of a fight of steps, con- 
structed sometimes of stones wholly, sometimes of stona 
supported in front by logs of wood : but no railing is to 
be met with any where. ; and from the general looseness 
of the mode of building, these roads are subject soon to 
get out of order ; but, if the stones be large and the base 
flat, this kind of stair lasts longer than might be expected, 
as the passengers walk with care. Slips from the hills 
do most mischief to them, and their course being almost 
always at the foot or on the side of mountains, exposes 
them to constant injury in some part of their extent 



To-day I had just crossed the slope of a slip that had 
happened last night ; when I heard a little trickling above, 
which rapidly increased, and was caused by a shower of 
small stones, of which some slid easily over the surface 

. of the falling earth, but others, having got a little mo- 
mentum by rolling over perpendicular breaks, dashed ' 

down with such force, as would have been fatal to any 
animal which they might have chanced to strike in 
their fall. 

As Mr. HEARSAY was following the coolies, three 
bears, which were scampering up a steep gulley, that 
had been a water-course, but was now half filled by sand, 
earth and stones, displaced stones ahout SO0 feet above 
the road. These in their descent loosened others, and 
dashed across the road while the coolies were passing, but 
fortunately struck no one, except one of my h e r s  upon 
the leg, and he was more alarmed than hurt. 

The view of the village of MalcSrl from the top of the 
hill, where it comes in s i ~ h t  at a distance of about a mile, 
is pleasing, and would glve a good effect on canvass. I t  
is placed in the eastern angle of a triangular plain about 
a mile on each face, and bounded on two sides by streams, 
and on the other by steep hills, covered up to their sum- 
mits with a bed of snow, thin on the projecting parts, 
and deep in the ravines. The southern stream is half 
choked by banks of frozen snow, through which a moun- 
tain current, formed by spring-water and melted snow, 
forces its way, undermining the masses of congealed 
snow, which now impede its progress ; but which in two 
months will be dissolved and carried into the Dauli that 
runs with impetuosity from the north to the west. 

The extremely neat state of the land recently sown 
principally with Chindo, and separated into fields by 
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recently piled stone fences and living hedges, would do 
credit to any country ; but the proportion of cultivated 
to uncultivated land In this country, at present, is almost 
as a drop of water to a large river. 

The village of Maliirt consists of about SO houses, 
built of rough stones, cemented with clay, and mixed with 
much wood. Many are of one story, but more of two, 
and some even of three stories. The lower range is ge- 
nerally given to the cattle. Circular stones, with holes 
through the middle of them, are hung by ropes to the 
projecting ends of the beams at the gables, to prevent the 
roof being injured by gusts of wind which are here fi-e 
quent and violent. The upper story projects generally 
beyond the lower one, in consequence of its being hr-  
nished with a wooden verandah, which commonly runs 
along both sides, and is made of fir plank in stron pan- 
nels, ornamented with flowers and figures of %id 
deities, amon st which GANE'SA is most frequently re- 
presenbd. f here is no lock, bolt, or latch to the doors, 
but in one door-post a square hole is cut, through which 
rr rope is past, that ties a dog to it, who guards the entry 
with fidelity. His collar is of wood like a yoke colhr, 
and a stick is tied to it, and likewise to the rope which 
holds him to the door. 

Mdlarf is inhabited by a class of people who call 
themselves Rajpdt, but appear to pay htile attention to 
caste. The poorer class of inhabitants of the frontier eat 
raw meat .with a little pepper and'salt as seasoning; 
which we had an opportunity of seeing; for the leg of a 
goat being thrown away in consequence of being tainted, 
the coolies instantly seized it, 'and made apparently a 
savoury meal from it. Both men and women are rather 
of low stature, but not ill made, and have something of 
the Tartar countenance mixed with that of the Hindu. 

They dress in coarse, woolien' cloth made fimn the 



fleece of their own sheep, and of those of But&. The 
women alone weave, sitting on the ground, and are very 
industrious and expert. In five days, with a very simple 
apparatus, a woman will weave a piece of cloth about 18 
inches broad and 15 cubits long. This is called a Pankht. 
Some of them are flat, but others are twilled and very 
strong. They are worn without being bleached or dyed. 
The proportion of females seems much greater than the 
males. This may be accounted for by part of the male 
population being taken by the Nepalese for their army, 
and by another part being engaged in going from the 
upper to the lower hilly district, to sell salt and bring 
back grain. The dress of both men and women is 
nerally over-run with lice ; and their persons are, mth 
few exceptions, disgustingly filthy. The inside of the 
house is no less filthy than the dress of the inhabitants ; 
and as no other articles of furniture are to be seen in 
them than benches and cooking utensils, one might be led . 

at first sight to believe, that the inhabitants laboured 
under the pressure of the severest poverty ; but this is 
not the case, as is shewn by the ornaments of the women ; 
and it is probable that they avoid making a display of 
wealth, lest it should be taken from them by the Gorkhiahs; 
to which may be. added the circumstance of their inha- 
biting this country only from about the 24th of May till the 
23d September, when they migrate to the vjllaees of 
Tapbban, Bara aon, and other places to the $E. of 
Jdahf- Math. &me people, from Living half the year in 
one country and the remainder in another, are called 
Ddbdscis, and also Marchh ; which latter appellation 

ves a whimsical affinity in situation and name to the 
o m e r  inhabitants of the borders of E n g h d  and Sot- pi 

land. They carry on a considerable trade between the 
inhabitants of the U'ndks and those of the lower parts of 
the hills. From the h e r  they procure borax and salt, 
which they either carry to the frontier of the Company's 
possessions, ot sell to the inhabitants of the hills, and 
take back to BPctcin grain in exchange. l h i s  commerce 
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produces a profit to the Marchb of at least a hundred 
per cent. on the grain, and about 150 or 900 on the salt : 
but can only be carried on during the six months of the 
ear when they reside on the Butdn frontier : and as they 

ibad goats and sheep with the merchandise these feed 
themselves wherever they stop ; and, as great flocks are 
driven by two or three people, the transport is attended 
with little real cost to the Marchcis. But the commerce 
of the present day is said to be a mere trifle in com- 
parison with the traffic of former times. The goats used 
for this business are of the breed of this country, migrate 
regularly twice a year, are shortrlegged, of a strong com- 
pact form, and travel about 5 cbs a day over the most 

' ruged and difficult roads that can be imagined. 

The principal articles of the food of the most wealthy 
consist in the morning of boiled rice and goats' flesh, and 
at night of cakes made of wheatrflour beaten with water 
and seasoned with salt and clarified butter; as also of 
curds and fresh milk of sheep and goats. But wheat-flom 
is scarcely ever tasted by the poor, who live upon the 
coarsest and most common kinds of grain ; and, when 
they can get it, eat flesh raw, as has been before observed. 
Wheat is not raised in this district, but grows to a p o d  
height near Jdshf -Math. The following grains are 
raised here : 

1st. Chui or Marcha; resembling the Amaranthus 
Gangeticus, or Lhl Sig  of the Hindu ; used here both 
fresh, and in its seed when reduced to flour. 

2d. Manrug or ManrwC : Cynosurus Coracanus. 
3d. Phaphei.-This looks a little like French wheat. 
4th. Coarse red rice. . 
5th. Ana Jau.-I have not seen this growi but 

the grain unshelied looks like barley. ~helled,%e a 
poor kind of wheat. 

6th. Barley. 
7th- Chini or ChCn6. Panicum Miliaceum. . 



8 th. KangnC. Panicum I talicum. 
9th. Jangori. 

Slaves are much employed ; and are bou t from the 
Gorkhiahs. In the evening my fakir harc ? rah, with a 
real fakir, arrived with intelligence that one of the women 
carriers, who had followed the circuitous track I had 
taken on the 3 Ist, being much fatigued, went to the river 
to drink, and placed herself on a large stone, which slip 
ping, caused her to fall 'into the water. The rapidity of 
the current was such as to hurry her out of her depth, 
and *she was drowned. This matter affected me con- 
siderably. On inquiry I found she was without a family. 

June  3d.-Leave Maffirl at 9 A. hf. At 6 165 paces, 
reach our encampment. The quantity of common and 
lemon thyme near water-courses was very great, but none 
of it had been cropped by sheep ; I also saw basil, savory, 
mint, and other potherbs, with sedums of several kinds ; 
and I likewise met with some goosebeny-bushes. 

June 4th.-After breakfasting in a cave, at the foot 
of which runs a clear rill down a deep and broad rivulet 
half choked with a body of frozen snow, we left our 
p u n d  at 7& A. M. After proceeding 5145 paces, 
amve at the village of Nitf. In the latter part of this 
day's march I found my rate of breathing quickened be- 
yond its natural standard in proportion to the difficulty 
of ascent, and was obliged frequently to stop, in order 
that the action of the heart might become less violent. 
My companion has been aware of occasional oppression 
in breathing for the last three days ; but I did not ex- 
perience any till this day. The very wretched a p  
pearance of the 14 or 16 houses, whch compose the 
town, gives no favourable expectation of the supplies we 
should here meet with. 

J& 5th.-The situation of NftI is in itself pretty 
e D 



enough, being at the foot of a small sweep of hills which 
defend it from the N. and W. A gorge, between the 
Western h i  and those to the South, gave entrance to 
the Nfti river; and the valley is shut up, about a mile 
to the E., by an ascent covered with birch trees, and 
leading to many gor and ridges of a high mountain 
topped with snow. f own the side of the mountain, im- 
mediately in face of the town and extending from top ta 
bottom, winds the track of a retent avalanche looking 
like a new made turnpike road. In front of the town, 
and between it and the riyer, are a few flats, which de 
s e n d  by steps, and have lately been ploughed. The 
.town, following the line of the base of the rocks, was 
originally built in a crescent, but many of the houses have 
been deserted and unroofed, and now serve only as mght 
stable for cattle. 

We sent a message to the Sehha*, importing that we 
should be glad to see him. The meeting took place at 
our tent; und the Sehiina, who* name was ARJUN, 

by stating that this was a road which pilgrim9 to 
d m a r h a r  seldom came ; that we were armed ; that F 

we had many people ; that report said we were eitber 
Gorkhalis or Firingfa, come with designs inimical to 
the Undks ; and that measures had been taken ac- 
cordingly. We endeavoured to remove these unfivonrr- , 

able impressions ; and after much conversation the old 
man seemed satisfied. We wrote a letter in H i d m t d n i  
to the Dkba, informing him 'that for pious and humane 
purposes we wished to visit the lake of MdnsarbtFar ; 
that for defraying our expenses we had brought certain 
articles from our country h r  sale ; that we had for our 
own defence certain arms which we were willin to leave 
in his keeping during our stay in the Udds. 8 n  tugkg 
to the SeAdna the necessity of our speedy departure, he 
observed that the snow was not .yet.su&iedtly melted; 

T b e ~ p s r n o f a v i U r r g e i r c d l c d S ~ , & ~ S c j J I 1 .  



that the communication was never attempted before the 
Suncrdnt, or entering of the sun into the next sign ; and 
that this would happen in fifteen days ; when they would 
accompany us, in case the answer of the Dkba should be 
favourable to our intentions. The argument of the road 
not being open was falsified by the appearance of the 
Unim ; but it was thought best to wait an answer from 
the Dhba. 

From the 5th to the gth, the thermometer at sun-rise 
has been generally at 46", but in the middle of the day 
about 79'. The nights have commonly been clear and 

' 

serene, but there have been a few slight showers of rain 
in two of them. About nine it becomes pleasantly warm ; 
at noon it is sultry ; about three the heat generally and 
suddenly subsides, and the tops of the hi hest mountains 
are enveloped in clouds, which deposit 2 eir contents on 
them in the form of snow, and in very gentle showers of 
rain in the valley of Nftf. The changes in the temper- 
ature of the atmosphere are very sudden and severe*. 

* On a subsequent day Mr. MOORCBOPT observes '' June 12th.- 
The temperature of the air varies much in the course of the day and 
night. At sun-rise, the thermometer is from 40° to 5 8 ;  in the mid- 
dle of the day, from 70° to 80'. At eight in the morning the sun over- 
t o p  the hills which surround the little valley of Nlt f ,  and blares with 
a fierceness of which we were the more sensible from the cold of the 
morning. About three the heat falls 05 most rapidly. I have never 
before experienced so sudden a transition. from heat to cold, and con- 
trariwise. At night I am only comfortably warm with almost all the 
bed clothes I can muster. At sun-rise athick coam woollenHindwtoni 
Cbpkd or wrapping gown, over shirt, cotton waistcoat, and doubla 
cdton coat, is only just suffcient to keep out the cold. At nine h e  
outer coot must be thrown 05; at ten it is desirable to get quit ofthe 
other; and at noon the rest of the garments are, to say the least, in- 
commodious from the heat. The reverse of this progress becomes ne- 
reswy from half past three till night. The fquent  changes of the 
temperature produce colds and fevers both amongst the inhabitants and 
strangers: but, though rather active in their symptoms, they are 
neither dangerous nor of lo* continuance. Ordinarily from the 
moming till about three o'clock, there ir m upper and under cucre~t 



In the morning the summits of the highest mountains are 
.wholly concealed by the snow : about noon the ridges 
between the ravines are cleared, but it ren~ains in the 
clefts and gorges : and from three to the following morn- 
ing the mountain has a new covering. This successive 
deposition and melting go on during the warm months. 
But, in the cold weather, when the mountaineers are 
obliged to quit their habitations, and leave them to be 
taken possession of by such wild animals as prefer them 

in the atmosphere. The clouds are generally white during this time ; 
move briskly towards the north, and change their forms with much vi- 
vacity. ?'heir speed is commonly checked they approach the most 
lofty mountains, to which they decline, and if they do not come so 
much within their influence as to burst upon them, they regain by de- 
grew their former course. But about three the clouds become more 
murky, are stationary, envelope the summits of the mountains, and 
roll down their sides, discharging their contents in the form of snow 
upon the highest, and in light showers of rain upon the lower ones. 
The lower current is formed by the interruption given to the undu 
strata of the higher c u m n t  by the irregular form of the land bawath, 
' and is almost continually varying in direction. During still nights the 
dew falls very heavily ; but, when there is a little motion in the at- 
mesphere, the humidity is suspended above the valley and attracted by 
the hills. The stars are very brilliant, and the north star is beautifully 
resplendent. A bed of clear light-coloured air in the darkest night 
overhangs the summits of the peaks which are covered with snow. 
Ofice cmly lightning has been observed; but, there has been no 
thunder during OUT stay. Does the great height of the mountains 
carry off the electricity of the atmosphere, before it can be accumulated 
in quantity sufficient to displace a body of air with the violence m- 
cessary to produce an explosion ? I regret that we have no me- of 
measuring our actual height above the level of the sea. All of la 
feel much inconvenience through it being necessary ro breath w.q 
frequently, even when going as slowly as possible upon m easy 
ascent. We anticipategreat fatigue from this cause on scaling the 
stupendous heights over which the road lies. The natives recommend 
a small quantity of coarse sugar to be eaten whilst we are mmting, 
and speak highly of the power of the kind of spar found near the snow 
reduced to powder and mixed with rater, in diminishing the dm 
t~essingly quickened action of breathing. This spar they believe to 
be snow gradually melted and again condensed and c rys ta l id  by 
continual cold, and call it Himgal from Him, snow ; and g 4  froln 
gal(im, to melt. 



b taking an asylum in caverns and glens ; the whole sur- 
face of the valleys, as well as mountains, is richly covered 
with snow, which in some parts melts under tbe influence 
of heat and rain, but in others remains continually. This 
mass of melted snow on the vast ranges of mountains 
forms the great rivers which proceed from them. 

When we arrived, the' Nit8 river, about ten yards 
broad and from two to four feet deep, sent down a rapid 
stream of greenish but clear water. The two following 
days were very hot : the stream was on the 3d, at least 
a foot deeper, and considerably broader; and the water 
is clay-coloured and turbid. I have frequently observed, 
that the water-mark early in the morning upon the stones 
in the river was a foot and even eighteen inches above 
the level of the stream at that time of the day, and thpt 
the river always rose considerably towards the e k i n g .  
This is easily explained by the cold of the night pro- 
duced by the snow on the mountains suspending the 
melting process, and of course interrupting the supply 

I 

until the heat of the failowing day quickens it again. 
Such a surface of mountainous country, in sudi a state, 
along with the vast declivity of the beds of the rivers, 
will afford a more satisfactory.explanation of the real 
sourcea of the Ganges than the deriving it from a lake 
which must have some continual source of supply itself. 

The birch trees upon the sides of the mountains, as 
. well as the small rose-bushes, are just breaking into leaf; 

the furze is just coming into blossom. The natives have 
some barley, of wbich a few blades appear, and they aTe 
engaged in getting into the ground tl~e awa jou, phdphar, 
and c h u .  This is, it is presumed, their spring ; and 
our rains must be their summer, as their harvest is cut 
before the middle of September, when the people go in 
search of a milder climate. 

This morning (the 9th) I saw a beautiful crop ~f rock 
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crystal shooting out of an exposed layer of quartz which 
had formerly been a vein in a mass of very hard stone. 
These mountains, which are primordial, would, if ex- 
amined by an able and careful lithologist, throw great 
light upon the natural history of tlie mineral kingdom ; 
for here, at almost every step, he might come in sight of 
the surfaces of rock which have never been altered by the 
hand of man, but have alone been sub3ct to the laws of 
composition and of destruction, induced by the operation 
of natural causes. 

With the exception of grain of various kinds which is 
to be obtained at an exorbitant rate, little eatable is to 
be procured at Niti. The only animal food, which we 
have had, has been two or three lean goats. There was 
no want of kids or lambs ; but the owners would only sell 
such as were ill or extremely old. This country at the 
present season gives no fruit. The inhabitants have no 

rdens, and the only esculent vegetables, which we could 
E d ,  w e n  the Bathua (Chenopodium album), a s m d  
quantity of self-sown phdphar about three inches hi&, 
and spme rhubarb, the leaves of which were only just 
springing from the r."" ; yet, even in this early state 
of vegetating, the owers were thrown out on the sides 
of short finger-like processes and yielded a sweet smell. 
The vital principle seems to be most rapidly called into 
action amon t the vegetables of this climate to com- 
pensate for t r e long period during which they remain in 
a torpid state. . Our diet was certainly of a Fey frugal 
kind, and would not have been considered luxurious even 
in the cell of an anchorite : but our beverage was miter 
of so excellent a quality as to make up for the scantiness 
and uniformity of it. We had been promised by the 
Pandit, that we should have an opportunity of seeing and 
probably of killing some Barals. The first parrt was 
verified ; for they made their appearance amon 
furze lushes, almost immediately above our hea d@" s, and 
pt the foot of the bare rocks ; but never came within gun 



shot, Although we were told that tlie richer March& 
sometimes ate animal food, 'I believe that this occurs 
very seldom. They are much subject to fevers from 
.derangement of the intestines, brought on from vege- 
table diet little seasoned ; and several have the Geghu 
.or Goitre. 

13th.-This day two Uniyas arrived at Nftl wit11 a 
letter to the Sihiina, which neither they nor he could 
decypher. However a meeting was held upon the sub- 
stance of the message, which they brought, by the head 
persons of the principal villages in this neighbourhood. 
The letter was supposed to be a 'formal rejection of our 
desire to enter the country. This conclusion was drawn 
from the refusal of the Ddba to accept our present, and 
from the verbal notification to us of the decease of the 
Lama, and of large,bodiea of troops having been detached 
to all the passes leading &om the mountains into the 
Undds, to prevent the entrance of any white people, or 
persons wearing white clothes, into the country, uutil 
after the election of another Lama. This message was, 
of course, very disagreeable to us : however we were re- 
solved not to return without having made every effort i~ 
our power to succeed in our original project. The people 
of Nltl confessed, that they were alarmed at the reports 
which had been circulated respecting us, previous1 tg 
our arrival : but, that on seeing more of us, they g ad 
sent a F4nfh or V d f i  to the Ddba of D&b&, stating 
that they believed we were men of character really in- 
tending to go to Mcfnsarhwar, havin merchandise to P dispose of, and not harbouring any evi design against the 
-ral welfare of the country. We knew, that the Yakfl 

%a d been dispatched two days subsequently to the d e  
parture of the first two U'rriyas; but we placed litlle 
dependence upon the impression he would make. The 
commencement of his mission certainly took off much 
tiom the accustomed dignity of his post ; for, in attempb 
iPg to ride upon a bulbck, he with difficulty mounted, in 
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consequence of being very drunk, and fell off four times 
before he was able to reach the top of the mountain. 

I 6th.-Another great meeting took place. The 
ZFniyaa insisted upon ow not king permitted to p s  ; 
and the hkycincis of Nf t i  and Gomarraft!, ARJUN and 
G UJ AR MALL, 'were decidedly against us, especially the 
latter. HARDEB was sent back with money to the 
brother of N ATHU, a relation of RAM KISHEN, Syaw of 
Mafirf, who had shewn an inclination to assist us, to 
bring bullocks immediately, that we might attempt pro- 
ceeding by the road of Kieulang, and we laid in ten days' 
provision for all our men, in order that we might not lose 
any time at Makdrt in collecting it, RAMKISHEN ac- 
quainted us with the opinion of the council, said he would 
hasten all our operations at Makirf ; and HARDAB ma 
ordered to bring a Jourlfri (who had made an offer to us 
of conducting us in three days from Mdhrf into the 
U'ndh) with promises of safe conduct to Nft f  and back, 
and of reward for his services. Hopes were entertained, 
that in some way we should still succeed by persuasive 
means with the people. of Niti. However, we thought 
it right to take all such measures, as might appear likely 
to gain our point without loss of time. 

Another meeting was appointed two days afterwards at 
Gomsald. In the course of this morning two persons 
had come from Negi BEAWAN~ S E'NA, with a letter re- 
questing the loan of one hundred and one rupees, to be 
repaid either in carriage of articles, in provision, or in 
specie, with interest at 9 per cent per mensem, and a 

' ~ 
bond for the amount, along with a statement of the prices i 
at which we should receive provisions. He said, that he I 

understood we were delayed, and. advised our getting on 
quickly. 

In the evening AM A R  SINGH, the son of the Syana 
ABJUN, declared to the Pandit, that, if we would place 
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confidence in him, he would take our ba ge to the 
frontier, would make an arrangement with % Dlba by 
becoming surety for us, and would go with us to Mdn- 
sarbwar, after which he would settle in Jhar,  as he was 
apprehensive, that the Negf would have recourse to some 
harsh measures with him, in consequence of his quar- 
relling with JOWAHAR SINOH, and causing his servant 
to be beaten. He said if the council at Gomalt! were 
friendly, it would be well ; if not, he had five bullocks, 
and would see what was to be done in respect to the 
further number required. His father was convinced, 
that we were persons to be depended upon, and was privy 
to the transaction. As it seemed on many accounts pre- 
ferable to take the Ddbd road, the old Pandit on our 
part went to the father and son in the night, to take their 
oaths for the perfdrmance of their covenant. The next 

, day HARDEB returned with an account of NATHU'S . 
brother having repented of his declaration, of RAM- 
KIS H EN'S slackness, and of his not being able to purchase 
any bullocks although at double their value. It hty been 
agitated whether the Syanus, altogether, shall become 
.sureties for us : but as yet this motion has been negatived. 
Once it was proposed, that we should leave our property 
at Nfti, and go on with clothes and provision alone. 
This was, of course, rejected by us as ridiculous. It was 
then submitted, whether we would allow them to take it 
and sell it whilst we should stay for the proceeds.--This 
was rejected likewise, and we declared our detern~ination 
tb march alone if they would not assist us with cattle. 

The Fiinfa arrived on the 19th and by him it a p  
peared clearly that it depended solely upon the people 
of this country to give us an introduction ; for the Dkba 
said he hoped the Nitf Marchas would not give us car- 
riage, observing " if they,have not conveyance .for && 
bagage and provision, they cannot come ; but if pro- 
vided with carriage, as there are no troops hereabouts, 
there is no method of preventing their entry into the 



country." The Phkr also hinted, that a mod- 
pment to the Dkbe would overcome all diflbculties.. 

9!2d.-A~ ER Srh-GH says that we shall certainly break 
ground to-morrow ; but as yet we see no preparation, 
save amongst ourselves. 

e3d.-Still dillicultiee are started against our pr+ 
ceeding, until there shall be a general consent of the 
heads of villages, to enter into a security for our good 
conduct with the Ddba of Dubh. We have had no small 
degree of difficulty in causing ARJUN to fix terms for the 
hire of his cattle. At length we have bed, that each 
bullock shall carry the accustomed loads of two men, and 
not exceed five rupees. Understanding that all the peo- 
ple concerned in our &airs were drinking at ABJUN'S 

. house, we made s bottle of brandy into a kind of punch, 
weIl sweetened, and sent it, in hopes that its influence 
rmght be beneficial to our cause; in tbe opinion of the 
party it had only the fault of b e i i  too limited in quality. 

24th.-We were disturbed during last night by the 
shoutings of men and almost continual barking of dqs. 
Two larp bears had broken into a sheepand-goatpar, 
and carned off one of the goats. 

We rose at a very early hour to prepare w r  be 
for lading, as nine bullocks had been brought to!!% 
the night before ; but after bein ready for two horn P without AMER SINGH or any o his people corning, we 
eent word that we wished to proceed. This brought old 
ARJUN, who desired us to delay our joumey three days 
longer, when every thing should be ready. His reesooing 
was very unsatisfactory, and we urged him to fulfil his 
omtract. In conquaew of our remonstrances, he pro- 
mieed that we should begm our march today even if 
GU JAB would not ammt, although he was particularly 
U U i o ~ ~ t o o b ~ h i s ~ t ~ ~ p l e a e r u e .  ARs 



waiting another hour, Go J AB made. his appearance and 
made many objections to our journey. He, GUJAR, 
received a present of ten rupees, but I had reason to 
believe that he expected more. ARJUR had five, and 
we had friends amongst the women, in consequence of 
medicines given to them, as also of silver rin and other 
tri9es, which I had distributed. After a f elay of two 
burs more we took our leave of NU ; .my conipanion 
and myself then mounted on a chounr bullock*. We 
were told that the first march was to reach GCbang, a 
place five c6s distant, where we were to halt two days. ' 

This compmmise we were reilly happy to make, for it 
was evident that it was the intention of the p f l e  to 
detain us at Nitt as long as possible, for objects of their 
own. 

Left Nttt at 1 lh. ad. After travelling a mile, the 
people would not go any further, sa ing they were not 
prepared to proceed to Gdtan , an d that they would be 
with us the following day. k e y  wished to solemnize 
the anniversary of the death of one of the villagers which 
happened by accident twelve months ago, and their march 
to But'hant (Bootan) at the same time ; and, notwith- 
standing their promise, it was understood, that they would 
take' up two days in this f e t i d .  . 

Our encampnient was on the slope of a hill, situate 
between the foot of high mouldering mountains and the 
river Dault, not farther than a mile in direct distance 
h r n  Nftt.-However, we had made a start, and were 
in a better posture f;or defence, in case of any attack 
being made upon us, than at Mtt ; for in h n t  of us there 
was a deep rivulet ; on our right, looking towards Nitt, 
whence on1 we had any thing to apprehend, was the 
river Daui / , and, on tbe )eR flank, mountains which 
could not be turned without immense dimculty. 

--- - 

Tlm Y& of Tdvy. BOB 
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95th.-Rain fell during the night, and, as tbe cattle 
had been turned loose to graze the preceding day, I rn 
solved to go towards the rocks. We had heard the call 
of birds, which we took to be pheasants. I was three 
hours in reaching the base of the line of rocks, which 
seemed not quite three miles from our encampment ; and 
though I climbed as slowly as possible, I was obliged to 
stop every five or sixspaces to take breath ; and the per- 
sons who accompanied me were affected in the same 
manner. In mpect to game my search was unsuccessful, 
but I met with many plants ; amongst others were two 
kinds of rhubarb.-One I took for the Rheum palmatum, 
the other was much smaller. I cut up the roots of many 
large plants. The leaves in several instances sprung 
from a little sound bark, which surrounded a large portion 
that was rotten. Those, which were hard, were detached 
from the sound part of the bark near the surface of the 

ound : but these s h ~ n k  much in drying, and had but 
f d e  of the rhuhsrb taste, colour, or smell, whilst the 
sound fragments of the root of the preceding year were 
marbled like the cut surface of a nutmeg : some were 
yellow, and had the peculiar qualities of the rhubarb, 
with a very large proportion of a bright colouring matter 
which stained the finger of a gold tint : but I presume, 
that the best time for taking up the roots is in Ikrpt&. 
If  the quality of .this root should be found to equal that 
of the Levant, the quantity procurable here a t  an easy 
rate would be very great. 

We have learnt, that the carousals of last night wem 
kept up so long as to have prevented the partakers from 
undertaking any kind of business. 

26th.-Eqly this morning I went up the mountains. 
The ascent was very laborious from the great difliculty of 
breathing which we all experienced ; yesterday, out of 
five people, two only were able to go as far as I did ; * 
day only one out of four could keep company with me ; 
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and he requested me to return, as the cold made him 
suffer much. The wind blew fresh up the mountain in 
the line of direction which I was taking : but I found, 
that I could not take above five or six steps straight for- 
wards, without stopping to take breath ; I, therefore, as- 
cended by zigzags of eight or ten paces, which afforded 
the opportunity of having a side wind in each oblique 
line. After a toilsome ascent of five hours, I reached a 
small flat of table land, which, if alone, would have been 
considered as of great height; but was of minor im- 
portance in the presence of rocks of such stupendous 
loftiness, as those which hid their summits in the clouds. 
This was covered with a dark green carpet formed by a 
short narrow-leaved grass of a springy nature, and ena- 
melled with small blue polyanthuses in tufts, with ane- 
mones and ranunculuses, but not with any of remarkable 
brilliancy of colo~n : after collecting all the varieties 
within my reach, I prolonged my march, following the 
track of a chounr bullock up the hill. I was obliged to 
continue my oblique march ; but, on turning my back to 
the wind, felt a sudden fulness in my head accompanied 
by giddiness ; and fearing apoplexy, I threw myself on 
the ground with precipitation. After a short time the 
gasping for breath became less frequent, the action of the 
head was less violent, and I quitted the turf; but although 
I walked as leisurely as possible, I was twice again at- 
tacked with the same symptoms, and thought it most 
prudent to desist ascending any higher. The imperious 
necessity for stopping to breathe at every four or five 
steps was only felt whllst ascending ; when the irnpetuoua 
action of the heart was reduced by remaining quiet in 
one place, no di5culty in breathing was perceived, nor 
was it felt in descendin even in a run, where this was 
practicable : but sev em? times at our encampment, when 
about to fall asleep, I have been interrupted by the same 
sensation. Althou h not particularly aware of any re- 
markable degree of 'i eat or of cold, yet I found my hands, 
aeck and face very red, and the skin sore, and blood had 
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burst fiom my lips : a circumstance which I do not IW 
collect to have happened to me befork. 

97th.-Hearing nothing from the Nitf people, a mes- 
s e n g ~  was dispatched to learn the cause of their not 
wmmg. He went off about ten in the morning, and said 
that he found all the inhabitants fast asleep from the 
effects of intoxication. Men, women and children were 
lying in one promiscirous heap upon the floor-with di& 
culty he awoke two people, who stated that ARJ u N would 
be with us in the evening, and that we ahould w d l y  
march the following morning. They had killed several 
goats, and burnt the entrails, and some other parts on an 
altar, but had feasted on the remainder. When a 
person dies, it is customary to invite aU the relations 
and friends of the deceased to a supper ancdance. 
The night is spent in feasting and drinking at the 
expense of the property of the deceased ; and not un- 
frequently, the revelry is attended with Woodshed, 
was the case last night, three persons having been 
.wounded with swords. 

In the evening ARJUN came, and promised that we 
.should start in the morning ; but desired to have a bond 
of indemnity against any mischief that rmght be done by 
any of our party in U'ndis. This was complied with, we 
promising to pay five times the amount of any d v  
ddne. 

Jum 98th.-Thermometer 514, depart at 7 A.M. 
At 3605 paces cross melting snow. At 59 17 eame to 
our halting ground on the bank of the river. This is 
.called Ctilang naclf. Here we found the goats and 
$sheep belonging to the Mmcim of Ghomuhli, Phurkia 
and Nitf, who are going to Bootun with grain. Two P.M. 
thermometer in tent 740. In the evening AXER.SIN~E 
d G u J ~ B ' s  son arrived. .&in continued great part of 
ithe might. 



Sth.--Thermometer 50' : morning cloudy and rainy. 
Leave our ground at six A.M. At 1560 paces the 
.Dad4 is joined by the Hiwangal, which rises from the 
Nar-Nardyan mountain of Bhadra NUh,  and is a 
considerable stream. The joint stream is about twenty- 
five yards broad. Proceed over blocks of stone along 
tbe left bank of the Dad,  which hurriea down its bed a 
great body of snow water. At 8370 p s  a bed of 
snow forms an arch, under which the river runs : this bed 
was about forty yards long and ten thick. At 9680 pace - I 

I 
arrive at another, over the edge of which we proceed. 
At 5109 paces reach another, which like the former I 

passes over the river. At 3580 paces cross on a Sankho 
to the right bank ; river about sixteen feet broad but 
rapid ; ascend a difficult hill. At 4650 paces reach its 
summit. This is the road for the early part of the sea- 
son; at a later period the best road is along the right 
bank of the river. The stream is about 700 feet below 
the top of the ascent just mentioned. At 7350 paces 
cross a broad watercourse called Patarpcfni, proceeding 
fiom the mountains, and carrying a considerable body of 
water, due E. into the Daulf about a mile distant. On 
the other side of the river another watercourse coming 
f h m  the E. by S. empties itself into the great stream. 

We had been obliged to comply with the e x t t a v t  
terms of the Nit4 people at the rate of fourteen Tzmd- 
shhs* for every load, and a bullock was rated at twd 
loads, that is twenty-five 239nhh& ; we wished, that 
there should be a stated weight : but this they would not 
complywith, and a cow was entered as being equal to a 
bullock. This provkd unused to carry burthens, as she 
h e e  times threw off her load ; at length disen ging 
herself horn what she farred, she ran away, and f f f rss  

The silver coin of S or uul U&; which rhould weigh, u 
the name imporb, thrse 4 s  "%, , the fourth put of a rupee : but the 
p- cumncy ha8 been much debased. 
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obliged to dismount and put her load on my bullock. 
The Nit4 peoplk had proposed to cany flour for us t~ 
Dhb& at a moderate price on g a b ,  but we could not 
bring them to specific terms before we started, and were 
obhged to keep this matter open, notwithstanding this 
renders us still more liable to beimposed upon. To-day 
they insisted that three e a t s  were equal to the hire of 

.one man ; and although this rate is higher than the ab- 
solute value of the goats, we were obliged to submit to 
the imposition. At Nit4 our Bareli rupees were current 
in payment for five Tidshh  ; at this place the carriers 
.will only consider them equal to four ; this circumstance 
explains one reason of the delay in settling the rate of 
hire. 

June 30th.-Thermometer 46" at sun-rise. I t  has 
rained great part of the night, and the summits of the 
neighbouring mountains are sprinkled with snow. Yes- 
terday the first part of our march was throogh a narrow 
gulley giving course to the Dadi, the bed of which was 
formed by the union of the base of mountains of p t  
height. Those, which were principally composed of 
sand-stone, had their feet concealed by a large slope of 
sand and small pieces of stone, and their summits wen? 
ragged and rapidly breaking down. Of this description 
for the most part were those on the left bank of the 
river, and their c irregular tops were far removed 
from the channel. y o s e  of the right bank were priP 
cipally of granite- of a green colour, where washed with 
the water, and blue, blackish and brown above. The 
fkce of these, though by far more perpendicular than the 
other, and in most instances almost entirely so, shewed 
manifest signs of the destroying power of the weather. 
Some of the blocks of stone, whlch lay in the channel of 
the river, were of a kind of pudding stone, the insulated 
pebbles being of a reddish or bluish colour, and the ce- 
menting material of green granite ; were these masses in 
rituations where they could be worked, they would furnish 



W t  beautiful slabs, as their union is most intimate, and 
the friction of the water done has given to many of them 
the smoothest surface imaginable. At the union of the 
Dad with the Hiwangal, we took leave of trees ; the 
last we saw being birch and small firs on the right bank 
of the D a d ,  just after the other stream had fallen into 
.it. The character of the mountains before and on each 
side of the slope, on which we were encamped last night, 
i s  of a different nature; though bold in their forms, their 
outline is rounder, less abrupt, and the line of their sum- 
mits more continued and agreeable. 

I awoke at a very early hour, arid was immediately 
seized with dficulty of breathing and great oppression 
about the heart, which was removed for a few seconds by 
sighing deeply. When on the point of falling asleep, the 
sense of suffocation came on, and the s' hing became 
very frequent and distressing : however, as % e a r  became 
a little warmer, this affection somewliat subsided. Se- 
veral of the people are suffering ti-om headaches, colds, 
and affections of the intestines, apparently attributable to 
the great and sudden change in the state of the air ; as, in 
the middle of the day, the themmeter often stood 30' 
higher than in the morning 

March at six.-At 302 1 paces, desert the Dad,  
within two c6s from its source at the foot of a mountain 
called the GangMlI. At 5360 paces, commence 
ascending the Ghati or pass which separates Hindustan 
i b m  U'ndds. Ascent ve steep and difficult. We rode 7 upon our bullocks the who e of the ascent, which waa a 
mile and three quarters. At 747 0 paces reach the sum- 
mit, where we find a heap of stones, on which .is a pole 
with pi- of rag atbched to it ; and ae it is customary 
for every camvan or even for a a i i e  traveller to d his 
mite, we orderad a bit of cloth tro be sujpended in our 
name: This custom is supposed to entail the accom- 
piishment of the objects of tbe journey to every one who 

2 E . 



observes i t  We paaeed over an extensive plain thickly 
covered with large stones, upon w!ich the bdocks head 
with extraodinary firmnm. This plain is bounded un - every aide with mountah; those bebind am covered 
with snow, without any mark of vegetation ; those before 
\are equally bare, but without snow. Distance this day 
&out five miles and a half. 

The first ascent was we steep, but not so di0idt as 
-thsrsond, wbich is called% ~ f t i  GMti or pas. Here 
our conductor, AM EE SIRGH, had some fears that our 
progress might be impeded by some guards h D&4 
and whilst ascending, called to the P d i t ;  who had got 
the start of .him, to examine whether there w e e  any 
watchmen on the. summit.--He appemed not a little 
.gratified on learning that therewere not any. The height 
of this pass is so great and long, that a very small body 
of resolute men an the top.might defend i t  almost egainst 
.a large army, merely by rolling dawn stones. 

#We found the sun hot a h t  eleven, wben we began to 
.climb ; but it was stated that about tbree it became so 
cold that it w d  be scarcdy p i b l e  .to support it; 
however, I conceive this to be an exaggeration. In some 
parts of the stony plain, the snow lay in masses, over 
whioh the bullocks bud without hesitaticm ; aad inothers, 
it. was melting. Part of this i&sntly ran over the s d k  
into ravines, and part soaked into the und, and pm 
bsbl W e  a t  in splPgsit distant &. Betwao 
the h lii Ghhf and the oorthern face of a bill adjoinirg 
a qtrearn called rhe Jan&, tbere was not the s~nallest 
traceaf vegetah.-The distance was about one hulf 
c6s ; but just on the brow of the hill deching to the 
river, were some bashes of furze armd a gmm mounds 
famed b a kind of moss, which is remarkably close and 
firm.-de stony phin was of p a t  W b ,  cod was 
intersected by deep and broad ravines, which took 0i-T the 
melting snows.--These ~ e s  all rsn towards tbe Nod 
and East, and are the sources of various streems, which, 



joining in their course, give rise 'to the Setlij. The last 
range of hills had been represented as not so high as 
many in Ganual. However, from the view which I 
have had of them, it appears to me that they are higher ; 
and the general dificulty of breathing experienced by us 
in passing them comes in confirmation of thii opinion. 

We encamped on some flat ground on the bank of the 
Jandti, a river which receives the Sheku, and another 
branch from the northern face of the great Himalaya 
range. It  was extremely hot when we arrived ; and as 
there was no natural shelter, I laid myself on the ground 
under a thick blanket. Though oppressed with desire 
for sleep, I found it inlpossible to indulge the inclination, 
in consequence of oppression in breathing, the moment I 
was dropping asleep ; and deep sighing only proved a 
temporary relief. At three o'clock the wind became very 
violent, but abated in the morning a little before sun- 
rise. Two Uniyas, going to Niti with salt, here met 
AMER SINGH, and started, as he said, many objections 
to our proceeding. He thought it prudent, that they 

, should return with us, lest they might spread somereport 
that might be prejudicial to us. 

July I st.-Thermometer at ' sun-rise 4 1 ; march at 
5, 35 A. M. At 3305 paces reach the summit where 
there is a heap of stones. Here we found the two Uniyas, 
one of whom was busied in lighting a fire, into which the 
other threw some incense, which he had previously bruised 
on a stone. He then leisurely walked round the pile of 
stones, in the midst of which was a statue havinga piece 
of cloth tied to it ; and, whilst walking, uttered a long 
prayer. To  the East was the sacred mountain near the 
lake of Mdnsarhvar, tipped with snow, and called Cailcio 
or Mahaded ka Ling*. Turning his face towards this 

There are two mountains of this latter name : one nrar Gongotri ; 
the ather at Cmlds. 

2 E 2 
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mountain, and after raising his hands with the @xu 
joined above his head, then touching his forehead, he 
suddenly placed them on the ground, and oing on hie 
knees, p r d  his fonhead to the ground. %his raising 
of the hands, and prostration of the body and head, was 
repeated seven times ; the other U'niya, less devout per- 
haps, contented himself with three dutations and a 
short prayer, 

Came to a hrge plain divided into several portions by 
broad ravines, and having several broad bat not high hills 
on it. The only marks of vegetation upon it are low 
bushes of the furze, which may be called Tatarian, and 
small mounds of the compact moag before mentioned, 
with here and there a small tuft of a thin silky grrw just 
springing up. Patches of snow still upon tbe pund, and 
splashes of water in which the feet sunk considerably. 
Although I give our Nttf fiends credit for detaining us 
as long as possible, I nevertheless think we should have 
found some difliculty in passing these plains ten days ago, 
from their then swampy state. At 5400 paces, leave 
some smw in a hollow close to the left. At 5840 paces, 
come to another heap of stones, and descend rapidly 
along a ridge between a watercourse, now dry, to the 
right, and one to the left, having a stream running down 
its bed. At 6000 paces descend. At 6965 paces, 
encamp on the left bank of the Chastu river, the source 
of which bears S. 70 W. qnd springs fiom the northern 
base of the great Himalaya rid . The ' bed of t l ~  Y Chagla river is about the sixth o a mile broad, pebbly 
and fleet, with several small but rapid currents running 
down it. The rivers to the South of the great Himalaya 
ridge am narrow, from the sides of the hills being very , steep and their bases forming a narrow angle with. little 
valley. Those .which rise on the northern base of de 
same ridge have broad flat channels, the water draining 
into them more slowly from the table-land and the more 
gradual and gentle slopes of the hills. 
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A hunter, whom we havelon employed unsuccersftlly, 
this evening brought in a fem a!?' e Baral*. I t  was about 
the height of a hog deer, (Cervus porcinus) with its legs 
and feet much like the sheep, and some similarity in the 
head, but the ears were thinner and narrower. I t  had 
eight teeth and two horns which m e d  lightly back- 
wards. Its hak was very hard, and on the neck close to 
the skin grew some fine wool. Its general colour was 
ash or grey, but it had its shins and tail darker than the 
rest, and under the belly it was nearly white. It had 
four stomachs a d  a gall-bladder ; a vesicular ~ n i a  was 
in the mesentery, but I broke it  in endeavouring to ex- 
tract it. Were it  not fancihl to suppose a chain in the 
works of nature., I should say that this d m d  was the 
link between the deer and the sheep. 

In crossin the plains I have seen no insects save a f few small ye1 ow buttedies ; no reptiles but alittle active 
hard of a dun tint ; no game, and no birds save the red 
TGti, larks and linnets : but at our encampment there 
were raveus of a large size with a loud caw, an immensely 
large eagle on the wing, and a blue pigeon with lighter 
plumage than that common in Hindhtan. I conceive 
that no trip would be more instructive to the physiological 
Botanist than one amss the mountains which separate 
HindPatan from Tataq,  as plants of the same kind 
vary in their, size, tints and strength, according to the 
difference of their situations. Sometime I thought that 
I was mistaken, but havin seen the habitudes of many J flowers differ extraordin y in different places, and as 
the difference between those on the summits of gigantic 
mountains, and a t  the bottom of profound glens, was pre- 
sented very frequently to my eye with intermediate shades 
in intermediate places, aa to elevation .within a short 
apace, I was enabled to recognise their identity of family, 
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after a little time, without difficulty. At sun-set high 
wind arose. Thermometer 54". 

July 2d.-Thermometer 5, A. M. 44" ; wind subsided 
during the night. The general direction of the rivers 
which we now meet with, is E. by N., although they rise 
from S. 70 W. As the cattle had strayed, we were de- 
layed until half past eight. At 5 168 paces the motm- 
tain, along which we have come. this morning, ends pa- 
rallel to the left one. At 6845 paces arrive at  our 
encamping ground, which is bad, as there is only one 
small spring, from which the water is taken by a small 
ladle as fast as the hole fills, and this is very slowly. 
Here we found a square tent of black Mankets pitched 
with four poles at the corner, and belonging to some 
U'niyas who had come from Ddbd to graze their goats. 
As the water was not in sufficient quantity for the supply 
of the U'niyas and the Niti people, another well mas 
dug, which gave what was required for cooking ; but that 
for drinkin was brought nearly three 126.9. An U'niya 
woman, wi f e to one of the goatherds, very good-naturedly 
filled the water-vessels of those persons who came to the 
little well, and did not 'take up her own part till the dif- 
ferent candidates for water received &e quantity which 
they asked for. She had rather a pleasin countenance, 
was of middle stature, and about thirty- f ve years old. 
There was much of curiosity in her looks at seeing us, 
but nothirlg of fear or impertinence. Her dress was  
woollen, and of the same form with that of the men. 
Her boots were likewise woollen, and much diversified 
by patches of various hues. Her hair, which was 
of a deep black, was plaited in tresses from the fore 
bead down to below her mist, where the plaits to 1 

the number of ,fifty, after ertc11 hiirg &#hated by 
a cowrie shell, were wrnbled 'in a band af 'leathep 
which was tipped with a tassel of red worsted thread: 
her head-lappet, if I may .so name it, .was of leather, 
md extended h m  'the forehead %down the back to the 



waist, but in the latter paat ually ended in a point. P At the forehead it was bo d with- silver, and from 
this rim hung seven rows of coral beads, each row con- 
sisting of five, which were terminated by seven silver 
T i M s  that played upon the forehead. The crown of 
the lttppet was studded with d pearls distributed! in 
slrpen rows, and the lower part was decorated with green 
stones something like turquoises, butmarbled, with coral 
beds ,  and many bands of silver, and of a yellow metal, 
probably gold, about a fin 's breadth. A stiff band of 
leather something like a so B" dier's collar was placed loosely 
round her neck, and ornamented with five rows of coral 
beds. The collar was secured with a butbn and clasp 
of silver. In her left ear was a c o d  bead set in silver, 
d in her right were two smaller beads. in, tbe m e  ma- 
W. On her nght thumb she wore a square gold riog 
with characters engraved on: the Cable. 

On quitting the sprin in the way to our encampment, 
we saw some of the Janp Marchas sitting by their 
loads, with a dead sheep lying on the ground in its fleece, 
but having the entrails taken out ; on a, dish lay some of 
the intdiws cut in lengths like black puddings, and I 
was led by this to inquire what they were and how made ; 
a d  from the intimation which I reckived, .was a little 
q x i s e d  to find the borderers of Boom well acquainted 
with the art of makmg b h k  puddings. The carcass of 
the sheep was a h a r d s ,  1 understood, m t e d  whole, 
by being fkquently turned in a fire of farm roots. 

This da we were treated with some chops from' our 
Bnral, a d w e  f d  the 0eab juicy, tender and high 
f l a v o d .  There was a Beotcrn priat sitting with some 
e h e p h d  f#un the ~bs111haod,  ch- s d  
d e n  bowls 6uraed out of knob -of horse cheenut. 
Tbey are very durable, the knotty stmetwe pventing 
them from either b 7 or warping. In the evening 
there were some peals o distant thunder, and an ap- 
psorance of much rain; hewwerwe~~~~ped with a few 



drops, the mass being attracted by the hills to the north. 
The U'n;j,m had dogs with their flocks, which were fierce 
and much disposed to attack strangers. 

July  3d.-Thermometer at 5,-58". Marcbed at 
5,- 10, as our conductors were anxious to reach Ddbd 
at an early hour. Road leading over a dry gravelly plain, 
much cracked, and yith little vegetation, except here and 
there some low bushes of hne, small tufts of a silky 
grass springing out of this cleft, and a woolly plant like 
that commonly called " everlasting," perhaps a kind of 
dittany. A snowy peak in front. The road lies over 
a plaip of great length, but not of above seven c6s 
in breadth, and consisting of many levels or steps broken 
by deep ravines, the edges of some of which are as 
level as if executed by art. Cm the south, the plain is 
bounded by the last Him&ya ride, just tipped with 
snow in stripes like foot-paths, extendm along the wind- 
ipgs of the ridges : on the north, by the 8 ail& mountains, 
the summits of which are marked more distinctly with 
snow, and the bases of which descend to the level of the 
pl& by easy slopes and diminhiling swells, forming a 
succession of steps separated from each other in tbe 
length of the plain by breast-works of broken p u a d .  
Behind, the mountains seem to meet in an angle near 
iklahidkva ka Ling; but the plain seems to expand 
before us til I  it is shut in by stupendous mountains, 
whose sides, as well as craggy summits, are a p y n t l y  
very thickly covered with snow. To- the left, or rather 
to the S. W., are the mountains of Baschar. At the 
distance of about two miles, a little to the W. of N. is a 
most extwrdinary face of broken ground. This repre- 
sents pyramids, in some places joining their top but 
aeparate at their bases ; in others, s e w *  at their tops 
but clustered at their foundatians : buttresses of various 
proportions md forms; and no unapt resemblances to 
e e d  castles and fortifications in piles above each other. 

The mwn of Dcfbd is perched upon the top of a &I 



which juts out towards the river with an irregular de- 
clivity, and is surmounted by the highest eminence in the 
whole line which defends it from the N. W. At 5306 
paces the river close below, and a few cultivated fields, 
which are tbe first we have seen in this country : en- 
camp near a rivulet in the town. 

I t  was considered proper that AMER SINGH should 
announce our arrival to the Dkba, and inquire when we 
might wait upon him. It seems that there are Wee 

es of importance here, the Lanta, the Wazir and 
the pem? D d  a, who is properly the head zemindar. The 
Wazir was absent on business towards Mdnsarbvar, 
and his son officiated for him.-AMER SINGH reported, 
that the DGba and Wadr's son were very angry with 
him for having afforded us carriage, as without this 
assistance we could not have come on ; and he had more 
reason to be displeased, as he had sent two messengers to 
forbid our entering U'&.-AMER SINGE made ex- 
cuses ; saying they had delayed from time to time fur- 
nishing bullocks under the expectation of our being 
wearied and giving up the idea of proceeding ; but that, 
so far from this producing the d e c t  which he expected, 
we threatened to make him advance not only the ex- 
pense of our stay at Nftf, which was considerable from 
the number of people we had with us, but also to pay the 

the whole of a journey, which, by his not for- 
was likely to end m disappointment. But 

remained displeased. 

I n  the evening there was a consultation betwixt the 
Wazir'a son, the Ddba and the Lama, at which were 
present AMEU SINGH, the old pundit, a sircar and a 
Jowrr man. I t  was stated by the Ddba's people that it 
was necessary to report the matter to the military chief, 
who resided at the court of Gortope, a place about two 
days' journey distanf and who exercised a general govern- 
jng power over the country. 
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Jdy 4th.-Thermornster ~~O-AMBR SINOH sent 
wad, that the council was ready to m i v e  our visit; 
and we set out towards the government house, whifh was 
about a hundred yards distant, accompcmied by a few 
servants. The house on the outside was not of a very 
imposing aspect, though built of stone. Over the door 
a large dog was tied, which eyed us with attention, but 
did not attempt to molest us. We passed through s e d  
p a g e s  and s d l  anti-chambers full of people, into a 
low room of about 18 feet square, in the middle of which 
was a small carpet for us to sit on. Immediately in 
fhmt of us on ledge mised about a foot, sat two young 
men, one of whom was re resented as the Wazfrb son, P and the other as the D ba, each upon &in cushions; 
an their right, and forming the upper end of another lioe 
of persons extending fiom o m  side of the mom to the 
otberj the Lama was seated upon a leathern cushion, next 
to him a p k t ,  and then an interpreter ; the $@nos of 
Nftf formed an opposite line ; and we were seated in the 
centre of a square of people, who, if not very clean, wen! 
at least orderly and respectful in their behaviour. The 
young men were huge in their persons, the Watr'r son 
particularly so, and about twenty-five years of age ; tbe 
Ddba was somewhat older ; in the features of both, the 
Tiar ctraracber was observable, though not in an very L p t  degree. The Lama was about sixty, with a s vm 
head, dark comhxim, serious and wrinkled countemwe, 
aud features of a common cast. The priest beside hixu 
was still darker, more ugly, d more greasy in his clotbcg 
reclining partly on the floor, and partly on the ledge on 
the upper part of the mom ; near to the Dkh wm a 
young w o m  of pleasing face, wife to the Dlbe, uld 
daoC;bter to the W d r ,  wlth a pretty child in her urns, 
md the left returning line from the DJba was begun 4 
a writer of dark counteaence. The Wdatr'a son was 
cbaasQd in a large lowe coat or gowm of woollen a M ,  
striped b e ,  y e h ,  grem, snd red, M y  about 
a finger's breadth, and said to be d a P e d  rt 

- 



Guinnak, the capital of Chinese Tatary. His hair was 
collected into one large plait which hung down his back, 
and he had no beard. The Dkba had on a dark gmm 
woollen gown, and his hair was plaited in the like manner. 
His beard was plucked out, but he had resewed a thin 
mustachio on the txpper lip ; both the GYaair's son and 
the Ddba, wore broad rings on the right thumb. Their 
ostensible use was for defending the thumb in drawing 
the string of the bow ; but it served very conveniently also 
for trimming their 'tobacco-pipes, which lay in readiness 
beside them. -These were about eighteen inches long, in 
the form of the Englioh pipe, but made of iron, decorated 
with e mbossed work and a r h  of gold, and a circle of 
the same metal at the union of %he bod with the stem. 
A small japanned table was befm each, and on them 
were implements for writing with two round wooden 
boxesjapanned, and a larjp red and white china tea-cup.-- 
The Lama had before him also a japanned long and low 
stand, upon which was a round box.-When we entered 
the roam, the Dkba was correcting a letter, which he had 
written to the commander of Gortqx, and which he read 
over, desiring AMER SXNQH to explain the substance of 
It to us.-He read with a distinct articulation, with ocm- 
sional pauses. The langnage was sift ; and the substance, 
as far as we could collect it, was as follows.-That AM ER 
SING H, and other Sgc$na8, Lad brought along with them 
two Mahants, and twentyfie followers, who weredesiroue 
of proceedhg on a pilgrimage to Mdnsarhar ; that the 
first *presentation of their being Gorkhalis or &in@s, 
was a mistake: and that the arms which they had with 
them, were onlysufficient for their protection during solong 
and hazardous a journey as that which they had uncler- 
taken.-That the &j&ms had entered Iltlta cm en* 
ment that these were real Gbmim, who brought mer- 
chandise to dt!fray their way expenees, and that they 
would be respondble both in their pemons and property, 
that they should demean thmsehtes peaceably and p m  
pf ly  whilst they ahould re& in 'the country, paying 
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for every thing they m' ht require, and taking nothing by 
I 

force; and as they ha 2' been put to much unnecessary 
expense by their being delayed at Nftf,.the Dkba trusted 
that the chief would give orders for their being allowed 
to proceed without delay. The Dkba caused also a 
written agreement to be drawn out on the part of AMER . 
SINGH, binding himself to the truth of the above d e p  
sition in the name of the several SyQnua, and to which he 
aflixed his seal. The letter was forwarded to the chief of 
Cartope, after the consent of the Lam had been received. 

I t  was stated that the .Lama had never before left his 
college on matters of business ; and we were to consider 
this as a great compliment paid to us. Between the Lama 
and the Waztr's son was an empty place which was 
supposed ordinarily to be filled by the Wazlr ; and be- 
fore this was laid down our present at our fkst coming 
into the chamber: inquiries were. made whether we 
would drink tea or eat parched meal, which we declined 
on the score of having just risen from our repast, but 
which we could not accept in our character of Hindw, 
these people having no caste ; a large brass diah, half filled 
with butter and wheat-flour, was placed before us as some 
return for our present, and we took our leave. 

Yesterday a person came to us from the Dkba to in- 
quire after our health. He looked about my small teat 
with much curiosity, and obsemed that my fiend's half- 
boots were like those of a Feringt.-I had Wen the pre 
caution of having my .English shoes furnished with long I 

turn-up toes 'and tags at the heels, and this not being I 

done to the others, excited his suspicion.-The redness 
of q face, which, from being exposed to a hot sun and 
cold wind was almost wholly deprived of skin, particu- 
larly attracted his attention. The explanation given was, 
that, before this pilgritmge I had been but little exposed 
to the sun which had produced the effect which he saw. 
The same inquiry was made by a very black prieet who 



came on the part of the Lama, and who said that if such 
was the influence of climate, he supposed he should be- 
come white, if he were to go to the country I came from ; 
in about two hours after our visit was paid, the Wazdr's 
son, the Dkba, the interpreter, the Dkba's wife and sister 
came to look at our finery, and admired several things, 
but found all our articles vastly too dear ; and I think in 
general they were right; for we had &xed prices in 
some measure to make up for the expenses to which we 
had been subjected by imposition and delay.-The Deba's 
wife fell in love with a ring which she actually asked for, 
and of course obtained. Five " children of a larger 
growth," who were extremely inquisitive, were desirous 
of knowing the contents of a bundle of my clothes; they 
were' made in the Hindu fashion. The Ddba w7as anxious 
to see our guns; but, from his mode of handling them, 
it was clear that he knew little of the use of fire-arms. 
We otiered our guests tea, which they refused, but they 
partook of some sweet biscuits, gingerbread, and sugar- 
ca~ldy. After a stay of m hour, they left us, apparently ' 

satisfied with the reception which they had experienced. 

July 5th.-Thermometer at sun-rise 4s0.-The town 
of 0 6 6 1  is situated partly upon irregular eminences, 
formin the side of a flat ravine descending rapidly to the 
river 4 iltil, and in the bed of the ravine itself. Its 
situation, construction, and appearance, are altogether 
unlike any thing which I have ever seen before. The 
ravine, or bay, is surrounded by heights consisting of 
strata of indurated clay and thick beds of gravel. Some 
of these heights are above three hundred feet in elevation, 
others are less. They are broken into masses of various 
shape by the torrents of snow-water which fall down their 
sides. Some are like large buttresses with pointed tops ; 
and others, though of greater height, are surmounted by 
flat spaces.-Their sides are full of excavations, to some 
of which are wooden doors ; and others are merely ca- 
vans ; of these, some serve as houses, but the greater 
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part aa gmmries or rooms in which the inhabitants de- 
posit their property, when they leave their houses in the 
town for a warmer situation during the most severe sea- 
son of the year, when the ravine is nearly chokcd up with 
snow, so h i t  Dcibci is only to be considered as a sum- 
mer residence. The houses are of stone, two stories 
high, white-washed on the outside Mow, surrounded with 
a band of red and French grey above, and having ter- 
raced roofs surrounded with parapet. The tops of the 
walls are decorated with lines of pieces of diEiait 
coloured rags tied to strings. The inside is very filthy ; 
the floors of little yards, which lead to them, being co- 
vered with bones of sheep and goats, fragments of bones, 
and locks of wool. From the ground-floor, which is 
raised, a wooden ladder leads to the terrace, which in 
the Wazir's house is divided into an enclosed verandah 
that serves as a chamber of audience, and into an open 

- space used as a promenade by all the family. The town 
is divided into three parts, viz. a college, the residerwe of 
the Lama rrnd his Gelums, or monks ; a nunnery ; and 
the houses of the Waxir, De'ba, and the laity in general. 
Immediately in the centre of a semi-circular sweep 
formed by the houses, are temples or lnausolea of Lamas, 
with smaller ones attached to them. These are ckcular 
at their base, diminish b amaller circles, and terminate ?' in a point covered by p ates of copper, like umbrellas, 
and gilt : in the centre above these, surrounded by horns, 
and painted of a red colour, stands an irregular building 
with one door, and surmounted by a square smaller build- 
ing, tiled with brass gilt, and decorated with grotesque 
figures : it is the temple of Nidyan or a e  great spirit. 

, The parapet of this building was adorned with masses of 
black hair, formed, I believe, of the tails of the Chouri 
cow reversed, plaited and intermixed with piece of some 
shining w~bstanee, and having on their tops iron tridents. 

This morning was dedicated to a visit to the temple, 
and afterwards to the Lama. A priest, by order dfbs 



Lam, opened a locked door, on which was a ring at- 
tached to the centre of an iron embossed shield-like plate 
inlaid with different metals. This led to the porch of 
the temple, lighted by an openin in the roof to the East. 
The side walls were painted a1 .! k c o  on a white ground, 
with a bold sketch of some deity, with large staring eyes, 
and enveloped in a kind of glory. The doors being 
thrown open, we entered an apartment of about 30 feet 
square, lighted only from the door, and from two law 
silver lamps on attached pedestals of the same metal, 
about 18 inches high, placed upon a low japanned stool 
in the middle of the floor. At the upper end of the 
temple, and immediately fronting the door, was a figure 
of Ndrdyan, of copper gilt, in the Eut'opean sitting p 
sition, and about 80 f&t high. The hands were lifted 
up, with the palms gently inclined forwards, as if in the 
act of benediction.-These, with the feet, were the only 
parts exposed; the rest of the figure was draped with 
oarrow robes of silk. On his right hand was a smaller 
figure of L A C S H M ~  ; and on hisjeft, that of a Lama 
crowned with a conical cap and dresaed in pontifical 
robes.-These figures, also well executed, were likewise 
of gdt copper ; a flight of small benches descended from 
the feet of each of the last figures, on each side of the 
.room, as low as the foot of the throne, leaving a space 
clear before. On these was arranged in rows the gratest 
assemblage of Hindu deities I have yet seen. They 
were of brass, exhibited great variety of countenance, and 
much better proportion of parts than I have before wit- 
nessed. The whole of the group just mentioned were 
placed in a recess bounded by pillars reaching from the 
roof to the fleor, and separated from the body of the 
temple b a wooden screen about four feet high, furnished r with she ves descending in gradation to the floor.-On 
the UPW were the e0igieu of deceased Lamas 
carved in w z  with their mothers, and the principal 
persons of their household ; a large gilt pyramid was on 
one side of this screen half concealed by a silk veil, and 
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another elevated 'figure, something like a sceptre on the 
other; each on a large gilt stand. Lower down was a 

f t chest; and on the floor, in the space fronting the 
oor, was a low table, on which were ranged s e v d  

rows of brass, silver, and gilt or golden bowls, contain- 
ing water for the use of the deity ; a small quantity was 
poured into my hands, part of which I drank, the w t  
washed with and threw over my head, as I was directed 
by the ofliciating priest : we had a carpet spread on the 
floor in front of the deity, and immediately under a large 
expanded umbrella. I had given a present on my first 
entrance, and afterwards added another trifle for tbe par- 
ticular use of the priest in attendance, who desired us to 
come forward, and examine more minutely the figure of 
the deity, and receive a portion of his sacred vestments 
consisting of a stripe of a white silk gauze which was put 
round our necks. In returning we saw masks of leather 
in imitation of the heads of stags, tigers, bears, and de- 
mons, worn at the celebration of some great festival, 
ranged on shelves; and on wooden frames, pjles of 
sheets of writing within small planks of wood, l~ke  the 
boards of books without backs, lying on open lattice- 
work tables. 

On leaving the temple we were desired to turn some 
wooden cylinders supported on iron cylinders, in recesses 
in a wall, and to go round the building seven times, a ce- 

. remony which it seems is prescribed to those who wish to 
have an audience with the Lama after a visit to the tem- 
ple. Whether this was mentioned merely to enhance 
the sanctity of the place or the personage, or was really 
the custom, I know not, but the ceremony was inter- 
rupted after one round, and setting the whir*, by a 
message from a priest, that AMER SINGH was wanted 
elsewhere. He understood the signal, and went to a 
small door, which when knocked at, was opened by a 
laughing ugly fellow, who pointed to four coils of shawl 
wool, for which a bargain was immediately struck. 
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We were desired to make another turn round the tem- 
ple, and were afterwards led up two very steep flights of 
s t ah  towards the Lama's apartments. Over the first 
door hung a string to which were attached some leaden 
pipes, in imitation of the iron ones used for smoking. 
In an open apartment, up a third flight of stairs, sur- 
rounded by a veranda, on a small apd thin cushion placed 
upon an old mat, the, bishop of the diocese was w d .  
We each made a present of a rupee, and three for the 
Gehnu ; the latter he would not touch, but sent for the 
steward to take charge of, and ordered that they should 
say prayers for us three times; after which the money 
should be divided amongst them. His manners were 
mild and conciliating. To our interpreter he signified 
that he did not approve of our design of building a hoe  
pice at Mcfmardvar. We stated that we should attend 
to his opinions, even if our money had been in greater 
plenty than it now way. 

estion of Mr. H., I laid the string of 'beads, 
which At the I usu ly wore round my neck, at his feet. He 
was struck with the circumstance, rose, beckoned to two 
'Gelurns to accompany him, and after a short absence, 
returned with a pot of sour milk, .some butter in a blad- 
der, a kind of cheese and a cake of sweetmeats, which it 
was sigoified was considered so good as to be thought 
worthy of being presented to the deity. He also brought 
a string of wooden beads, which he desired me to ac- 
cept, as a mark of friendship, in return for mine, and 
which I accordingly put on ; we departed highly pleased 
with the manners of the prelate. 111 the evening we paid 
a friendly visit to Wazfr's son. 

Julgr 6th.-Thermometer at sun-rise 460; I had 
caused the pundit and AM ER SLNGH to inquire for wool, 
in order to purchase a quantity and forward it to Nflf ,  
and have this day the mortification to find that the peoL 
ple dare not sell -my until we shall have received pcr- 
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mission to buy h m  Ghertope. This is caused by strict 
injunctions to all the owners of flocks not to sell any shawl 
wool except to the Cashmtrians, or their agents, in con- 
sequence of a representation having been inade to the 
Government, that the Jouuree merchants had bou h t  P some last year, and that the Cnshmtriana would su er, 
if any of this kind of wool were to pass into other hands. 1 

During the period that the U'h& 'was governed bp 
'Rajas of the R(tjeput cast of SGrajbans, and subse- 

i 
quently that it passed under the dominion of the Chinex, 
the independent Tatars of Laddk wete egtremely trou- 
blesome to the inhabitants by the* frequent inroads, and 
only ceased their depredations in consequence of this 1 
country bein given in Jagfr to the Dela Lama. The B sacredness o this personage, who is the head of the reli- 
gion of the Tatars, caused them to desist from their in- 
cursions, and probably, would have the same influence 
in the event of an alteration in the current of trade: 
but m this, it b hkely, that they would make p t  
kesistance. 

July 7th.-Thermometer 44" ; The Wbxfr made us 
a visit and staid nearly ah b u r .  I obkve, that the 
priesthood and the immediate a r s  of Government are 
in e q  circutnsttxnces, as 'also are the goatherds, but the 
mst of the population ke plunged in the mdst abject 
poverty, and lfterallg. clothed in rags. 

July dth.-Thermoineter 46" ; at noon in a tent 75'. 
We have heard that an answer is arrived fiom C J b t t p .  
In the evening I went to irrquire the determination of* 
Government upon our f i r s ,  and was informed that in 1 
the following morning the letter should be read to us. 

Jk& 9th. Rained.-Therinorheter at sun-& 500. 
I t  being past eleven, and not hearing any intimatioh of 
our presence being desired, I proceeded to the gc,vm 

i 



ment house, and found the Cbundl ittina, assisted by a 
ntlmber of people whom I had not seen before. I ad- 
dressed myself to the Council ; and as we had been in- 
.limned that a letter had arrived from Ghertope, I beg- 
-ged to learn the sentiments of the Governor in res ct to 
us, and their final determination upon them. The 5 agfr 
said, in reply, that the Governor of Ghertope had signi- 
-fi& ta him, that intelligence had been conveyed to him 
about three years ago, that some Europeans were about 
to come into the country; and, whether we were the 
permns.afluded to or not, he wished to see us, and the 
.goo& we had brought, of which he requested an exaat 
.inventory to be forwarded to him, and prohibited any sale 
ti8 he should have inspected them. I told them, that, 
ahhough we had rm&red.rnuch from delays, yet that out 
-of respect for the authority of Government, we were ready 
to go to Gktope, oot e m  to . h a ,  should it be required 
of us, as we had no other than honest intention9 ; but as 
we were ordered to go by the Government, it was but 
reasontble . h t  we should be furnished with caniage. 
Afber much altercation, it was agreed, that cattle were bo 
.be ready in three days ; and that a9 many as could be ' 

ptollund should be pu-, we tskin the tesponsi- . . P MHty of the rnettsure upon ourselves. n an hour, the 
-3nteupYeer came to srvp .that we shodd.haw the requisite . 

bdouks, atid e e  are to stmt in &me days .from this date. 

In &evening we-ent taseethetempleof NA'RAYAN 
e n ,  and to pay our parting visit to the Lam. We 
.fwnd ,the old man in a small cell just large enough to 

of three people sitting down ; with a raised bench 
d b d c k ,  frunted by a t d l i ~ g  of wood, with a lit& door 
in the centte.--Although w l y ,  he wttt~ retiring to rest or 
meditation ; and con4idering the wealth of the mUege, 
which is r e p d  to be very great, was a real d ediijmg 
fkture of humility. He wished to know very partica- 
M y  if we should return by I)&. We m s w d  eer- 
'taidy. He was much .pleased with our attention, md 
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putty'out his hand to take hold of my fiend's white 
wn, e being a little nearer than me, said " I pray you 

&Pt me live in your recollection as white as this cloth." 
There was something particularly affecting in his manna 
and uttemmx, and I could not help bending over his out- 
stretched hand with emotion, as I took leave of him. 

I mentioned that there are a college and a nunnery. 
The Gelurn, or monks, seem a happy, good-humoured set 
of people, dirty, g r e y ,  and in good case. They cany on 
a considerable trade in sheeps' wool and salt, in exchanp 
for wheat and barley. Of the nature of the instimion, 
I could learnlittle. Of the Paraphernalia of tbe temple, 
the resemblance with those of the Romish church was 
very striking. The Gklum observe ceb&acy. There is 
a nunnery, the rules of which are said to be severe. 
Commerce with man ia punished by solitary imprison- 
ment, and a heavy fine. 

Jdy 10th.-Thermometer 48". This evening we pur- 
posed to mount a hill, on which formerly was a house 
belonging to the Raja ; and there still remains a temple. 
In our way, passin close tq the house of the Wasit-, we 
f w d  him, the D&, and several servants, shootiq at a 
mark with bows and arrows. There was novelty lo tbe 
contrivance of the target. The bull's eye was compoeed 
of two parts, the inner one, about four inches in diameter, 
was of wood, convex, and painted black in the rniddle, 
with a circle of red on the outside. This was placed in 
a roll or cushion of cloth which it fitted tightly. The 
arrows were tipped with wooden balls, eome of which 
were solid, and others hollow, with four holes in tbe end, 
which caused a whistling sound as the arrow flew tbrougb 
the air. When the arrow missed tbe target, and stmck 
against the butt, it fell to the ground ; if it hit the soft 
shell of the target, it did not disengage the bull's eye ; 
end no arrow wm accounted a shot, but that which dis- 
ktdged the._eye from the target. When struck out, the ' 
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eye did not fall, but dropped a few inches lower than the 
eircle, where it waa held by a string from an upper pro- . 
jecting rod. This is altogether not a bad contrivance, as 
it prevents disputes. These people pull the bow more 
in the English manner than in that of the Chinese, their 
neighbouru and masters ; but their instruments are very 
indifferent ; and they are not formidable archers. They 
use also the sling, but I had not an opportunity of seeing 
them exercise with it. Leaving the archers, we ascended 
to the top of a hill about 300 feet above the level of the 
lower town, along a zigzag road, and through some wind- 
ing passages excavated with little art in the strata of 
gravel and indurated clay. The inside of this ten~ple was 
by n o  means so rich as that on the other side, and the 
priest complained of poverty. He said, he felt an in- 
terest in our welfare, and'recommended our departing 
without delay, as the governin people were not good, f and we might, if we stayed ong, be caught by severe 
weather, and perish. We thanked the old man for his 
good advice, and left him more substantial proof of our 
re,uard, for which he was very grateful, and placed round 
our necks' small stripes of gauze. During our stay, the 
G&m began an evening Hymn, which was not un- 
musical ; but, in a very small cell sacred to BH AVA'N~,  

three persons were making a noise not unlike the quick $ 

chirping of grasshoppers. There were small statues of 
the last 5Virq'bana Rdjh, his son, daughter, priest, trea- 
surer, and other persons of his court. As it is the cus- 
tom here for a considerable portion of the property of 
every person who dies in d u e n t  circumstances, to go to 
the church, and as likenesses are sent to the priests, who 
pray for the repose of their souls, as in the Roman Ca- 
tholic faith, I apprehend the series of figures represented 
the whole of the court ; and in this idea my belief was 
strengthened by observing some females of different age 
and character on a bench, immediately behind that on 
which the Rbjd was seated. The head-dress of two of 
these .was very similar to that of abbesses. The Rcfjd, 



whoae ~ecemblaoce was here p r e s e d ,  in consequence. 
of the frequent incoads of the LuWk, and od his fathet 
being killed by the Tdara, WRS wnt b the principel 
people to request the protection of the 2 himese, who ac- 
corded it and dsisted him against the invaders. But in 
on earthquake his hkse was precipitated, h g  with him- 
oelf and his household, into the plain, and the Cdrirzess 
afterwards availed themselves of hie death, to take this 
country for their own use, and after a certain period to 
give it to the Dela Lama. 

At this last temple there were few musical instnunenb ; 
but at the great one, we saw some pmdigbu3ly large brasa 
and copper trumpets, made of tubes, which shut in and 
drew out like telescopes, and bad s m d  mouth-pieces or 
pipes, which were distinct. There were also drums of 
great size set in frames and beat upon their sides. 

There are granaries in the rock on which the small 
temple is situated, in which they say that them are many 
thousand maunds of rice, far the u .e  of the people p 
nerally, in the eveat of any great exigency ; ancl ahis is cer- 
tainly a very prudent precautkm, aa scarcely any @ah is 
raised in this country, and the inhabitants are dependent 
h r  their annual supply of rice and barley on the March 
of Nit6 and Jozufr. Shortly after the period that the 
Gmkhas made an irruption into the territarles of the 
great Lama, the Chineat governmeot ordered 34000 
rnaunds of rice to be taken out af the magazine, which is 
in fact the property of the public ; but bow the funds am 
provided, I did not learn. 

July 18th.-Thermometer 5 lo. The C h w r  bul- 
tocks arlived at day-break ; and havi~g paid 6ar their 
hire, as well tts for the fbod of two horsemen who were 
to accompany us, into the hands of the interpreter, we 
struck our tents and took leave of Dri66, At p e a  
arrive at the summit of hills, said to contab'gald. To 



the right are claz hills, broken down by melting s n o ~  
into strange-looking projections and hollows. Scarcely 
the s h g h t ~ t  appeanrqce of vegetation, and yet a hare qras 
seq u n these heights. At 5 1 16 paces reach a IIaROW 
pass, L g h  which we go a d  d~scend t~ a stony plain, 
then enter a very deep watqr-cwrse, now dry, of which 
the banks are perpend$ulsr, of vwt height, and formed 
of ,bds of gravel. I examined their structure with great 
attention, in hopes of finding wme traces of marine pro: 
ductions, but was disa pointed. At 7230 paces came 
to a plain sloping .to i e  Satldrid or Serlej. I t  came 
from the S. W. by W. and ran N.E.,. receiving here the 
Z'iltil; breadth 80 ards, depth 34 feet.. The current 
was M) rapid, that qoyLl scarcely keep my footin& 
On the plain weq! two very beautdul poplar trees, ip 
which were mapy goldfinches, which re ed me with a e song, whilst I wt undp the shade of e tv, waiting 
fox the party, having reqhed the river half an hour 
before they arrived, 

The broken p n d  in ,the neighbourhood of, Dhbd, 
and which we did not lose sight of, until we quitted the 
bed of the Tikil, was very extraordinary in appearance. 
The right bank was of great height, and the melting snow 
had cut the clay of which it wag formed, into chabels, 
legviw intermediate 'ridges, which, from difference of 
hardness, or being acted up- by the water in different 
directions, was f ~ h i o y d  inta pea$ diversity of fi ure, in 
some places representing castles, fortifiE&ns, %ouses, 
and masses which baflled description. 

W e  have passed three villages to-day, all painted, aM 
of different colours. These are winter mi&nces of the 
inhabitants d D&ci a d  .Dong. 

Just at the point when we kgpn ascending, the valley 
narrows suddenly to a cbannel only just s p f f i c i ~ t  to gjve 
pacloag.to the water. The Bills, which are stated to b 
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rich in gold, are ite of mixed '&lours, the red pm f? dominatmg, with orizontal strata of quartz and small 
fibrous veins of a white material like agate, descending 
perpendicularly : where the rock has been exposed to the 
weather, its surface is broken into small pieces, having 
little more cohesion than clay burnt in the sun. This de 
composition is effected, I suppose, in consequence of the I 
different materials of which the mass is composed, not 
being intimately united, and water entering the fissures 
where it congeals, &c,, bursts the structure. I 

The gold here is separated by washing, there bein no B fuel, in the neighbourhood ; or rather no wood ; for, rom 
the appearance of some of the hills, I apprehend that 
they hold coal. In the bed of the &tkj, were many I 

large flowering shrubs, which I take to be a species of 
the tamarisk. I have found it from three inches high to 
eight feet, in situations more or less kwurable. The 
yak8 and goats were very fond of the foliage. I observed, 
that the bite of the yak is quicker and nearer the ground 
than any other species of neat cattle I am acquainted 
with; a peculiarity which fits them for the short and 
w t y  herbage of an Al'ne country. 

We have descended much to the &kt@, notwith- 
standing the mountains are hi , which intervene be 
tween this river and DLbL, an f the heat is great. In 
the tents the thermometer stood at 960. . Distance come 
this day 7545 paces. 

July 13th.-Thermometer at sunrise 560 ; march at 
@SO'. This plain is stony, about halfa mile in breadth and 
length, bounded partJy,by hei hts and p d y  by the &try.. ! I t  is full of shallow pits ma e by persons who have dug 
for golddyst, and left heaps of stones by the sides of the 
excavations. At 306 paces ascend to another flat which 

- has likewise been dug. At 1835 paces reach a small 
&it, where there has been cultivation ; caves of gold 



mines in the rock to the left, now deserted. At 5975 
paces reach a house, near which are two gold mines with 
tunnels under the su&ce.-Heretofore the excavations 
were perpendicular. The earth is dug out and carried 
to the brook to be washed.-At 61 83 paces arrive at the 
ground for encampment near the village of Damm, 
situate half-way up a rock on the right bank of a water- 
course, in the direction of which we travelled most part 
of this day, consisting of a few red llouses, and many 
caves, with two or three temples. 

In the evening killed seven hares.-l'here are great 
numbers of these animals. They are shorter in their. 
bodies, longer in the hind legs, and somewhat smaller 
than those in England.-Their fur is much finer and 
longer : altogether they are much paler generhlly. The 
under part of the neck is fawn colour, sides greyish, belly 
white, and the thighs are furnished with thicker and 
longer fun than the rest of the body, and of an ash or lead 
colour mixed with grey.-When disturbed, they fly to 
the mountains, but frequently stop and rise on their hind 
legs to look at their pursuers. Their flesh is well tasted ; 
and they are very prolific ; as in two there were eight 
young ones. Some cultivated land under the grain called 
ad'hf jou, wdl irrigated. 

Jdy 14th.-Thermometer 5%" ; leave our ground at 
5 h  25'. At 5780 paces much saline efflorescence on ,the 
ground, supposed to be soda, cracked under the foot like 
slightly frozen earth. The skeletons of two wild h o r n  
were lying in the valley. In various. parts of the road 
we have found many skulls of the male Baral, with enor- 
mous horns.-Some have at least been fromm 50 to 60.lbs. 
weight. We meet again with rhubarb which we had 
long lost sight of. At noon, thermometer in the tent 75" : 
on a high hill tothe right, three wild horses suddenly 
made their appearance, probably for the purpose of com- 
ing to water; after looking at uo for some time, they 
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went off at a smart trot. They were too far &to afford 
a very clear view, but seemed to be about thirteen hands 
high, a bay colour ran along the upper part of the neck, 
and back and sides were of a fawn or azure colour. 
Their heads appeared thick and short, but well carried : 
their bodies round, short : general shape Compact, clean, 
apd tail thinly furnished with hair. 

July 15th.-At sun-rise, thermometer 4 lo.; march a t  
5b 40'. At 574 paces'a bed ofsnow in the water-course. I 
The plashes of water on the surface of the ground, melted 
during the day, .are frozen during the night. Road as- 
cends to 1994 paces, when we reach the level of a beau- 
tiful plain about a mile and a half bl-qad, with mountabq 
to right and left, and narrowing to a gorge about three 
miles in f r~nt .  Mouotains on the left have snow falling , 
upon them. At 4800 paces reach the right side of the 
valley, which declines to the North : a stream arises from 
a bed of melting snow, direcGon N. 65 E. At 5940 
paces a second bed of snow. Middle of valley stony 
with two currents gf water. Animds of a h n  dour ,  
about twice the s b  of a rat, without a tail, and haviq 
much longor ears than rats ; Q. Marmut ? They bur- 
row in the ground, and seem to associate wi,h a smeUer 
species of the same form and general chamcter, but ofa 
much darker colour ; perhaps younger ones only. One 
of this sort was shot, yesterday, being taken for a youn 
h e ,  wbicb it resembles in its mode of jumping a3 
sitting on its hind legs. At 555 1 paces the valley w- 
rows to 600 yards; wounding hills said to contain 
gold, which is sometimes found in lumps of considerable 
size. At9C/86pacesencamp; at 11 A.M.,cloudy,blgh 
wind ; be& @ f i n  ; afterwards hails, and this alter- 
nately with strong wind till sun-set, when the atmasphere 
~lears end the wiad falls. 

Probably a new kind ; ac all the known species of Arctomya hm 
short ems or none. In QIher rapects reems to agree with the genus 



&ly 16th.-Thermomekw at sunrise 54' ; our tents 
&men. March at 6" 45' along the left bank of the 
stream which we followed yesterday ; tmw lose to our 
p u n d  a large p& of harns attached to a s k ~  f 11, which I 
supposed to have belonged to the Baral or wild sheep, 
but was said by the U'nip ta be an animal called Douga. 
At 1905 paces large fragments offcozen saow fallen into 
tbe water from the racks, almost choaking up the channel, 
wbich is not above seven yarde b d .  The h e n  snow, 
or rather ice, when broken from the edge of the pro- 
jecting banks under which the water flows, divides into 
pyramidal or conical nails, the small part downwards. 
Red stanes, mething like cinnabar of antimony, with 
black shining crystab, interspersed through their sub- 
stance. Large lumps of green granite glazed over, in 
parts with a kind of green glass, in the bed of the stream. 
At 9000 paces enter into a narrow defile 06 frozen snow, 
which the stream has cut through and deserted. A ledge 
of about eight feet thick, is suspended to the rock at each 
side, leaving a narrow passage between them, 94 pacea 
h g  ; at 3435 paces came to another defile of ice. At 
S&O paces, rhubarb plants in plenty. At 6375 paces 
our stream joins another ; and the mad leads to a plain, 
on which were two wild horses, and a prodigious number 
of hares. At 8095 paces m h  the bed of a clear, 
broad, aed rapid, but not deep river ; plain dug in many 
parts fbr gold. Having crossed the river, and reached 
our ground at 1 P. M. and 1 1,963 paces, we encamped.- 
We killed this day one hare, and two grouse, or birds of 
this class, of a fawn colour, feathered legs, broad feet, 
covered with a pad of horn, divided into many pints, 
like shagreen, and havin two long thin tail feathers. This 
river, which riser near 8on8rt, gee? past GAertopa, then 

I 

4 

close to Latdk or L d k ,  and is sa~d likewise to proceed 
to Bokhara, where probably it falls into the Am~uoo, 
Dg'iAon or Oxw. The n~ountains on each side of this 
valley OP plain, which is about five miles across, dip 
much to the N. W. 
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July 17th.-Thermometer 39". Ice or water war 
our encampment. Saw some Brahnrinf geese* aod 
small shrikes hovering over the river. At 356 paces 
ascend the foot of the mount, ranging with the river, 
which runs about eighty yards to the left. At 1360 
paces, the plain is divided into an upper step about two 
miles broad, and a lower one, in which is the river fol- 
lowing the middle of the lower step or valley, and about 
.a mile in breadth. Many wild horses on the upper step. 
At 3900 paces myriads of small flies, very troublesome. 
At 4805, road very uneven from hillocks and hollows. 
The surface of the ground covered with salt. At 5790, 
the various currents which divided the valley unite and 
form a large and clear stream, of considerable rapidity. 
At 6000, a very large but dry m-ater-course leads to the 
river. At 8600, a valley opens from two to three mile 
broad, and covered with large pebbles. Heat very great. 
At 11878, come to five currents of a river, which we 
cross. This river rises from mountains covered with 
snow lying S. 75 E., and falls into that just mentioned. 
Ghertope, formed by some black tents, at a considerable 
distance, bears from hence N. 5 E. The intervening 
plain, and indeed as far as the eye can reach until it is 
bounded by a pass to the N. W., is covered by p d -  
eous bodies of sheep, goats, and yaks, amongst which 
is a small number of horses. The number of cattle can- 
no t I think be less than 40,000. A t 14,000 paces reach 
the town, or rather assernbl of tents'in clusters, made T of blankets surrounded by air ropes fixed to stakes. 
Over the tents are variously coloured shreds of silk and 
cloth as flags. 

We had only just pitched our tents, and anan our P ge, when a messenger arrived from the D ba and I 

qzfr, desiring us to pay them a visit today, aml we bP 
should proceed to business the following day ; the tenns 

AnmCtmuco. 1 



of the message were too pressing to admit of delay, ac- 
cordingly we proceeded to the house of the Dkba with 
our presents. I t  was enclosed by a fence about four 
feet high, and surrounded by the same litter of bones, 
horns, and scraps of wool, that we had remarked at Dhh. 
After entering an enclosure, we stopped a few seconds 
at the close of a small yard, in the front of which were 
some matchlocks and bows and arrows, piled in a kind 
of guard-house; and we were desired to go through a 
low door into a room, about twenty feet long. At the 
opposite end, on a raised bench of earth, covered with a 
carpet and cushions, sat an elderly man, bare-headed, 
and clothed in a greasy yellow damask gown. This was 
the Ddba. On the right hand from the Dkba was a 
dark complexioned person, who was his younger brother ; 
and on his right again, a rather hir young man, who was 
the son of the late Wazir, and now shared the authority 
of government with the D kba. The D kba had rather a 
shrewd countenance. His brother had a sullen ex- 
pression, and was ill-favoured. The oung Wazfr  had i: a pleasing face, of the Tatar kind. e had cushions 
placedon. the side of the room, opposite to the young men ; 
and our attendants with those of the household occu- 
pied the lower parts of the chamber. Some conversation 
passed through the medium of our interpmter, which 
turned upon our usual place of dwelling, and the articles 
we had brought with us, of which an. inventory was 
handed to the Dkba, and after being looked over by him, 

'ven to the Wazir. The apartment was built of sods. 
!fhe roof was flat, made of branches of trees laid nrm, 
covered with sods, and having a square hole near the 
centre, which answered the double purpose of letting in 
light and giving .vent to smoke: the sides of the room 
were hung with dirty yellow silk. On the right hand of ' 

the Wazfr were two do@. The Dkba sat at the upper 
end of the mom on a platform of sods two feet high, 
covered with an old carpet, on a cushion hced mth 
China satin. Before him was a little long table, on 
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which a box, with barley-meal, a blue and white 1 a v  
Chimr @&-cup, a thing like a small lead tea-canister, 
used as a spitting pot, a ~ d  a greenish jwper teacup, less 
than the other. This latter was frequently filled by a 
boy, from a Iwge earthen tea-pot, with a paleddoured 
lid ; apparently cold. Supelwtition in eastern countrk 
attaches to jasper cups the property of splitting, if poison 
be put into them ; and this trait, at first blush, does not 
speak in favour of the ~norality of our Tatar friends. 

Over his head, to defend him from the earth d the 
bods, or other annoyance, were two or three pieces of 
commoh chintz, and at the right corner was a small 
square dpattment, made by a chintz curtain, in khich 
was a light ; as the Dkba lighted his pipe from a chafing- 
dish of charcoal, which was on the flmr, I suspect Mm 
to be a worshipper of the sun turd fire ; and this suspi- 
cion is strengthened by the long hymns, which our at- 
tendants chanted on the mad, at the first appearahce of 
that luminary. 

Our interview was vety long ; but it was easy to see 
that the impression bf our being either Qorklnra or 

. Felings, (so the Tatam c d  Europems) ware &&her 
by the representntibna of the Ddba of DdBd, or by the 
weight of our presehts. Particulai- inquity oras mede 
for pearls, and cups of cryetal. h u n d  the DJba's neck 
was .a string of beads, thick in the middle, and.sqneezed 
in at the ends ; each bead ebout an inch and a half -long, 
of a black substrince resembling elastic gum, and ma~ked 
with a deep circul&r intpressim mde by a kmd of seal. 
At  the bottom wds .a small oblong-rounded gokl Box, 
with a little turquoise stone in the middle of tbe lid. In 
each ear he had a long pendant, cowistibg of a large 
pearl, between tows of small~tu~quaise -s. set in gold. 

' 

All the three persons mentioned had bn their tail, which 
is twisted fiom three plaits, a geld circular otnarnent in 
lieu of a roIJlette. This is g d y  larger &m.ae~own- 1 
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piece, half an inch thick, with a raised ed defended by !r very beautiful fillagree work, enriched wi some deco- 
ration of the turquoise. This is really an elegant trifle, 
and with the exception of a dagger case, and rn etui for 
long iron sticks to clean the throat of their tobacco-pipes, 
'wus the only red decoration betokening taste, I have 
seen in the country. 

J* 18th.-This morning we displayed odr goods as 
detailed in our invento After *e returned, a Cmh- ' 

mfrian Vakil from the 3 dj& of Latdk sent word that he 
wag ready to buy our goods, if the Dkba did not close 
with our terms. He said that he should beglad to o p  
a commerce with Windtistan for goods of that country 
in exchange for the productions of Latdk. That plaee, 
he said, was about sixty c69 or ten days' journey from 
Gkrtope, and the same distance from Cashmlr. He 
mentioned a place called Baschar, twenty days' journey 
from Latdk, end ten only from Bokhara. The road 
through Cabul, from Dehli to Bokhara, he represented 
es very circuitous. From Amritsir to Latdk the jour- 
ney was from twenty to twenty-he days, and the best 
-on for it was the hot weather or the rainy season, 
but it would be prekrable to go in the former, and re- 
turn in the latter period. He purchases shawl wool on 
adrances at thirty negfs per rupee; the first quality sells 
in C d d r  at twelve negb, and the second fifteen mgls 
per mpee. The best wool comes from the neighbmr- 
hood of Ozrprang Kote, near Mdnasarhar. 

July 19th.-The Latctkk, as well as the Vniyas, are 
not able to @ow grain enough for their own consumption : 
but arc supplied by the inhabitants of the hills. The 
Ukiyaa procure their grain from the Joutfrfs, the Mar- 
chas, and other traders, through the passes as far as 
Baschar, the Lafdkis from the Cashmfrians.-The 
eupply of grain is highly important to the Vniyas, as 
they live an barley-meal and rick, which they eat with 
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their tea. Animal food seems to constitute only a small 
portion of their diet. 

The shepherds are now beginning to sh& their sheep 
and goats. JourETf and Baschar merchants are pur- 
chasing sheep wool, which they manufacture into Pan& 
and blankets ; and those from Latdk are collticting the 
shawl wool ; I purchased a small quantity of the latter, 
at the rate of twenty-five negfs per rupee. The Latdkfs 

- require thirty. The Dkba hinted that he might be dis- 
pse'd to give twenty ; and this in the beginning it may 
be prudent to take, until a footing be established. It is 
important to shew, that he will receive more advanta 
by dealing with our agents in future, than wit11 theLaiak I 
These have some shawl goats, but not in number sufli- 
cient to supply the Ca8hrnfrian market. However, if a 
portion of the quantity raised in LTndds, can be diverted 
from the usual line, they may be compelled .to keep more 
goats themselves. Still without much success, as the cold 
IS not so severe in the neighbourhood of &at&, as td the 
eastward, in which direction the mountains are higher, 
and covered constantly with a large quantity of snow. . 

July 90th.-At a little distance from us, and close to 
the river, two people are ellgaged in preparations for 
making paper. They have two large bags of old paper; 
that has been written upon, and manufactured from the 
bark of the root of the Latlarua, formerly mentioned 
A few large flat stones are placed near the edge of the 
water, where a portion. of the stream has been divided 
from the main current by a low piece of sods. On the 
grass are two frames of wood, covered an ax side with 
fine cloth, and the other is open, forming a shallow b y .  
The workmen begin by dipping some of the old paper in 
the water, then beating it upon a flat stone with a small 
round one, till it is reduced to a pulp. One of tbe trays 
is then placed in the broad part of the canal, leaving a 
space for the water to run under it. The pulp is put into 



B geer pump with water, and worked into a paste ; it is 
then poured on the cloth, and as this is sunk two or three 
inches in the stream, the water rises through the cloth 
into the tray, and, mixing with the pulp, dilutes it. The 
impurities, which swim, are picked out, and the pulp 

'tated by the hand until it is supposed to be sufficiently z, when the current of water is lessened. The work- 
m9o sea if the cloth be equally covered with pulp ; and 
if any part look thin, he stirs the water with his finger 
immediately over anotber that is too thickly covered, 
and rcrises a cloud of paste which his finger leads to the 
thin spot, and by making a little eddy, the motion of 
which he gradually diminishes, the pulp is made to sub- 
side. By a repetition of this simple process, the sheet 
lecomes of an equal thickness throu hout : when-$ is 
,puefully raised out of -the water and horizontally 
on the ground to dry, till the greater part of the moisture 

, 

is drained off, when it is gradual1 raised, and when 
nearly dry, the f-e is set upri& : when perfectly 
hard, one corner of the large sheet is raised h m  the ' 
cloth, and the whole detached by the hand. However, 
this paper is very inferior, as to evenuess, to that made . 
in Hindustan. 

July 9 1st.-At about ten o'clock we were visited by 
three Tatar musicians from Latcik ; one played on the 
hautboy, enother on drums, and the third sung and 
danced. The aim were very similar to those of the 
Scotch ; and the tones of the hautboy resembled strik- 

tboee of the bagpipe. This instrument had eight 
for the fingers, and one for the thumb, with two ' reeds, and a metal tube, with a broad flange concave u p  

wards and convex downwards, in which the reed was 
inserted.-The reeds were tied together with a piece of 
string about two inches long, that the loose one mi ht be 

1 ready to be changed instantly. The musicians %egan 
I withan overture not unlikethat of OSCAB and MALVINA, 

as far as comparison may hold between the execution 
l a c 



from twe in&w&ts, and that of a ful! bad. T 
then sang the words without music, and so went oo wi 
the ,instrumental and vocal petfbrmance alternately. 

2 
The Ddba and  wad^ made dreir present, coo- 

of two l q e  trays of rice, one coarse, the dheF fhn; 
three lumps ef butter, sewn in skins, and eight sheep 
The butt& was rancid, a eimmstance which In 
country docs not lower its value. The exhibitiom d the 
articles of my small medieine chest, and of same surgical 
Instrumenby. appeared to give much satisfidon ; and 
both the Dkba and Waxir wee piewed with a b w  drop 
of oil of peppermint on sugar. 

%d.-This morning I received a m q  from tbe 
DCba to visit him as soon as possible. He praposed r 
new rate of duation fbr the coin, in which our advance 
fbr wool had been made b him. This'propd w w  a 
gross roguery, as we had weighed the rupees and h a d  
that one of them was equal to 4) Lakiki Z'Irp$s& and 
had ascertained the oodness of the silver. He bad too, 
af his own accord, o k red to allow that rate. I told him, 
that we had placed the fullest confidence in bis honour, 
and had considered the bargain of the day bebe as 
binding on both parties : however-, we w m  in his power ; 
and we wished him to receive the twenty-floe n p q  
which would have arisen out of the traaesedan, as it at 
first stood, in the light of a mmr. 
five Sirinagar Timcfsi~d, in lieu of a I mpae, ck!cihd as fE!!/ 
beea informed that the Dkbo a b  &tux$ hem, d, 
probably, through tbe influence of the LILidA1 mcptkats. 
During the menb on this subJeet, the young Wuh. % spoke to the a s e v d  times in ae under vdce, held 
down his head, seemed confused, abed&, end asBaraee 
of the trick played by tlte DCBa. The latter, ebvbdy 

. pleased with havin carried &s pin6 said, that hcmte 
Eore no shawl wool, %ad .dyer been sold exapt to Mkd 
m a d m t s  ; thattime was an arder ofgmmrrteat 



ing the ha of his head on my man that should sell this 
wool to any &her person ; but that in consequence of our 
having come from a great distance, being, as he was fully 
aware, persons of amsideration, and as he was pleased 
with our conduct, he had departed from the general rule, 
and had put us on the same footing with the LLtdkfs : 
that we should, in fntare, be placed on the same terms 
PB tbey ; and he would en-pge that no third person should 
eoter into competftion with the two parties for this w- 
&lea I expressed my satisftlction with his promim, and 
begged that he would give me a list of the things he might 
be likely to want from Hiadustan, as the Europeans 
sent many articles of great utility and beauty to that 
country. He said, that a sword, and large pearls of ta 

cdour, pear shape, add free from flaws or irregu- 
larities, would be most acceptable. He gave me a 
drawing done, which probably would be worth 2000 
rupees, and which he valued at 3 ot 400. Aftet oar 
commercial a#im were thne settled, he said that we 

. could not have permission to go out of the usual road 
fiom Gkertope to M&nmar6var, or to stay more than 
ane or- days at that place. Thence we were to pro- 
ceed to Gangrf, afterwards to Hienlung, to take up our 
wod, then to return to DhM, and enter the territories of 
the Gol*fias by the Ndti pasa. I answered that we 
were ready to obey, to the utmost of our ability, the 
orders wMeh he had prescribed ; bot that it had entered 

'mage to visit Jwdldmuc'lti, and that by the 
road Our of p2 ti, we should make a round, to which our 
finances wem unequal. He said, that the heads of the 
ScgR6.ntw, who had become sureties for us, should answer - for ow leaving the country by my other mad. I ufged 
every argument that occnrred to me, but he was inflex~ble. 
He said his own head would be forfeited if he gave his 

1 amsent to our returning by any other pass ; and that our 
lives were held by him in equal estimation with his o m  ; 

I but that the case was without remedy. This b h  wss 
I mexpected and heavy, as it places ue in the d t c r a t i ~ ,  
I a o e  



either of being exposed to be stopped by tho Gorkhilfr, 
or of l&g the benefits of the connexion we have fbnned 
with the governorof the U d s .  AMER SINGE says 
that as the Marchas were our security here, so will they 
guarantee our passing by the Bagchar d. To e&ct 
this, he says, it is only necessary to go one day along the 
Nisi road when we leave D&bd, and then saki  to the 
West, with a good guide, we shall reach the %zschar 
without inquiry or molestation ; or if we dislike this p b  
we may go to Ntti, and make an m g e m e n t  with the 
Manu Marchas, near Bhadrinht'h, to gi 

ve * aE?: My companion thinks it will be best to go as 
Tagdban, and there striking over the great snowy TumM 
range, gain the province of Budan, and push vigorously 
for Chilkea. I prefer this, because we can see our cattie 
safe to Nltf, and make an arrangement then for pessing 
our cattle and goods through the Gurkha territory. The 
old pundit opines fbr the Babchar road, and says we shall 
neither be seen nor heard of by the route which he shen 
chalk out, until we reach a country in which we shall not 
be noticed. I rather apprehend that the prohibition has 
been cuused by the inquiries which the old man has been I 
frequently making from Badchar people respecting tbe 
state of the road : but, be it as it may, it is dear to 
me, that if we wish not to fiunish to the governor of I 

Ghertope a substantial reason for rejecting fbture com- 
munication with us, we must abide by his order in respect 
to quitting his wuntry by the Niti pass. 

Mr. H. rent to the Cashmirian, and foundthat he was 
a Wakil or agent of the Rdjd of Latcfk for the purchase 
and sale of wool. He said that the amountof wool annu- 
ally bought by the R6d was between two and three l- 
the greater part of which was resold to the Cmhmfrion 
merchants, who waited for the return of the WaM and 
paid for it immediately. Merchants from Amritn'r took 
off the rest. In speaking of articles of mew- 
which were muhtable at &at&, he mentioned corql 



beads, which formerly were bnw ht from Dehli and 
Batam, and, though exceedingly d ear, were resold into 
.Tstary at a great profit. But within the last three 
years their value has fallen great1 , from the eat num- f 7Y bers which have come through cirkund. hese have 
been brought by the fOoroae) Ruasiana, who have long 
been in the habit of trading with that country, and in the 
course of the last three years have pushed on a live1 
MC into Caahmir through agents. The Wakfl said: 
that the Oorm had not yet been at Lad& ; but 
tbe Ddba of Ddbd asserted, that kafilahs of 5 or 600 
Ooroos on horseback had come to the fair of Ghertope. 
Now if this latter intelligence be true, the RussMm must 
reach Ghertope by another route than that of Y h r W .  
The Wakfl mid that the horses of L a t h  were much 
lar r than those of U'ndds, but that the best were bred 
in Tarkbui, thin days' journey from Lafdk, and that 
Bokharo was &teen days' journey fmo Yarhrzd: 
Latcfk is ten or twelve da s' journey from GAertope, and 
the same distance from &a*hmh; and twenty-five fmm 
Amiritsir. Thus the road to the N. W. of the Aim& 
h y a  from Dehfi, would stand thus from Arniritsi~ to 
Latdk twenty-five days, Ydrkund thirty, Bokhara fifteen ; 
making a total of seven r day? ; a much shorter distance 
than that by Cabul.- n thls route there are two days' 
journey, in which no water is to be met with ; and for 
thirty days there is a track without inhabitants ; but the 
road is safe. I must here remark that the river, which 

from Ghertope to_ Latdk, does not p d  to 
E A a r a  as before stated ; but falls into the Atfock, or 
more properly speakin% is the main stream of that river. 
Neither is it a fact, that Cashmlr furnishes Latdk with 

in, as was at first reported to me ; the latter country 
cv ing  suffcient land in cultivation for producing barley 

'nu, except wheat and rice, which it obtains 
from Other Bagc r ar. I went this evening to the Cashmf rian's 
teat, taking with me two small bottles of essence of pep 
permint and of volatile caustic alkali. He received mo 
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with great ream, spoke in tbe highQst term of the 
regard shown to medical characters m tbe We&, d of 
the pleasure he had in our meeting, which he now 
regretted had not taken place bef~e. His name was 
AHWED KHAN, KAZALBA'BH, about fortyeight pars 
of age, and of a respectaWe appemmce. He p h a d  
before me some fine sugarcandy and a paper of saffron. 
~ i n g ~ l ~  of large s h e  were, he said, much in 
requat in Cdrnir. He was ptrticularly deskam to 
bave a lancet of the same make with one that I had given 
to the Garpan, but in thia I coukl not indulge him. 
J drew him on to converse about the RussianrP, but could 
learo no more than what has been stated, save that a few 
have befom been in Cmhrnb. He brought with him 
h s w l s  af various kinds for sale ; and said that bis peuple., 
who were not come up, had some of great value in charge. 
Nobody, he said, could trade at Latcilr w i t h t  the 
direct permission of the R4h. We first supposed, that 
the CasAmfrians came to U7ndks for part of the wml 
they used ; and learning that they did not, were disposed 
to Mame them for want of entrrprfae. However,-it 
appears that tbey have not beem permitted to trade 
directly with Vnd& by the laddkk.-A state of war- 
$& had long existed, with i'ntemming periods of pam, 
or rather truce, between these two states, in the reign of 
MAHNUD SHAH. The Chinese Tatars then invadsd 
Latbk w b  inhabitants applied to the Cuukmfriam 
fbr assistance. These represented their state to tbe 
Emperor who ordened them to_ send some infantry to 
their aid. By their help the Latdkfs mpulsed tbe 
assailants ; and a treaty of amity was made between the 
aonflicting parties, of which m e  &e was that the 
h w l  wool raked in h d d a  should be sold to the 
LathJfs alone. This has since been little infringed upon, 
except two years ago, when the J d r f  Marchas pur- 
chased a small quantity on account of Mr. Gr LLM A w of 
Bare&. The Latdkb apprized of the transaction, 
complained to the government of Ghcrtape, wbo issued 



the rigmm diet  belo* mentioned, fotbidding the sals 
of any except to the Lat&kb, on p in  of ofacratll to the 
Wty dlbg@I 

P W.-Laare G b t o p  ; thermometer 58' at  cur&. 
The night has bden fmdy, H d v k  taken leave of &a 
Bkba or ffsqwtz ia tbe & y o n ,  bfid of the Wekfr, a* 
@14 we prepted to start. The Wazfr treated us-with. 
mucb cordialiv. He s&id that in a very shart time he 
&odd go to k to remain. In hi8 apbrtanent, which 
was a much .better one than that of the DdQa, w q e  many 
trunks, and in the right hand angle was a small platform 
with benchev in front, on the top of whkh wua a brass 
*, b a k e  whidb a lump .was burning, md p i n  of 
various kind8 was served on salvers of weed.--On the 
lowest step were several plain wine-glasses reversed, which, 
from their clumsiness, I supposed to be of Russian 
hnufacture, He shew& lls the picture of the late 
k, e%ecuted in mlk ; but b t b  the form d the' pwn, 

- and the countenance, mounted more of the h d e  than 
of -the other sex. This character I have remarked to 
have prevailed in every portrait of bhe miany different . 
Lsmm wbich I have e n ;  lldd wcte it net t b 3  ns 

, 
m e n h  has beet] made oE this pemdmge having hem 
emasculated, I really should hare imagined bhis to have 
huppened. However, taken out of tbe handfi of his 
perem in i n h p ,  educated iri the entire subjection of 
the pseitm of sex, and kcpt irl a state 6f little than 
entite d n e m e h t ,  with feediag. it id R& mprisi 
&at the features of tb0 face should b e  little of ths v k i  % 
charaot., and hat the. wh& ambur oE the body s h h d  
contntt a farinihe softness unolieh@M by the bdd 
variety of swell and fall belonging to a muscldrrr fimm 
accustomed to exercise. 

At 3985 p e s  r& two @?es of stones, thu uppermod 
of which were e~granad with a ahatrGter, that q p e m  
cliikd~ h m  that in cutmnm mt, and appr~pri.td, 3 
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presume, to religious purposes. The valley hete narrows 
and is bounded by mountains, whose tops are more or lcss 
covered with snow, and it takes a windin direction to the !i left. At 5407 paces arrive at our p u n  of encampment 
hear some tents, and a considerable herd of yaks with a 
lock of the finest sheep I have seen in Tata y.-Pleased 
with the prospect of having my choice h a m o ~ t  the 
best. collection of cattle of every kind I had seen, 
I rambled through the whole, and made choice of several 
female yaks and calves as also of young goats, which how- 
ever were not equal in quality to the yaks and sheep. 

The horsemen, whom I discovered, too late, to be 
intoxicated, said that they had no orden to allow me to 
pick out of the flock ; but would send for instructions on 
that point. 

24th-Thermometer 44". At an early hour ordered 
the pundit, sircar, and interpreter to proceed to Gktqc, 
and represent to the Ddba and Wasfr, how we had been 
treated ; .as also to mention that the horsemen had said, 
that as they had received only four days' pay, we must 
travel day and night. We had scarcely determined upon 
this measure, when the horsemen sent word, that a 
message was come fi-om the Ddba, importing that he 
would send another draft of each kind ; and, if I did not 
approve of them, I might take back the articles be bad 
purchased. I directed them to offer a higher price for 
the power of selection; but rather to take such cattle as 
he should offer, than on our part to break the original 
+gain. In the evening my messenp returned witb 
q h t  cows, and the same number of calves, of which four 
were bulls. 

July 95th.-Thermometer 41'. March at 8' 10. 
The nver we have left comes h m  N. 85' E. Tbe 
mountains in this thoroughfm for the most part c o d  
with snow. The breadth of the valley in which tbe 
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stream m, is about 3) miles. Thermometer at 1 P.M. 
82". The road on which we are proceeding seems 
a great thoroughfire ; many Baschar and Jozufri mer- 
chants having passed to-day with loaded sheep, goats, 
and yaks, towards Ghertope. 

July 26th-Rain. Thermometer 43". The changes 
of tempemture in this climate are extremely sudden. 
Last night the mountains to the right were bare ; this 
morning they were covered with snow. Thermometer 
in tent 74", at three P. M. rain ; alternate sun-shine, 
overcast sky, wind, and thunder. 

July 97th.-Thermometer 39". At noon, all our 
being dry, commence our march. The river 2z'Ks spot runs N. 70" W. about I$ miles, and then 

Cakes a turn to S. 80" W., and joins the river dong 
which we went to Ghertope. At 4460 paces cross the 
river three feet deep, rapid, with large slippery stones ; 
water very clear. At 6960, thirteen wild horses grazin 
to the left. At 7957, came to the bank of the river, whic % 
we cross, about 3) feet deep, 80 yards broad, and very 
rapid. At 8300, reach our ground and encamp. The 
valley well hrnished with pass.-Several Tatar tents, and 
cattle grazin .-Much furze on the adjacent hills. River 
mmes h m k .  75 E., and runs N. 50 W. for about 12 
mile, when it takes a turn to the S. 75 W. and forms one 
of the principal branches of the Ghertope, supposed to be- 
long to the Attack.--Wind very cold, raining all around. 
The river rose rapidlq, and the Tatar horsemen refused 
to cross their horses, m order to bring over some of the 
people who had stayed to conduct our goats and sheep 
across the river. The yaks were sent in, who stemmed 
the current. Some clung to the tails of the animals and 
came over easily ; the others, more timid, preferred 
mtreating to some huts at a distance, where the Tatars 
gave them milk and lodging.--A few drops of essence of 
peppermint on sugar to the Hinduo, and a dram of 
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brandy to the Mw~eZmaru, with strict injonctiau that 
they should run about, and notapproach the 6re till -arm, 1 prevented any of the persons who had bmn much expad 
to the cold from suffering by it. 

July 98 th.-Thermometer at sun-rise M0 ; obliged to 
wait until ten o'clock, befon the river had BPak w5ci- 
ently to admit of the men, m d  a few goats which w e ~ e  
left, passing over. At lh f 0' march. The mormEeine 
have the particular red appearance indicating the prescm 
of gold ; and though -adorned with little verdure, am 
picturesque in their forms. Cros w e d  small rivulets 
which come from the left, and fall into several ponds to 
the right :--air very cold. At 7050 paces reach a pile of 
stones covered with inscriptions. At 8 160, toed crosres 
several dry watemourses, and ascends. to the eurnmft 
where are two small heaps of stones, over which is a liae 
covered with s l ip  of rags, and supported by two stlcks. 
At 9460 paces cross a rivulet formed by fresh-met& 
snow. This rises oa the left and runs to the right. 
Reach our ground, 10,066 ; at 5h 90' very cdd, windy 
and cloudy .-A storm rises in the N. W. attmded with 
thunder and small hail. Thermometer 47". Hail cbonga 
to rain, which falls steadily till 7 P. M. 

T d a y  I heard a strange, sbarp a d  I d  wise pro- 
ceeding from the side of a hill, at the bottom of which 
the road ran.-It seemed between a bark and a brncl, ad. 
expressed much anger. For some time I could not make 
out whence it came, but, whilst casting my eyes cm a 
fume bush, an animal about the size of a middle-siaed dog 
sprung fiom a hde &erth it, aboat fifty y d  up 
the hill, and after surveying the paaseop and repePting 
his yelping, retreated with precipitation kato his errc, as 
soon as he saw me jump from the back of a CRamw.- 
His general colour was a yellow brown His head w a ~  
round with small ears, his face burneel lilSfit d chuk- 
yellow, and his tail bn@~ 
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Jdy'99t.h.-Thennometer 37". At 9'' 45' began to 
bail, which soon changed to rain, and lasted until 10". 
We began our march at 1 ob. 4.5'. Mountain on the I& 
covered with snow : many wild horses grazing on the high 
Table Land. At 16,652 paces reach a branch of the 
Sat4drd river which I forded here, and again at 16,868, 
much against my will, as it was extremely cold ; but my 
yak had played some tricks, which in my weak state of 
health i did not think prudent to experience niore than 
once. At Th 15' reach Misar, very cold and much 
fatigued. Thermometer 46". 

July 30th.-Halt at Misar. Thermometer 414". In 
the forenoon, 8 yaks arrived laden with shawl wool and 
accom-pa,nied by two persons on horseback--one of t h e  
was an officer called a Nerba, who had received orders 
horn the Galpan to supply the quantity for which we 
had made advances. The morning was hot, a circum- 
stance in our favour, as the sellers of wool are in the habit 
of wetting it, undei an idea, as  they pretend, of its twisting 
the closer, but more probably to make it weigh heavier. - 
However, after a little delay on our part, that the wool 
might dry as. soon as possible, we had it weighed by a 
pole with a weight, on the principle of the steel-yard, 
which the Garpan l i d  sent with us. As more was 
brought than we advanced for, we aged to take it, on 
the principle of encouraging the Gallpan to give more 
another year. The surplus amounted to 38 rupees and 
1 Tim6sh.a ; and the Garpan had ordered rapees alone 
to be received, which shewed that he had given directions 
for more to be brought than we had contracted for, in 
order to try whether we really meant to purchase, or used 
the pleamerely in his presence to mask other designs.- 
At this place we found many J d d  and Dhan merchants, 
who were troublesomely inquisitive as to who we were, 
what could be our motives for corning, and why we pur- 
chased shawl wool. The sight of some of our wares 
seemed to convince them, that we were what we appeared 



to be. I consider this day as the epoch at which may 
be fixed the origin of a trattic which is likely to be ex- 
tremely beneficial to the Honourable Company. 

bas only one house, made of bricks baked in the 
sun, and 5 tents of oat-herds : it is situated upon a rising 

, ground upon the l& bank of a rapid stream, formingone 
of the brancbcs of the Satdidrrf or Set%. This stream 
comes from N. 86. 5 E. and runs down a d q  about 
9f miles in breadth and near 8 in length, rumin 

forde d yesterday. 
bS- W- After a course of about 4 mile, it joins that w ch we 

July 3 1st.-Thermometer 34". Ice # of an inch 
thick. The changes of temperature, so frequent and 
rapid in this climate, require that the quadrupedsnaturally 
belonging to it should have some very warm clothing, to 
protect them against their ill effects ; and we find that 
this has been very liberally bestowed by nature. The 
sheep 'bas a very thick and heavy fleece ; the goat bas 
at the root of his long shaggy hair a very fine fur inter- 
persed generally ; the cow has a material of the same kind, 
not much inferior in warmth and softness, which I a p  
prehend might prove a substitute for beaver ; the ham 
has her fur of peculiar length and thickness ; and even 
the dog has a coat of ftr added to his imal covering of 
hair.-The wild horse (E uua Quaggfl), the wild ass P (Goorkhen, Onagre), and believe the mule., the ospring 
of these animals t, are found in abundance on the moun- 
tains of Tatay ; but whether they have any 3 
the fur kind I cannot say ; but that animal, w is 
here called the Barrrlt, and which seems to have many 
characters of resemblance to the deer as well as to the 

Probably Equw Cabdyb, which inhabib in the Mtural date, the 
deserts of great Tatmy. C. 

t E q w  Heatiau~; which much resembles the mule. C. 
: Oriu Anrnum? C. 
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sheep, hee certainly at. the bottom of the brittle hair of 
the former the most beautiful brown fur I ever saw. 

This morning the Nerh came to take leave of us, and 
as his behaviour had been uniformly attentive, I was 
desirous of shewing him that we were sensible of it, and 
accordingly gave him a doublebladed knife and my sword. 
The latter was, in fact, no peat gift, as it ww bo uept at Nqjibdbdd for three rupees, and was intended sole y for 
the journey. He was, however, highly pleased with the 
compliment. His name was T'HAR-CHAND ; and he 
said, that he was in the suite of the Waair, and should 
accompany him to Lassa. He wore a pendant in one 
ear, in which, along with rows of snrall turquoises, the 
never-failing ornament of this part, was a large irregular 
pearl, such as are in h request in this country, on ac- 
count of their size. 3 ese I understand are brought to 
Calcutta, in considerable numbers durin the rainy 
season, from the Lackadive islands, and m 7 d at a very 
easy rate. The Nerba'e outer garment was woollen, of 
green, red, blue, and yellow narrow stripes, manufactured 
at Guinak; under this were four other garmen&; and both 
men and women constantly load themselves with.several 
vests to prevent suffering from the cold. 

On the back of this habit, and on the right shoulder 
were sewed the saw, adze, chisel, rule, and all the 
insignia of Free Masonry in iron ; the symbols of a tia- 
temity, of which he said he was a member. I purchased 
from him some golddust at the rate of QO Sirinagar 
I f d b  for the Fitauk of 7 Mach. The NeTba 
appeared to have golddvst to the amount of about 5000 
rupees; and it was understood, that every person, willing 
to become an adventurer in the gold mines, pays to the 
dhief of the district one fituuk as an entrance fee, and all 
lumps above a certain weight. This occupation is more 
profitable here, than in most other places ; as though the 
gdddigger works only three months, he expects that the 
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m l t  of his labour should keep hiin the whoie of the year. 
Leave Miaar at fen A. M., having loaded our wool upoa 
the yaks which brought it, and for the hire of which the 
Nctk would receive no gratification ; the first instnnce 
of disintemtedness I have witnessed in this country. 
At 4500 pacesenter Tirtdpiri. At 4595, pass several 
piles of stones inscribed as is usual, and some figures 
carved in stone and painted, Reach the summit of the 
height at 4575 paces and encamp. . 

TIPTA'PU'HI is the residence of a Lama and several 
G h ,  who live in separate houses made of rough stones, 
and follow a pastoral life. It is perched upon the top of 
an eminence, about a00 feet higher than the plain, and 
tms Table Land running from it eastward. Steep, craggy, 
lime stone rocks in a state of decomposition immediately 
overhang it, threatening some of the houses with destruc- 
tion at no distant period. Insulated pillars, which have 
resisted the influence of the weather longer then the softer 
portions of stone by which they were surrounded, seem ! 

upon the very point of falling ; but apparently give no 
alarm to the inhabitants.--Still higher, and losing their I 
heads in the cbuds, are pointed mountains, whieh fiom I 

their brilliant whiteness, appear to consist of chalk, covered I 
here and there with a layer of yellow ochre. 1 mrnediately ! 

at  the foot of the rock, on which the buildin s stnnd, NUS 

a very rapid stream, which is said to proc ~3 from a lake 
at the foot of the Hidlaya, called Rdtaankrdd, and to 
constitute the principal branch of the Satldrd. 

To the west of the town, and about a quarter of a mile 
distant, are the hot springs, forming one of the most 
extraordinary phtermmena, I have ever witnessed. From 
two mouths, about 6 inches in diameter, issuetwo streams, 
bubbling about 4 inches higher than the level of the stony 
substance whence they escape. The water is very clear, 
and so hot, that the had  cannot bear to be put into it 
fOF an inBCBDt ; and 8 large vdume of smoke cuds r d  
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them comtantly. They bunt forth from a table of calca- 
reous stone nearly half a mile diameter, and raised in 
most places ten or twelve feet above the plain on which 
it stands. This has been formed by the deposit from the 
water of the springs whilst cooling. Immediateiy sur- 
rounding the springs, the stone is as white as the purest 
stucco. The water flowing over a surface nearly hori- ' 

mtal, as it escapes from the vents, forms shallow basins 
of different size and shape. The edgas of dl these basins 
are curiously marked with indentabons and projections, 
like the tops of mushrooms and fleurs-delis, formed by 
calcareous matter prevented from uniting in one uniform 
liae by the continual but gentle undulation of the water 
entering into and escaping from the several basins which 
are emptied by small and successive falls into the sur- 
munding plain. By degrees, however, the fringed edg 
becomes solid, and contracting the basin, of which the 
hollow fib likewise, the water takes a new course and 
makes new reservoirs which in their turn become solid. 
Although the water appears perfectly transparent, the 
calcareaus earth, which it deposits, is of different colours ; 
in the first instance, near the mouth, it is delicately white 
without a stain ; at a little distance it assumes a pale 
atraw tint; and further on, a deep safk.on hue: in a 
m n d  the deposit has a rosy hue, which, as it recedes 
from the source, becomes of a deeper- qd. These various 
culours are deposited in the strati, which hardening, 
retain the tinges they received when soft ; and give rise 
to variously stratified and veined stone and marble. The 
whirls, twists, knots, and waves, which some of the frac- 
tured edges exhibit, rrre whimsically curious, and shew all 
the chaages which the stony matter undergoes, from sofi 
tufa to hard marble. I observed that the marble is gene 
WlIy formael in the middle of the depth of the mass, rising 
up with nearly a perpendicular front of the height 
beforementioned ; the table must have been the work of 
ages. The calcareous matter, which is so largely dissolved 
md suspended by the water whilst hot, is probably fur- 
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nished by the chalky mountains above flrtdp&ri, but 
the origin of the heat, I have no clue to discover. The 
water must be most strangely situated, for two stream 
so inconsiderable to throw down such a prodigious 
quantity of earth ; and the surface where quiet is also 
covered with a thin crust of semi-transparent matter like 
that which r k  on supersaturated lime-water. 

At this place, I left the wool which I had obtained at , 
JiJar. The Lama was absent when I took the liberty 
of depositing the wool in the verandah of the temple of 
one of the deities ; therefore it remains to be seen, should 
he return before I do, how he may approve of this step. 
However, from what I have seen of the priesthood here, 
they we an inoffensive class. 

Nearly opposite to his house, is a broad wall of stone, 
I 

150 yards lon andM4 feet broad, covered with loose 
stones i n s r i d w i t h  prayers. The length of time which 
must have elapsed, before such an extent of surface 
could have been so decorated by the hands of pilgrims, 
shows the eat antiquity of Tirtctjniri. There are many g. little Mat hs having niches in one side, in which 

I are impressions, in unburnt clay, of Lamas and deities, 
and on some of the piles of stones are figures of Lamm, 
of Ndr&yan, and of Bh.asntcislir, carved on large flat 
pebbles. 

August 1st.-Thennometor 40". Leave the yak, 
cows, calves, and my goats.-Commence our march at 
10 A. M., meet a party of Unia going with s e v d  
loaded yaks to the hir  at Ghertope. The manes of the 
yaks were died yellow with the Gem earth. At 13,800 
paces come to our ground and encamp in a green pleasant 
spot, in a hollow surrounded with many springs, at 4h 
30' P. M. At 8 P. M., Thermometer 46". 

August 2d.-Thennometer 32". A severe frost during 1 



the night :-ice a quarter of an inch thick over standing 
water. March at 10" 90'. .At 10,825 paces a large 
sheet of remarkable blue water, at the foot of the moun- 
tains to the right, called Rdwanhrad, said to give rise to 
the principal branch of the Sattidra, and to communicate 
b ariver with the lake Mdnsarbwar, named by the natives 
&UP% . Rhwanhrad bears S. 25 E. distant 8 miles. 
At 16,897 paces halt and encamp at 5 P. M. At 7 P. M. 
thermometer 47". This day we saw more wild horses 
than on any former one, also several wild asses of the 
kind called Gzirkhar, and likewise I believe some mules, 
The asses are a little less than the horses. Saw likewise 
Barakr and many yaks. 

August 3d.-Slight frost, thermometer 34". March 
at gh 5 0'. At 7387 paces, cross a stream over a wooden 
sankhoo. At 7325 encamp on a high spot. This is 
Gangri or Darchan. There are four houses of unburnt 
brick or stones, and about twenty-eight tents, amongst 
which that of the servant of the Latctkb agent is a p  
parently the best. Sixteen years ago, the old pundit 
says, ' this was a place of consequence. There we find 
many Juarf  and Dhermu merchants with grain, and 
three tea merchants, who say they are acquainted with 
Pekin which 'they call the capital: of Mahhhfn  : but 
they themselves reside two months journey beyond Pekin. 
Tabars of the districts we have seen, wore their hair 
plaited : these people had it cut all round, so that it hung 
low -and loose in their necks, and. they wear coats of kid 
skins made soft by rubbing, and the hair turned inwards. 

A cascade issues from the rocks just above Darchan, 
and fdls into the Rchuaphrad, which is supplied by the 
melting of the snow on the p a t  mountains at the foot 
of which it is situated. I t  is sajd to surround a con- 
siderable extent of mountains, insulating them com- 
pletely; but this, being the relation of natives, is to be 
received with caution. 

% H  



Angust 4th.-Thermometer at 7" A. M. 57". We 
were rasolocd to stay hem today to recruit my stren@ltb, 
which stood much in need of it after fiequent attach of 

I 

illness. 

dug& 5 t h - T h m m  48'. Leave Dmhm or 

""T at loh 30'. At 3675 paces cmss a streun 
whic in five or six brancheo cotnes frorP the Chi& 
mountains and disembgues itself into the lUwadd 
At I s,as5 paces roach the top : see a fine lodring wild 
horse.--Descend 60 fivu m t s  : a wild ass grezbg doss 
to us, and a prodigious flock of sheep and goats. The 
lake of Mdtuarhr or Mapalng now appears at the 
foot of a long declivity of pasture bounded by immense 
muntains towords the South, md, having in h n t  ter- 
race~~ of stone with the usual inscriptiom, and a how! 
mhabi ted by Gefum. 

Awpt 6th.-Halt on the bank of the Iake Mk 
a a h r .  Morning early, thermometer 47. This lake 
ie considered as the moet sacred of all the Iaces of ww- 
ship in the opinion of tbe Hindur, founde8 probably m 
she di8iculty of access to it, not merely oa accouut of its 
dietanee from Hindhtau, and the ~ g g e d m  and daa- 
gers of the m d ,  but from the necessity of evay pi@m 
canying with him money and p t d o n ,  which ktte~ he 
must occasionally eat without any prepration on acanmt 
of scarcity of wood. Few Jbgb can rtl;iosd the expeuae 
afthis journey ; and I met with two on the road, who , 
must have murned for went of funds if I had not born 
their expenses. The name is derived &om Mdn + and 
d a r ,  a &m&t word signifjing a lake. The story 
upon which this appellation is fbnnded ia related at gmat 
bngth hl the 8dsh.a.  Why it is caHed Mizplog  b the 
Unias or Chinee Tatars, I have not beea &to 

At full length Mcfnaro, divine. made by Bsaaasa, arrmed MAXA~, 
the mind, emphatically. C. 
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1- : but it is considered by them an act of religious 
piety and duty, that the wres t  relatian of a dead person 
shod carry a portion of the ashes of the deceased, and 
empty them out of a small bag into the lake, as is prac- 
tiised at Hardaodr. 

Hindu geographers have derived the Gangea, the 
Slrtrkdrd and the Kt514 or Goqa from this lake; and 
ad I believe no Europeam ever before visited it, I was 
anxious to ascertain whether it really gave rise, to the two 
1-t mentiofid rivers or not.-As to the former, it is 
quite clear from the observations made in this journey, 
coupled with those in the trip undertaken at the sugges- 
tion of the late ~ ~ C O L E B Y O O K E ,  by Mcssrs. RAPER, ' 

W ~ a a ,  add HEARSAY, that the Gangea derives its 
supplies h the mdted snow of the mountains of the 
Hhdkzgu, and a thousand smrtll streams, which fill into 
its various branches during their passage from these stu- 
pendous rocks, to the great common mouth at Hardwcir : 
and that it does not receive the smallest sheamlet from 
their extreme Northern lkce, nor from a source to the 
N&ard of them. 

HA~~BALLABH, the d d  pundit, reported, that near 
the Suuth-western corner, a river issued from it, which 
Roffirlg in a westerly direction went along the Rdwanhrud, 
and escaping fiom its Western extremity near the foat 
of th@ great mountah, f m e d  the first branch of the 
&tM. Yesterday evening I mounted upon a very hi ? bank, and thought that I perceived distinctly the who e 
of the llne d the shore, without seein any outlet, with 
h e  exception of a space near the 3. %. an% which a 
plojecthrg rock concealed from my view. t e r m i d  
tlcrt to leave this point in doubt, I took a fishing rod 4 
p, tbhing that I should have time to mmse mys& 
a lit& in one or other diversion and return b the am- 
*.--At abaa ten I begail my msrch ; an$ altbfgh 
very oPeak fiom the hquent attacks of fever to which I 

9 H f 2  
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had lately been subject, I felt confidence that I should 
accomplish the object without any material degree of 
fatigue.-As we were encamped about the middle of the 
northern side, I walked along the shore towards the 
West.-The beach was formed of fragments of stones 
rounded, and thinned when of small size, by the con- 

. tinual action of the waves : but in some places pat  
masses of red and green granite, marble, and lime-stone, 
had fallen from the face of the rock, which in many parts 
was 300 feet perpendicular. These stones, hquently 
washed by the surf, and glazed by the sun, afforded a very 
unsde footing : however, at this time it required only care 
to prevent falling, which would have endangered a limb, 
as some of the spaces. betwixt the stones were very deep. 
The steep bank was here and there cut by profound and 
precipitous watercourses, now dry ; but occasionally 
serving to convey the snow-water from the high tables 
upon the head of the bank into the lake. The fiont of 
the bank at the height of from ten to thirty yards, had 
houses of loose stones and wood built in recesses upon 
ledges ; but, as there were no stairs to them, I thought 
them inaccessible to human beings, except by means of 
ladders, of vhich I saw none. They were inhabited, as 
I beheld smoke issue from many, and are I presume the 
secluded retreats of monastic recluses of both sexes. One 
of these nuns accosted me by the name of Gmi Lama, 
and returning along with me, pointed to one of the rack 
habitations, which I concluded to belong to her, .and 
appeared by her gestures to invite me to it. However I 
was so ungallant as to refuse the lady's hospitality : for I 
cannot suppose that she had any other motive for her . 
civility than to offer me refreshment, or to ask charity, 
the disposition to which, the view of the inconveniences 
she was subjected to, by such a lodging, might possibly 
excite. A weather-beaten face, half stripped of its na- 
tural covering b~ the joint action of a hot sun a d  d 
wind, blistered lips, a long bushy beard, and mustachbs, 
in a country where the former is carefully plucked out, 



with a it not of the firmest, had probably raised emo- r tions o pity, and induced her to think I might stand in 
need of repose. Be it as it may, with the most cordial 
salutation and expression of thanks by dumb show, I 
took my leave, and went on with my sun7ey. 

After an hour's walk, the beach changed to a deep 
sand, in some places pure and in others mixed with 
pebbles. That on the water's edge was bordered by a 
line of wrack grass, mixed with the quills and feathers 
of the large grey wild goose, which in large flocks of old 
ones with young broods, hastelied into the lake at my 
approach ; 'and though I fired several times with buck 
shot, few took effect, from too great distance. These 
birds, from the nunhers I saw, and the quantity 
of their dung, appear to frequent this lake in vast 

, bodies*, breed in the surrounding rocks, and find an 
agreeable and safe asylum, when the swell of the rivers 
of Hinddstnn in the rains, and the inundation of the 
plains, conceal their usual food. Many aquatic eagles 

- perched upon the crags of rock; and several kinds of 
gulls skimmed along the skirts of the water. An un- 
usually large body of great black gnats along the beach 
rendered walking troublesome, from their aiming to get 
into the nose, mouth, and eyes: but, when the wind 
lulled, which it did for half an hour, they flew alon 
the surface of the water, and became the prey of a kin 5 
of trout without scales, which rose at them with extra- 
ordinary voracity, and with which the ,water seemed to 
be literally alive. I hoped by rounding the N. W. 
corner to have bad sport by throwing across the wind ; 
but it then suddenly chopped about, and a heavy surf beat 
upon the Western shore. As the bank approached this 

. angle, it declined to gentle elevations, leading to inter  

* From the known resort of the grey goose (the swan of Ilinrlrr . 
poets) to this lake, the bird is called in poetic language Afunasaucnr. 
or he, whose abode is the Manasa lake. Am. Cosh. b. 2. c. v. V .  43. C. 



rupted Table Iand, wd at its baee was a large bay, from 
the bottom of which rose a pyramidical red rock, con- 
nected with a lbe of ridge of high land to the bi er - 
to the North, and steep towards the South $on this 
was the house of a Lam wd many Gekrng, pitched m 
situations which produced a romantic effect, not a little 
heightened by streamers of various coloured cloth a d  
hair, floating from hi h poles fixed from the comers and 
roofs of the houses. keaving this and diverting my steps 
to the South, I went along the base of g d t e  rocks 
amongst such troublesome, rugged and slippery stones, 
as had interrupted my progress in the outset, till I 
reached a high, level, and firnl bank, which separated 
the water of the lake from that which accumulated by 
the slope of the surrounding upland, directing the melted 
snow into it. At the end of this natural barrier, I saw 
a p in t  of rock mnnin into the lake, from the top of 
which I flattered myself I shollld have a prospect that 
would command the whole of the shore to the S. W. 
corner, and put an end to a task which I now found 
somewhat too much for the little strength I possessed.- 
But I was severely disappointed: for on mounting a 
steep hill, of which the point in rluestion formed the 
front to the lake, another large mountain intervened to 

, prevent my view, with a deep valley between it, and that 
which I had too hastily concluded would finish my labour. 
When I had reached the summit of this, another equally 
high presented itself. My servants were much htigued; 
for my own prt ,  I was obliged frequently to lay down : 
and it was four o'clock when I reached a small religiow 
pile, whence I got a fair sight of the shore I was so anxious 
to see, with the exception of a very small portion that 
wes intercepted by the projection of a high bluff adgle 

s7 into the lake: unable to proceed from the aching 
of my imbs and inten~e thirst, which I could not gratify, 
I sent a trusty horkdrah to explore the angle which 
was concealed from my sight. The sky, which had fre- 
quently been overcast and disturbed with violent gusts 
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of wind, now became clear, and sunshine illuminated 
the whde of tbe cimumf- of the lake, so as to en- 
able me diehctlj  to define every portion of its shore 
close b the edge of the water, and up to tbe foot of the 
mountains by which it is embayed, with the exception 
of the point to which I had directed the harkcfrd to 
p d  : there were numerous traces of watercourses 
leading into it, the most important of which was the 
Krishnd sweepi down a ravine between two high B mountains of the id laya range, and expanding like a 
sheet as it approached the verge of the lake ; but not a 
break, nor any other appearance indicated the escape 
of any river or even of any small stream from it- 
Altbougb this was clear enough to the naked eye, I em- 
ployed a telescope ; and thisam well as the evidence of 
two servants who gave me an account of what they saw, 
shewed that the Mcilsdarhr sends out no rivers to the 
South, North, or West. 

At half past four I began to return, and descended to 
the shore, which was a bed of round pebbles that had 
fallen from the side of the mountains. Large. masses of . 
t h e  stones, imbedded in a hard cement like old 6~m 
mortar, in %me places obstructed the path, which a p p  
rently was more used by yaks, than trodden by the feet 
of man. I was in hopes that I should be able to reach 
the N. W. corner before the fall of night ; and by as- 
cending the high Table Land, that formed the summit d 
the Northern bank, avoid tbe deep sand and dangerous 
stony beach which I had traversed in the morning. 
Walking upon a flat surface, in some degree relieved the 
active aching and spasms of the thi hs and legs, brought 
on by great exertion in climbing an descendin but did 
not take away the soreness of the muscles. I t &  owever I 
laboured to the utmost extent of my power, but was much 
impeded in my progress by a strong wind which poured 
into the lake with vast.impetuosity f r m  the West, and 
rendered breathing difficult. Since morning the rind 
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had s h i W  four times, and had only been a little still fa 
half an hour. In spite of all my endeavours, I could not 
attain the granite rocks to the S. of the Lama's house, be- 
fore night came on ; and by another sudden change of the 
wind, the surf was thrown so high on the shore, as to 
efface all traces of the path, and leave scarcely room 
enough to pass between the face of the rock and the 
water.-In a small recess we lay down for a few minutes ; 
and as I had not seen the surface of the high land on the 
North, and the night was dark, I thought it, on the whole, 
more advisable to encounter the fatigue of wading through 
the deep sand, and the risk of injuring our legs and feet 
amongst the stones, than have the chance of failing over 
tlw precipice of the rock, or into any of the deep ravines 
bywhich its surface was broken. But there was another in- 
convenience, that was unforeseen and very annoying. The 
wind had put in motion the dry sand on the western ex- 
tremity of the northern shore, and this rose into our eyes 
and almost blinded us.-The servants who were with me, 
had eaten nothing since the day before ; I had only taken 
a cup of tea in the morning ; and, though in health, they 
were little less exhausted than myself. For my part, 
from the violent pain in my limbs, and the singularly ac- 
celerated action'of breathing, I was compelled to sit 
down every ten or fifteen minutes; and was in one of 
these halts overtaken by my harkdrah, who reported that 
he had gone nearly to the foot of the Himdaya moun- 
tains covered with snow, and had not seen the smallest 
trace of any river issuing from the lake. At half past 
eleven, benumbed\ with cold, and completely overcome 
i t h  fatigue, I reached my tent, where a cup of warm tea 

' was a most welcome refreshment. 

August 7th.-Thermometer 49". Pound my eyes in- 
flamed ; and observed that those who were with me, had 
alsosufferedinthesameorgan. S e n t f o r H a ~ s a ~ ~ a ~ ~ ,  
and observed to hin~ that the river which he had crossed 
on Sankhos sixteen years ago, did not, as he supposed, 

I 



poceed from Mdnsarbwar, but from some part of the 
Hid laya  to the west, and taking suddenly a western 
course, fell into Rhanhrad,  and led him into error on 
this point. He was very positive on the subject ; said 
he could bring the evidence of all the inhabitants of the 
neighbourhood in support of the truth of his assertion, 
and that my harkdrah had not gone as far as I ordered 
him to do. To settle this matter, the same harkdrah, 
and HAR DEO, the young pundit, were directed to pr* 
ceed as Far as the south-west corner. At half past 
eleven a t  night, they returned much fatigued, and suf- 
fering from the cold.-They stated, that they had gone 
beyond the south-west comer, and within 500 paces of 
the Krishna river on the south side, without finding any 
appearance of a river issuing from the lake, or of any 
former bed of a river which had escaped from it. The 
distance of the Lama's house from our encampment 
was 359 1 paces ; from the former place to the.foot 
of the mountain, from the top of which I made my 
survey, 12,500 paces: they went 5000 paces farther, 
making in the whole 8 1,62 1 paces, or about eighteen 
Engliah miles; which, doubled by their return, made 
their day's journey thirty-six miles. According to . their 
calculation, ,my journey consisted of twenty-four miles : 
but adding the crossing of the hills, it may fairly be esti- 
mated at three more. The distance altogether is but 
trifling ; yet the circumstances of my weakness from.pre- 
vious illness, the badness of the road, being benighted, 
&c., rendered its performance very distressing.--However, 
the fact of Mdnsarinuar giving rise to no large river, has 
been ascertained by it. The old pundit remained much 
dissatisfied with the decision, and a Lathkf traveller as- 
serted, that eight years ago the stream, which he men- 
tioned, actual$ existed ; and that it since that period 
dried up, and the bed has filled. Perhaps an earthquake 
may hrlve been the agent in this effect. I believe the 
period assigned tallies with that which was so mischievous 
at Sirinagar; and it might have extended to this place. 



Mhardunar or Mipang, of which we had no martrr 
of ascertainir~g by astronomical observation, the exact 
geographical situation, is bounded on the south by the 
peat Himdlaya, which pours its liquified anow into its 
basin ; on the East by a prolongation of the Caih ridge ; 
and gn the north and west by very high land under 
the form of mountain, table, ravine, and slope, all & 
clining towards it. In form it appeared to me obloag ; 
the sides of the east, west, and south, nearly stmi$; 
that of the north, and especially to the northeast, where 
there is a plain at the foot of elevated land, indented, and 
imgularly tending to the east. The angles were not 
sharp, or its figure would have appmhed nearer to a 
square than any otber; but it may be c o a  as ao 
i~egular oval. Its breadth from south to north, I esti- 
mate at about eleven miles ; its length about fif-. 
The water, except where disturbed by the wind near the 
beach, where it is sandy, is clear and well tasted. No 
weeds are observable on its surface, but grass is thrown 
upoll its banks from the bottam.-The middle and sides 
farthest from the spectator reflect green ; and, taken 
alto ther, it has a noble appearance, whether in an a& 
ta 3 or a quiet state. We had, however, but little oppur- 1 
tuoity of seeing it unruffled ; for the changes of t e m p  1 rature of the atmosphere are here extremely frequent and 
sudden, attended with great mutability in the wid.- I 

Considering the heat of the sun in the middleof the day, 
the vast bodies of snow on the summits of the neigh- 1 
bouring mountains, which produce their influence when 
the sun begins to decline, ad the breaches and gulleys 

the ranges of hills, it is not surprisii that there 
shod '"f be an almost continual conflict between opposite 
currents of air, or that the shifts of temperature should 
be frequent and great.-At what season this large basin 
is most full, I could not learn ; but I apprehend this must 
be the driest season, as the test part of the water- 
co- which I saw were But I faund no ap 
p r a n c e  of water-mark above four feet higher than the 

- 



present water line ; which would be wbolly inauj§cient 
to produce any overflow of irs banh. 

I saw a great number of Metous of y a b  between 
the low and high water-mark ; and, alhmgh the bones 
of the trunk and Limbs were bere and bleached, the heed 
was in almost every instance, and parqiculariy its fore 
parts, covered with the skin, to wbich the hair adhered. 
I could get no account of the c a w  of the number of 
the carcasea; but think it probable, that in the severe 
season the space between the banks and the water is filled 
by drifts of snow, and that the yaks going towards the 
lake fall into them, and are suffbcated. Adverting to the 
inetinet and experience of this animal, thie solution may be 
erroneous ; but I have none better to der.-At first it 
occurred to me that thy m&t have been sacrificed : 
however inquiry did not bear out this conjecture; nor 
could I d i m e s  any ground for thinking that these crea- 
twes are subject to epidemical diseases, which might have 
compelled them to resort to the lake, either to quench 
their thirst, or to alleviate their sufferings by bathing. 
With regard to the preservation of the skin in the fore- 
part of the head, this would soon dry from the influence 
of alternate heat and cold, there being little muscular 
substance between it and the bone to become soft and 
enter into putrehtion. 

Ailgrcst 8th.-Be ' to return towards Hindhtan. 
Thermometer ido.-Pdr. H. cut his and my name on a 
stone, and left it in a secure place. At eleven A. M. 
march. At 9 100 paces pass tenta of Tatars and JutMa : 
croos a watercourse, at 10,900 p c q  which was dry, 
when we went towards Mbwarbuwr, but is now two feet 
deep. At  19,126 paces encamp near aeven or eight 
tents. The valley of Gangri is aboat twelve miles b d ,  
and nearly twenty-four long. At the eastern ex'tremity 
is Mdnsarbururr : opposite is Rrfwanhrad.-The latter 
l a b  has always been represented as surrounding some 
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large portions of rock, a little detached from the great 
Himdchal : however, the view which 1 had of it, com- 
pletely destroys this idea. I t  consists of two legs, which 
are lon , and not very broad ; one leg runs eastward to- 
wards Rcinwrcimr, is straight, and ends in a point ; the 
other goes to the south amongst the hills ; and their di- 
vergence, forms an angle almost directly opposite to the 
town of Gangri or Darchan. I think I saw a stream 
issue out of it at the western side of this angle, which pro- 
bably communicates with the many streams which fonn 
the Setlcj : but this point I purposed to make out 
decidedly. 

Au wt 9th.-Thermometer 440. I suffered much 
fron~ if ever, and was unable to go to Rhsoanhrad. About 
sun-set the wind became very hlgh, and thick clouds, with 
loud peals of thunder, announced the approach of a , 
storm.-This began with hail, turned to rain, and at 
midnight a fall of snow took place, which lasted till 
morning. 

Augecat 1 0th.-At six in the morning, thermometer 39". 
. Our tents covered two inches thick with snow, which 

continues to fall. The streams on the plain much swol- 
len, many parts covered with water that were quitedry yes- 
terday. The ,mund very poachy, all prospect of visiting 
Rdwanhrad given up, and anxiety felt, lest a continuance 
of this weather should4 fill the passes of the Hirndchaf 
with snow, and exclude us from Hindzistan. Rdwanht-ad 
receives many rivulets from the southern face of the 
Caikfs ridge ; but a large body of water, it is probable, 
falls into it from the northern front of its snow-capped 1 
neighbour the W i m k h f  range.-I much y e t  to leave 
unsettled the question of a branch of the 3a tdrd  pro- 1 
ceeding from it  ; but must bow to the necessity of the case. 1 

On its banks vast numbers of wild geese are bred, and 
it is probably better stored with fish than M h s a r k r .  



ae one edge of its banks is fringed with ~I%EM of con- 
siderable height, and there is swampy land at the mouths 
of the streams, which empty themselves into its bosom, 
At a distance its water was of an indigo blue. The eastern 
leg appeared about five miles in length ; of that of the 
,southern one I could form no opinion, as it was lost in 
the mountains. The name is derived from &wan, so 
much fanled in the Rdmciym, and the Sanscrid word 
hrad, signifjing lake. The principal streams which rise 
,in the CaiZus, and disembo e, are, lst, the Siva Gang4 ; 
9d, Gaurf Gangti ; Sd, &khan Gadrdh ; 4th, Cdt9- 
+ant ; and there are many others without names. I t  
is said to be four times as large as Mdmarbwar ; but of 
this I can give no opinion. We have been forced to re- 
main here all day. At nine the snow ceased to fall, and 
was followed by rain that continued till three. At twelve, 
.thermometer at 69". At .sun-set rained again ; thermo- 
meter MI0. About midnight the rain ceased. 

Augurt I 1 th.-Thermometer 49". March at 9&, 
over a plain which is very poachy. Our yaks, though 
very strong, labour through the soft ground, into which 
they frequently sink up to their bellies ; but if left alone, 
would feed and wade along. English oxen would be 
much distressed and frightened in such quaggy soil. A 
hail storm induces us to halt at 9835 paces, near a small 
river, at three o'clock. Thermometer, Even. 49". 
CaiZh mountain is supposed to be the favourite residence 
of MAEA'DE'VA, and is situated opposite to the great 
lake of R h n h r a d ,  and little distant from that of Mdn- 
aarbwar. As its summit is always clothed with snow, it 
is but a cool seat : however this cold is said to be ne- 
cessary, on account of the poison which has heated his 
frame ever since he swallowed it at the period of the 

- 
Sankh Avattir. 

August 19th.-Thermometer 40". 
having in charge a ,  body of about 
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with Awa jm, in sacks, passed our encampment in the 
direction which we mean to fake. March at 86. At 
9.4100 paces, many wild assea, and some animals, which 
are thought more like mules than either horses or asses. 
At 6780 Gangri valley ends. The declivity goes to 1 
the left, and the water of this land falls into the Tfrtdpri 
river. At 7000, meet the old road. At 12,969, reach 
our ground opposite to our former encampment. 

A q w t  13th.-Thermome& ST. March at gh IS'. 
At 3970 p m  i H  into the Misar road. A t  4460 
d e s c d  to the bed of a rapid river, which we pass wer a 
k k h a  Were we found many Gelam families of Tatar 
sbqdmdg who had been carryin to M k r b r  the R ashes of their d e c d  ~lat ives,  t 53 15 paces descend 
to another river, in rapidity and volume of current similar 
to the former. As there was here a Sankho three feet 
in breadth, we thought it right to attempt to force our 
yaks over, loaded ; but they disliked going on account of 
the height of the hnks from the wate~,  and the roaring 
of the river as it ‘! escended through the contracted cban- 
nd. One, which was closely pressed, preferred legpin ~ 
into the water from a bank of stones seven feet high, at) f 
ewam under th6 bridge to the opposite side loaded. At 
14,886 paces reach Tllrt&pdirf. Wait in the veranda of 
the temple, where our wool is packed, until the arrival of 
oar cattle with the baggage, whieh did not take place till 
mar seven in the evening. Went into the temple to hear 
the Gelurns repeat their vespers, the recital of which was 
amompanied with cymbels, and the beating of a deep 
tDned drum. The performance of the ceremony rras 
p r e d e d  by the blowing of conchs from the top of the 
temple. We generaHy f w d  the Gelurns assisted by the 
Jud?.ta or DAdrmta.-One d these mcn said that the 
breach of chastity in a nun was compensated ty a fine of 
fifty rupees, and that of a monk or Gelum by one of sixq. 

A u p b  14th-Halt at TCr~cE$&rt. Thermometer 38.. 



A report is carrent amongst the Jrh-68 and DMrmfs, 
that the Owkhdli governorof S r f ~ g a r  has omitten th8t 
he understands two Em ass have gone by the Nfif, 
and two o t b  by the D Z5apaaqintohuul6r.  ~e 
destes imfomation may be conveyed to him, ay to who 
they are and with what intention they are going. 

Some J d h ,  whom we here met, were concerned in 
the bansaction respecting conveying shawl wool to 
Bekbrd fair for Mr. GI LLY AN, which had excited the 
attention of the Latcfkhk, caused their complaint to the 
Gfa n, and his severe edict 'nst the clandestine sale r G of s article. One man to me, that he bed been 
seized by AHMXD KHAN the L&hf, for having r 
small quantity in his possession, which he said he waa 
abclvt to make into,pdhl.-This day I was much 
indi6posed with fever. 

Augu81 15 the-Thermometer 44". March at 9' 30' : 
at 4700 paces come to an ascent of high Table Land. 
At 5836, a large river, supposed to issue from Rdwam- 
had ,  joins the Tdrat river, at S. 30 E. distant 1 i  mile, 
the little stream Wls into it here likewise. The stream 

&om this junction now takes the name of the =a. At 6393 arrive at some mud temples with 
many caves in the rocks, shewing the place to have been 
once a winter resort of the Z;Pn yaa, but now deserted. 
A violent storm of wind, thunder, lightning, hail, and 
rain, now sets in and lasts till marly an hour.-Rains 
again at sun-set. Thermometer 59". Find two Jurtriu 
encamped here on the mad to Kien-tang : one of these 
tradem reproached us with spoiling their market, by 
selling our goods at too low a rate. The Jdde bavq 
hitherto been the principal medium through which thi 
Viyau bave received, since the q u e s t  of the hills by 
the GorkRdZh, tbe produce of HindGatan and European 
merchandise ; and the have sold their wares at so high 
a rote, as to have con f! ned the demand to a few rich in- 
dividuab, wch as the &rpcm, Dkh,  and Nwbar. 
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August 16th.-Thermometer 45". M k h  at 8' 3d. 
River remaining close to the left. The low warm swampy 
land in the vales about Tirtdtprirt gives a grass, which is 
cut and carried as hay for winter provision, for the horses 
of the Garpan, and the people of Kien lung, Dad 
and Dzirnpti. , The grain called Awa-jau raised in 
Tikla-kote is also given to them durin the rigorous f season, and said to be hearty food. As is jpin p w s  
in a rigorous climate, it is worth while to 'send some to 
Britain for the use of the inhabitants of the western isles. 

. At 5880 paces, reach a steep rocky pass of a stone 
:laminated, rolled and whirled as at Tirtdp'pzirt, and appa- 
rently bound by the same ageucy. At 5600, broken 
ground presents appearances similar to ' those in which 
gold dust is found. At 5740, immense masses of broken 
rock of a browxi colour, much veined with quartz, in the 
cavities of which is much rock crystal ; that, which is 
small, generally transparent and regular in form ; the 
large crystals ordinarily discoloured, full of flaws, and 
fractured or shivered. At 6737, water drips over an 
.inclined plain of rock and tastes salt and nauseow. At 
,7 178, hot-water flows from the rock and covers the edges 
.of its course with stony concretion of a yellowish colour. 
.,4t 9465, reach a good sankho over the Setlej about fifteen 
paces long, and four feet broad. On the right bank anatural 
,fountain throws hot water a foot above its level, the edges 
of which are covered with a compact, hard, white, tufa, 
at a distance looking like ice. Come to our ground at 
Ah 10': wait in a cave till our baggage arrives: Have 
th:s day come 9765 paces, and encamp in a hollow sur- 
rounded by rocks formed by hot-water, opposite to the 
,town of Kien-lung, situated on spires of rock on the r i i t  
.bank of the Setlg dishnt 2 of a 'mile. The road of tb- 
day has been of a very rugged description : and the yaks 
pith the wool ,and baggage were o b w  to make a 
circuitous route over the tops of the hills, in order to 
prevent the loads being knocked off by the stones which 
proj.ected from the sides of the path that we toqk. Yet, 
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notwithstanding, many of the load8 fell, and at night it 
was discovered that the sirkar's bundle w a s  missing, alon 
with a small packet of Cashmfr saffron which I ha 
bought h m  the Latdkhf agent. 

a 
The whole of the country, from Tfrtd@rf to Kim 

Rrng or' Chinglung, exhibits abundant proof of the p m  
sence of minerals, and the rocks teem with springs of 
hot-water, impregnated with various mineral and saline , 

substances, which we had neither leisure nor means to 
analyze : the springs of Tfrtdpdri seem charged with 
calcareous matter alone, which in process of time becomes 
lime-stone, marble, and calcareous spar. Near Kien- 
lung, the hot-water contains calcareous matter mixed with 
salts. Still nearer to this town, it is charged with iron ; 
wd opposite to Kien-lung is a cavern into which drips 
water highly charged with sulphuric acid. This cavern 
is about twelve feet in breadth, at its mouth five feet high; 
and about fourteen feet in depth, from the entrance to 
the back part. The floor consists of projections of 
calcareous matter mixed with sulphur, and cavities or 
pools of water about four feet deep, transparent, highly 
charged with sulphur. Hot sulphureous vapur  issues' 
through numerous holes in the floor, and a person is 
thrown into perspiration almost immediately, without his' 
breathing being incommoded, by the sulphur steam, p.m- 
vided he stand npright : but he is seized with .coughmg 
and a sense of suffocation, if he crouch on the floor, as , 

happened to a Hindu who sat down. This occurs likewise 
in the grotto dei cani, and arises merely from the specific 
gravity of the sulphureous s being greater than that of 
the atmospheric air, with w f ich it does not mix with cele 
~ity. The sides of the cavern were formed by calcareous 
matter, and flour of sulphur, in some places straw colour, 
in others of a deep brimstone hue. The proportion of 
brimstone to the other material is near1 two to one. The 8 side is m soft, that it may be scooped o by,the hand, and 
is 8 little moist. I t  is rubbed into powder with ease, and 

a I 
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then mixed with oil which unites with the sulphm, and 
the calcareous matter subsides. Coal has not yet been 
found by the natives ; and hel is only afforded by the 
furze in small quantity. If fuel were plentiful, I appre 
hend, that many hundreds of tons of sulphur might be 
obtained from this cavern and the immediatdy s u m -  
ing calcareous rock ; which, even where white, is highly 
charged with sulphur. Immediately ip front of the mouth 
of the cavern, aud forming as it were its threshold, is a 
mound of calcareous stone, through chinks of which spring 
man jets of hot-water perfect1 y transparent, and of a 7 smel and taste very similar to that of Harmwg&. 
The vast walls and masses of rock, which have been 
formed by the action of hot springs in this neighboufid, 
shew an antiquity that b d e s  research and would dnd 
food for sceptics. 

The town of ~ien-lung, consisting of about a hundred 
small houses, built of unburnt bricks painted grey and Fed, 
is situated upon the summit of a cluster of spirea or 
natural pillars of indurated clay i,n the face of hlgh banks. 
of the same material, which overtop it by at least a bun- 
dred feet ; whilst the town itself is at least .900 feet above 
the bed of the river, and in a retiring angle. This kind 
of situation seems particularly affected by the Unias for 
their winter retirements ; and the preference is fmded 
upon judicious principles; for, from the conical sbape 
of the pinnacles which form the foundation of the h-, 
the snow slips from them and falls into the valley below ; 
the height of the rocks behind guards them h m  the force 
of the winds which sweep over the summits of the hills, 
and the elevation of the town above the level of the plain 
prevents the inhabitants -from feelin the blaats which 
frequently rush along the course-o f ~e river with a 
violence which can scarcely be conceived.-At present, 
from this being the sewn most favourable for p a a m  
the greatest part of the inhabitants have left the t o m  
and gone to a distance with their flocks and herds. 



Auguat 1r3th.-Th~1110mr 4%. Four men .wen? 
dispatched before day-break in search of the sirkar's 
bundle, which they found,. and returned by nine o'clock ; 
however, as the servants had begun to cook their victuals, 
we could not march till Ih 50'. The hest was.very 
great.-At 500. paces a stmng sulphureous smell issues 
h m  hot springs ; the roeks stained yellow with hlphur, 
which appears in considerable quantity mixed with earth, 
in mterstices betwixt masses of' rock. At 9875, the 
channel of the river, from being broad, suddenly reduced 
to 50 ards; road along its edge stony. Reached our 
gronn g at seven P. M., 8583 paces. This has been one 
of the most*qged marches we have had in the U'nd&. 
As it grew dark, we fired carbines occasionally, to apprize 
our people behind of the direction we were encamped 
in ; and at half past nine had the satisfaction to, see 
them anire without having met with Bny seriaus accident. 

A u p t  18th.-Thermometer 97". March at 8' 55'. 
Some of the yak cows left the watercourse and went up 
the rock, the face of which became steeper as they ad- 
vanced. One of them, finding. herself separated fiom - 
the great rims of her companions, without hesitation 
leaped from a height of about fourtekn feet into the dry 
watercourse, apparently without being hurt by the shock : 
and her example was fdlawed by those which had taken 
the same peth. 

At 6900 pates, eomrnenee descending to a river formed 
of two hrenches, the right coming from S. 5 W. the left 
S. 35 W. They run N. SO E. At 7635 rench the point 
at which the streams just mentioned join, and, breakin 
through a high mountain, fa11 into the Stlej. The ban k 
on this side is as it were dissected ; the softer parts having - 
been washed from the harder strata : the latter present 
a very irregular and extraordinary prqjecting surface. 
At 7700, e m s  the river 14 feet deep ; at 8000 descend to 
the second rker, the water of which is more clear, and ttr 

a 1 9  
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banks afford more grass and h m  for fuel. At 8030, 
cross and encamp at I". P. M. Here we observed on 
the banks of the river nmy  lam of a kind of locust, 
which breeds on the stony plains of Tataty, marked on 
the body with a yellow ring on a black ground,.and having 
a large horn in the tail. Two species of locusts breed 
here : one with purple 'wings ; by clapping. the horny 
cawa strongly together, it makes a smart crack as it h. 
The other is twice as large, the carcass and wings of a 
yellow, spotted with points a little darker. 

High wind from the H i k h a l ,  which, lasted h m  
three to night-fall. Thermometer at seven P. M. S. 

d u p t  19th.-Sllght k t .  Thermometer 37". hfarch 
at 7". At 1300 pces, observe tbat the two rivers which 
we crossed yesterday join due east about 9.00 yards. At 
5000 commence ascending the gorge, and reach the sum- 
mit of height which shuts the valley. At 5940, arrive at 
a pile of stones and descend by a tolerabl good road, on 
wbich were many small fragments of d' $ erent ,coloud 

. jasper and white agate ; to the right is the river formed 
by two streams, and now running parallel to our line of 
march about 94 miles distant. At 15,700 commence 
descending ; the town of DQ+ in sight. This is built 
on a steep eminence forming pnrt of a ridge stretching 
from the side of a mountain and sloping to a river, but 
risiig at least 300 feet above the bed of the latter. Some 
ruined buildings on another eminence are separated &om 
the town by a deep leu, in which runs a stream of de- 
licious wak. The gb, ks of this watercourse, cut into 
step or narrow beds, are nowcovered by the grain called 
Ataa jau now in ear, and watered by cuts from the stream 
begun near ice source. Tbe relief afforded to the eye by 
dwelling- this, after having been so long tired with 
thejv&itm of bare rocks and of plains most scantily 
sprf with verdure, is such as cannot be conceived 
except by those who ehance to ha* been in such situp-. 



tiom. 'The inhab;ltants have also been equally industri- 
ous in turnin to account a shelf of gently-sloping land 

. at the foot o ! the ridge water& by the large river. The 
regularity and luxuriance of the crop shew, that the soil 
would be very grateful if the farmer would irrigate suffi- 
ciently. 

Augud 20th.-Halt at DpimpEi. Thermometer 49': 
The warmest day we have had since our arrival on the, 
U'ndks. AYER SINGH arrived atten this morning. I t  
appears that a dawk, or post c a d  by horses, regularly 
goes from Ghertope to Ouchong ( k g a .  J Each horse 
performs twenty kos a day ; and the journey takes up 
twenty-two days at this rate. So that, giving the kos aa 
two miles, the distance may be estimated at 880 ,piles. 
The intermediate country is most thinly peopled. The 
shawl goats are from Latlfkh to h a ,  where it is said 
there are sheep with finer wool than here. The Ouchong 
merchants buy woollen cloth at Ghertope from the 
h t d k h i  and Jdrl traders. 

This day has been hot, with the exception of about 
half an hour, during which we had a smart shower of 
hail. Thermometer at night 56". We were obliged to 
halt this day, on account of our cattle bein much tired, 
not only from the continued marching that $ey have had, 
but from their having seldom been able to fill their bellies 
on account of the scarcity of grass in the course of our 
route. 

A ~ p r  9 l st.-Thermometer 45". Leave DCmp4 at 
Sb 50'. At 380 paces cross a small river, the water from 
which is made use of for irrigating some step of land 
sown with Aunz-jau. At 65.1 4 reach Table Iand ; a 
house of unburnt bricks about ei hty yards to the left; 
to the S. four or five others, whic f constitute the vil t of Gengoul, formerly tolerabl populous, but now near y 
deserted. I t  bears S, 60 d fmm ow e~~campmet at 
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6740, at which we arrived at two P. M. The fuxze ad- 
joining the Awa-jau fields, with some springy land, 
formed a favourite resort to hares ; and many Chakbrs* 
were heard in the neighbouring hills ; and taking our guns, 
Mr. H. and myself had good spr t .  Found a partridge 
very like that of England in plumage and size, but which 
had a strange grunting call. This bird ran astonishingly 
swift, and I could not make it take wing. The Chskors 
bmd in the hilk, and afforded excellent diversion, al- 
though at the same time it was very laborious and not 
*tbout danger. This day three of our loaded yaks fell 
over a steep bank from thirty to forty feet high into a 
r a v k  ; sod, although they had struggled much to & 
entangle themselves, lay on their backs unable ta get 
up; on the ropes being cut, they rose apparently mtb 
very little injury. Thermometer at night 55". 

Aug.asst $qd.-Thermometer 37". March at 8' 45'. 
At 1 1800 p a w  arrive at a pile of stones with religious 
inscriptions carved upon them. DBbd looks larger from 
hence than from the approach to it on the Nitf road. 
We were welcomed by a crowd of half-naked, dlrty,mged 
children, in terms of friendship, and they were made 
b p p y  for the moment by a few scraps of broken b i t  
and some raisins. We proceeded to our original encamp 
ment in the town, having completed 18,575 paces at 4h 
40' P. M. We thought it proper to inform the WazC 
4 Dkba of our arrival, end to 'inquire where it  would 
be agreeable to them that we should pay them a visit; 
to this a reply was sent, that they should be elad to see 
us the following morning.-Abou t half-past eight in the 
evening, the old pundit came to say that the moon was 
eclipsed, and we immediately heard the s o d  of trumpets 
and beating of drums &d gongs from the temple of 
NA'RA'YAN, and that erected on the site ot'theold place 
of the SU'RJABANS RA'JA'. This I presume was in- 

* Perdix ruh. 
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teuded to drive away the dragon, which during the time 
of an eclipse, is supposed by' the Chinese to attempt to 
devour the moon. This eclipse was a total one; but 
the obscurity was much less dense than I ever before 
observed it. Thermometer at night 55". 

Augwt !i?Sd.-Halt at DdbQ, or as pronounced, 
DAdpu. Thermometer 40" at sun-rise. A t  nine, a 
messenger from the Wazir and Dkbn stated, that they 
were ready to receive us. In  an apartment on the roof 
of the government house, we found the Wazir and Dkba, 
along with the brother of the Garpdn, and a person 
whom we took for a commander of cavalry, seated in an 
open verandah, in front of which we placed ourselves on 
a cushion.-The presents made this time were less costly , 

than those on our first interview with the youn6 Wazfr 
and Ddba. After the usual complimentary inqu~ries, the 
Galpdn's brother remarked, that our journey had taken 
up a considerable time, and that he feared, if our return 
to Hindtistan were much longer delayed, it might be 
stopped altogether by a sudden fall of snow filling all the 
passes : a circumstance not unusual at this season of €he 
year. In answer to his remark, it was observed, that we 
had been somewhat delayed by an illness which attacked 
me sooil after I left Ghertupe ; and that our cattle had 
been so reduced by continued marching and scanty supply 
of food, as to be incapable of proceeding as quickly as 
we wished.-That we were very solicitous to return to 
our homes, and should depart as soon as our cattle should 
be a little recmited, and the Waz4r and Dkba wouM 
assist us by hiring cattle to enable us to carry our wool 
to Nftt.  This latter they promised to do without delay. 
I exchanged a knife with the Wazlr for a curved horn 
snuff-box. After a sitting of two hours, during which a 
plate of raisins was placed before us, we took leave and 
made a visit to the Lama. The old man was apparently 
much pleased to see us and had tea prepared, of which 
according to our H i n h  character we  could not partake. 
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Mr. H. brought as much orange cloth as would make 
him a dress, but this he refused, saying the weight of the 
obligation would be too great, it being out of his power to 
make a suitable return tor such civility. I found that a 
knife and pair of scissors would be acceptable to him, 
and I sent for them. He was most highly 
this token of r rd, and gave us some slips o pa*' gauze sent by 
to him by theTkba Lama, along with some red comfits 
d e  of flour, water, and some red colouring matter ; 
they were insipid, but having been made by the holy 
hands of the head of the church of this country, were 
said to possess extraordinary virtues, provided tbey were 
eaten before any other thing in the morning. These 
properties lay in a very small space; for the comfits 
were no bigger than partrid e sbot. Wing desirous of 
bringing a specimen of the &nia writing, some of whish 
bad appeared to me very neat, I requested, that he would 
give me a written paper, as also one that had been 
printed. In compliance with my desire he gave me three 
slips of blue paper, on which some prayers were written 
in letters of gold by a Gelum lately dead ; and with his 
own hand he struck off from a wooden block another 
prayer on a piece of coarse Litbarua paper. In the 
latter, having placed a few grains of Awa-jau, he blessed 
it, and wrapping it round with an orange-coloured silk 
thread drawn out of an open stuff with loose ends a p  
parently for this purpose, he recommended us to ha- it 
in a particular direction, and we should find it in some 
respects useful to us. He caused some tea-leaves in a 
mass to be brought to us, along with a small piece of 
soda, which is in this country always emplo ed to extract 
more of the colouring matter and flavour o f the tea than 
would be done by the water alone which is here hard. 
A cheese made of meal and milk slightly daubed over 
with coarse su r, and having a few raisins stuck in it, F with a cake o a sweetgeat made of sugar and butter, 
and a large plate of raisins, formed his present. The 
cheese laad a very strong smell, and as well as the tea 



and sweetmeet was given to our servants. The old man 
finding, that we would not take back the cloth, requested 
that it mi ht be given him the following day in the pre- 
sence of f e Gelurn. The more we have seen of this 
priest the more we are pleased with the simplicity of his 
manners and the liberality of his sentiments, as far as thg 
stupidity of our interpreter would give us to understand 
bis conversation. 

In the evening we were desired again to visit the Wazir 
and Ddba. The were en@ in writing to the Garpcm; 
and we requested: that a letter, in general terms, inform- 
ing him of ow safe arrival, and expressing our tlianks 
for his attentions, might be transmitted to him in our 

; name; which was done. I t  was promised, that on the 
followin morning some cattle should be brought, that. we 
might A c t  two for our own riding, at the rate of fifteen 
rupees nominal per head, and that others would be fur 
nished to cany our wool and baggage. Two trays, con- 
tainiq rice with a lump of butter, secured in' a piece of 
the skm of a yak with the hair on, were put before us as 
a present, along with a plate of raisina ; and a written 
order, signed by the Wazfr and Ddba, for five goats, was 
directed to be given to the steward, who would on re- 
ceiving it immediately forward the animals. Thermo- 
meter 55" in the evening. At night the Wazir sent an 
agate snuff-box, in exchanae for that of horn. After I 
had the latter in my possession, I observed a small ring 
of gold, by means of which the bottom was capable of 
being taken out in order that the snuff may be put in, 
the mouth being too small for this purpose. I could not 
h:lp thinking, that the Wazir had overlooked this cir- 
cumstance in the first instance, and now recollecti~~g it, 
thought he had made a bad bargain. Under this impres- 
sion, and resolving to defeat hi avarice in this matter, I 
pretended to misunderstand his me , and returned 
another knife with a small silver-cap 3 glass salt muffi- 
neer that had been admired in the morning by him. The 
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agate box was in the shape of an ntn flattened at the sides, 
and surmounted at each shoulder by the mask ofa satyr. 
This appem to me an antique of Grecian workmanship ; 
or, if it should be of Xztar fabric, the hollowin does 

- credit to their ingenuity. The Wrrxtr seemed p 
with his new bargain. 

L 
August %4th.-Thermometer 39". This morning we 

went to the lodgin of a Lathkhi-Cashmfrian merchant, 
who shewed us 4 &an leather and French woollen 
cloth, The LathkRi said, that the Rubsians had latterly 
imported much merchandise into this part of Tatary 
through Yarkund, which is forty days' journey from 
Latdkh and fifteen from Bokham. 

At night the Waair and the m t  of his council sent for 
the old pandit, and the brother of the Garpcin said, that 
they were anxious for our departure, lest some accident 
might occur to us, which would be a source of great un- 
easiness to them. That we had now passed through 
their country once; end as we were Firinghis, we wnld 
not be allowed to coine a second time. The pandit Ad, 
that they well knew he was conscious that they had it 
not in their power to prevent our visiting the country 
whenever we pleased. That whether we should do so 
or not depended upon the orders of our superiors ; but, 
if we should, our dealings would always be governed by 
the same integrity which they had alr;:dy witnessed, 
and which they couM not but approve. He then de- 
parted. This day a well lookin Juart in a clean dress, 
of the nameof DEB or DEBA I INGH, came to pay his 
respects to us; he was son to a man of consequence of 
the name of D~aaru', who had ordered him to come 
over, and, whether we were Mahanta or not, to offer his 
services in whatever we thought he might be useful. If 
he thought us not Mahants, he was directed to say that . . 9000 men were ready to take arms for the cause of the 
R&jb whenever a rallying point was furnished. He said, 
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that, as our journey had been long, and we had, he un- 
derstood, been made to incur unnecessary expense, he 
sbould be happy to furnish a draft on Sn'nagat. for a 
thousand rupees, if it would afford us any accommoda- 
tion, and would take the amount a t  Hari&1ar, either in 
goods or money, as might be most agreeable to us. We 
thanked him for the offer ; which we declined, but em- 
ployed him in some little offices in which he was service- 
able. I sold the whole of the coral beads I had provided, 
for ninety rupees, to AMR SINGH, who passed them over 
to Dds SINGH for fifty shawl-wool goats and twenty 
sheep, to be delivered to him at Nitf, and to be brought 
down to ChiCkia by HARKH DE'B. This, though much 
under their value, was the best return I could form, as, 
in the event of accident to our first batch of goats, the 
second might fill their place ; and this precaution was the 
more necessary, as all the persons we met with, said, that 
by far the eater part of these animals, if take11 through 
the hills d ore the add weather should have set in, would 
die on the march. 

A u p r  95th.-Thermometer 4 1 ", The FVaz tr and 
Ddba sent word, that the yaks would be ready to take 
our loads this morning ; we returned an answer, that we  
should not be able to march until the following morning : 
and that this would depend upon their performing their 
contract. A messenger returned with twelve rupees from 
the Wazir and-kba, instead of a like number of goats 
which they had undertaken to supply, but now said they 
could not furnish ; and this was soon followed by those 
persons who said that the people from Gherdope were ex- 
tremely anxious to return, and expected we would set off 
this morning, as they could not depart until we had 
began our march. We repeated our arguments and 
ordered our cattle out of the town to graze. An order 
was given by the Wazir, &c. to  hut the gates, and we 
sent two resohrte men to open it, and to turn out the yaks. 
'his they effeeted witt!out resistance.--We then remon- 
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sb-ated in very strong terms with the Wazfr and Ddba 
on the impropriety, and meanness of their conduct ; after 
a little conversabon they. both appeared ashamed, and 
said they did not act from themselves, but under the 
authority of the Ghertope messen rs by order from the 
Qarprfn. Immediately after the !7= Vazlr and Dkba re- 
turned, these people learnt our intention, and without 
waitin for our visit, saddled their horses and went ofX I The azfr and Dkba, sent word privately, that, if we 
would take saffron, they would in the evening take some 
of our cloth. The Lathkhl s f i n  is I-eceived by the 
Latdkhfs from the Cashmfrian traders, in payment h r  
the shawl wool furnished b the latter ; and r 7 ~ n  8z' to the Unim in payment or the wool taken rom 
I t  appears to me pure, but dear ; however, the highness 
of price is, in some measure, owing to the form of the 
transaction being by barter. According to our promise 
we went to the government house, where we were re- 
ceived with a cordiality calculated to &e the impres- 
sion of tlle late transactions, and which our conduct on 
the occasion shewed had produced that effect. The 
Wazfr and Dkba said, that really there was much dan- 
ger of our entering Hindtistan being prevented altoge- 
ther, if our departure were delayed; that if they fol lod 
their own inclination, they could mlsh us to stay longer ; 
but the season was' advanced, and it would much grieve 
both the Garpdn and themselves if any accident were to 
occur to us. 

Augusf 86th.-Thermometer 57'. We commenced 
our march from DL66 at ten A. M., following the dim- 
tion by which we arrived at first, in which line we con- 
tinued, and crossing the Tail reached the junction of the 
two.streafns before mentioned at twelve, having come only 
about three miles. Hem the measurement commenced as 
we took a new road. At ah 30' took up our ground for en- 

eampmentm Our 
did not reach w till eight at 

night, in consequence o many of the loads fding off, 



h m  the ruggednese of part of the d, and from our 
p p l e  having kept in the direction of the former line in- 
stead of following us exactly. . The road we have now 
taken is in the straight line for Nft i ,  the 0 t h  was cir-. 
mitous, but better. DE~BSINOHCUD~ intheevening, 
and promised to send us three fat sheep for our consump 
tkm on the road. When the sun set it became very 
cold ; before ~un-set thermometer 48'. 

cattle had been much reduced by 
to Mchuarhr and 

had performed their work of yester- 
it was therefore judged advisable 

to halt, that they might have a chance of filling their 
bellies, although the pasturage was even here but scanty. 
DE'B SINOH was very anxious to receive a certificate of 
his endeavours to be useful, and a recommendation that 
he should be permitted to enter the ~ornpany's provinces 
p e g  only the usual duties. The papers required by 
DE B SI NOH were given to him, and he took his leave 
highly satisfied in appearance. Much ice in the river this 
morning. 

Alcgwt 28th.-Hard frost. In some p k  the ice 
was aj) inches thick. Thermometer 98". Marched at 
9. At 7300 paces reach our ground, and encamp at 1 f h  
SO'. Thermometer in the open air 67". Found many 
ammonites in iron-stone, generally broken. Much iron 
in the mountains, which have scarcely any vegetable upon 
them, and are rapidly frittering into fragments. We are 
now about one thirdof the Ghhti which separates Hin-. 
ddistan from Tda~jr. Mountains are less hlgh and bold 
than those farther on in BQitdn. Two yaks have been 
left behind from fatigue. although the march has not been 
long, yet parts have beeo very distressing. The rivulet 
or rather river (for when it fills i b  channel it well deserves 
this name,) is called ChmgJu. i t  is formed by three 
or hur branches, which issue from the heights below 
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hhe Nfit G h u ,  and it dbanbogues itself into the 
&tro'. 

A y p t  99th.-Thermometer 89". Hard h t  ; and 
very cold to our feelings. Leave our groend at ten 
A. M. At 3745 psces reach the bed of the river near 
d c h  we halted on the first day, after crossing lhe Ghtftf, 
in our road to D&&. The name of this is Janrlri. It  
rises N. 85 W., and runs N. 80 E. to the  set^. The 
banks are fonned by stupendously lofty mountains. At 
6195 reach the Ghhtf, which separates BGtan frwn the, 
U'ndks, and which has upon it a large pile of stones, the 
&ering of havellers, surmounted by rags in token of the 
victory they achieved in reaching so geat a height. 
The GLhf is about half a mile broad, almost without any 
veget&le. The wind h m  the &itan mountains covered 
~ i t h  snow is most piercingly cold. We turned out of the 
road, to the left hand, and, in order to save a little distance, . 
scaled an ascent which cost us double in time. One of 
the yaks, which had fallen from a precipice a few days 
before, and received such a shock as rendered him unfit 
for carrying a load, after he had ascended a few steps, 
suddenly returned, and ran downwards towards the river 
as rapidly as the badness of the road wouM admit, and 
faster than any one who has never seen these a n i d s  
eve1  over crags would suppose p s i & .  I had got 
upon a J& (or mule between a yak and a cow), and 
was bringinu up the rear. The animal charged me, and 
miesvousa8 to overthrow my steed, rho  however stmd 
firm. Luckily he took my thi h between his horns, and 
did not hurt me materially. fV hen he hund rwm, he 
did not repeat the attack, but continued his course towad 
the river, upon the bonk of which he stood still. I leaped 
off the Jabfi, had him secured, and passed a cord tbmugh 
a hole in his nose. %bough one of the most &table 
animals I had ever seen, before the fall, he now was 
become whdly the reverse : I saw, that some derange- 
ment of the brain had t a k a  place, and was obliged to 



abandon him. Another yak, the best of my, had, actually 
separated the hoofs from .the toes of the hind. feet iu 
exertions to climb the stones ; and after bleeding very 
largely and prosecuting his journey in great pain, whell a 
stop was made to allow of the others taking breath, he 
also Fefused to proceed. The U'nfap, who had brought 
the w d  on ,hire, on the Waair and DLba's cattle, 
sat down every five or six steps on stones, and smoked 
and spun yarn till the animals were disposed to pm.eed. * 

This was a terrible day. The descent was very slippery 
as well as steep, and required great' -precaution. The 
ascent of the acihdl measured 9 1 1 0 paces, the descent 
1750, At 9835 reach a good grassy plain on the left 
bank of the rivulet, which runs from the Qhbf to the 
south, in order to fall into the Daulf and encamp at 5 h  
50'. The goats reaching the bottom. of the G h k f  first, 
instead of taking the right road, by the cwlessness of the 
people in charge, went up a crag about 500 feet above the 
level of the r o d ,  and very leisurely placed themselves on 
the very edge of the precipice ; a mountaineer, native of 
K d G n  followed them, and by throwing stones and 
calling, at leagth succeeded in dislodging them from the 
dangerous post they had taken. The latter rank, in coming 
down, deranged loose stones which tumbled down an 
abrupt slope, by which they descended with a force: tbat 
threatened to overthrow those which were nearest the 
bottom; and it really was entertaining to see with wbat 
address, whilst at a run, they avoided the blows of 
the rolling stones without turning thiir heads in the 
direction of their descent. In  this march we met with 
much wild Chanci *, not yet ripe. This might be an 
acquisition to the mountains of W l a n d  and Wales. 
Thermometer at night 3g0, wind high. 

August 30th.--Snow falling on the adjacent moun- 
tains, and in less quantity on our tents ; thermometer 37". 
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Had we not crossed the GAcftf yesterday, we should 
have found it difficult to-day. As the pasturage here 
was good, and it is a long-time since our cattle'have 
fairly filled their bellies, we halted this day. In the 
course of the morning the U ' n f a ~  in charge of the WazWs 
sheep came up, and stated that they could not bring up 
our cattle : that at the foot of the dry watercourse bemg 
unwilling to move, and the other very lame. Thermo- 
meter at night 4 1 '. 

August 3 1st.-Thermometer 4 lo. Water frozen 
durin the night. Frost greatest just before sun-rise. 
~ i r c f  at eight A. M. At 1980 paces arrive at the bed 
of the Daulf river. The stream is now much 'broader 
and deeper than when we crossed before. The rivulet, 
near which we encamped last might, falls into the Dault 
here, which is about two feet deep and very rapid. The 
descent was very rugged, and winding amidst large blocks 
of stone : much of the C h a d  on both the banks of the 
river ; the grains s~naller than that cultivated ; but the 
plant throws out many pods, much foliage, and appears 
hardy.-At 5700 paces reach the ground on which we 
encamped in going; and, finding our cattle much fatigued 
from the badness of the road, abandon our intention of 
endeavouring to reach Gbtang. When we went to the 
Vndds, the mountains, by which we are now surrounded, 
were almost entirely bare; they are now covered with 
verdure ; and many of the plants going to seed. The 

I *white, yellow, and red flowering strawberry have bore 
abundance of flowers, but only a cone of seed without 
any pulp. Whetlicr in a more kindly soil, they would 
produce fruit may be worth trying. 

September 1st.-Thermometer 36". March at eight 
by the same route we came. Descend the steep OhStf 
to the bed of the Dadf. One of the yciks could not be 
driven round the projection of rock which led to it, but 
resolutely charged back again in spite of sticks and stonecs. 



The Dnim went by a lower md .bog the steep f.ra 92 
the rock. The stream of tbe Dauli was very rapad and 
'reached half way up tbe yak's shdder. After having 
@me about a hundred yards, perpeadiculas rocks, dipping 
into the river, compelled them to cross again tu the right 
bank, and %.third crossing took place immediately above 
the Sanga, which was so bad that our men were afi.aid 
of oing abng it even with very t loads. Tbeu a p  f, p e  en&- were reasonable eno for the hnga was 
made only of two loose sticks with large b 
stones sloped nearly in the angle of 46". At 6 100 paaes, 
the D a d  meets the stream which comes from behind 
the Nor-NbrByan Parbat near M r f d h .  This 
river is larger than the Dad. Of the two arches of 
snow, which lay over the river as we passed before, one 
bad dissolved, and nothing remained but the abutmsnts ; 
the other was entire and still of p a t  thick~~css. Tha 
d was almost as bad as d b l e  Indeed it is scarcely 
in the power of imagination to suppose, that such a slu- 
k e  could be trodden by men and 'attle, without their 
being precipitated into the Dazclf, which rolled a tre- 
mendous current at the hot of the slope, over which the 
path tun (if that could be with any pmpiety called euch 
a name, when efficed in many piaces by reoent dip, a d  
in others by blocks of stones, for near1 a quarter of si 
mile together.) This was a march '2' disaster. The 
yaks, in inclining their bodiea tofiKarde the mountain t~ 
prevent their slipping into tbe river, strack their loads 
against portiom of rock, a d  tore the packap. At 
every hundred yll.ds, b r e  waa a cry of mmethmg bein 
.imng. The people mxiw to getwer the dangers an! 
Micultie~ of the march, in opposition to w h  I could 
sey, persisted in driviog the cattle too W. The day 
wae.very hot; aPd the yaks, opprasscd by the heat, tfic 
weight of their bmrthem, and the i##aarant calli 4 
&giag ofmme8, folmd Po rrme *md way of&* 
from these annoyances, tban by running dawn the a 
perpendicular face of the rock and drrshing into the cold 

4 n 
/. 



stream. ' Sometimes by the- slipping of tlie soil they fell 
into the water with some violence, and after cooling 
themselves, to my great mortification, perally lost their 
loads in climbing over stones to regam the road. At 
3, reached our ground; and in the evening, I had the 
mortification to learn, that two yaks in the last detacb- 
ment could not be brought forward. One had slipped 
into a niche in the bank of the river and could not get 
up; and the other had become so very lame, as to be 
unable to pass over the sharp edged blocks of stone 
which lay in the road. At night' thermometer 56". 

September 2d.-Halt at &fang. Thermometer 56". 
At ni&t, 58". 

+tember 3d.-Thermometer 440. March at 10, 
A. M. . The sight of trees is extremely pleasing after 
our being so long absent from them. The rhubarb had 
now run to seed. I cut up many roots, but found 
the whole more or less spongy and rotten. From tbe 
holes I have seen in the Turkg rhubarb, and its ir- 
regular knobby form I apprehend that this is its usual 
habit. Gentian is met with in great abundance, is called 
here Catcf, and 'ven in infusion to goats and sheep; t most especially, w en, in travelling towards Hindbtan, 
they are supposed to be distressed by heat. The woods 
here are composed of birch, the great Rhododendron*, 
willowt, and mountain-ash with brown berries. The 
d was extremely bad ; and the trouble we had from 
the falling off of the loads, .and from our yak cows and 
calves straying up the mountains, and down the sides of 
stupendous precipices, where it m a s  scarcely possible for 
them to 'fix one claw, is not to be conceived. It wes I 

nearly night when I reached Nitf, notwithstanding AMB 
SINGH brought several yaks to assist us. The lame yak 
waa brought to Gotdng, and there left to recruit in the 

Rhododendron puniceurn, Ror. 
t Salix tetMpenna. k. 



abundant pasture of that place; that, which had fallen 
into a nodk of rock near the river, could not be found. 
The upper part of Bzitdn is now suffering much fiom 
scarcity of grain, in consequence of the Jziarfs and 
Dkarmfs plundering the Gangdrfs, or people living on 
the banks of the Ganges within the hills, who were in 
the habit of bringing up the gain they raised, and that' 
which they procured from below. * 

September 4th.-Thermometer 54" in the morning ; , 
80" at noon. In the afternoon there was a of rain, 
accompanied by thunder. At night thermometer 54". 
The gooseberry-bushes, which were in flower when we 
were here before, are now full of fniit, of which only a 
few are ripe. They are, as I conjectured, of the b u r  
gundy kind, but small ; and the' pulp is much smaller 
than that of England in proportion to the bulk of the 
seed; but this may be remedied by cultivation. Of 
currants I found two varieties, one orange-coloured with 
small fruit in small clusters, the other of a dark purple 
or rather nearly black in large bunches from a tree, with 
bark like that of the black currant in England, but with 
the flavour of the red one, only Inore acid. This moming 
we sent to announce to the Sdydnas that we had ar- 
rivect, were anxious to depart, and were in want of pro- 
visions. In the evening ARJUN and GU'J aa came, and 
said that the terms of carrying the baggage should be 
adjusted to-morrow. 

September 5th.-Thermometer 48'. At night 69". 

September 6th.-Morning cloudy with small rain ; 
thermometer 59". At night 54". 

September 7th.-A party of Gorkhall Siphis, con- 
sisting of a havildar and four privates, arlived today 
for money due from the Nftias to their company under 
the command of R t r ~ c ~ r  THA'PA'. The havildar 

2 K 2  
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brou ht a letter from B H A W A ~ N ~  SINWI, ordering the 
iVitfpeople to render every assistance in their power to 
us ; and that, if they should not do so he would levy a 
k v y  h e  upon them. The havildar came to p y  his 
respects to us, and said, that he had received directions to 
pay every attention to us in his power, and that he should 
immediately procure caniers. We gave him five rupees 
in Timashas, as an eanmt of what he might expect if 

- he exerted himself. He promised, that we should start 
to-morrow. In about an hour he returned with three 
o k  Sijdhls, aml twenty rupees were tendered to him 
as sqbeietence money to the carriers. He refused this 
at first, saybg that our effects were to be conveyed free 
d expense to Jdaht Maih. This we declined, m 
was improper fbr people coming on objects of ~2 
(piety),to have beegage carried without hire ; aPd he took 
the money. 

&pteder 8th.-At 1 9 b  30' we began our march. At 
S O 0  paces reach Gamedi, whence the people took up 
our loads immediately. At 33 15 croa the Sadha of 
the rivulet fmm the right, now much swollen. At 
41184 & Bampa. Here the loads were again c d  
on towards Phrkia; and at 4886 paces encamp to 
the mrtb of our former p u n d  near the vil 
55'. Wind high and some rain. The crop of p Rdphar, ** 
buck wheat, are very god. These with tlae Am juu 
are nearly ripe. Barberries are affording asampd cro 
The Wikarl, who received hlp us two rupees on 8; 
banka of the Clzaqg-ZG for killing a Bar4 was mgaged 
at Gamali watching the crops, and said he was de- 
barred wing hie gun the S q y b  until the crops were 3 I 

t in, as snow w d certainly follow the etxpknim 
E e  respected their prejudices, and did not go out, d- 

l 

tbougb the blwk pa.rt.de tenopted us to do sa, ia p 
suit of them, by their frequent calla. 
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The vim of Plarkluh made much tiesitation in 
taking up our loads, notwithstanding the Gorkhalf ha- 
vildar threatened them with a fine, and offered a de- 
duction of t w ~  rupem h r n  their payment of revenue. 
At length they agreed, and a party set off. At 4900 
paces cross the Sankka over the Dauli, at the place where 
a waU is built with a door in it for the purpose of pm- 
venting the goats and sheep laden with salt and wool, 
coming from the Undks or northermost part of Butdfn, 
springing into the river. Whilst taking a little rest u p  
a stone, I heard the call of Chakbrs on some mcks of ' 

great haght, to which I gained access by a steep, long 
mid difficult route. Whilst clambering up, I had very 
nearly placed my hands upon a brown sqake which had 
pt half its body into a hole, before I was able to strike 
~ t .  I succeeded in getting three Chakhrs, one of which 
was of great size, and had large double spurs, one abewe 
the other on each leg. At 4h 35' reached Malbri, 
bavin come 5740 paces. The crops of Millet, Phhphar, 
end 1 wa-jm look well. The bed of ice, which filkd the 
bed of the Makfri river, hm disappeared, but the tops of 
the high mountains to the east are covered with snow. 

September 10th.-Thermometer 54". Rained till 1 1. 
Halted on account of our bads not havin come up yes- 
terday. As far as Utci southwards, i t ?  cormtry is 
called But'hant, bat it is understood that the Rmgnf 
river separates that country from Hindhstan. The 
But& pay a small sum of money annually to the Vnfa~, 
or its value in kind ; and the quota of Makiri is six 
rupees, which is commonly in harley. The inhabitants 
af the whole tract between Ldtci and Nilz" complain 
much of the extortions of the Gorliiahs. The poorest 
man is compelled to pay a poll tax of four kaclza mpc3. 
Tl~is has caused many viliages to be deserted ; and tbe 
population is now much diminished. 'This evening 
whilst looking at our goats, a Maldri man came to us 
and entered into conversation. We asked how it l lap 
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pened that one portion of the village was in ruins, and 
that so many of the houses were in such a state of decay? 
The former inhabitants, he said, were dead ; and when 
inquiry was made, if there had been any sudden and 
violent sickness, he answered, that, of the particular 
quarter to which we pointed, the tenants had been 
plundered of their goats by the Juarfs; that, unable 
without these animals to carry on their usual traflic of 
grain and salt with the Unids, they were deprived of the 
means of paying their rent to the Gmhiahs, who took 
the remainder of their cattle, their cooking utensils, the 
rings out of the noses of their wives and daughters, and 
seized their children as slaves. Many persons were ac- 
tuall starved to death, and others fled. Including the 
reguL rent, he said, the inhabitants of MaLki had an 
annual sum of 100  rupees forced from it, although the 
first only amounts to 950. " In the time of our R&&,'' 
said the man, " these yards, now empty, were filled with 
goats ; each old inhabitant had one house to place his 
son in when married, and another for his daughter, who 
had a portion in cattle. We were then, if not wealthy, 
at least at our ease, and occupied and happy. At pre- 
sent we are poor and wretched. If we had masters 
like you once. again, these pens might contain the same 
number of cattle as formerly ; but at present, if a man 
b his industry raises a small stock of goats, a Judrf or a 
dharmi plunderer attacks him and carries them off, 
and we can get no redress from our present masters, nor 
are we stron enough to resist or make reprisals." Inde- f pendently o the direct plunder they obtain without any 
other caution than putting a number of men under arms, 
the Judria are interested in destroying the trade of the 
Nfif Ghdtf, in order that they may have a larger pro- 
portion of the profitable traffic with the U ' d k ~ .  At 
night, the thermometer was 5S0, 

"ig'mber I 1 .-Thermometer 5 1 '. March at seven 
by e route we came. At 3575 paces cross a  ankh 



over the Dadi  to the right bank. Thc descent from 
hence is very rapid, and the stream is much broken by 

, vast figments of rock and heaps of timber which have 
been much accumulated since our passing upwards. In 
one place the river has worked its way under a kind of 
arch formed. of these materials. At 6280 paces reach 
the v i l b  of. Jhelim, now in ruins with the exception of 
two or three houses. A villager said that some time ego 
DE'B SINGH, our Jutif?' acquaintace, swept the coun- 
try during the space of two months, and carried off two 
thousa~~d head of goats, sheep and neat cattle, without 
receiving any molestation from the Gorkfahs, or being 
compelled to make restitution or any kind of reparation. 

September 1%-Halt at Jhelim; as our loads did not 
come last night. 

&@ember I 3th.-Thermometer 520. March at seven 
and half. A. M. ; no tidings of the loads. The village of 
Jhelim is situate on the face of a hill co~isiderably higher 
than the road from Ldtd to Malbciri ; descending there- 
fore, we fell into the b d  route. On the road.we were 
met by amessenger from BHAWA'N~ SJNGH NE'G~, with 
a letter from him, and another from JAGRUP, jarnadar , 

of the party now at Baragaon and Jlshi Math. The 
former stated, that the. Gorkiahs had distressed him 
much on account of havin assisted in forwarding our 
baggage ; that his life woul f have been forfeited had we 
not returned by this road ; but that now he was peil'ectly 
at ease, and disposed to do every thing in his power to 
serve us. JAGHUP said, that he would take care that 
we should have every facility that he could aKod us in 
our return: BHAWA'NI SINGH stated, that we might 
take the Prifn Khandf, or B2iddn road, as might .be most 
agreeable. At 5645 paces cross the Dauli over a very 
had Sankho to the left bank. Here the road, which is very 
bad, ascends rapidly ; in ~r~any places, little mote than 
a foot broad ; and the projections from above oblige, the 
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to arep uader them h o s t  immaditely cwa 
mf tb river, phi& h .boot 500 y v d ~  behr. 
At 7085 paces reach the summit from wbenae the 
ecentisverydi5cult andsteep: indeed were s 

bebw to see travellers above, he a d d  not fad of 
dseling much anxiety for their situation. At 7650 paces 
reach our former ground and encamp. A Sankhe had 
,been washed away, and the logs of a Ion tree, not worth & thee rupees in this country, endangem e loss of lik to 
every one who attempts this most dan us route, of %" which no conception can be formed by axription. Let 
it &ce to say, that the very goats resisted attempting 
aome parts of it for a considerabie time ; and tbat we 
were in more than one place reduced to the nec+v of 
cmeping on our hands and knee : yet every one mved 
without accident, and the J& climbed and dewended 
in a manner tbat created admiration ; but in one spot it 
was thought advisable thdt he should attempt an almost 
papmdicular f!ace of rock, n@er than be obliged to come 
down b another so steep that it warr a task of p a t  
danger k rm. By a long detour he reached us over I 
tract known to our guides only, but the man who had the 
care of him dedared, that thls care was supertluous, for 
&at he d d  come down a surface as steey as was pme 
ticable for man. He had been brought to the side of the 
river, under an idea that he might have crossed; and 
hum the height of the bank where I stood, I thought the 
attempt attended with little danger ; insomuch, that 
the best swimmas in the party having declined the task, 
I M m o l d  upon t r y i o ~  However, on reaching the 
bed of the river and pass111g one stream, 1 was deterred 
fnm tbe experiment, in consequence of the force and 
velocity of tbe current, the extreme coldness of the water, 
and the danger of being dashed against the stones or 
atumps of trees. 

Although money had been given to the Skgrhnas of 
Jl)elimfor the hire of the caniers, they bad kept the 



money, and not furnished a particle of food to the un- . 

firtunate people who had to bear the burden and heat of 
the day. The oppreseion exercised by the government 
renders natives equally oppressive in proportion to their 
power. Thermometer at night 62O. 

l k p k m k  14th.-Thermometer 58'. March at gb 
95' along dle left bank of the D d  ; one of my finest 
goats, heavy with young, and the boldest in the whole 
herd, kll into the stream and was hurried away by the 
carrent. The bridge waa about twelve inches broad and 
formed by a &.tree, a little flattened on its upper sur- 
f-, and a round sapling on each side. Whilst the 
goats crowded at the foot of the h k h o ,  two went on 
boldly, but when they had reached within a few feet of 
dm opposite side, the pressure of the feet of the goats 
had pushed hrwards one of the side spars, and unluckily 
that on which a goat was; one end fell down, and the 
other tilting up, threw the poor animal into the stream. 
This apot has brought me much disaster; for it was on 
its bank, within twenty yards of the Sankho, that the 
pandit's slave dashed my watch from my girdle upon the 
stones. However this accident did not affect me, al- 
though seriously inconvenient, one-tenth so much as the 
loss of one poor goat that cost only a rupee : but this 
latter had been attained with more difkulty than the 
watch had cost me. At 8095 paces reached the road 
nmnin under the village of Tolma, which, surrounded f by fie1 s of tbe crimson marcha, looks very pretty. The 
marcha is a lant which I mistook in my journey up- 
wards for the E I-sag of Hindhatan, or the Amurattthus 
Ghngeticur ; and the Sijdhis, who 11ad.accompanied the 
party which went in 1808, to survey the Ganges, fell 
into the same error, and used it as a pot-herb. I n  a . 
short time, those who had eaten much dF it were affected 
with purging and soreness in the inside of the mouth. 
The natives of the hills, however, ernplo it without in- 
jury whilst it is young, but I neglect to inquire in - ed' 
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what manner it was dressed. I thought we shoukl be 
able to. rhch Ldtd this evening, and therefore pushed 
on. Having arrived at the foot of the mountain (which 
we ascended on leavirig .Utcf) the sky became suddenly 
clouded, and large drops of rain, with gusts of wind, an- 
nounced an approaching storm. As the day closed ra- 
pidly, I saw it would not be possible to pass over the 
rugged mountainous road without accident, as much of 
it lay on the edge of the cliff over the river, and W o r e  
determined to take up my lodging for the night. A small 
cavity under a ledge of rock just sheltered me iium the 
rain: Having stretched my carpet and blanket on the 
ground, 1 went to bed dinnerless; and my companion 
fared no better. The principal part of our servants re- 
mained behind taking such lodging as they could find : 
but they were much better circumstanced than tbeir 
masters, as they had their food along with them. 

Skpfeniber 15th.-Thermometer 58". At eight A. M. 
began our maroh. The town of Lcficf, consists only 
of eight or nine houses, and a temple of NANDA Dt?bu, 
at which officiate some priestesses, who do not, according 
to report, either take a vow, or observe the practice, of 
chastity, being allowed what intercourse with the otber 
sex they may think proper to take, without restraint. 
JOWA'HIR SINGII had now a knowledge of our real 
character, and said that he would fetch the loads from 
Maldri as soon as he should have seen his brother. He 
was anxious to have a goat to sacrifice to the deityof the I 
place in gratitude for our safe return ; but I believe that 1 
his own appetite had a greater share in inducing him to 1 

prefer this request, than any ~ o t i v e  of religion. 
JOWA'HIR says that provisions are very scarce, owh to 
the visitations of the lwusts, with which the country \ as 
been plagued far the lust two months. For the p d i n g  
two days we have seen many locusts directing their Aight 
towards the U'm16, where they breed. Tllermometerot 
night 73". 
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September 16th.-Thermometer 64". March at 8. 
At  1340 paces we come to a Snnkho over the river RenC 
which sepamtes Blitan from Hinddstan, and falls intp 
the Dauli. At 7549 encamp in the fields belonging to 

, the village of Dak. Our dinner consisted of some 
pumpkin boiled with dal, and hunger made the dish 
palatable. 

September 1 7th.-Therrnometer66.. March at 8 A. k1:; 
rain increases to such a degree as to prevent us enjoy- 
ing the pleasure of the shade of the horse-chesnut and 
rhododendron trees under which we pass. In one of 
the former were monkeys feeding heartily on their fruit, 
which is relished by few animals. At 1 140 paces 
reach the summit of the ascent ; and at 3 145 reach a 
fountain, near which we encamp, on a spot of un- 
cultivated ground surrounded by the Sarsoll, or mustard, 
in flower. 

The Niahcinchi or colour-bearer of a company belong- 
ing to BHACTI' THA'PA', paid us a visit. Afterwards 
BHAWA'NI' SINGB NE'GI' made his appearance. He 
says that our loads shall be brought from MaUcfrC in a 
short time, and that he will charge the expense as a set- 
off a,giinst our account of 10 1 rupees advanced to him 
on his bond. Thermometer at night 64". 

lSTeptember 1 8th.-Thermometer 69". At noon 74". 
Night 64". Many showers of short continuance but 
smart in the course of the day, with intervals of sun-shine 
and heat. The jarn%lar JAGHUP sent some rice and 
flour last night, and today a present of game. 

This man was with SHERISTH A TH A'PA' at Sirinagar 
in 1808, when Mr. H. kame with a party to survey ; 
but on account of his disguise did not recognise him. He 
gave the following account of the transactions which had 
reached us in a cot~fused manner, whilst in the LPndd8. 
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DA~RAT'H, who was formerly in power at Sirinagar, 
but had been displaced, had written information to Cat- 
m n h ,  that BHACTI'THA'PA' had ailowed two: EKO- 
p e a  to go through the country in his division into the 
Vndks. The Nepakse government sent BH ACTI' a re 
primand, on the receipt of which he sent JAGRUP with 
thrty men to examine into the foundation of the reports 
propagated by D ASRAT'H, with whom he had long been 
at enmity. On JAGRUP m h i n g  B a r q m ,  he found 
that BH AWA'NI' SINGH had left his house to avoid the 
oppression of a party of DASRAT'H'S men, which to dre 
amount of ninety had taken possession of his premises, 
broken open his aria, and used the grain they bad 
found in them. fr e had armed all his dependents : but 
on J A GRU t sending him assurances of his personal safety, 
he went over to him. B HAWA'NI. then made a declsra- 
h n  of his ignorance of our being Eumpeam, and of his 
having received the sum of eighty-seven rupees to M 
our baggage to Nitf.  DASRAT'H, in his letter to 
BHACTI', accused RHAWA'NI' SIIGH of having taken 
three thousand rupees, and made use of this fidst?bood, as 
a plea to ruin BH AWA'N I' by extorting that sum h m  
him. The report forwarded to Caimundu stated, tbat 
we had gone with an intention of building two forts, one 
at Ndlt and one in the UndJn, to rrison them with l? Marchas, and thence proceed by ubejin to join the 
Sikhs, with whose arms we proposed to invade the coun- 
try. The accounts amongst the country people were 
ridiculous enoug!. One reported that a letter had ar- 
rived from Delhl, stating that we had stolen the philoso- 
pher's stone, and three lacks of rupees from the Com- 
pany's wife. 

A letter arrived from BANDHU THA'PA"~ son, now 
at Solzir, directing JAGRUP to treat us with attention, 
and to take care that no part of our property should re- 
ceive any injury. He was anxious, that we should march 
to-morrow to &lBr, which is five kas below Jibhf-math. 



To this the rainy state of the weather was objected : but 
it was promised that we would go as soon as the weather 
became hir. The motive he assigned for our going 
thither was, that we should be able to get provisions 
easily, which could not be done at Baragaon. 

5kptnnbe-r 19 th.-Thermometer 59". During the 
night, tbe summits of the neighbouring moundnu have 
been covered with a fall of snow. Halt at Baragaon. 
About 2 P. M. it began to rain. smartly and wntJnued 
without intermission until 6, leaving the air cold a d  dis- 
+ly damp. After sun-set thermometer 16". 

September ~oth . -~h-om~& 5P; The jarnPdAr 
hpving strongly wpresented that they could not procure 
provis~ons without the p t e s t  diiiiculty at Bar aon, 

)[" 
I but that they sl~ould be able to t abundance at oldr, 

we agreed tomarch as h as Jbs I -math to-day, provided 
it did not rain. At 1 I 15' we marched. At 1 300 paces 
cross a watercourse from which the air before us was 
filled with an immense body of locusts, some of yhich 
we= of a light yellow; but the greater number of an 
orange colour. On heaps of weedt~ that were dry, and 
on stow, Ulqr assembled by fortiea and Wes, and re- 
mained quiet m the sun-shine ; but others were actively 
employed in eating the heeds of M d d '  now nefirly 
ripe. They had been here about two months, but had 
not done as much mischief as I should have supposed. 
A leopard made frequent visits to this neighboutbood, 
bad t&en away three children, and killedtwo meu ; but 
the place to which he resorted with his -prey was un- 
known. At the same place where we encamped before, 
we now pitched our tents, close to a temple. Every 
other spot fbr a great extent was occupied by crop of 
rice, Mwclia, Ma&, and Siz~azwlr T. The people of 

Eleusine Coracana. 
t Panicum Colonurn. 
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the neighbourhood said, that the leopard would d n f y  
make an attack upon our goats in the night ; and we took 
precautions accordingly by setting a strong watch with 
loaded guns, and keeping up a good.fire. 

September 9 1st.-Thermometer 55". The leopard 
has committed some ravage in a village to the East of 
Jrishi-math. In this village my goats were yesterday 
entangled, and with no small trouble and loss of time I 

' extricated them out of the filthy and intricate roads. , 

Goats are cleanly animals : when they reached one filthy 
spot, the leading ani~nals stopped, and .the whole flock 
was delayed in a narrow path overhung with long grass, 
aid  from which issued a streak drawn upwards by the 
heat of the sun, that was scarcely supportable by man, 
and must have been greatly annoying to the animals shut 
up .in an alley of this offensive vapour. At length they 
clambered up some large blocks of stones. 

Our march did not take place till ah 15', owing to the 
GorkRa party having served themselves with c a n i k  
for their loads, before they gave any to us. On reaching 
the foot of the hill, half way up which are many detached 
cottage?, which form the village of Solzir, 1 found my 
flock, which had started at an early hour. We wentub 
and after an ascent of a b u t  a mile through narrow paths 
and fields of Marcha, Sawa, and hrson,  reached. the 
residence of BHAWA'NI' SINGH, at the close of day, 
where was a stone threshing-floor almost covered with 
hemp, on which we pitched our 'tents. Gave the body 
of a goat which died, to the Gorkia Sipcihh, .who re- 
quested to have it for their night's repast. 

&ptember gad.--Halt. BHAWA'NI' SINGH has not 
come here according to his promise. We found BANDHU 
T~IA'PA"~ son, the nephew of the general, BHACTI; 
sick of an intermittent. 
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September 9Sd.-After breakfast we set off accom- 
panied by a farmer, who said that he thought it likely 
we should find wild hogs, bears, deer, and pheasants, if 
we would go up to the top of a high wooded mountain to 
the left, which formed part of the great Thgasf range. 
We ascended a steep ridge and passed through a forest 
of fir, ccdar, and cypress,* with sycamore, horse-chesnut, . 
walnut and yew trees, the latter are called Thnkr. The 
cedars were of enormous size ; one measured 18 cubits 
in girth at 4 feet from the ground, and was about 180 
feet high ; another that had fallen down was 159 feet in 
length : and trees of this size were not uncommon. From 
this eminence I had a fine prospect, in which a cascade 
forming the source of the Patcfl-Gangd, that ran in the 
bottom between two ranges of hills, formed the most 
prominent feature. This cascade appeared to have a fall 
of from 80 to 100 feet and was about 90 feet broad. I t  
had almost escaped me to remark, that in our r e t p  we 
met with very large Service trees, bearing fruit much 
larger than tho~e of this tree in England. I stopped to 
examine some plants of hemp sown near a house ; many 
of these were twelve feet in height, and few lower than 
ten ; where thinly sown, the plants had very thick stems 
and sent out many side branches ; but when numerous, 
they were thin, tall and without branches. The person, 
who sowed them,'said, that when the plant was supposed 
sufficiently ripe for pulling, which is considered to be the 
case when it is in flower, it is placed on the roof of the 
house, and exposed to the sun till thoroughly dry ; when 
the bark is stripped off and tied in bundles for use. 
During the time it is on the house, care is taken to pre- 
vent its being wetted, as wet is supposed to weaken the 
fibres. In strippint one half of the bark is separated 
fiom the wood, by t e nails of the finger and thumb of 
one hand, whilst the finger and thumb of the other are 
placed, one upon and the other under the bark, during the 

, - - -  -- -- 

Pine 1 
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the time that it is drawn from the butt towards the poid 
. of the stem : this pmess ie performed on the other side., 

and the bark by the two operatioos is completely taken 
off. From what I have seen of the growth of hemp in 
this country, I have no hesitation in saying, that its 
luxuriance rs such, when sown upon the lands of valleys 
in Garwlicil and Piiwkhan"di, as to be capable of sup 
plying a p t  portion of the navy of Great Britain, if its 
value in Eqghd will cover the freight and ather expenses. 

Xepteder 94th.-The NB'GI"~ mother last nigbt in- 
formed us thatJnwa'n1~ SINGH had absconded as well 
as BHAWA'NI' SINGH, in order to avoid the opgression 
of the Gerkiahs. Shegave an afictingstatement of the 
grievances intlicted by them ; assured us, that our loada 
should be forwarded, and that BH AWA'NI' SI NGH would 
not 'be faithless to his engagements : but that we should 
not me him, as both he and JAWA'HIH feared to be 
seized and sent to Sirinagar. She was very anxious to 
impress us with a belie& that the warmest wishes of the 
whole of her family were with us. We then desired 
BANDHU THA'PK'S son and the jamrldk would come ta 
our tent, and remonstrated with them on our situation. 
BANDHU THAIPA~'S son and an old man his governor ex- 
pressed their concern at the delay in our journey, and 
said they were ready to accompany us to Plflf, where we 
should see BANDHU THA'PA', and that we might rely 
upon it our e&cts sboukl reach Pdli within three days 
after our arrival. We were obliged to remain satisfied 
with this explanation, but said, that if we had not an ac- 
count of the baggage being on the road to us in three 
days, we would certainly march. 

S e p t d r  95.-As a person acquabted with tb 
management of gonts and the culture of the nropntai4 
rice would be useful in ping to Calcutta with the fiumer, 
and perhaps eventually to Engla~d, I gave the sum of 
thirty rupees for a slave o m  to me by JAWA'EIR 
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SIBIGH, who was apprehensive that he would be forcibly 
taken from him by the GorkAas if he did not dispose of 
him. 

&ptemkr 96th.--The jan14dhr JAG-RU'P came to 
'take leave. As I saw he expeited a present, I filled a 
China box with five rupees in Tidshds and gave it to 
him. He appeared highly gratified with this, and we 
saw no more of him. 

At gh 15' left the village of s0I.h~. At 8380 pacea 
reach Pankd-math. The latter part of this journey was 
very embarrassing, as the rain now was continued and . 

heavy. The path was covered with a glaced surface, so 
slippery, that few of the party escaped without one or 
more falls. When quite dark I reached the Garzil 

. Gang4, whose current dashed along with great impetu- 
osity. Having safely reached the bank, we were in- 
volved in the deepest darkness, and could only ascertain 
that we were at the foot of a steep hill. Here we were 
obliged to wait about three quarters of an hour, till a 
light was brought which shewed a steep narrow path 
much obstructed by stones and long grass. With much 
trouble we collected the goats and forced them into the 
path ; but they frequently stopped. Not being able to 
get them on after a stop of unusual length, I endeavoured 
to pass through them, and when I got to the foremost 
rank, felt myself suddenly slip through the grass over a 
steep ledge, which came along the'edge of the path, and 
down the face of a bank or precipice ; for the darkness 
prevented me from judging of the extent of the danger. 
A tuft of grass, after I had a short fall, came between q y  
legs, and in a few seconds more I found myself seated 
upon a stone as if upon a saddle, my feet not touching 
the ground. By dint of groping about, I found some 
stout tufts of grass a little above me and well within my 
reach. -These proved firm and enabled me, by there 
being a succession of' them, and by placing my tots: 

9 L 
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'nst the faceof the bank, to raise my head to the level 
o the path in the grass; and the hand of a servant 
drew me up. 

Akpternk 97th.-Therniometer 600. Thiy is a d e  
serted village called Panki-Math, situated on the top of 
a hill, but surrounded, except towards the river, by an 
amphitheatre of others still higher. BA ~ D H U  THA~PA"~ 
son's party had turned out the inhabitants of a village OII 

the opposite side of the Garicl Gangd, and taken refuge 
from the rain of last night in their houses. I thought it 
right to halt. Thermometer 67". At four P. M. the 
son of BA N D H U  THA'P'A and his party, marched to 
Pipal Kotl to-day, and was soon followed by JAGBU'P 
jamgdir and his party. 

September 2 8 th.-Thermometer 5 So. At 1469 paces 
reach the steps, which in going up, were an object of 
terror ; but which now surprise us that we should have 
thought them formidable : this change in o w  sentiments 
bas been worked by our having become familiar with worse 
roads, and likewise b the declivity being concealed by i: p s s .  Encamp at urtltkothu, at Ih 45: distance 
3295 paces. The Gorkhas wished us to pitch close to 
a small house or fort, they were preparing, to command 
the road to Bhadrindth, and that of the Jhiila across the 
Alacananda to Bandhltth, and the temple of Kkdddt 'h .  
The invitation was declined for obvious reasons. 

September 99th. Halt this day. We are told that on 
the summits of the neighbouring mountains there was a 
large red tiger, which feeds on elks and the largest kind 
of game, but seldom comes to the lower part of the 
countr He is described to be of the size of a small 
horse, g is neck is covered with hair so long as to fall over 
his face and almost conceal his head, as he conles down 
hill. From this account, it is presumable that the 
animal is a lion. 



September 30th.-Thermometer 60"; noon, 78"; 
night, 68". This land was given by the Rdjh in Jaghtr 
to Bhadrfndth for the maintenance of the officiating 
priests; and the Gorkhas have not disturbed the tenure, 
through they live at free quarters upon the krmers, when 
they come either to collect rents in the neighbourhood or 
for any other purpose, as in the present instance, when a 
force is collected to impose upon us a belief of their 
strength. 

October ~ s t . - B a ~ w ~ u i  SING, by message through 
H ARKH DEO, requested us to be particularly on our guard 
against treachery, which he apprehended would be em- 
ployed against us. The Gwkhalis having sent some 
coolies, we marched with due precaution, our fire arms 
loaded, at half past two. At 11 35 paces encamp on a 
narrow plot of grass formerly cultivated. 

October 2d.-Thermometer at sun-rise 5 1" ; noon 
89" ; night 6 lo. This day about I 1 h, the subadar came 
to pay us a visit. He is a relation of the deposed Palpa 
mjd. I t  is worthy of notice, that two thirds of the troops 
of BHACTI THA'PA', consist of the natives of the sub- 
jugated countries. 

October 3d.-Intermitment fevers are very common 
at this season, and attributed by the inhabitants to the 
rain which f d s  almost continually at the end of Bhadon, 
and the great moisture of the soil. But to the humidity 

, of the atmosphere and the ground, may be added, the 
vegetable trash they eat, and the close and filth state of 
their houses, and especially the accumulation o all kinds 
of dirt round their habitations. 

2' 

October 4th.-Went, accompanied by a few Gorkha 
r i i h b ,  in pursuit of bears ; saw and wounded several. 

October 5th.-A letter had come from BANDHU 
2L52 
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THA'PA' stating, that, as he desired much to meet us, he 
wished we would march as soon as possible, and he would 
wait for us at Chandplir. 

October 6th.-No coolies came. The jamAdh said, 
we should certainly have them the following day. 

October 7th.-Thermometer 60". At gh begin our 
march. As I thought it probable, that I should not be able 
to overtake the goats before night, and as the road was bad, 
and the sky looked wild and threatening, I endeavoured, 
as I .passed some rocks, to find out some cavern in which 
I might take up .my lodging, for the carriers were so far 
behind as to .leave me little hope of their arriving with my 
bed. I saw at a distance from the road a deep recess in 
the face of the rock, and congratulating myself on my 
good luck, went to examine it more closely, when I sud- 
denly felt an offensive smell, and proceeding to the cave, 
found the dead body of a man. In what manner he can~e 
by his death, I could not learn from the appearances 
about him.: but, as he was not stripped and had white 
clothes, I suppose he was some pilgnm from HindGstan. 
At 8900 paces, I found the goats on a sandy and stony 
part of the bed of the Alacanandra. My bed arrived 
about ten o'clock, and my tent in the middle of the night. 
The Bdchhrf pretends to be our friend, and recommends 
us to be on our guard. We set fire to piles of firewood, 
in order to keep off the leopards. 

October 8th.-Thermometer 5 6 .  March a t  gh. The 
deserted condition of the villages threatens this unfor- 
tunate country with the loss of all its inhabitants, if it 
remain under the dominion of the Gorkhcflts. I t  is odd 
enough that every governor, and indeed every sijdhi, sees 
what is to happen, but no one seems to make any attem t, 
on principle, to check the threatened depopulation. &e 
governors of the different districts remain in them but'for 
a few years, and it appears a oiaxi~n with them to make 



hay whilst the sun shines, whatever ills befall the unfor- 
tunate rayat from their exactions. Thermometer at 
night 65". 

October 9th.-Thermometer 59". It began to rain 
briskly soon after I commenced my march, and continued - 
two-thirds of the way. The road lay through a country, 
that once was highly cultivated, but which exhibits now 
little more than traces of what it has been. This day I 
found two men under the P i p a l  tree near the Nanddknf, 
who wishedto become my servants : one of these was a 
oneeyed fellow who had assisted in carrying our loads 
from Najr'bcibhl. As they seemed strong enough to be 
useful as carriers, and said they were starviug in this 
country, had no connexions, having lost their wives, 
I took them into employ. Having mentioned the general 
features of the country, we went through this day, in o y  
route upwards, it is unnecessary to say   no re than tl~at the 
luxuriant vegebtion had so altered its face in many places, 
as to render it a work of some time to recognise them. 
After a very complete wetting, the feel of the sun which 
showed itself neqly unclouded, near Karn  Praydg, was 
not unacceptable. We reached the Pindar-Gangci at 
6357 paces, when we crossed the Jhzila. On the opposite 
side, on a stone Chabtitra, under a Pippal tree, we found 
BANDHU THA'PA", who rose at our approach. He is a 
stout old man of seventy, plain in his manners and dress, 
and altogether not superior in his appearance to one of 
the zamindars of Gh&zi@r. He sent word by the 
Bichdri, that when we had eaten and taken some rest, 
he would wait on us. He came in the tvening accom- 
panied by the Bichcfri and the Kamunfah. On inquiring 
what were the motives for our passing through their 
country, we replied, that we wished to see the horses of 
the U'ndds and to procure some shawl wool goats. Why 
did we disguise ourselves ? To this it was answered, that 
he must well know it was the general custom of pilgrims 
w, to do, but that we had a farther inducement, for, if this 
had not been done, we should not have been able to enter 
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the Undks, as he mast not be ignorant that all entrance 
to that coulitry is interdicted to the Qorkhdis and to 
Europeans also. Why, he next asked, had we not 
applied for a Parmind ? Our answer was, that had we 
waited the time necessary for procuring a Pama'nci, the 
season for going through the Htmtfchal wwld have passed ; 
,but that had we found the horses required, we should have 
applied regularly for permission for going through the 
Gorkhdli country. We then inquired, if he had to com- 
plain of our having committed any violence or irregularity 
in the course of our march. He answered in the negative. 
He was then informed, that hundreds of the Nipaleae 
went through the Company's provinces in any direction 
they pleased without interruption. He  admitted the 
truth of the remark, but said that be wished us to remain 
five days at  Karn-P~aydg, and afterwards said that this 
period might extend to fifteen or seventeen days, until a 
decision should be formed by the different chiefs as to the 
line of conduct to be taken. We said that we had been 
much detained at vahous places on different pretences, 
that our money was nearly exhausted, and that we could 
not make any further halt than one day, when we would 
proceed towards Pdh, where we would halt two days. 
He said, that he was obliged to go to Sirina ar, on 
account of the Das'ha~d, and we might not fkd  any 
bearers the next day, but that we might depend upon 
them the following day ; and that he would order the 
Bichdci to attend us to Chilkiah. We parted apparently 
on the .best terms ; and BANDHU THA'PA' was much 
pleased with his present. 

October 10th.-At 8 o'clock BANDHU T H A ~ P A ~  set 
off in a Dandf or blanket, collected in gathers a t  the two 
ends and tied to a long pole. He  was carried by two 
men, who lnust have beenabundantly loaded,as he cannot 
weigh less than fifteen stone. The town of Karn  Prayhg, 
contained many inhabitants in 1808 ; but, a t  present, a 
few Brahmins, who attend the temple, and some mdhRa 
who take care of the Jhula, constitute the whole number. 



October I 1 th.-Thermometer 55" ; noon 8e0 ; night 
61 ". After having completed 3358 paces in a southerly 
direction with some easting and westing, we encamped 
near a Pfppd tree, having the Pindar on our left, and 
the Chandpur nullah emptying into this river in a broken 
stream a little before us, and about a quarter of a mile 
below our former ground of encampment. The soldiers 
along with us have scarcely any cartridges, and would 
have the worst of it, were they to attack us, but I trust 
this is not their intention, although I perceive their 
numbers are increased. 

October lath.-Thermometer 50" ; night 57". A 
servant, I had brought from P f p l  Kdti, had been several 
times at Adh-Bhadrt, and stated that the road on the 
right side of the ChandjAr nullah was shorter and better 
than that by Tqpe or TcimblE Kbti, and that the people 
from 'this part of the country always went by this road. 
As it was a great object with me to save distance, I re- 
solved to go by this road ; my companion determined 
to go by the other. I considered this a matter of 
little consequence, as the separation would only be for a 
few hours. Whilst on the road, a stout GorkhrEII, whon~ 
I had not before seen, and who from his dress appeared 
of a rank superior to the rest, spoke to me in a very in- 
solent tone, and placed himself in a menacing position, 
striking his musket violently against the ground. I 
snatched my gun from my servant, cocked it, and stopped 
with the intention of shooting him if he advanced a 
single step towards me. Another soldier, seeing what 
I was about, ran, begged me to desist, and abused the 
man who had been impertinent. The village was on 
a very high spot. I left my goats a few yards behind, 
and with my KhrrkfsC, CHETA, went into a square 

ed, on two sides of which were low buildings for 9 cat e, and in front a high Chahtra connected with 
eome houses. On the edge of this stood twenty-five 
Gorkhdlf Sphls ,  principally new Eslces, and on the flogs 



below were my loads. I asked who was the head of 
this force, and, on his being pointed out, asked him 
what was the meaning of this deception. He said it was 
expected that I should halt there,. and every thing was 
ready for my accommodation; I told him, that it was 
my intention to cross the Chandp2ir nullah, that night, 
and desired to know if he meant to furnish bearers. He 
answered,. that no beareis were to be had, and that it 
was impossible from the lateness of the hour to reach 
ChandHr. I saw that nothing was to be expected in 
the way of aid. A guide was even refused. I, therefore, 
ordered my people to throw away my things of least 
value, divide the rest, and march.--Well aware that it 
would be impossible for me to reach the banks of the 
nullah, as tbe night was setting in, I pitched my tent 
on an elevated spot close to the Math. I placed a 
sentry on each road, and had a fire made sutliciently 
large to throw light upon them. My men were placed 
upon the Chabutras, and altogether my position MWI 

more respectable than could be expected on such .an 
emergency. The fakirs, who live at the Mat'h, desired 
us to be watchful, as a very large tiger had lately taken 
off three men from that neighbourhood. 

October 1 Stha--The night has passed in quiet. I 
marched about 9, and in about an hour over a descend- 
ing and slippery road came to the steep bank of a water- 
course; Mr. H. sent a note, stating that he bad been 
stopped at the village of Tope yesterday, and desired to 
go to where I was. This he refused, and by shewing a 
firm determination to proceed was not opposed, but the 
Gorkhdlts left behind, at the moment of his going on, 
were busily engaged in putting flints in their guns. He 
-had reached Adh-Bhadri, was under arms and desired 
me to join him as soon as possible. In  about an hour, 
I found Mr. H. ellcamped in some flat ground between 
the temples of Adh-Bhadrt and a nullah. In a short 
tirne the carriers from Bandlli, most probably instructed 



by the Gorkhdlia, all at once started up and ran off. I t  
is believed, that this was done to delay our marchin% 
We here disencumbered ourselves of the least valuable of 
our property, and divided the rest amongst our servants to 
Cany- 1 n theevening we set off. The Oorkhcilis soon 
followed ug. We were overtaken just as on the point of 
leaving our ground, by HARKH DEO, who said KANAK 
SINGH was in the rear of the loads, which moved very 
slowly. We reached the Mallsf mulberry-tree. The 
GorkhQlis encamped about a hundred yards above us. 
The march of this morning was about 4000 paces, that 
of the evening 2500. 

October 14th.-Thermometer 48". At 3500 paces I 
. reached the summit of Dewdli-kalki Ghrftf, having for 

the last mile proceeded through a fine forest of horse- 
chesnut, walnut, ilex and rhododendron of the red kind. 
Many people have, it is said, been killed by tigers at 
this spot, within thelast three months. At 5058 paces, 
cross -the rivulet. Here we stopped to eat some ddl 
and rice. Instead of etopping near us, as heretofore, 
the Gorkhdlia proceeded about two miles in front to dress 
their victuals, and to make arrangements for stopping us 
at the Sobha pass. Had we not been embarrassed by 
our oats, a march across the Gadm to the right, leaving 
the 5 . cimgangci to the left, and steering towards Langhr 
green, would have completely disconcerted their schemes, 

l -  and have brought us into Mr. H's jaghfr near Ldfddng. 
I However, circumstanced as we were, it only remained 
I for us to persevere, until we .should have gained the 
I Sobha pass, beyond which it would be difficult for them 
I - to stop us. After taking our frugal meal we proceeded. 

'L'he distance from our halting-place is a600 paces, and 
- we encamped upon a flat on the left bank of the river, 

1 where we were met by some Domes with musick. At 
I night a farmer brought his son that was sick, and ex- 
I pressed his concern at our situation, believing us in con- 

finement. When it was explained that this was not the 
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, case, he said, that it must happen, as all the troops w a e  
to meet at Sobha, and detain us there, as they had failed 
of effecting their purpose before. Orders had been is 
sued to all the farmers to assist them, in case we should 
mist  them. Here again our escort departed for the 
night to a village at a distance, and had we not had the 
goats, we might have availed ourselves of this oppor- 
tunity; but I had determined, as long as it might be in 
my power, not to quit the animals which it had cost me 
DO much pains to obtain. 

October 1 5th.wHoa.r frost, thermometer 47". -I 
marched with the goats. After having gone about s 
mile, I observed, that I had passed on the right, and be- 
low me, a body of about 80 or 100 men amed witb 
muskets. They were evidently surprised, and hurried 
much to overtake me. I fell to the rear of the goats 
and continued my pace; a man asked me where 
HEAWEY sahib was, and desired me to stop. I asked 
him who he was, and by what authority he took the 
liberty of interrogating me. He replied that he was the 
jamldAr of the party, and was sent to prevent our pro- 
d i n g  until his subadir and the principal semindirs of 
the country have a meeting with us. I told him, that I 
was proceeding quietly on the high road, molesting no 
one ; that I expected not to be molested, and that I 
should resist in the best way I could any attempt to stop 
me by force. That we had promised BANDHU TH A'PA' 
to stay two days at Pall, and that we should stay that 
time according to our word. He then dropped his tone, 
and requested me to order my people not to go on, 
which I refused. As the soldiers had gathered round 
me, and were closing, I told him that if he did not order 
them to go to a distance, I should consider myself at- 
tacked and act accordingly; and advised him to ~ 0 e c t  
on the consequences which might ensue by his hrcing 
me to defend myself. He ordered the soldiers to keel, 
fbther off. I continued to march, followed by the whola 



of the party. After reaching the bank of the river which 
was forded, a man of BANDH u THA'PA"~ party came to 
know if I wished the goats to be carried ; for this civility, 
I thanked him, but declined giving him any trouble, 
save that if any of the goats should chance to be carried 
down the stream, that he would order his men to stop 
themjust above a rapid at a short distance. I continued 
my march, when the jamldir said that if I would stop 
only one day, opposite SUM E'RU'S house, the meeting 
would take place, and we might proceed. 1 refused to 
stop any where short of Mehekhd.  In half an hour 
more I saw a large new house half way up the hill on the 
'right, and on the plain close by the road the party of 
mldiers was assembled, they having preceded me from 
our last conversation ; a tall man, whom I understood to 
be SUME'RU, came forwards, made a salam, spread a 
blanket, and begged I would go to his village until the 
subadir should come. I said that I was upon the prin- 
cipal road; and I was determined not to leave it until I 
should arrive at Mehelchowrf. He requested me to sta 
only one day, during which the business would be settlled: 
I told him we had been much deceived before, and at 
Pdli only would we halt willingly. I resolved to wait 
for my companion coming up, that we might defend 
ourselves with more advantage &gainst the force which 
now amounted to as much as the country could muster. 
Wishing likewise to draw SUME'RU away, I gradually, 
whilst conversing, wanted back again and he followed. 
At a proper place the note from D. S. was given:*'' He 
said he knew its contents, and would furnish provisions 
and bearen, if we would only stop one day. In a short 
time Mr. H. came up ; he was of opinion, we ought to 
get beyond the Sobha pass, as if they failed to stop us 
there th could not have an equal opportunity else- 
where. ? agreed with him and took charge of the ad- 
vance, whilst he brou ht up the rear. The goats were 
with me. A body of b ipcthf s ran before to gain a narrow 
part, whi&h confined the path. One went through the 
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goat.; I followed to push him from amongst them, and 
found about twenty men had formed a line uponthe path. 
The man I had pursued, probably exasperated by being 
obliged to run in the sight of his countrymen, put him- 
self in a menacing position on the path. I retired a kw 
paces, dropped on one knee, in order to get a steady and 
low aim, when another advanced humbly, and the person, 
who appeared so resolute, threw down his musket and 
presented his neck also. I ordered the soldiers to quit 
the path, and they drew up on the side for me to pass. 
Whilst this was going on, Mr. H. was engaged in warm 
conversation with the Sipdhfs behind, had formed his 
few men into two divisions, and weed to no other terms 
than those I had before proposed, viz., that we would go 
to Mehelchmrf and wait there the remainder of the day. 
To  this place we went ; and, having only made 4500 
paces, encamped under the shade of a mulberry tree and 
salinga tree, close to the habitation of a Gosain. This 
personage was tall, thin, with a long beard and about 
eighty years of age. He approached with much respect, 
,and desired me to sit down on part of the Chabutra 
under the mulberry, surrounded by stone figures of 
deities. In a short time bringing a pomegranate, he 
particularly requested that we would stay a few days, as 
violence would certainly be offered if we did not. He 
represented himself to be an inhabitant of O d e ;  and, 
after residing here forty years, was anxious to die at 
Bmres. He was tired of living in a country where re- 
ligion was neglected, and every thing tended to desola- 
tion. In the evening a Brahman who was called a 
major, and who we undeastood executed the writing 
business belonging to the Company, now made his ap- 
pearance with a message from the subadir, stating that 

. today he was much engaged in ceremonies of ablution 
and worship, but that early in the morning he would cer- 
tainly wait on us. To this we replied, that we had made 
a very short march to accommodate him, that he had not 
come agreeably to his promise, and that if he-were dis- 
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posed to see us, we would wait for him at the Khutsar 
GZLdTah, on the south of the Sobha pass. The major 
represented, that it would much gratify him and the 
whole party, if we would stop here four or five days. 
This we positively refused. The old pandit was very 
desirous of our stay ; but, as we plainly perceived that 
time was all the subadb wanted, we resolved to per- , 
severe. The appearance of one of Mr. RUTH EBFORD'S 
agents, who said he was come on his master's business, 
makes us disbelieve the report of there being any rupture 
between our government and the Gorkhdlis, and makes 
us still more desirous to avoid actual hostilities. 

October 1 6th.-Morning very fogy. Thermometer 
52". We were stirring very early, and as the Gorkhdfis 
were round us in considerable bodies, I had my breakfast 

laced on a stone and ate it, with my gun in my hand. 
b a n y  j a m ~ b r s  and bavildars came round Mr. H's tent, 
and the soldiers closed. I called to the principal jamabr, 
and said, if the soldiers did not immediately retire, I 
should look upon their presence as an hostile aggression, 
and act in consequence. Seein me thoroughly prepared, 
several of the officers came, o i% ered their necks, and de- 
sired me to take-off their heads, as if they did not stop us 
that would be their fate : observing that many had got 
round me, I stepped away from them ; and the servants, 
who had been sent off with the goats, said they were not 
allowed to proceed. I then saw that a body of ahout 
thirty had barred the path, were forming in a semicircle, 
and coming on to attack us. I called to my companion 
to prepare, and sprung into the path, desiring the soldiers 
to stapd clear. The main body opened a little, and I in- 
dependently advanced with too much impetuosity. A 
man or two advanced, and I shoved them back. My 
gun had in an instant as 'many hands upon it, as could 
find room to touch it, but they could not wrest it h r n  
me. 1 had at least seventeen or twenty upon me, but 
this rather prolonged than shortened the contest, as they 



pulled in opposite directions. I t  would have been main- 
tained for even a longer time, had not one man got upon 
my neck and stuck his knees into my loins, endeavouring 
to strangle me with my handkerchief, whilst another 
fastened a rope round my left leg and pulled it  back- 
wards from under me. Supported only by one leg and 
almost fainting from the hand round my neck, I lost my 
hold on the gun, and was instantly thrown to the ground. 
Here I was dragged about by the legs until my arms 
were pinioned. When I had got up, nothing could sur- 
pass the savage expression of joy depicted in the counte- 
nance of the victors ; nor was the ferocity of their actions 
much behind-hand. For fear of my getting loose, two 
soldiers held me fast by a cord, and every now and then 
gave me a violent jerk by way of letting me know my 
situation. I desired to be placed upon the Chabutra 
out of the crowd; and, after some hesitation, this was , 
complied with. Mr. H., it seems, had little suspicion of 
so immediate an attack, as he was washing his mouth 
when the affi.ay.beg~~n, and did not hear my call to him. 
Our servants were absent from the small pile of arms we 
had. I had on1 one armed Inan in my suite, having i ven over my ot er doublebarrelled gun to Mr. H. for 
f?b own immediate use ; and to my servant who had s 
lo duck gun, I had given the most express orders not 0%: to re unless the Gorkhhlfs fired first. Mr. H. and the 
whole of our servants, except two or three who escaped 
this kte, I know not how, were secured ; Mr. H. was not 
bound, but secured by persons holding his arms. Some 
of the others were struck with the butt ends of muskets 
and much maltreated. In  about two hours, during which 
I remained bound, the subadir made his appearance. He 
seemed quite a beau, just stepping from his toilette, 
saiuted all the soldiery with a simpering smile of exulta- 
tion playing on his countenance. He did not-deign to 
salute either Mr. H. or myself, and we were certainly not 
in the humour to pa any compliments. After casting 
upon us sotne looks o I suhey, he te&.ed to hold a c o d .  



In a few minutes he came again, and having a carpet 
spread near Mr. H., seated himself upon it and entaed 
into conversation. I asked him, whether the rope orna- 
ments placed round my arms were the bands which con- 
nected the friendship of the English and the Gorkhdlia ? 
Whether this was a conduct that was justifiable towards 
a traveller who entered into the country peaceably, who 
had d e m d  himself in the most peaceable manner 
whilst he remained in it, and was returning peaceably to- 
wards his own home ? To this he asked, why I went 
through the country in disguise ? I answered, to avoid 
expense, unnecessary delay, and to enable me to get into 
the U'ndds. During this time I remained bound. He 
desired me to be seated : this I refused, until the cords 
were taken off my arms; which he ordered. The excuse 
he urged for not coming before, was that the day was 
one of great religious ceremony. If so, I observed, 
what reason was there for his having delayed not making 
his appearance till so late an hour, it being now near 
twelve. He stammered out some imperfect apology. I 
pointed out the bound people, and desired that either 
they might be unbound, or that I might be re-shackled. 
He said, that they all should be set at liberty ; and two 
or three were loosed. In about half an hour the subadh 
left us, and after a long consultation, in which jamhdirs, 
havildars, and sipillis bore a part, a letter was written to 
BAM SAH at Almora. This cowardly fellow had pm- 
dently kept himself out of the way, till the scuffle was 
over. By acting as we have done, we have got into a 
part of the country less remote from the plains, and more 
in the way of sending information of what has occurred. 
In the evening, our low country servants were unbound ; 
but those we have hired to bring on our baggage, were 
still bound, as well as the Pandit and his nephew. The 
former acted with firmness, the latter was much cast down. 
I desired that some of my servants might 80 to attend 
my goats. This was acceded to. On lookmg over the 
events of this day, and reflecting on the consequences 
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which may result from them, I cannot but be grateful td 
the Author of all, for having given me firmness to bear 
my present situation without the dread of the death, now 
likely to cut short tu career. A bout fifty people are set 
to guard us ; and &ey are so noisy as to afford little 
chance of sleep to-night. 

October 17th.-This day was ushered in, by the ham- 
mering of a blacksmith preparing fetters. In the fore- 
noon, the two Pundits were taken away, as we appre- 
hended, to be put to the torture; however in this we 
were mistaken, as it was- for the purpose of placing one 
leg in a square hole cut out of a heavy log of wood, and 
a strong peg being driven across the two sides of the 
aotch retained the foot. Sevesal of my serwmts, were 
shackled in this manner ; and of Mr. H's. One of my 
bearers offered to carry a letter, as also did my goatherd. 
This man came up as a fakir, the second day after we 
had come over the N i t i  pass, and said he would take 
service, provided I would furnish him with victuals till 
we should reach the plains. He purposed going to the 
subadir, saying that he was a fakir, had only accompanied 
us for his victuals, and wished to depart. If he got per- 
mission, he said he knew what road to go by, to prevent 
being stopped at any of the Gorkhdfi chokis; and should, 
bating accidents, reach Chilkdah on the third day. I 
wrote a letter to Sir E. COLEBROOKE, open, relating 
the general circumstances of our situation, and that the 
only matter which could be laid to our charge, was going 
through the country in Hindu dresses. This, along with I 
one from Mr. H. to his brother-in-law, Lieutenant SAL- 
MON, were put into a piece of my orangecoloured 
mantle, and sewn within the doubles of an old woollen 
wrapper, in which the fakir kept the instruments he used 
in prayer. He made his representation ta the suhdh,  
but was ordered back into confinement. This did not 
disconcert him. He was confident that he should be 
able to execute the commission be waa charged with, 
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H e  said that he had eaten my salt, would not be ungrate- 
ful ;. that he should not stop here, but having his beard 
shaved, and having changed his dress, he should proceed 
with an answer to Almora, or wherever we might be. He 
left me, and I suffered an hour to elapse before I looked 
for him. He was then sitting down on the ground with 
his blanket on his head, and arranging some w d  in a 
bundle, as if for cooking. When another hour had 
passed again, I saw the heap of wood with a bundle of 
clothes laying by it, close to one of the sentries, but the 
fakir had distppeared. Should he succeed, we owe him 

eat obligation, as the probability of our deliverance 
&ends almost entirely on the representation Sir E. 
COLEBROOKE will make to the chief of Almora. We 
desired the subadar. to allow the major to write a letter 
from us jointly to the Choutra, BABC SAH, stating in 
gened terms, that as we had been imprisoned, and 
bound by his order, we desired to be taken to Almora. 
We enclosed a note to Mr. H A  WKINS, mentioning the 
imprisonment. and requested the Choutra to forward it 
to that gentleman. I gave the major a pair of ecissors 
for his trouble, and a rupee to each of the two soldiers, 
who were going to B l w a  with the letter. A reward 
of three more was promised if they brought us an answer 
on the fourth day. A considerable nurnber of farmers 
was brought together by order of the subadar, in order 
to show them the pumhment he had inflicted on the 
Sahib lbg ; commiseration was depicted in their counte- 
aances, which formed a striking contrast with those of our 
guards. . The old Gosain continues his kindness in brin4- 
~ n g  all the milk his cow gives, morning and night. Thls 
is very little; but it  shews his will. 

October 18th.-About 10 o'clock, the fakir wasmissed. 
A great noise was rnade ; and a strict search for about 
an hour ; .and persons sent out in every direction : how- 
ever, I trust, that our messenger will have got completely 
oat .& their reach. This escape has made thern doubly 
vigilmt, and a man b k s  into the tent every hour at 1;east. 

2 M 
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Octebcr 19th.-The d d  Pundit, hi nephew, and our 
hill servants, were released from their logs, but had their 
hands bound and were taken away to Almora. To the 
Paadito I gave presents of m v ,  and an order for a 
further sum on my agent; and m the event of their 
deaths, I made a provision from my effects for the main- 
tenance of their families. We were told that our low 
counby servants sbould now be released h their logs. . 

An abbotis of stakes interwoven with brush wood was 
made round. The stakes, being only driven straight 
down, might easily be dmwn up. I mention this, be- 
cause, a h r  the Gorkhdiis have made. an attack, they 
usually entrench tlremselves in this manner. 

Oc#& 91s~-The fogs are said to h a q  ova  the 
R h q A  at this season, for about half ttus month: 
when they disperse, they are very dense and pemctnhg. 
One d tbe hill servants I hired as a cwly 011 tbe banks 

, ofthe Nalzdk f  arrived with his load. He had been 
sick and obliged to stay at a village behind. The other 
man TILAK, now p n e  to Ahera, said that we might 
rely upon his honesty and fidelity; and he baa given a 
proof of it, as, if he had been dkhonest, he might baw 
gone off with his load unmolested : but though evincing 
son~e little courage in coming to persons in captivity, 
after learning the fate of his comrade, we find it is can- 
Rned to this, for on sounding him as to t&& a letter to 
MwtuWtui, he e x p d  his fears, and though rp 
parent1 recovered, cited his illness as one cause fior hh d not un ertaking the journey. 1 
October aad.-Our eervants were -this day demed 

from thir logs and had more allowed them f a  
moving about. Sewat- day of im-ept. 

Octob~fd~d.--In the amiq the two j d h  urrinsd 
w i t h a l t % t e r f j w n B ~ ~ S ~ ~ i .  Tbisacbowtedpitk 



receipt of our letter, and a copy of an order from Nrpal, 
stating that having heard that two persons had gone 
t6wards the CTfidds in disguise with guns, &c.; BAND H o 
THA'PA' was ordered to stop them on their return, and 
know their business, and qho they were, and also to 
detain them till ah answer should be received from 
&d. The j e r n l d h  said that they were ~brprised 
we had gone privately when we might have 'commanded 
the country. We retuma the same answer as to B A N ~ H U  
THA'PA~, that it was to avcrjd delay and inconvenience ; 
but tmm all I have seen, I am thoroughly convinced, that, 
if we had applied for permission, it would not have been' 
p n t e d .  

October 24th.-The jamfYdLm, who bmght the letter 
from BAM SAH,, came tbis;horning to say fiat hey 
had ordem to procure whatever we might stand .in need 
of. The jamtidhrs pretended to express astonishment at 
the severity of the usage we had met with, which they 
saiid wae not agreeable to the orders the subadar had 
received ; ,and stated that this had not been reported to 
BAM SAH. ' 

Ocioher ~5th.-A letter to I3 A M  SAH was finished and 
sealed. We determined to send KANGH SINOH with if 
that we might be sure of its reaching BAM BAH, and tbat 
he might fully represent the treatment we had experienced. 
A half kind of consent wasgiven to this by the jamgdhrs. 
A copy of our former dispatch to Sir E. COLEBROOKE, 
to which were added recent incidents, was given to the 
father of a boy, whom I had 'relieved \75' tapping for 
dropsy. He said, that he shouki go to his house imme- 
diste)g, would place the kttm in the sole of one of his 
h, and anying these in his hand, would reach 
Chflkfah 'on the third 'day. 

Ockrber Hjth.--ms e~ening we took a walk out of 
the northern gate of the abbtltis, en# p d o ~ g e d  'it foi- 

9 ~ 9  
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about an hour, in order to reconnoitre the adjacent country, 
for the purpose of attempting our escape should then3 
appear a necessity for the measure. Our guards app- 
rently did not miss us for the h t  half hour, when our' 
absence gave them much alarm; and suspectiog we had 
actually effected our escape, people were sent out in every 
direction b apprehend us. The attempt to escape from 
hence would be difficult, as in such case we must proceed 
eompletel through the wildest part of the country ; and r almost a1 the .small watercourses, by which the mourt 
kin8 are separated, serve ars the retreat of bears and 
other wild beasts. 

October ~7th . -  When we reached thi. place, the 
sides of the mountain wete beautifuUy green ; but in this 
short spce ,  by ,the night fiosts, they have assumed the 
miset livery of autun~n : w rapid is the change of& 
in this country. a 

October 98th.-Early this morning a jamgdir came 
into our tent ; and seating himself, said the object of 
his journey was to convey us to Sir inag.~ ,  where 
AIR'SINGH wished us to be. This man brought no 
letter ; and his inteiference ww evidently the cause of 
some perplexity to our jamgdbs. AMR SINOH .is the 
head of the army ; and BAY SAH, the chief of these 
districts. 

October 99th.-The watchfulness of our guards hrs 
hot in the least diminished. A zernindar bmqbt to tbe. 
troops some Ghee EDr sale. Some one complmned, tbnt 
oil was mixed with it. . The servant of the owner laid 
hold of, and through fear of being1 punisbed, if he did not 
confess that his master had adulterated the Ghcc, 'made 
an accusation to this effect. The supposed culprit was 
seized, stripped, bound, and Bogged severely with thmp 
The Ghee was confiscated for the use of the sol&; . md 
henty-five rupegs as a fine were ordered to be jmid ~aq , 



the fine to the subdar.-Shwldthe poor wretch not be 
able,to pay this in money, his .cattle or children will be 
seized to the amount, and the value will be paid by the 
person who is to benefit by the property. 

Octeba 30th.-Today more troops reached us from 
Girfmgar ; and we. have with us in all about 190 men, 

: . October Slat.-Another jarnadir now came with. a 
kw men, saying that he had the orders of BANDHU 
THA'PA' to proceed with us to Sirinagar, from whence 
we were to go to Haridwb ; and that on the road we 
were to be met by RANJUR KAJEE, the son of AMR 
SINOH. Although BANDHU THA'PA' did not write, we 
thought it right to send him a short letter, stating that as 
we:now were on the high road. to Chilkia, it would be 
W l y  inconvenient for us to leave it. This jamldPr is 
about sixty, of a more frank character .than .any of his 
brethren we have met with, and is employed in going 
through the district to prevent the farmers running away. 
He said his efforts to give confideoce to the farmers w e t i  
hef?kctual, and the orders of the R46 were disobeyed. 
An order had been issiied under the great seal of the prince, 
fn cons uence of the great loss in the population of 
Ganuhd "9 , prohibiting the soldiers from taking an of the 
ihhabitants asslaws: but this was wholly disrega 4 ed, and 
the soldiers always escaped the punishment with which 

- 

they had been threatened. Living in free quarters, with- 
out receiving any check for their conduct, the soldiers had, 
the old man observed, so far oppressed the country, that 
where there were fonnerly twenty-five bi l ies ,  now only 
one was to be found. 

N i b e r  1 st.-The jarnadirs from Almora came at 
an early hour, to report that orders had arrived from BA M. 
SAH to return aU the things which had been taken from 
us ; and after the lapse of about two hours, they returned 
with the guns, &c. We now found ourselves in the way. M 
liberty, and wived not again to part with Dur arms 
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except with our lives, , This by-out  hill aetwntr MiPad. 
The old P&t and his nephew were. in irons, but were 
f e a b e d  with victuals by BAM SAX; 

November 2d.-Hoar frost. Thermometer 36" ; night 
60". We made prepatatha for marching at !?' 15', left 
Mehelchoturt, and ascended the Sobha pass. At tbe foot 
of the descent from the Sobha pass is the KhatsGr valley, 
and half way down is a hall of calcareous rock, the 
western side of which, about thirty feet high, and o m r e  
hangin the base, forms a shallow cavern attsibadtoone 
of the krr. From chink in the stme exlldes a d 
quantity of black bitumen. The Khatdr valley is about 
a .mile broad : in the middle the edges are fall of sp-, 
the water of which is collected for irrigating the iiata 
This valley produces the Barnmutt rice, next in quantity 
to that of Chhkam, and would give vast crop of hemp 
of the fineat quality. We pitched on a rice flat, on the 
right bank of *e RLrnganglf, opposite to a small villa@ 
called &duh. KANGB SINGH overtook us here witb a 
letter from BAM SAH, stating that his son was on tbt 
road to meet ua; that .oar ill treatment did not procaed 
from him, and that the authors of it should be severely 
punis bed. 

No& 3d.--Thermometer 4 1" ; night 69". M d  
at 10 ; we encamped under a Pfpal tree a little below 
Maohf, on the left bank of the Ramganga. The top 
af Ghenacilf ka Ling, covered with snow, was v 
visible in a Northern direction. Our suppose$ m 2 
today about seven miles. There was here an imnlense 
quantity of fish. The people place loose bundles of 
rice straw in the river, and keep them down with l a p  
stwm. The fish, coming into them to deposit their 
spawn, are seized by the hand before they can get 
from within. the straw. In h t  up the hills are thm 
ovens for extracting tar ; but the pines are small, and of 
cowe do not contain much turpentine. 
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Noambur 4th.-Thermometer 50" ; night 69". The 
son of BA ns S A'H was announced just as we had finished 
dinner : when he oame, preceded by an old man repeat- 
ing his titles, kc., and five or six bazar girls. His name 
is LACHB~R SA'H, about twenty-six or twenty-eight 
years of age. He was dressed in fine Dacca muslin, 
and had about twenty shabby orderlies in attendance. 
He expressed the concern his father was under, at learn- 
ing how we had been treated ; and was anxious to have 
us believe, that the Sipdhb had acted not only without 
his father's orders, but even without any orders at all. 
He appeared desirous, we should say we forgave what 
had happened, and the persons who had committed the 
outrage should be punished; we requested that the 
Pandzts might be released, and stated that we were 
unwilling that servants should be punished, for having 
acted agreeably to their orders. L A C H B ~ R  SAH said, 
that he would make a severe esample of the soldiers. 
who had been most active in seizing us, if we would 
point them out. I t  was obviously his intention to have 
given up a few of these wretches to condign punishment, 
In order that we might have the odium and consequences 
of the act, and that his government might retaliate 
upon the Pandits. I t  was stated by us, that we should 
derive no pleasure or satisfaction from the immediate . 
agents being punished ; but we should be glad to know 
the authors of our arrestation, who were principally to 
blame ; and we farther said, that, as far as we were con- 
cerned, we should forgive the men, provided the Pundits 
were immediately returned, so as to quit the country with 
us. He said he would write this proposition that evening 
to hi9 father, and wished us to stay tiU a messenger should 
return from Almorn with an answer. f ie  said that 
DASRATH B ~ n s ~ i  had written to Nepcil, that we had 
taken up between 4 and 500 men with muskets, &c., had 
erected forts on the border between Bdthunt and the 
U'ndks, and were endeavoniing to raise the Marchus 
and Unias against the Gorkhdlis. 
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that the subadars might be furnished with a d a t e  
of their good conduct toward us. We said that we had 
no objection to give a certificak of the good.behaviow 
of the one, and that we pardoned the other, 
he would ask firdon .of the old Pundit for the treatgent 
he. had experienced from him and his soldiers. LACHB~E 
SAH came in the afternoon, and announced the receipt 
of a letter from the R4ci of Nap&, ordering us to be 
aeen safe out of the country with all our effects, and that 
we should be treated with civility. He observed we 
were at liberty to depart whenever we might think proper. 







XI. 

the fourth volume of the Researches of the Society, 
essay on the express subject, the camphor of 

tra, is stated to be ' the produce of a tree growin5 
e north-west side of ISlrmatra, from the line to 3 ' A fainiliar description of the tree is given, on 

authority of a gentleman, who long resided at 
nooly : and its botanical place is assigned ' in the 4 ; Enneandria Monogynia of LIN NEUS, differing 

\-gver in the form of the leaf from the Arbor cam- 
. - 
,- -.riera J~apanica, and much resembling the bay in 

< I *'. 

\ is evident, that the author of that essay (M. MAC- 
SALD), or the person from whom he derived his in- 

_._ &,-- ation (Lieutenant LEWIS), considered the plant in. 
tion to be a laurel ; as the camphor-tree of Japan 
wribed to be t. But, as neither of those gentlemen 

An'afick Researches, 4. p. 19. 
t Karnpf. Amen. 770, Thunb. Jap. 172. 
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seems to have been conversant with botany, it continued 
to be i r  - from improbable, that the bot&ical character 
of the plant might- have been mistaken by them ; and 
that it was referred by the author of the essay cited, to 
the genus Laurus, or to the class and order to which 
that genus belongs, upon no other foundation but a pre- 
conceived notion grounded upon the existing information 
concerning the camphor-tree of Japan. I t  was the less 
unlikely, that the two plants might belong. to different 
genera, or even to different orders, as camphor is well 
known to be a production of a geat  variety of plants, 
though in a less .pure state, and, not so readily and 
abundantly afforded ; and as it was observed by KEMP- 
FER, in speaking of the Laurw camphwiJ~~u, and of 
the extraction of camphor from its wood and mots with 
the aid of the heat, that " natural camphor, in substance 
and of greatest value, is furnished by a tree on the islands 
of lSllmafra and Borneo, which is not of the Laurus 
genus." " Camphoram naturalem et cristallinam perquam 
pretiosam ac rararn irnpertitur arbor in $umatrri et Borneo 
insulis. Sed haec arbor ex Daphneo sanguine non est*." 

Considering then the specific character of the camphor- 
tree of Sumatra to be unsettled, and the generic charac- 
ter dubious, botanists in India have been long solicitous 
of more correct and definite information on this subject, 
and Doctar ROXBURGH in particular was at great pains 
to procure living plants with specime~~s of the fructifi- 
cation. His endeavours had not been successful at the 
time of his quitting India : but he had received a rough 
sketch of the fruit and leaf, from the appearance of ' 
which he was led to name the plant Shorea canzphori-. 
ferat; and his conjecture, as ,will be shonn, was not 
very remote from the truth. 

i 
- 

Am=. Exot. p. 773. 
t " Shorea camphorifera. Rox~oaar~. Sp. char. Leaves om& 

rcuminatr, parallel-veiued, smooth; Flowers axillory!'-Ros- 
nunon's nfss. 
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I t  has been my fartune, in his h e n c e ,  to d v e  fkom 
Doctor Rox euao H'B correspondent at Tuprr<wrljF, 
(Mr. PRINCE, the resident at that station,) a number of 
tbe aeeds in very perfect condition, and a few living 
plantu. The latter, I am, sorry to say, did not outlive 
the sukquent  eold s e ~ a n  : but the examination of the 
seed enables me to dodenline the germs of the plant with 
entire confidence. I t  undoubtedly belongs to the D7.g- 
obalanops of the younger GXRTNER ; and is not unlikely 
to be the identical species, which h i s b e d  the specimen 
inspected by him, and which he named DryoBaianapr 
asmnrstica. GZRTNER'S information indeed e t a s  the 
specinjen to have k n  received from C7eym with an in- 
timation that the bark of the tree is the genuine and beat 
cinnemon. But, as there is every reason to be sati8fiedt 
that cin~amon is exclusiwly produced by a specks of 
the laurel,+ the infarmation, which accampanied the 
specimen in question, may have been in every p t t  inac- 
cnrrvte. 

As this point. however, is uncertain, and the specific 
characters of GBBTNER'S species are unknown; or at 
least unpublished, it is for the pmsent necessary to d l a  
a distinct name to the camphor-bye of h t r u .  I pr* 
pose therefore to name it Dryobala~mps camphors, until 
its identity with D. aromalica be established. The de- 
scription, which I shall offer of it, is unavoidably imper- 
fect, as the flower has not yet been seen by a botanist. 
But the generic character is so strongly pronounced in the 
fruit, that there can be no doubt of its place in the s a r ~ ~ e  
natural order with the Shorea, the Dipterocarpus, and 
Valeria, to which the Hgea of Doctor ROXBURGH is 
to be added ; and most probably in the same class and 
order in the Linnean artificial anangement, viz. Poba~i 
dria monogynia. 
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This section of Jussr EU'S 'natural order of Guri$ra 
comprises trees remarkable for their aromatic and resiu- 
ous productions. Shorea rob- and h b u g a ,  and 
perhaps other species of the genus, yield in eat abun- 
dance the resin called by the Hindtutdnis, &M, and 
by the EngIirA in India, Dammer, which is very ge- 
nerally used as a substitute for pitch for marine purposes. 
The natives of India also employ it in their temples in 
the manner of incense. Dipterocarpus costatus, tnrbi- 
natus, incanus, alatus, and probably other species of the 
genus, afford the several aorts of balsam called 
natives of I&, Garjan ; 2 the Singkah9 

2 2  
natdi; and by the English, ood oil. Vaterfa India 
produces the resin in India called Cqpal, as very neariy 
approaching the true resin of that name : the best speci- 
men8 are emplo ed as ornaments, under the denomina- 
tion of amber ( 5 droba) to which it beus exterior re- 
semblance : in its recent and fluid state it is used as a 
varnish in the south of India. (BUCH A NAN'S My- 2, 
p. 476.) and dissolved by heat in closed vessels, is em- 
ployed for the same pnrpose in other parts of India 
Another plant of the same genus, Vatericr Zamdcz-$o&a, 
dords a resin, from which, as from other resins, the 
Indians prepare one of the materials of their religious 
oblations. 

DESCRIPTION. 

DRYOBALANOPS CAMPHORA. Cok. 
Ess. C a m .  

Cabs kme-leaved, permanent :' the five divisions of the 
border growing into long, remote, reflex wings. 
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COHOL- 
C sde, superior, one-celled, three-valved, one-seeded. 

4&rnbryo inverse without perisperm. 

A 'large tree, native of forests on the no&-western 
coast of Sumatra : and . especially in the vicinity of 

F moly. Sena. Carpura. Arab. CBfdr. Mal. Cipdr. 
ind. CBpbr. 

~ n r n k  arboreoua. Bark brownish. 
haws ,  superior alternate ; inferior ones opposite ; eliip- 

tic, obtusely acnminate, parallel veined, entire, smooth ; 
3-7 inches long ; 1-9 broad. 

Petidca short.. Stipllles in pah, ' subdate, caduceus. 
Pctwnth me-leaved ; five-@, persistent. 

Capule superior, ovate, woody, .fibrous, finely streaked 
with lon 'tudinal furrows, embraced at the base by the 
calycine f emispherical cup and surrounded by its en- 
larged lde t s ,  which are converted into remote, hlia- 
crous, spatulate, rigid,reflex wings : ,one-celled, three- 
valved. 

M solitary, conform to the cavity of the capsule. In- 
tegument simple, thin, membranaceous, thickened 
along one side and thence penetrating to the axis and 
contmued between the interior folds of the cotyledons: 
Perisperm none. E m b y o  conform to the seed, in- 
verse, milk white. Cotykdom two, unequal, almond 
fleshy, thick, chrysaloidcontortuplic8te ; the cz*teriw 
one larger, convolute, and cherishing the interior one, 
smooth without, wrinkled within : the interim-. one 
much smaller, wrinkled on both sides, reniform or 
round cordate (as is the exterior one, if its folds be ex- 
pended.) Plumule simple, conical, two-leaved. Ra- 
dick near the summit towards the back, columnar, a 
little curved and ending a sbort conical'tip;.aa- 
d n g .  
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The seed has a strong terebinthine fragrance. 

lie following particulars, concerning the extraction of 
the camphor, were communicated by Mr. PRINCE, Re- 
sident at TupamoZy, to Doctor ROXBURGH. 

i 
" This tree grows spontaneously in the farests ; and is 

to be found in abundance from the back of Ayer Bongey, 
as far north as Bacongan, a distance of 950 miles. It 
may be classed among tlie tallest, and largest trees, that 
grow on this coast ; several within daily view measuring 
six or.seven feet diameter. I3efore it acquire such di- 
mensions its age is conjectured.to be - years ; but it will 
produce Camphor at a much earlier period, when t h e  
tree does not exceed two and two and a hnlf feet in dia- 
meter. The same bee, which yields the oil, would have 
pmduced Camphor if unmdested, the f m e r  being s u p  
posed to be the first s t q e  of the latter's fonning, and is 
consequently found in younger trees. The llatives have 
nwertain means of ascertaining the tree which produces 
either the one or the other, although there are some men 
styled Tmgoo Nyr Cnppoor who pretend to that know- 
I*, but they cannot give any reasons for their judg- 
ment, beyond kvourahle dreams, which superetition has 
rendered infallible : and it must be admitted that the 
strccese qf this description of people, in discovering and 
procuring, is greater than the majority of those who go 
in saarrch of the Camphor: the distinction may have 
arisen fmrn the peculiar favour of fortune to some indivi- 

- duals over others as in most other circumstances of life, . 
f r m  whence they have acquired a celebrity, otherwise 
they COUM give some rational explanation of their s u  
perior success. Both Oil and Camphor are found in the 
heart of the tw, occupying a vacuum, which, in others, 
is frequently filled with pitch ; but it doee not extend to 
the whole length ; on the. contrary, they m found in 
small portions of a foot, and a foot and a half -iongs 
certain distances. The method of extracting the od a 
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merely by making a deep incision with a billiong or 
Malay axe, in the tree, about fourteen or eighteen feet 
.from the ground till near the heart, where a deeper in- 
cision is n~ade with a small aperture ; and the oil, if any 
in the tree, immediately gushes out, and is received in 
bamboos, or any other utensil better approved of ;  in 
this manner, a party proceeds through the woods wound- 
ing the camphor-tmes till they attain their object. The 
Cam+ is procured in pretty nearly the same wxi . K T h e w  are cut to the heart about the same heig t 
from the ground as in the former instance, till the Cam- 
phor is seen; hundreds may be thus mutilated before the 
sought-for tree is discovered ; when attained, it is felled, 
and cut in junks, of a fathom long, :,which are again split, 
and the Camphor is hund in the heart, occupying a 
space in circumference, of the thickness of a man's arm. 
The produce of a middling sized tree is about eight 
China catties, or nearly eleven lbs., and of a large one, 
double the quantity. The Camphor thus found is called 
Se Tantong. I t  is often the case that the trees which 
have been cut, and left standin in that state, will pro- 

- duce-Camphor in seven or e d t  years after, which b 
distinguished by the name of Oogar, but is inferior in 
appearance, dmuf~ of the m11e quality. The sorts of 
Caqiror  calied elly and foot, are the acraping of the 
wood which samounded it." 



XII. 

- 
Abairact of an Account, containing the parti&s of a 

boring made near the River Hooghly, i~ the v k i ~ i i y  
of Calcutta, from May to July 1814 inchiw, in 
search of a qpring of pure water. 

BY SIR EDWARD HYDE EAST. 

The Numcrala rcprwcnt Feet from the Surface. 

9 0 . . . . . . . . Dry earth with mwkg (brick dusf) 1 
. '3 to 6 (Inclusive) Dry sand witb a little clay. 
7 - a 1 . . . . . . . . Blue clay, with sand, more or less 

ae - Sl . . . . . . . . Blue clay, with shear coal. 
i 

32 - 52 . . . . . . . . Blue clay, nith a little rotten rood. 1 
53 - 56 . . . . . . . . Blue clay, with coal. 
57 -- 0 . . . . . . . . Very stiff blue clay, with a little 

conker (gravel.) . 
58 - 6 1 (Inclusive) The same, but the conker mixed in 

a greenish clay. 
69 - 0 . . . . . . . . The same, without the greenish 

clay mixture. 
63 - 65 . . . . . . . . Very stiff blue clay, with a little 

yellow clay, mixed with a litde 
conker. 

L 
8 

- 
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66 - 68 (Inclusive) The m e ,  but yellow sand, vice 
yellow clay. . 

69 - 70 . . . . . . . . Stiff blue clay, witha little yellow 
sand and clay. 

7 1 - 76 . . . . '. . . . Dampreddishclay, withaquarter 
of sand, with a tinge also of 
yellow from 73. 

77 - 84 . . . . . . . . Reddish yellow clay, mixed with 
sand, with a little talc. 

85 - 9% . . . . . . . . Yellow clay, mixed with sand. 
93 - 96 . . . . . . . . Yellow sand inclining to clay. 
97 - 100 . . . . . . . . Blue clay with yellow sand. 

10 1 - 102 . . . . . . . . Lead colaured clay, with yellow 
sand. 

103 - 105 . . . . . . . . Blue and yellow clay, with yel- 
low sand and a little conker. 

106 - 107 Stiff blue, inclining to yellow 
clay, with yellow sand, and a 
little conker. 

108 - 1 13 . . . . . . . . The same, without the conker. 
1 14 - 11 8 . . . . . . . . Stiff deep yellow clay, with a 

little yellow sand. 
1 19 - lee . . . . . . . . Soft deep yellow clay, with more 

, yellow sand. 
1 2 3 - 1 25 . .-. . . . . . Coarse greenish yellow sand. 
126 - 197 . . . . . . . . l 'he same, with a little yellow 

clay. 
I 28 - 1 3 1 . . . . . . . . Coarse dark gey sand. 
338 - 0 The same, red and grey. 
133 - 138 . . . . . . . . Dark grey sand, with a little 

talc, the sand getting coarser 
downwards. 

139 - I40 Coarae dark grey sand. 

At  this depth the boridg tackle having several times 
given way, and the borer remaining unextricable from 
the ground, the further prosecution of the experiment 
w a s  abandoned. The different strata, through which 

9 N 
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it penetrated, have furnished the following o k r v s -  
tions. 

1. The primary object of getting at springs of tiesh 
water entirely hiled, of which sanguine expectation had 
been formed by the projector of the experiment, grounded, 
as it' should seem, upon the common opinion, that the 
soil of all the lower part of BengaZ was particularly 
rnoist and full of springs ; an opinion, which this experi- 
ment, if it can be taken as affording any criterion of the 
soil throughout the vicinity of Calcutta, has so Ear happily 
discountenanced. The first appearance of any damp 
was at tile depth of 71 feet, in a reddish clay with a 
quarter of sand, and below 76 feet the earth was as dry 
as before ; though the borer must have descended nearly 
to the level of the sea, which as the crow flies, cannot 
exceed 70 miles in distance, while the full of the river is 
commonly computed at one inch a mile, according to i t .  
bendings. 

2. The damp of the climate, not being attributable to 
the moist nature of the soil, nor affected by it, otherwise 
than as an admixture of saltpetre in the soil may be sup- 
posed to have some influence on the exhalations"from the 
surface, must be looked for principally at 1 e . t  from 
causes upon or above the surface ; to the warlt of a ge- 
neral system of drainage in a level country, and the 
luxuriw~t vegetation, with inadequate openings through I 

the woods for ventilation, which prevent or impede the 
copious falls of rain at the periodical season, and not un- 
frequently at other times, from running off properly. The 
heavy dews at other seasons, are not probably more than 
suflicient to supply the daily exhaustion of the sun, and 
would rather contribute to the healthiness of the climate. 
All that seems to be wanting therefore is surface drain- 
ing upon a general plan, and the cutting of broad stmight 
roads through the woods, as much as possible in the 
clirection of the prevailing winds.. The acknowledged I 
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improvement of the climate in and about Calcutta, of 
late years, appears to be the natural result of the superior 
attention which has been paid by the local police to these 
two objects, the benefits of which will be extended with 
the extended application of the same means. The cul- 
ture of rice could only be partially; if at  all, affected by 
it, and the'neighbourhood of towns and populous villages 
would be much improved by substituting the superior and 
more wholesome cultivation of potatoes, which seem to 
be springing into general use every where with the in- 
creasing population of the world. 

5. On the deepening of the great tank at the begin- 
ning of the Chowringhee road in the last year, there was 
found a quantity of decayed wood at the depth of 35 feet 
below the surface, which was imagined at the time to be 
an accidental circumstance, of which 110 satisfactory ac- 
count could be obtained : but the borer, in this experi- 
ment, having perforated rotten wood in a stratum of blue 
clay from the depth of 39 to 5& feet, at the distance of 
half a mile from the former spot, gives reason to suppose 
that the remains of an ancient forest forms a substratum 
of a more general extent at  this depth, and supports the 
theory, which has been drawn from the like discoveries 
in different parts of the world, that some great convulsion 
of nature, probably the deluge, prostrated and covered 
the ancient forests. 

4. The finding of this layer of rotten wood between 
-layers of coal, seems to support the supposition, that coal 
is a formation from wood, probably gradual ; the middle 
parts being the last transformed : or possibly the trans- 
forming principle, if lying in the adjacent earths, may 
have been in this instance exhausted before it reached the 
middle part of the wood. 

5. There is no trace of any volcanic matter throughout 
all the different strata penetrated by the .borer to the 

9 N Z  



depth of 140 feet ; which renders it probable that the 
shocks of earthquakes not unfrequently felt in this part 
of Bengal, (whether such phenomena proceed from the 
direct action of fire, or from the sudden wntac t of heated 
substances with water in the bowels of the earth, thereby 
expndin into va our; and not merely, according to I P Doctor TU KELY s hypothesis, from electrical shocks 
on the surface,) do not proceed from any very proximate 
cause ; and the general feebleness of those shocks leads 
to the hope that the cause is remote, and consequently 
that the effect is not likely to be severe. The Monghw 
hills, which are said to'contain volcanic matter, are at the 
dhtance OF about 300 miles. 
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- 
Statistical Yiew of the Population of Burdwan, $c. 

BY W. B. BAYLEY, ESQ. 

H. T. COLEBROOKE, ESQ. 

PRESIDEAT OF THE ASIATfCK SOCIETY. 

SIR, 

1 HAVE the honour to submit to the Asidlick Society, 
the accampanying statements arranged principally from 
inaterials which I collected in the year 1 8 13- 14, while in 
charge of the office ofjudge and magistrate of the district 
bf Burdauan. 

The document, marked' No. 1, exhibits an abstract 
statement of the population of 98 towns rind villages 
sittiated in some of the western districts of Bengal, pro- 
cured with the view of ascertainin the general avettqp 
proportion of inhabitant3 to eaeh &elliog. 

The document, marked No. 2, contain9 an abhtdtit 
strltement of the totd number 6f dwklling-bobs& resp&- 
tirely inhabit4 by Hind48 and Mdhkdau m thb 
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district of Burdwan, arranged under the head of the 
several police jurisdictions. 

The paper, marked No. 3, exhibits an abstract 
classification of the .Hind& inhabitants of 26 villages in 
the district of Burdwan, arranged under their respective 
castes or professions. 

The paper, marked No. 4, exhibits the average price 
of some articles of common consumption in the town of 
Calcutta, in each year from 1753 to 1 S 14. 

The papers: respectively numbered 5,6, and 7, contain 
statements of the average price of rice and some other 
articles of consumption in each year from 1783 to 18 14, 
at the towns of SzirCl and Elanahazar, in the district of 
BirbhCm, and at the tomi of Mancaul; in the districtof 
Burdwan. 

I proceed to offer such remarks, in explanation of each 
of the annexed statements, as appear necessary. 

No. 1. The detailed enumerations, from which this 
paper is formed, were obtained partly thro~~gh the 
agency of some respectable native proprietors of estates 
with whom I was personally acquainted, and partly by 
the aid and influence of European gentlemen residing in 
the several districts, from which the returns have been 
furnished. h % _  

1 

I have reason to be satisfied that few of these returns 
-are inaccurate, and, none of them materially so. The 
to.wns aad villages included in this paper are situated in 
various parts of the districts of Burdwan, Haighli, Mid- 
napbr, Bfrbhhm, and the Jungle Mehdls. They differ 
in their size, opulence, and 0 t h  circumstances ; someof 
,them are market-towns or places of established manu- 
factures ; some are principally ,inhabited by Hindts, and 
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others by iElahomedans; some are heavily assessed, others 
again are nearly rent-free. 

Under these circumstances an accurate average of the 
proportioil of inhabitants to each dwelling, throughout the 
district of Burdwan, may be deduced from the annexed 
abstract; and as there exists no very material difference 
in the state of society, the same average may probably be 
considered to be geilerally applicable throughout Bengnl. 

I t  is s~arcely necessary to observe that many dwellings, 
especially those of the more opulent classes of inhabit- 
ants, include several distinct buildings, huts, or out-offices 
within one enclosure; and frequently contain distinct 
-families of several brothers or other near relations. A 
dwelling of this description, whatever may be the number 
of buildings included in it, is intentionally considered and 
rated as one dwelling, both in this statement and in that 
marked No. 9, exhibiting the total number of dwelling- 
houses in the district of Burdwan. With reference to 
these circumstances, the proportioil of 54 inhabitants to a 
house, resulting from the general average of the paper 
marked No. 1, appears smaller than might have been 
reasonably expected, and is, in fact, less than the average 
proporti011 of inhabitants to each house in England. 

The number of males appears from the statement to 
be s~n~ewha t  greater than that of the females, being 
813,385 of the former, to 8 1,149 of the latter. The po- 
pulation returns of other countries gci~erally exhibit a 
larger number of females than of males ; in England, 
howevq, if the males employed in the army and navy be 
included, the sexes a1.e very, nearly equal in number. . 

No. a. The statement, marked No. 1, having furnished 
me with the average proportion of  inhabitant^ to each 
dwelling, 1 proceeded to rrscertuin the actual number of 
dwelling-houses in the district of Burdm,  distinguish- 



ing them as occupied by Hindb aid  Mahmnedanr 
respec tivdy. I 

The proprietors of every nuzuza or village in the dis- 
trict, or their resident agents, were furnished through the 
police officers of each division with a form in the Bengafi 
language, intended to shew the llame of the village, of 
the pergamh,  and of the police jurisdiction, the total 
number of dwellin r houses in each village, and the num- 
ber occupied by d i d ~ s  and &Iahomedotu respectively. 

Such instructions and explanations were at the same 
time furnished as appeared necessary to prevent mistakes 
and omissions, and to remove all grounds of suspicion 
and jealousy on the part of the inhabitants. The prw 
prietors, farmers, or their residint agents were directed 
to supply the information required, and to insert it in 
the form with every possible attention to accuracy. The , 
statements, after being so prepared, were attested by the 1 

proprietor or his agent, and by some of the men& or 
most respectable inhabitants of each village ; and were 
then delivered to the police officers of the jurisdiction, by 
whom they were arranged alphabetically under the head 
of each pergannah. ~ 

I believe that the returns have been generally prepared ! 
with due care and accuracy ; and I met with no instance 

, of reluctance, on the part of the proprietors or their 
agents, in communicating the information required. 

According to the statements so furnished, the district 
of Burdwan contains 262,634 dwelling-houwg of which 
2 18,853 are occupied by Hindirs, and 43,781 by Maho- 
mdans ; allowing 59 inhabitants to each dwelling, the 
total population of B u r d m  will amount to 1,444,487 
souls. The area of the. district of Burdwun, as its 
boundaries are at present arranged, comprises about 
9,400 English square miles. Oo an average, therefore, 



, a h  square mile contains a population of more than 600 
persons. 

The total population of England gives an average of 
near 200 inhabitanta toeach square mile; but if some par- 
ticular counties are selected, the proportion will be found 
to approximate much more nearly to that of Burdwan. 
The county of Lawtwter, for instance, contains a b u t  
1,800 square miles, and its population in the year 18 1 1 
amounted b 856,000, furnishing an .average of 876 
inhabitants to a square mile. 

I t  should be observed, however, that the district of 
Burdwan is one of the most productive and highly cul- 
tivated portions of the British territories in India, and 
that it contains sclrrcely anyjungle or waste land. 

The matiriala, h m  which I have calculated the popu- 
lation of the district of Burdwan, appear to bc sufficiently 
solid and accurate for every practical purpose; and I am 
satisfied that the total population of Britiah India and 
the proportion of Hi& to Mahomednn inhabitants 
might be ascertained in a similar manner with little diffi- 
cul ty or inconvenience. 

The result of such a general inquiry, conducted on uni- 
form principles, would not merely be gratitjling to public 
curiosity, but might eventually prove of great practical 
importance in the improvement of the police, and in the 
general administration of the extensive territories subject 
to the British government in India. 

No, 3. This statement exhibits the total Hind4 po- 
pulation of a6 villages in the district of Burdadn ; the 
inhabitnnta are classed under the heads of their respective 
castes or professions, and accarding to their agm; the 
lPlales as being above or b e h  16 y m  of age, the 
fermJes as above or b e h  19 years of age ; the viliagea, 
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from which this abstract was hrmed, were selected in 
preference to othcrs as containing more than the usual 
proportion oE, Hintlzi inhabitants ; the statement shews 
almost all the classes and professions into which the 
Hind& population is generally divided in the western 
parts of Bengal, but it cannot be considered to furnisb 
any accurate averqye of the proportions which the differ- 
ent classes bear tdmch other : it may be remarked that 
the proportion of fehales to males is generally larger in 
the higher classes, while in the lower classes the males 
are more nu~l~erous than the females. 

No. 4. This statement has been prepared from ac- 
counts preserved in a respectable Hind& fkmily in CaC 
cuttu. The average is deduced from the sum total an- 
nually expended in the purchase of each article for the 
ordinary consumption of that family, compared with the 
total quaxitity of each article purchased within each year. 1 

I 

No. 5. I am indebted for thisdocument to Mr. CHEA P, 
I 
I 

the commercial resident at Surzil; it contains the current 
prices of coarse and fine rice, of salt, oil, ghee, molaqses. 1 
and turmeric, in the month of Ptcs, during the last 30 
years at the town of Stirhl. 

No. 6. The accuiacy of this statement, which was 
obligingly furnished to me by Mr. ERSKI NE, a gentle- 

. man residing at Elambazdr, in the district of BirbAGm, 
may be relied upon. The difference in the price of rice, 
in the respective months of Plis and A'shrh of each year, 
is worthy of observation : a similar variation of price at 
those periods is general throughout the interior of the 
western districts of Bengal, and is a source of abundant 
profit to the more opulent mahajam or speculators io 
that article, and of considerable injury to the indigent 
classes of cultivators: these last are generally in debt to 
.the village mahjans ; they procure rice for seed and for 
the consumption of their families, either ,by a ruinous 
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. mortgage of the ensuing crop, or a t  an exorbitant rate of 
interest in the month of A'sdrh, a period when the price 
is almost uniformly hieher than at any other period. In 
P&, when the principal harvest is gathered, they are 
under the necessity of immediately disposing of tlie pro- 
duce of their fields, to enable them to discharge the heavy 
instalments of their rent which then become due. They 
have neither resources suf3cient to dispose of the grain 
a t  a distant market, nor to postpone the sale until a more 
favourable period. They are thus compelled to throw 
nearly the whole produce of the village into a confined 
market at the same time, and the only purchasers are 
the mahajans of the village, who are thue able to fix the 
rates almost at their own discretion. This evil is of 
course less felt in the neighbourhood of navigable rivers, 
(Elambazur is on the banks of the Adjy,) and in the 
vicinity of large towns; and the price in C a h t t a  does not 
essentdly vary at those seasons which, in the interior of the 
country, are respectively the cheapest or dearest periods. 

No. 7. I procured this document from a respectable 
grain merchant residin at the town of Jfdncaur, in the 
district of Burdwatr . % rom the inquiries, which I had an 
opportunity of making on the spot, I have reason to 
believe that it is prepared with perfect accuracy. 

From the Papers marked Nos. 4, 5, 6, 7, it may be 
observed that the period of ten years, from 1793 to 1 805, 
was generally a cheaper period than the ten years pre- 
ceding or following it ; and that the price of rice, and 
generally of other articles, has not experienced any very 
material or permanent augmentation from the year 1 C/6 1 
to the present time. 

I have the honour to be, 
SIR, 

Your most obedient humble Servant, 
, W. B. BAYLEY. 

CALCUTTA, 
17th September 1814. '1 
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No. 1. Returns of the population of ninety-eight miages 
and towns, situated in the meskrn parts of 
Bengal ; procured with the view of ascertain- 
ing the general average proportion of inha- 
bitants to a dwelling. 

I 

No. 2.  Statement of the total number of dwelling-house. 
respectively inhabited by Hindria and M M -  
mans in the district of hrdwan,  arianged 
imnder the head of the several @ice juris- 
dictions. 

No. 3. Abstract clmsificatidn of the whole number of 
Hind& inhabitants in twenty-six villages of 
BuPdwdn,. aminged under the heads of their 
respective castes or professions. 

No. 4. Annual average price of some articles of common 
consumption in the town of Calcutta in each 
year, from 1755 to 1814. 

No. 5. Average price i f  articles of general consumption 
at %rfil, from 1783 to 1813. 

No. 6. Ave price of fine and coarse rice at Elam- I baz r, from 1783 to 1815. 

No. 7 .  Wholesale price of coarse rice in Pa at Min- 
caur, in Allah Burhan, from 1785 to 18 13. 
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No. I .-(co~ltinued). 

3d. 

N A M E S  

OP T H E  

VILLAGES. 

C6truci .............. 
Babuishol ................ 
BaggiepGr ,........... 
Jhijra ................ 
Rhm-crishenpfir ............ 
RbdbLrishenW .......... 
Gbrh Simlapol ........ 
DbpGr .................... 
Mank'h6ta ................ 
Abudanga ............ 
BhagwhpGr .......... 
BQmania .................. 
Berdaba .................. 
S'rigaon .................. 

Total of 14 villages. 

Number 

of Femle 
Inhabitante 

a06 
143 
0 

145 
0 

169 
168 
163 
177. 
0 

166 
185 
169 
177 

Number 

of Male 

Inhbitmtn 

204 
157 
0 

I72 
0 

181 

184 
175 
0 

178 
I 64 
157 
201 

Where aituqted. 

Zillab Burdwan.. 
Ditto .... 

Zillah BirbhGm .. 
Zillah hrdwan .. 

Ditto .... 
Ditto .... 

MidnapGr ...... 
Ditto .... 
Ditto .... 

Ziilah BirbhGm .. 
Zillah Burdwan .. 

Ditto .... 
Ditto .... 
Ditto .... 

Number 

of 

Hoasea 

55 
56 
59 
60 
60 
63 
65 
66 
67 
68 
6.9 
69. 
70 
73 

Total 
Pop"'ation 
Male and 
Female. 

410 
300 
322 
317 
423 
950 
347 
347 
352 
33 1 
344 ' 

349 
326 
378 

Proportion of 
luhahitants 

to a House. 

78 
54 
54 

7 
5 f 

54 
5 
5 
5 

5i 
48 
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. -  . 
No. I.-(cmti&B). ' 

- 
N A M E S  Nmnber Number Nnmbcr TOM Proportion of 
OF ~ t t l ?  When dtmttd of  of  Male of lrcmale Popahtian Inhabib@ 

Male aad 
V I I . L A G E  IS. 7 Homes. tohabitant8 Inbabitantr tea Aoaa. 

709 1,407 
738 764 1,502 

55 

159 1,703 :f 
789 1,567 5 nearly. 
887 1,759 
900 1,951 

1,142 2,276 
1,186 2,406 
1,154 2,266 6 nearly. 
1,067 2,155 
1,516 

' 

2,995 
5: 

1,143 2,321 
7* 
54 

1,187 2,295 5f  
1,100 2,972 5 

Total of 14 Villages. 



Na. I;-(continued). ' 

or m s -  m i  I of ,I of" k-1 '-0' 

V I L L A G E S .  Male md 
H o u w ~ ~ ,  h M t a ~ @  nhbitrota 

Fearlc 

I : R.wr of- 
/ ~nh.bht8 

6 and upwards. 
5 near. 
54 
5 marly. 
53 
54 
5 above. 
5 ncarly. 
56 
.St - 
54 
6 near. 
'% 
5 near. 

7th. 

. 
0 
m 

Cz 

Zillab Burdwan .. 
Ditto .... -, 
Ditto .... 
Ditto .... .. Zillab; BirbhGm .. Zillah Burdwan .... Ditto 
Ditto .... 
Ditto .... .... Zillah Hugli 

Zillah Burdwan , , .... Zillah Hugli 
Ditto .... 

Fmch settlement 

E 

Khajuanwer .......... 
Bancadtr .....,............ 
CarGi .................... 
hfendelgaiin .,............ ............ ElambazL ................. Bijar .................. Bhald.. 
C1himdgh6s ................. 
DipagCr.. ................ 
Balnchi .............. 
Flancaur and its suburbs.. .............. ) Kcptpnv 

+ 

2 
7 - 
r\ 
i i 

51,241 51,779 

496 
501 
581 
524 
544 
610. 
656 
744 
941 

1,074 
1,562 
1,776 
2,836, 
8,484 

C'llandcrconn .............. .......... Cbnrlt1~:rnnpr 
- 

A 4 

C 
5 4 - 

1,13,545 

1,528 
1,195 
1,358 
1,218 
1,487 
1,745 
1,680 
1,826 
2,456 
9,910 
4,265 

0 
9,025 

20,548 - -  

1,466 
1,251 
1,387 
1,273 
1,463 
1,618 
1,640 
1,892 
2,493 
2,988 
4,417 

0 
9,120 

20,829 

'Total of 14 Vilfap.  21,266 

. 2,994 

2,745 
2,& 

249 1 
2,950 
3,363 
3,320 
9,718 
4,949 

. .  5,840 
8,682 

10,525 
18,145 

. 41,177 

? 



' ABSTRACT OF THE PRECEDING TABLES. 

m 

Tatd Poplphtim, 

BWCI and Peku.ls. 

1,678 

9,368 

4,896 

8,W 

15,280 

28,!378 

1,13,545 

1,76,705' 

- 

NUMBER OF TABLE. 

1st.. .............. 
2d..r............. 

3d......r......... 

4th .............. 
5th .............a 
6th .............. 
7th ....:......... 
T d  of 98 Tawa 

and Villages . . 
I 

A m  P m p o r h  

d 1hbib.b. 

5 1 

51 

51 

st 

51 

58 

53 

S t  nearly. 

Tot.1 Nmnber of 

Mae Xhbitmts. 

612 

1,451 

1,952 

.w76 

7,7m 

14,575 

51,779 

Toul No~absr of 

Horns. 

300 

605 

900 

1,565 

9,751 

5,139 

21,966 

- JP,b26 

Total Number of 

Female Iuhabitaats. 

597 

1,383 

1,868 

4,117 

7,540 

14,403 

51,241 

82,285 81,149 
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No. XI. 

STATEMENT of the Total Number of Dwelling- 
Houses respectively inhabited by Hindtis and JIG- 
sel~nans, in the District of Burdwan, arranged under 
the Head of the several Police Jurisdiction. 

L 

i $ 

each police jurisdiction contains about 
e 18 On mauzas. an ave% ch mauza about 75 houses, each house 
contains about 5 )  inhabitants. The proportion of 

.' Hi&s to Mahotlpetam is as 5 of the fwmer to 1 of 
the latter, and of males to females about 100 of the 

. former to g8tth of the latter. The total number of 
. inhabitants in the district, at the average of 54 to each 

house will be 1,4!414,487. The jurisdiction of this zillah 
includes an area of about 2,400 square miles, and the pra- 
po*. of inhabitan@ to a square mile is more~tbao 600. - 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

8 13 
14 

16 

THANNAS. 

I 

Catwa .......... 
Cait'hi.. ........ .... Chad  GhC 
Banpas ........ ...... Balcrhhen 
Clichat ........ ...... MengelcQ 
Calna .......... 
Sondah ........ ...... Salimabad ...... Pubet'hal 
Dignager ........ 
Somander Gher . . ........ Bers61.. 
Town of Burdwan 

and suburbs . . } ........ C6talpGr 

Total of 
Manar. 

I Total.. 

I 

230 
157 
220 
92 

115 
310 
235 
336 
121 
458 
265 
145 
160 
110 

72 

470 

Total of 
Hmcr. 

3,496 ),62,634 

Total of 
Hos~iea 

inhabited 
by Hmdds 

2.18,ass 

20,790 
13,046 
14,548 
11,554 
9,218 

22,847 
19,551 
24,811 
10,934 
29,341 
15,033 
19,814 
8,239 
8,981 

9,805 

24942 

18,688 
9,923 

11,770 
10,096 
7,52Y 

19,786 
15,954 
20,817 
8,978 

23,188 
12,671 
17,533 
6,049 
6,895 

7,651 

21,326 
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No. 111. 
ABSTRACT Classi6catiob of the whole Number of Hind4 Inhabitants ia 

26 Villages of Burdaros, arranged under the Heads of their mpecrirr 
Castes or Professions. 



No. IV. 
I ANNUAL Average Price of the following Articles of 

common Consumption in the Town of Calcutta, in 
eaah Year from 1753 to 1 8 14. 



L 
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No. 1V.-(mtinuedj. 



No. V. 
AVERAGE Price of Articles of General Consumption at Sthil. 







No. VI. 

- AVERAGE Price of Fine and Coarse Rice at 
Bhmbazdr . 
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No. V1.-(continued). 

i I t  i s  d~ffieult to ascertain a standard for ploughing 
cattle, but to judge from experience since 1793, the 
prices have risen gradually to about 75 per cent. on the 
prices of that year. The hire of coolies during the same 

riod has not altered, being 44 and 5 puns per day. 
E e  risein wages paid by natives, who cultivate their. 
Eand by labourers, has, however, been considerable; about 
1793, an able servant received about 4 rupees per 
annum, with his diet and clothing, whereas they now 
receive 6 and 8 rupees yearly, and in some situations' 
even more. 

. 
TtXE / COASSF- 1 POkRSE 
hb-" r., 

-1 
P.., m . k l r  ,%, 1, M I. 

A*. ir;! :, fu. F Albnw, 
a*. .%., yn It.- p. l<"pn- 

auprr .  

- - 

Total of lo  Yearn.. ............ ---- 
Ditto calmlated st @a &. Wt. 

perSwr.. ................ 
0rm.n awmgcper.nrmm.... 

-- 
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No. VU. 

WHOLESALE Price of Coerse Rice! in Pris at 
Mhudaur, in Zillah Burduxzn. 

I 

l'otd of l o  Yem .. . . .. . . 
dr on an airryls per amom 

. - 

Tad of 10 Yaur .. .. .... 
O r o a . a m r a @ p e r ~ o m  

- 
w. 

l lgb  
1191 
i19b 
1 1 9  
1194 
1 1 s  
1196 
11, 
1198 
1199 

lodo 
i w i  
looo 
1903 
laor 
loo5 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 

1910 
1911 

I'ISIP 
IS13 
191d 
1sas 
1916 

' 1 t i 7  

1.0. 

'1783-4 
1784-5 
1 7 ~ 6 - 6  
17e67 
1 7 ~ - 8  
i7m-9 
17 1 
17%:4 
17 
17%'; 

- 
179.4  

1 7 g g  
17 -6 
17 7 
1792-8 

. i7g&g 
1794-10 
1890-1 
1801-9 
1809-3 

b 

Tohl of l a  Yun .. .. . . . . 
Orcmma~emgeperumam 

L l r W L p r h s  
p.' 

11094 s 6 q 9 ; I *  . 8 
1801-5 9 90 0 1 SS 0 
1905-6 S q 0 ,' Q ' S O  ' 4 

97 

o 

1 
S 
4 
s 
s 
I 
3 

9 

98 

9 

L l r R p m k :  
?=' 

1806-7 
1807-8 
880~-g 
8Og-1 

h ~ o - 1 ;  

a 
3 
3 
9 
9 
4 
3 
a 
s 
3 

SI 

1 
9 
s 
9 
9 
I 
9 
S 
1 
@ 

91 

9 

l o  

q) 

Y 1 . . b r C l a l L k ~  I 

9 
0 
9 
Y. 
P 

15 
13 
a1 
11 
1 

19  
IS 
S 
S 
5 

18 

5 .- 

34 
4 

98 
9 

as 
so 
4 
3 

I 1 7  
34 

94 

36 

9 

o 

r 
o 

-1Y 
8 
0 
s 

19 
8 
0 
0 

.4 

e 
0 
o 
8 
o 
e 
0 
4 

10 
8 

0 

19 

0 
0 
o 
0 
o 
o 
0 
0 
0 
0 

u 

0 

s 
so 
5 .  
98 
39 
nq. 
S7 
9 

19 
4 -.- 
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. XIV. 

Desmptions o Two neu: Species of S A aco LO s us, and 
o f a m  other Indian Phnta. 

- - - - - - 

By N. WALLICH; 

F E W  genera of plants a& more diffcult to be er- 
amined and ascertained than those which constitute the 
Asckpiadeae : a family which has lately been established 
and most excellently described by the librarian to the 
Linnean Sariety, Mr. R. Baows, in a paper inserted 
in the first volume of memoirs of the Wernerian Natural 
History Society. This difficulty is owing to the general 
intricacy and frequent minuteness of their sexual  or^ 
and to their succulent habit, which often matenally 
affect their appearance after they have undergone the 
process of drying. I t  is, therefore, highly desirable that 
as many as possible of them should be examined in a 
f k h  and native state. Under this impmsion, I trust, 
that the following descriptions and drawings of two 
plants, belongin to a very interesting and singular genus 
established by f ir .  BROWN, may not be unacceptable 
to lovers of botany. Both of them were brought to me 
a short time ago from the Sunderbans, and introduced 
into the Botanic Garden at Calcutta, where the thrive 

of the brackish water of the river f; oogly. 
I very well at a place which is dail irrigated by e tides 
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SARCOLOBUS. 
Brown in ACT. SOC. Werneriane I. p. 34. 

Pentandria Digynia. Ordo. naturalis Asclepiadee, a 
C1. VIII. Ord. XIV Apocinearum Jws: separande. 

CHARACTER GENERIS. 
Calyx quinquefidus, penistens, basi extra corollam COT- 

pusculis S. glandulis quinque cylindricis minutis la- 
ciniis alternantitus. 

Corolla rotatn, quinquefida, estivatione imbricata. 
Tubus nullus. 

Corpus starnineurn subglobosum, sessile, nudum. 
Anthere ova&, obtusse, stigmati incumbentes, membra- 

naceo-marginam, intns cellulis duabus divergentmibus. 
Massa pollinis decem, cereacm, Iseves, per pa+ ad 

latera stigmatis approximate, incumbentes, diver- 
gentes, basi suffulta: processibus corpusculomm stig- 
matis. 

Ovaria duo oblonga, acuta, unilocularia, polyspom. 
Ovula horizontalia, axi adfixa. 
Styli bmvissimi, acuti. 
Stigma depressurn, pentagonurn, antheris tectum, angulis 

baseos porrectis corpusculiferis. Corpcu la  teretia, 
dorso sulco exsculpta, basi utrinque exferentia pm- 
cessuin capillarem horizontalem apice incurva polli- 
niferum *. 

These bodies do not belong exclusively to the dsckpaadca, but u e  
found likewise in the Apocyrree. In ROXBVBGH'S Nerium grrurdi- 
norum (CAT. hort. beng.) they are. very large, membranaceoue, brown, 
obovate, loosely adhering to the somewhat Battened sides of the stigma 
and covered entirely by the anthers. By a peculiar p-, issuing 
from their acute base ppd elongsted downwards and upwards, they are 
attached to the grooves of the stigma, between the projecting angle of 
its base, and to the margins of the correepondieg anthers. At the 
bursting of the cells the granular pollen is forced to remain 0x1 tbe 
viscid s u r k e  of these bodies. This shrub b not a Nerium, and f o m  
probably a new genus. 
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Pericarpium. Follkulzls carnosus vel coriaceus, ven- 
tricosus. 

Rec~taculum fingosum, amplum, suturtr adfixum, de- 
mum liberum. 

h i n a  nurnerosa, inversa, retrorsum imbricata, com- 
planata, hinc leviter convexa, inde concava, margine 
lato membranaceo integerrimo cincttt. Testa mem- 
branancea, intus pmsertim ad marginem seminis 
spongiosa, ad superficiem ventralem inscripta funiculo 
um bilicali ramoso. Membruna interna tenuissima, 
albumen arcte vestiens. 

Albumen ernbryoni conforme, carnosum, tenuissimum, 
aqueo-a1 burn. 

Epnb y o  rectus, dicotyledoneas. Cotyledones magnoe, 
foliaceae. Plumula punctiformis. Radicuh supera, 
cylindrica. 

Hubitm. Prulices volubiles,. glabri, ramis copiosio 
elongatis snbarticulatis, lack spisso glutinoso scatentes. 
Folia opposita, glabra, firrna, basi supra acervulo 
glandularum. Iiacemi extrapetiolares, coryrnbosi, 
parvi. Folliculi solitarii (per aborturn .) 

SARCOLOBUS globosus Wall. 
8. foliis ovato-oblongis, corollis intus villosis, fo1licul.b 

magnis carnosis globosis utrinque retusis muricatis. 
Habdat ad littora subsalsa Auminis Hoogly Bengala~ 

australis. 
Fatex ratnosissimus, late super arbusculas volubilis, 

cortice pallido glaberrimo calloso-punctato. I 

&mi graciles, teretes, ad insertionem foliorum noduloso- 
incrassati ; tenelli pukcentes. 

Folia petiolata, opposita. remota, patentia, ovato-oblonga, 
juniora ovato-cordata, acuta cum cuspidula, integerri- ' 

ma, basi rotundata s. leviter emarginata, supra ad in- 
sertionem petioli setis aliquot carnosis ~ t a t e  nigrican- 
tibus, coriacea, ltevia, tri-quadripollicaria, subtus glauca 
costa elevata nervisque pnberulis versus marginem 
arcuatim anastornosantibus, siccitate reticulata. 

9 P 
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Pet* teretes, graciles, supra sulcati, foliis triplo bre  
viores. 

Racemi extraaxillares, coryrnbosi, multiflori, longitudine 
petiolorum, raro divisi. 

Peduncdua pubescens. Yerlicelli clavati, spiraliter rachi . 
incrassatre inserti, basi bracteolis tribus carnosis trim- 
gularibus. 

Flores parvi, extus albicantes, puberuli. 
Calyx quinquefidus. Lacinise acutae, ciliatae. Granula 

quinque in fundo. 
Corolla rotata, quinquifida. Laciniae ova&, acutse, supra 

villosse, punctulis seriatis purpureis. 
Cmpus stamineum aurantiacum. Anthera obtuse, mem- 

branula nivea rnarginatxe. Mama pollinis respectu 
paris divergentes. 

Ovaria et Styli ut in genere. 
Stigma omnino occulturn antheris. 
Folliculus globoeus, hinc .leviter carinatus obliquus, car- 

nosus, diametri quadripollicaris, vertice basique retu- 
sus. Cortex cinereus, asper a punctis innumeris . 
elevatis callosis farinosis. Caro hngosus, albus, ad- 
modum lactescens. Tunica interna chartam, Irevis- 
sima. 

~Receptucdum album, fungosum, cultriforme, dorm con- 
vexurn, vertice su bglobosutn et notatum seriehus cica- 
tricularum langitudinalibus, quibus inseruntur semina ; 
basi laeve. 

h i m  numerosissima, retromm irnhricata, globum for- 
mantia exactissime cavitatem folliculi replentem, ob- 
ovata, pollicaria, leviter convex0 cmcava, lsevissima, 
ferniginea, disco dilutiora, a pressura lineata, margine 
acutissima. 

Cotyledones obovatae, basi leviter retusa. ' 

SARCOLOBUS carinatus Wall. 
8, foliis ovalibus obloneieque, subcarnosis, corollis M- 

bus, folliculis oblong~s laeyibus acutis subtus carhatis. 
H a  bitat cum auteceden te. 
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.&teat- praecedenti similis sed minor. 
Rami longissimi, gracillimi, laxi, penduli, articulis inkri- 

ori bus srepe repen tibus, 
Eolia breve petiolata, lato-ovata, utrinque acuta, vel obo- 

vata subretusa, adultiora oblonga, pollicaria ad tripolli- 
caria, crassa, carnosa, utrinque Irevia, basi papilloso- 
glandulosa, avenia, subtus incana. 

Petioli teretes, supra sulcati, unguiculares, pubescentea. 
Racemi extra-axillares parvi. 
Bracteolcz ad basin pedicellorum triangulares. 
F h e s  parvi, glaberrimi. 
Calyx quinquepartitus. Lacink oblongae. Granuka 

quinque exigua. 
Corolh rotata, plana, Isvis, ex viridi lutea, supra punc- 

tis seriatis purpuraxentibug versus faucem tubercuh 
quinque minu tis. 

Corpus stamineum, Ovaria et Styli ut in genere. 
Stigma vertice nudum. 
Eblliculus oblongus, utrinque attenuatus, leviter arcuatus, 

acutus, subventricosus, coriaceus, lrevis, supra planius- 
culus, carinis duabus quatuorve lateralibus sinuosis 
angustis, pollices tres longus, inaturitate flaws viridi- 
maculatus. &culamentum ovatum, acutum. 

Receptaculum subcylindricum, arcuatum, acuminatum, 
seriebus octo cicatricularum, totidemque foveolis nota- 
turn. 

Semina retrorsum imbricata, unguicularia. 
0bser.vation. Though both these plants grow abund- 

antly every where in the jungles of the extensive Sun- 
, derbans, I have not been able to ascertain satisfactorily 

their native names ; nor have I succeeded in tracing 
any synonymes of them. They seem even to have 
escaped the notice of that most acute observer and 
botanist Doctor ROXBURQH. They are very distinct 
by their flowers and fruits. Their leaves are less dif- 
ferent, and vary much in the last species from oval to 
almost linear. S. carinutus is altogether a ,  slenderer 
and smaller shrub. The spongy 0e3h of its receptacles 

9 ~9 
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is of a mild milky taste, and used by the natives in 
their curries. 

FImer. ing time, the hot and rainy seasons. The fruits 
ripen towards the close of the rains. 

CAMPANULA dehiscens. 

ROXBURGH, CAT. hort. beng. p. 85. 

C. annua pilosula, basi ramosa, foliis linearibus denticu- 
latis, Aoribus terminalibus, capsulis apice poris tribus 
dehiscentibus. 

Habitat in agriv Bengalae frequenter. 
Planta erecta, pedalis, annua, adspena pilis paucis be- 

vibus ; bnsi ramosa. 
Rami subsimplices, adscendentes, fastigiati. 
Folia alterna, sessilia, patentia, linearia, remote denticu- 

lata, basi attenuata, bipollicaria, margine costaque 1e 
viter pilosa, superiora et floralia integerrima. 

Fiures parvi, glabri, dilute cmrulei, ad apicern caulis et 
ramorum pauci, alterni. 

Pehnculi filiformes, bracteolis aliquot linearibus. 
Calyx superus quinquepartitus. Laciniae lineares, acutie, 

erec tiusculae. 
Corolla campanulata, quinquefida, calyce duplo longior. 

Laciniae ovate. acutae. 
Stamina corolla breviora. 
Atamenta capillaria, erecta, e basi dilatata c i l i a  con- 

niven tia. 
Anthercc lineares, erecto. 
Ovarizdm l ~ v e ,  oblongurn, trisulcatum, intra calycern 

leviter elemiturn, subt~iloburn, triloculare pol ysporum. 
Ovula axi inserta. 

Stylus longitudine staminurn, pubescens. 
Stigma trilobun~, villosurn. 
CnpsuZa membranacea, subcylindrica, fusca, calycis Ia- 

ciniis erectiusculis coronata, trilocn)aris, apice poris 
tribus dehiscens. Dissepimenta apice'prominula. 

Semina minuta, numerosissima. 
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Obstrvation. Among the few genera, which this country 
has in common with Europe, that of ca~npanula holds 
a place. This species has, however, only a faint re- 
semblance to our lovely bell-flowers, and nothing 
of their beauty. I t  is a simple small plant, which 
flowers in February and March. 

BAUHINIA RACEMOSA. 
Bauhinia foliis subrotundo-cordatis, lobis semi-orbicu- 

latis, subtus tornentosis, staminibus barbato plumosis. 
Lamarck Encycl. 1. 390. 
Bauhinia floribus triandris, extus staminibusque basi 

hirsutis, foliis subtus seiiceis, lobis rotundatis. Yahl. 
S p b .  111. 56.  tab. 69. 

Habitat in montibus Bengalae orien talis ad &Iongh.yr, 
Gual'ra, Nepal, alibique super arbores altissimos 
scandens. 

Tru?~cus arboreus, robustus, cortice cinereo, rimoso. 
Rami longissimi, teretes, fusci, superne vestiti tomento 

denso molli ; juniores ferrueinei, striati. 
Foliu alterna, petiolata, patenba, rotundabcordata, sub- 

reniformia, amplidsima, palmaria ad pedalia, integer 
rima, biloba : lobis rotundatis subdivaricatis; durn 
juniora mollissima, supra laete viridia pubescentia, 
subtus nervique ferrueeo tomentosa, adultiora glabri- 
or4 coriacea, tredecimnervia, venosa, nervo costali 
inter lobos in setam lineari lanceolatam semipollicarem 
excurrente. 

Siipuke oblongse, subfalcatze, recurvatse, unguiculares, 
deciduae. 

Petioli tri-ad sexpollicares, teretes, ferrugineo-tomentosi, 
utrinque intumescentes, ad insertioneu~ folii subbilobi. 

Cirrhi duo oppositi, crassi, plani, integri, sexpollicares et 
~ ~ l t r a ,  revoluti, tomentosi, demurn lignosi. 

Rocemi terrnindes, pedunculati, ampli, ovati, corymbosi, 
multiflori, incano-tomentosi. 

I Pedunculus crassus, sursum floriferus, ad basin singulo- 
rum pedicellorum bract& patentibus lanceolatis acutis 
persistentibus. 
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Pedicelli spani, patentissimi, teretes, bipollicares, apim 
bracteola una vel duabus subulatis, superiores sensim 
breviores. , 

Flores magni, candidi, demum lutescentes. 
Calyx tubulosus, ad dimidiuin quinquefidus, limbo reflexo. 

Laciniire lanceolatse, concave, unguiculares, mem- 
bral~ula tenui alba in duos lobos connexae. 

Corolla pentapetala, patentissima. Pefala pollicaria, 
ovata, crenata, undulata, basi in unguem linearem 
longitudine laciniarum calycis attenuata, scrim 
barbata, lnargine intusque glabnora. 

Stamina octo, fauci calycia inserta. Quinque sterilia 
capillaria petalorurn unguibus breviora : quorum duo 
instructs rudimentis antherarum. 

Fi~menta  fertilium cylindrica, carnosa, arcuata, petalis 
longiora, basipilosa. 

Antherce magne, luteae, oblong=, incumbentes. 
Ovarium tubo cal ycis hinc adnatum, oblongum, dense 

lanaturn. 
Stylus adscendens, staminibus longior, sanguineus, pilosus. 
Stigma capitatum, viride, laeve. 
Legumen oblongum, lignosum, pedale, digitos tres latum, 

compressurn, apice rotundatum cum stylo obliquo bmvi, 
basi parum angustaturn, marginibus rectilineis, tomento 
ferrugineo denso mollissimo vestiturn, sexad octolocu- 
lare. Dissepimenta lignosa, brevia. Locu&munta 
laevissima, polita, vix ultra tertiam latitudinis partem 
occupantia. 

Receptaculum. Funiculi magpi, triangulares, valde ctm= 
planati, coriacei, e sutura externa descendentes, apice 

- semilunari truncata. 
Semina solitaria, subrotunda transversaliter parum oblon- 

gata, pollicaria, compressa, utrinque planiuscula, 
laevissima, nitida, stria ocellari obsoleta s u b m a r g ~ .  
Umbilici fenestra in parte exteriore superiore excavata 
semilunaris. 

Integumentum simplex, durum, coriaceum. 
Albumen durum, tenue, aqueo-album. 
Embryo rec tus, lu tescens. Cot,yledonea magme, amyg- 
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dalinse, Aavescentes, plane h i ,  levi ter sigmoidere, 
obsolete nervosae, laevissirnae. Plumula minima. 
Radicuka conica, .cen tri fuga . 

Obsmation. This is one of the most stately and gigantic 
climbers in the world ; its stem often measuring , 

eighteen inches in diameter and its branches covering, 
and at last suffocating, the largest trees. The flowers 
are beautifully white, becoming yellowish before they 
decay. Its profuse and elegant foliage is employed 
by the natives to cover their huts, umbrellas, &c. ; uses 
for which the strong and leathery texture of the leaves 
renders them exceedingly well qualified. The cotyle- 
dons are not unpleasant to the taste, and are eat by the 
natives. 

Hindustani name Mauh. A man, who has seen the 
tree at bothplaces, tells me it is called Latd Kanchanci 
at Monghyr, in Nepal Bhurla. 

Flawring time, the hot and raioy seasons.   he pods 
take nine months to ripen. 

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES. - 
SARCOLOBUS globosus. 

Fig. a. a. Front and back view of a flower. 
b. Calyx opened, exhibiting its small glan- 

dular bodies, and the ovaria. 
c. Corpus starnineurn. 
d. The same, with the anthers removed, more 

magnified. 
i. Fruit, natural size. 
k. The same, opened. 
e. e. Seeds viewed from both sides. 
f. The same, transversal1 y divided. 
g. The same, longitudinally divided, showing 

the albumen. 
h, Embryo, natural size, 
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SARCOLOBUS carinatus. 
Fig. a. a. Flower. 

b. Corpus starnineurn. 
c. Internal side of the anther, shewing the 

cells. 
d. Fruit. 
e. The same, longitudinally divided. 
f. Seeds attached to the receptacle. 
g. Recey tacle. 
h. h. Seeds. , 

CAMPANULA dehiscens. 
Fig, a. Coral. 

b. Calyx and stamens. 
c.' A detached stamen. 
d. .Pistil. 
e. Transversal section of the ovarium. 
f. . Capsule. 
g. The same, divided tmnsversally. 
h. The same, opened so as to shew a locu- 

lament. 

BAUHINIA racemosa. 
Fig. a. b. Calyx and sexual organs. 

c. c. Petals. 
d. Legume. 
e. Seed with its funiculus. 
f. g. The same, in a germinating state. 

THC END OF THE TWELFTH VOLUME. 
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A P P E N D I X .  

. ' R U L E S  
OF 

THE ASIATICK SOCIETY. - 
T H E  following is an abstract of the Rules of this In- 
stitution, which are now in force ; including those printed 
in the Appendix to the sixth and subsequent Volurnes of 
the Society's Transactions : 

Origij~al Rules adopted from the Fountler's Discouruc, 
15th Felruary, 17 84. 

1. That the institution be denominated the Asiatick 
,%ciety .- that the I~ounds of its investigations be the geo- 
piphkal  limits of Asia; afld that within these limits, 
~ t s  Inquiries be extended to whatever is performed by 
man, or produced by nature. 

a. That weekly meetings be held for the purpose of 
hearing o r i e a l  papers read, on such subjects as fall 
within the clrcle of the Society's inquiries. 

3. That all curious and learned men be invited to send 
their tracts to the Secretary ; for which they shall im- 
mediately receive the thanks of the Society. 

4. That the Society's researches be published annu- 
ally, if a sufficiency of valuable materials be received. 

5.  That mere translations of considerable length be 
not admitted, except of such unpublished essays or 
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treatises as may be transmitted to the Society, by native 
authors. 

6. That all questions be decided on a lmllot, by a ma- 
jority of twethirds, and that nine Members be required 
to constitute a Board for such decisions. 

7. That no new Member be admitted who has not 
expressed a voluntary desire to become so ; and in that 
case, that no other qualification be required than a love 
of knowledge, and a zeal for the promotion of it. 

Subsequent Rdut ions ofthe SocKty, which are injirce. 

8. That the future meetings of the Society be beld on 
the first Wednesday of each alternate month ; viz., in the 
months of Tebrua y, April, June, Augwt, October, and 
December, at nine o'clock in the evening. 

9. That if any business shall occur to require inter- 
, mediate meetings, they may be convened by the Pmi- 
dent; who may also, when necessary, appoint any other 
day of the week, instead of W e d d a y ,  for the stated 
meetings of the Society. 

10. That as it may not always be.convenient for the 
Pmident to attend the meetings of the Society, a certain 
number of Vice Presidents be elected annually. 

1 1. That in case the President and the Vice Presidents 
should be absent at any meetin , a quarter of an hour 
after the fixed time, the Senior &ember prese.nt abrO 
take the chair for the evening. 

ie. That every Member of the Society have the pri- 
vilege of introducing, as a visitor, any gentleman who L 
not usually resident in Cdcutta. 
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IS. That, with a view to provide funds for the necessary 
expenses of the Society, an admission fee be established, 
to consist of two gold mohurs, payable by evev Member 
on his election ; and that each Member of the Society, 
resident in India, (honorary Members excepted,) do also 
contribute a gold mohur quarterly, in the first week of 
Janua?, April, July, and October. Any Member, . 

neglecting to pay his subscription for half a year after it 
becomes due, to be considered as no longer a Member 
of the Society. 

14. That a Treasurer be appointed. 

15. That in addition to the Secretary, an assistant 
Secretary, and a Librarian, be afso appointed. 

16. That a Committee of Papers be appointed, to 
consist of the President, Vice Presidents, Secretary, and 
line other Members, to be elected annually ; and that 
any number, not less than five, be competent to form a 
Committee. 

1 7. That this Committee select from the Papeis com- 
municated to the Society such as may appear proper for 
publication ; and superintend the printing of the Society's 
transactions. 

18. That the Committee of Papers be authorized to 
draw upon the Treasurer for any sums requisite to defray 
the expense of publishing the transactions; and d ~ a t  
an order, signed by a majority of the Committee, be a 
sufficient warrant to the Treasurer for paying the same. 

19. That the Committee of Papers be authorized to 
defray any s~nall contingent expenses, on account of the 
Society,, which they niay deem indispensable. 

ao. That the agents of, the Society in England be 
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desired to purchase and forward for the Society's fibrary, 
books of science and oriental literature published in 
Europe, taking care that those purchases at no time 
exceed the funds arising h m  the sale of the Society5 
publications. 

a 1. That the Committee of Papers be requested to 
furnish the Agents in Europe, with such further in- 
structions as may appear requisite for their guidance in 
theselection of books proper to be placed in the L i b r q  
of the Society. 

E9. That it will be proper to publish, with each volume 
of the Researches, a list of such oriental subjects as may 
be considered in the light of desiderata ; to be prepared 
by the Committee, from lists submitted to the Society, 
by the Members, or others. 

as. That as a testimonial to the merit of the best pa- 
pers, communicated to the Society, on the subjects pro- 
posed as desiderata, the author, when not a member of 
the Society, be presented with the volume of Researches, 

.wherein such paper is contained ; accompanied with a 
complimentary letter from the Secretary, in the name of 
the' Society. 

94. That every subscribing Member of the Society be, 
on application, furnished with a copy of the 19th volume, 
as well as of any future volumes of the Society's Trans- 
actions, in return for his contributions, without any hrther 
payment. 

915. That with a view to the more general circulation 
of the Asiatick Researches in Idk ,  the price of the 
, I  9th and future volumes, to non-subscribers, be fixed at 
a gold mohur ; and that if several volumes of different 
years be purchased together, they be sold at ten rupees 
each. 
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,MUSEUM. 
86. On the 9d .pebruary, 18 14, the Society deter- 

mined ". upon forming a bfuseum for the reception of 
all articles that may tend to illustrate oriental manners, 
and history ; or to elucidate the particularities of nature 
or art in the East." The following Resolutions were at 
the same time passed upon the subject :- 

27. That this intention be made known to the public, 
..and that contributions be solicited of the undermentioned 
nature :- 

1. Inscriptions on stone or bnrss. 
2. Ancient monuments, Mohammedan or Hindu. 
3. Figures of theSHindu deities. 

.4 .  Aocient coins. 
5. Ancient manuscripts. 
6. Instruments of war peculiar to the East. 
7. Instruments of music. . 
8. The vessels employed in religious ceremonies. 

.g.  Implements of native art and manufacw, 
&c. &c. 

10. Animals peculiar to India, dried or preserved. 
1 I. Skeletons or particular bones of animals pe- 

culiar to India. 
I 9 .  Birds .peculiar to India, stuffed or preserved. 
IS. Dried plants, fruits, &c. 

- 14. 3lineral or vegetable preparations in ~ & t e m  
P ~ C Y .  

15. Ores of metals. 
16. Native a110 s of metals. 
1 7. Minerals o d every description, &c. &c. 

28. That the names of petsons contributing to the 
:&iuseum or Library of the Society, be hereafter published 
at tbe end of each volume of the Asiatick Researches. 

89. That the hall on the gronnd4wr of the Society's 
2 Q 



house be fitted up for the reception of the articles tbat 
may be procured. The plan and expenses of so doing 
to be regulated by the Committee of Papers, and Se- 

"9 ; and the person under whose superintendence 
the useum may be placed. 

80. That the expense which may be incurred in pre- 
paring materials, furnished in a state unfit for preservation, 

. - - -bedefrayed by the Society, withina certainand fixed extent. 

31. That the thanks of the Society be given to Doctor 
W ALLIC H, for the tender of his services ; and that he 
be appointed Superintendent of the Oriental Museum of 
the Aaiatick Society. 

32. On the 5 th April 18 15, in consequence of Doctor 
WALLICH'S king obliged to reside at some distance 
from Cukutta, it was resolved, at his suggestion, to 
appoint a joint Superintendent of the Society's Museum, 
and Mr. WILLIAM LLOYD GIBBONS, who is also 
Assistant Secretmy and Librarian to the Society, was 
accordin 1 requested to act as joint Superintendent with w Doctor ALLTCH. 

33. On the 7th June 18 15, the Superintendents of 
the Museum were requested '' to return the thanks of 
the Society to the persons from whom any donation to the 
Museum has been received, and to make similar acknow- 
led ents for any contribution which may be hereafter 
m tr e to the Museum." - - 

B IBLIOTHECA ASIA TICB. 
The following resolutions were passed, on the mom- 

mendation of the Committee of Papers, under date the %d 
July 1806. But materials have not yet been received 
for publishing a volume of the work therein proposed. 
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. 34. That the Society publish, from time to time, as 
their funds will admit of it, in volumes distinct from the 
Aaiatick Researches, translations of short works in the 
Sanacrit and other Aaiatick languages, or extracts and 
descriptive accounts of books of eater len th in those J l languages, which may be offe to the ociety, and 
appear deserving of publication. 

35. That as this publication may be expected gradu- 
ally to extend to all Aaiatick books, of which copies may 
be deposited in the Library of the Society, and even to 
all works extant in the leaned langua es of Asia, the 
series of the volumes be entitled Bibliot ! eca Aatica,  or 
a descriptive Catalogue of Aaiatick Books, with Extracts . 
and Translations. 

36. That the ~om&ittee of Papers, adopt such means 
as may appear proper, for making the intentions of the 
Society in this respect generally known. 

Physical and Litera y Cornmittem. , 

37: At tile suggestion of one of the Members of the 
Society, it was resolved, on the 7th September 1808 ; 
&st, That a Committee be formed to propose such 
plans and cany on such correspondence as may seem best 
suited to promote the knowledge of natural history, 
philosophy, medicine, improvements of the arts, and 
whatever is comprellended in the general term of phyaicd; 
to consist of such Members as ma voluntarily undertake 
to meet for that purpose. ~econd;~.  That a Committee 
be formed in like manner, for literature, philology, history, 
antiquities, and whatever is comprehended under the 
general term of literature. 

38. The followin Rules for the twq Committees were 
also adopted by the I ociety, on the 5 th October 1 808 :-- 

B Q ~  



1st. That the meetings of'tlie LiGriry Cornmitt& be 
'held at the house belonging tb tlie Asiatick Society, on 
,the first and third Wednesdays, and the meetings of the 
PhysicalCommittee on the second and fourth Wednesdays 

:of each month, at the hour of nine o'clock i i ~  the evening : 
whenever a general ineeting of the AHatick Society may 
be held on the same evkning, and at 'the same hour, the 
meeting of the Commit+ to be suspended. ad. That 

-each . . Committee be open to all Members of the Asktick 
'SoCie~, r h o  may choose to attend the meetings. 3d. 
:That ~f the 'President .of the ,Society be present i t  a 

. . meeting d either ' Committee he shall preside; in his 
,!absence one of the Vice Presidents ; and in their absence 
-the eldest Member of the Sdciety present at each meetidg 
shall be considered as President at  such meeting. 4th. 
That the Secretary to the Asiatick Society be requested 
'to act as Secretary to the Literary Committee, and the . , 

Assistant Secrefar to the Society be requested to act as  
Secretary to the dlysical Committke, as far as their time 
and avocations lnay admit. 5 th. That a Deputy Secre- 
tary be also appointed for each' Commi ttee, to be elected 
at the next meeting of the two Committees respectively. 
6th. That regular books of proceedings be kept by the 

'-Secketaries . . for each Committee, in which minutes shall 
'be entered of all papers, communications, and acts done 
8 .  

,by the Committee; that such books be at all times open 
-@,'the inspection of the Members of the Asiatick'Socie 
;add that such papers be laid before the Society ,as 2; 
.-Committee may judge proper ,to be submitted. 7th. 
:.That the correspondence of each Committee be in general 
,-,m,ried on through its Secretary or Deputy; but that it 
% at, the discretion 'of the Committees to employ any one : . bf iheii . Members to correspond with any individual. 
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LIST .OP DONATIONS 

TO 

The Liba y $the Asiatick Society, since 18 10. 

DONORS. DONATIONS. 

T ~ E  ~HILOSOPHICAL SO- 
CIETY OF PKiludelphia -A copy . of the Phihlrlphia Medial  . . ' 

Museum, Nos. 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 
19, 20, 21, and 2 4  

Bartoh's Supplement, No. 3, and No. 1, 
of volume ad. 

H. T. COLEBBOOKE, Ehq. -A Swcrit Dictionar compiled under . . 
the direction of d: T. ColeboLe,  
Esq. 4 volumes, folio, MSS. 

GEOBGB SWIITOM, Eq.. .-The Travels of Mirza Abutalib Khan, 
'in Persian, with the Author's own 
corrections, MSS. 

Tag C ~ ~ ~ C I L  OF THECOL- ' 

LEGE . oi .. F o a ~  W ~ L ~ I A M - ~ a l i l a t ,  by Robert Tytler, M.D. 
' 

Shemsul Loghat, in 2 vols., by Joseph 
Barertto, jun. 

Muntekheh-ul-loghgt, by Maulavi Al- 
lah Dad, and others. 

Persian Miscellany, in 3 vols., by Mau- 
' lavi Allah Dad, and Maulavi Kerem 

Husein. 
Dabistb-i-Muzahib. 
MejmuS Shemsi, by Maulavi Abul 

Khyr, under the superintendence of 
W. Hunter, M.D. 

A Pcrswn and Hindi Vocabulary. 
A Vocabulary, Perrion, Arabic, and 

English, by Colonel \V. Kirkpatnck. 
Alfh  Adwiya, by F. Gladwin, Esq. 
Persian Classicks, 2 vols., by Dino. 

' 

The Gulistan of Sheikh W, with an 
.Eng&I 'Tnfnslation, by James Du- 
moulin. '- . 1 -  . . . . _  

The'  Amara Cbha,  ancient Dic- 
. I 

. I  . . tionarz, -printed' bndkr "the su erih- 
, .  t 9 a b c e  or a; a c o i e b r ~ ~ s  &. .' ' I . .', . ; I .  . 
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DONORS. DONATIONS. 
Hemachmdra C68ha, printed undutbe 

direction of H. T. Colebmoke, Esq. 
A C6shq or dictionary, by Amam 

Sinhq with sn Engtish Incerpdoo  
md Annotations, by H. T. Colt 
brooke, Esq. 

Amru S.t~ca, and Ghatacarpbrq by 
Babu Ram Pundit. 

Bh6gavat Gita. 
Gita G6vinda. 
Tbe Stitma of Panini, with the bat 

Commentaries, 2 vols. 
A Grammar of the Muhratta kngnye, 

by W. Carey, D.D. 
Prema Sagar, by Lalu Pundit. 
Hindi and English Dictionary, 4 voL 

by W. Hunter, M.D. 
Araishi Mehfil, by Mir Shir Ali AMs. 
Satsai of BehariW. 
Rsj Nid. 
Totakahbi, by Hyder Baksh. 
Diwan Soz. 
Oriental Linguist, by the Author of the 

English and Hindu Dictionary.' 
A Sanacrit and Bmgali Vocabu , 

penaud Thakoor. 
'Y Bengali and E"gluh ditto, by Mo an- 

The Digest of Hi* Law, 4 vols., by 
H. T. Colebmke, Esq. 

Instituta of MENU, MSS. 
A Digest of Mahmmerhr hw, by 

Captain John Baillie. 
blishc6t-ul-Dlasabih, 2 vols., translated 

from the original Arubic, by Captain 
A. N. Matthews. 

Harington's Analysis, Second Part, .nd 
Supplement to the First PPrt, 

Histo of Nimm Ali Khan, by William 
~o'sin~bery. 

Owen's Charges. 
Captain J. CANNING . . . .-Six Burman Manuscripb on Cloth. 
Tbe Rev. J. ma as^ MAN. .-The Works of Confucius, translated inlo 

*bk, by J. Marshman, vol. 1st. 
The BmcricrrrrPri~~oso~m- 

CAL SOCIETY . , . , , , , ,-Alll~ricua Philosophical T~uactionr, 
Part Second, vol. 6th. 1 
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DONORS. DONATIONS. .... Tbe Rev. W. CAREY. .-The ~ h S ~ a n n ,  Smcrit and Eagbk, 
vol. 3d, by the Rw. W. Carey, D.D.' ........ J. HABE, Iv1.D.. .-Hager's Dissertation on the newlydb 
covered Babylonian Inscriptions. ..... Major C. STEWART .-Catalogue of the Oriental Library of 
Tippoo Sultan, by Major C. Stewart. 

THB SOCIETY FOB THE EN- 

COURAOEMENT OP ARTS, 
kc.  ............... ...- Transactions of the Society for the En- 
, couragernent of Arts, Sciences, &c. 

vols. 15th, 26th, and 18th. 
TA'PIN~CHEBEN MITR . .-Cabyk Mir Taki, the Poems of Mina 

Mohammed Taki, published under 
the Patronage of the College of Fort 
William. 

Sir GPO. STAUNTON, Bart.-The Criminal Code of Chinu, by Sir 
George Thomas Staunton, Bt. F.R.S. 

SHEIKH AHMED ....... .-Kefhet-ul-Yemen, by Sheikh Ahmed. 
THE ANTIQUARIAII SOCI- 

ETY OF LONDON ..... .-Index to the first 15 volumes of the Ar- 
chaeologia. 

Archaeologia, Part First, vol. 16th. 
M. N. CARLISLE, Esq. Se- 

cretary to the Antiquarian 
Society ............. .-Topographical Didonary of E'p~Imd 

and Ireland. 
GBOLOQICAL SOCIETY . .-Transactions of the Geological Sacietp, 

vol. 1st. 
Plates and Maps of the 1st vol. of the 

Tr~sactionsoftheGeological Society 
Honu. VOLRET ....... .--Chronologie D'Herodote, by Monsieur 

Volncy. 
Dr. SHOOLBB~D ...... ..-A new method of treating Hydrophobia, 

by J. Shoolbd, M.D. 
Captain T H O Y A ~  ROEBUCK-A Naval Dictionary, Hidmsfani and 

E M, by Capt. Thomas Roebuck. 
Dr. A. BERRY ......... .-'I'he&tory of ~rbhda, written in H i d  
Mr. J. V. HAYMEB ..... .-Miner of the East, -. 

Encyclopdia of Eastern Sciences. 
A Geographical Account of the Pro- 

vinces of Romelia and BOIM. 
Specimens of a Translation of Firdousi 

into German Verse. 
A printed catalogue of Oriental Manu- 

scripts in tile Imperial Library at 
Vienna. 
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M. LVYSDEN, Esq. . . . . . .-A p ~ t d  copy of the S h M m r b ,  d. 

Id, by M. Lumsden, Esq. MSS. 
H. H. WILSON, Euq. . . . . -Translat~~~~ of the Meg'ha I)ra, or 

Cloud Messenger, a Smscrit Poem, 
by H. H. Wilson. 

Manshi GFIOLAM AKBZB, -Kholssutul Hisab, by Gholam Akber 
Moonshee, and Moulovce J a m  Ali 

Dr. T. LUXMOORE . . . . . .-Practical Observations on Strictures d 
the Urethrr, by Thomas L.ll;Xm00R, 
M.D. 

Dr. AINSLIE . . . . . . . . . .-The Materia Medics of Hindusta, by 
Dr. W. Aimlie. 

Dr. R. TTTLER . . . . . . . .-A Manuscript Trsnslation of the KO- 
into Hebrew. 

J. RALPH, Esq. . . . . . . . .-First Number of the Calcvtta MagYinc. 
3. A~xxnsoa ,  Esq. . . . . . .-Trans1ation of the Episode of S h o d ,  

from the Shahnhah into Engbil 
Verse, by James Atkimoa. 

THB LINN~EAX SOCIETY. .-Transactions of the Linnoan Sbciay, 
vob. fth, Stir, and 96. 

COLLEGE~~FOBTWILLIAP--M~C~~&~ Han'ri, by Sheikh Ahmd. 
Najumul Ferkan or Index to the Kom. 
Mysepal M h i .  
Nefhetul Yemen. 
Surah-ul-toghgt, 1st ~ o l .  
Lumsden's Arabic Grammar, 1st wl. 
Hediketul Af&. 
Captain Lockett's Tmda t io r ;~  of thc 

Miatamil and Shereh Miatamil. 
L~imsden's Persian Grammar, 2 vok 
Persian Miscdlmy, 4cb, MB, and 6th 

vols. 
Shahnhah of Firdausi, 1 vd. 
Sheteh Secander Narnah, by bfaularir 

Hasxn Ali, and Bedf Ali. 
Masir Talibi, by Munshi Kudrat Ali. 
Gladwin's l+rm'ica, q d  rd, and 

EugkA Dictionary, 9 vols. 
Kholasat-ool-Hisab, by Jan Ali, .od 

othee: 
' Kitabul Jana@t, by the K a z i - u l - K d  
Orammatical Principles of B ~ J  BMd.. 
Refi-us-Sauda, (abridged.) - 
Kali t MirTaki. 
'fie $ hnfiyana of Tabici&. 
Baghu Behar, (Id Edition.) 
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DON- DONATI- 
htaifi Hindi, by Ldu  Lal. 
S e b  U'rdu, by Maulavi Amanat-ulla. 
khwanus Sas& by Maulavi Torab Ali. 
Bbramh, by M k a  Kazim Ali. 
Capbj, Roebuck's Naval Dictionary. 
Dapbhaga. 
Mitsoshara. 
Menu Sanhita. 
Siddhanta Caumudi. 
Nd6d~ya. 
Fontefa S a ~ c r i t  Grammar. 
W i h ' s  Cloud Messenger. 
Capey'~ Panjctbi Grammar. 

"""P $ Uriya and Engbh Vo- 
~~ Y 

A Vocabulary of the Bwmo, Malaya, 
and '2% languages, by the Rev. W. 
Carey, D.D. 

A Voaabulary of the TaEi"ga language, 
by the Rev. William Carey, D.D. 

TranslntPn from the Arabic of thm 
Mirbcst-ul-mdbih, 2 vols. by Cap- 
tain A. N. Matthewe. 

J. H. H a a x t z a ~ o ~ ,  Eeq.. .-A aopy of the Tamul New Teetsment. 
N. C A  B L ~ ~ L E ,  Eeq. . . . . . .-A copy ofthe Topographical Dictionary 

of hotland and Wales, 3d vol. 
AXTIQUARXAN SOClli~r 09 

LORDON . . . . . . . . . . ..-I COpy of the Transactions of the 
Socieq of Antiquarians of London, 
POL 17th. 

The Rev. J. MnJbmlc~r .  .-Elcll~enb of Chhme Grammar, by the 
Rev. J. Marshman, D.D. 

H. T. CO~LBROOKC, %. -T%tienkre Historique de Moreri, 8 
wk. 

kbr i  Thesaurus Erudiionis, 3 vols. 
Universal History, 7 vols. 
Ckiwm1 Dictionary, Historical and Bio- 
&id, 10 vols. 

L d  Becon's Works, 5 vok. 
Locke'e Works, 4 vals. 
Stpte P~RIX, by the Earl of Clarendon, 

l o t a ~ ~ d  3d vols. 
%pen presented to the H o w  of Com- 
mons, relating to Eost I d a  Affairg' 
4 vok. 

I& w, 7 ~019. 
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Ed India Chutcrs, - 
Orme's War of Hhbtan, 2 vob. 
Chme's Fragments. 
Thevends Tmrels to the Levant. 
Fonter's Travels, vol. 1st. 
Voyage dam Le Nord, 2 voh. 
Voyage d m  La Subw Occidahl~ 

2 vols. 
D'Ulloa, voyage de L'Ameriquc. 
Lctlren Edihrsnm, 46 vols. 
Geqmphie Ancienne, S vols. 
Memoires Othom.nes, 2 vols. 
Yormg on Agricultun, 2 vdr. 
Opera Philosophica et M r r t h d a .  
Wey's  Astronomiul Tables. 
Hanis's Optics. 
coatad's Astronomy. 
Tbeori. Lure  jwta  syrtama Nentaai- 

mum. 
Idba our la Mttg,rologk, 2 rds. 
Dcs G l a k  a Spheres. 
Hutton's Theory of the Euth. 
W h i i w s t  on the Euth. 
Cav.llo's Treatise on Air. 
C.vaUo on Electricity, S rob. 
Modifications de l'Atmorphcn, 4 d 
Fourcroy's Chanistry, 5 voh. 

. Berkenhouts Philoeo h i 4  ChaniUly. 
Chemical h y s ,  by has. W. Schede. 
Dircercrrtions on Elective Attraction. 
Torbemi Be-, O p w &  Phyria 

et Chemica, 5 vols. 
Cs~r'Revolutidna of MedidSciroec 
Philorophical MI&=, 2 vole. 
Meninski Thesaurus, 5 vols. 
Dercriptionr of the Ahwd Vekyrt  
Rwurtul Ahbab, 2 vob. . 
Meorrjul Nab& 
Hdibt-do, S vds. 
Allum Arai Abbari, S vols. 
Description of the Deccan. 
Sylvl Mut6Lhuin. 
Mesheby1 Ajaib. 
Hi- of Hindvrtun, &. by GhoLn 

Hurein Khur. 
Reafili Najtim. 



LIBT OF DONATIONS, &C. XV 

DONATIONS. DONORS. 
of Nawab Alivadi K h  ::z. 

Akhlrlr N k .  
Hdikatul HakW 
Akber Nunah. 
Ibmt Nmah, 4 vols. 
Taskeri Ulema. 
J.bangir Namah. 
A Resala, by K&-ul-KW - 

Rdja Tarangini. 
m v d .  
An Arabic Dictionary. 
Diwm Bedil. 
Tarikh Kutubehahi. 
Nasiri A'safee. 
History of &Rarq6r.  
Diwan Jejuli Erk. 
M y a  Bed6y1~ 
Nigaristan. 
History of Mohammed and his Com- 

panions. 
Tibkat usufa 
TaimGr Namah. 
The Munshi's Journal in Webb's Tour. 

LIST OF DONORS AND DONATIONS 
TO 

The Mweurn of dhc Asiatick Society. 

MINORS. DONATIONS. 
The COVXTESS of LOUDOX 

and Moxaa . . . . . . . . . . A  Chinese Ph-t, stutkd. 
Two Peacock Pheasants, ditto. 
Specimens of V h u s  Hair, from the 

vulcano on the Island of Bourbon. 
Lady HOOD . . . . , . . . . . . .-A Bufm Pheasant, or R4p Chand 

stuw. 
Mrs. H a x r a o ~ o x  . . . . . .-A large collection of Shells from &yh.  
Mirs F. H a t x l a ~ 6 1 9  . . . .-Various Minemls found be- Crib ~~ and RqtmaQwe. 

, Mrs. Coland ~ a c r r n a z r c ~ ~ e c i m e n s  of S191.ctites, from a cave 
near Gooradera, ih the V e t h i m  



xvi 4UOEarQl;x. 

DONORS, DONATIOW 
Mn. OIILABD.. . . . . . . . . . -+yd. Shelb from the Isle of Frare. 
J. BROWN, Esq. . . . . . . . .-A seb of. Side Arms belonging to the in- 

h&jtants of Napad, consisting of one 
c q w ,  a knife, and a steel and flint 
~ Q X  s~ ik ing  fire, in a leathern case 

F. BUCHANAN, Esq. PVJ.D. -A ~ ~ w d  Stone containing numerow 
f j g u e  of BUDDHA, from the ruins 
d.&3agrih, the city of Jaroscldh, 
ip Bebr. 

Three other carved Stones from the 
~e~gbbourhood of the Caratoya river, 
in 4. southern part of Dijuijph. 

Rev. W. CAPEY, D. D. . .-A dried, Skin of tbe Cybn small Deer. 
A bunch of Branches with native W, 

f m  the district of Midmupore. 
M. CHEESE, Eaq.. . . . . . . .-A very large Head of the common al- 

l.*, with its skin, dried. 
H. T. COLEBROO~E,  hq, -OS)B m e  and three smdl specimens of 

a species of Madrepore, called by tbe 
Drciracdzkacra, and held 

in veneration by them as sacd  to 
YISI~N'U, supposed to be found near 
@&roc&, in the gulph of Cutd. 

Specifpens of Crystallizations found at 
Gnker, a place of religious resort 
 pea^. C&w&, south of N . 
PP $e Q44 pef- 

3rn Two Sdligratm found near u c ~ k ,  

Spec~mens of Coal from SylAct. 
A qepdrite from the C h d l  river. . 
Chrjstals from the hills north of Cdd. 
Pebb,b  TOP 4, SW 
Lead om ; place unknown. 
Spcintcns of Tabasheer, or marma of 

bamboos, from the wb wering oa 
SyUet. 

4 collection of dried specirpp of In- 
dkn plarits from' the' htanie g a r b  
# C+ntta. 

Captain J. Coq~rmeyppg,-S,~y,ipens of coral from the Isle d 
@ w e .  

Mr. DA COBTI.. . . . . .. . .+,ypl Sheus and Zoophyte from the 

G. PO.~DFS~.EL+,  &q. . .-4 

B*. 



LIST OF 'DONXTIONB, &c. . jcpii 

DONORS. DONATIO??S. , 

J. H. H ~ s r x o ~ o w ,  'E$h.'. .-specimens of Asbestos, from the C a p  
of Good Hope. 

Mr. HEATLEY . . . . . . . . . .-Three Zoophytes, place unknowu. 
R. HOME, h q . ,  , . . . ;. :. .-A Skull of the Cope Antilope. 

Two Hhinocerm' Horns. 
Three sets of Horns of the Hog-Deer. 
Eight .Horns of different species of . 

Dekr. 
Specimens of the Beak of a species of 

'hceros. 
Ditto of another ditto. 
Six Beaks of different Birds. 
'A Beak of the Spoon-bill. 
Two Ostrich Eggs. 
Some Teeth of a small Shark. 
The Tail of a Rattlesnake, dried. 
A' llairy Concretion from the stomach 

of a cow. 
A small Harpoon. 
Part of the Skull of a Musk Deer. 
'Two dried Fishes. 
Some Tiger Claws. 
Claws of the Amboynu Pigeon, and other 

birds. 
A brass Standish and Pen-Case. 

'An iron Style. 
A brass Mirror. 
A silver Pedestal. 
A brass figure of Brrr va'xr. 
Five brass casts of BUDDHAS. 
One ditto of GAXE'S'A. 

' One small ditto, uncertain. 
One ditto of PARVATI. 
Another ditto, ditto. 
One ditto of the infant CR~SHN'A. 
One ditto of DUEGA', mounted. 
One ditto of SE'SHA, resting on the tor- 

toise. 
A 'wooden medallion of a BUDDHA, 

with surrounding i~acription. 
A brass BHAVA'NI, with a lion's head 

and canopied by SttRa Ndga. 
A brass Vessel. 
A ditto Lamp. 
A crystal Mdh. 
An Egg. 
Specimens of native Sulphur. 



APPENDIX, 

DONATIONS, 
sqeciwns of O N .  
Ditto of %in. 
Ditto of C-. 
Dim of Quutr. 
Ditb of Lapiis kruli. 
Ditto of Gold Ore. 
Ditto of variegated Marble. 
Ditto of Mia. 
AdlStonecut withthe figumofr bed 
Thra Conch Shell8. 
Some Tusks of a Bau. 
Same Ti& Teeth. 
A rmdl model of a Boat, from the 

Eanten~ islands. 
Neckkces and BracxIets of Shells, &c 

from the Eastern islands. 
Fishing Tackle, from dim. 
A piece of Honeycomb. 
Various Eggs. 
Bmcelefa of BOM. Tusks, from h a  

Eutern islands. 
An Egyptian Lock. 
A dried Sea-horse. 
A China Flute. 
A set of C k k  chopsticks. 
A China Steelyard. 
B d  Dominos d Dice. 
Ditto Chessmen. 
The ornamented Prow of a P e p  B o r ~  
A Sling from the Eastern islands. 
The bowl of a Chi- Pipe. 
Fisbing Tackle from the &&wad. 
Two Trumpets or Pipes. 
Two China Compasses. 
A large Elepheut's Tusk. 
A Buffalo's Horn. 
Two khargas or Hi& sacrificial knives. 
Two specimens of Hindwfani Mosaic, 

in coloured chunam from Gokonda. 
A Tail of the Unicorn. 
A model of a P e p  Boat 
Another ditto, ditto. 
DiUo of a P e p  Bathing Tub. 
Two CAim Pipes. 
Various HirPdustmi Arrows. 
A braas Hindutani Trumpet. 
A M01vkrkc Saddle. 



LIST OP DO#ATIONS, &C. Xi% 

DONOR#. DONAWNB. 
A stone figure of CALI. 
An Elephant's molar Tooth. 

C a l d  C. Mrcvnxzra . .-Two Horn of the Antelope Orcur of 
LINIURUS, from A+a. 

Eight Statue of BUDDEA, from tho 
upper Pmvhw~.  

Nine silver Coins fmm ditto. 
JAMES MAC KILLOP, Eq. -APlatypusAnatinus,fromNcm Hdhnd, 

stuffed. 
H. Massy n, Eq.. . . . . . . .-Some Rhinoceros Hoofi. 
Lieutenant W. PBICB . . . .-A Hit& marble image of S'U'BVA, or 

the sun. 
R. RICHARDSON, Eq.. . . .-Thm AlligPtor's Egga. 
Captain TAYLOB . .. . ., . .-T~oS~mfromialaadsintheSouths~ 
Doctor WALLXC~.  . . . . . . .-A large Skull of an Elephant. 

A smaller ditto, divided by a vertical 
d o n .  

A ditto, together with a m p &  and 
the four first vertebra colli of a young 
elephant. 

Three Buffalo Skulls. 
Five Rhinoceros ditto. 
A Skull of the large river Alligator. 
Three ditto of the small tank ditto. 
A ditto of a Delphinus Gangeticus. 
A ditto of a Dolphin found near the Isle 

of Prance. 
Two sets of Sharks' Jaws. 
Some Fossil Bones and Teeth, probably 

of an Elephant, from the nelghbour- 
hood of Seronporc. 

A Skull of the Boar. 
Twolarge and one smder  Tiger Skulls. 
A Skull of a Bear. 
A Skull of the Babyrussa. 
A ditto of r Porcupine from Pegu. 
A ditto of the large river Turtle. 
Two smaller ditto. 
A ditto of a large Indiarr Monkey. 
A Skull of a smaller ditto. 
A dittosf a Cangaroo from Nem Hohki. 
The Head of a Pelican, stu5ed, and a 

lower Jaw of a ditto. 
Several very luge horn of the common 

deer. 
The Skull of an Ardea. 
Ditto of a Scolopax. 



DONOXS. ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ 1 0 1 9 1 ~ .  
Ikt Skull of an Alcedo. 
.A tnoaetroua Skull of a Goose. 
A number .of Skulls of Adm& abl 

rpcified. 
-'An entire panicle of the prickly b 

boo (banbum +a, or Roxa.) 
-A ditto of the common Bnznboo (h 

bum-.) 
Same large inflomcences, together with 

ripe h i t s  .of- rbe Makrgascm~ rat& 
( r a p  *.) 

A ditto of Umnia speciosa 
A lrtge Crystal fmrn Mt&gmcar. 
A variety of Shells and C o d ,  fmm the 
Ide of Frmue. 

A young hcerta Gangetica, in spirib 
of wine. 

Some Abdomid Viscera of a Cur 
guoo, in ditto. 1 

A Funidus umbilicalis of a &Ilkkc 
child, with large appendices, i n j e d  ' 
with mercury. 

'A specimen of a Tznia solium, a- 
pelled by the bark of porn-# 
root. 

Another ditto, of a native woman. 
Some flowering branches of Lorrnthol 

bicolor, in spirits of wine. 
Specimens of various resinous produc- 

h n s  from the Island of M-. 
soPPe stems of the singular huh& 

angbina ROXB. 
Captain & Wx~rrxsolr . .-Four silver Coins from Hi&m. 
H. H. WILSON, Fq. . .. .4 *-. I 

A SIVA LINGA. 
A l ' tdrbha  Nolo. 1 
Specimens of Lead Ore from H e .  
Ditto Copper Ore h r n  Nellore. 
Ditto of four species of Cornndum, a 

C u w n  Stone. 
Ditto of the P&ct Stone. 
Ditto of Coal from Bwdwaa. 
Dicto of Sonr Pebbles. 
Ditto of Sand, supposed to contain gald 

dust, from Poutha. 
Ditto of c b  coppr, hi+b 1 

.Moniated. 



ADDITIONS. 

NOTE to an ESSAY on the NOTIONS of the 
HINDU ASTRONOMERS, concerning the PRE- 
CESSION Of the EQUINOXES: by H .  T. COLE- 
BROOKE, E s ~ .  

H A V I N G  re-considered the passage of V I S H N ~  
CHAN DRA, quoted by the scholiast of BRAHME~UPTA*, 
I am satisfied that the corrupt part of the text does not 
d a t e  to the number, which appears complete without it ; 
and I venture with confidence on an ernendtition, which 
the defect of one syllable in the verse shows to be neces- 
sary, and which perfects the sense. The' passage so re- 
stored is as follows : the syllable, which I conjecturally 
re-establish, (and no other correction is atttempted nor 
required,) being distinguished by Italics. 

Tasya chitra bha-chid rudwcrlta-nand kh'tacCn- 
davah Ayanasya yugam pr6ctam Brahmircidi-matam 
puri.' 

' Its revolution through the asterisms are here [in the 
calpa] a hundred and eighty-nine thousand four hundred 
and eleven. This is termed a yuga of the solstice, as of 
old admitted by BRAHMA, ARCA, and the rest.' 

The number of 189,411 complete revolutions, in a 
calpa of 4,330,000,000 years, gives an annual precession 
of 56" ~ 9 ) ~ ' ~ .  

The age of VISHN'U CHANDRA must be placed b 
tween those of A~RYABHAP'T'A and BRAHMEGUPTA : 

* See page 2 17. 
9 R 
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I xxii ADDITIONB. 

i 
*Or a 

e of the last mentioned author aflirms, that 
both he an S'RI'SH E'N'A compiled their Vasishf 'ha and 
Rbmaca siddhdntas from A'RYA B H AT'TA, and VI JAPA- 

I 
NANDI, &c., taking the mean motions of the sun and 
moon, with the lunar apogee and nodes, and other spe- 
cified particulars, from the first of these authorities. To 
determine the period when this original author flourished 

. is a material and interesting object of research ; not 
only as he w t ~  founder of a sect in astronomy, as PULI'S'A 
was of another; both of which are noticed by BRAHME- 
GUPTA with their distinctive appellations, but because he 
is the earliest Hindu writer known to have treated of 
Algebra. I sball resume the inquiry in another place. 

I shall here only observe, that BRAHMEGUPTA is 
placed by the Astronomers of Ujayanf, in 550 Suca 
(A. D. 628) ; and that ARY ABHAT'T'A is considerably 
moreancient MUNJ A'L A, eo frequently mentioned for the 
doctrine mainbed by him concerning the revolution of 
the equinoxes ', is stated by the Astronomers of Ujayani 
to have written in the year 854 of the S'aca era (A D. 
9354, as BRAHMEGUPTA is in 550 Saca. These dates 
are furnished in a list of astronomical authorities, which 
was communicated to tbe late Dr. WILLIAM HUNTER 
by Hindu astronomers, who assisted his studies, when he 
was residing at that ancient seat of Hindu astronomy. 
I t  appears deserving of some confidence, as several of 
the dates which it contains, particularly those of B H ~ J A -  
RA'J and BH A'SCARA, have been verified. The rest, i t  
may fairly be presumed, ate likely to be equal1 conwrrt ; 
and VJSHN'U CHANDRA, being anterior to 5 RAHME- 

a u m a ,  must have preceded ~IUNJA'LA by more than 
three centuries, as the latter did BH A'SCARA by more 
than two. I t  is not the only instance, among the Hindu 
astronomers, where the older author has made a nearer 
approach to the truth, than his successor. 

- 

Sce page 212. 



ADDITIONS. xxiii 

When the conclusion of the note at page 259 was' 
written, a quotation from A'RYABHAT'T'A in MUN~S- 
WARA'S commentary on BH A'SCRA , was overlooked. 
I t  is the beginning of a passage in. the abridgment of ' 

A'RYABH AT'T'A, specifying the revolutions of the pla- 
nets. The quotation unfortunately stops after those 
of the moon ; which are 57,753,334,000, answering to 
4,380,000,000, of the sun. His numbers then come be- 
tween those of the Sziryasidd'hiinta and BRAHM EGUPTA, 

in the instances which admit of comparison : and the 
diurnal motions, concluded from them, differ from theirs 
but at fourth minutes. 

NOTE ON PAGE 250. 

To obviate misapprehension, it is necessary to obaerve, 
that the number of elapsed years of the 8aca era s u b  
joined to A'RY A BH AT'T'A'S computation of past time, is 
an addition by the Scholiast of BRAHBIEGUPTA, in 
course of comparing elapsed time: as reckoned by the two 
authors. For the pasusage, which he twice quotes from 
the .Dada-gitich of A'RY A BH AT'TA, reckons from the 
the beginning of the Cuka to the Bhdrata, which is the 
era of Yudhish't'hira, and the epoch employed by him, 
without any notice either of S'aca or Sambat. 

N O T E  to an ESSAY on the CAMPHOR-TREE of 
SUMATRA ; Iry H. T. C. 

Since my return to England I have had the oppor- 
tunity, b theindulgence of Sir JOSEPH BANKS, to 
inspect d e specimen in his collection from which the 
younger GERTNER, to whom it was communicated, d+ 
scribed his Dryobalanops aromatica ; and I find that the 
leaves entirely agree, and that it is unquestionabl~ 



X X ~ V  ADDITIONB; 

'the same species with the Camphor-tree of Sumatra. 
This information actually accompanied the specimen 
seen by Dr. C. F. GZRTNER, though he has inad- 
vertently referred it to Ceylon for a habitation, and as er- 
roneously alleged, that the bark of the tree is cinnamon. 

The fruit has t a n  also figured and described by 
M. CORRE'A DE SERRA, (Ann. du Mus. d'Hist. nat. 10. 
159,) under the name of Pterygium teres ; equally with- 
out any intimation of the tree affording the Sumatran 
camphor. 

As the Pterygium costatum of the same author is the 
Dipterocarpus costatus of the younger GXRTNER, whose 
publication on both that and the Dryobalanops p r e  
ceded by a year the earliest of CORRE'A DE SEBBA'S 
mcerning thee  fruits, it is presume$, that GXRTNER'S 
names of both genera will be retained. Whether his 
name of the species now in question shall also be pre- 
served, others must determine. I t  is, however, to be 
remarked,. that the name which was given to it in India, 
before the identity of species could be ascertained, is the 
most appropriate. 

The flowers of this plant, in Sir JOSEPH BANKS'S 
collection, are in too imperfect a state for description. 
It appears, .however, as was to be expected from analogv 
of congeners, that the petals are five, and the stamina 
numerous. I t  belongs then, as   no st of the plants of the 
same natural order do, to the class and oider Polyandria 
Monognia. The essential generic character is :-Calyx 
one-leaved, permanent ; enlarged into a gibbous cup, with 
five liplate, long, scariose wings. Corol. five-petalled. 
Capsule, three-valved, one-celled. Seed solitary. Em- 
bryo inverse, without perisperni. 




